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Preface 

The Government of the Republic of Finland and the Government of the Republic 
of South Africa have made an agreement on technical and financial assistance for 
the South African Water Law Review project. In South Africa the competent au-
thority is the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry, and in Finland the Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs. The Department of Water Affairs and Forestry has overall 
responsibility for implementation of the project. 

According to a consultancy contract between Finland's Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs and the Finnish Environment Institute concerning the South African Wa-
ter Law Review project, the Institute will provide assistance to the Steering Com-
mittee appointed by the South African Minister for Water Affairs and Forestry, 
professor Kader Asmal. It was agreed that the Finnish Environment Institute 
should assist the Steering Committee in the collation and analysis of foreign liter-
ature and international experiences of water legislation and water resources plan-
ning, administration and management. Following discussions with members of 
the Steering Committee, the countries chosen for this study were Australia, Califor-
nia, Israel, Finland, France, Germany, Sweden and the United Kingdom. 

This study focuses on the general structure of legislation and the basic institu-
tional solutions in the chosen countries. Aspects of water resources management, 
such as water supply, waste water management, water allocation, water quality 
policy and monitoring and assessment, have also been studied for some of the 
countries. Specific issues included in the study are economic instruments, envi-
ronmental impact assessment, management of transboundary waters and an over-
view of European Union law related to water. 

The jurisdictions examined provide many examples of different solutions to 
the issues of water management and protection. The alteration made to the orig-
inal scope of this study excluded the possibility of a detailed comparative analy-
sis, but the examples provide an important reference for the design of the new 
South African water law in accordance with the adopted fundamental principles 
and objectives. 

At the Finnish Environment Institute the following persons were involved 
in the project; Marianne Lindström (Project Coordinator), Mikael Hilden (Divi-
sion Manager), Marja Hiitiö (Research Engineer), Lauri Kattelus (Senior Research 
Engineer), Panu Kontio (Senior Advisor), Ritva Koskinen (Project Secretary), Mar-
jaleena Kosola (Research Economist), Jouko Tuomainen (Senior Researcher) and 
Risto Väisänen (Senior Advisor). Professors Kari Kuusiniemi, Pekka Vihervuori 
and Erkki Hollo were connected to the project as experts in environmental law. 
Kari Marttinen, Licentiate in Laws, supplied material as an expert on the environ-
mental law of the European Union, and Jari Salila, LLM, undertook the literature 
search. 
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2 	Executive Summary 

This summary has been structured according to the "Fundamental Principles and 
Objectives for a New Water Law in South Africa", as approved by the South Afri-
can Cabinet, in order to highlight those findings of the country studies that are 
particularly relevant from the point of view of the new law. The examples of solu-
tions and innovations in this summary are presented outside their legal and 
administrative context, and do not, therefore, convey a coherent picture of how 
the principles and objectives should be implemented. They do, however, raise 
central issues related to the principles and objectives. The more detailed treat-
ment in the main body of the document gives a fuller account of how key issues 
in water management have been addressed under different jurisdictions. 

2.1 Legal Aspects of Water 
Principle 1. The water law shall be subject to and consistent with the Constitution in all 
matters including the determination of the public interest and the rights and obligations of 
all parties, public and private, with regards to water. While taking cognisance of existing 
uses, the water law will actively promote the values enshrined in the Bill of Rights. 

Finland and Germany have comprehensive Water Acts, which cover all uses 
of waters, whereas the other countries studied have devided matters related to 
the use of water resources between various different acts. In the US, the Congress 
has asserted Commerce Clause authority in water issues for matters related to 
environmental protection. The relative position of the acts concerning water re-
sources in relation to other pieces of legislation reflect the historical development 
of the legal systems in the countries examined, and also the special features of 
their administrative and environmental conditions. 

Principle 2. All water, wherever it occurs in the water cycle, is a resource common to 
all, the use of which shall be subject to national control. All water shall have a consistent 
status in law, irrespective of where it occurs. 

Control over water resources differs substantially between the countries ex-
amined. At the very least there is a set of rules in the water acts concerning the 
use of waters, which thus permits a certain  minimum  level of national control. In 
most cases, other acts also have direct and indirect indications for the control of 
water resources. In practice, national, regional and local authorities can all be 
involved in implementing the controls, and a significant part of the acts related to 
water resources is taken up with defining how and by whom the controls are 
exerted. 

The water services and resources acts examined apply to water in general, 
but also make distinctions between different kinds of water resources in order to 
introduce specific regulations. The distinction between groundwater and surface 
water is common, and more detailed specifications on what is considered a water 
resource may also be given. For example, the German Federal Act on Water Re- 
source Management (WHG) applies to three categories of waters: 1) surface wa-
ter, 2) coastal water, and 3) groundwater; the Israeli Water Act mentions sewerage 
and run-off waters explicitly; France has a system which defines public and non- 
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public (inland) waters for groundwater, and separately defines territorial seawa-
ters;. in the US, three major categories have been identified in relation to water 
rights: 1) streams, lakes and similar or related waters; 2) diffused surface waters, 
and 3) percolating (= non-stream) underground water. This separation into legal 
categories has sometimes been problematic. 

Principles 3 and 4. There shall be no ownership of water but only a right (for envi-
ronmental and basic human needs) or an authorisation for its use. Any authorisation to use 
water in terms of the water law shall not be in perpetuity. 

The location of the water resource in relation to land shall not in itself confer preferen-
tial rights to usage. The riparian principle shall not apply. 

None of the countries recognise ownership of water as a substance. Howev-
er, the right to use water resources can be partly connected with ownership of 
land. In the United Kingdom riparian rights apply, and similar rights exist in 
Germany and France. In Finland, most waters are private property, but this does 
not grant the owner special rights with respect to the use of water as a liquid. 
Property rights are a condition for construction work and for certain types of ex-
ploitation of fish resources. In France, non-public waters are basically ruled by 
private law (Code civil, Code rural). In Germany, the ownership of property as 
such does not justify use of waters that would require a permit (Erlaubnis or 
Bewilligung). 

In Germany a 'Bewilligung" can be issued for a limited period, which may 
only in exceptional circumstances exceed 30 years; an "Erlaubnis" is also normal-
ly granted for a fixed period of time. A permit may be reviewed under certain 
circumstances. In Sweden and in Finland, permits are time-framed, especially 
permits for the discharge of polluting substances, and the tendency is to set time 
limits also for permits for water level regulation etc., so that they can be reviewed 
and even revoked under certain circumstances. At the same time, the position of 
the permit-holder is to some extent safeguarded (see also principles 19-20). 

In Australia, steps have been taken to clearly dissociate right of use from 
ownership of land. In the Australian legal systems for water abstraction and irri-
gation, there is an active trend towards transferrable water rights under the su-
pervision of authorities. One of the key issues is the transfer of water rights from 
one activity to another, e.g. from agricultural irrigation to industrial use. In the 
and western states of the US, the access problem has been approached by award-
ing eminent domain power to prospective water users. The rights of appropria-
tors have been described as (usufructuary) rights to use water, rather than rights 
to the water itself. The water right is usually given as a licence or permit. In Cali-
fornia, all new appropriations of surface waters etc. require approval of an ad-
ministrative agency or the state. 

2.2 The Water Cycle 
Principle 5. In a relatively and country such as South Africa, it is necessary to recognise 
the unity of the water cycle and the interdependence of its elements, where evaporation, 
clouds and rainfall are linked to groundwater, rivers, lakes, wetlands and the sea, and 
where the basic hydrological unit is the catchment. 

On a legal level, the reference to catchment is a recent approach, but even 
countries whose legislation does not explicitly recognise catchments have, in prac-
tice, developed administrative practices that use the catchment as a planning unit. 
France, for example, has a developed administrative system based on catchments 
(basins) at the regional level, and in Western Australia all water development and 
management has been concentrated in a single agency which uses catchments as 
a unit in planning. The New South Wales Water Supply Authorities Act recognis- 
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es integrated catchment planning and management as a key task of authorities, 
and in several Australian states integration has been advanced by establishing 
close connections between land use planning and water management, e.g. the 
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act (1979) of New South Wales. The 
treatment of transboundary catchments is also an important issue. 

Principle 6. The variable, uneven and unpredictable distribution of water in the 
water cycle should be acknowledged. 

The uncertainties with respect to water resources have, to a varying degree, 
been explicitly stated in the legal and administrative systems. Dealing with un-
certainty is one of the key tasks of those administrative bodies that are responsi-
ble for water management and development. In Finland, for example, a separate 
act has been enacted on dam safety. In the United Kingdom, the Water Resources 
Act empowers the Secretary of State to issue drought orders on application by the 
Environment Agency or water distributor. In New South Wales, the Drainage Act 
(1939,1996) was enacted to make better provision for flood control. The examples 
show that emergency conditions and risks are in some cases included in a com-
prehensive water act, whereas in other jurisdictions separate acts have been en-
acted to cover these tasks. 

2.3 Water Resource Management Priorities 
Principle 7 (see also Principle 12). The objective of managing the quantity, quality and 
reliability of the nation's water resources is to achieve optimum, long term, environmen-
tally sustainable social and economic benefit for society from their use. 

The objective of managing resources for sustainable use is common to all 
recent pieces of legislation, and especially to those acts which have comprehen-
sive functions. As sustainable development cannot be uniquely defined, an im-
portant feature in the legislation is the handling of different claims and conflicts 
concerning resources. For example, the Swedish Natural Resources Act includes 
common rules for settling conflicts between different areal claims. The Act states 
that land, water and the physical environment in general shall be used in such a 
manner as to promote sound long-term management from the ecological, social 
and economic viewpoints. In Finland, disputes concerning water resources are 
dealt with under the specifically designed permit system of the Water Act, in which 
Water Courts become interpreters of the practical meaning of sustainability. Ac-
cording to the Finnish Water Act, the Water Courts shall compare and weigh up 
interests when deciding on permit applications. In New South Wales, the Land 
and Environment Court, which was created under a special Act, has similar func-
tions. In France, interministerial cooperation is used to settle water and land man-
agement conflicts. In California, the Water Resource Control Board can protect 
environmental values by refusing to issue permits for appropriations contrary to 
the public interest, or by imposing terms and conditions for the permit. The ex-
pression "public interest" directs the Board to consider a range of criteria in ap-
propriation processes. Water quality plans are among the matters to be consid-
ered. 

To ensure that management is consistent with the stated objectives, monitor-
ing systems have been set up for the quality and quantity of water resources. In 
recent years, many jurisdictions have diversified monitoring activities to cover 
e.g. biological diversity, non-point sources of pollution, and climate change. 

Principle 8. The water required to ensure that all people have access to sufficient 
water shall be reserved. 
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The principle that all citizens should have access to sufficient water is a start-
ing point for all water services and resources acts. This excludes ownership of 
water as a substance and also limits the landowner's right to water resources 
even in those jurisdictions that have riparian rights or other property rights to 
waters. In France, for example, a landowner may not impede the flow of waters 
and may not use water in such a way as to deprive other inhabitants of the water 
they require. This demands a regulation of all extensive uses of water (see Princi-
ple 9). In California, water rights are subject to limitations pursuant to the public 
trust doctrine, giving the state a fiduciary obligation to hold state sovereign re-
sources for the benefit of the public. The US Federal Government has also re-
served a certain amount of water for e.g. recreation and wildlife refuges. 

Principle 9 and Principle 10. The quantity, quality and reliability of water re-
quired to maintain the ecological functions on which humans depend shall be reserved so 
that the human use of water does not individually or cumulatively compromise the long 
term sustainability of aquatic and associated ecosystems. 

The water required to meet the basic human needs referred to in Principle 8 and the 
needs of the environment shall be identified as "the Reserve" and shall enjoy priority of use 
by right. The use of water for all other purposes shall be subject to authorisation. 

One of the most important instruments in any environmental legislation is a 
permit system, but the authorisation procedures for permits can display consid-
erable variety (see Principle 22). The Swedish Water Act and Environmental Pro-
tection Act presuppose a permit before certain activities affecting the aquatic en-
vironment may be started, altered or modified. Because of time restraints and the 
need for rational use of administrative resources, a permit cannot be demanded 
for every activity having an impact on the environment. Less hazardous activities 
are controlled by a notification system. The Swedish Water Act also exempts cer-
tain, usually minor, projects from individual examination. In Finland, the prob-
lem of the varying significance of water use activities has been solved by empow-
ering different levels of the administration with rights to grant permits. Minor 
activities are decided on the level of municipalities, whereas all major activities 
are dealt with by the Water Courts. In Germany a permit under the German WHG 
is needed, as a rule, for any form of water usage if no exception is stipulated. 
Some, mostly insignificant uses of waters may take place without a permit, as is 
the case with some forms of common use (e.g. leisure activities, such as swim-
ming or canoeing). At the level of jurisdiction, the key issue is thus to determine 
the thresholds for permits and for different permit procedures. In the UK, permit 
systems have been collected under the umbrella of a single agency that operates 
at different levels of administration, from local to central. This ensures an inde-
pendent role in decision making. In France, the Basin Agencies have a role in the 
field of enforcement (policy, charges, etc.), whereas general (regional and local) 
administrative authorities grant permits. In the US, point source pollution con-
trol involves a permit programme, a system of technology-based effluent limits, a 
programme for imposing more stringent limits when necessary, a set of specific 
provisions applicable to certain pollutant dischargers, and a grant programme to 
develop publicly owned treatment works. 

To ensure the quality of water, the concept of "critical load" has been adopt-
ed. It has been used extensively in determining allowable emissions of acidifying 
substances, but it has also been extended to nutrient emissions and eutrophica-
tion. Minimal flows for the operation of dam have also been defined in river sys-
tems. In the US, the federal Clean Water Act aims at restoring and maintaining 
the chemical, physical and biological integrity of waters and has led to setting up 
national water quality programmes. 
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Principle 11. International water resources, specifically shared river systems, shall 
be managed in a manner that optimises the benefits for all parties in a spirit of mutual 
cooperation. Allocations agreed for downstream countries shall be respected. 

Agreements on the management of common or transboundary water cours-
es exist in several of the jurisdictions examined. The general tendency is towards 
equitable utilisation and equitable participation in matters concerning the joint 
water bodies. The United Nations Economic Commission for Europe developed 
the Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Waters (Helsinki 
Convention 1992), which provides a general set of guidelines, including general 
principles for notification concerning activities and rights of use. The Convention 
on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary Context (Espoo Con-
vention 1991) specifies basic rules for the assessment of activities that may cause 
transboundary environmental impacts. A major innovation is the right of poten-
tially affected parties to participate in assessment processes irrespective of na-
tional borders. In Scandinavia, for example, parties affected by activities in a neigh-
bouring country have the same legal status as nationals in all assessment and 
permit procedures. 

Bi- and multilateral agreements exist in many countries that set up specific 
procedures for the management of shared resources. Some of these have led to 
the establishment of joint management bodies with administrative functions and 
powers, e.g. the Swedish-Finnish Border River Commission, whereas others em-
phasise exchange of information and cooperation between authorities across bor-
ders. Many recent agreements strive towards joint management of drainage ba-
sins, irrespective of national borders. 

2.4 Water Resource Management Approaches 
Principle 12. The National Government is the custodian of the nation's water resources, 
as an indivisible national asset. Guided by its duty to promote the public trust, the Nation-
al Government has ultimate responsibility for, and authority over, water resource manage-
ment, the equitable allocation and usage of water and the transfer of water between catch-
ments and international water matters. 

Exceptions to this principle exist only in the federal countries, where the 
responsibility is shared between the central (federal) government and the gov-
ernments of states or provinces. In the US, the allocation of waters between states 
has been a matter of dispute, resulting in a number of court cases. Attempts have 
been made to formalise the rules for transfer of water in separate agreements. 
The equitable allocation of water between nations has been based on bi- or multi-
lateral agreements and international conventions. 

Principle 13. As custodian of the nation's water resources, the National Govern-
ment shall ensure that the development, apportionment, management and use of those 
resources is carried out using the criteria of public interest, sustainability, equity and effi-
ciency of use in a manner which reflects its public trust obligations and the value of water 
to society while ensuring that basic domestic needs, the requirements of the environmental 
and international obligations are met. 

Many of the jurisdictions have developed specific criteria for water quality 
to guarantee the quality of drinking water, surface waters and groundwaters. 
Recent decisions within the European Union have led to the development and 
operationali sation of the concepts of Best Available Technology and Best Envi-
ronmental Practice, and of systems of water quality. In Finland, for instance, a 
national system for classification of surface waters has been developed. The sys-
tem has been used as one of the criteria for measuring the success of water poli-
cies. 
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Principle 14. Water resources shall be developed, apportioned and managed in such 
a manner as to enable all user sectors to gain equitable access to the desired quantity, 
quality and reliability of water. -Conservation and other measures to manage demand shall 
be actively promoted as a preferred option to achieve these objectives. 

The key to dealing with the development, apportionment and management 
of water resources is the management infrastructure. In some jurisdictions sever-
al separate bodies have been created to deal with different aspects of manage-
ment, whereas in other jurisdictions bodies with wide responsibilities have been 
created. Which of these is preferrable has been debated in several of the countries 
(see also Principle 22). The degree of state control also varies. In Israel, for exam-
ple, the authorities have considerable power in determining the allocation of water. 
In many Australian states the control exerted by authorities is also strong, although 
attempts are made to solve a part of the allocation problems with market-based 
mechanisms. In Western Australia, the Water Authority has also developed its 
strategic planning of water resources. The procedure is non-mandatory, but shows 
how both allocation and resource development can be treated in a multidiscipli-
nary and multicriteria framework. 

Principle 15. Water quality and quantity are interdependent and shall be managed 
in an integrated manner, which is consistent with broader environmental management 
approaches. 

The integrated approach seems to be a clear trend within the European Union 
and its member states with the strongest environmental policies, as well as in 
other countries with strong environmental awareness. However, the exact mean-
ing of integration varies, and at least two different approaches can be identified. 
In some cases integrated water management is the key concept, meaning that all 
aspects related to the use of waters are considered jointly, for example in the form 
of integrated catchment management based on, or including, land use planning. 
This approach has been found in e.g. the states of Australia. 

Within the European Union the integration of water issues with other envi-
ronmental considerations is high on the agenda. In practice this means that sev-
eral countries have developed or are developing permit systems that allow for 
the simultaneous consideration of e.g. waste water, solid waste, airborne emis-
sions and noise. These have been introduced to determine the best use of re-
sources among permit holders for the protection of the environment. 

The Swedish Environmental Protection Act (1969) is an example of the inte-
gration of different environmental considerations. Although it has resulted in the 
comprehensive regulation of pollution control matters, at the same time water 
law was split into two different acts: water pollution control was included in the 
Environmental Protection Act, while other matters concerning exploitation of 
waters continued to be regulated under the Water Act. In Germany, on the other 
hand, water protection and water management are regulated in the Federal WHG: 
both water construction or development projects of different kinds and water 
pollution control are regulated by unitary legislation. 

In both Sweden and Germany of these states, a comprehensive Envi-
ronmental Code is under preparation. The following major environmental enact-
ments are to be incorporated in the Swedish Code: the Nature Conservation Act, 
the Environmental Protection Act, the Water Act and the Natural Resources Act. 
However, the purpose of the proposed Swedish Code is not simply to be a syn-
thesis of existing environmental laws but, rather, the Code should express a uni-
form approach to environmental questions. In all fields of environmental regula-
tion, the level of control should be the same. 

The purpose of the German Code will be to develop environmental law fur-
ther, from a sectoral way of thinking towards an ecologically based, integrated 
approach. This would, for example, presuppose an extensive harmonisation of 
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environmental regulations. The Code will include rules concerning protection 
against air pollution and nuisances, nature conservation and protection of landsca-
pe, water pollution control and water management, waste management, and soil 
conservation. 

In the UK, the development of the Environmental Protection Act (1990) aims 
at similar integration of different environmental considerations into one permit 
system. The management of water resources comes under the Water Resources 
Act (1991) and the Water Industry Act (1991), although the Environment Agency 
has key responsibilities regarding all permit systems. 

France has separate legislation for water management, water pollution con-
trol and other environmental pollution control. The permit authorities are often 
the same and the power to enact rules and conditions is given to the State Coun-
cil. On the legislative level there is no integration, because regulatory means (clas-
sification, concepts etc.) differ so widely. 

The US legislation for pollution control is based on divisions of water, air etc., 
but integrated permits are being developed for the joint treatment of these is-
sues. There is also a movement towards ecosystem management approaches us-
ing watersheds as the basic unit. The US Model Water Code aims at integrating all 
direct aspects of water management into one act. 

The examples show that the two approaches to integration are partly a mat-
ter of emphasis. Full integration would make all environmental permit proce- 
dures part of a catchment management system, which also would include land 
use planning and resource management. The theoretical advantage of this would 
be true environmental integration, but a practical obstacle may be the complexity 
of the considerations at the decision-making level. Such a system would demand 
highly developed decision support through which different issues, interests and 
objectives could be weighed. 

Principle 16. Water quality management options shall include the use of economic 
incentives and penalties to reduce pollution; and the possibility of irretrievable environ-
mental degradation as a result of pollution shall be prevented. 

A tendency to reduce government intervention, to increase policy integra-
tion and a shift of attention from curative to preventive policies are all factors that 
motivate a wider use of economic instruments. This tendency can be observed in 
all the countries studied, although the speed and scope of application varies. Other 
schemes, like compensation mechanisms, are of great economic importance, alt- 
hough they are not considered to be economic instruments in the traditional sense. 

The 'polluter pays' principle is included in several jurisdictions, but its im-
plementation and effectiveness varies. According to the German Waste Water Fee 
Act (Abwasserabgabengesetz, AbwAG), a fee for any discharge of waste water 
into waters shall be paid to the states. This implies that only so-called direct dis-
charges are covered by the duty to pay the fee. Direct dischargers comprise al- 
most exclusively municipalities, water associations and major industrial plants. 
Indirect discharges to public sewers are not directly affected by the Act. Practical-
ly all households and some 90 per cent of business premises are connected to a 
sewer and are thus regarded as indirect dischargers. The payments for dischar- 
ges into sewers, however, are also graduated in such a way as to achieve a just 
distribution amongst polluters in accordance with the 'polluter pays' principle. 
In Finland, polluters and other water resource developers pay for waste water 
treatment, and for any mitigation and damages that the activity may cause to 
other owners and users of the water resources. Mitigation costs are usually borne 
by the user on a yearly basis, whereas compensation for damages is in many 
cases a single, fixed payment. In the UK, annual charges are made for discharge 
consents, and special charges are levied on licences for impounding or abstrac-
tion and for irrigation. In Australia, the development towards market-based mech- 
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anisms is quite advanced, with several new innovations concerning economic 
instruments in the management of waters being introduced in different states. 
France, for its past, has a highly developed fee system: the water authorities (Ba-
sin Agencies) are entitled to raise fees for activities requiring a permit and also for 
policy measures undertaken by the authorities. 

In all the countries studied, the laws include general prohibitions on pollut-
ing and causing other damage to water resources. Consent can be granted for 
activities that do not cause severe damage or nuisance. Permits cannot under any 
circumstances be granted for activities that may have detrimental effects on hu-
man health or severely disrupt the functioning of ecosystems. For example, in 
Finland the Water Courts cannot grant permits for activities that are likely to pol-
lute groundwaters. 

A crucial issue in all permit systems is the extent and nature of the proce-
dures for public hearing. An overall tendency has been to increase public access 
to environmental information and the right to express views in decision-making 
processes. For example in Israel, non-governmental organisations also have the 
right to demand action in case of non-compliance with environmental authorisa-
tions. 

Pollution of waters can in most jurisdictions be treated as a criminal offence 
under certain conditions. The role of criminal law in reducing pollution appears 
to be a minor one relative to the consent procedures, although it is a necessary 
complement to the administrative instruments. 

On theoretical and practical grounds, the role of penalties as policy instru-
ments should be inferior compared to preventive instruments like green taxes; 
instead, planning procedures and environmental impact assessment should be 
developed. The development of administrative procedures has been towards the 
creation of mechanisms for implementing the precautionary principle, to avoid 
irretrievable damage. 

Principles 17 and 18. Water resource development and supply activities shall be 
managed in a manner which is consistent with the broader national approaches to environ-
mental management. 

Since many land uses have a significant impact upon the water cycle, the 
regulation of land use shall, where appropriate, be used as an instrument to man-
age water resources within the broader integrated framework of land use man-
agement. 

In Sweden, policy quidance on the use of the environment is based on the 
Natural Resources Act and on land use planning in line with the Planning and 
Building Act of 1987. Land use planning is mainly a municipal task, but the re-
source management principles set out in the Natural Resources Act impose cer-
tain limits on this activity. Nationwide planning aims at the best possible alloca-
tion and management of the country's resources for different purposes, such as 
traffic routes, major industrial installations and nature conservation. In Finland, 
land use planning is also considered separately from resource management or 
pollution prevention. Protective zones concerning e.g. groundwater can be in-
cluded in land use plans, and the Finnish Building Act demands general consid-
eration of the potential environmental impacts of planned land use. However, 
such consideration is most effective only in the case of intensive land use and 
does not regulate in detail non-point source polluters, for example. In the UK 
and Israel, similar connections exist between planning and water resource manage-
ment. 
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The French system of land use management is based on land use plans (plan 
döccupation des sols). Land use planning materialises in the form of planning 
programmes (schemes), which exist on several administrative levels. The pro-
grammes determine the content of both urban plans (urbanisme) and sectoral 
environmental policies. 

In Germany, planning includes not only general land use planning but also 
different types of sectoral and functional planning. Thus there are many plans 
concerning uses of water, such as framework plans for water management, waste 
water treatment plans and plans for water construction. One of the goals of gen-
eral land use planning is to safeguard a decent quality of environment for human 
beings and to protect the natural environment. In areal planning, the aims men-
tioned include protection of water quality and securing of water supply. Areal 
and land use planning have a highly significant integratory function: planning at 
a more general level has an effect on planning decisions taken at a more concrete 
level. General areal planning co-ordinates sectoral planning activities. 

The connection between land use planning and water management can be 
problematic. Lack of cooperation between responsible authorities, cultural differ-
ences and different approaches on a regulatory level can all create conflicts. Ex-
amples include insufficient consideration for groundwater resources, and inap-
propriate land use in flood-prone areas. In California, major problems related to 
intensive agriculture in and areas have developed around irrigation drainages. 
This is partly explained by water rights, land use and pollution control consider-
ations being separated too much. Mandatory information exchange may allevi-
ate some of the potential difficulties. Attempts to include a large number of relat-
ed, but still different, issues have been made, but the inclusion of several, poten-
tially conflicting tasks is not easy (see Principle 22). 

Principles 19 and 20. Any authorisation to use water shall be given in a timely 
fashion and in a manner which is clear, secure and predictable in respect of the assurance of 
availability, extent and duration of use. The purpose for which the water may be used shall 
not arbitrarily be restricted. 

The conditions upon which authorisation is granted to use water shall talte into con-
sideration the investment made by the user in developing infrastructure to be able to use 
the water. 

In the countries studied, abstraction permits are specified with respect to 
duration and volume. The applicant must usually specify the planned use of the 
water on a general level. For example in Israel, the right to water is always linked 
to specified purposes. 

Depending on the amount to be extracted and the type of water to be used, 
different investigations may be demanded of the applicantas part of the permit 
processes. Such investigations may concern the size of the water resource, the 
quality of the water and any secondary effect of the abstraction activity. In Fin-
land the permit process also allows for public participation. Throughout the Eu-
ropean Union, the Directive on Environmental Impact Assessment (337/1987) gives 
public access to information concerning plans for abstraction of water when the 
amount exceeds 10 million m3  per year. In many jurisdictions public hearings are 
also a part of the permit process for much smaller abstraction activities. 

Specification of the conditions for water abstraction in water services and 
resources acts and the extent of discretionary considerations by authorities vary 
among the countries. The Swedish Act, for example, states that the site for the 
activity should be chosen in such a way as to minimise damage, but without un-
reasonable costs. Precautionary measures should be taken, but if considerable 
damage to public interests can be expected, a permit may not be granted. Similar 
conditions are specified by the Finnish Water Act. In Israel, there is a general 
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obligation to preserve water and water resources, which also requires that water 
installations be kept in proper condition. In Israel, authorities have extensive pow-
ers to regulate water abstraction. 

Principle 21. The development and management of water resources shall be carried 
out in a manner which limits to an acceptable minimum the danger to life and property due 
to natural or manmade disasters. 

Detailed rules and standards of performance with regard to discretion in 
issuing permits and duties of care, form an integral part of modern water and 
environmental legislation (in Sweden, Germany and elsewhere). In Finland, a 
special Act on Dam Safety (1984) has been enacted, with the purpose of classify-
ing and setting standards for the construction and maintenance of dams. In Isra-
el, a special law has also been enacted for flood protection, whereas in the UK 
flood protection is included in the Water Resources Act (1991), which specifies, 
for example, regional flood defence committees. 

2.5 Water Institutions 
Principles 22 and 23. The institutional framework for water management shall as far as 
possible be simple, pragmatic and understandable. It shall be self-driven and minimise the 
necessity for State intervention. Administrative decisions shall be subject to appeal. 

Responsibility for the development, apportionment and management of available water 
resources shall, where possible and appropriate, be delegated to a catchment or regional 
level in such a manner as to enable interested parties to participate. 

In all of the countries studied, several authorities with different mandates 
are involved in water management. Certain issues are dealt with at a local level, 
e.g. in municipalities, but integration and co-ordination, and the safeguarding of 
national or regional interests necessitate certain powers beyond municipal or catch-
ment levels. For example, in France authorisation processes are regulated by the 
decisions of the State Council. 

Different forms of participatory planning have been introduced in several 
jurisdictions. This has put certain demands on the planning process. In the ideal 
case: 
— 	goals and targets of different participating groups are specified early in the 

process; 
— water management alternatives are developed, taking the targets and 

goals into consideration; 
— 	impacts are assessed on a multidisciplinary basis; 
— 	the choice of alternative to be implemented is based on a multi-criteria 

comparison; 
— 	follow-up of the projects' effects after implementation is arranged; and 
— 	participation is arranged on a representative basis that also gives minori- 

ties and special interests a fair chance to participate and influence. 
These demands have been one of the motivations for introducing mandato-

ry environmental impact assessment procedures or similar amendments in sec-
tor-specific water legislation. 

The Swedish Natural Resources Act gives powers to the Council of State on 
major projects. The Swedish National Licensing Board of Environmental Protec- 
tion has nationwide competence in handling permits for major polluting activi- 
ties and in securing consistent permit decisions based on expertise. In the UK, the 
Environment Agency has an extensive mandate in water and other environmental 
issues and consists of central, regional and area levels, each with different func-
tions. In addition, the Office of Water Services and the Nature Conservancy Council 
have specific tasks related to water management and the protection of waters. In 
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France, the judicial decisions are made mostly on the regional or local level, but 
there are central bodies for water, environmental and nature issues. These act as 
expert and supervisory bodies. In Australian states, private or semi-private irriga-
tion districts or corporations develop irrigation schemes, whereas authorities deal 
with permit issues. In California, irrigation districts are multi-purpose local bod-
ies which construct facilities for distribution of water and drainage, distribute 
hydroelectricity, operate flood control systems and provide sewage control. The 
district has the power to tax, issue bonds and negotiate contracts with the federal 
government. 

The advantage of having a single powerful authority dealing with water 
issues is that it becomes easy to identify all water-related matters with the institu-
tion in question. On the other hand, experiences show that issues related to the 
management and protection of waters are so multifaceted that internal conflicts 
concerning management issues may arise. These can be difficult to deal with and 
may give the public confusing signals with respect to the principles of the author-
ity. For example, the task of promoting hydro power and the role of environ-
mental protection may generate an irreconcilable conflict. Conflicts can also arise 
between irrigation and other uses of water or between drainage and environ-
mental protection, especially if the duties also include operational activities. The-
oretical studies suggest that conflicts of interest are easier to deal with in public 
and on a political level when different authorities are involved. 

Principle 24. Beneficiaries of the water management system shall contribute to the 
cost of its establishment and maintenance, on an equitable basis. 

The system of charging for the use of water resources varies in the jurisdic-
tions studied. A quantity and a quality charging system would share the costs 
among users on an equitable basis. Household users mostly pay for the right to 
use water in the form of payments collected by the distributors. For other users 
the practices vary, for example in Israel drainage authorities may impose a fee on 
landowners (beneficiaries) to cover project costs. In the German state of Sachsen, 
water extraction fees have been collected, from users, and the fees are classified 
and differentiated with respect to uses and resource availability. In France, Water 
Agencies have the authority to collect extraction taxes. 

Although the water tariffs or taxes aim at introducing the principle of 'user 
or polluter pays', it is not self evident that they will be effective in an economic 
sense. The goal of economic efficiency has led most states in Australia (e.g. West-
ern Australia, Victoria and New South Wales) to introduce transferable water ab-
straction entitlements. These aim is to create market efficiency in the allocation of 
water. The entitlements can be either annual or permanent. Detailed systems with 
respect to the allocation procedures, pricing and control have been developed. 
Auctions have been used by Australian authorities to distribute water to private 
consumers. In 1965 California instituted groundwater charges on the production 
of water from groundwater supplies. All water producing facilities have to be 
registered and the amount of water has to be measured. This system is consid-
ered to reduce wastage. 

Similarly, fees are collected for discharging waste water into water bodies. In 
Germany, the fees are a function of the volume and harmfulness of the waste 
water; different classes of harmfulness have been defined. In Finland, fees for 
municipal waste waters are based on the volume of water used by households. In 
France the Water Agencies can collect pollution taxes, whereas for other users no 
regular fees are collected. Instead, dischargers are expected to carry all the costs 
of waste water treatment. 
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2.6 Water Services 
Principle 25. The right of all citizens to have access to basic water services (the provision 
of potable water supply and the removal and disposal of human excreta and waste water) 
necessary to afford them a healthy environment on an equitable and economically and envi-
ronmentally sustainable basis shall be supported. 

An overall objective in all the jurisdictions studied is to provide water for 
citizens. Environmental awareness has also resulted in the introduction of the 
objective of appropriate waste water treatment to protect water resources, as well 
as the goals of social, ecological and economic sustainability of resource use. Eco-
nomic as well as environmental sustainability presumes, among other things, in-
ternalising negative external effects such as environmental damage. This has lead 
to the use of environmentally based economic instruments like green taxes and 
charges, and intentions to apply full cost pricing for uses of water resources. In 
practice, full cost pricing may, however, cause problems. Experiences have shown 
that if the poorest are not able to afford the costs, the system may not work and it 
may also have unintended side effects such as theft of water. Therefore a pricing 
system for water cannot be developed in isolation from the general social policy 
and security systems. 

Diverse and complex administrative solutions have arisen as there is no 
uniquely defined way of solving the sustainability issue. Two tendencies can be 
identified in the countries studied, and generally elsewhere, too. The first is the 
integration of issues related to water use and management with other environ-
mental concerns. The second is an emphasis on economic efficiency. Both ten-
dencies have demanded new legal innovations. In particular, market-based solu-
tions require solving many difficult legal questions and also the creation of sys-
tems of checks and balances to avoid development which is contary to principles 
of equity or fairness. 

Principle 26 and 27. Water services shall be regulated in a manner which is consist-
ent with and supportive of the aims and approaches of the broader local government frame-
work. 

While the provision of water services is an activity distinct from the development and 
management of water resources, water services shall be provided in a manner consistent 
with the goals of water resource management. 

Many of the differences in water service management and its regulation can 
be understood against the historical background of the administrative structure. 
In all jurisdictions studied there is a clear distinction between authorisation bod-
ies and bodies responsible for the extraction or distribution of water, or the treat-
ment of waste water. In the UK, however, until reform of the system in early 
1990s, water authorities were both regulators of pollution and polluters. In some 
other jurisdictions, resource management and authorisation of resource use are 
combined as tasks of a single authority, including operational activities. As noted 
above (Principle 23), the choice between integration of different functions within 
the same authority or the creation of different specialised authorities will affect 
both handling of matters and the perception of the role of authorities by the pub-
lic. Operational activities combined with supervisory and control functions can 
be particularly problematic, as experiences from e.g. Finland and the UK show. 

In several of the jurisdictions studied comprehensive water management 
planning is practised. In France, master plans for management are set up for each 
hydrographic unit. In Finland, non-mandatory comprehensive planning has been 
carried out, especially in the 1980s. In other jurisdictions water management is 
connected to a varying degree with land use planning. In determining the signif-
icance of the plans the crucial question is the degree of control imposed on water 
use and management by the plans. 
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The tendency towards the use of market-based instruments may lead to a 
reduction of planning by authorities. A consequence might be that more special-
ised authorities are a preferred option for the handling of those management 
tasks that authorities are required to handle. 

Principle 28. Where water services are provided in a monopoly situation, the inter-
ests of the individual consumer and the wider public must be protected and the broad goals 
of public policy promoted. 

The issue of monopoly arises particularly in the case of private operators of 
water extraction and distribution. Especially in the UK, concerns for monopoly 
situations arose in the wake of privatisation of the 'water industry'. Thus the Water 
Industry Act (1991) contains regulations referring to the Monopolies Commis-
sion and on protection for customers. 
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Overview of the Countries 
Studied 

3.1 Australia 
Australia is geographically isolated from the other continents by vast expanses of 
water; the Timor and Arafura Seas to the north, the Coral Sea to the northeast, the 
Pacific Ocean and the Tasman Sea to the east and the Indian Ocean to the south 
and west. 

The Commonwealth of Australia, with a total area of about 7,680,000 square 
kilometres, is a national federation of six states and two federal territories. Aus-
tralia also includes the adjacent island of Tasmania to the south and lesser coastal 
islands. The Head of State is the monarch of the United Kingdom and Australia, 
represented by a governor general. The states and territories are New South Wales, 
Victoria, Queensland, South Australia, Western Australia, Tasmania, Northern 
Territory and Australian Capital Territory. 

The population in 1990 was 17 million, with aborigines accounting for less 
than 1 per cent of the total. Most of the inhabitants are of British descent, but 
some have descendents from other parts of Europe. Over 70 per cent of the pop-
ulation is concentrated to the southeastern part of the country, and 85 per cent 
live in the urban areas; large parts of the interior of Australia are unpopulated. 

Australia is, for the most part, a low, irregular plateau. The centre is general-
ly flat, barren and arid. The desert and semi-desert areas of Australia are notable 
for their endless array of parallel sand ridges. The coastline is characterized by 
long stretches of sandy surf beaches. The Great Barrier Reef, off the northeast 
coast and fringing the continental shelf, is the longest coral reef in the world, 
stretching for 2 000 kilometres. Unlike every other continent, Australia lacks moun- 
tains of truly alpine structure and elevation. The chief highlands, the Eastern 
Highlands, consist mainly of dissected plateaus containing many residual high 
plains cut by deep river gorges. Along the west coast the plateau breaks sharply 
down to narrow coastal plains along the Darling scarp in the hinterland of Perth. 
The southeastern quarter of the country contains 1.3 million square kilometres of 
fertile plain. 

Because of its size, Australia experiences wide variations in climate, but its 
insularity and lack of striking physical features make it less subject to extreme 
weather than countries in corresponding latitudes. In general, the climate of Aus- 
tralia is warm and dry with mild winters and warm to hot summers. Some 39 per 
cent of the continent lies within the tropical zone, and the north has a tropical 
though somewhat uncertain monsoonal climate. Australia is the driest of all con-
tinents. Areas with sufficient rainfall for normal cultivation are limited largely to 
the coastal highlands and to semitropical coastal regions in the north. The aver-
age annual precipitation for the whole of Australia is little more than 250 mm 
compared with 2,480 mm for all the land areas of the world. 

Early in the history of settlement in Australia it was realized that only with 
irrigation could intensive production be maintained away from the areas of rela-
tively high rainfall around the eastern, southeastern and southwestern coasts. 
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The utilization of groundwater is also of great importance to Australia's pastoral 
development, and large areas of the principal sheep and cattleraising country 
depend on artesian supplies to provide drinking water for livestock. 

3.2 California 
The United States is a federal union of 50 states. California is situated in the ex-
treme west, bordering the Pacific Ocean. Its population of about 30 million is the 
largest of any state in the Union, and its area, 411,000 km2, is the third largest. This 
embraces a variety of topography, with snowcapped mountains, dense forests, 
fruitful valleys and scorching deserts. In water law treatises California is catego-
rised as one of the arid, western states. 

The Central Valley between the Coast Ranges and the Sierra Nevada moun- 
tains is the most important agricultural area in the state, with a large production 
of fruit, grapes and vegetables. The average annual rainfall is 220 - 560 mm/a in 
the coastal region. There is virtually no snowfall and the thermometer rarely drops 
to freezing point. The average temperature is 13 °C in San Francisco and 17 °C in 
Los Angeles. The growing season is as much as 365 days along the coastal belt. 
The climate permits crops such as vegetables to be grown over a longer period 
than in any other state. The range of products is wide, including livestock, feed 
crops, food grains, cotton, vegetables, grapes, fruit and nuts, and most of the wine 
produced in the USA comes from California. There is about 3 million hectares of 
irrigated farmland. The volume of irrigation water for agricultural use in Califor-
nia amounted to 117.8 million m3  per day in 1982, the highest of any water re-
sources region in the US. 

The area west of the Coast Ranges has a Mediterranean climate, with rain 
during wintertime. Certain desert regions of the southwest experience little or no 
measurable rainfall and the temperature there can reach over 50 °C. 

The northern part of California is drained by many seaward-flowing rivers 
and streams. The Sacramento River runs southward through the upper part of 
the central valley, and the northward-flowing San Joaquin River drains the lower 
part; these are the major rivers of California. Freshwater lakes are rare in south-
ern California but exist in large numbers elsewhere in the state, especially in the 
Sierra Nevada mountains. Lake Tahoe in the northern part of this range is shared 
by California and Nevada. Clear Lake, in the Coast Ranges north of San Francis-
co, is the largest freshwater lake wholly within California; the largest lake in the 
state is the brackish Salton Sea. Artificial lakes have been created throughout the 
state for water conservation, flood control and the generation of hydropower. 

3.3 Finland 
Finland, with a total area of 338,145 km2, is bound to the west by the Gulf of 
Bothnia and to the south by the Gulf of Finland, the two main gulfs of the Baltic 
Sea. Land uplift is occuring at such a rate that the country's area is increasing by 
7 km2  annually. Most of Finland can be considered lowland. The soil and land-
scape show many signs of the movements of the continental ice sheet during the 
Ice Age, with eskers and lake basins in abundance. 

Finland is a State with a central governmental administration which means 
that the Parliament has complete legislative power. In the framework of a self-
government order, the Aland Islands, however, have the power to legislate e.g. in 
the area of water law and certain fields of environmental law. Characteristic of 
Finland is also a high degree of municipal-level decision-making with municipal- 
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ities having the right to decide upon planning measures and certain local envi-
ronmental issues. The legality of the decision-making is controlled by State authori-
ties. In 1995, following one year within the European Economic Area (EEA) Fin-
land became a member of the European Union (EU). Finland's population totals 
a little over 5 million inhabitants. 

Waters cover 9 % of the total surface area. There are over 100,000 lakes, most 
of which are small and shallow and sensitive to natural pollution. The total number 
of lakes and ponds with an area greater than 0.05 ha is 187,888. Of these, 56,012 
have an area larger than 1.0 ha and 2,609 an area greater than 1.0 km. The aver-
age depth of lakes is 7 m and the exchange of waters is relatively slow. The total 
volume of the lakes is 230 km3. The land is divided into 74 main drainage basins, 
and the average discharge of rivers is quite low, mainly < 200 m3/s. Due to its 
large archipelagos Finland also has a long shoreline and a vast number of islands, 
most of them important for nature conservation, fishery and recreation. 

The total volume of groundwater in Finland is 70 - 90 m3/s, and the ground-
water aquifers are situated mainly in gravel and sand eskers. Gravel and sand 
deposits cover about 2.2 % of Finland's total area. Groundwater basins are small, 
and usually have an area of just a few square kilometres. Almost a third of the 
groundwater is in areas classified as important for water supply. Average precip-
itation in Finland during 1961 - 1990 was 660 mm/a, of which 341 mm/a is lost 
though evaporation, resulting in a runoff of 318 mm/a. 

The amount of cultivated land is approximately 2 million ha. Forest areas 
which are important to the wood-processing industry are largely privately owned, 
though the State is an important forest owner. To some extent forests are used for 
farm purposes as well. The main energy sources are oil and other fossil sources, 
nuclear energy and hydropower. 

Owing to the relatively cold temperatures and the Pre-Cambrian bedrock, 
the rate of weathering in Finland is slow. This has resulted in surface waters poor 
in dissolved inorganic substances. However, with about 30% of the country's area 
being covered by peat soils the concentration of dissolved organic substances is 
high, resulting in a characteristic brown water colour in many lakes and rivers.The 
soil layer above the bedrock is thin, with a mean depth of 7 m. 

A special feature concerning Finnish water areas is that they are private prop-
erty. Most waters are owned by the landowner of the adjacent piece of land. In 
cases where the adjacent land is owned by the state, the state's legal status is the 
same as that of a private landowner. 

3.4 France 
France has a long coastline with the Atlantic Ocean in the west and faces the 
English Channel and the North Sea to the north and the Mediterranean Sea to 
the south. France has an area of 551,000 square kilometres and a population of 
57.5 million. Two-thirds of the country is low and flat and dominated by the ba-
sins of large rivers. Around 7 per cent of the land rises over 1,000 m, mostly in the 
south and east. The Pyrenees form the border with Spain to the southwest, and 
the Alps and the Jura span the borders with Switzerland and Italy. The annual 
precipitation for the whole country is about 800 mm, and evapotranspiration about 
500 mm. 

France is a republic headed by an elected President. The Parliament consists 
of an elected national Assembly and Senate. The Parliament has exclusive legislat-
ive power, though there are some trends towards decentralization. Local govern-
ment is exercised at five levels, including the 22 regions and 96 departments, 
which have both locally elected councillors and representatives of central gov- 
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ernment. Local administrative matters are handled by around 36,500 communes. 
All levels have some environmental responsibilities. In water management the 
country is divided into six river basins. 

Human settlement and land use in France date back Several thousand years 
and were encouraged by the presence of rich soils and relatively abundant sub-
soil water resources. The cultivated area of France covers approximately 60 per 
cent of the total area and forests cover approximately 27 per cent, or 15 million 
hectares. 

France is generally well endowed with water resources. Precipitation is fair-
ly evenly distributed throughout the year, although with regional variations. To-
tal extraction in 1990 amounted to 37.7 billion m3, including 22.27 billion m3  for 
cooling in energy production. The six major river basins are: the Artois-Picardy, 
Seine-Normandy, Loire-Brittany, Adour-Garonne, Rhone-Mediterranean-Corsi-
ca and Rhine-Meuse. Water supply is not usually a problem, but droughts in 1989 
- 1991 led to greater reliance on groundwater. 

3.5 Germany 
Germany is located centrally in Europe and shares terrestrial borders with nine 
other countries: Poland, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium, Luxembourg, 
France, Austria, Switzerland and the Czech republic. Germany's total land area is 
356,000 km2, 70 per cent of which is in the western part of the country. It has a 
total population of 79.5 million. 

Germany is a federal country divided into 16 states (Länder) and is a mem-
ber in the European Union. Local government is the responsibility of the munic-
ipalities (Gemeinden). 

Topographically there are three major zones in Germany: 
1. The north German flatland, situated to the south of the North Sea and Bal-

tic Sea coastlines and containing a substantial number of lakes and wet-
lands. 

2. Central Germany, with hills and mountains rising to an elevation of 1,000 
m. 

3. The mountainous southern area of hills, large lakes and the Alps, with ele-
vations of up to 3,000 m. 

Along the North Sea coast there are areas of open sea, The Wattenmeer, is-
lands, dunes and sandbanks. The mainland is protected by dykes. The Watten-
meer has an area of some 730 000 hectares. The estuaries of the Ems, Weser, Elbe 
and Eider rivers all come into direct contact with The Wattenmeer. With its coastal 
areas and complex ecosystem The Wattenmeer is particularly important. The main 
features of its ecosystem are the salt content waters of the North Sea, the regular 
tidal rhythm, the deposition of sediment and the erosion of the shoreline. 

The coastal region of the Baltic Sea differs from that of the North Sea since 
there are no tides or tidal mudflats. The main features of this coast are river bluffs 
of more than 20 m in height, sandy beaches, stretches of dunes and lagoons of 
varying sizes. 

Half of the country's total area is used for agricultural purposes. Appro-
ximately 30 per cent of the land area consists of forest, which is dominated by 
softwood trees (some two-thirds of the total forest). Built areas and transport ac-
count for 12 per cent of the total area. 
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The climate in Germany is moderate with frequent changes in weather con-
ditions. Annual rainfall averages 760 mm per year and varies significantly be-
tween the different areas: 
— 500 - 700 mm in the north German flatland 
— 700 - 1 500 mm in the central region 
— over 2 000 mm in the Alpine region. 

There is a transition between climatic zones, from oceanic in the north to 
continental in the south. Temperatures range from a monthly average of - 6 °C in 
January to + 20 °C in July. 

In hydrological terms, southern Germany is linked to the Danube basin where 
drainage is directed towards the Black Sea. Most other areas drain via the Rhine, 
Ems, Weser and Elbe rivers to the North Sea. Germany is heavily dependent on 
its groundwater resources, which provide over 85 per cent of its drinking water. 

Many of the environmental problems that arise in Germany are also shared 
by other European countries. These include pollution of the North Sea and the 
Baltic Sea, pollution of international rivers, acid rain and damage to forests. 3.6 
Israel 

For a relatively small country of only 20,000 square kilometres, Israel has a 
large variety of geographical regions. It features almost everything from desert to 
alpine characteristics. The most influential factor in determining the country's 
topography is the Syrian-African rift, along the Jordan Valley and Arava Valley. 
The surrounding areas form longitudinal strips: the coastal plain, the hills and 
the Jordan Valley. Horizontally, Israel is divided into the Golan Heights in the 
north, the Kinneret near the centre and the Negev in the south. 

The population of Israel totalled 4.7 million in 1993. Density and settlement 
structure vary greatly from one region to the other. The Tel Aviv area is about 
seven times more populated than the Jerusalem district, and 160 times more pop-
ulated than the southern region. About 90 per cent of the population lives in 
urban settlements, 23 per cent of whom crowd the three big cities: Tel Aviv, Jeru-
salem and Haifa. 

Israel is a parliamentary democracy with a President, a Parliament and a 
Government. The country is divided up into cities, local councils and district coun-
cils, together referred to as local authorities. Each of these local authorities is an 
independently elected body. Local authorities are totally dependent on the cen-
tral government. For example, the local government raises taxes by means of a 
charge on land ownership, which is then transferred to the central government, 
which then budgets the local authorities; and local councils have the power to 
pass bylaws to implement their duties and responsibilities, but these bylaws go 
into effect only when the Minister of Interior has approved them. Furthermore, 
the planning process places the local authority under the supervision of a higher 
planning authority controlled by the central government. 

Due to the varied topography, the climatic differences between the various 
parts of the country are very pronounced, though certain features are common to 
the whole of the country. Israel is in the Mediterranean zone. The rainy season is 
very short, and in summer there is no rain for 3 to 4 months. The distribution of 
rainfall is uneven, increasing from south to north and from east to west. The an-
nual rainfall in Eilat is an average of 15 millimetres, in the Judean Hills 700 milli-
metres and on Mount Hermon 1,500 millimeters. Seventy per cent of the rain falls 
between November and February, with January being the wettest month. 

Israel's founding fathers recognised that the country lacked water resources. 
They decided, therefore, to capture all sources of fresh water and to tap the limit-
ed groundwater resources, and to link these with Lake Kinneret, Israel's only 
fresh water lake, to form one integrated water grid. This engineering approach to 
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Israel's water resources had the following results: all the headwaters of natural 
streams flowing towards the Mediterranean were captured; the streams then dried 
up and turned into carriers of untreated sewage; the Kinneret began to show 
increasing levels of salt as salt water springs flowed into the lake; these springs 
were therefore captured and directed around the lake, pouring directly into the 
lower Jordan and reducing its quality; groundwater pumping was not sufficient-
ly controlled, and ocean water began seeping inland. 

As the engineering approach influenced the use of water, so intensive agri-
culture affected Israel's soil, which in turn led to further pollution of its groundwa-
ter. The combination of these events has caused water shortages. 

During the years 1990-91 Lake Kinneret could not meet the demand, and 
supply of water from its limited resources has since been stopped to protect the 
lake from further environmental damage. In short, Israel is faced with a water 
crisis of monumental proportions. 

Israel has a mixed economy, basically market-oriented but with very strong 
government intervention. For a small country with few natural resources, indus-
try is quite diversified as a whole. On the coast are Israel's ports with facilities for 
oil refining and electric power generation. Moving inland to the cities, there are 
heavily polluting industries making pesticides, chemicals and electroplating, as 
well as less polluting industries such as diamond cutting. Israel has its own small 
silicon valley in the Carmiel-Beit Shå an area. 

3.7 Sweden 
Sweden lies in northern Europe, on the Scandinavian peninsula and covers al-
most 450,000 square kilometres. It borders Norway to the west, Finland to the 
northeast and has a long coastline with the Baltic Sea and Kattegat. Much of the 
land is low-lying, but mountains in the northwest rise to 2,000 m. About 20 per 
cent of the country lies above 500 m, with just 3 per cent of the total area being 
over 1,000 m high. Numerous lakes and marshes cover around 20 per cent of the 
territory. The population of Sweden was about 8.7 million in 1994 and is con-
centrated in the southern half of the country. 86 per cent of the population lives 
in the urban areas and 14 per cent in the rural areas. 

Sweden is a constitutional monarchy with a unicameral parliament. It has 24 
regional administrations, counties and 286 municipalities. The counties are head-
ed by governors appointed by central government and have some environmen-
tal responsibilities, including monitoring, nature conservation, water supply and 
sewerage. The municipalities have extensive competence for environmental pro-
tection, including emission permits and waste management. Sweden is a mem-
ber of the European Union. 

The climate thoughout most of Sweden is moderate for its latitude and the 
temperature in Stockholm varies from -5 to +22 °C. In the mountainous north-
west the climate is polar. The annual precipitation in the Stockholm area is an 
average of 554 mm, though it can vary between 500 mm and 800 mm. The area 
under cultivation covers only 8 per cent, with the forests acconting for 68 per cent 
and other land uses for about 24 per cent. 

Sweden has around 100,000 lakes, covering around 9 per cent of the territo-
ry, and approximately 60,000 km of rivers. The country is relatively rich in water 
resources, although localised shortages have arisen in some former wetland are-
as drained for agricultural use. Total extractions in 1990 amounted to 2.93 billion 
m3, 80 per cent of which came from surface water. Some 70 per cent of this was 
consumed by industry, 15 per cent by households and 5 per cent by agriculture. 
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Acidification from air pollutants affects many water bodies, particularly small 
lakes in southern and southwestern areas. High levels of nutrients have caused 
eutrophication in some watercourses. Nitrogen emissions from agriculture and 
from vehicle emissions add to those from sewage, and have in some cases pollut-
ed groundwater as well as surface water. 

3.8 United Kingdom 
The United Kingdom (UK), to the northwest of the European mainland, consists 
of Great Britain (England, Scotland and Wales), and Northern Ireland. The UK is 
surrounded by the North Sea, the English Channel and the Irish Sea. The south 
and east of Britain are predominantly low-lying with some hills while, in con-
trast, extensive areas of Wales, Scotland and northern England are mountainous. 
Numerous islands are found along the extensive coastline. 

The UK is a parliamentary monarchy with an elected House of Commons. It 
is an unitary state but some institutional arrangements differ between England, 
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. England and Wales are divided into 47 
counties and Scotland into nine regions; below this level are 333 districts and 53 
districts, respectively. 

The total area of the UK is 244,429 square kilometres and its population 57.6 
million, with 89 per cent living in urban areas and 11 per cent in rural areas. The 
climate of the UK is temperate and the average annual precipitation is 593 mm. 
The mean monthly temperature varies from about +22 °C in summertime to about 
+2 °C in the winter. Agriculture is the most dominant land use in most of the UK, 
occupying about 72 per cent of the surface area. Urban areas account for just 
under 10 per cent, forest and woodland also close to 10 per cent and other land 
uses about 8 per cent. Forest cover was about 2.3 million ha in 1991. 

The UK is generally rich in water resources, particularly in the north and 
west, where precipitation is highest. Groundwater sources are most important in 
southern and eastern England, where surface water is less readily available. Wa-
ter shortages occur sometimes in southern England, and projected increases in 
demand into the next century may put pressures on supplies particularly in the 
south and east. The quality of drinking water is generally satisfactory. A minor 
overall deterioration in the quality of rivers and canals in England and Wales has 
occurred since the early 1980s. Emissions from agricultural activities and sewage 
have a significant impact in some areas, contributing to algal blooms and other 
symptoms of eutrophication. 

The marine environment around the UK also receives pollutants from other 
sources, and British rivers contribute around 20 % of pollutants entering the North 
Sea by river. 
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Legal and Institutional Solutions 
....................................................... 

4.1 Australia 
Professor Pekka Vihervuori 
Helsinki University of Technology 

4.1.1 General 

Due to the nature of its physical environment, the Australian water legislation 
deals mainly with rivers and coastal waters. In general, both inland waters and 
coastal waters are covered by complicated legal frameworks consisting of various 
mechanisms of direct or indirect relevance, both at Commonwealth and State 
level. In principle, the legislation concerning use of a river includes any law af-
fecting the planning of land or water uses, development, allocation of uses or 
protection in the catchment area. In the Commonwealth as a whole there are 
hundreds of such enactments. But even the provisions directly applicable to the 
physical use of natural waters and water bodies do not constitute a general codi-
fication or an integrated legal framework for water law. Water pollution control is 
nowadays usually regulated separately (but not in the Northern Territory), and 
the state enactments for other regimes such as land use planning, public health, 
agriculture and fisheries may include provisions directly applicable to water pollu-
tion. 

Hence the totality is extremely complex already within one single State, al-
though some efforts to integrate the legislation have been made. A further com-
plication is the plurality of various decision-makers and official bodies with vari-
ous tasks, interests and powers regarding waters. 

Due to the common law system derived from England, all of Australia's in-
ternal waters are prima facie Crown property, on a public law basis. However, the 
water itself may be subject to private entitlements according to common law, de-
pending on the natural properties of the water, but there can be no ownership of 
flowing water. Instead, access for use by abstraction may be available in certain 
circumstances. Thus water use is related to, though separate from, the ownership 
of land. The acquisition of these rights is essential in the water legislation. The 
complex common law tradition of riparian rights was, however, not fully adopted 
in Australian legislation, as this was not considered appropriate for Australian 
conditions. 

Landowner control of natural groundwater is the nearest thing to a tradi-
tional ownership right, especially when the aquifer is totally within the confines 
of the land property. 

4.1.2 Commonwealth-level Legislation 

The State legislation is of course in many respects affected by and connected to 
the general legislative and statutory framework at Commonwealth level, based 
on The Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act 1901. The direct competence of 
the Commonwealth in environmental matters, however, is extremely limited, 
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because the powers of the Commonwealth have been explicitly defined and the 
list does not include environment, land use or water resources; the environment 
was not a relevant issue in 1900, when the Constitution Act was passed. This state 
of affairs is today often regarded as inadequate from the environmental view-
point, but proposals to insert environment in the Constitution Act by referendum 
have not been pursued. 

Outside the enumeration, all residual powers rest with the states. e.g. title to 
land and water. Environmental legislation is thus not entrusted to the Common-
wealth Parliament, and proper water legislation and legislation on the protection 
of the environment are in practice entirely at of State level. Regarding inland 
waters, only interstate rivers are (partly) under federal ('trade and commerce') 
jurisdiction. Some Commonwealth Acts concerning federal aid in the fields of 
water resource management, soil conservation and nature conservation do exist, 
as well as legislation concerning the environmental impacts of the proposals of 
federal agencies (the Environment Protection (Impacts of Proposals) Act 1974-75). These 
legislative arrangements have been based on the indirect application of other 
powers, such as trade and commerce , or the external affairs (see 3.1 below ). 

General principles of Australian environmental policies and measures of co-
operation between the Commonwealth, the states and local authorities were 
agreed upon by the Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment 1992. At 
the same time, a ministerial council called the National Environment Protection 
Authority was created to facilitate the setting of national standards, guidelines 
and goals for pollution prevention. 

In regard to the territorial waters of Australia, there is considerable confu-
sion concerning the division of powers between the Commonwealth and the 
States, particularly in the regulation of fisheries. 

One special group of Commonwealth enactments is made up of acts based 
on (State and Commonwealth) intergovernmental agreements, such as the Snowy 
Mountains Hydro-electric Agreements Act and, regarding the nationally most im-
portant interstate river, the River Murray Waters Agreement Act 1917 (and the amend-
ment Act 1987). The principal provisions of the 1983 River Murray Waters Agree-
ment and of the respective three State Acts involve the construction, operation 
and maintenance of works for dams, reservoirs, weirs, locks and barrages, as well 
as the water entitlements of the States of South Australia, Victoria and New South 
Wales. Although the River Murray Waters Agreement was as a response to land 
degradation and water quality problems in a legislatively and politically complex 
situation, it has also been alleged to be environmentally rather void and possibly 
contradictory to the legally rather vague Intergovernmental Agreement of the 
Environment. One of the main problems is the absence of a dispute-settling pro-
cedure. 

Due to the basic regulatory structure, there are no federal standards for wa-
ter pollution prevention. However, in 1992 the Commonwealth, through Aus-
tralian and New Zealand environmental and water resource councils, prepared a 
National Water Quality Management Strategy which contains Water Quality Guide-
lines for Fresh and Marine Fishes. This is intended to be used as a basis for future all-
Australian water quality framework legislation. 

Under the Commonwealth Constitution, the federal government can pro-
vide financial assistance to the states. The present arrangements for water re-
sources management are based on the National Water Resources (Financial Assist-
ance) Act 1978, under which the Federal Water Resources Assistance Program 
(FWRAP) has been adopted. 

There is no specific federal research or development agency for water re-
sources. However, the Australian Water Resources Council (AWRC) provides a co-
operation forum for Commonwealth and State ministers and technical experts. 
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4.1.3 State-level Legislation 

General remark: The water-related enactments of the states are numerous, even 
within one state. Moreover, many of them are subject to continuous amendment. 
Therefore it cannot be guaranteed that all of the latest developments have been 
observed in the following. 

4.1.3.1 Water Acts 
Each State has a principal Water Act, providing for the basic control and alloca-
tion of water. The Acts normally cover both surface waters and groundwater. Water 
policies are largely implemented by various administrative licence or permit sys-
tems. 

The Water Acts, most of which encompass provisions on resource control 
and many of which create a special central agency, are as follows: 

New South Wales 	Water Act 1912 (-1996) 
Victoria 	 Water Act 1989 
Queensland 	 Water Resources Act 1989 
South Australia 	Water Resources Act 1990 
Western Australia 	Rights in Water and Irrigation Act 1914 
Tasmania 	 Water Act 1957 
Northern Territory 	Water Act 1996 

The basic features of these Acts are closely related to history. During the 19th 
century, the traditional English common law doctrine of riparian rights was found 
to be inadequate for the extensive and and nature of Australia. Consequently, the 
basic enactments on water law (i.e. the Water Acts enacted by the States towards 
the end of the 19th century) concentrated the controlling powers in the hands of 
the Crown and minimised the relevance of private riparian rights protected by 
traditional common law in respect to all rivers flowing through lands which be-
long to more than one owner. However, the change was not so remarkable in 
practice, because in many cases the river banks had previously been excluded 
from private titles to adjoining lands. 

Although the Crown was not given property rights to flowing water, the 
water law regimes are nevertheless to be characterised by private rights and ob-
ligations. The Water Acts are instead predominantly a matter of public policy and 
administration. (A partial return to private rights, although more "industrial" than 
"traditional" and subordinate to public policy, could, however, be said to have 
appeared in the form of the recent transferable rights, see below.) In Victoria, the 
Water Act 1989 even abolished the last remnants of the protection of riparian 
rights (but not the related liability for environmental damage). In the New South 
Wales Water Act, on the other hand, the common law right of a riparian owner to 
receive water unpolluted remained intact, although the relevance of riparian rights 
in many other respects has been minimised. In most states, common law as re-
gards riparian rights may be said to be of significant residual relevance, still form-
ing a general background and being based on the protection of sufficient water 
flow for traditional domestic activities in preference to other similar uses. But this 
should not be overestimated. Normally, an administrative licence (usually the 
most important prerequisite for any project) may be granted an applicant irrespective 
of his ownership or occupation of a stream bank, and in this respect applicants with and 
without a riparian right are normally equal. The licence decisions are, however, usu-
ally made subject to the influence of various public and private interest consider-
ations. 
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Common law as such was able to protect the environment or natural re-
sources only insofar as someone s private property was concerned or if someone 
suffered individual loss or injury. The basic philosophy of the Water Acts, howev-
er, was the assumption that state control would encourage the optimal utilisation 
of water resources (this is still reflected in all State Water Acts). The main concern 
of the Water Acts was thus utilisation, not protection. Accordingly, the environ-
mental provisions were largely of a general character and included little effective 
provision for protection of the environment. This characteristic still largely re-
mains in the water legislation today. Since the 1980's, however, more detailed 
and specific environmental provisions have been inserted in some of the Acts. 
Separate enactments on the administration of water resources have also served 
this purpose. However, even in the states where the environmental legislation 
concerning pollution etc. is up-to-date, as in New South Wales, the Water Act 
may still be open to criticism for being environmentally undeveloped and hence 
poorly founded. 

The Table of Provisions of the New South Wales Water Act 1912 (-1996), pre-
sented in Annex 1, is an example of the general contents (and complexity) of the 
Water Acts. Licensing procedures are the key enforcing mechanisms applicable 
to diverse projects affecting watercourses and (surface or underground) water 
resources, water intake, irrigation, drainage, flood control and the changing of a 
rivers course. The main administrative powers are vested in the Ministerial Corpo-
ration constituted by the Water Administration Act 1986. 

Among the Water Acts, the Tasmanian Water Act 1957 has, in practice, been 
largely applied to dams and hydroelectricity production, conferring strong pow-
ers on the State Hydro-Electric Commission (HEC), a highly autonomous statutory 
authority. During the 1980's, the dam projects conflicted seriously with nature 
conservation and environmental interests, with well-known political results. 
Through the famous Tasmanian Dam Case, the High Court (Commonwealth v. Tas-
mania 1983, 48 ALR 625) took the view that the federal government may legislate 
under its external affairs power to give effect to the environmental provisions of 
international agreements. 

One of the most recent developments in the Water Acts is the introduction of 
transferable water abstraction entitlements. Before the 1980 s, entitlements to water 
could only be transferred by purchasing the land to which a water right was 
attached (with some exceptions of limited applicability, like the New South Wales 
Private Irrigation Districts Act 1973, see 3.4 below; also the Joint Water Supply 
Schemes according to the New South Wales Water Act may in practice facilitate 
internal transfers). For reasons of economic efficiency and market-based rethink-
ing, provisions on at least temporary transferability have now been inserted in 
the legislation of several States (Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, South 
Australia and Western Australia) though there is strong variation in respect of the 
legal basis and operational mechanisms. In New South Wales, for example, the 
transferability provisions are included principally in the general Water Act. The 
transfers are usually controlled and regulated by detailed provisions, and nor-
mally approval from the authorities is required. Victoria and New South Wales 
have introduced transferability on an annual basis, but plans for permanent solu-
tions have also been elaborated. Permanent transferability for both surface wa-
ter and groundwater, and also between different sectors, e.g. from agriculture to 
urban or industrial use has already been introduced in South Australia, but 
practical problems and disagreements over the principles remain. In South Aus-
tralia, 10% of the allocation is subtracted each time groundwater allocations are 
sold, and this increases to 70% if the use charges from agriculture to industrial or 
commercial. A further development is the transfer of additional (annual) volumes 
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of water allocated to authorities by auction to private consumers. Victoria and 
Queensland have already introduced this system, and in some states tendering 
will also be used. 

Provisions relevant to water rights and policies are to be found also in the 
acts on water administration, such as the New South Wales Water Administration 
Act 1986( 1996), the Power and Water Authority Act 1995 of the Northern Territory, 
and the Western Australian Water Agencies (Powers) Act 1984(-1996). By Section 12 
of the New South Wales Act ownership of water resources is vested in the State 
central agency (Water Corporation). The Western Australian Act, in turn, is di-
rectly applicable to important water use and works issues, being mainly concerned 
with development of water resources and providing for monitoring of water qual-
ity and licensing of private dam building on proclaimed streams. Provisions on 
access and entry to land and acquisition of land are also included. The Water 
Resources Council of Western Australia, through its various committees, co-ordi-
nates research and management of inland water resources and catchments (inte-
grated catchment management). On the other hand, the main focus of the North-
ern Territory Power and Water Authority Act is electricity production. 

4.1.3.2 Water Acts and Planning Law 
In Australia, planning requirements for land development proposals are in gen-
eral quite comprehensive and in several cases include activities in the water man-
agement sector. 

Specific water planning systems also exist, although the solutions vary from 
one state to another, and the decision-making systems are somewhat inconsistent 
from the planning viewpoint. The solutions offered in the Water Acts for water 
policy formulation and water resources planning, including respective procedures, 
and for the operational and managerial functions of the authorities, vary greatly. 
One of the most planning-oriented states has been New South Wales; in 1986 its 
Water Resources Commission published Water Policies for the Future, which set out 
overall policy objectives for the state. Among the other States, Western Australia 
has concentrated all its water development and management under one agency, 
which naturally contributes to the integration of planning activities. 

The relationship between the Water Acts and general physical (land use) 
planning and development is often such that they are treated quite separately. 
New South Wales, however, in its Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 
has clearly created a comprehensive planning system which integrates environ-
mental impact assessment with land-use planning controls, also covering the use 
of waters at all levels of the system. In particular, it imposes additional procedural 
requirements (inquiry, presentation of environmental aspects etc.) in cases where 
work requiring a water licence is involved. The rather similar Planning and Envi-
ronment Act 1987 of Victoria integrates land use and water resources planning. In 
addition to their impact on proper uses of water, the State Acts on land use plan-
ning may require planning (development) permission for projects involving sev-
eral watercourse-related works and constructions (e.g. dams, artificial lakes, res-
ervoirs, embankments), irrespective of or parallel to any Water Act licences or 
procedures. 

4.1.3.3 River Management/Improvement Acts 

In addition to or instead of the legislation mentioned under 4.1.3.2 above, the 
public management or improvement of rivers is usually also regulated by (main-
ly) separate enactments: 
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New South Wales 	Rivers and Foreshores Improvement Act 1948 (-1996) 
Victoria 	 River Improvement Act 1958 
Queensland 	 River Improvement Trust Act 1940 (-1985) 
Western Australia 	aterways Conservation Act 1976 (-1986) 
Tasmania 	 Part III, Division V of the Water Act 1957 

These acts typically encompass provisions on various lands of watercourse 
works. For instance the New South Wales Rivers and Foreshores Improvement Act 
refers to any work for the purpose of: (a) the removal of dead or growing timber, 
or other vegetation or aquatic plants, or of silt, shingle, soil, sand, gravel, stone, 
rock or other matter or thing whatsoever from the bed, banks or foreshore of any 
tidal waters or coastal lake or lagoon, or from the water or the bed or banks of a 
river or from any adjoining, adjacent or nearby lands; (b) changing or preventing 
the changing of the course of a river; (c) preventing the erosion of the bed or 
banks of a river or of adjoining, adjacent or nearby lands by the waters of a river; 
(d) preventing the siltation of the course of a river where such work is confined to 
the bed or banks of a river and adjoining, adjacent or nearby lands; (e) prevent-
ing the flooding of land by the waters of a river; (f) deepening, widening, straight- 
ening, or improving the course of a river; (g) preventing the inflow of sea water or 
saline water into the course of a river; or (h) preventing the erosion of lands by 
tidal waters or by the waters of any coastal lake or lagoon. 

Being one of the water-related acts in which the Commission has been vest-
ed with administrative powers under the Water and Rivers Commission Act 1995, 
the Waterways Conservation Act 1976 of Western Australia is mainly concerned with 
estuaries, allthough it does also extend to catchments. 

The river enactments characteristically also contain provisions for a respon-
sible agency and define its powers regarding the creation of river improvement/ 
management areas, projects and trusts, and allow for research, enforcement and 
the levying of rates. The removal of harmful substances, maintaining and im-
proving the existing river course, erosion control, flood control and the preven-
tion of saline inflow are among the typical functions. 

The river enactments may additionally include provisions on the duties of 
private persons to prevent river obstruction. For instance: where the Construct- 
ing Authority of New South Wales is of the opinion that, by reason of the act or 
default of any person, the flow of water in a river is obstructed or detrimentally 
affected, or likely to be obstructed or detrimentally affected, it may serve upon 
that person a notice requiring the person to do or refrain from doing such act or 
thing as may be necessary to ensure that the flow of water in that river is not 
obstructed or detrimentally affected, or is not likely to be obstructed or detrimen- 
tally affected, and the person on whom such notice is served shall comply with 
the requirements thereof. Exceptions may occur in cases where the measures have 
been based on the Water Act. 

In New South Wales, a separate Catchment Management Act (1989) is also pro-
vided for, and focuses on water use and on all natural resources as they impact 
each other within a catchment area. Special catchment management committees 
have been established, and catchment management trusts may also be established 
in the future. 

Enactments for other sectors may also include provisions relevant to river 
management, such as the Fisheries Acts or the Victoria Flora and Fauna Guarantee 
Act 1988, where e.g. removal of wood debris from streams, increase in sediment 
input to streams due to human activities and alteration to the natural flow regime 
of rivers and streams are regarded as negative developments. 
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Efforts to create integrated catchment management in a comprehensive sense 
have been made in several states, but this usually refers to a wider context of use 
and protection needs than most of the River Management Acts provide for. In the 
Northern Territory, for instance, integrated catchment management is only in its 
infancy. Several non-governmental organisations, with support and encourage-
ment from the Territory Government, are currently developing integrated catch-
ment management schemes in the Mary and Victoria River drainage basin. 

4.1.3.4 Irrigation and Land Drainage Acts 
There are a number of relevant State enactments on water bodies and water-
courses in addition to the enactments mentioned above, such as the Irrigation 
Acts (New South Wales, South Australia, Queensland) and (Land) Drainage Acts 
(New South Wales, Western Australia, Victoria). The provisions on irrigation are 
of particular importance in Australia. Typically, the special enactments on irriga-
tion or drainage include complementary provisions on the works, co-operation 
between landowners, and State assistance, rather than create an exhaustive regula-
tory system for irrigation or drainage. Closely related basic provisions of basic are 
to be found in the general Water Acts. For instance the New South Wales Water 
Act includes the important licensing mechanisms and several other applicable 
provisions. 

New South Wales, a complexity of various irrigation enactments exists. The 
principal Irrigation Act 1912 (-1996) was passed to make better provision for the 
construction, control, and management of works of water conservation, irriga-
tion, and water supply, and for the constitution, administration, and manage-
ment of irrigation areas; and for resumption and the disposal of land ". Its con-
tents in general are illustrated here by the table of provisions in Annex 2 below. 

Another important New South Wales enactment for irrigation is the Private 
Irrigation Districts Act 1973 (-1996). It was enacted to make provision for the con-
stitution of private districts in connection with the supply of water for domestic 
and stock use and for irrigation; to provide for the election of a board of man-
agement for each private district; to confer and impose on each board of manage-
ment powers, authorities, duties and functions with respect to the supply of wa-
ter within its district.". Permanent water transfers are permissible within the dis-
trict without any encumbrance of land transfer. 

There is also the recent New South Wales Irrigation Corporations Act 1994 (-1996), 
which is closely linked to the Irrigation Act and the Water Act. The purpose of the 
Irrigation Corporations Act is to establish State-owned corporations to manage cer-
tain existing irrigation scheme areas and to enable those and other irrigation scheme 
areas to be owned and managed by corporations on behalf of their shareholders. The 
Act has been criticised for not including any environmental objectives. It has reduced 
the powers of the (State) Water Corporation regarding both construction and admin-
istration, in favour of the new irrigation corporations. The latter are currently owned 
by the State of New South Wales, and by virtue of the applicable State Owned Corpora-
tions Act 1989 they have to be managed like any comparable private businesses. When 
combined with the lack of environmental provisions, this has exposed the system to 
environmentally founded legal criticism. 

Finally, the New South Wales irrigation legislation also includes the Irriga-
tion, Water and Rivers and Foreshores Improvement (Amendment) Act 1955 (-1996), which 
was enacted to limit the right of future acquisition of freehold tenures within 
irrigation areas, to make further provision with respect to the licensing of bores, 
to regulate the removal of soil from or adjacent to the banks of rivers and to make 
further provision for the reduction of rentals payable in respect of certain classes 
of tenures within irrigation areas". 
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Drainage in New South Wales is regulated by the Drainage Act 1939 (-1996), 
which was enacted to make better provision for the drainage of land and the 
mitigation of the effect of floods and the control of flood waters within certain 
areas and to facilitate the administration of drainage unions and of drainage trusts 

4.1.3.5 Water Supplies and Sewerage Legislation 

The general Water Acts normally include basic provisions for water supply 
projects of various categories. The New South Wales Water Act, for example, con-
tains rather complex provisions on various water supply projects and arrange-
ments (licences and permits, joint water supply schemes, transferable water allo-
cations, artesian wells, domestic and stock water supply districts, etc.). 

A special group of enactments consist of various acts on urban water sup-
plies (Victoria, New South Wales, Western Australia; see below for Northern Ter-
ritory), which also may include provisions on drainage. The provisions of the 
acts are partly tailored for small local municipalities, partly for metropolitan are-
as. The provisions for major urban areas may be crucial to the management of a 
river and its catchment area and may grant virtually absolute control over land 
use and access. On the other hand, some acts, such as the Northern Territory 
Water Supply and Sewerage Act 1996, may not seek to interfere at all with the re-
gime of the respective Water Act. 

The most recent water supply acts, on the other hand, also pay attention to 
environmental aspects, though mainly as part of a wider context, such as the 
New South Wales Water Supply Authorities Act 1987 (-1995). The objectives of this 
Act are: (1) to ensure that the water and related resources within the area of an 
Authority are allocated and used in ways which are consistent with environmental 
requirements and provide the maximum long-term benefit for the area and the 
State; and (2) to provide water and related services to meet the needs of users in 
a commercial manner consistent with the overall policies of the Government. In 
exercising its functions according to the same Act, an Authority may have regard 
to such matters as it considers would be appropriate for the attainment of its 
object including, but without limiting the generality of, the foregoing: (a) promo-
tion of efficient use of water resources; (b) the necessity for integrated catchment 
management and planning of land use and the use of water resources; (c) public 
interest and community needs; (d) conservation of natural resources; (e) pollu-
tion control and prevention; and (f) efficient use of human, material and financial 
resources". 

Notwithstanding the title of the last mentioned Act, it also deals with sewers 
and sewerage. There are also a number of other acts mainly or partly on munici-
pal sewerage (e.g. in Victoria, South Australia, Western Australia; the Northern 
Territory has a combined Water Supply and Sewerage Act 1996). These consist of 
provisions on collection, treatment and disposal of sewage and in some cases also 
on works and pollution control. 

The Water Supply Authorities Act of New South Wales is closely related to the 
New South Wales Water Board (Corporatisation) Act 1994, by which a State-owned 
corporation was established for the supply of water, the provision of sewerage 
and stormwater drainage systems and the disposal of waste water in Sydney and 
other regions, and for certain other matters. 

Water supplies for farming may also be covered under specific acts. In New 
South Wales, the Farm Water Supplies Act 1946 (-1995), which largely deals with 
financial issues, enables farmers to obtain advances for the purposes of carrying 
out water supply works and empowers certain government bodies to carry out 
such works on behalf of farmers. 
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In Western Australia, a special radical licensing system has been established 
by the radical Water Services Coordination Act 1995, in order to improve the water 
services in certain controlled areas. In addition to water supply services, sewer-
age, irrigation and drainage services are also included. A new operating licence is 
required for all private and statutory providers of these services, irrespective of 
pre-existing decisions. In addition to possessing other far-reaching powers, the 
new Coordinator of Water Services performs the role of competent licensing au-
thority. A licence does not affect the licensee s obligations to comply with any 
other law and is not transferable. 

4.1.3.6 Water Pollution Control 

In addition to their main functions, the basic Water Acts may also contain provi-
sions directly concerning water pollution control. For example, the New South 
Wales Water Act 1912 (-1996) includes, in Section 21A, a general ban on polluting, 
according to which "any person who discharges or puts, or permits to be dis-
charged, put, or carried, or to fall, or flow into a river or lake any harmful sub-
stance described in the Act, shall be guilty of a criminal offence." This ban does 
not impair any power of abating nuisances according to common law. 

The importance of the Water Act(s) to water pollution prevention is, howev-
er, rather limited and secondary, and the provisions may be overlapping and 
hence problematic in their implementation and operation in relation to the prop-
er pollution prevention legislation, as has been the experience in New South Wales. 

As stated above, water pollution control in Australia is mainly based on in-
dependent enactments outside the general water legislation. This normally also 
means that pollution prevention control is administered by authorities other than 
those administering the use and management of water resources. However, a 
differing solution to the regulatory structure has been adopted in the Northern 
Territory, where a water pollution prevention system consisting of a general ban, 
State quality standards, a licence system, and monitoring is an integral part of the 
general water legislation of the Territory, i.e. the Water Act 1996. 

Like the water legislation, the pollution prevention legislation in the Aus-
tralian states largely consists of a number of separate enactments. The organisa-
tional approaches differ greatly, and there are also various solutions regarding 
the integration of different environmental media. Permit systems are the most 
common decision-making mechanism concerning water pollution prevention. 
Permits translate general standards into requirements specific to a site or an activ-
ity. 

In New South Wales, the substantive basis of water pollution control consists 
of the provisions in the Clean Waters Act 1970 (-1996) and the complementary 
Clean Waters Regulations 1972. The Act was designed to classify waters according 
to their existing and likely future uses and the acceptable loads of various pollut-
ants in waters with differing coping capacities. Provisions in discharge permits 
(see below) must not permit less stringent concentrations than those of the classi-
fied standards. The original idea of classifying all the water bodies in the state has 
not been possible, however, and hence there is a classification rate only for a mi-
nority of the waters in the state. 

This has accentuated the importance of the general ban on polluting in the 
New South Wales Clean Waters Act (Section 16): 
(1) A person shall not pollute any waters. 
(2) Without limiting the generality of subsection (1), a person shall be deemed 

to pollute waters if: 
(a) the person places any matter (whether solid, liquid or gaseous) in a posi-

tion where: 
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(i) it falls, descends, is washed, is blown or percolates; or 
(ii) it is likely to fall, descend, be washed, be blown or percolate, into any wa-

ters, on to the dry bed of any waters, or into any drain, channel or gutter 
used or designed to receive or pass rainwater, floodwater or any water that 
is not polluted, or causes or permits any such matter to be placed in such a 
position; or 

(b) the person places any such matter on the dry bed of any waters, or in any 
drain, channel or gutter used or designed to receive or pass rainwater, 
floodwater or any water that is not polluted, or causes or permits any such 
matter to be placed on such a dry bed or in such a drain, channel or gutter, 
and the matter would, had it been placed in any waters, have polluted or 
have been likely to pollute those waters. 

(3) A person shall not cause any waters to be polluted, whether intentionally 
or not. 

(4) A person shall not permit any waters to be polluted. 
(5) --- (6) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this section it shall not be 
an offence arising under those provisions for a person to pollute any waters if he 
holds a licence (including a licence granted under the Waste Minimisation and 
Management Act 1995 in respect of a waste facility) and does not pollute the waters 
in contravention of any of the conditions of the licence. (7) Any person who con-
travenes the provisions of this section is guilty of an offence against the Environ-
mental Offences and Penalties Act 1989." 

Of course a provision of this kind, being based on the application of general 
legal notions and wording instead of precise standards, leaves scope for flexible 
interpretation. For example, the word cause has been subject to several impor-
tant Court decisions. 

The Clean Waters Act of New South Wales is one of the state's sector-specific 
pollution prevention Acts, along with the Clean Air Act 1961 and the Noise Control 
Act 1975. This means, among other things, that air pollution prevention and wa-
ter pollution prevention have not been integrated substantively. Victoria, for its 
part, has a comprehensive control framework for land, water and air pollution in 
its Environment Protection Act 1970. But none of the sector acts of New South Wales 
includes a discharge permit system of its own, and the difference between the 
regulatory systems of the two states is not great anyway, because a co-ordinated 
common framework for licence procedures (and only for these) has been created 
by the New South Wales Pollution Control Act 1970 (-1996) 17A. According to this 
act, a person may apply to the competent authority for a licence in respect of any 
one or more of the following: 
(a) scheduled premises or scheduled equipment within the meaning of the 

Clean Air Act 1961; 
(b) the pollution of waters within the meaning of the Clean Waters Act 1970; 
(c) a drain which discharges or is likely to be used for discharging any pollut-

ants into any classified waters within the meaning of the Clean Waters Act 
1970; 

(d) scheduled premises within the meaning of the Noise Control Act 1975. 

The Victoria Environment Protection Act 1970 (above) on the one hand requires 
scheduled premises to be licensed (first prior works approval, then a licence once 
the equipment has been installed), and on the other hand, non-scheduled premises 
must comply with the relevant State Environment Protection Policy (SEPP) and must 
not cause pollution. All discharges to waters have to be in accordance with the 
relevant SEPP and comply to any standards prescribed in it. The five Water SEPP 
s (1988) cover the following: Aquatic Reserves, Parks and Forests Segment, Estua-
rine Segment, Coastal Waters Segment, and General Surface Waters Segment. 
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Also in New South Wales, the development towards integration and quality 
standards has been accelerated by recent administrative reforms. The Protection of 
the Environment Administration Act 1991 (-1996) created an integrated Environmen-
tal Protection Authority (EPA). The EPA is vested with the ,administrative compe-
tence according to all legislation on proper pollution control and waste (but not 
specific water legislation, see the Water Administration Act 1986 (-1996)). The objec-
tives of the Protection of the Environment Administration Act are (a) to constitute the 
EPA, (b) to provide integrated administration for environment protection, (c) to 
require the EPA to perform particular tasks in relation to the quality of the environ-
ment, environmental audit and reports on the state of the environment, and (d) 
to continue for the time being the existing regulatory framework for environ-
ment protection pending its review and rationalisation. 

Accordingly, the New South Wales EPA is required by the Act to (a) develop 
environmental quality objectives, guidelines and policies to ensure environment 
protection, and (b) monitor the state of the environment for the purpose of as- 
sessing trends and the achievement of environmental quality objectives, guide-
lines, policies and standards. The EPA is also required to develop a comprehen- 
sive scheme of environmental audit with respect to industry, commerce and pub- 
lic authorities. These provisions on the functions of an administrative body are 
rather far-reaching. In practice, one of the tasks of the EPA is to prepare an integra- 
tion of the existing substantive provisions on licensing and discharge in the vari- 
ous pollution control enactments. As for water quality management, a classifica-
tion scheme is under preparation, consisting of (1) a set of protected environmen- 
tal values, from which a selection can be made for specific waters, becoming wa- 
ter quality goals for those waters, (2) scientifically based water quality criteria cor-
responding to each protected value, which become the water quality objectives 
for specific waters. All ambient goals and objectives for air, water, soil and noise 
would be based on local conditions, taking into account the national guidelines 
as far as possible (see chapter 2 above). The result would, in several basic respects, 
resemble the system in Victoria, as expressed in the SEPP s. 

As for trade effluent into public sewers, the EPA, being now in charge of 
both waste legislation (the Waste Minimisation and Management Act 1995 (-1996)) 
and pollution legislation, has better opportunities than its predecessor authori-
ties to tackle the problem, although sewers are still a separate legal regime as 
such. 

The Environmental Restoration and Rehabilitation Trust Act 1990 is peculiar to 
for New South Wales and requires fees levied on industrial discharges to sewers 
to be paid into a trust fund for restoration and rehabilitation projects. 

Certain additional enactments or provisions may also be of relevance to wa-
ter pollution prevention, regarding both surface and groundwater, e.g. the con- 
trol and licence system of the New South Wales Environmentally Hazardous Chem- 
icals Act 1985 (-1996). Here the control system is based especially on the notion of 
"prescribed activity" which, in relation to a chemical or any chemical waste, means 
the act of manufacturing, processing, keeping, distributing, conveying, using, sell- 
ing or disposing of the chemical or waste or any act related to it. "Prohibited activ-
ity", in turn, means a prescribed activity with regard to the chemical or waste, 
wihch is prohibited by a chemical control order. The prescribed activities are con-
trolled by requiring licences or, in relation to prohibited activities, by assessment 
procedures. In the New South Wales Waste Minimisation and Management Act 1995 
(-1996), the provisions on landfill site licence may also be relevant to water pollu-
tion prevention. 

Although water management in general has been legislatively and adminis-
tratively separated from the actual environmental protection regime, there are 
some internal links (in addition to the environmentally relevant provisions of the 
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water legislation itself). For instance, the New South Wales Environmental Plan-
ning and Assessment Act 1979 (Section 120A) imposes additional procedural re-
quirements for any Inquiry in which a water licence is involved. And in Western 
Australia, the various Environmental Protection Policies (EPPs) have been rele-
vant to decision-making in pollution prevention and water resources manage-
ment, and to the protection of wetlands. 

The regimes of pollution control and water body management may, on occa-
sion, be legislatively intertwined. This is the case, for example, for Lake Illawarra 
in New South Wales, for which the special Lake Illawarra Authority has been 
constituted by the Lake Illawarra Authority Act 1987( 1996), to improve the envi-
ronment of the lake, its foreshores and environs, and for related purposes. An-
other kind of combination is represented by the Western Australian policy regu-
lations for Gnangara Mound Crown Land, under the Environmental Protection Act 
1986. Here the level and quality of groundwater and the vegetation and wetlands 
are protected in a coherent manner. 

4.1.4 Criminal Liability 

There are standard provisions on criminal liability in most enactments. However, 
one major point of interpretation and the subject of conflicting interests has been 
the question of whether the liability for pollution is or should be strict or fault-
based, and what kind of wilfulness or negligence is required to establish liability. 
The solutions and rulings differ somewhat. It should also be noted that the en-
forcement systems as such have been described as in international comparisons 
"co-operative". 

Prosecutions were formerly regarded as a last resort. However in New South 
Wales, for example, they have increased significantly during the 1990s. Here the 
Environmental Offences and Penalties Act 1989( 1996) has been enacted in order to 
supplement other pollution prevention laws, i.e. the Clean Air Act, the Clean 
Waters Act, the Noise Control Act, the Pollution Control Act and the Waste Mini-
misation and Management Act. The Act supplements these laws by (a) creating 
additional offences relating to (i) the disposal of waste without lawful authority, 
and (ii) the leaking, spillage and escape of substances from their containers, by 
which harm is or is likely to be caused to the environment; and (b) enabling the 
imposition of penalties for the additional offences of (i) up to 1,000,000 (Austral-
ian) $ in the case of a corporation, and (ii) up to 250,000 (Australian) $ or 7 years 
imprisonment, or both, in any other case. In addition, the Act establishes com-
mon procedures for the enforcement of the various environmental laws and also 
contains provisions on restoration etc. (see below). 

4.1.5 Administrative and Civil Liability for Pollution 

In cases of actual pollution of the environment, the polluter pays principle is im-
posed particularly by applying administrative law remedies to achieve re-instate-
ment. The polluter (or occupier of industrial etc. premises, i.e. the operator) will 
usually be ordered by the environmental authority to clean up the polluted envi-
ronment or abate the pollution, or the pollution may be cleaned up by the au-
thority, which is then entitled to recover the costs from the polluter. The polluters 
may also be liable to statutory civil proceedings, where the authority applies for 
an injunction to restrain the breach of the environmental provisions. 

Private victims of pollution may also have the power to request a court to 
impose orders compelling a breach of environmental provisions to be restrained, 
or orders of reinstatement depending on the State legislation. 
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In New South Wales the provisions on measures to deal with pollution con-
trol breaches are concentrated into the Environmental Offences and Penalties Act 
(above), in close connection with the proper criminal sanctions. The courts are 
empowered to make orders restricting the disposition of property or other deal-
ings with property by a person against whom proceedings have been brought 
under the Act so as to ensure that the person has sufficient assets to pay: (i) the 
costs of cleaning up environmental pollution caused by the person; and (ii) any 
other damages which may be awarded against the person in respect of that 
environmental pollution. Proceedings for an offence against the Act may in prin-
ciple be instituted only with the consent of the EPA, but there are numerous ex-
ceptions. 

According to the Act, in addition to imposing a penalty, a court may order 
the person convicted to take such steps as are specified in the order, within a 
specified time, to prevent, control, abate or mitigate any harm to the environ- 
ment caused by the commission of the offence or to prevent the continuance or 
recurrence of the offence. Moreover, in addition to imposing a penalty for an 
offence, the court may, where a public authority has incurred costs and expenses 
in connection with the prevention, control, abatement or mitigation of any such 
harm; or a person (including a public authority) has, by reason of the commission 
of the offence, suffered loss of or damage to property or has incurred costs and 
expenses in preventing or mitigating, or in attempting to prevent or mitigate, any 
such loss or damage, order the person so convicted to pay to the public authority 
or person the costs and expenses so incurred, or compensation for loss of or dam-
age to property so suffered, as the case may be, in such amount as is fixed by the 
order. 

If, after the date of conviction of any person for an offence, (a) a public au-
thority has incurred costs and expenses in connection with the prevention, con- 
trol, abatement or mitigation of any harm to the environment caused by reason of 
the commission of the offence; or (b) a person (including a public authority) has, 
by reason of the commission of the offence, suffered loss of or damage to proper- 
ty or has incurred costs and expenses in preventing or mitigating, or in attempt-
ing to prevent or mitigate, any such loss or damage, the person or public author-
ity may recover from any person convicted of the offence the costs and expenses 
incurred or the amount of the loss or damage in the court. 

Civil liability for environmental damage is based on common law traditions. 
Concerning water-related interests, it is important to note that water bodies are, 
in general, not privately owned. Although partly depending on the legal position 
of the riparian rights in the respective State (4.1.1 and 4.1.3.1 above), civil liability 
for individual environmental damage caused by water pollution is, however, pro-
vided for. The details (fault-based or strict liability, etc.) are not discussed here. 

4.1.6 The Courts and Administrative Appeals 

According to Australia's general common law model, the judiciary is not based on 
a distinction between ordinary and administrative courts (or the respective re-
gimes of procedural law). However, the functions of administrative Appeals Tri-
bunals, where these exist, resemble these of administrative courts. The ordinary 
courts normally have the power to review administrative actions, and the rele-
vance of this power has increased as environmental legislation has been devel-
oped. 

In general, judicial standing has not been conferred on environmental or-
ganisations which do not have an individual legally protected interest. On the 
other hand, reforms of environmental procedures, e.g. in Victoria and New South 
Wales, have reduced the importance of individually based legal standing, in some 
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cases very conspicuously. So far, however, these are exceptions in regard to Aus-
tralia as a whole. Individuals (persons aggrieved) are usually also required in 
administrative statutory tribunals. 

In New South Wales (and more or less similarly in Queensland and South 
Australia), a special superior court of record, i.e. the Land and Environment Court, 
has been created and vested with a collective competence for general (criminal 
included) and administrative jurisdiction in the fields of environment, planning, 
natural resources and land use (the Land and Environmental Court Act 1979( 1996)). 
The jurisdiction consists of various appeals, applications etc. according to a large 
variety of enactments. In addition to the proper (lawyer) judges, assessors repre-
senting the various fields of technical and environmental expertise also take part 
in the decision-making. 
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ANNEX 1 

Table of Provisions of the New South Wales Water Act 1912(1996): 

PART 1 PRELIMINARY 

	

1. 	Short title 

	

2. 	Repeal 

	

3. 	Savings 

	

4. 	Definitions 
4G. Proceedings for offences 
4H. Savings and transitional provisions 

PART 2 WATER RIGHTS AND WORKS 
Division 1 	Interpretation 
5. Definitions 
Division 2 Rights of the Crown and of riparian proprietors 
7. Rights of occupiers of riparian land 
8. Rights of Crown in respect of works 
9. Rights of occupiers of work to which this Part extends 
Division 3 Licences 
10. Application for licences 
11. Notification of application for licence 
11A. Determination of applications affected by public inquiries under the 

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 
12. Licence 
13. Application by two or more occupiers 
13A.  Application for licence by person who does not occupy land on which 

works are to be constructed 
13AA. Amended licences 
13B.  Ministerial Corporation may prescribe maximum areas etc. for which 

water may be appropriated for irrigation 
13C.  Ministerial Corporation may refuse to grant certain applications for licences 
13D.  Water not to be taken until works have been completed 
13E Ministerial Corporation may cancel licence if work not used for three years 
14. Renewal 
14A. Fees 
15. Separate applications 
16. Benefit of licence 
17. Rights of holder of licence or group licence 
17A.  Revocation or suspension etc. of licence 
17B.  Offences with respect to licences 
17C.  Revocation and cancellation of licences 
18. Penalty for alteration of work during currency of licence 
Division 3A 
(repealed) 
Division 3B Permits 
18E Permits 
18G.  Application for permit 
18H.  Power to grant permit instead of licence 
18I.  Issue of permits 
18J.  Renewal of permits 
18K.  Permit not to lapse pending consideration of application for renewal 
18L.  Power to require application to be made for licence 
18M.  Power to charge different fees 
18N.  Separate application for each work 
180. Power to suspend permit etc. 
18Q.  Permit to pass with land 
18R.  Offences with respect to permits 
Division 4 Joint water supply schemes 
19. Joint water supply scheme 
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20. 	Application for authority 
20A. Notification of application and reference to local land board or Magistrate 
20B. Authority 
20BA. Ministerial Corporation may refuse to grant certain applications for authorities 
20BB. Water not to be taken until works completed 
20BC. Ministerial Corporation may cancel authority if work not used for 3 years 
20C. Renewal of authority 
20CA. Application for authority by persons who do not occupy land on which 

works are to be constructed 
20CB. Renewal of authorities under section 20CA 
20D. Penalty for certain alterations to work 
20E. Amended authorities 
20F. Benefit of authority 
20G. Existing authorities 
20H. Revocation or suspension etc. of authority 
20HA. Offences with respect to authorities 
20HB. Revocation and cancellation of authorities 
Division 4A Group licences 
20I. Definitions 
20J. Boards to take water only under a group licence 
20K. Application for group licence 
20L. Issue of group licence 
20M. Lapse of licence or authority 
20N. Partial waiver of fee 
200. Renewal of group licence 
20P. Power to charge different fees 
20PA. Fees payable by instalments 
20Q. Amendment of group licence 
20R. Occupiers bound by group licence 
20S. Revocation or suspension etc. of group licence 
20SA. Offences with respect to group licences 
201 	Penalty for certain alterations to work 
20U. Revocation and cancellation of group licences 
Division 4B Volumetric Water Allocations Schemes 
20V. Definitions 
20W. Power of Ministerial Corporation to declare water source to be subject to 

volumetric water allocations scheme 
20X. Determination of water allocations in respect of entitlements 
20XA. Variation of water allocations 
20XB. Removal of area restrictions on irrigation entitlements 
20XC. Corresponding increase and decrease of water allocation 
20Y. Invalidation of applications for entitlements 
20Z. Power of Ministerial Corporation to reduce water allocations in time of shortage 
20AA. Powers of Ministerial Corporation in years of surplus 
20AB. Issue of new entitlements 
20AC. Water meters 
20AD. Provisions applicable in cases of subdivision of land 
20AE. Power of entry 
20AF. Ordering of supply of water 
Division 4C Transfer of Water Allocations 
20AG. Interpretation 
20AH. Water allocation may be transferred 
20AI. Application for transfer 
20AJ. Form of transfer to be lodged and fee paid 
20AK. Superseded entitlement to be cancelled 
20AL. Purchase of water allocations by the Ministerial Corporation 
20AM. Applications not affected by section 20Y notice 
Division 4D Sale by the Ministerial Corporation of Water Allocations 
20AN. Interpretation 
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20AO. Sale etc. of water allocations of available water 
20AP Application for entitlement 
20AQ. Superseded entitlement to be cancelled 
20AR. Applications not affected by section 20Y notice 
Division 5 Miscellaneous 
21. 	Injuries to works 
21A. Pollution of rivers and lakes 
21B. Offences with respect to construction, erection and use of work without 

licence etc. 
22. 	Power of entry 
22A. Public authorities may construct and use works in times of shortage of water 
22B. Restriction or suspension of rights held under licences etc. during periods of 

water shortage 
22BA. Invalidation of applications for entitlements 
22C. Charge if flow of water assured by work of the Crown or water managed by 

the State 
23. 	Obstructing persons in the performance of duties 
24. 	Recovery of fees, charges, and penalties 
26. 	Consolidated Fund 
26A. Act prevails over certain other Acts 
26B. Powers to determine licence, group licence or authority 
26C. Construction of work by Crown for councils 
27. 	Regulations 

PART 3 WATER AND DRAINAGE 
Division 1 Interpretation and general 
28. 	Definitions 
29. 	Effect of Part 2 
Division 2 Constitution of trusts, construction of works and transfer to trust 
31. Proposals for works 
32. Contents of proposals 
33. Petition, objection, and inquiry 
34. Constitution of trust 
35. Construction of works 
37. 	Transfer to trust 
38. 	Transfer of works not completed 
38A. Transfer of Crown bores to trusts 
38B. Right of trust to take and use water 
Division 3 Alteration of boundaries and extension of works 
39. 	Alteration of trust districts 
39A. Removal of land from trust district 
40. 	Construction, acquisition, or utilisation of work through another district 
40A. Union of trusts 
40B. Amendment of boundaries 
41. 	Extension or improvement of works 
Division 3A Construction of works on disposal of part of lands 
41A. 	Construction of works on disposal of part of holding 
Division 4 Appointment and election of trustees 
42. 	Appointment of trustees etc. 
43. 	Term of office 
44. 	Rolls for first election 
45. 	Rolls for subsequent elections 
46. 	Plural voting 
47. 	Qualification of trustees 
48. 	Returning officers 
49. 	Date of election and polling places 
50. 	Mode of election 
51. 	Filling of vacancy 
Division 5 Powers and duties of trustees 
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52. 	Duties of trustees 

	

53. 	Powers and duties of trustees 

	

54. 	Power of trustees to enter and inspect 
55. Rates 
55A. Enlargement of rating powers 
55B. Interest on overdue rates and charges 
55C. Notice of transfer 
55D. Joint owners and owners for part only of rating year 
55E. Writing off of rates 
56. Additional water 

	

57. 	Surplus water 
58. Accounts 
Division 6 Various other powers 
59. Ministerial Corporation may remove trustees and Governor may dissolve 

trust 

	

60. 	Power of Ministerial Corporation to enter and inspect 

	

61. 	Conduits and drains 
62. Channels and embankments 
63. Powers incidental to powers to construct or maintain works 
64. No compensation 
64A. Reduction or discontinuance of supply of water 
65. Power of entry 
Division 6A Works of drainage within districts of trusts constituted in respect of 

works of irrigation 
65A. Construction or acquisition of works of drainage 
Division 7 Certain works not administered by trusts 

	

66. 	State works 
67. Works of water conservation under $10,000 
Division 8 
(Repealed) 
Division 9 Miscellaneous 

	

70. 	Notice to holder of licence 
70A. Trusts not to exceed water allocation 
70B. Direction to trust to pay certain charges 
71. Penalties 

	

72. 	Recovery of rates 
73. Public Works Act 1912 
73A. Validations 
73B. Reduction of liability 
73C. Variation of charges payable by trust 
73D. Cessation of payment of charges for water 
74. Regulations 
75. By-laws 

PART 4 DRAINAGE PROMOTION 
Division 1 Preliminary 
(Repealed) 
Division 2 Drainage Unions and Boards of Directors 
(Repealed) 
Division 3 Rates 
(Repealed) 
Division 4 Arbitration 
(Repealed) 
Division 5 Miscellaneous 
(Repealed) 
100. Flood gates to certain drains 
101. Notice of cleansing or repairing drains 
102. Legal remedies not affected 
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PART 5 ARTESIAN WELLS 

Division 1 Interpretation and general 
105. 	Definitions 
106. 	Works under repealed Acts 
Division 2 Construction and charges 
107. 	Notification of proposal etc. 
108. 	Assessment of charges 
109. 	Construction of well on petition of occupiers 
110. 	Assessment of charges 
111. 	Extension of supply 
Division 3 Licences 
112. 	Bores to be licensed 
113. 	Application for licence 
114. 	Inquiry 
115. 	Issue of licence 
116. 	Granting of licence 
116A. Licence fees 
116B. Rejection of application 
117. 	Benefit of licence 
117A. Declaration of restricted sub-surface water area 
117B. Charges 
117C. Penalty for use of bore when licence suspended 
117D. Water meters 
118. 	Penalty for alterations of licensed bore or contravention of licence 
118A. 	Drillers to be licensed 
Division 4 Miscellaneous 
119. 	Charge on land 
120. 	Duty of occupier to keep in repair 
121. 	Penalty for wilful destruction 
121A. Unlawful obstruction of sub-surface water 
121B. Removal of obstructions 
121C. Apportionment of expenses 
122. 	Penalty for obstruction or diversion of water 
122A. 	Cessation of supply of water from artesian well 
123. 	Waste water 
124. 	Power of entry 
125. 	Recovery of charges and penalties 
126. 	Appeal 
127. 	Public Works Act 1912 
128. 	Consolidated Fund 
129. 	Regulations 

PART 6 DOMESTIC AND STOCK WATER SUPPLY DISTRICTS AND 
DOMESTIC AND STOCK WATER SUPPLY AND IRRIGATION 
DISTRICTS 
130. 	Definitions 
131. 	Proposals for constitution of districts 
132. 	Constitution of provisional districts 
133. 	Constitution of districts 
133A. Correction of errors in constitution of districts and provisional districts 
133AA. Schemes 
133AB. Consent of Ministerial Corporation 
133B. Additional works 
133C. Certain conditions deemed to have been imposed 
133D. Imposition and modification etc. of certain conditions 
133E. Dissolution of provisional districts and districts 
134. 	Alteration of boundaries of districts 
135. 	Additional lands 
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136. Lands within trust districts 
137. Rates and charges for water 
137A. 	Meter charges 
138. Rates and charges for various purposes 
138A. 	Classification of holdings and determination of livestock carrying capacity 
139. Assessment of rates and charges 
139A. 	Provisional assessments 
140. Rates and charges may be varied 
141. Rating 
142. Charges for additional water 
143. Liability for rates and charges for water 
146. 	Separate rates and charges 
147. 	Supply of water 
147AA. Determination of quantity of water supplied 
147AB. Evidence 
147AC. Drainage 
147A. Amalgamation of holdings 
147B. Construction of certain works on subdivision 
147C. Works to be property of Ministerial Corporation 
147D. Lands to be transferred to Ministerial Corporation 
147E. Ministerial Corporation may construct certain works 
147F. Recovery of costs by Ministerial Corporation 
147G. Ministerial Corporation may authorise the construction of certain works 
147H. Certain work deemed to be work of district etc. 
1471. 	Relief from obligation to construct works 
147J. 	Ministerial Corporation deemed to have power to construct works in 

certain lands acquired by the Crown 
148. 	Surveys and works 
148A. Unauthorised use of water 
148B. Exclusion of claims for damage etc. 
148C. Liability for damage to bridges, culverts etc. 
149. 	Regulations 

PART 7 FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICTS AND FLOOD CONTROL AND 
IRRIGATION DISTRICTS 
150. 	Definitions 
151. 	Proposal for constitution of districts 
152. 	Flooding of public roads 
153. 	Constitution of provisional districts 
154. 	Constitution of districts 
154A. 	Additional works 
155. 	Alteration of boundaries 
156. 	Additional lands 
157. 	Lands within trust districts 
158. 	Fixing of rates 
159. 	Rates 
160. 	Benefit to be taken into account 
161. 	Liability for rates 
162. 	Supply of water 
163. 	Surveys and works 
164. 	Regulations 

PART 8 CONTROL OF CERTAIN WORKS ON RIVER BANKS AND 
FLOOD 
PLAINS 
165. 	Definitions 
166. 	Designation of flood plains 
167. 	Applications 
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168. Ministerial Corporation may refuse to determine certain applications 
169. Publication of applications 
170. Objections 
171. Determinations 
172. Protests against conditions 
173. Inquiries 
174. Decision of prescribed tribunals 
175. Approvals 
176. Renewals of approvals 
177. Benefit of approval 
178. Cancellation of approvals 
179. Removal and modification of unapproved works 
180. Offences 
181. Recovery of expenses of removal and modification of certain works 
183. Consolidated Fund 
184. Service of notices 
185. Regulations 
186. Part to bind Crown 
SCHEDULE 1 REPEALS 
SCHEDULE 2 SAVINGS AND TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS 
SCHEDULES 310 (Repealed) 
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ANNEX 2 

Table of Provisions of the New South Wales Irrigation Act 1912 (1996): 

PART 1 PRELIMINARY 
Short title 
Repeal 
Definitions 

PART 2 IRRIGATION AREAS 
5G. Acquisition of land 
6. Constitution of irrigation areas 
6A. Change of Principal under contract 
7A.  Water rights on subdivision etc. 
7B.  Water rights etc. on conversion or purchase 
7C.  Alteration of number of water rights 
7D.  Leases and sales under Crown Lands Act 1989 

PART 3 POWERS AND DUTIES OF MINISTERIAL CORPORATION 
8. Powers, authorities, duties and functions of Ministerial Corporation 
8AA. 	Price of water rights 
8B. 	Sinking of bores or wells 
8BA. 	Sinking of bores or wells etc. on payment therefor being made in advance 
9. Ministerial Corporation to construct works etc. 
9A. 	Unauthorised removal, damage to or destruction of buildings or other 

improvements 
10. Fares and rates charged on railways etc. vested in Ministerial Corporation 
11H. 	Agreements for the supply of electricity 

PART 4 SUPPLY OF WATER 
12. Water rights 
13. Additional water rights. Supply of water as additional water rights, 

for special purposes etc. 
13A. 	Supply of water during hours of daylight 
14. Supply of water under pressure 
15. Payment of rates and charges 
16. Determination of quantity of water supplied 
16A. 	Evidence 

PART 5 MISCELLANEOUS AND SUPPLEMENTAL 
17. Expense how defrayed 
17A. 	Unauthorised use of water 
17AA. 	Damage to or interference with works 
17AB. 	Liability for damage to bridges, culverts etc. 
18. Collection of rents etc. 
19B. 	Performance of contracts on default by occupier 
19H. Reduction of interest 
19I. Application and interpretation 
20. 	Certain land exempted from rates 
20A. 	Sale of lands not required 
22A. 	Power to vest land and works in Ministerial Corporation and withdrawal 

from Ministerial Corporation 
23. Ministerial Corporation not bound to supply water 
23B. 	Murrumbidgee Irrigation Scheme capital cost 
24. Catchment areas 
24A. 	Certain provisions of the Water Act 1912 to apply to drainage works 
25. Regulations for preventing pollution of catchment areas 
26. General regulations 
27. Regulations may impose penalties 
28. Regulations 
29. Production of Gazette to be evidence of validity of regulations 
30. Recovery of penalties 
31. Proceedings for offences 
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4.2 California 
Professor Kari Kuusiniemi')  
University of Turku 

4.2.1 Water Rights System 

4.2.1.1 Legal Regimes 

Water has been traditionally defined as one of the common goods, res communes. 
The states have created three major categories in relation to water rights: 1) streams, 
lakes and similar or related waters, 2) diffused surface waters,2)  and 3) percolating 
(= non-stream) underground water. No single precise legal definition exists for. 
groundwater or sub-terranian water. Scientifically the division of surface water 
and groundwater into separate legal categories contradicts hydrological princi-
ples. Little scientific justification lies behind the legal, often emerging, differenti-
ation between groundwater present in or travelling to aquifers, sub-terranean 
streams, and the subflows of surface watercourses. 

In the U.S. it is necessary to distinguish between ownership of water and 
(ownership of) a water right. A water right can be defined as a court-protected 
right to use water from a natural source, or from reservoirs and canals. The right 
is usually issued without a time restriction on its validity. 

In the U.S. there are two major legal regimes concerning surface water, i.e. 
riparianism and prior appropriation. In the riparian system, water rights are deter-
mined on the basis of the ownership of the soil abutting or underlying the body 
of water. The western states, however, solved the access problem by awarding the 
eminent domain power to prospective water users. 

The term riparian rights has traditionally been used to describe a bundle of 
legal rights concerning the relation of the owner of the bank of a stream to vari-
ous features of the stream. Today, the term encompasses a range of possible uses 
of, interferences with, or benefits from surface water in certain bodies, including 
lakes etc. as well as streams. The bundle of rights includes at least the right 
- 	of access to the water, 
- 	to build a wharf or pier into the water, 
- 	to use the water without transforming it, 
- 	to consume the water, 
- 	to acquire accretions, and 
- 	to own the sub-soil of non-navigable streams and other private waters. 

The prior appropriation doctrine can be stated as follows: 
A property right in the use of water is created by diversion of the water from 

a stream (or lake) and its application to a beneficial use. Water can be used at any 
location without regard to the position of the place of use in relation to the stream. 
In the event of shortage of supply, water will be supplied up to a limit of the right 
in order of temporal priority: the last man to divert and make use of the stream is 
the first to have his supply cut off. 

') This survey is a summary of the seven-volume treatise "Waters and Water Rights". The citations are omitted, although the 
text corresponds in several parts to the treatise. 

2)  Historically seen as obstacles to productive land use which should be removed. Nowadays they are often viewed as ecolog-
ically valuable wetlands worth preserving. 
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The requirements for appropriating water have been summarised as follows: 
1) an intent to apply water to some existing or anticipated beneficial use (only 
certain specific uses are beneficial, such as domestic, agricultural, industrial and 
recreational; beneficial use is limited to the amount needed for the purpose), 2) 
an actual diversion from the natural channel by some means sufficient for the 
purpose, and 3) an application of the water within a reasonable time to some 
beneficial use. 

Put simply, unappropriated waters are appropriable under the prior appro-
priation doctrine, but this definition leaves several questions unanswered. First, 
the geographical sources from which appropriations have not been specified 
(streams, lakes'), aquifers and diffused surface waters). Second, it has to be noted 
which earlier claims the appropriation shall be consistent with: 1) an earlier 
appropriation, 2) the existence of a) a riparian owner, b) a pueblo rights owner, or 
c) a surface owner claiming rights to use groundwater, 3) a federal or state prior-
ity, 4) Indian Tribes in the area, and 5) international or interstate priorities. Hence, 
only surplus or excess waters may be appropriated. Third, exclusions may be based 
on environmental concerns, e.g. the designation of wild and scenic rivers")  and 
minimum  instream flows5> or wetland preservation'). 

The distinction between public and private waters is central under appropria-
tive rights, with those States recognising the appropriative rights model usually 
declaring nearly all water in the state as public water. The State's power to regu-
late appropriations etc. is derived from this designation of appropriative rights. 
The definition of public waters has been linked to navigability, log flotation or 
simply public interest (recreation etc.) tests. Also many States recognising the ripar-
ian rights doctrine have adopted the western solution by statute: all waters, or at 
least all waters useful to the public, have been declared as public. 

4.2.1.2 Riparianism Versus Prior Appropriation: Choosing the Model 

The water law in the western part of the U.S. developed in the context of mining 
and irrigation (pueblo rights for community water supply were also important in 
California). Both of these uses presupposed moving water to the place where 
these functions took place. By contrast, in the eastern part of the country waters 
were highways for access to property and for commerce, and later on were used 
for power generation to operate mills etc. The waters were thus used largely at 
their natural locations. Water could, of course, also be stored. 

These characteristics resulted in differences in legal regimes. In the West, the 
source of water and the land on which water was to be used were not necessarily 
related. The common law of riparian rights was ill-adapted to the needs of the 
and West when considered as a right to demand the unimpeded and unchanged 
natural flow of streams. In the East, the uses of the water were associated with the 
land the water crossed or passed. Hence, in the eastern states riparians were en-
titled to natural flow, while the western states built a system on the right to divert 
and consume water. Irrigation was made possible by the doctrine of appropria-
tion that allows a water user whose land may be far from the river to acquire an 
equity in the water. 

3) E.g. Califomia has not included lakes in its specific or all-inclusive statutory provisions. 

4) California has the most comprehensive system for this purpose. A long list of streams or stream segments is protected with 
varying designations (reacreotional, scenic, wild). 

5) In California the State Water Resources Control Board has the authority under the public trust doctrine to protect instream 
values. 

6) In California the Suisun Marsh Preservation Act. 
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As to the waters (categorized streams, lakes etc.) states in the eastern U.S. 
have generally applied the riparian rights doctrine, while the states in the west-
ern part of the country (e.g. California) have mostly adopted a combined or dual 
system, recognising both riparian rights and prior appropriation. 

According to the original California doctrine, the federal land patents car-
ried with them riparian rights to water abutting the land, but rights were subject 
to appropriations vested on public land before the future riparian made an entry 
with intent to acquire title. Uses of water on private riparian land simply could 
not amount to an appropriation of water (appropriations on privately owned 
land were recognised later). The resulting riparian rights would be superior to 
any later appropriations. An administrative quantification of unused riparian rights 
has been accepted only recently - no general cutoff has taken place. The theory 
has raised difficult questions about the relation of federal and state law and prior-
ities between appropriators and riparians. 

In California riparian rights are basically treated as primary, but appropria-
tions have been considered as permissive nonriparian uses. Appropriations per- 
fected before riparian land passed out of the public domain (through lawful en- 
try) have been seen by the California Supreme Court as taking priority over the 
riparian rights, and thus as superior to the riparian rights. Prior-perfected appro- 
priative rights can be thought of as prescriptive rights displacing the competing 
riparian right. The California Water Code defines as public waters subject to ap-
propriation "all water flowing in any natural channel except so far as it has been 
or is being applied to useful and beneficial purposes upon, or insofar as it is or 
may be reasonably needed for useful and beneficial purposes upon lands ripari-
an thereto, or otherwise appropriated". 

Under both riparianism and appropriation systems the individual water right 
gives the holder only a right to use the water. The distinction between public and 
private waters leads the rights of appropriators to be described as usufructuary, 
i.e. rights to use water rather than rights in the water. In other words, the riparian 
landowner has a right to make reasonable use of the water, and the appropriator 
has a right to make beneficial use of the water. California has tried to tie the ripar- 
ian and the prior appropriation doctrines together. As a consequence, it is re-
quired that uses of waters are both reasonable and beneficial. As a consequence 
of a Supreme Court decision, the California Constitution was amended in 1928 to 
extend the reasonableness standard to disputes between riparians and appropri-
ators, by prohibiting the wasting of water and limiting all water rights to reason-
able beneficial use. 

4.2.1.3 Groundwater: the Correlative Rights Rule 

Many states used to recognise the British-style absolute ownership rights in 
groundwater, but nowadays most of the systems are based on the notion of use 
rights in groundwater. California has long applied the so-called correlative rights 
rule which sets limits on the use of a common property resource. 

One major milestone in the evolution of the rule was the leading case Katz v. 
Wilkinshaw (1903). The court did not consider the reasonable use rule, which lim-
ited the right to take groundwater to such an amount as may be necessary for 
some useful purpose in connection with the land from which it is taken, as suited 
to an and climate where the waters were transported to places distant from their 
lands of origin. Hence, groundwater was made as appropriable as surface water. 
In controversies between a distant appropriator and the owner of the overlying 
land, the rights of the landowner who had used the water on his land before the 
attempt to appropriate were paramount to the in spe appropriator. But the land-
owner's right extends only to the quantity of water that is necessary for use on his 
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land, and the appropriator may take the surplus. No priorities exist regarding the 
rights of different overlying landowners; the only difference between them is 
determined by the relative extent of their surface estates. 

To summarise, the correlative rights rule basically treats groundwater in the 
same way as surface riparian water. The landowner has no ownership of ground-
water, but possesses a usufructuary right to the water for beneficial purposes, 
with the concomitant right of someone else to appropriate any surplus remaining 
from the overlying landowner's beneficial use (or the amount determined in a 
declaratory judgment). 

Interests in groundwater can be of four types: 1) a pueblo right (Spanish-
Mexican origin) of a city to take groundwater for the needs of its inhabitants; 2) an 
overlying landowner's right (their proportional rights are not dependent upon 
use and are not lost by non-use); 3) an appropriative right; and 4) a prescriptive 
right. The prescriptive period of five years begins when a lowering of the water 
table first becomes observable (not when an overdraft of the aquifer occurs). An 
overdraft occurs when pumping exceeds the safe yield for the groundwater re-
source. If a lowering of the water table is observed, pump operators are informed 
that an overdraft may occur and that they should take legal steps to protect their 
interests. 

The western version of the correlative rights rule (applied e.g. in California) 
requires a proportioning of groundwater during shortage. Each overlying owner 
has the right to an equitable share of the groundwater (as a maximum: the amount 
he can make reasonable use of on the overlying land), but if there is insufficient 
water for all uses, a proportionate reduction is required. In an overdraft situation, 
groundwater shall be allocated primarily on the basis of the number of acres over-
lying the basin, but the Water District may adjust the figure, paying attention to, 
e.g., actual acres irrigated, crop types, inefficient uses, reasonable needs, water 
conservation activities, etc. 

In 1965 the California legislature instituted groundwater charges to be imposed 
upon the production of water from groundwater supplies. All water-producing 
facilities had to be registered within the established zones for the purposes of 
charging, and the water being withdrawn had to be measured. The deterrent 
effect of charging for overdraft has been considered as apparent, but how suc- 
cessful this market-oriented approach is in severe drought situations is hard to 
measure. The system indicates, however, that no property right has prevented 
the imposition of a charge on the groundwater owner. 

4.2.2 The Structure of Legislation 
The Federal Constitution allows the Congress to enact federal acts on certain types 
of matters only. There is no clause on environmental protection, but there are 
numerous examples where Congress has asserted commerce clause authority over 
non-navigable as well as navigable waters, most frequently in the field of envi-
ronmental protection. For instance, the Federal Clean Water Act was enacted on 
the basis of the commerce clause of the Constitution without connection to 
navigability (especially the pollution discharge and the dredge and fill permit 
sections). 

The Federal National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) sets goals for nation-
al environmental policy and provides instruments for implementing them. At 
the concrete level, one of the most influential provisions is the one concerning 
Environmental Impact Statements. Federal agencies shall conduct an environ-
mental assessment prior to approving projects which may have a significant im-
pact on the environment. As "major federal actions significantly affecting the qual- 
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ity of the human environment", certain federal water management projects have 
a duty to undergo the Environmental Impact Statement procedure, prescribed 
by the NEPA. 

The Federal Clean Water Act includes a permit system for polluting discharges 
and for dredging and filling operations, and the wetlands permit programme is a 
mandatory requirement. A permit from the Army Corps of Engineers is required 
before any discharge of dredged or fill materials is made into any navigable wa-
ter. Most water projects thus need to obtain this kind of a permit. 

The federal Safe Drinking Water Act (1974) focuses not on prevention of pol-
lution but on requiring that water be of a particular quality before it can be used 
for drinking and related purposes. Basically, this has meant treatment to decon-
taminate water otherwise unfit for such use. 

The structure of the pollution control legislation is medium-based (the Clean 
Water Act, the Clean Air Act, the Noise Abatement Act, etc.). Nevertheless, the 
federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is now focusing on an integrated 
approach following the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990. Integrated permits for air, 
water and solid waste are proposed for inclusion in the Clean Water Act amend- 
ments (for up to 10 demonstration projects). The EPA is also proceeding with 
proposed multimedia (air, water) rules for pulp and paper companies and dem-
onstration projects. More generally, there is also a movement toward more holis- 
tic ecosystem management and towards watershed protection that promotes a 
comprehensive, watershed-based approach to water quality management; all 
water quality assessment, planning and control tools are being brought to bear 
on water resources. 

Often there are acts at the state level corresponding to federal legislation. For 
instance, the California Water Code includes the provisions of the so-called Porter- 
Cologne Act concerning water quality issues and has similar objectives as the Fed-
eral Clear Water Act, and the California Environmental Quality Act requires envi-
ronmental assessment in the manner of the NEPA. There are also parallel enact-
ments at the federal and state level in the fields of endangered species protection, 
wild, scenic and recreational rivers protection, and wilderness preservation. 

In general terms, it seems that most often the goals and provisions in the 
federal acts are more rigid, and hence more environmentally protective, than in 
the state acts; the balance between economic interests and environmental values 
seems to wheigh differently at the state level. Nevertheless, federal law is by no 
means fully comprehensive: some regulatory gaps exist, e.g. groundwater and 
acid precipitation. Furthermore, states are generally free to adopt more stringent 
standards than those imposed by federal law, and have not generally preempted 
their respective state common laws. 

A Model Water Code for the U.S. was published in 1972. The Code is divided 
into six chapters: Administrative Structure and Operation; Regulation of Con- 
sumptive Uses; Construction, Operation, and Regulation of Water Wells; Con- 
struction, Operation, and Regulation of Surface Water Works; Protection of Water 
Quality; and Weather Modification Operations. An important feature is that the 
Code seeks to integrate all direct aspects of water resource management into a sin-
gle act. The Code is based on merging the management of quality with the man-
agement of quantity. 

Under the Code, administration would be the responsibility of a single gov-
ernment agency. All aspects covered by the Federal Clean Water Act would be 
within the designated management agency's jurisdiction. However, the agency 
would not be responsible for other pollution control functions which have an 
impact on the water resource (air, toxic and solid-waste pollution control). Under 
the central agency, the state would be divided into water management districts 
with governing boards. 
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The influence of the Model Code has not been very great, however, and a 
project to draft new model codes is in progress and will soon be completed. There 
are two different models, one based upon the riparian doctrine (the Regulated 
Riparian Model Water Code) and the other on the prior appropriation system 
(the Appropriative Rights Model Water Code, which should be finalised by mid-
1997). 

4.2.3 Instruments 

4.2.3.1 Permits')  

A licence or permit is usually issued for a water right. For example, the priority date 
presupposed in the prior appropriation doctrine is determined through a permit 
process. Some uses of water are exempted from the normal permit process (e.g. in 
South Dakota, appropriations for reasonable domestic use), but the user normally 
wants to register his appropriation in order to prove the priority date. 

The essence of a permit system consists of: 1) an application to the compe-
tent state agency for a specific quantity of water (in relation to the applicant's 
needs); 2) denial of application if the water is not available or if the grant would 
conflict with the public interest; and 3) recording relevant details in an accessible 
central state office. The objectives of the administrative system are, inter alfa: 1) to 
maintain order and efficiency in the appropriation of water; 2) to afford the water 
claimant an opportunity to obtain and record evidence of the right to make use of 
water; and 3) to provide the state with an opportunity to shape a water policy 
and to favour the applications that best serve the public interest. 

According to the California Water Code, a permit allows the initial diversion 
and/or storage of water. A licence, in turn, confirms the right to the appropriation 
of such an amount of water as has been determined to have been applied for 
beneficial use. A licensed water right is valid in perpetuity, for beneficial use and 
in compliance with the terms and conditions provided. The right is subject, how-
ever, to limitations imposed pursuant to the public trust doctrine. The core of this 
doctrine is the fiduciary obligation of the state to hold state sovereign resources 
for the benefit of the general public. This doctrine and the doctrine of state sover-
eign ownership are founded upon the necessity of protecting for the public the 
use of navigable waters from private interruption and encroachment. 

Especially in the western states, a water right is an adjudicated right, where 
many aspects of the right are defined by the permit and not by common law 
concepts. In California, all new appropriations of surface water etc. require ap-
proval of an administrative agency of the state (State Water Resources Control 
Board, SWRCB). The board routinely inserts terms and conditions designed to 
protect the public interest and the existing water rights of other users in the per-
mits. The permits may also include conditions empowering the issuing agencies 
to change the terms later on. New nonriparian uses of surface water made with-
out state approval constitute a trespass. Only in very limited circumstances (if 
there is a pueblo right for a city to use naturally occurring water inside its bound-
aries for the use of the inhabitants) may water be used in a nonriparian fashion, 
without an appropriation perfected prior to the beginning of state control or the 
existence of a permit or licence. 

However, percolating groundwater in California is not subject to the state per-
mit and licence system used for the appropriation of surface water etc. In prac-
tice, it has been subject only to sporadic state regulation. The first legislative act to 

7) For pollution discharge permits, see 6.2 below. 
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regulate groundwater pumpers was an act concerning registration (covering four 
southern counties). The act required pump operators extracting groundwater 
exceeding a certain volume to register their wells, which allowed a much more 
precise monitoring of abstractions than before. 

In the absence of comprehensive state regulation, some water districts have 
regulated groundwater pursuant to either general or special acts of legislation. 

California has adopted extensive statutes and administrative procedures to 
protect groundwater quality. Recent state legislation authorises a local agency to 
adopt a groundwater management plan. Some counties have enacted ordinances, 
e.g. requiring a permit to extract groundwater for the purpose of use on land 
other than where the extraction occurs (an anti-export action). 

4.2.3.2 Plans 

Both the California Water Act and the Federal Clean Water Act prescribe compre-
hensive state planning to protect water quality goals. The Clean Water Act re-
quires each state to adopt water quality standards consisting of two main ele-
ments: 1) identification of the designated uses (drinking water, fish and wildlife 
purposes, recreation, agricultural purposes, industrial purposes, etc.) of the nav-
igable waters involved, and 2) the water quality criteria for such waters based 
upon such uses. The SWRCB has the initial responsibility of carrying out the plan-
ning required by the Act, but, in addition to the duty to promulgate water quality 
standards, the California Water Code (the Porter-Cologne Act) requires the Board 
to approve water quality control plans. 

The foundation of the regulatory system concerning water pollution control 
in California is the water quality control plan (basin plan). The plan contains 1) an 
inventory of beneficial uses of water to be protected within the basin, 2) a set of 
water quality objectives, regarded as enforceable standards to ensure the reason-
able protection of the designated beneficial uses, and 3) a programme of imple-
mentation. 

Most basin plans are adopted by regional water quality control boards (in 
California there are nine RWQCBs). In order to render it effective, the plan shall 
be approved by the SWQCB, which, in certain circumstances may adopt the plan 
itself. There have been some major controversies and lawsuits attached to adop-
tions of some plans. For instance, in April 1993 a coalition of fishing and environ-
mental groups, relying on certain provisions of the Federal Clean Water Act, filed 
a suit in court to compel promulgation of federal water quality standards. As a 
consequence, the federal Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) adopted final 
federal regulations on quality standards, and the SWRCB issued a draft water 
quality control plan for the area (San Fransisco Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Del-
ta Estuary). 

4.2.4 Institutions and Powers 

The federal state system implies that there is legislation, and courts implement-
ing it, at both federal and state levels. The U.S. Constitution includes relevant 
restrictions on legislation and is applied in the courts of law (e.g. deprivation of 
property without due process of law, etc.). The U.S. is a common law country, but 
statutory regulation also appears frequently, especially in the environmental field. 

The states determine what types of property rights exist (e.g. the extent to 
which private property in water is recognised), but this competence is subject to 
superior federal power (e.g. the navigation servitude, regulation by the Congress 
through the commerce clause of the Constitution, and so on). The property clause 
of the Constitution provides for federal power to be used to affect water resourc- 
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es, namely those which arise on federal lands. As the primary landowner in many 
states, the federal government is also able to influence state law and use its emi-
nent domain power to acquire water for federal projects. Indeed, some have con-
cluded that California water allocation has become increasingly federalised by 
the impacts of federal environmental regulation. 

In California the power of the SWRCB has been steadily increasing. It issues 
the permits and licences for new appropriations of surface water, conducts the 
statutory adjudications and has the authority to file an action to protect the qual-
ity of groundwater. 

Various institutions have been established to help collect the necessary cap-
ital to make water accessible for use or to dispose of unwanted water. Irrigation 
districts (a principal vehicle for the distribution of water for agricultural purpos-
es) and drainage districts have been authorised by legislation. 

By 1962, there were more than 3,000 public and private agencies distributing 
water to the public in California. One major development in California water 
allocation and use over the last 75 years has been the rise of the large federal 
Central Valley Project and the State Water Project. These projects can divert near-
ly 10 million acre feet per annum, and total federal and state diversions represent 
over 40 per cent of annual surface water diversions in California. 

The local public agencies supplying water for irrigation purposes can be clas-
sified according to whether they are organised under general legislative enact-
ments (water storage districts, water conservation districts, and flood control and 
water conservation districts), or created by special statutes, such as county flood 
control and water conservation district acts, county water agencies and ground-
water management districts. Five different types of local districts provide water 
for urban areas, and in addition, there are numerous municipal water depart-
ments and municipal utility districts supplying urban water. 

Nowadays, irrigation districts can be characterised as multi-purpose districts. 
Their functions include not only the construction of facilities for the distribution 
of water for irrigation but also providing drainage facilities (where necessary for 
irrigation), constructing facilities for the generation, distribution etc. of electrical 
power, operating flood control projects under certain preconditions, and provid-
ing for sewage disposal (under certain preconditions). 

The typical irrigation district's legal framework provides that landowners 
can design an irrigation district within specific legal boundaries and file a petition 
for creation of the district with local officials. Usually the petitioners must own 
the majority of the land (by value) to be included within the district; alternatively 
five hundred electors or landowners in the district (including a titleholder to at 
least 20 per cent of the land value) may propose the formation of a district. A vote 
is held on whether or not to approve the district. Hence, a majority can force an 
unwilling minority into the district. The Board of the county and the California 
Department of Water Resources are involved in the formation process. The last 
stage of the process is the submission of the final plan to the electors of the district 
for approval and the election of district officers. Once formed, the district has the 
power to tax, condemn real property, issue bonds and engage in contracts with 
the federal government. 

4.2.5 Environmental Control 

4.2.5.1 Environmental Concerns and Water Rights 

Today's water law in California is considered primarily to be environmental law. 
Environmental concerns are also a major driving force in the current era of water 
reallocation. 
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Many states have water quality related programmes beyond those required 
by federal law. The programmes may limit what a private party is entitled to do 
with water or with a water right. The primacy of environmental law over stand-
ard water law extends far beyond mere water quality protection to preserving 
endangered species and scenic beauty (see 6.3). States have themselves subordi-
nated water resources development to environmental control. 

One question closely linked to integrated environmental management is non-
point source water pollution. Determining the best land management practice 
has long been the focus of efforts to cut down on non-point source pollution. For 
example, irrigation on salty land generates unacceptable waste products. A sys-
tem where the administration of water rights and land use is divorced from the 
consequences of those actions on water quality is far from ideal. 

In principle, the SWRCB can protect environmental values by refusing to 
issue permits for appropriations contrary to the public interest, but this occurs 
very seldom. More commonly the Board protects environmental values by im-
posing terms and conditions on the permit. One principal question concerning 
the prior appropriation system has been how long-ignored environmental val-
ues should be incorporated into the system. 

Certain sections of the Water Code direct the Board to consider a range of 
public interest criteria when reviewing an application for a permit to appropriate 
water. An application shall be rejected when it is considered not to conserve the 
public interest. The Board has to ensure that an appropriative right will best de-
velop, conserve and utilise in the public interest the water which is sought to be 
appropriated. Nowadays the expression "public interest" provides a general ve-
hicle for consideration of public uses of water and environmental aspects. Water 
quality plans have to be considered in the appropriation process. 

An important source of environmental protection vis-å-vis the exercise of 
water rights is the public trust doctrine that may even be used to modify estab- 
lished water rights (see 4.1 above). The doctrine has proved helpful in protecting 
or enhancing instream flows. The notion of physical solution elaborated in a court 
decision has been described as a means of preventing waste of water while at the 
same time not unreasonably affecting the vested property rights of the paramount 
right holder. 

Another means of environmental protection is a statutory provision which 
requires the owners of dams to allow sufficient water to bypass their dams to 
keep the fish resources in good condition. 

It should also be mentioned that the Federal Government reserves a certain 
amount of water for its own federal responsibilities, e.g. for recreation and wild-
life refuges. 

4.2.5.2 Pollution Control 

Water quality legislation (state and federal) affects the water allocation system in 
four principal ways: 1) the water quality permit processes limit the ability of a 
diverter to return flows to the watercourse; 2) the water quality planning process-
es may further limit diversions from a watercourse if the permit system is inade-
quate to meet water quality goals; 3) the Federal Clean Water Act requires certain 
federal projects to obtain water quality certifications from the State Board; and 4) 
the federal Act requires a permit before an appropriator can dredge or fill wet-
lands. 

The Federal Clean Water Act amendments of 1972 established an effective 
federal-state regulatory framework preserving the best aspects of both the Water 
Quality Standards and Effluent Limitations regulatory approaches. Until 1972, 
federal water quality and pollution control statutes left leadership of the preven- 
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tion, control and abatement of water pollution in the hands of the states. The 
1972 Amendments altered this approach. The increased federal role was intend-
ed to ensure all of the nation's waters and wetlands a  minimum  of protection. 

The objective of the Act is to restore and maintain the chemical, physical and 
biological integrity of the nation's waters. National (programmatic) goals estab- 
lished by the Act include the achievement by 1.7.1983 of a level of water quality 
which provides for protection and propagation of fish, shellfish and wildlife, and 
for recreation in and on the water, and eliminating the discharge of pollutants 
into U.S. waters by 1985. 

The principal mechanism for achievement of the goals and objectives is a 
system for imposing effluent limitations or preventing discharges of pollutants 
into any U.S. waters from any point source. The system comprises five basic ele-
ments: 
1) a permit programme (NPDES, see below); 
2) a system of technology-based effluent limits establishing base-level or min-

imum treatment required to be achieved by direct industrial dischargers 
and publicly owned treatment works (POTW's) etc.; 

3) a programme for imposing more stringent limits in permits where such 
limits are necessary to achieve water quality standards and objectives; 

4) a set of specific provisions applicable to certain pollutant discharges of 
particular concern or special character (toxic chemicals, contaminated plant 
site runoff, etc.); and 

5) a grant programme to fund POTW attainment of the applicable require-
ments. 
The Act also provides a number of mechanisms to control discharges which 

are unrelated to industrial process wastes (e.g. stormwater discharges by best 
management practices). 

A part of the California Water Code, the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Con-
trol Act, provides a relatively comprehensive means for the protection of water 
quality and for the regulation of waste discharges directly or indirectly to both 
surface water and groundwater. 

The federal EPA has certified the state's waste discharge requirement system 
as meeting the Clean Water Act's National Pollution Discharge Elimination Sys- 
tem (NPDES) permits. The Clean Water Act requires an NPDES permit before a 
point source can discharge a pollutant into any waters in the U.S. The principal 
feature of the NPDES system is a set of technologically based limitations applica- 
ble to different classes of effluent discharge. In California, enforcement of this 
federal system rests with the state, but the EPA retains ultimate authority for en-
forcing the federal requirements of the permit system. 

The conditions of an NPDES permit relate to such matters as monitoring 
and reporting, schedules of compliance, effluent limitations, and duration and 
revocation. 

The basis of water quality control in California is the basin plan (see 4.2 above). 
An important aspect of a basin plan programme of implementation is the waste 
discharge requirement. This is a permit to be obtained before any waste is dis-
charged directly or indirectly into any waters (some 8,500 dischargers currently 
have this permit). The federal NPDES permit system prescribed by the Clean 
Water Act covers about 1,200 dischargers in California. 

As to groundwater pollution control, courts have evaded the correlative rights 
rule when the complaint relates to the pollution of groundwater rather than the 
withdrawal of the same. In pollution cases the major torts are negligence and 
nuisance, both of which resemble the reasonable use rule. Such a distinction be-
tween quantity and quality issues has been criticised. 
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4.2.5.3 Externally Imposed Environmental Considerations 

In addition to the environmental considerations inherent in the water allocation 
system, numerous federal and state environmental statutes have an impact on 
the allocation and use of rights to divert and use water. These statutes are based 
on use of the police power to achieve e.g. environmental goals. 

Examples of these "external" statutes are state fish protection statutes (al-
though the Water Code presupposes consideration of fish and wildlife values in 
the water allocation process), state and federal statutes on endangered species 
protection, wilderness preservation laws (including designation of wild, scenic 
and recreational rivers), and environmental review statutes which require assess-
ment, consideration and mitigation of environmental impacts before approving 
certain actions (NEPA and the California Environmental Quality Act). The latter 
act applies normally to SWRCB review of water appropriation and transfer appli-
cations and to construction activities on water development projects, whether 
conducted by the State Department of Water Resources (DWR) or by other public 
agencies. The federal NEPA, in turn, applies for Bureau of Reclamation water 
projects, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission hydropower permits, and Army 
Corps of Engineers wetland permits. Recently, Congress prescribed preparation 
of a new programmatic environmental impact statement to assess the environ-
mental consequences of the Central Valley Project. 

4.2.6 Enforcement and Control 

4.2.6.1 Compliance Monitoring 

The primary authority for monitoring permit holders under the Clean Water Act 
rests with the EPA. The Agency may require polluting activities to maintain records, 
make reports, install and use monitoring equipment, and sample effluent. All of 
these records are to be available to the public (trade secrets excluded). 

4.2.6.2 Enforcement Action 

Dischargers who fail to obtain permits under the Clean Water Act or who violate 
effluent limitations, pretreatment requirements or monitoring provisions, or any 
permit conditions required to implement these may have proceedings taken out 
against them under federal or state laws. The EPA has several enforcement op-
tions under the Clean Water Act: 1) issuance of a notice of violation, or 2) a com-
pliance order, 3) obtaining injunctive relief from a court, 4) seeking civil or 5) 
administrative penalties, 6) initiating criminal prosecution, and 7) using emer-
gency powers8). The details of these procedures are outside of the scope of this 
survey. 

In addition to these EPA measures, states having adopted a NPDES permit 
system are also responsible for enforcement (according to their own enforcement 
laws and policies, and using their enforcement personnel). A great deal of discre-
tion was involved in decisions about whether and how to enforce the Act, but 
recently the mandatory nature of the enforcement provisions has become evi-
dent. If there are pervasive permit violations within an NPDES-approved state, 
resulting from an apparently ineffective state enforcement programme, the EPA 
Administrator is required to notify the state. This procedure may lead to a period 
of federally assumed enforcement. 

8) The EPA Administrator may take any action necessary to restrain polluting activities where they may present an imminent 
and substantial endangerment to the health of persons. 
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In addition to administrative actions, the Act authorises any person having 
an interest which is or may be adversely affected to commence civil actions either 
against a discharger, for violation of any effluent standard or limitation under the 
Act, or against the EPA for failure to proceed expeditiously to enforce the Act's 
provisions. The section in question confers standing upon a nationwide class, 
comprised of citizens who allege an interest in clean water. Thus, the enforce-
ment issue has not been left in the hands of the authorities alone. 

4.2.7 Reallocation of Water and Water Rights 

4.2.7.1 General 

A focal point of discussion concerning the prior appropriation system has been 
the reallocation of existing water use rights (primarily agricultural) to other uses 
(often municipal). The term reallocation refers to 1) a change in a water right, 2) a 
transfer of a water right including a change, 3) an exchange of a water right, and 
4) water marketing. A change, or a transfer that includes a change, usually re-
quires administrative approval. It often involves a change of use from agricultur-
al uses to municipal, industrial, mining, recreational or ecological purposes 9)  An 
exchange of a water right involves a trading of water rights or portions of water 
rights. Water marketing means the reallocation of water rights in the marketplace. 

In a report delivered to the governors in 1986 it was recommended that states 
should 
1) adopt a policy to encourage efficiency of water use, 
2) facilitate voluntary reallocation of water rights by allowing water districts 

to transfer water outside district boundaries, by establishing water banks, 
and by allowing trial transfers, 

3) encourage water conservation and salvage of water through water mar-
kets, 

4) protect environmental values for water, including enacting legislation for 
instream flows, and 

5) assist market transfers by providing data to private parties. 
The right to transfer a water right or to change place of use, the point of 

diversion, and purpose of use is generally permitted without loss of priority. 
The necessary reallocation can be achieved by two different methods, through 

an administrative system or through water marketing. Most proponents of the 
marketing alternative favour a regulated market. The opposition to an unregulated 
market is based on equity concerns. Under current institutional arrangements, many 
public uses of resources, such as recreation, ecosystem-maintenance, and aesthe-
tics, are not marketed. Besides, third-party effects on other appropriators would 
not be internalised to the transaction. Many believe that water marketing, if it is 
taken to mean the gradual movement towards policies creating economic incen-
tives for the conservation and reallocation of water supplies, concept is a promising 
and positive policy development. According to the proponents, the "inherently 
flexible" prior appropriation doctrine does not represent an obstacle to change. 

4.2.7.2 Reallocations and Water Marketing in California 

As part of the debate over environmental values and water supply for a metro-
politan area, discussion of market-based transfer of water and water rights has 
arisen. Water marketing encompasses any transaction concerning the realloca- 
') E.g. in California about 85 per cent of all water consumptively used is directed to irrigation purposes, even though agricul-
ture's share of t he state's income is only a few per cent. 
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tion of water or water rights from one user to another. It includes any steps to 
facilitate marketing (conservation efforts, the brokering of market information or 
the assignment or exchange of contract rights). 

In California the system of "voluntary transfer of water and water rights 
where consistent with the public welfare of the place of export and the place of 
import" was adopted in 1980. However, these statutory provisions did not quick-
ly lead to the development of a broad-based water market in California. 

In spite of the declaration of a policy favouring market transactions by the 
California legislature, the state did not experience an increase in market transac-
tions. During the 1980s there were only transfers of water, not of water rights. 

Reallocations may arise as a result of decreased use of appropriated water, 
but the principle "use it or lose it' of the prior appropriation doctrine constitutes 
a risk to the sellers. California has passed legislation encouraging the sale of sal-
vaged water by private irrigators. Reallocation of a huge amount of salvaged wa-
ter to the Metropolitan Water District (providing water to Los Angeles) from the 
Imperial Irrigation District has been much discussed. 

Later (in 1991), after California had experienced its fifth consecutive year of 
drought, a government-operated market, a "water bank", was established. The bank 
purchased water at a fixed price (pursuant to a model contract) from 351 sellers and 
then sold roughly half of the amount to those with critical needs, at a price some-
what higher covering e.g. additional costs of conveying the water.10> Basically the 
sellers either used groundwater instead of surface water themselves or fallowed 
land, but both options lead to significant detrimental impacts (e.g. damage to fish-
eries). The following year (1992), improved water supply conditions meant that the 
demand for the bank was much reduced. The government's policy was to avoid 
transactions requiring the fallowing of land and to act as a broker rather than a 
buyer. 

In 1991, the California legislature allowed the leasing of surface water for peri-
ods not exceeding five years. The water subject to such an agreement may not 
exceed 25 per cent of the water that would have been applied or stored by the 
lessor. The agreement shall include terms ensuring that the lease will not injure 
any legal user of water, and not unreasonably affect fish, wildlife, or other instream 
beneficial uses. 

Two types of short-term reallocation of water rights exist in California. An owner 
of water rights may file a petition for a "temporary urgency change" regarding the 
point of diversion, place of use, or purpose of use if he has an urgent need for a 
change (usually drought conditions). The order may be issued if the change would 
not injure other users of water, or unreasonably affect fish, wildlife or other in-
stream beneficial uses. "Temporary changes" (one year or less) are permitted if the 
reallocation involves only the amount of water consumptively used or stored, would 
not injure third parties, or unreasonably affect fish, wildlife or other instream ben-
eficial uses. A "long-term reallocation" for a period exceeding one year may be ap-
proved if it would not result in substantial injury to any legal user of water and 
would not unreasonably affect fish, wildlife, or other instream beneficial uses. 

4.2.8 Interstate Transfers 

4.2.8.1 Interstate Allocation Problems and Methods of Solving Them 	- 
Interstate water export, a possible source of interstate allocation problems, may 
take one of three forms: 1) water may be diverted in one state but used in anoth-
er; 2) an intrastate water right may be moved from one state to another; and 3) an 

10) In Idaho farmers have been marketing water through a Water Bank Because of the low cost of federally supplied water, 
irrigators have been able to maintain large water supplies as a hedge against drought. 
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intrastate right may be changed to an interstate right. In the first situation, the 
diversion and use are divided between two states, and thus the water right can 
be called an interstate water right. The second category implies that before trans-
fer, water was diverted and used in one state, and after transfer, in another. In the 
third category, the point of diversion and place of use initially were in one state, 
and then the right is changed so that the point of diversion and place of use are in 
different states. 

Methods for dealing with interstate allocation problems include the follow- 
ing: 
1) private suits between water users in different states, 
2) equitable apportionment suits between states, 
3) interstate water apportionment compacts, 
4) apportionment by Congress, 
5) state regulation of interstate water export, and 
6) cooperative action by states to allocate water (in the absence bf an inter-

state compact). 
Recent examples of voluntary cooperation include the efforts of California 

and Nevada to obtain congressional consent to a water apportionment compact 
for Lake Tahoe and three rivers. The states ratified the compact, but Congress had 
reservations relating to a lack of protection for federal and Indian water interests. 

The types of conflict and methods of dealing with them cannot be scruti-
nised here in detail. However, some of the aspects concerning California's situa-
tion within the Lower Basin area of Colorado River are discussed in section 8.2 
below. 

4.2.8.2 The Colorado River Basin and California 

Southern California belongs to the Lower Basin area of Colorado River. A famous 
court decision was issued to settle the dispute between Arizona and California 
concerning use of the water. The Law of the River (especially the Colorado River 
Compact of 1922) allocates the uses of the water of the Colorado River and desig-
nates the beneficiaries of the uses. Attempts to find a way out of the existing, 
inflexible approach have been made. The aim is to reallocate water usage among 
basin states according to compact apportionments. 

The Law of the River requires that Lower Basin users receive at least a fixed 
quantity of water annually (and more in years in which the Secretary of the Inte-
rior determines that a surplus from the mainstream is available). However, Cali-
fornia has been taking more than its share under contracts with the Secretary of 
the Interior, consuming much of Arizona's unused apportionment. Meanwhile 
none of the Upper Basin states are fully utilising their apportionment of Colora-
do River water. 

Hence, lively discussion on inter-basin transfers have taken place. A U.S. 
Supreme Court decision (1982) limited the circumstances in which states could 
prohibit transfers of groundwater across state lines. This, naturally, encouraged 
private efforts to market water allocated for use in the Upper Basin to users in the 
Lower Basin. Proposals have been set forth for establishing a pool of water from 
the Upper Basin, based on different types of water rights, that could then be mar-
keted to Lower Basin users. These proposals, however, have met intensive oppo-
sition from Upper Basin states. Despite the opportunity for financial gain, the 
Upper Basin states have feared that temporary commitments of water use in the 
Lower Basin would lead to permanent deprivation of their allocated share. Ob-
jections to these arrangements have, for example, referred to the Colorado River 
Compact, which suggests that physical use of the apportioned water must occur 
within the respective basins. 
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A consensus seems to be emerging within the Lower Basin states. In 1991, 
California put forward a proposal to the other states that would guarantee the 
maximum possible delivery of Colorado River water to the Metropolitan Water 
District of Southern California in return for a phased approach by which Califor-
nia would reduce its consumptive use of Colorado River water to a fixed amount 
by 2011. The proposal suggested a water bank through which each state could 
make available for interstate leasing water presently used for consumptive pur-
poses in the state, but Upper Basin states were reluctant to participate. The Bu-
reau of Reclamation, however, outlined a plan for water banking in the Lower 
Basin that would have allowed storage in a lake on any Lower Basin apportion-
ment not used by the states. Later on it issued draft regulations for the Lower 
Basin that would allow the states to transfer conserved water to other users in the 
Lower Basin states. At the moment, there is no agreement regarding the exact 
means of Lower Basin transfers, but generally they are considered necessary. 
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4.3 Finland 
Professor Erkki J. Hollo 
University of Helsinki, Faculty of Law 

4.3.1 General Features 
Finland has had legal provisions on the use of waters since the 13th century, 
when the territory which is now Finland became part of the Kingdom of Sweden. 
The numerous lakes and rivers were important for transport, floating logs, fish-
ery and later for the construction of mills. Under the old Germanic and Scandina-
vian law the ownership of land in combination with access to the use of waters 
led to private ownership of all watercourses, which today is still the basis of water 
rights in Finland. Specific provisions on waters were developed later on, and the 
present Water Act (1961, with later amendments) is a very complex and detailed 
code. It contains rules on public use, water management and all kinds of water-
related construction, hydroplants, land drainage and on water pollution control. 
For the first time this act also includes rules on the use of groundwater and the 
prevention of its pollution. 

At the regional level Finland now has five provinces(following reorganisa-
tion in 1997) each with a provincial government representing the State. In envi-
ronmental matters, however, special environmental administrative authorities 
were introduced in 1995. The special Water Courts, and the Superior Water Court 
as the first instance of appeal, are important for the application of the water legis-
lation because they act both as administrative permit authorities and as special 
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civil and criminal courts. The regular jurisdiction is dual, as there are both gener-
al and administrative courts, headed by the Supreme Court and the Supreme 
Administrative Court. 

4.3.2 General Structure of the Legislation Related to Water 
Management and Pollution Control 

4.3.2.1 Division of the Legislation 

In contrast to many other countries, Finland has a set of specifically environmen-
tal statutes. Many of these have their basis in the regulation of the use of natural 
resources (water, forest, soil), but today they mostly comprise legally binding en-
vironmental rules. Other statutes, again of a more recent origin, have a primarily 
environmental concern and are named as environmental acts (covering e.g. pol-
lution control, environmental impact assessment, damages, penalty rules), and 
there is also the traditionally autonomous legislation on nature conservation and 
cultural monuments. 

The legislation is "sectorized" in the sense that each of the acts concerned 
has its own system of decision-making and its own evaluation criteria. Environ-
mental law may be divided into the legal sectors of nature conservation, plan-
ning, the use of natural resources and pollution control. As far as the regulation 
of waters is concerned, Finland today has an integrated water legislation which 
includes both construction (incl. drainage, water flow regulation) and pollution 
control (waste water). This legislation also applies to national sea areas and to 
groundwaters. Additionally, and largely as a result of international conventions, 
Finland has separate legal provisions on the protection of sea areas and on the 
use of the continental shelf, on fishery and the conservation of natural wetland 
and other natural water bodies. However, water issues are treated in many other 
legal contexts too, e.g. in the nature conservation, planning, energy, waste and 
health legislation. 

Other areas of the environment are also covered by specific legislation but, of 
course, there are more general laws dealing with nature or the environment as a 
whole, e.g. the Environmental Impact Assessment Act (1994), the Environmental 
Damage Act (1994) and the rules on environmental crimes in the Penal Code (1995). 
There is also a strong interrelationship between, for instance, water and air pollu-
tion and between the extraction of soil materials and the protection of water re-
sources. These questions are not dealt with in the primary water legislation. Air 
and soil pollution (exd. goundwater pollution), noise abatement and waste man-
agement (in Finland together referred to as "environmental pollution") are regulat-
ed by a set of sectoral and general laws. This legislation is not yet integrated with 
water pollution control which is regulated by the Water Act (1961). Such integra-
tion, however, will be required by the European Union (the IPPC Directive 1996), 
and therefore Finland has initiated a proposal (comm. rep. 1996:11-12) for integrat-
ing water and other environmental legislation on pollution control. 

In terms of the legal structure, the Finnish legislation can be summarized as 
follows. This structure will also be used in the subsequent presentation: 

A. Main fields of administrative environmental ruling 
1. Planning and construction 
2. Roads, mines and civil engineering 
3. The use of waters and water pollution control (Water Act) 
4. Nature conservation 
5. Forestry 
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6. Environmental pollution control, incl. chemicals, waste and biotechnology 
7. Rural land use, incl. production, fertilizers and pesticides 
B. Crimes and damage 

Penal Code and administrative fees 
2. Environmental Damages 
C. Economic and voluntary means 
1. Taxes 
2. Public agreements 
3. Ecoaudit etc. 

It is important to notice that some parts of the legislation under A also in-
clude rules on penal sanctions and on compensation for damage. It is also worth 
mentioning that the sectoral administrative rules concentrate on precontrol or 
enforcement (permit, notification etc.) and that the administrative postcontrol 
system (supervision, monitoring) is largely secondary, being regulated either in 
the same context as the environmental precontrol or covered by general adminis-
trative provisions on the use of fines and other sanctions. 

4.3.2.2 A Finnish Viewpoint on International Environmental Issues 
The principle of sustainable development, established by the United Nations' 
World Commission on Environment and Development (1987), is a key point of 
concern worldwide in both national and international projects. In Finland the 
principle has been adopted in the Building Act amendments of 1990 and in a 
number of other statutes (e.g. the Waste Act 1993), although the application of the 
principle is still somewhat vague. In agricultural and forestry law the emphasis of 
the principle of sustainable development is in the prevention of soil erosion and 
pollution. 

One of the key international documents has been the Convention on the 
Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area (known as the Hel- 
sinki Convention) of 1974. The supervision and research following this conven- 
tion has been carried out by the Helsinki Commission (HELCOM). In 1992 a new 
version of the Helsinki Convention was adopted in order to accelerate the reduc- 
tion of polluting substances in the marine environment. A reform of the corre-
sponding legislation took place in 1994, when the new Sea Protection Act was 
adopted. One of the problems still to be solved is the issue of diffuse discharges 
from agriculture and forestry into waters. 

The United Nations' Convention on Biological Diversity (Rio de Janeiro 1992) 
is intended, in part, to encourage international efforts to create global protection 
of forests and other natural resources or areas. The task of the Convention is to 
maintain an ecological balance between the different species (biodiversity) in the 
world. The Convention also contains provisions for the regulation of technology 
and the internationally relevant use of biotechnology. The Convention has al-
ready given rise to preparatory work for reforming the Finnish legislation, main-
ly the Nature Conservation Act. 

The Nordic region is also covered by environmental conventions. The Nor-
dic Convention on Environmental Protection (adopted by the Nordic Council in 
1973) covers Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden. In cases of environmental 
pollution the Convention gives citizens of a neighbouring state the same legal 
status as citizens in the state where the polluting activity is located. The Con-
vention thus has a direct impact on national law. 

Finland is an active participant in the environmental work of the Nordic 
Ministerial Council, e.g. in the Nordic Water Group, and has a strong Nordic tra- 
dition in the field of water legislation. The Nordic Maritime Environment Group 
pursues a common Nordic policy within the framework of international institu- 
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tions, for example in international commissions for maritime protection. The Group 
also contributed to the UNCED Congress in 1992, to certain international meet-
ings on dumping etc. and to an initiative for a Nordic Maritime Environmental 
Programme. Other Nordic environmental bodies are working in the fields of chem-
icals, environmental information, environmental data, etc. 

Finland has bilateral treaties concerning transboundary water with its neigh-
bours (Sweden, Russia and Norway). The structure of these treaties is different 
but they all contain the basic idea of common decision-making for cases where 
an activity has or might have effects on the other side of the border and for the 
distribution of water resources. For the implementation of these Border Water 
Treaties between Finland and its neighbours there are special bodies or commit-
tees which have decision-making powers on the use of those waters or the areas 
influenced by that use (e.g. the Finnish-Swedish Treaty). In 1991, Finland and the 
Soviet Union agreed upon a programme to tackle water pollution, which was 
closely associated with the Helsinki Convention. Russia has also passed a new act 
on environmental protection (1991) based on a number of internationally adopt-
ed environmental principles. 

Several other key environmental principles are valid in the Finnish legal 
context. These include the "polluter pays" principle as the basis for compensation 
rules, penalty rules (company fee), environmental taxes etc. The principle also 
influences the conditions of permits with regard to protective measures, improve-
ments or restoration of an area, etc. The principle of sustainable use is based on 
the idea that renewable resources should not be consumed at a faster rate than 
their natural supply can support, and this principle is therefore central in the 
water and forest legislation. The precautionary principle adopted within the Eu-
ropean Union by the Maastricht Treaty is not yet fully implemented but there are 
many instances in the legislation of the duty to prevent damage and to undertake 
protective measures (the principle of minimizing detrimental effects). 

4.3.2.3 The European Context 

Before its accession to the European Union, Finland joined the Treaty on Europe-
an Economic Space (EES) which came into force at the beginning of 1994. This 
required that Finland should adapt a large part of its environmental legislation to 
the standards and requirements of the European Union (EU). On January 1, 1995 
Finland became a member of the European Union with the effect that all legisla-
tion had to be adapted to the primary (especially the Rome Treaty) and second-
ary ruling (especially the directives and regulations) of the Union. Finland has 
implemented the numerous environmental directives of the European Union. 
The influence of the European Union has been very significant in the legislation 
concerning e.g. the use of chemicals and pesticides, waste management, the use 
of biotechnology, the control of air and water pollution and environmental health. 
In some fields Finland has chosen to adopt stricter environmental requirements 
than those set out in the EU directives, e.g. in water pollution control. 

The European Union has also issued directives in the field of nature conser-
vation and agriculture. New legislation on nature conservation and forestry has 
been under preparation for many years in Parliament and came into force on 
January 1, 1997. Finland has also implemented the agricultural provisions of the 
EU, including the requirements of the arrangements within GATT and WTO. 

4.3.2.4 The Constitution 
The Finnish Constitution of 1919 (amended in 1995) is of relevance to environ-
mental matters in a number of ways. It defines the division of State powers and 
the limits on the autonomy of municipalities. It also regulates the competence of 
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the administration to enact general prescriptions and the right of authorities to 
set legal rules aside (the conformity of administration to law). More vital are the 
rules on basic rights, namely the constitutional protection of property rights (sec-
tion 12) and the environmental basic rights (section 14a). More general provisions 
of the Constitution give protection of human rights in accordance with interna-
tional human rights conventions, which are sometimes directly referred to in le-
gal procedures. 

The ownership of land incudes all natural resources within the defined 
boundaries, and so there are no natural resources which are not privately owned. 
As a rule, economic use of natural resources is allowed under environmental and 
other permit conditions. If the amount of such resources used is only for personal 
(household) need, a permit is usually not required, but general provisions on 
environmental protection must be taken into account. This is true for soils and 
minerals, waters and forests. The legislation on waters and forests has long de-
fined the dividing line between public and private interests. In order to protect 
the vital interests of society there are certain restrictions on the use of private 
property, e.g. the duty to maintain the unimpeded flow of rivers or the prohibi-
tion on unlawful felling of trees. 

Private ownership of land and water areas is protected by the Constitution. 
This means that restrictions on possession or use of land are admitted in accord-
ance with the Constitution only. Therefore expropriation is possible by law only if 
full compensation is given and there is a public need. Compulsory measures for 
land use are regulated mainly by the Expropriation Act (1977). The same princi-
ples are generally valid in cases where a permit to use natural resources is denied 
for environmental reasons. So, for instance the protection of shores or watercourses 
by law for reasons of nature conservation leads to the duty to compensate lost 
building rights to the landowners or energy plants. If public need or full compen-
sation is not stipulated, the enactment of restrictions requires the qualified order 
of constitutional legislation. In other cases when, for example, a permit to use 
land or water resources is denied on health or environmental grounds, compen-
sation usually depends on the importance of the loss caused by the prohibition of 
use. If the losses caused by an activity or plant appear in the form of environmen-
tal pollution or risks, the necessary restrictions can be enacted by general legisla-
tion without any compensation to the polluter because no one has a legally pro-
tected right to pollute the environment. On the other hand, activities with only a 
small polluting effect may be practised without a permit, but general restrictions 
concerning emissions, protection zones, etc. may be enacted without the require-
ment to give compensation. The right to obtain damages from the polluter again 
does nöt necessarily depend on the victim's position as landowner because all 
economic losses are treated equally. As far as traditional agricultural activities are 
concerned (in as far as they can be practised without a permit), total prohibitions 
on environmental grounds are a rarity in Finland. 

The basic environmental right in the Constitution contains two principal ide-
as. Firstly it declares a common responsibility for nature, its biological diversity, 
the environment and cultural heritage. This responsibility is difficult to turn into 
reality without appropriate legislative measures, although in Finland there are 
already systems of damages, penal sanctions etc, related to this constitutional rule, 
but these are not sufficient. The second part of the right obliges the public author-
ities to create appropriate procedures for the public to safeguard the right to a 
healthy environment and the possibility to participate in the decision-making 
concerning the environment. This provision is manifested in a series of adminis-
trative rules concerning different environmental permit procedures, but here too 
the provisions have been open to criticism, for example concerning the right to 
appeal of associations. Should the legislator neglect the mentioned duty to legis- 
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late, there is still a possibility that authorities could rely on the constitutional pro-
vision that gives them the power, to some extent, to directly apply the Constitu-
tion; until 1995 this was not possible without the support of legislation. 

4.3.2.5 Public Use and Recreation 

The originally unwritten right to public use or public access is an old, basically 
Germanic concept related to an individual's right to pass through unsettled are-
as and to obtain nourishment from nature. Without this, the individual would 
have been trespassing or violating provisions of private ownership. Public use 
therefore concerns the relationship between the landowner and the non-owning 
user. The legal basis for this has long existed in customary law only. Attempts 
have been made to give public use a legal basis; there was e.g. an intention to 
include rules on public use in the Recreation Act (1973), but without result. The 
basis for the regulation today, therefore, is still the Penal Code, which prescribes a 
punishment for certain types of trespass, e.g. trespassing through someone's res-
idential property (chapter 28, section 11); it does, however, allow the taking prod-
ucts of little or no monetary value from nature without punishment (chapter 11, 
section 14). Public use affords every citizen the possibility to pass through private 
land and water and to pick flowers, berries etc. wherever the land is not yet being 
used for a specific purpose such as building, recreation, cultivation and, to some 
extent, hunting or fishing. Within a nature conservation area public use can be 
limited or forbidden, but as a rule, public use cannot be excluded by administra-
tive orders without a legal mandate. 

4.3.2.6 The Administrative Sectors of Environmental Law 

Planning and Construction 

As in many other countries Finland has 1) general land use planning and 2) spe-
cific or sectoral planning, such as e.g. road planning, water use planning, plan-
ning of nature reserves etc. In terms of environmental law, planning as a legal 
instrument is often relevant in influencing the location of activities and for the 
evaluation of the conditions of a permit. In Finland the legal effects of planning 
regulations on environmental rulings are loose because planning measures do 
not as a rule bind the environmental decision-making, at least not in the field of 
the legislation on water use and environmental protection. For certain activities, 
such as nuclear or other power generation, a detailed land use plan is required. 

The Building Act (1958) includes rules on planning and construction and 
measures concerning the soil and the ground surface (streets, extraction of soil 
materials, tree-felling) and built-up areas (historical buildings etc.). Detailed, 
municipal and regional plans come into force after an administrative procedure, 
followed, in most cases, by the approval of the municipality and the eventual 
ratification by a state authority. After this procedure, the plans have legal effect 
and guide the use of land, especially new building and certain purposes of use 
(industry, housing, protection etc.). A building permit is, as a rule, needed every-
where for new houses and major improvements. Removal of soil or trees requires 
a separate permit from the municipality in all areas which have a detailed plan. 
Exceptions (dispensations) from all provisions of the Building Act and of relevant 
plans can be granted if the planning or housing interests affected are not op-
posed to the exception applied for. 

The Building Act is based on the system of general plans, i.e. the regional 
and municipal plans, and of detailed plans (i.e. town plans, shore plans). The law 
does not recognize physical planning as a normative instrument for the whole 
country, though there are, of course, national sectoral plans e.g. for traffic, energy, 
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nature conservation and social affairs. Planning is not directly binding for the 
location of environmentally harmful or polluting activities. A plan does not, as a 
rule, replace the need to obtain environmental permits. In natural surroundings 
the area covered by detailed plans is relatively small, whereas the general plans 
do not contain sufficient prescriptions for the use of land from an environmental 
point of view. 

General plans covering a municipality were originally meant to provide the 
basis for the enactment of detailed plans for smaller areas. Today, however, the 
general plans tend to contain more and more specific provisions for the use of 
natural areas and adjacent waters or groundwaters, to the extent that these pro- 
visions can be allocated to individual properties and hence serve the decision- 
making in other environmental matters. The provisions of a ratified general plan 
should be monitored by the authorities, but there are many environmental per- 
mit rules which are not directly linked to such a plan or even to a detailed plan. 
Therefore the legal effect of plan prescriptions on decision-making e.g. in water 
and pollution matters is more informative than legal; i.e. they deliver informa- 
tion about the water-related values and possibilities of use in a certain area. Build-
ing permits issued in accordance with the Building Act may only depart to a cer-
tain degree from plan prescriptions; the more detailed the plan is, the less scope 
there is for departure. 

Town plans can, however, dispense with certain land use restrictions in or-
der to protect surrounding areas, prescribe limits for emissions or give directions 
for the management of waste etc. All these prescriptions must be taken into account 
by the enterprises affected, and individual permits may contain stricter or more 
detailed provisions. In the decision-making connected with the requirements of 
the Building Act the principle of sustainable development has to be taken into 
account. Planning instruments do not usually include surface water areas, unless 
land use is affected; this is the case when a plan provides with areas for harbours, 
recreation or water catchment. As a rule, planning measures based on the Build-
ing Act do not exclude the application of rules on EIA and permit regulations. A 
shore plan which is used for building on shores outside cities can also include 
provisions on how the water quality will be protected against pollution from the 
nearby settlement. 

A plan may also contain preservation sites of both natural and cultural value 
but if such a site would be unreasonable for the property-right holders, compen- 
sation should be paid by the municipal authority. For this reason, nature conser-
vation is not normally initiated by plans but by the means provided by the Na-
ture Conservation Act. 

Specific planning instruments exist for roads, airports, energy plants etc. Two 
categories of road exist, public and private, for each of which there is separate 
legislation. The Public Roads Act includes provisions on road planning and road 
construction and on the procedure for conveying the rights on the planned area 
to the State. This procedure also allows for environmental damage (e.g. noise) to 
be handled. The Private Roads Act contains no planning system but it gives sim-
ilar rights to the constructor of the road. However, a private road can be built only 
if it does not damage an important landscape, surrounding or nature. Bridges 
and quays often require a permit in accordance with the Water Act and possibly 
the Building Act as well. 

Water use planning as a specific instrument would be very advantageous in 
Finnish conditions. Between 1970 and 1995 the central water authority prepared 
water plans on the basis of water quality and water use information. However, 
these "plans" were not binding in water permit procedures. During this period 
proposals were prepared with the task of formally introducing this instrument as 
a binding plan, but due to practical and legal difficulties this was not possible, 
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though there still remains a need to reform water use planning. In the adminis-
trative field of water management there are, nevertheless, different kinds of in-
formation and classifications systems available as well as various data banks which 
are available for use in legal matters. 

Environmental impact assessment 

The concept of "Environmental Impact Assessment" (EIA) has become a legal 
term both in national legislation and in international conventions. The present 
Act on Environmental Impact Assessment was prepared following Finland's ac-
cession to the European Union. The Act complies with both the EU directive on 
EIA (85/337 EEC) and the international ECE Convention on Transboundary Im-
pact Assessments (1991). The EIA Act came into force in 1994. The Act is impor-
tant because it is one of the first pieces of legislation treating the environment as 
a whole. The Act requires the establishment of a procedure for collecting environ-
mental data and providing information about listed projects and activities. The 
EU directive has two lists of projects affected by EIA. The short list contains the 
required minimum and the long list the maximum of projects which each nation-
al legislation should cover. The list in the Finnish Act is somewhat longer than the 
short list of the directive. 

The EIA is not itself a permit procedure; however, permits required accord-
ing to different sectoral acts will need to be obtained, and these permits cannot be 
granted before the EIA procedure is closed. The procedure seeks to ensure that 
the project in question will be open to public scrutiny by means of the assessment 
programme and subject to the views of the authorities and interested parties. 

The concept of "environmental impact" is related to many factors, among 
them not only the natural environment but also the human environment, health, 
settlement and cultural values, biological diversity and natural resources. The Act 
promotes the investigation of all these impacts, but only for major projects. The 
basis of the EIA is a list of 18 different categories of plants and activities which 
may cause "significant" environmental impacts. In addition the Ministry of the 
Environment may decide case by case whether an EIA will be required for a non-
listed project likely to cause significant impacts. Other authorities may, e.g. through 
a permit procedure, also initiate such a decision. Since that decision legally re-
quires that there are significant impacts, the operator may lodge an appeal against 
the decision if he disagrees about the scale of the impacts and the need for an 
EIA. In other "grey" cases the Ministry may inform the operator in advance about 
the need for an EIA. Although the Act does not apply to all environmentally harm-
ful activities, this does not mean that these activities are not required to undergo 
an evaluation of the likely environmental effects; the Act provides a duty for the 
operator in all cases to be aware of the environmental impacts the project may 
have, and he is required to fulfil this duty to a "satisfactory level". Additionally, 
most sectoral permit systems require that at least the environmental impacts on 
that sector (health, air, soil or water) shall be investigated by the applicant and 
presented with his permit application. Such a report is necessary because other-
wise it would be difficult to decide whether the permit conditions are fulfilled or 
not, and what measures must be taken to protect other interests. In matters cov-
ered by the Water Act there has always existed an assessment procedure where-
by impacts on the use of waters, and on fishery and ecology have been thorough-
ly studied, but the impacts on the environment in general have not necessarily 
been studied in detail. 

The assessment procedure is conducted by the "contact authority", usually 
the regional environment centre. At as early a stage as possible the operator has 
to prepare an assessment programme, documenting the way the project and its 
impacts will be studied. The presentation of the programme is followed by a hear- 
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ing led by the contact authority which then issues a statement about the pro-
gramme and any objections to it. The next stage is the preparation of an assess-
ment report in which the operator has to take note of the statements received 
from the relevant authorities. This report is followed up by another hearing and 
the final statement of the contact authority. These documents will be forwarded 
to the permit authorities to be taken into account in the decision-making. There-
fore the EIA acts as a formal precondition for the decision-making according to 
the relevant permit rules. The permit authority is not bound to the results of the 
final document of the assessment (assessment report). The permit authority must, 
however, respond to the environmental needs or technical deficiences pointed 
out by the final statement. In a permit procedure, third parties and authorities 
may claim that an EIA should be improved by an additional assessment if the 
assessment was not satisfactory, or that an EIA should be performed if no prior 
assessment has takenplace. In other cases no right of appeal exists within the EIA 
Act for third parties. 

In cases of significant transboundary environmental impacts there are simi-
lar rules for the contact authority in order to ensure that the authorities and the 
public in the neighbouring country are provided with information. 

As far as projects are concerned, the procedure has, two phases: the presen-
tation of the assessment programme and the elaboration of the assessment re-
port. This formal procedure is not required for the establishment of different plans, 
programmes etc. There is, however, also a provision concerning the environmen-
tal impact assessment for planning procedures or for national environmental 
policies or programmes. Investigations and the collection of environmental infor-
mation are sufficient for this; the Act does not require a public presentation of 
assessment documents followed by a hearing. In addition, the Building Act pro-
vides that planning has to be based on "sufficient investigations and studies" and, 
since this Act has a similar hearing procedure to the EIA Act, the lack of a formal 
EIA procedure for land use plans does not appear to cause any significant prob-
lems. As far as national energy or traffic programmes are concerned, some minis-
terial bodies have already adopted the good practice of using environmental im-
pact assessments as the basis for nationwide planning. In this case there are no 
specific legal requirements to be observed for the EIA. 

4.3.2.7 Basic Structure of Water Use and Management 

The Water Act (1961) has proved very successful in furthering the use of waters 
and in protecting ecological values. Finnish water legislation also includes provi-
sions för pollution control, i.e. the permit system for discharges. This environ-
mental sector has been regulated separately from the other, integrated parts of 
environmental pollution control. The legislation on waters, especially the Water 
Act, applies to the following water areas: 1) inland waters (lakes and rivers), 2) 
minor surface waters (ponds, ditches etc.), 3) groundwater Incl. the surrounding 
soil, 4) inner and outer territorial waters and (to a minor extent) 5) international 
or foreign sea areas. The waters under 1) to 4) are, as a rule, privately owned, and 
the open sea mostly State property. The State therefore acts both as controlling 
power as far as all natural resources are concerned and, within its own property, 
as the supervisor of the interests of the fiscal owner. As a rule, the State and the 
municipalities as owners or users have no special position as far as environmen-
tal legislation is concerned: they need the same title and authority as any other 
user, whether a company or a private individual. 

Since water pollution control is not integrated, there is no direct link be-
tween the rules on water pollution control and the other fields of pollution con-
trol (air, waste, health), which are themselves integrated by the environmental 
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permit procedure system. One main difference is that the water permit proce-
dure includes the regulation of private interests in the form of compensation, 
compulsory rights, protection of fishery etc., whereas the other environmental 
permit categories are purely administrative, i.e. private parties are only entitled, 
to a certain extent, to use certain legal instruments of private law. 

The Water Act is a complex and detailed system with rules for the use of 
watercourses (incl. sea areas), other water areas and groundwater. The regulato-
ry system is based on general prohibitions against altering or polluting water-
courses and groundwater. Most of these prohibitions are not absolute but pre-
scribe the level of impact on the water environment which is not permitted with-
out an authority's (Water Court) decision. There is, for example, the prohibition 
against blocking or altering watercourses (chapter 1, sections 12 to 15 of the Water 
Act), which applies especially to construction, log-floating and water supply, and 
the prohibition against polluting surface waters (chapter 1, section 19 of the Wa-
ter Act), applying to any kind of discharge into the water. Most major construction 
and almost all sewer projects need a permit. Groundwaters are fully protected in 
law against pollution. In cases where the prohibition is not observed, coercive 
control measures may be used by decision of the Water Court. 

The Water Act contains not only provisions for construction but all kinds of 
matters concerning water use which may have an impact on the environment or 
the landscape, especially the use of hydropower, water flow regulation, drainage, 
irrigation and water supply. Permits may be granted by the Water Court. The 
permits for most kinds of water use may be issued only if the benefits are consid-
erable compared to the loss or damage caused by the project. Permit conditions in 
order to protect the natural flow, fishery, recreational opportunities or traffic ac-
cess shall be prescribed whenever necessary. Conditions for the restoration of the 
watercourse or the water quality may also be attached. The permit procedure 
according to the Water Act is complicated because it includes not only the deci-
sion on the preconditions for the permit but also the protection of individual 
rights and the compensation for damages caused to owners, other holders of sub-
jective rights and interested parties. The permit procedure and the assessment 
may also cover a large geographic area and therefore the parties involved are 
often numerous. 

4.3.2.8 The General Structure of Pollution Control 

Like the other Nordic countries, Finland has a system which gives ecological val-
ues a certain degree of protection in matters where there are conflicting economic 
interests. There are legal instruments of administrative, civil and criminal law for 
the prevention of pollution and damage to the landscape or the natural environ-
ment. The regulation is not always efficient because of the divisions in the legisla-
tion and the conflicts of interest. The degree of protection depends on national 
needs and international commitments. The implementation of environmental 
agreements and valid principles has generally proved satisfactory in Finland, even 
in the case of agreements on biodiversity, cultural heritage etc. which are not yet 
fully implemented. Some ecologically based standards, such as the concepts of 
critical load or biodiversity, are not yet nationally or internationally accepted as 
legal arguments. The harmonization of environmental rules in the European 
Union has affected Finnish legislation in many ways, e.g. by adopting the use of 
emission standards, environmental quality norms, the principle of best available 
technology and the system of environmental impact assessment. 

Today, environmental protection (with the exclusion of water pollution) re-
lies to a large extent on the environmental permit system created in 1992 (The 
Environmental Procedure Permit Act, 1991). The environmental permit includes 
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four previously legally and administratively independent permit systems, which 
still maintain some important sectoral differences. The environmental permit thus 
consists of the location permit (Health Act 1965), the air permit (Air Pollution Pre- 
vention Act 1982), the waste permit (Waste Act 1993) and the nuisance permit 
(Neighbourhood Relations Act 1920). The detailed rules on the need for each par-
tial permit, the conditions for a permit etc. can be found in the corresponding 
legislation and important later amendments, and in the relevant decrees. 

In the field of environmental protection there are also many other relevant 
instruments, for example in the water legislation and in the legislation on chem- 
icals (Act 1989), nuclear energy (Act 1987), gene technology (Act 1995) and pesti- 
cides (Act 1969). These statutes contain separate permit and other control provi-
sions. The plants and activities subject to the provisions of these acts require envi- 
ronmental permits because of their impact on the environment, e.g. for the loca-
tion of a chemicals plant. There are no explicit provisions for the protection of the 
soil against pollution beyond those stipulated in the Water Act and, to some ex-
tent, in the Soil Extraction Act (1981) and in the Health Act. 

The permit system in practice ensures that the activity in question cannot 
start until the permit has been granted and any appeals examined. Additionally, 
in certain minor cases, there is a notification system which means that an activity 
may begin before receiving the authority's decision, on the assumption that the 
notification has been given within the time stipulated. This notification system 
exists for certain cases as specified in the water and noise legislation. The author-
ity may, of course, interfere later on if the activity does not comply with the legal 
environmental requirements or if the plan submitted to the authority cannot be 
approved. 

In addition to individual permit rules or planning provisions there are gen-
eral rules (prescriptions and instructions) issued by administrative authorities. In 
European environmental law general standards and quality norms are impor- 
tant for a common environmental strategy. In Finland those general rules have 
been used to some extent in the field of air pollution control and public health 
control. Following the implementation of provisions to comply with certain EU 
directives and regulations, the State Government now has the power to issue 
these general rules in most cases. The respective amendments of the Water Act, 
the Waste Act and the Chemicals Act are already in force. 4.3.2.9 Provisions on the 
Use of Natural Resources and on Soil Extraction 

Finland has no all-embracing legislation concerning the environmental is-
sues connected with the use of natural resources or the relationship between na- 
ture conservation and construction or other works in the natural environment. 
On the other hand the divided legislation on civil engineering works includes 
provisions on the importance of environmental concerns, especially as far as land- 
scape, nature conservation and the quantitative conditions of the use are con- 
cerned. The regulation of the use of natural resources (soil, water, forests etc.) is 
closely linked to the provisions on construction and the use of land. Until now, 
landowners have had no active obligation to promote natural objectives or other 
environmental interests, only the passive duty to observe prohibitions and re-
strictions, since legislation is supposed to protect the constitutional property rights 
and observe the basic right to a good environment. However, the new Nature 
Conservation Act which came into force in 1997 has brought certain obligations to 
landowners, too, e.g. the obligation to observe the provisions on the protection of 
biotopes. 

The traditional constitutional right to the protection of private property has 
been of vital importance in the field of expropriation, planning and the use of 
natural resources as well as nature conservation. According to the Constitution 
(section 12) everyone's property is protected in law. Expropriation (compulsory 
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measures) for public purposes and against full compensation can be made on the 
basis of provisions at the normal legislative level. If a question arises as to wheth- 
er an environmental act should require a constitutional order (due to the inter- 
pretation that the restrictions were comparable to expropriation) or could be passed 
as an ordinary act (due to the fact that the restriction did not violate the constitu- 
tional property right), there are no legally defined rules for making such a deci- 
sion. In recent times practice has favoured the latter interpretation, e.g. concern-
ing the water or soil legislation. This means that it is not contrary to property 
rights to reject an application for extracting natural resources in a limited area, 
because in cases of unreasonable economic loss full compensation is foreseen. 
The same principle is valid for unreasonable restrictions based on detailed build-
ing plans. The idea is that the right to extract soil materials for one's own use is 
permitted and no permit is required. 

If the area is a nature conservation area and no extraction can be allowed 
due to respective restrictions, full compensation is again foreseen. In practice, 
compensation mostly occurs only in cases of explicit conservation measures or on 
the basis of strict planning rules, but not on the mere ground of the rejection of a 
permit: outside planning or conservation areas a reasonable amount of extrac-
tion would normally be allowed, and if not, then the area could be used for other 
reasonable purposes. Correspondingly the same is true for the use of most natu-
ral resources (water power, soil minerals, forests etc.). Water resources are pri-
vately owned but the owner cannot claim an exclusive right to use the quantity of 
waters except for hydropower. The conservation of natural waterfalls against hy-
dropower construction has required a conservation act for waterfalls (1987) with 
the duty of the State to compensate the loss of energy. The definition of an "un-
reasonable" purpose depends on real estate values, plan provisions, etc. As men-
tioned above, provisions considered vital for public health and safety and public 
order have been enacted as normal laws, either based on a mandate in the Con-
stitution or, without such a mandate, based on the idea that ownership is submit-
ted to unwritten reasonable social restrictions. These arguments have been ac-
cepted in the environmental field as well. There is no constitutionally protected 
right to pollute the environment or degrade its quality. 

Nature conservation in Finland has a long history, as in many other parts of 
Europe. The tradition came from Continental Europe and from North America at 
the end of the nineteenth century. Efforts have been made in Finland over the 
past 30 years to reform the Nature Conservation Act, which dated from 1923. A 
new Nature Conservation Act finally came into force at the beginning of 1997. 
The main structure and basic principles of the Act have remained more or less 
unchanged. The requirements of international agreements and European 
integration could not be met sufficiently with the previous legislation. As in most 
countries, biological diversity as a regulatory principle had not yet been formally 
adopted in Finnish law nor analysed in practice. The new Act includes certain 
detailed provisions on the regulation of biological diversity. 

Nature conservation should not be separated completely from other fields 
of environmental law, such as pollution control and planning. Nature conserva-
tion values are important in the legislation on pollution control and the use of 
natural resources. To some extent environmental planning has played an active 
role in the creation of protected areas (site conservation), but its legal status was 
unclear before the new act came into force. In some other countries, planning of 
conservation areas is closely linked to the general system of land use planning; 
this is not the case in Finland. The reason for having separate legislation concern-
ing nature conservation (and also protection of cultural monuments) is connect-
ed historically with the formation of state-owned national parks and natural parks. 
The preservation of species also required explicit rules. Later on, nature conser- 
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vation began to extend to a more general set of restrictions on the use of land and 
waters. These restrictions include provisions concerning use of land and natural 
resources even outside conservation areas. A permit for drainage of an important 
wetland, for example, may thus be rejected on the basis of nature conservation 
interests. 

4.3.3 Basic Institutional Solutions 

4.3.3.1 The Administration and its Functions 

Administrative authorities 

The administrative structure is somewhat incoherent in the sense that there are 
both general authorities and specific environmental authorities, depending on 
the field of regulation. There are also different authorities for decision-making 
and supervision. At the governmental level there is the Ministry of the Environ-
ment, and other ministries also have certain duties in the environmental field 
(chemicals, health etc.). Usually there are both state and local authorities, but in 
some administrative sectors there are no specific local authorities. A regional en-
vironmental administration, consisting of the regional environment centres, was 
created in 1995. The centres act both as a permit and supervisory authority in 
most environmental matters. The permit authority in water matters (construc-
tion, pollution control etc.), however, is usually the Water Court (of which there 
are three), the Superior Water Court being the first level of appeal. In minor wa-
ter cases the decisions are made by municipal environmental boards. The region-
al environment centres act as supervisory authorities in water matters at the re-
gional level. 

Within the framework of municipal self-government municipalities are enti-
tled to make decisions and to act as supervisory bodies at the local level. This 
competence in permit matters is usually limited to less important or routine situ-
ations. In planning matters municipalities have the decisive power although there 
is a right of appeal to state authorities on legal grounds. In other environmental 
matters municipal autonomy is rather restricted because local boards, e.g. in per-
mit issues, represent the State and are, more or less, bound to the same rules 
everywhere in the country. What is remarkable is the fact that muncipalities have 
an explicit responsibility in the field of environment as well as health, and that 
they have to appoint boards or other institutions to discharge this responsibility. 
Smaller communities do not necessarily have separate environmental bodies but 
their administrative responsibility is the same. 

Before 1995 the provincial governments were the most important environ-
mental authorities at the regional level. Today they have only a few responsibili-
ties in the environmental field, such as health control, safety and public order. As 
an expert body of the national level the Finnish Environment Institute is primari-
ly a research and information unit run in connection with the Ministry of the 
Environment and the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, but it also has some 
authority in the field of environmental impact assessments, waste transfer and 
the prevention of oil pollution. 

The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry participates in the administration 
and decision-making concerning legislation on forestry, fishery and nature pre-
serves, as a great part of the natural forests and waters are owned by the State 
and administrated by the Finnish Forest and Park Service under that Ministry. 
The Ministry also has duties in the control of the safety of dams (Dam Safety Act 
1984). For other reasons the Ministry of Trade and Industry controls the legisla- 
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lion on mining and chemicals and the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health has 
responsibilities for health, biotechnology and to some extent also waste and chem-
icals. 

The procedural rules on administrative decision-making vary somewhat, 
partly because a distinction exists between the legislation on procedural rules for 
state and municipal authorities (Administrative Procedures Act 1982, Municipal-
ities Act 1995). There are also differences in the sectoral acts on environmental 
decision-making. Nevertheless, all these systems proclaim the duty to give infor-
mation on the impacts, to give parties the right to speak and to appeal and to give 
detailed prescriptions for activities in the permits. In all cases there is also at least 
one court of appeal. 

4.3.3.2 Water Courts 

The Water Courts and the Superior Water Court were created in 1962 when the 
present Water Act came into force. Each of the three Water Courts has a territory 
the limits of which are defined by hydrographical criteria in order not to split up 
watercourses between different territories of competence. 

The Water Court consists of lawyers, engineers and biologists (in limnology). 
The court is organized into different sections, with a lawyer as chairman. The 
other two or three members of the judicial composition are not lawyers; at least 
one engineer is present. The details are prescribed by statute and the chairman of 
the court decides on the composition of the sections to be used. The qualifications 
required of each category of court members are also prescribed by statute. All 
matters pending in court are recorded in a register (water book). 

The majority of matters handled in the Water Court are administrative in 
nature, of which again most are permit and compensation cases, but to some 
extent also compulsory measures. The procedural rules used are mainly similar 
to those applied in administrative procedures according to the Administrative 
Procedures Act, though the Water Act has at its disposal a set of detailed proce-
dural rules (chapter 16). The Water Court also acts as a civil and criminal court for 
certain matters according to the Water Act. It is, for example, possible for a third 
party to bring a suit against the (illegal) user concerning a violation against his 
right or interest or to get compensation for illegal damage. The most important 
criminal provisions have recently been transferred to the Penal Code, and these 
matters are handled by civil courts; Water Courts still have competence in minor 
criminal cases. The Water Court also acts as court of appeal in administrative 
matters (control) which have been decided in the municipal environmental board. 

In all matters, appeal against the Water Court's decision has to be made in 
the Superior Water Court. The composition of the court is similar to the Water 
Court. In addition, there are certain rules concerning the right of appeal and the 
content of an appeal. The Superior Water Court cannot normally widen the scope 
of the case beyond that claimed in the appeal nor can it alter the decision in a 
disadvantageous way for the appellant (reformatio in peius). 

For all procedures there are also supplementary procedures available to be 
followed in certain cases according to the Water Act. In larger administrative cas-
es the Water Court may prescribe an inspection procedure: in this case all field-
work and preparatory proposals are done by an expert group led by an engineer. 
Another way to obtain additional information is to order a reporting procedure 
in which an appointed expert prepares a special report for the court. The court 
itself may indeed go to the scene and may, especially in civil matters, arrange oral 
hearings. A separate appeal is not possible regarding the decisions or proposals 
in the supplementary procedures. 
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An appeal against a decision of the Superior Water Court is possible only if 
the Supreme Court or the Supreme Administrative Court grants a leave to ap-
peal. The competence of these courts depends on the nature of the matter con-
cerned. As with the Water Courts, the Superior Water Court has a mixed compe-
tence in administrative, civil and criminal matters. The sphere of competence of 
the Supreme Administrative Court covers the great majority of these matters, 
particularly administrative matters concerning permits, compensation or com-
pulsory measures. The competence of the Supreme Court includes civil and crim-
inal cases according the Water Act, and these are not so numerous. There are 
special rules for the granting of leave to appeal. 

4.3.4 Enforcement and Control 

4.3.4.1 Building and Construction 

The Building Act (1958) contains provisions on land use planning, construction of 
settlements, streets etc. and on some other measures concerning the soil or vege-
tation. The planning rules provide the possibility to protect areas, sites and struc-
tures on the basis of their conservation value. The relationship between planning 
and building is clear: building permits cannot, at least as far detailed plans are 
concerned, be granted contrary to the provisions of a plan. If such an intention 
exists, an exception can be granted on specific grounds. Building of houses and 
other comparable construction requires a permit from the local building office. 
For other measures which are coordinated with a plan, a building permit is not 
necessary (e.g. harbour constructions), but the plan does not exclude the need for 
permits in accordance with the water or environmental legislation. Hence, con-
struction concerning water resources and their use may require permits e.g. ac-
cording to the water and building legislation. 

The Building Act contains permit rules for the protection of the landscape in 
order to prevent detrimental effects to land use and planning. Removal of soil 
materials, digging for commercial use etc. require the permit of a municipal body 
in areas covered by plan (section 124a Building Act); in other areas e.g. the rules 
of e.g. the Soil Extraction Act (1981) apply. A permit can be granted unless the 
measure is contrary to the plan or destroys city or landscape values. This also 
concerns watercourses and other surface water areas and groundwater. 

The Building Act is also an important instrument for compulsory measures, 
e.g. expropriation for the realization of a plan reserve; this can be a water body 
designated to be filled for construction purposes or to be retained. The substan-
tive rules for the procedure are given in the Expropriation Act (1977). The provi-
sions of the Building Act are not limited to land, although for practical reasons 
water bodies are not often included in land use plans or building permits. A shore 
plan, however, which has the task of regulating settlement on shorelines and 
islands, has to consider whether the water area can tolerate the artificial effects of 
the development proposal (discharges, water supply, traffic, nature conservation 
etc.). If there is doubt, the amount of construction can be restricted or even pre-
vented; in this case the approval of a plan can also be denied. All land use plans 
have to consider the balance between the use of land and adjacent water areas 
and, if necessary, designate in the plan a particular use for each water body. Pro-
tective measures for the management of waters can also be prescribed in the plan 
provisions. 
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4.3.4.2 Enforcement and Control in the Water Legislation 

Water bodies and their legal position 

The present Water Act has the same procedural rules for both water management 
(construction, drainage, regulation, water supply etc.) and water pollution con-
trol. In the summary given here, however, the pollution control system will be 
presented in the context of environmental pollution control since there is pres-
ently a strong need to integrate water pollution with other pollution control. The 
Water Act contains 22 chapters consisting of more than 500 sections. The first chap-
ter sets out the basic concepts and principles for the application of the Act includ-
ing the definition of what can be done without a permit, and rules concerning 
owner's rights and public use. There are certain differences in the legal position 
of the categories of water bodies (watercourses or inland surface waters, small 
water areas, sea areas and groundwater). The rules concerning the need for a 
permit are complicated: the requirement for a permit for different water activities 
(management types) depends on the impacts on the water bodies and on water 
use. 

At a general level, there is no list setting out the types of water activity that 
require a permit. The decision is usually based on discretion of the authority in 
each case. In practice, the rules elaborated by the Water Courts are clear enough 
so that operators are able in advance to judge the need for a permit. The second 
chapter of the Water Act contains the general rules and principles for water man-
agement, and chapters 3 to 9 contain provisions on special categories of water 
use. Chapter 10 is concerned with water pollution control (see later). The remain-
ing chapters have more or less a procedural function, although chapter 11 stipu-
lates for all types of water use the criteria for compensation in cases of permitted 
activities and where compulsory water rights have been granted. Illegal pollu-
tion, including permit violations, is regulated by the Environmental Damage Act 
(1994), and, if damage is caused by other illegal water use, by the general Damag-
es Act. Procedurally, it is worth mentioning that compensation matters are han-
dled whenever possible in connection with the permit application. This principle 
of simultaneous procedure has its rationale in the fact that the amount of damag-
es has an effect on the cost-benefit calculation and hence on the permit condi-
tions. 

The Water Act does not regulate the formation of water areas as units in the 
real estate system. Waters (lakes, rivers and seashore) are privately owned and 
are either parts of real estate, common areas belonging to several parcels of real 
estate or independent register units in the real estate register. The formation of 
real estate and other register units is regulated in the Land Surveying Act (1995). 
The Water Act stipulates the rights of owners and other rightholders, but the for-
mal private law basis is in general property law. A water area is considered to 
consist of the land underlying the water, which is legally comparable to a land 
area, plus the water resource itself to which the owner has a primary though not 
exclusive right of use. There are special rules concerning the division of rights in 
rivers which are on the border of different register units; here, the principle is the 
equitable share of water resource. If the water area is a lake or a part of the sea in 
the archipelago, there are legal boundaries marking the division of ownership; as 
a rule, the outer limit of the private water area (belonging to the rightholders of 
the adjacent parcels of real estate) is defined as a distance of 500 metres from the 
shoreline (normal waterline), starting from a depth of two metres. Beyond this 
limit, if there are no significant islands, the open lake and sea areas up to the 
boundary of any international waters, are owned as public waters by the State 
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(Public Water Areas Act, 1966). With a few exceptions (i.e fishery, traffic), the State 
holds a similar right to public waters as that held by private owners for other 
water areas. 

There are slightly different rules on water management for regular water-
courses (rivers and lakes) and other water bodies referred to as "small waters" 
(ponds, reservoirs and watercourses which are too small to be used for rowing or 
log-floating and where fish cannot freely move between watercourses). The ex-
tent of a water area is defined according to its average water level, since there are 
annual or periodical changes in the level. In cases of engineering and construc-
tion (regulation), when the level changes artificially, the normal level will be de-
fined by the Water Court. A high water level does not, as a rule, affect the rights of 
the owners of the water areas or the shoreline, although inundated land may, for 
practical reasons, be used for fishing and public use. The Water Act protects fish-
ery interests in conflicting situations but the legal position of fishery rights is de-
fined in the Fisheries Act (1982) according to which fishery rights usually belong 
to the owner of the water area or to the person to whom that right has been 
transferred. 

As a rule, the Water Act applies to all water areas including groundwaters 
(and their soil cover) and public water areas. There are, in addition, for interna-
tional reasons rules and treaties concerning the protection and use of the sea and 
its resources (Sea Protection Act, 1994), which are to some extent applicable even 
beyond Finnish borders. The same is true for the rules concerning use of the 
continental shelf, based again on the idea that the sea bed is included in the pri-
vate ownership of the water area, which is mostly owned by the State. The shelf 
itself extends to international waters where private ownership is not formally 
valid but the principle is that the adjacent State has the primary right to the nat-
ural resources on the continental shelf. The extension of the shelf has been settled 
by an international treaty and the rules have been implemented by the countries 
concerned (Continental Shelf Act, 1965). These rules are in may respects similar 
to the rules of the Sea Protection Act. 

Water-related construction projects: permit system and permit rules; Project 
categories 
In practice, there are three permit systems in the Water Act: 1) for construction 
and engineering projects (including bridges, damming, water extraction), 2) for 
drainage of wetland or water which is closely associated with the law on neigh-
bourhood relations, land use and wetland protection, and 3) for pollution con-
trol. For matters dealt with by the acting permit authority (Water Court) the pro-
cedural rules are more or less comparable, but the substantive rules and permit 
conditions vary. Consequently there are different types of permits: construction 
permit, drainage permit, pollution or discharge permit. In land drainage matters, 
however, a Water Court permit is not very often required, as instead there is a 
procedure for drainage inspection. Within the category of construction permits 
the following subcategories may be identified: common constructions (chapter 2, 
Water Act), hydropower plants (chapter 3, Water Act), waterway construction and 
development (chapter 4, Water Act), water (level) regulation (chapter 7, Water 
Act) and water (flow) regulation (chapter 8, Water Act). Water supply is also con-
sidered to be a subcategory of construction projects (chapter 9, Water Act) although 
the emphasis in water supply projects is in the use of water resources and not so 
much in the impact of the construction and engineering. Though there are cer-
tain differences in the permit rules and in the organization of projects, the basic 
rules for evaluation and the procedure followed are similar. In addition, there 
exists a very autonomous regulatory system for log-floating (chapter 5, Water Act), 
which impinges on matters of construction, management and public use. 
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The second category, concerned with drainage (chapter 6, Water Act) includes 
as part of the property owner's rights the use of land and marsh areas which 
traditionally have been freely drained. Originally the provisions on drainage aimed 
at protection of the interests and values of the neighbouring parcels of real estate. 
In cases were no Water Court permit is required, due to the minor impact on 
waters, the matter is handled by local environmental authorities or by a special 
drainage inspection. Since drainage usually brings benefit to a large area there 
are rules of cooperation between the landowners and a formal association can 
even be constituted. If a Water Court permit is needed, the procedural and per-
mit rules are quite similar to those concerning water construction and engineer-
ing projects. 

The third category referred to is pollution control (chapter 10, Water Act). 
The legislative structure concerning pollution control is comparable to that for 
construction, but especially rules on permit conditions and on the content and 
duration of a permit differ. There is also a recent trend for integrating water pol-
lution control with other fields of environmental protection (air, health, waste) 
which have already been integrated to some extent. Water pollution control as 
well as groundwater protection will be described separately later. Water pollution 
is also regulated by the Sea Protection Act (1994), which is implemented by the 
Ministry of the Environment. The Government may enact general provisions re-
garding the use of sea areas for dumping, research of the continental shelf, etc. 
Some activities, such as dumping of waste, are prohibited, while other measures 
such as engineering and construction projects require a permit from the Ministry. 
Procedurally the provisions of the Water Act apply. 

Permit rules 

The Water Act contains a general prohibition on closing or altering watercourses 
without a Water Court permit. Hence the need for a permit for a proposal involv-
ing construction or water management depends on the criteria related to the def-
initions of "closing" (chapter 1, section 12 Water Act) and "altering" (chapter 1, 
section 15 Water Act). If either of these criteria is fulfilled, the operator or user 
himself is obliged to seek a permit from the Water Court. In cases of uncertainty 
he may ask the supervising authority (regional environment centre or municipal 
environmental board) for advice, but their opinion does not legally bind the court. 
The court's decision is thus necessary if the risk of starting activities without a 
permit is to be avoided. Should the application for a permit be neglected, com-
pulsory measures may be prescribed. The need for a permit also applies to alter-
ations to existing constructions. However, if an earlier permit has been granted 
according to the previous legislation - the Water Act came into force on April 1, 
1960 - the status of those permits can be weakened only under very specific con-
ditions. 

In certain special cases it is compulsory to obtain a permit, for example where 
a bridge, tunnel or pipeline would cross a watercourse which is important for 
traffic, log-floating or fishery, if a new hydropower plant is to be constructed or 
an existing plant substantially remodelled, or if drainage would jeopardize a lake 
or lower its level beyond a certain amount. 

On the other hand, if the planned water management project does not seem 
to block or alter the watercourse, the water use, for which a permit thus is not 
needed, is not free from other legal restrictions or prescriptions. There is, for ex-
ample, a general duty to avoid unnecessary harmful impacts and to minimize all 
damage whenever technically and economically reasonable (chapter 2, section 3 
Water Act). It is also possible that other permits, such as those required according 
to the Building Act, may be necessary. 
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The regulation of the different categories of water use referred to in chapters 
2-9 of the Water Act is normally aimed at achieving economic and technically 
sound management of water areas and of water resources. In the Water Act there 
are no explicit categories of protective management, such*as conservation or res-
toration of a damaged aquatic environment. There are categories of this kind, 
however, outside the Water Act in connection with the Nature Conservation Act. 
The Waterfalls (Rapids) Protection Act (1987) was enacted as a supplement to the 
Water Act. Its purpose is both ecological and cultural, and it prohibits the grant-
ing of a construction permit in specified watercourses. From a legislative point of 
few this act uses the same means and has the same effects as the Nature Conser-
vation Act. Since the European Union in its regulation on nature conservation 
requires the protection of certain biotopes (wetlands, groves etc.), some of these 
requirements have recently been implemented in Finnish legislation, to some 
extent also in the framework of the Water Act. Some aquatic biotopes are protect-
ed by law, which stipulates that certain activities - whether they need a permit a 
not - are forbidden (chapter 1, section 15a Water Act). If the conservation objec-
tives are safeguarded, the Water Court may in certain cases grant an exception 
from the prohibition. 

Under the Water Act it is, however, possible within the general framework to 
reject permit applications on ecological or other grounds. For construction per-
mits in all categories of water management, there is a general prohibition against 
granting a permit if the project causes danger to public health or major detrimen-
tal effects to the natural surroundings, to water ecology or its functions, or if the 
settlement or economic conditions in the area would be adversely affected (chap-
ter 2, section 5 Water Act). Under this provision no cost-benefit analysis is re-
quired. Therefore, even when a project is supposed to be economically very prof-
itable, the provision represents an absolute obstacle in the case of clearly detri-
mental projects; applications have, however, been rejected on the basis of this 
provision extremely seldom. 

Much more relevant to the decision-making are the essential conditions (pre-
suppositions) for granting a construction permit. It is useful to make a distinction, 
which is found throughout the environmental legislation, between the presup-
positions of a permit and the prescriptions of the decision defining the size and 
precise nature of an activity; often both are referred to as "conditions" of a permit. 
The presuppositions are, however, related to a more general and earlier level in 
the decision-making than the formulation of the permit itself. We may, for exam-
ple, have to evaluate the value of natural sites, or the need for clean water in the 
water supply or the need for a public harbour. For this, the Water Act in most 
cases provides for cost-benefit analysis (comparison of interests, chapter 2, sec-
tion 6 Water Act). The benefits must be significant - in practice, some twenty per 
cent greater than the loss and costs over the assessment period. In some cases the 
comparison can be accomplished in economic terms, but in certain cases there is 
no commercial value to rely upon. Therefore, the Water Act provides rules for the 
comparison of values or interests without a market value, for example interests 
related to nature and ecology. The Water Court may in its decision concerning 
the comparison of interests set aside economic interests in favour of important 
natural or cultural values (chapter 2, section 11 Water Act). The result of the au-
thority in these cases may be that the permit application must be rejected. Often, 
however, a project plan can be modified with the effect that the cost-benefit anal-
ysis becomes positive for the applicant. 

The permit procedure is based on the applicant's proposal, including 
planned measures for environmental protection. The Water Court may, if neces-
sary, issue permit prescriptions which differ from the proposal. The conditions 
(presuppositions), especially the cost-benefit result for granting a permit, are in- 
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terrelated with the content of the permit, i.e. the permit prescriptions: the stricter 
the content of a permit the easier it is to check whether the conditions for a permit 
are fulfilled. But there are cases where technical measures or restrictions to amel-
iorate adverse effects are not possible, in which case a permit may not be granted, 
e.g. for some fish farms in nets or in landbound basins. It is also possible that a 
project such as a dam or a power station would cause too many negative effects at 
the planned site and that a relocation of the facility should be considered by the 
applicant. In other cases the contents of permit requirements are defined individ-
ually for each category of water management project in chapters 2-9 of the Water 
Act. 

The arrangements within the Water Act, where the different legal categories 
of projects are based on separate regulation, mean that one combined project 
may require at the same time different permits on different grounds or, in some 
instances, two or more permits. For example, a water management project may 
consist of the construction of a basin, a power plant and water flow regulation. It 
is of little consequence for the applicant or third parties whether these decisions 
are contained in a single permit document or issued in several permits, but should 
administrative proceedings occur at a later stage, one individual part-permit may 
be more convenient to deal with than an overall permit. 

Compulsory rights, damages and fees 
In construction and engineering matters the Water Court may establish compul-
sory rights in favour of the applicant. In most cases the general Expropriation Act 
may be applied as a parallel in a separate procedure but it is more practical to use 
the means of the Water Act. The rules for compulsory rights vary depending on 
the situation. If the project is motivated by public need, property and other rights 
may be expropriated by the court's decision (chapter 2, section 8 Water Act). On 
the other hand, it is no longer possible (as it was until 1994) to obtain a permit on 
the ground that there is a public need; instead all discretionary permit decisions 
require a cost-benefit analysis. Public need as a reason for expropriation does not 
directly depend on whether the applicant is a public body or a private company. 
Therefore projects planned by state or municipal authorities can often be moti-
vated by public need (harbour, waterway, water supply, etc.) but this is not al-
ways the case. Private companies or organizations may also apply for compulso-
ry measures based on public need, although in practice this is not often the case. 

In other cases, a compulsory right to permanent use of land or water areas 
may be established in favour of the applicant (chapter 2, section 7 Water Act). In 
practice, this right is a category of easement or servitude. To obtain this right, e.g. 
for the location of a construction element or for raising the water level, the appli-
cant himself must normally have in his possession a sufficient share (two thirds) 
of the necessary area. According to the Water Act, servitude can also be estab-
lished in order to draw water or sewage pipes through a third party's property. 
For all compulsory rights, full compensation is foreseen, and in some cases the 
compensation has to be 150 per cent (chapter 11, section 6 Water Act). 

In all permit matters according to the Water Act, not only the permit issue 
but also the question of due compensation to third parties must be examined ex 
officio. This simultaneity principle means that third parties suffering damages 
from a planned project as well as the parties who are obliged to convey rights to 
the applicant will get their compensation without delay as part of the same pro-
cedure (chapter 16, section 21 Water Act). If the damage cannot be foreseen at the 
time of the permit application procedure, it is possible to raise a compensation 
procedure separately. In larger water permit cases, inspection procedures have 
often been used in order to establish the extent of the damage, to settle the own-
ers and other rightholders affected by the damage and in the making of a propos- 
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al for compensation. Objectives and appeals against the decisions on compulsory 
rights and compensation are handled by the same authorities as the administra-
tive permit issue. 

For construction matters there are also two types of fee. There is in certain 
cases a legal duty to pay a specific fishery fee for damage caused to fishery, or more 
precisely to the common fishery interest, because fishery rightholders are entitled 
to obtain individual compensation. The primary duty is to technically safeguard 
that the fishery interest can be maintained in the constructed watercourse. This is 
not always technically possible or economically feasible, in which case the fee must 
be prescribed. This fee is meant to cover the cost of necessary fishery measures such 
as farming and research. There is no maximum amount for the fee, which is payed 
annually to the fishery authority, but the Water Court has to define the amount in 
relation to reasonable costs. Later on, the figure can be revised by the Water Court 
in accordance with the changed local circumstances. 

The second type of fee is the water (flow) regulation fee, the purpose of which 
is to compensate losses to municipalities caused by large water projects. Especial-
ly in the north of Finland large reservoirs have been constructed which have 
been used to regulate flow in the watercourses and to serve a range of hydro-
power plants. In these cases, when the individual compensations are not suffi-
cient to cover the social losses, the Water Court may prescribe the regulation fee 
to be paid to the supervising State authority. The maximum of the fee is one per 
cent of the net annual profit achieved by the regulation project. The income is 
distributed to local authorities on the basis of application and is used for educa-
tion, economic development etc. 

Water pollution control 

As far as surface waters are concerned, pollution control is based on a general 
prohibition on polluting surface waters (chapter 1, section 19 Water Act). This 
prohibition is not absolute but instead defines the level of impacts above which a 
permit is required. There is no list of activities which require a permit, but due to 
EU law there are certain hazardous chemicals or components in industry and 
sewage installations for which a permit is required under all circumstances. Dis-
charge of certain waste or chemicals into waters may also be totally forbidden. 

In accordance with the Water Act there is a range of conditions for the ap-
proval of a permit application. As a rule, permits needed for polluting activities 
are more closely related to technical and ecological requirements than are the 
other types of water permit. In construction and engineering projects etc. the 
decision usually depends on the result of a cost-benefit analysis, and in highly 
detrimental cases a permit will not be granted at all. In the field of pollution con-
trol, the benefit of a project is not a sufficient condition by itself for the granting of 
a permit because the negative impacts on the water environment must in all cas-
es be within tolerable limits. The provisions defining the criteria for rejection of a 
permit are similar to those concerning construction projects. 

In issuing a pollution permit it is necessary to include precautionary pre-
scriptions for monitoring: the operator must under all circumstances be aware of 
the activity and its impacts. Reports, results of measurements etc., which are pre-
scribed by the Water Court, are the basis for the permanent monitoring by the 
supervisory authorities. All water permits, whenever necessary, must include 
conditions on prevention of damage, monitoring of impacts, protection of fishery 
and recreation, economic compensation for damages etc. The public interest in 
safeguarding water purity for water supply, fishery and protection of aquatic ecol-
ogy is, however, generally greater in matters on pollution control than construc-
tion; for example, as far as a permit for public water supply is concerned, this can 
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be granted for extraction from a water body only if it fulfils certain quality re-
quirements set by EU directives (chapter 9, section 3a Water Act). Therefore, a 
pollution permit can be reviewed or even revoked by the Water Court if the activ-
ity causes severe pollution or otherwise has significant impacts which occur after 
the granting of the permit. Under all circumstances, a pollution permit is valid for 
a limited period only and the permit prescriptions are submitted to regular re-
view. 

The principle of best available technology has been adopted in the Finnish 
water legislation since 1994 due to requirements of the European Union (chapter 
10, section 2a Water Act): the most efficient and developed methods of produc-
tion and waste water treatment must be used and prescribed in a permit, when-
ever they are technically and economically feasible. The Government may issue 
detailed prescriptions for the application of the principle in permit procedures. 
The water protection fee is an additional means in cases (e.g. plants with old 
technology) where satisfactory water treatment cannot be achieved (chapter 10, 
section 27 Water Act). 

There are analogous provisions for the use of groundwater or groundwater 
areas. The Water Act makes a distinction between the protection of groundwater 
quantity and groundwater quality. Where there would be an impact on the 
groundwater quantity or the protecting cover of the groundwater body, a permit 
is usually required (chapter 1, section 18 Water Act). The permit rules are similar 
to those concerning construction. The prohibition on polluting groundwater, i.e. 
endangering its quality (chapter 1, section 22 Water Act), is absolute in the sense 
that a permit cannot be granted under any circumstances. The concept "pollu- 
tion" does not cover all discharges or impacts; therefore, minor harmless discharges 
into groundwater may be permitted. If pollution occurs at a later stage, the oper-
ator must terminate his activity, but he is in any case responsible for having caused 
illegal pollution. 

In addition to the permit rules in chapter 10 of the Water Act there is, for the 
administrative control of risk management in water matters, a notification system 
according to which an operator of listed activities or installations has to notify the 
supervisory authority (regional environment centre) in due time before he starts 
the necessary construction or the activity itself (chapter 1, section 23 Water Act, 
Decree on Water Protection No. 283/1962). Here there are two categories: "dan-
gerous plants" for which measures must be taken to ensure that no discharge into 
surface waters and groundwater is possible, and listed activities which may have 
tolerable emissions and which, upon reaching a certain level of impacts, may also 
require a Water Court permit. 

Whenever territorial waters are concerned, international agreements (e.g. 
concerning the continental shelf, protection of marine environment) shall be tak- 
en into account as well. These agreements contain exact requirements (values or 
standards for discharges, other technical measures or geological research), al-
though many of these are not yet incorporated into national law. The Finnish 
system has traditionally been based on the discretionary granting of permits, where 
binding general standards have been an exception. This has changed to some 
extent since the beginning of 1994, when Finland signed the Treaty on European 
Economic Space and implemented the necessary means for the use of general 
standards and quality norms. 

A significant problem still remaining is the difficulty of controlling emissions 
from diffuse agricultural sources, because while they generally do not need an 
individual permit, their total combined load causes pollution. Since 1994 a number 
of lists concerning the discharge limits for different chemicals have been intro-
duced. The discharge of certain chemicals is not permitted at all, while for others 
a permit is necessary. Considerable discussion has taken place over whether agri- 
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cultural practice, especially livestock production and the use of fertilizers, should 
be controlled by means of general binding technical standards. The European 
Union has issued a directive concerning water protection against the discharge of 
nitrates from agriculture (No. 91/676/EEC); this directive is going to be imple-
mented in the Finnish legislation. 

The permit rules fall into two categories, namely the absolute prohibition on 
granting a permit and the provisions on permit conditions or substantive presup-
positions. The first category includes the provision that activities causing significant 
damage to nature, human settlement and health cannot be permitted at all: there is 
a general prohibition against granting a permit if the project would cause danger to 
public health or major detrimental effects to the natural surroundings, to water 
ecology or its functions, or if the settlement or economic conditions in the area 
would be adversely affected (chapter 2, section 5 Water Act). In addition, there is a 
prohibition on granting a permit for discharge of certain waste and chemicals. This 
category has its legal basis to some extent in the European Union legislation and 
also in international treaties (e.g. the Baltic Sea Convention 1992). 

The other category of permit rules consists of two discretionary conditions on 
granting a permit (chapter 10, section 24 Water Act). Both conditions must be ful- 
filled. One condition is that the cost-benefit analysis is favourable, which means 
that losses and damage caused by the activity must be shown to be insignificant 
compared to the gains to be made from the activity. The analysis is based on an 
assessment of the possibilities of operating the installation in such a way that the 
detrimental effects under all circumstances remain insignificant. The Water Court 
should also consider costs and benefits from a "general point of view"; this provi- 
sion was added in 1994 and although its objective has remained somewhat unclear, 
it seems that the provision cannotbe used to set aside the result of the cost-benefit 
analysis as such. Compared to the similar provision on cost-benefit analysis for 
obtaining a permit for construction, there is a significant difference: in the regula- 
tion on water pollution the emphasis within the cost-benefit analysis lies on the 
estimate of negative impacts, whereas the regulation on construction trends to place 
the emphasis on the estimated gains. The presuppositions for a construction per- 
mit are thus greater, the more considerable the gains would be. For a water pollu-
tion permit is concerned, however, substantial gains are not sufficient; the losses or 
negative impacts must remain relatively insignificant. To achieve this, it is often 
possible to improve the capability of the installation to treat emissions or to reduce 
the planned scale of production. 

The other discretionary presupposition is that alternative techniques or loca-
tions must be required whenever they are available and would be successful in pro- 
tecting water bodies. In practice, an alternative method of waste water treatment or 
another location for discharge could be recommended e.g. based on investigations or 
research carried out during the permit procedure. An alternative solution cannot be 
directly prescribed by the Water Court, but the court can indicate that the original 
application would be rejected on the basis that better solutions are known and possi-
ble; it is then up to the applicant to alter his application during the same procedure or 
later. Within the same procedure the authority is not permitted to alter the nature of 
the activity applied for, and existing property rights etc. must be taken into account. If 
a plant for which a pollution permit is required is already planned or established, the 
search for an alternative must be limited to the neighbourhood of the plant. Howev-
er, if it is technically feasible, even a long sewage pipeline may be suggested as an 
alternative. Finally, the Water Court has to consider whether the alternative solution, 
if there is one, would be economically reasonable. 

The result of the considerations concerning the presuppositions described 
above may also depend on specific characteristics of the activities. The main guide-
line, however, is that a permit is more likely to be granted if the strictest technical 
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and environmental standards are already included in the application. In certain 
cases, however, detrimental effects are difficult to avoid. It is, for example, hardly 
reasonable to require new technology in old factories or in cases where there is 
practically no "technology" as such (coastal or marine fish farms etc.). In these 
and similar cases refusal to grant a permit could in part be based on probable 
danger to health or major detrimental impacts on natural conditions, water ecol-
ogy or the local settlement etc. 

The regulation on water pollution control provides a rather complicated set of 
prescriptions (or conditions) that must be included in a water pollution permit (chap-
ter 10, sections 24 to 24e Water Act). Some of these define permitted emission val-
ues or technical processes, monitoring requirements, or measures concerning fish-
ery protection and water supply, while others define the development and research 
needed to meet the environmental requirements. The general provisions of the 
Water Act concerning the evaluation of damage in the permit procedure and the 
duty to give compensation to the owners of water areas, fishery rightholders etc., 
apply to the water pollution permit in the same way as to the construction permit. 
The principle of best available technology (BAT) has been introduced in the regula-
tion on water pollution control in accordance with international requirements and 
EU directives. 

Permits are granted for a limit period of time or until further notice. In the 
latter case, which today is much more common, an application for the renewal of 
the permit shall be made to the Water Court. The court oversees the permit pre-
scriptions, and in practice can prescribe stricter environmental requirements. Con-
struction permits are usually granted without time limits, although this depends 
on the category of construction or water use. However, time limits are usually set in 
permits for water supply and water (flow) regulation. 

A water protection fee may be required where a permit holder for certain 
reasons (e.g. an old installation that cannot use modern processes) makes signifi-
cant cost savings compared to other operators, or if the activity is very profitable 
and at the same time environmentally harmful (e.g. inland or marine fish farms). 
The fee, which has a maximum of two per cent of the annual net profit, will be 
ordered by the Water Court on the application of the supervisory authority to which 
the fee will be paid. The fee must be used for water protection, especially research. 

Supervision in water matters 

Supervision in accordance with the Water Act is basically the same in cases of 
construction and of pollution. The Water Court also possesses special administra-
tive coercive power and, on the application of private persons or authorities, it 
may in the case of a serious offence, order reinstatement under threat of a fine. 
This executive order presupposes an offence in relation to the rules of the water 
legislation or the permit. Reinstatement may include the termination of an activ-
ity and the removal of any construction work; the watercourse and its structure 
should also be restored as far as possible. Should this obligation not be fulfilled, 
the fine will be imposed or the entitled party or authority will have the right to 
perform the necessary works at the defendant's expense. 

An ongoing activity may be interrupted if circumstances change or unex-
pected negative effects occur. The conditions for such an intervention are much 
stricter in cases of construction (chapter 2, sections 27 - 28 Water Act) than in cases 
of water pollution permits (chapter 10, section 25 Water Act). An application by a 
third party or authority to the Water Court may lead to additional permit restric-
tions or, in rare cases, to the abolition of the permit. 
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4.3.4.3 The Environmental Permit System and the Regulation of Air, Waste 
and Health 

Background 

This section contains a brief presentation of the pollution control system outside 
the Water Act. The Finnish system in this regard is presently a legislative compro-
mise and not typical of the systems found in other countries. In Finland there are 
four acts representing four environmental sectors which are, mainly in the field 
of precontrol, combined into one environmental permit procedure. The sectoral 
rules are, however, considerably independent of each other and also contain many 
elements (supervision, postcontrol etc.) which are not covered by the combined 
procedure. 

Finland has declared its willingness to adopt certain environmental princi-
ples, such as the "polluter pays" principle, the principle of sustainable use or, 
conditionally, the precautionary principle. In the field of pollution control the 
principle of best available technology (BAT) has been adopted in many parts of 
the legislation. In addition to statute law, general prescriptions and instructions 
are used to direct decision-making in administrative permit procedures. General 
prescriptions have a normative and direct influence on permits, whereas author-
ities are not strictly bound by general instructions. As mentioned already, the EU 
regulatory system has created the need to have more general rules on emission 
standards and environmental quality in accordance with the EU directives. These 
requirements have usually been met in Finland by administrative decrees and 
prescriptions which the Government, especially in accordance with the Air Pollu-
tion Act (1982), the Waste Act (1993) and the Water Act (1961), has enacted based 
on the mandate in individual substantive laws. The content of the decrees deals, 
for example, with emissions and treatment, energy, raw materials, environmen-
tal quality etc. 

The four acts mentioned above are the Air Pollution Act, the Health Act (1994), 
the Waste Act and the Neighbourhood Relations Act (1920). The last of these was 
not originally an environmental statute but it includes private nuisance control, 
which has later come to include environmental nuisances (especially environ-
mental health hazards, smell and noise) from installations located in the neigh-
bourhood. This act also includes (section 17) a basic prohibition on causing un-
reasonable (excessive) nuisances beyond the border of the user's real estate. For 
certain practical reasons, e.g. in order to avoid parallel procedures, this prohibi-
tion establishes the general environmental basis for the nuisance permit system; 
this permit system, as a part of the environmental permit, is intended to mini-
mize detrimental harm and to ensure a reasonable distance is maintained be-
tween activities and their neighbours. 

The general structure of control for air pollution, public health and waste 
management 

The Air Pollution Act (amended e.g. in 1995 and 1996) satisfies the basic require-
ments of the European Union and international law. The Act stipulates that listed 
plants and activities (22 categories) have to apply for an air permit,and in doing 
so must include technical and environmental information as a basis for decision-
making. There is no general prohibition on causing air pollution but, in addition 
to the standards enacted by the State Government, the permit authority has the 
power to prescribe special measures for the prevention and control of risks to 
nature, health and the environment (section 15 Air Pollution Act). An enterprise 
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also has the general duty to take all precautionary measures that are reasonable. 
Today there is also a general provision which requires the use of the highest tech-
nical standards (e.g. BAT) and protective measures. 

The Health Act contains a list of plants and activities (12 categories) that re-
quire a so-called location permit. The application has to give information on health 
risks connected to noise and the pollution of air, water and soil, and information 
on waste. The permit authority may prescribe necessary measures to avoid health 
hazards and to abate pollution or noise. 

The present Waste Act stipulates that a waste permit is necessary for the 
management of industrial and other specified waste and for the treatment of dan-
gerous waste. The Waste Act contains provisions on the principle of sustainable 
development, the re-use of waste in the production and recycling of waste and 
the "polluter pays" principle. Additionally, it is recommended that waste should 
be treated at source. The Waste Act also contains important environmental crite-
ria for a waste permit (required for 29 categories of activities), as well as provi- 
sions on soil pollution and the producer's liability. Moreover, there are provisions 
on the international transfer of waste which accord with the requirements of the 
corresponding European directives and international waste agreements. 

The Neighbourhood Relations Act contains provisions on the mutual pro-
tection of neighbours and defines the limits of permitted impacts on outside the 
borders of a parcel of real estates. Neighbours have a right, in their mutual rela- 
tionship, not to tolerate effects that are permanent and unreasonable (section 17). 
In order to define, what should be tolerated, especially in case of industrial and 
agricultutal activities, the municipal building board has acted as the original per- 
mit authority. Today this permit is part of the environmental permit but, under 
certain circumstances when other subpermits are not required, the permit is still 
available for its original purpose. In the permit procedure the authority has to 
take into account the suitability of natural surroundings, the sufficiency of pro-
tective zones (e.g. vegetation or mountains) and relevant health criteria, for ex-
ample in case of potential nuisance from noise, smell or other considerations such 
as earth tremor. 

The environmental permit procedure 
The sectoral acts hence define when each permit is required. Since the list of ac-
tivities which require a permit is different in each act, one, two or more permits 
may be required for one activity. The permits are, however, based on one applica-
tion and handled in accordance with the Environmental Permit Procedure Act 
(1991). If the operator makes an application for one subpermit only, the authority 
may decide that other subpermits are required as well. In this case the operator 
may be obliged to supplement the given information, or the necessary investiga-
tions may be carried out by the permit authority. 

The Act specifies two levels of permit authority. The upper level, the region-
al environment centre, is the competent authority for listed major plants and ac-
tivities. In other cases the authority is the municipality (municipal environmental 
permit authority). The combined decision covering the four acts concerned is 
known as the "environmental permit". The formal unification of the procedures 
has the practical consequence that an activity cannot start before the complete 
environmental permit has been granted, which represents a significant change 
over the previous situation. For major projects the application has to contain suf-
ficient information about the environmental impacts, even in cases where the 
formal environmental impact assessment is not required. 

The Environmental Procedure Act requires that the application for an envi-
ronmental permit should include comprehensive information for the authority 
for the decision-making concerning the relevant subpermits. The sectoral acts 
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contain provisions on the need of protective measures against environmental 
pollution and waste hazards. The application must comply with these require-
ments as far as necessary. If an environmental impact assessment is required, the 
assessment report has to be attached to the application. 

The permit authority, may and in certain cases is obliged to, request an offi-
cial statement from another authority. During the hearing the parties are entitled 
to object to the project to the extent that it has or may affect on their rights or 
interests. As mentioned earlier, the permit conditions and prescriptions are based 
on the four sectoral acts. Amendment or cancellation of an environmental permit 
or its subpermit is also regulated in those acts. Monitoring and postcontrol con-
cerning the environmental permit system is administrated by the regional and 
municipal environmental authorities and, to some extent, by the health and build-
ing authorities. 

Some further regulations on pollution control 

The remaining legislation containing environmental provisions is not connected 
with the permit systems of the Water Act or the Environmental Permit Procedure 
Act. A number of other acts such as the Pesticides Act (1969) and the Chemicals 
Act (1989) and the legislation on fertilizers and fodder have a precontrol system 
of their own and the administrative authorities are different. However, the per-
mits granted according to these acts may be associated with environmental risks 
which might need to be taken into account when the primary environmental 
legislation and its permit provisions are applied: no permit system excludes the 
use of another. Therefore one activity may need several different authorizations 
from different administrative bodies. 

The purpose of the Noise Abatement Act (1987) is similar to the Air Pollution 
Act, namely to safeguard public health and a pleasant living environment. The 
Noise Abatement Act does not contain permit rules for permanent activities, which 
are dealt with under the Health Act, the Neighbourhood Relations Act and the 
Building Act. The Noise Abatement Act provides a notification system for certain 
temporary activities causing excessive noise, such as blasting, renovation and mo-
tor racing. The main function of the Act is that it provides the legal basis for the 
State Government to enact general noise standards for products, activities and land 
use. 

The EU-related statutes in the fields of trade (chemicals), health (food and 
medical industry) and agriculture (pesticides, fertilizers) today include many nec-
essary general standards for environmental safety. The Chemicals Act, for exam-
ple, contains security and permit provisions concerning both health and the en-
vironment. A chemical enterprise also has strict liability and the duty to restore 
any damage. The water legislation contains safety provisions for dangerous chem-
icals, radiation etc. and an absolute prohibition on discharge of dangerous chem-
icals into waters. Some of the legal safety and quality standards have been incor-
porated in the legislation and regulations in compliance with the numerous rele-
vant EU directives, others follow from the renewed Baltic Sea Convention (1992). 

Legislation concerning biotechnology (gene technology) was prepared fol-
lowing Finland's signing of the Treaty on European Economic Space and came 
into force in 1995. The Gene Technology Act fulfils the requirements of two EU 
directives (1990/219-220/EEC) and the principles on biotechnological practice 
adopted by OECD. 
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4.3.4.4 The Objectives and Legal Instruments of the Nature Conservation 
Act 1996 
There is no explicit prohibition on causing damage to nature unless an area or 
species is protected. However, the Nature Conservation Act (1996), includes rules 
(prohibition, permit system) on advertising outside built-up areas. In addition, 
specific legislation offers protection for cultural sites and objects, including indi-
vidual buildings, built-up areas, ancient relics and other antiquities. 

Strictly defined, nature conservation means the regulation of the formation 
of natural areas and the protection of species and certain natural objects. The 
Nature Conservation Act has adopted a number of modern legal instruments in 
order to safeguard both in situ and ex situ aspects in nature conservation. In ad-
dition, the new Forestry Act (1996) provides special conservation rules on certain 
ecological categories. These new acts have a closer connection than the previous 
legislation with the Building Act (amended 1996). The planning and construction 
provisions of the Building Act include new, tight restrictions on building on shore-
lines; these provisions, to some extent, support the legal instruments of the Na-
ture Conservation Act. The Water Act (amended 1996) contains provisions on the 
protection of important biotopes and natural preserves in addition to the fact that 
any permit can be rejected on important ecological grounds. 

The Nature Conservation Act 
The Nature Conservation Act provides a fairly comprehensive approach towards 
the needs of nature conservation. The basis for this is the division into in situ and 
ex situ instruments, the latter being presupposed by two EU directives (92/43/ 
EEC and 79/409/EEC) and the Rio Biodiversity Convention. The Act, especially as 
far as the Natura 2000 network (included in the EU directives) is concerned, re-
quires that decision-making in accordance with other environmental statutes 
should not be in conflict with the goals of this nature programme. The Act also 
contains provisions on the enactment of other nature programmes with specific 
legal effects. On the other hand, many statutes, such as the water legislation, 
stipulate that in permit procedures all nature conservation interests should be 
taken into account in the cost-benefit analysis. However, this analysis usually in-
cludes only nature conservation areas and protective measures which have al-
ready been decided in accordance with the Nature Conservation Act or other 
legislation on nature protection or planning. 

The task of the new Nature Conservation Act is to maintain biological diver-
sity, to promote natural beauty and landscape values, to promote sustainable use 
of natural resources and the natural environment, to increase knowledge of na-
ture and natural activities and to promote research. The Act applies not only to 
nature conservation but also to landscape management, which is not yet covered 
by special legal provisions. Indirectly, provisions concerning construction and 
engineering as well as on use of natural resources imply that landscape values 
should not be set aside. 

The Act is based on a division of planning and preservation measures. Ad-
ministration is managed by the Ministry of the Environment and decisions at the 
regional level are carried out by the regional environment centres. Municipalities 
have certain duties but do not possess significant decision-making authority be-
yond general land use planning. Nature conservation plans are not obligatory 
but are used in order to achieve a balanced inventory for the whole country. A 
nature conservation plan must be ratified by the State Government if the plan is 
supposed to have legal effect on land use; such a plan has directly by law the 
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effect that measures in conflict with the conservation programme are prohibited. 
If a conflict occurs, the regional environment centre may, on certain conditions, 
grant an exception to the prohibition. 

Nature conservation areas on State-owned land comprise national parks and 
natural preserves (former natural parks). In order to include private areas in 
planned or existing conservation areas, compulsory measures or voluntary pur-
chases are usually needed. An interim prohibition may be imposed by the re-
gional environment centre to prevent damaging measures and in cases where 
damaging measures might otherwise be implemented, and in order to prepare 
expropriation to the State or other compulsory measures. It is, however, possible 
for the landowner to apply for preservation of his land, but this must be justified 
on the grounds of public interest. This instrument is favoured if the area is in-
cluded in a nature conservation programme. The owner may state in his applica-
tion that he wishes to get compensation for his losses - he would otherwise have 
no legal right to compensation from the State. 

Other instruments include the preservation of biotopes and habitats of rare 
species. Listed types of biotope are protected directly by law, in accordance with 
the respective EU directive, but in relation to a landowner the prohibiton will 
only become valid after an announcement given by the authority. Some of the 
biotopes may include wetland, usually not defined as water areas. On the other 
hand, certain biotopes are protected by the Water Act and the Forestry Act. As far 
as specially protected species (endangered species) are concerned, the Ministry 
of the Environment is responsible for the elaboration of future conservation pro-
grammes. The habitats of these species are protected in a similar way to the bi-
otopes. The European Union has instituted a nature conservation programme 
called the "Natura 2000" network, which is implemented in Finland by the Na-
ture Conservation Act. The goals of this network, which has not yet been elabo-
rated in the member states but is under preparation in Finland, will, after ap-
proval by the Finnish Government, apply to all further national decisions on pro-
tection of biotopes and habitats. 

Regulatory systems related to nature conservation 
The new Forestry Act came into force at the beginning of 1997, at the same time as 
the Nature Conservation Act. It is not appropriate to present the details of the 
Forestry Act here, though there is a certain connection between the water and 
forestry legislation, namely the draining of woodlands or wetland for the promo-
tion of forestry. Today these activities have been restricted to the extent that pub-
lic subsidies will not be given for drainage if the principle of sustainable develop-
ment is not respected. The forestry legislation also contains provisions on the 
protection of certain biotopes which shall not be endangered by forestry meas-
ures. This is consistent with the protection rules provided in the Nature Conser-
vation Act for the protection of biotopes. 

Separate provisions deal with the protection of nature and settlement against 
erosion and other destruction. There is also legislation on the use of certain na-
ture areas for keeping reindeer and for safeguarding local people's livelihoods 
where these are closely associated with natural resources. This special piece of 
legislation seems to have a more economic than environmental character because 
its principal concern is people with a personal economic relationship with the 
natural land in question. On the other hand these "natural rights" are connected 
to the traditional Finnish practice of free access to natural areas (public use). 
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Recreation and fishery 

The Recreation Act (606/1973) contains provisions on the establishment of trails 
for recreation (as easements). The trails are based on a recreation plan which has 
to be approved by the municipality and ratified by the regional environment 
centre. The Act also stipulates rules for the formation of recreation areas which 
are similar to the rules on national parks; the State has the right to expropriate the 
land from private owners. This system has been justified because nature conser-
vation areas cannot be established for recreation only, according to the Nature 
Conservation Act; there must be a specified biological or other scientific value. 

Public use means that all inhabitants are entitled to access to privately owned 
and also State-owned nature areas. Reindeer management areas and other large 
nature areas especially in the north are owned by the State. There is a new cate-
gory of ecological regulation in the Wilderness Act (1991), which defines certain 
more or less untouched areas in northern Finland as wilderness. The aim is to 
restrict land use in those areas which at the same time are part of the State forest 
reserve. 

As far as water areas are concerned, public use is explicitely regulated in the 
Water Act (chapter 1, sections 24 and 27). The Act guarantees the right to free 
passage through private waters and for log-floating. Public use can cause harm to 
owners and other rightholders; they are entitled to compensation for certain dam-
age to property caused by e.g. large waves or pollution spills; the basis is strict 
liability. There is also the right to swim, bathe or take water, but in these cases the 
user is not entitled to infringe on private areas such as garden, landing stage etc. 

The legislation on fishery and hunting gives rightholders a limited right to 
use land belonging to others for necessary measures. Of course they must also 
have a licence to fish or hunt. The Fisheries Act (1982) is based on the principle of 
sustainable or productive use of fishing grounds: the aim is high and stable pro-
ductivity. The fishing grounds (lakes, rivers, coastal waters) are in private owner-
ship, although the State owns coastal waters and certain areas of large lakes locat-
ed beyond a certain distance from the shoreline. Fishery rights are based on the 
ownership of waters but, for historical reasons, there are certain categories of spe-
cial fishery rights (e.g. lease) as well. The fishery rightholders are members of 
regional fishery boards. They are responsible for the granting (selling) of fishing 
permits or licences and for management of the fishing. Internationally, Finland 
has agreed on fishing zones with its neighbours, and there are fishery conven-
tions for transboundary rivers and the Baltic Sea. 

4.3.5 Administrative Procedures, Appeal and Locus Standi 
The administrative regulations of planning and environmental law and water law 
largely correspond to the provisions in the general Act on Administrative Proce-
dures (1982) or, depending on the situation, on the Municipalities Act (1995). The 
concept of legal standing varies in administrative matters from one act to another. 
Generally there are four categories of parties to be studied, namely 1) formal right-
holders (mostly owners), 2) other persons, private or legal, with an established in-
terest, 3) authorities with a mandate of supervision in the matter concerned and 4) 
associations or local groups. In many cases the legislation does not clearly state who 
is entitled to act. Instead, this entitlement has been developed and established on 
the basis of previous practice. There may be fields of regulation where there is no 
need to give legal standing to subjects other than the applicant (e.g. trade permits) 
but these cases are not common in environmental law where an activity easily gives 
rise to impacts on the protected sphere of others. 
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The Administrative Procedures Act provides that project proposals must be 
notified to the public and objections invited whenever a project or matter may 
have effects over a large area or on the conditions of a large number of people. 
This public notification is not sufficient if there are known individuals affected by 
the issue; they must be individually informed even if they would not later achieve 
the status of legal standing. If someone has legal standing, he must be heard 
before the decision-making on claims and inquiries presented in the procedure. 
This means that where proposals or reports have been modified during the pro-
cedure, a new hearing is usually necessary. There are some instances when a 
hearing for a party can be set aside, especially when there is a need for immediate 
intervention or when a hearing would be clearly unnecessary. A party is normal-
ly any person whose right or interest might be affected by the pending matter. In 
environmental permit matters the authority also has a duty to establish a legal 
case and to procure ex officio necessary information or other materials. On the 
other hand, an applicant has the duty to carry out all necessary investigations 
and to make assessments required by law. The authorities duty is aimed at the 
protection of third parties who otherwise do not have the possibility of acquiring 
documents and data on the impacts. 

There are a number of special rules in the Municipalities Act but mostly the 
general provisions of the Administrative Procedures Act apply. There is an im-
portant difference between cases handled by municipal and state authorities, in 
that in municipal matters (e.g. planning and extraction of soil materials) every 
member of the community, without having legal standing as a party, has a right 
to speak and also to appeal on the grounds of false procedure or procedural ir-
regularity. 

A public hearing during the preparation of decisions is required according 
to general administrative principles. The location affected by the proposed project 
can be one, two or several municipalities. The permit conditions are largely relat-
ed to the need to protect either health and property or the environment itself. In 
addition, the legislation on pollution control includes a general duty to reasona-
bly prevent all possible harmful effects. The permit conditions have different func-
tions: in part, they implement emission and technical standards, and in part they 
contain prescriptions on supervision or bookkeeping and on measures in case of 
accidents, for carrying out repairs and the requirements for fulfilling the demands 
of an subsequent permit application. The Water Act contains very detailed rules 
on hearings and on legal protection of parties involved (chapter 16). The concept 
of legal standing, however, is mostly the same as in the general legislation. 

The parties concerned, i.e. entitled individuals, companies and authorities, 
have the right to seek to influence the permit and its content. If someone carries 
on an activity without a permit or contrary to the conditions of a permit, those 
parties have the legal right to apply for the activity to be halted or its adverse 
effects eliminated (e.g. sections 12 and 53 Health Act, chapter 21, section 3 Water 
Act). The decisions made are subject to appeal. If the issue concerns the absence 
of a permit or a deficiency of a permit, the existence of other valid permits will 
not, as a rule, prevent parties from taking action. 

There are also special legal instruments concerning renewal of the permit or 
its conditions. Since the environmental conditions or requirements may change 
after the permit has been granted, these changes may lead to the partial or total 
cancellation of the permit. The permits hence have no protected guarantee of 
duration, but the grounds for interference are not arbitrary but must be support- 
ed by a sufficient legal argument. These postcontrol measures can arise either 
through inspections by the authorities or at the initiative of third parties. Amelio- 
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ration of environmental damage is regulated under separate statutes. Penalty rules 
normally apply in cases of permit violation, which are often reported to the pub-
lic prosecutor for consideration. 

The Administrative Jurisdiction Act came into force in 1996. This Act applies 
to jurisdiction only. Administrative environmental authorities without judicial 
power exist at both municipal and (state) regional level, and their decisions are 
subject to appeal to administrative courts. The provisions of the Administrative 
Jurisdiction Act do not differ greatly from those on the procedure in general courts 
but the Act takes public interest into consideration to a greater extent. The Finn-
ish court system is a dual system at the highest level as well as the regional level, 
but at the local (municipal) level administrative courts do not yet exist. Water 
Courts, however, act both as administrative permit authorities and as courts han-
dling civil and some criminal suits of water law. 

There are different legal positions regarding the legal standing of the term 
"individual rights". It can be understood either as a right to locus standi in a pro-
cedure or as a right to take initiatives in the fields of personal or environmental 
protection. In planning and other municipal matters, members of the municipal-
ity are entitled to act as parties on the basis that a personal right or interest has 
been endangered or that the procedure has been illegal or inappropriate. Right-
holders may also take certain initiatives, such as applying for protective measures 
for their property or for the imposition of restrictions against the detrimental use 
by others. The concept of initiative can be understood either as a client's wish 
addressed to authorities or as a formal approach with a right to get a decision. 
The trend in health, environmental and building law is that individuals should 
have the right to get an answer and to appeal against the decision if it is not 
favourable. In the field of nature conservation private landowners may apply for 
the protection of their land. 

Legal standing requires the proof of an existing right or interest, though the 
concept of "interest" has in practice been interpreted very widely (with a distance 
up to many kilometres). Group suit legislation on the USA model is under prep-
aration in Finland with the aim of giving (major) groups or associations a more 
formal position in court procedures. The proposal at this stage is, however, con-
troversial and seems unlikely to become legislation in the near future. 

In order to act as parties in a procedure, registered associations as a rule 
have to prove the same legal ground as individuals, i.e. that the case affects the 
right or interest of the association. In some limited cases associations have been 
accepted as parties without such a formal legal connection, e.g. when local land-
owners are members of such an association. The recognition of legal standing has 
so far been given only for certain categories of environmental and similar associ-
ations. In the field of health and environmental protection, including water man-
agement, associations have, at least, been required to be active in the locality con-
cerned. Courts have voted whether or not local associations should have legal 
standing and hence the right of appeal. In some cases legal standing has been 
approved when, according to its registered statutes, the association had the duty 
of controlling environmental activities in the particular area, but, since this has 
not always been sufficient in legal practice, the association may have acquired 
formal property rights. Information (e.g. on matters concerning nature conserva-
tion) provided by associations which do not have legal standing has, neverthe-
less, been respected as a source of knowledge. Recent legal provisions have given 
nature conservation groups and residents' associations the right in some cases to 
have their statement heard without being parties, for example in the Water Act. 
This is reasonable because in water matters a procedure may concern hundreds 
of individuals; and an association may present a comprehensive view of the legal 
interests in the area. 
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The new Nature Conservation Act, however, explicitly gives certain associa-
tions party status. In addition to individuals concerned, registered local and re-
gional associations with the function of promoting nature and environmental 
protection have the status of parties. In matters concerning nature conservation 
programmes, nationwide associations with the above-mentioned function or the 
duty to protect landowners rights also have a right to appeal (section 61 Nature 
Conservation Act). As is generally the case in Finnish law, environmental super-
visory authorities are usually entitled to act and appeal as parties. 

4.3.6 Environmental Damage and Sanctions 
Restrictive and prohibitive measures can be introduced in cases where the oper-
ator has neglected to obtain a permit or acts against the prescriptions in a permit 
or against other administrative or legal requirements. The measures can be divid-
ed into 1) administrative, 2) private law and 3) penal sanctions. Administrative 
sanctions are closely related to the permit rules in the sense that the same author-
ities may use compulsory measures in order to enforce legality. In water matters, 
however, the supervisory authorities cannot directly use those measures because 
they have to apply for the decision of the Water Court. Coercive administrative 
measures consist primarily of two elements. First, there is a statement of illegal 
activity with the obligation of restoring legality under the threat of a fine, and 
secondly, in the case of neglect to fulfil the obligation, the respondent will be 
sentenced to pay the fine or the relevant authority be entitled to perform the 
prescribed measures at the expense of the respondent. The rules on procedure 
are regulated at the general level by the Penalty Fine Act (1990), but there are 
additional procedures in other relevant acts. Administrative sanctions are often 
an alternative to criminal sanctions, although, especially in serious cases, both 
types of sanctions can be used because they each have a different aim. 

In many sectoral statutes there are criminal sanctions for formal violations of 
the provisions of the relevant act. These kinds of less serious crimes include en-
gaging in activities without a permit which have not resulted in any environ-
mental damage, and where a duty in relation to surveillance has been neglected. 
Major crimes with environmental effects or risks are sanctioned as environmen-
tal crimes in the Penal Code. In 1995, Parliament enacted a new chapter of this 
Code (chapter 48) containing rules on different categories of environmental crimes. 
Normally the use of a prosecutor is provided for, but there are no specific prohibi-
tions on any private initiative if the crime has a connection to that individual 
person or his rights. A special criminal sanction under the Code is the corpora-
tion fine, which is used when a corporation has an interest in or profits from a 
crime committed by its personnel or management. 

Compensation for environmental damage is not only a sanction but also a 
consequence of legal actions where the detrimental effects have been judged to 
exceed the level of tolerance. As mentioned above, damage caused by construc-
tion and legal water pollution (discharge, sanitation) will be settled and compen-
sated within the permit procedure, or in a later procedure if the damage appears 
at a later stage. The same principle is applied in road construction matters. If the 
damage is illegal, it must be dealt with in a separate civil court procedure - which 
again in water matters is handled by the Water Court. The Environmental Dam-
age Act (1994) is based on strict liability and applies to all kinds of activities. Com-
pensation can be obtained not only for damage but also for necessary research 
and restoration. The affected party can choose which one of the relevant pollut-
ers he sues (joint responsibility). To engage in a lawsuit, only probable evidence 
concerning the causality is required, and not full proof. 
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4.4 France 
Professor Erkki J. Hollo 
University of Helsinki, Faculty of Law 

4.4.1 General Structure of the Legislation on Water Management 
and Pollution Control 

4.4.1.1 General Features 
France is a country with a strong central administration. The Parliament has ex-
clusive legislative power, though there have been trends towards decentraliza-
tion of the administration in the fields of environment and water. The Constitu-
tional Council has a balancing function in coordinating the powers between the 
administration (Government) and Parliament. The decisions of the Council have 
dealt with, for example, the formation of competent authorities for discharge of 
waste water. 

France consists of 21 regions, 96 departments and over 35,000 communes. In 
water management administration the country is divided into six river basins 
(catchment areas). 

French environmental legislation is composed of both private law and pub-
lic law. Private law dealing with water use is based on the neighbourhood law 
tradition of the Civil Code (Code civil) and the Rural Code (Code rural). Public 
law has developed since the 1970s, and the French water administration today is 
rather unique in its structure and powers. The substantive rules on water use and 
fishery rights traditionally have a public Roman Law basis but private rights do 
exist as well. The legislation on lakes and rivers differs considerably from that on 
seas and coastal areas. Public law seems to dominate the field of environmental 
and water law although basic civil rights have their legal basis in private law 
structures. 
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4.4.1.2 Constitution 

The French Constitution (amended 1958) has no express provisions on environ-
mental rights or on the legal position of environmental values. In the legal litera-
ture, however, the role of human rights in environmental matters has been dis-
cussed at length and the outcome has been in favour of including a ruling in the 
Constitution. The discussion has shown that the present legislative framework 
may allow the interpretation of substantive environmental legislation to be di-
rectly influenced by constitutional rules. Models from other countries and interna-
tional treaties dealing with environmental rights have been used to support the 
discussion. 

Rural and environmental law has often been enacted as Codes rather than 
merely Parliamentary statutes, in order to make the legislation more complete 
and comprehensive. The Rural Code, recently amended by Act No. 95-101, Arti-
de 200-2, on environmental grounds, states: 

"The acts and regulations shall give everyone entitlement to the right to a 
sound environment and contribute to the stabilization of a harmonious balance 
between urban and rural zones. It is everyone's duty to take care of and contrib-
ute to the protection of the environment. Public and private subjects shall in all 
their activities adapt to these requirements." 

France has administrative courts with a territorial competence. There are 
several legal categories of administrative acts and public claims for which the 
administrative tribunals are competent.")  The State Council (Conseil d'Etat) rep-
resents the regular supreme jurisdiction and deals especially with two remedies, 
appeal and revision by cassation.12> 

4.4.1.3 Planning Legislation 

The planning law or Urban Code (Code d'urbanisme13)) plays a key role in the 
siting of environmentally relevant activities. The Act declares that all French terri-
tory is national patrimony (Artide 110). The term "urbanisme" in the Code seems 
not to have been dearly defined but its aim is partly to decentralize decision-
making, and partly to provide an administrative framework for a suitable land 
management system. At a general level the Code includes rules on siting, servic-
es, enclosing and architecture, and technical construction requirements for all 
land uses, with the exception of agriculture. Most details are regulated at the lev-
el of Government decrees. The system is quite strictly operated in practice, so that 
e.g. the conditions for the stipulation of exceptions are usually defined by decree. 

In the building legislation (Artides 112-16 of the Construction Code), it is 
stipulated that e.g. extensive noise caused by construction activity in accordance 
with a given permit and other rules shall not be a sufficient cause for compensa-
tion. In order to avoid compensation, the noisy activity should have been legally 
in place before the excessive noise occurred (priority rule) and the activity itself 
should still comply with valid requirements. 

The provisions on the protection of the population and the environment 
against natural disasters, floods, storms, earth tremors, fires etc. may have per-
manent consequences for future land use and, if they are unreasonable, will pro-
vide a basis for compulsory land use measures. In addition to the general rules of 
the Expropriation Code, such a risk under the presupposition of public necessity 
may lead to an expropriation procedure, provided that the costs of protecting the 

") See e.g. LaubodPre, Traite de droit administratif 1, p. 528. 

2̀)See ibid. p. 617. 

")Act No. 83-8, 7th January 1983 
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population would exceed those of expropriation.14)  This procedure is preceded by 
a public enquiry. Similarly, for areas in which there may occur sudden natural 
dangers, there is a special planning procedure in the framework of civil security. 

4.4.1.4 The General Structure of Environmental and Water Law 

The structure of the legislation in the field of environmental pollution control 
includes a sectoral division partly based on the category of natural resources (wa-
ter, Incl. a distiction between inland and littoral waters, forests, chemicals etc.), 
which applies to all land uses, with the exception of agriculture. As is common in 
many countries, the provisions on water pollution are more closely connected to 
the general water legislation (Water Acts 1964 and 1992) than to environmental 
pollution control. The latter has its basis in the legislation on classified installa-
tions (Act No. 76-663, 19th July 1976). The seashore legislation has been unified, 
covering both the Mediterranean and the Atlantic littoral areas. The competen-
cies in this field have been defined in Act No. 83-8 (7th Jan. 1983) and the tasks in 
Act No. 86-2 (3rd Jan. 1986). From the planning viewpoint, a number of instru-
ments in the general legislation of the Urban Code (Code de 1'urbanisme, 1973, 
1986) have been used to promote environmental interests. 

Although the legislation on nature conservation has a complex history, it is 
principally regulated in Act No. 76-629'5). These provisions are mainly aimed at 
the protection of animals, including protection against human cruelty and mal-
ice. Special provisions are given for experiments with animals (Article 276 ff. Ru-
ral Code). In the field of natural resources the Act also contains special rules on 
nature parks and the protection of particular sites; the Urban Code also includes 
numerous provisions on these matters. 

In most European countries the origin of environmental law lies in the reg-
ulation of neighbourhood relations in matters of excessive nuisance. The Roman 
Law tradition can be found in French legislation and legal practice as well. There 
are principles on the duty to restore or to give compensation for damages (trou-
bles de voisinage) caused to the neighbourhood, but the rules or criteria for legal 
practice are vague. In most cases additional administrative rules aimed at main-
taining public safety and order have clarified the legal positions. This is particu-
larly so in the case of noise. In water law, polluting effects on a pond on another 
person's property have been a sufficient legal ground for a suit against distur-
bance (Article 552 Civil Code). As a result, in private law practice the concept of 
neighbourhood nuisance requires that the harm lasts at least for a period of time 
and is abnormal in relation to the expectations of the neighbourhood regarding 
the use of the site.") 

The role of health legislation has traditionally had an important role as well, 
and health authorities are competent in both health and environmental matters. 
Other legislation does not prevent the State Council, after consulting health au-
thorities, from enacting general prescriptions to protect human health, e.g. by 
regulation of: disease prevention, salubrity of settlements and other aspects of 
the living environment, quality of drinking water, health requirements for activ-
ities which are not covered by the environmental regulation of classified installa-
tions, discharge, treatment and re-use of waste water and waste, abatement of 
noise in the neighbourhood and non-foreign atmospheric pollution and, finally, 
food supply and transport. These provisions are to some extent parallel to environ-
mental regulations, but health regulations can and shall always be followed up, 

")Act No. 95-10/Article I I (f. 
'S)Nature Conservation Act, No. 76-629, I Oth July 1976. 
1  o)p Capoulade in La protection du voisinage p. 96 ft 
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and so neighbours might receive better protection on this legal basis. These regu-
lations do not, in practice, seem to influence the private person's right to compen-
sation on the basis of the Civil Code or the Construction Code. 

4.4.2 Legal and Other Instruments for limplementing 
Environmental and Water Law 

4.4.2.1 Legislation on Environmental Pollution Control 

Pre-control is mainly based on a system whereby classified installations are con-
trolled under specific environmental legislation. Although agreements are made 
by the administration as well, traditional legal regulatory tools are used at all 
levels and in all sectors. The local or municipal systems have traditionally been 
applied to safeguard public order, security, health and hygiene but, as in most 
countries, the competencies have been extended to include environmental issues 
as well. Thus air pollution, noise abatement and the prevention of typical nui-
sances are the duty of the prefects and the municipalities (mayoralties). As far as 
the rural environment is concerned the county police have extensive duties e.g. 
in regard to the Rural Code, Urban Code, health legislation and nature conserva-
tion. 

The prevention and control of pollution is, therefore, rather complicated as 
far as its legal structure is concerned. The system of classified installations is of 
vital importance because it covers in a more or less integrated way the nuisance 
evaluation.")  In the case that an activity or installation is regulated by the water 
legislation (pollution or discharge), the rules on classified installations shall apply 
as well.")  The principal pollution control provisions are, however, contained in 
the Environmental Protection Act 1995.19)  

A permit cannot be granted unless dangers and risks are foreseen and set-
tled in accordance with the existing rules. Permit authorities at the local level are 
the prefects and mayors. Industrial and comparable operators also have a duty to 
pay fees.°)  

4.4.2.2 Nature Conservation 

The rules on nature conservation have a number of close connections with the 
water legislation. The Council of Europe has adopted a resolution with recom-
mendations on measures to protect natural ecosystems; this is known as the Eco-
logical Charter for Europe (1976). The basic rules on nature conservation in France 
are contained in the Rural Code, but there are also special rules on national parks 
and marine parks (Act 1960), forests (Act 1963) and other special preserves.21> 

Mountain protection and the prevention of erosion (river embankments, water-
ways) have been legislated not only from an environmental but also agricultural 
and silvicultural point of view.')  Enforcement and technical support is delivered 
by the Basin Agencies. From a rural point of view riverside vegetation especially 

")Act No. 76-663, I9th July, on classified installations. 

18)See WaterAct 1992, Article 1 I. 

19)Act No. 95- I 0 I on the enforcement of environmental protection. 

10JAct No. 89-935, Article 1 19. 

2 Rules on the creation of open landscapes are contained in the Urban Code. 

22  Prieur 1992 p. 364. 
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in the Alps has been endangered by agricultural pollution»)  This recreational 
value today is recognised in the policies of the Water Act, a major function of 
which is also to protect aquatic environments. 

The legislation provides specific rules for maintaining open surroundings 
for certain purposes.) These rules apply e.g. to natural parks and maritime parks. 
The responsible department shall elaborate and enforce a policy of protection, 
management and public access for environmentally endangered or sensitive are-
as, both with and without forest. 

4.4.2.3 Water Legislation 
As far as the administrative position of watercourses is concerned the distinction 
between public domain and non-public domain is relevant because all waters 
have been classified. Private rights take precedence if the water is not declared to 
be public domain (Article 644 Civil Code, "domaine public"15), in some contexts 
the term "domanial" is used). Small private waters which flow into public waters 
are subject to the prohibition on alteration (Article 643 Civil Code). 

Regulation of the use of water belonging to the public domain and the use of 
lakes is contained in the Water Act 1964, amended in 1992. The Water Act 1964'0  
introduced the modern concept of water pollution control as a general principle 
and created responsible public bodies. The policy based on hydrologically de-
fined water basin areas has been of vital importance. Previous legislation was 
criticized for overemphasising local considerations and allowing excessive use 
based on priority; these practices did not consider the watercourses and aquifers 
as a whole nor were they always based on objective criteria. The Rural Code con-
tains certain provisions on the use of water resources in non-public-domain riv-
ers, e.g. the permit rules in chapter II, amended in 1992. 

The Water Act 1992 goes further and contains certain clearly environmen-
tal principles. The Act maintains that water is part of the national heritage and 
surface and groundwater together compose one single resource; moreover, the 
Act is based on the principle of balanced water management. Of course, this prin-
ciple presupposes an effective study of the water conditions and a comprehen-
sive planning system for all kinds of water uses, based on the hydrographic sys-
tem. The Acts of 1964 and 1992 were intended to cover both qualitative and quan-
titative protection and sound management of inland waters. 

As far as the water administration is concerned, water policy is an important 
tool. An inventory of water quality is maintained, objectives for water quality 
determined, objective maps drafted for the departments and scheme programmes 
drawn up for water management. In addition, there are quality requirements 
arising from EC Community Law. The administrative division by water basin is 
central to all these. There is also a formal control system for discharges of waste 
based on the principle of a precedent permit procedure. The 1964 Act contained 
provisions on the pollution control of waters, and the 1992 Act introduced addi-
tional provisions on water management and the use of water resources. 

The protection of the seashore is regulated separately.29)  Tourism is an impor-
tant issue and is taken into account in the regulations. Direct and indirect outlets 
discharging waste, whether fluid or solid, are forbidden. Nature preserves may 
23)See Piegay p. 371. 

24)The provisions of the Rural Code amended by Act No. 95- I01 on enforcement of environmental protection. 

25)Public Water Domain Code, Act No. 64-1245, I6th December 1964. 

26  Act No. 64-1245 on the Use of Waters, 

27  Act No. 92-3 on Waters. 

28)Vide infra. 

29)Act No. 86-2 on the Managment and Protection of the Seashore. The emphasis lies in the protection of valuable sites and 
natural surroundings and on preventing the pollution of beaches. 
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be created along the coastline, and the principle of free access to the sea is virtual-
ly guaranteed which, of course, causes difficulties for real estate bordering the 
sea.30)  

Wetlands are internationally recognized as valuable natural environments. 
In France several instruments are used for their protection: nature conservation 
(nature parks and natural preserves), biotope protection and seashore-zone pro-
tection 31)  

4.4.2.4 Water Rights 
Land ownership includes the space above and below the ground surface (Article 
552 Civil Code). Every owner has the right to use the pluvial water (Article 641 
Civil Code). Sources or springs are part of the soil, but the use of this water can be 
limited if the damage to downstream owners is not tolerable or the taking of wa-
ter justifiable. There are several provisions on the relationship of source-owners 
and other owners and their rights have the character of easement or servitude. 

The property rights concerning (inland) surface waters mostly belong to the 
State domain, with some exceptions in the Civil Code. The landowners whose 
properties are located below the user's property as a rule have to tolerate effluent 
caused by the use or discharge of rainwater or by damming but they are entitled 
to claim compensation for any unreasonable damage (Article 641 Civil Code). In 
estimating the amount of compensation, the judge has to balance the interests of 
agriculture and industry with respect to ownership. The private watercourses 
("sources") located on a property can usually be freely exploited by the owner. 
Effluent to downstream properties, however, cannot be obstructed when the prop-
erty from which it originates has been sited on the land for over thirty years. In 
other cases a necessary amount of water shall be let to the needs of the local 
population; here a certain combination of rights to obtain water and to pay com-
pensation is stipulated (Artide 642 Civil Code). The courts define the limits on the 
landowner's right to keep the water for himself. For example, in one tribunal 
decision it was declared that the owner did not have the right to alter the water in 
a way that it could not be properly used by downstream users. Closed waters are 
also relevant here in the sense that if there is no contact with other water areas, 
the rules of the Civil Code will not apply; the landowner will own the water and, 
of course, also the fishery rights.32)  

Property rights change character when the source develops into a public 
watercourse; in this case the natural flow must not be altered or damaged for 
downstream users (Article 643 Civil Code). A requirement here, following inter-
pretation by a court, is that the source itself must have the quality to become a 
stream; it is not sufficient that the brook or rivulet created later leads to a public 
stream. 

Groundwater historically has been and still is private property, though with 
strong restrictions in favour of public needs. Groundwater management and pro-
tection was enacted by law in 1935, especially in order to solve the over-exploita-
tion problem in the Paris region, and maintained in the Water Act 1964 as well as 
in the Water Act 1992. The Civil Code first provided the basis of groundwater 
ownership: land ownership included the right to use the groundwater (Article 
552 Civil Code). The owner thus has, subject to certain limits defined in case law, 
the right to decide how to use water resources on his property. As in other coun-
tries, this has not proved to be an obstacle to introducing restrictions and other 

JO)To solve this problem a system of easements (roads, railways) or alternative walkways has been adopted, Article 123- I -8 
Urban Code. 

"For this issue, see also the Ramsar Convention 197/ and the Berne Convention 1981. 

37  There ore also "fishery enclaves" (enclos piscicoles) which must be distinguished from closed waters. Here the enclosure is 
more technical or legal; an enclave can be e.g. a !rasin in connection with a dam. 
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public law rules in order to guarantee a balanced and efficient system for the 
groundwater management. In the field of groundwater regulation, the Water Act 
1964 contained provisions concerning the apportionment of water and control of 
pollution. Hence, the Act stipulated pre-control for all non-domestic groundwa-
ter catchments without abolishing the private law basis of the Civil Code. State 
water management included the management of groundwater areas. 

Riparian rightholders (not owners of the water areas) not only have rights 
but also duties. The Rural Code requires that riparian owners maintain the natu-
ral state of the watercourse and its vegetation. They are also forbidden to receive 
on the riparian land any materials dangerous to land or water, especially heavy 
metals. The same is true for works in the river area. Owners who manage .their 
property in accordance with plans adopted by the State are entitled to receive 
support for the maintenance of their non-domain waters. 

Finally, the Rural Code also contains rules on the private relationship be-
tween the owner and the user in cases of easements, servitude and cooperation. 
These rules apply to drainage, water supply and discharge of used waters, and to 
works and the installation of equipment. Under specific conditions riparian own-
ers must tolerate inlets from canals and rainwater reservoirs. 

4.4.2.5 Other Instruments 
The French environmental system uses negotiation and agreement as tools to 
improve environmental quality. It has been said that although environmental 
legislation appears to be an essential basis for the environmental policy, in prac-
tice administrative authorities tend to prefer agreed measures, especially with 
industry.33) Equally, the policy that encourages agreements makes it possible for 
the administration to approve environmentally sound measures taken by indus-
try, 

 
even though there is no explicit legal basis for this. 
The 'polluter pays' principle is present throughout in French environmental 

law. In water quality policy, for example, pollution fees have been imposed since 
1964. The fee is paid to the water administration (the Basin Agencies) to be used 
for public pollution control and other measures. Fees are also charged in the fields 
of oil pollution control, waste management and, more recently, individual prod-
ucts that produce waste (paper, paper board). The fee regulation has a connec-
tion to the technical permit requirements because the external costs are compara-
ble in an industrial activity. But of course fees and technical emission standards 
etc. are not really alternatives to permit requirements, although by using emis-
sion-based fees it is possible to force lower emissions. 

The Basin Committee approves the fees and charges and the corresponding 
intervention programmes. Although the Basin Agency is fairly independent in its 
activities, the social planning of the State has a certain impact on the Agency. Its 
activities must comply with national planning objectives to some extent if the 
Agency wishes to apply for additional financial support from the National Treas-
ury. The Basin Authorities do not, as a rule, carry out their own projects but they 
do offer assistance to both public and private operators in the field of water sup-
ply, pollution control and the improvement of water resources. The Basin Au-
thorities may also carry out technical, economic and scientific studies. 

11)Pneur, Droit de I'environnement, I992, p. I I6. 

")See e.g. Prieur Droit de I'environnement, p.125. 
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4.4.3 Basic Institutional Structure 

4.4.3.1 The State Government Level (Ministry of the Environment) 

France has separate environmental and water authorities. The Ministry of the 
Environment, originally reported directly to the Prime Minister's Cabinet, but 
since 1971 its operations have been steadily expanded so that by 1983 it had clear 
independent environmental duties especially in the field of the protection of sites, 
environmental quality, pollution control and the supervision of agricultural and 
industrial plants and installations.35)  The Ministry was then turned into a central 
environmental administration which, in practice, operates like an independent 
ministerial body. The Ministry is supported by a Delegation for the Quality of 
Life. Since 1983 the idea of a large independent environmental ministry has been 
abandoned and the "minister" is, in practice, a delegate in the Prime Minister's 
office. On the other hand, the environmental and cultural sectors have received 
an emphasized position within the administration of the ministries in which they 
have traditionally been located. Thus, for example, the protection of sea and sea-
shore areas was located within the Ministry for Maritime Affairs. The "environ-
mental minister", i.e. the secretary of environmental affairs in the Prime Minister's 
Cabinet, is today mainly responsible for the protection of natural sites, pollution 
control, certain issues on the rural environment (agriculture) and the prevention 
of hazardous environmental risks. 

Since 1989 the ministerial administrative structure for environmental issues 
in the Cabinet has remained unchanged. More solid cooperation between the 
"traditional" ministries involved in environmental issues in the broadest sense 
was introduced as early as 1982. An interministerial Committee for the Quality of 
Life16)  was created, as well as a range of specialized interministerial committees in 
the Prime Minister's Cabinet and the post of Secretary of Environmental Affairs. 

The ministerial administration has been developed continuously. During the 
existence of the Ministry of the Environment, expert boards were created, e.g. the 
Board of Directors for Waters and the Prevention of Pollution and Risks, and the 
Board of Directors for Nature Conservation37). The first-mentioned board pro-
motes and carries out research and provides information. A special task of the 
board is to protect inland and groundwaters. It is also responsible for the other 
main aspect of environmental protection, i.e. pollution control related to the sys-
tem of classified installations. Within the central environmental administration 
there is also the Delegation for the Quality of Life. The High Environmental Com-
mittee and the National Noise Abatement Council act as highest political expert 
bodies. 

There are two other key ministries in the framework of the interministerial 
cooperation. As in many other countries, the Ministry of Agriculture has the re-
sponsibility for water and forest management, for agricultural production and 
food supply and for veterinary services. The Ministry includes the Rural Board 
(Direction de l'espace rural et de la foret), which represents the Ministry in mat-
ters concerning land use, water policies, use of the soil, environmental protection 

3  )D6cr. no 71-94 du 2 février 1971 relatifoux attributions du ministre délégué suprås du Premier minis tre, charge de la 
protection de la nature et de I' environnement and decr. no 76- 1085 du 29 novembre 1976 relatif aux atcWbutions du minisve 
de la quolité de la vie. 

"°)Decr. No. 82-1018, 2nd December 1982. There are approximately 20 ministers participating. 

")Direction de I'eau et de la prevention des pollutions et des risques and direction de la protection de la nature. 

78)Hsut comit6 de I'environnement, Conseil national du bruit. 
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and nature conservation. The Settlement and Traffic Ministry39)  deals with environ-
mental rulings concerning more urban acitivities (planning and zoning, cultural 
protection, expropriation, etc.). 

Since in the State Cabinet there might be more ministers than there are min-
istries represented, and not all fields are clearly represented at ministerial level, 
many environmental fields will be appointed case by case to one minister or an-
other. However, the Minister who is presently responsible for nature conserva-
tion is heading the National Council for Nature Conservation. 

4.4.3.2 Other Central Authorities 
The ministries or ministers do not, as a rule, directly administrate environmental 
issues. Within the ministerial structure or under the direction of ministers there 
are many specialized authorities at the national level. In many cases their compe-
tencies have been reduced in favour of regional authorities, which also have im-
portant powers in the environmental field. Where the decision-making powers 
have been transferred to regional authorities, the central authorities usually con-
centrate on policy and guidance issues and research. 

It was mentioned above that the relevant ministries include special boards 
with general responsibilities. For example, the duties of the Board of Directors for 
Waters, Pollution Control and Environmental Hazards, include the phrases "to 
know", "to propose", "to coordinate", "to participate" and "to exercise". In prac-
tice these formulations give the different boards the right to issue general guide-
lines to lower authorities. These may deal with the conditions of polluting activi-
ties, control measures etc. The boards are also involved in environmental impact 
assessments (etude d'impacts) and questions concerning free access to environ-
mental information. 

In 1990 a special Agency for Environmental and Energy Management was 
created.9)  It has an industrial and commercial character and promotes research 
and the coordination of facilities. The Agency takes actions in most fields of envi-
ronmental protection, e.g. in air and water pollution control, waste management 
and development of environmental technology. It is composed of representatives 
of the State, Parliament, regional bodies and associations, and its work is linked to 
the environmental information system as a whole. 

Other bodies (various councils etc.) have been created as mainly consulta-
tive expert groups. In environmental pollution the system of classified installa-
tions is guided by the Superior Council on Classified Installations, composed of 
expert members in the field. The opinions of the Council have in practice, been 
respected by the Ministries. 

4.4.3.3 Regional Authorities and Departments 

As in many other countries, France distinguishes between administrative region-
al authorities under the central administration and the regional administration 
created for special purposes. In a centralised state the powers of autonomous 
regional authorities (if they exist) are delegated from the State, whereas regular 
State districts (in France departements) only exercise the powers belonging to the 
State. This does not, of course, mean that the departments cannot establish envi-
ronmental bodies of their own, which in fact many have done. The difference 
between the administrative authorities of an autonomous region and a depart-
ment from this point of view is that regions have usually been created to cover an 
optimal amount of,natural resources in a region, e.g. rivers. It is very appropriate 

39)Ministpre de I' urbanisme, du logement et des transports. The original duties as well as the name were explicitly clarified in 
988, to include the sea (... et de to mer). 

40)Act No. 90-1 130 on the Establishment of the Environmental Agency and on Energy Policy. 
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to use the unit of a department, however, in the control of polluting installations 
but not in handling water supply systems because they cross the borders of ad-
ministrative departments. 

At department level there are offices dealing with environmental and public 
health matters which means that the administration is somewhat different from 
the general State administrative bodies (Prefet). In 1972, department offices were 
established for abatement of environmental pollution and nuisance 411  Later, in 
the 1980s, measures were taken to transfer certain decision-making powers in the 
administration of agriculture and forestry to the department level, including the 
protection of natural environments 42) 

In 1992 an Environmental Council was established in every department, with 
the Prefect as chairman and made up of members who are experts from the sec-
toral offices. The council has a coordinating function and may act as competent 
body temporarily in situations where there is no other competent body. On the 
regional level environmental committees may be established with similar duties. 

4.4.3.4 Water Authorities 

After the enactment of the Water Act in 1964 water agencies were established for 
catchment areas (river basins) 43)  In general, the participants in the water admin-
istrations are State authorities (Ministry of the Environment etc.), local communi-
ties and to some extent nature and environmental associations. The country is 
divided into six hydrographic basins with 22 regions. The regional approach is 
considered to be appropriate in order to facilitate co-operation between inhabit-
ants and users. There is also a proclaimed interest in decentralization. The basin 
is administrated by its Water Agency as financial authority." The River Basins 
have three main tasks: 
1) to fulfil the requirement of local elected body, 
2) to raise fees from users and to distribute subsidies and loans for the im-

provement of water resources and their quality, and 
3) to coordinate the relevant administrative activities in the basin area. The 

basis for this work is delivered by the common national water manage-
ment policy. 
The River Basin Committee approves the authority's long-term action pro-

gramme. 
The State River Basin Committee is composed of an equal number of repre-

sentatives of the State, the local government and private users and of the Basin 
Agencies. Each Basin Agency is managed by a board of directors. The agencies 
have an administrative council with a similar composition to the Committee. All 
expenses of the agencies are covered by charges they impose on the basis of the 
user's impact on the water supply and water resources. The same is true for inter-
ested parties requesting action from the agency. The charges for users are higher 
in areas where an action has a greater ecological or hydrological impact. River 
Basin authorities provide technical and financial support to private and public 
bodies if they participate in water supply or pollution control activities with a 
regional interest. 

The Agency works on the basis of the 'polluter pays' principle, i.e. it collects 
financial support from those whose activities have made the Agency politically 
and environmentally necessary. The Agency imposes charges related to the im- 

IOCircular No. 72-72, 2nd February 1972 on Pollution Control (relative å to futte contre les nuisances, å to protection de la 
nacre et å 1'ambliorotion de I'environment). 

42  See e.g. Decree No. 84- 1193, 28th December 1984, and Resolution of 17th December 1987. 

")See Decree No. bb-700 (relarifå I'article I4 de la loi no b4-1245 i.e. Water Act). 

)Agence financiere de bossin. 
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pact on water quality and quantity from those who 1) withdraw water from the 
aquifer system, 2) introduce pollutants into the aquatic environment or 3) harm-
fully alter the natural water flow. 

In this context it is interesting to observe that industrial plants also pay their 
charges directly, based on the amount of discharged solids, organic matter, chem- 
icals, salts, nitrogen and toxic products. It therefore seems practicable for factories 
and other installations to minimize their discharges in order to avoid economical-
ly unreasonable charges. The procedure for legally settling or regulating the lim- 
its for dangerous discharges is, of course, another matter. The amount of the fees 
(charges) themselves depends on the quantity of water abstracted and on the 
amount of pollutants introduced. 

Intervention is a legal remedy available for both the police administration 
and the Basin Agencies. The basis for interventions is set out in the intervention 
programmes adopted by the Basin Committee. The role of the agencies is prima-
rily to give financial support to favourable management projects; the amount of 
the subsidy can be up to 70% for industrial purification systems and up to 40% for 
other collective, e.g. municipal projects. 

According to a 1987 decision the departments were given the authority to 
manage water resources and determine the policy for waters 45)  In water matters 
the National Water Committee (Comite national de !'eau) acts as a superior con-
sultative body, parallel to the Superior Council of Classified Installations. 

4.4.4 Enforcement and Control 

4.4.4.1 Environmental Impact Assessment and Public Enquiry 

According to Act No. 95-101 on environmental protection, a special public hear-
ing is required in major land use matters. A public debate is required for cases 
covered by the Urban Code if there is a vital national interest or a significant 
impact on the environment. For this purpose a national public debate commis-
sion will be created in the near future. 

After the adoption of an environmental impact assessment system in the 
United States in the 1970s, discussion of the need for a comparable instrument 
was initiated in France and elsewhere in Europe. The two main statutes in the 
field are the 1976 Act46)  and the 1977 Decree47). In addition, a number of adminis-
trative circulars have been issued to implement the Act. Impact assessment is 
required for works and projects carried out by a public community or which re-
quire an authorization or a permit. According to the Act, the State Council shall 
determine the legal circumstances in which an assessment is necessary, the con-
tent of the study and in what form the impact procedure is published. The Coun-
cil may also decide that owing to their insignificant consequences for the envi-
ronment, certain works can be excluded from the assessment requirement, and it 
may also define the conditions for the Ministry to carry out an impact assessment 
itself. Failure to perform an impact assessment may lead to refusal of permission 
for the planned project. Repairs and renovations are not submitted for assess-
ment, and the same is true for certain other listed activities or works. 

The assessment has four phases: 1) an initial analysis of the site and its sur-
roundings, 2) an analysis of the effects on the environment, especially real estate 
and landscapes, fauna and flora, natural surroundings and the biological balance 

'S)Resolution 17th December 1987, based on Decree No. 84-1 193, 28th December 1984. 

46)Act No. 76-629 on Nature Conservation (relative a la protection de la nature). 

")Decree No. 77-1 141 (pris pour I'application de !'article 2 de to loi no 76-629). 
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and, if necessary, also nuisances in the neighbourhood and health and hygiene, 
3) a study of the reasons, especially with reference to environmental criteria, why 
third parties have an interest in hampering the project, and 4) the measures of 
protection planned by the operator in order to prevent or compensate damage 
and negative effects. 

The Decree (ch. 2) sets out the rules concerning the need for an environ-
mental impact assessment in permit procedures and the information to be pro-
vided to the public, and includes corresponding amendments of the sectoral laws 
concerned. 

A separate information procedure may be carried out in the form of a public 
enquiry (enquete publique) ~) This instrument is used where there are large and 
valuable interests involved, such as important landscapes, nature conservation 
etc. The principal application is in areas without a satisfactory land use plan (plan 
d'occupation des sols) or areas for which the Urban Code does not provide pro-
tective measures. In this case the State adopts directives for protection of values 
and prevention of detrimental impacts. This procedure has, in practice, been ini-
tiated when large works or projects are starting. As described below, associations 
have a special standing in the enquiry procedure. The prefect has an important 
role in defining the risk zones, and other authorities also have duties in the en-
forcement of the directives. 

4.4.4.2 Water Legislation 

Water Act 1964 and 1992 

Water management planning is legally effective to the extent that the State Coun-
cil after a public enquiry adopts and ratifies plans for a rational distribution and 
protection of waters (Article 46, Water Act 1992). The plans cover specific water 
management zones which are defined after the interested parties have been heard. 
In the ratified zone any action affecting the water catchment, engineering work 
etc. is forbidden without authorization. The criteria for the conditions of a permit 
are defined by the ratifying body. This regulation is thus eventually stricter than 
that provided by the legislation itself. Compensation may be due in certain cases 
where otherwise legal use is restricted. 

As mentioned above, the administrative competencies have been gradually 
transferred to the Ministry charged with environmental affairs, and there is also 
an interministerial duty to coordinate the associated administrative fields. The 
political objectives of the Water Act 1992 are based on cooperation between the 
basins and groups of basins (Article 3). For each unit there is a guiding scheme for 
water management. The scheme takes into account the main programmes adopt-
ed by public collectives and defines the quantitative and qualitative goals of wa-
ter use with due consideration given to the realistic likelihood of achievement. 
Regional programmes and administrative decisions shall be compatible and, if 
they are not, shall be made compatible by appropriate decisions. The programmes 
are prepared under the guidance of the Basin Committee on the initiative of the 
coordinating or responsible prefect and this work should be accomplished within 
five years following the enactment of the law. The Committee is assisted by state 
and regional representatives. Finally, the guiding scheme will be ratified by the 
Committee and other authorities. 

9 )See Act No. 93-24 (sur la protection et la mise en voleur des paysages et modkant certaines dispositions legislatives en 
motiPre d' enquetes publiques). 
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In each basin the prefect of the region or the Basin Committee activates coop-
eration between different administrative sectors in order to ensure a unified and 
coherent State policy towards the management of waters (Article 4). In critical situ-
ations the coordinating prefect has a right to interfere in conflicts (Article 8). 

For hydrographically composed sub-basins or sub-basin groups, a scheme 
programme for water management and administration shall be adopted (Article 
5). This scheme should define the general goals of utilization, evaluation and 
protection of water resources, aquatic ecosystems etc. The framework is given by 
the guiding scheme programme mentioned above; if no such guiding scheme 
exists, the "lower" programme will be ratified by a State representative. To carry 
out the work, a local water commission49) shall be created 50) 

As far as water traffic is concerned, this should be regulated by or included 
in such a local water management scheme. If this is not the case, water transport 
will be regulated exclusively by the riparian rules of the Rural Code and police 
statutes. 

More concrete enforcement rules shall be provided by the State Govern-
ment. Instead of including the permit system and its rules at the level of explicit 
legislation, a mandate of enacting provisions has been given to the Government, 
though there are clear limits on the use of that mandate (Article 8). The compe-
tence covers the protection of water quality and the distribution of water resourc-
es in all water areas and groundwaters. These general prescriptions issued by the 
State Government cover the following issues: 
1) quality norms and measures necessary for restoration and preservation of 

that quality, including various categories of use and their cumulative ef-
fects; 

2) rules on the use allocations of waters and on the way conflicts between dif-
ferent groups of users are settled; 

3) conditions for: — prohibitions and regulations for discharges, dumping, di-
rect and indirect outlets of water or materials and more generally of any-
thing that may change water quality and aquatic environments; 
— prescriptions and necessary measures to protect water quality and to in-
sure surveillance of affected water bodies; 

4) the conditions on which selling and distribution of products or materials 
may be forbidden or limited in the event that in normal predictable use 
they are likely to cause damage to the quality of aquatic environments. 

Public domain waters 

As mentioned above, public-domain watercourses cannot be used by private right-
holders because, as a rule, these water areas are totally under the management of 
the State. The legal rules for situations where non-domain waters enter or meet 
public-domain waters are in the Civil Code (Article 556 ff.). Riparian owners may 
have as easements rights to water supply, drainage, transport etc. along the wa-
tercourse, and there are also general administrative rules for activities in those 
areas (Article 15 Public Domain Waters). It is forbidden to perform any activities 
causing harm to waters or navigation. The definition of public-domain waters is 
contained in Article 1 of the Public Domain Water Code.") The main categories 
include navigable and floatable watercourses, channels and canals and water 

'9~For its composition in detail see Article 5, para 3, Water Act 1992. 

50)Interested groups may facilitate the elaboration of the programme. Together they can constitute formal subjects (etablisse-
ment public) with a legal position in planning procedures. A definition of these groups is contained in Article 31, Water Act 
1992. Individuals may create societies with the task of participating in the scheme programme; i f so, they may have the right to 
speak or to be consulted (Article 7). 
5 'Code du domaine public fluvial et de la navigation interieure, Act No. 64-1245, Article 29. 
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supply reservoirs. Lakes are mostly treated the same as rivers if there is a vital 
public interest connected to their management (lac domanial). There are special 
rules for the definition of the limits of public-domain waters. 

The legal status of public-domain waters is, as a rule, permanent: water are-
as or their property rights cannot be transferred unless there is a particular man-
date. For any works or water supply it is necessary to obtain a permit from the 
administration. But even if a permit has been granted, it can be taken back or 
amended at any time. While granting or withdrawing such an authorization the 
same procedural rules apply. 

According to the Maritime Ports Code52) similar rules apply to the competen-
cies of the administration and the prohibitions on the use by non-entitled per-
sons. There is a general prohibition on altering or damaging harbours and exist-
ing installations. 

Management and construction of non-domain waters 

The substantive limits of ownership of non-domain waters are regulated in the 
Rural Code. Riparian owners are entitled to the use of waters to the extent deter-
mined by law (Article 97 Rural Code). A river belongs to the owners of both sides 
of the watercourse. If these are two different owners, the ownership of the stream 
is determined according to the midpoint at the midwater level (Article 98 Rural 
Code). A spring receiving only rainwater is not considered to be a water body or 
watercourse in the sense of the Rural Code but a small water source belonging to 
the owner of the property, as defined in the Civil Code. In 1992, legislation was 
introduced to limit property rights to the extent that if the management of non-
domain waters resulted in the regulation of a non-domain stream, a statement 
declaring public need would be required and the statement should contain con-
ditions and limits for the qualitative changes.53> 

The water administration is responsible for the protection and supervision 
of non-domain waters (Article 103 Rural Code); in practice this means that the 
mayors may act under the supervision of the prefects. The rights of third parties 
cannot be affected by supervision. The competence of the administration and 
civil tribunals in deciding the legal standard of water management between ripar-
ian users has, in practice, been settled in favour of the administration.M)  

According to an amendment of the Rural Code in 1992 a permit is required 
for construction work such as dams, reservoirs, mills and factories (Article 106); 
acting without a permit is subject to penalty provisions. Authorization of the ad-
ministration shall safeguard the safety of people and the protection of the envi-
ronment. On the basis of an enquiry, the prefect may decide upon the establish-
ment of works influencing the state or flow of the water, the reorganization of 
existing factories and works without permit, and the overview and annulment of 
previously granted permits (Article 107). 

Water abstraction from a non-domain watercourse, source or groundwater 
should be motivated by a statement of public need. The statement defines the 
area and amount of the catchment as well as other necessary conditions. A state-
ment of public need may be expressed by decree (Article 113 Rural Code). 

There are several criteria for intervention in cases where a permit or an au-
thorization has been granted: 1) in the interest of public health and of the purity 
of drinking water, 2) to avoid flood or torrents, 3) in specific cases when an activ- 

")Decree No:s 78-487 and 78-488. 

53)"Un acte declarant d'utilitc publique", Act No. 92-3 amending Article 97 of the Rural Code. 

$4)The court should not, against the consideration of the administrative authority, oblige a polluter to purify the waste water; 
however, if there is an endangered private right or interest involved, such as fishery, the tribunal may order protective meas-
ures. 
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ity has not been performed for very long (five years), and 4) in order to protect 
the environment when the authorizations affect aquatic environments or hydro-
logical conditions in a way which is harmful to the need to protect those environ-
ments. 

In the case of hydropower construction there is special legislations). For the 
construction of a hydropower plant using inland waters a concession or authori-
zation from the State is needed. A concession is required for an installation pro- 
ducing power in excess of 4500 kW whereas other installations need an authori-
zation (permit). Granting such a title requires justification on public energy 
grounds.")  

A general permit system exists for all groundwater catchment projects if the 
use is not a private ones')  A public enquiry is also required. The major problems 
are related to over-abstraction, especially in the Paris area, and also to regional 
pollution, e.g. from mining  (salins). Abstraction from an aquifer system needs a 
permit if the discharge is over 80 m3/h or in certain cases where the depth is over 
80 metres. A declaration is required if the abstraction is less than 80 m3/h but over 
8 m3/h. The procedure and permit conditions for groundwater catchments have 
been regulated by decree.")  

Fishery rightholders have the duty to be responsible in their use of this par-
ticular natural resource and to protect the aquatic environment. More generally 
this obligation is connected to the general principle of Article 200-1 in the Rural 
Code. 

Water pollution control 

France has had separate provisions on water pollution since the enactment of the 
Water Act in 1964. These provisions were reformed in 1992.' The objective of the 
regulations is to satisfy the needs of the drinking water supply, public health, 
agriculture, industry, biological life in the aquatic environment and the protec-
tion of waters and the water flow. The Act applies to any kind of detrimental 
activity or direct or indirect discharge, regardless of whether it is of a physical, 
chemical, biological or bacteriological nature and whether or not the object is sur-
face water, groundwater or sea water. 

Any discharge or outlet into the sea, especially industrial or nuclear waste, is 
forbidden if there is a risk of damage to public health, fauna and flora, the econo-
my or tourism on the coastline. For activities existing at the time of the 1992 amend-
ment to the Act, a time limit has been set for reducing environmental damage to 
specified levels. The prefect may grant a permit for discharge if the activity is 
possible without causing nuisance or damage. The Act does not contain rules for 
emissions, technical measures etc. Quality norms will be fixed by the competent 
State authorities for the endangered areas in question and, of course, in accord-
ance with the corresponding requirements of European Community Law. 

As far as water pollution control is concerned, all non-domain and public-
domain waters have the same or similar status. However, there is a third category 
of classification especially relevant in water pollution control, namely "mixed 
waters" (eaux mixtes), which is based on the provisions of section III (Article 35), 
Water Act 1992. The idea is that the declaration of non-domain waters as mixed 
waters leads to the abolition of certain competencies belonging to the owners of 

55)Act No. 80-53I on Water Energy (relative å I'utilisation de i'energie hydraulique). 

56)For details see also Decree No. 8I -375 and No. 8 I -3 76 (relo of ...6 l' utilisation de I' energie hydroulique). 

57)The limit of domestic use is 40 m3/d. 

58)Decree and Act, 8th August 1935 (sur la protection des eaux soutercaines). 
599Act No. 64-1245 (relative au regime et å la repartition et d to Tu tte contre leurpollution). The rules are under Title I of the Act 
(Articles I-23). 
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non-domain waters. This brings private waters into a closer relationship with 
public-domain waters, which makes it easier to operate a comprehensive anti-
pollution policy. The declaration is given by the State Government after the pub-
lic enquiry procedure (enquete publique) under conditions stipulated in the Act. 
In the event of losses to rightholders, compensation is possible. Following such a 
declaration the State has the primary right to use the waters. 

All inland water bodies had to be evaluated and listed on the basis of the 
degree of pollution within two years of the 1992 Act. In addition, a rather compli-
cated procedure has been initiated in order to improve the quality of waters with 
the involvement of expert authorities. The details are to be published in the form 
of decrees. Environmentally damaging installations would have a limited time 
period in which to adopt the necessary emission levels and technical standards. 

New discharges and sewage plants, sanitation etc. require a permit in ac-
cordance with the rules stipulated by decree. The competent permit authority is 
the prefect. The State Government enacts by decree the conditions for permits, 
including emissions, product control, and control and supervision of activities. 
The State Council's competence also includes risk management and intervening 
for security reasons, and the annulment of permits. For violations a special con-
trol procedure is provided, including different sectoral authorities. Authorities 
also have the right to do research, carry out studies, and to intervene if it is neces-
sary for the prevention of water pollution and other detrimental impacts. 

There is also a payment system for services delivered. The Water Basins have 
the right to collect charges in the same way as for other water usage 60) The decree 
also states that there shall be a close relationship between the charges for domes-
tic and non-domestic use and that the calculations shall be made separately for 
each commune (Articles 14-1 and 14-2). 61)  

Sea and seashore protection 

The French coastline is 5500 km long. The 1986 legislation on the littoral zone62)  is 
based on international efforts to protect littoral environments and ecosystems. In 
France many interests are linked to the seashore. One problem is that the legal 
position of the littoral is complex.63)  

According to a 1963 acta)  the sea bed underlying the territorial sea is part of 
the public maritime domain, which belongs to the State. On the other hand, wa-
ter resources are more or less res communis. In addition, the riparian rights of the 
owners - which again belong to different legal categories - may affect the use of 
waters, especially during tide periods. 

The littoral has been geographically defined and submitted to a manage-
ment policy based on intensified coordination of local and State interests. There is 
also the concept of littoral municipalities, which have a special position in the 
water management system.65> The list of these municipalities is fixed by the State 
Council. 

b0)For details in the field of waterpollution control, see Act No. 74-1114, article I2 (Article I4- I, WaterAct 1992). 

According to a decree issued in 1985 it is forbidden to cause pollution to maritime waters. 

61)Decree No. 85- I I S I (relatif 6 la repression de la pollution des eaux mantimes). This applies mainly to dumping of waste, 
although most kinds of harmful discharge are included. 

62)Act No. 86-2 (relative å I'amenagement. la protection et la mise en valeur du littoral). 

b3)For the French situation see Prieur p. 349 if 
64)Act No. 63- I 178 (relative au domaine public maritime). 

65)There are particular criteria for size on the shore (minimum 1000 hectares) and importance (location in the area of estuaries 
and deltas). 
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Littoral interests are included in the legislation on planning and recreation, 
and there is a principle of free access to the littoral with restrictions in favour of 
the needs of hotels etc. Every important change in the maritime environment 
requires a public enquiry, and in all situations the user must take the biological 
resources in the area into full consideration. The border of the littoral zone must 
also be defined in a similar way to inland waters since the definition has legal 
consequences (Article 26, Act 86-2). Authorizations concerning the public mari-
time domain are required for municipalities and other subjects where the actions 
would be harmful to the site. The details of permit procedures and conditions are 
enacted by the State Council's decrees and orders. 

4.4.4.3 Environmental Pollution Control 

The Environmental Protection Act 199567)  supplements the provisions of the Ru-
ral Code. The first section deals with the right of associations and the public to 
participate in environmental procedures, the second with measures to minimize 
major natural risks, the third with rules on information on and management of 
environmental resources, and the fourth with rules on waste management and 
prevention of pollution. The Act is, as a rule, administrated by the Minister re-
sponsible for environmental affairs. The Act reiterates the traditional statement 
that space, resources, natural environments, sites, landscapes, natural species and 
biological diversity all belong to the patrimony of the Nation (Artide 200-1 Rural 
Code). As a provision of principle in the Codification, this statement signifies a 
claim that Parliament should respect this objective in its further legislation, the 
enforcement of which is partly a duty of the Constitutional Council. 

Each region shall have a regional or interregional plan for the management 
of industrial waste. The plan shall contain an estimated inventory for ten years, 
enumeration of installations for the elimination of industrial waste and a propos-
al for the creation of installations considered necessary to fulfil the requirements 
of the Act. The plan shall also provide storage space for industrial waste and esti-
mate the needs of surrounding areas in this respect. The plan will be submitted to 
the opinion of several authorities, published for public consultation during a pe-
riod of two months and then ratified by the competent authority of the region. 

The Health Code (Code de la sante publique) includes rules on drinking 
water and public water supply. Those on drinking water are concerned with trade 
and distribution of drinking water from a hygienic point of view (Ch. III, Health 
Code). In order to protect water quality there are qualifying rules on the location 
of sources of water supply in areas with very high water quality. In fact, this sys-
tem and its parameters have their legal basis in an administrative statement of 
the declaration of public need for which the State Council may enact general 
provisions (Article L 20, Health Code). There is a possibility of conflict between 
health authorities and prefects since their powers overlap somewhat, although 
the health authorities have the primary competence in most cases. 

In the field of air pollution there are numerous acts on pollution control and 
emissions. These include the 1948 Act on energy use (No. 48-400) and the 1961 
Act on the prevention of atmospheric pollution (No. 61-842), which resulted in 
the creation of the Air Quality Agency in 1980.11)  In addition, there is an individ- 
ual duty of operators not to exceed the level of harmful pollution; for this pur-
pose the prefect may enact provisions covering the installations concerned. Pro- 

66)See e.g. Decree 79-518. 

67)Act No. 95-101 (relative au renforcement de la protection de I'environnement). 

68  See Decree No. 8I -593 (relatif 6 I'agence pour la qualite de I'air). 
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tection zones can be created through interministerial cooperation; for each zone 
special parameters will be defined. For housing areas etc. there are similar rules 
on protection zones. 

The Noise Abatement Act 199269)  has the general objective of restricting noise 
and prescribing emission standards for different activities. First, there are provi-
sions on protection against unreasonable noise including product control and 
technical measurement. Second, there are provisions concerning activities which 
cause noise and danger, especially where these are not covered by the rules on 
classified installations.70I The noise issue with respect to transport and the crea-
tion of optimal infrastructures represent the main focus of this Act.")  There are 
also provisions on municipal noise regulations. 

The main instrument for environmental pollution control is the system of 
classified installations.')  The classification is the basis for a regulatory system of 
permits under the prefect's administration. In addition, installations must also 
report their proposed operations using a special declaration procedure. In ac-
cordance with the French tradition, detailed rules for polluting activities are not 
enacted by law but by administrative provisions on a lower level. Industrial and 
other installations classified as commercial are required to pay a tax and an annu-
al fee (Article 17, Act 76-663). 

4.4.4.4 Legal Standing of Associations and Individuals 
The principle of participation is characteristic of the French administrative system 
as a whole. Environmental values are part of the public interest which again is 
safeguarded not only by authorities and political commissions but also by associ-
ations and interest groups. Since 1971 certain environmental associations have 
been accepted, in practice, as having the authority to intervene in procedures 
concerning the environment. There is a degree of competition between elected 
authorities and these associations as far as the right to speak and act in any proce-
dure is concerned. In order to clarify the associations' position, a procedure of 
acceptance has been adopted. This approval procedure (agrement) was formally 
created in 1976 when a list of criteria for the approval of environmental associa-
tions as "legally interested" parties was adopted. There are three categories of 
suitable associations. In addition, the association must have been active for three 
years and it must be sufficiently representative in the environmental field.73)  Ap-
proval gives the right to take action in public procedures and also to participate as 
parties in certain procedures concerning environmental offences on a private law 
basis. This right does not, however, depend only on the approval, as other associ-
ations may also, due to their own particular interests, have a legal standing. 

Both associations and individuals have the right to take part in public hear-
ings (enquete publique) in accordance with e.g. the 1983 Act?')  The extensive re-
forms of 1995 regarding the enforcement of the law on environmental protection 
brought more precise rules on the position of associations in public hearings. This 
regulation covers the use of associations' expertise and the approbation of associ-
ations, with more detailed criteria for approval. The Act acknowledges that the 
category of associations represents a public need (utilite publique). 

69)Act No. 92- I 444 (6 la Tutte contre le bruit). 

70)E.g. the regulation of (air) traffic nuisances in densely populated areas. 

")Airports pay a special noise tax. 

72)Act No. 76-663 (relative aux installations dassees pour la protection de I environnement). 

73)Article 121-8 Urban Code. 

7  )Act No. 83-630, 12th July 1 983 (sur la democratisation des enquetes publiques). 
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As mentioned above, many sectoral institutions are not composed of author-
ities but largely of expert groups. These institutions, such as the Basin Agencies, 
need a special mandate in law if they are to act in public procedures. This was 
established in the Rural Code (Article 253-1) for a range of special environmental 
supervisory bodies: they may act as civil parties in matters concerning the envi-
ronment, water, urban or rural surroundings etc. to the extent the issue is part of 
their duties. 

The right of the associations and administrative bodies to bring suits and 
actions is not limited to administrative authorities and procedures but is recog-
nized in tribunals as well. 
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4.5 Germany 
Professor, Kari Kuusiniemi 
University of Turku 

4.5. i The General Structure of Environmental Legislation 

4.5.1.1 Water Law and Pollution Control Law 

Water protection and water management are regulated in the Federal Act on Manage-
ment of Water Resources (Wasserhaushaltsgesetz, WHG). This framework Act is 
complemented by the Federal Act on Waste Water Charge, the Federal Act on 
Requirements for Cleaning Detergents, and the State Acts concerning water man-
agement. The Water Acts of the States were originally formed on the basis of a 
model proposition, but they have subsequently developed somewhat differently. 

Both water construction and development projects of different kinds and water 
pollution control are regulated by the water legislation affairs. Secondary legisla-
tion, i.e. decrees or administrative regulations, play a major role in water man-
agement such as they do in the air pollution and noise control sectors. 

The WHG is applied to three categories of waters: 
1) surface water, i.e. in beds or channels constantly or temporarily flowing or 

standing water or water flowing from springs; 
2) coastal water, i.e. the sea between the coastline and the outer borders of 

the coastal sea; and 
3) groundwater. 

So-called minor water areas may be excluded from the range of application 
of the Act by the states. 
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In Germany the dichotomy between public law and private law still prevails 
in water law, too. The WHG reflects almost exclusively (cf. section 22 concerning 
liability) public water law. Certain relations between individual users of waters or 
between property owners are, however, considered to be of a private law nature 
(e.g. neighbourhood relations concerning ditching). Ownership of water areas (most-
ly private ownership) is regulated in the Water Acts of the states. As an exception, 
public ownership of water beds exists in Baden-Wurttemberg (waters of first de-
gree, the state; waters of second degree, the municipality). 

The most important Act concerning environmental pollution control is the Feder-
al Act on Protection against Harmful Environmental Effects (Bundes-Immissionss-
chutzgesetz, BimSchG, 1974). This Act, supplemented by several decrees and ad-
ministrative regulations, forms the basis of German environmental protection law 
concerning especially air pollution control and noise abatement. In addition, Ger-
many has e.g. a separate Waste Act. 

4.5.1.2 The Proposed Environmental Code 

A major EC directive will have a considerable effect on environmental permit sys-
tems in the member countries of the European Union in next three years: the so-
called IPPC (Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control) framework directive (96/61/ 
EC). This directive has been adopted by the EC council, and was published in the 
Official Journal in October,1996 (no. L 257/26). As with the Directive on Environmen-
tal Impact Assessment, the IPPC Directive can be seen as a reaction to the media-
based (air, water, waste, noise etc.) environmental regulation in the European Union. 
An approach based on an integrated, comprehesive way of thinking is needed. 

The Directive aims at integrated control of pollution originating from certain 
major industrial and similar activities (see Annex I of the Directive). The Directive 
presupposes a coordinated approach in the permit procedures for the installations 
listed in Annex I: 

"Member States shall take the measures necessary to ensure that the proce-
dure and conditions for the grant of the permit are fully coordinated where more 
than one competent authority is involved, in order to guarantee an effective inte-
grated approach by all authorities competent for this procedure" (Artide 7). 

Nevertheless, it remains possible for one authority to grant the permit for e.g. 
emissions to waters and another to issue the permit for atmospheric emissions, 
noise etc. But it seems to me that full coordination of the procedure and of the 
contents of the permit decisions can only be achieved if one single authority is 
competent to consider all the polluting effects of the installation as a whole, in an 
integrated manner. 

As described above, separate legislation exists in Germany concerning, for in-
stance, emissions into the air and discharges into waters. A project is currently in 
progress, however, for creating a comprehensive Environmental Code (Umwelt-
gesetzbuch, UGB). The purpose of the Code would be, among other things, to fur-
ther develop environmental law from a media-based to an ecologically based, inte-
grated approach. This presupposes an extensive harmonization of environmental 
regulation. 

The Code is to consist of two parts, a general and a special section. The latter 
part would include rules concerning 
— 	protection against air pollution and nuisances, 
— 	nuclear energy and radiation control, 
— 	nature conservation and protection of landscape, 
— water pollution control and water management, 
— waste management, 
— hazardous substances, and 
— 	protection of soil. 
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The rules in this special section would be based on the principles laid down 
and the instruments provided for in the general part of the Code. The specific 
requirements of each sector would, of course, be taken into account. 

4.5.2 Basic Institutional Solutions 

4.5.2.1 Legislative and Regulatory Powers 
In Germany legislative powers are divided between the federal and state levels. 
According to the Constitution Act legislative power remains in the hands of the 
states, unless exceptions are made in the Constitution Act (section 70). The em-
phasis of legislative activity in the field of environmental law is, in practice, at the 
federal level. 

Water management may be regulated by framework regulations issued by 
the federal state. This means that the states have the opportunity, and in practice 
also the duty, to issue legal rules supplementing the federal legislation, but the 
state level legislation may not contradict with federal acts (section 75 no. 4, section 
72 Constitution Act). 

It is beyond the scope of this survey to describe the legislative procedures in 
detail. At the federal level Acts are drafted by the Federal Government and are 
adopted by the Parliament (Bundestag). Federal Acts which presuppose e.g. the 
founding of a new agency shall, however, be supported by the Federal Council 
(Bundesrat), and thus the states also have an opportunity to contribute to federal 
legislation. 

The Executive also has certain legislative competence. Proposals concerning 
federal Decrees (Verordnungen) by the Government shall be submitted to the 
Federal Council for approval. The Federal Government may under certain Acts 
issue general administrative regulations (see e.g. section 48, BImSchG); approval 
of the Federal Council is necessary. The difference between decrees and general 
administrative regulations is that the former have the character of a generally 
binding legal rule while the latter are only internally binding to administrative 
authorities. Local byelaws are another source of environmental law at the local 
and regional levels. These byelaws, requiring express statutory authorization, may 
govern e.g. discharge of water into a local waste water purification system. 

4.5.2.2 Administrative Competence 

One major milestone in German environmental policy was the Environmental 
Programme of the Federal Government (1971). The Programme contained defini-
tions of environmental policy and it led to broad legislative action. In the same 
year, the Council of Experts in Environmental Matters was founded. The Council 
has issued a number of important statements and recommendations with regard 
to environmental policy. 

The federal environmental administration is headed by the Federal Ministry 
of the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety (created in 1986). 
The Ministry naturally has the main responsibility in developing environmental 
legislation. The task of the Federal Agency of the Environment is to provide sci-
entific support and advice to the Ministry, gather environmental information, 
etc. 

As Germany is a federal state the system of competent authorities at the state 
or local level is rather complex, as the permit authorities may be organized in 
different ways in different states. Federal and state acts are implemented by the 
relevant state or municipal authorities, and this involves acting as both permit au-
thority and supervisory authority. 
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The Federal Water Resources Management Act as well as the Water Acts of 
the states are implemented by competent authorities at the state level (munici-
palities included). Two features are common to most states: 1) there are both gen-
eral administrative authorities and special administrative agencies, and 2) the 
administrative organisation is based on a three-levelhierarchy. Organisational 
separation of legal competence to decide upon certain matters and of technical 
expertise may cause problems concerning the coordination of environmental 
administration (general administrative agencies are responsible for legally bind-
ing decisions to implement environmental legislation, but the capacity for techni-
cal assistance lies with bodies that are independent of the general administrative 
structure). 

At the highest level of general administration is the State Government led by 
the Minister President. The supreme water authority in most cases is the Ministry 
of the Environment of the state, a specialized authority and an essential part of 
the state Government. Other specialized state authorities may also be found at 
the upper level, (eg. the state health agency) with a competence covering the 
whole state. 

At the middle level, competence is most often centralized in general 
administrative authorities (e.g. the Government Presidents or Regional Govern-
ments). The Government Presidents may, because of their inspection duties, have 
considerable status in the environmental administration. Some states have an 
extensive administrative organisation including for instance water management 
and environmental units. 

Separation into general and specialized authorities is evident at the lowest 
level. For example, the functions of air pollution and noise control are vested in 
the specialist bodies Environmental Agencies (integrierte Umweltämter) of Agen-
cies for Nuisance and Radiation Protection (Amter fiir Irrmissions- und Strahlen-
schutz). Most tasks in the environmental field are, however, managed by general 
administrative authorities (Untere Verwaltungsbehörden, Landrat, Landkreis). 
When taking decisions concerning water management, these authorities are com-
monly known as lower water authorities. Local duties concerning environmental 
matters are the responsibility of the districts (Kreise), acting in part as the lowest 
ranking agencies of the state administration (e.g. lower water authorities), and 
partly as organs of local self-government. 

The Water Associations (Wasserverbände) are not considered as authorities, 
even though they have some functions similar to the authorities. Members to 
these Associations may be owners of real property, mines and installations or, 
public organizations such as municipalities. 

4.5.2.3 Systems of Appeal 

Appeals against administrative decisions are lodged with Administrative Courts 
at different levels. For example, an appeal may be made against a permit to con-
vey wastewater into a water body by those whose individual rights are at stake. 
Appellate bodies within a state are the Administrative Court of first instance 
(Verwaltungsgericht) and the Administrative Appeal Court (Oberverwaltungs-
gericht); the last instance is the Federal Supreme Administrative Court (Bundesver-
waltungsgericht). 
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4.5.3 Instruments 

4.5.3.1 General Remarks 

In Germany the instruments of environmental law are divided into several cate-
gories (see e.g. Kloepfer 1989 pp. 97). Firstly, there are a range of planning instru-
ments. No proper areal planning system exists at the federal level. Areal or land 
use planning can be divided into three types: 
— areal planning and land use planning at the state level (Raumordnung 

und Landesplanung), 
— regional planning, 
— land use planning at the municipal level (general plans or Flächennut-

zungspläne providing guidance, and binding, detailed development plans 
or Bebauungspläne). 

Besides general land use planning, the planning carried out includes differ-
ent types of sectoral and functional planning, e.g. various plans concerning uses of 
water (framework plans for water management, water management plans, waste 
water treatment plans, plans for water construction etc.) and air pollution control 
plans. 

One of the goals of general land use planning is to safeguard a decent qual-
ity of the environment for human beings and to protect the natural conditions of 
living. The aims of areal planning include the protection of water quality and 
securing of water supply. Areal and land use planning have a highly significant 
integrative function: planning at a more general level has an effect on planning 
decisions taken at a more concrete level, and general areal planning co-ordinates 
sectoral planning activities. 

Instruments for direct guidance of action (direkter Verhaltenssteuerung) include 
notification duties, different permit systems (e.g. in the Water Management Act 
two types of permits are distinguished, viz. "Bewilligung" and "Erlaubnis", the 
former giving a more safeguarded position to the permit holder) and direct or-
ders and prohibitions (e.g. prohibitions on damaging plants or animals in nature 
conservation law). 

Instruments for indirect guidance of action (indirekter Verhaltenssteuerung) in-
clude principally economic instruments of environmental policy. A certain course 
of action may not be prohibited by law or by a permit decision, but environmen-
tally sound behaviour is rewarded by subventions or low-interest loans, and harm-
ful conduct is "punished" by effluent charges, emission taxes or environmental 
fees. In Germany a good example of environmental fees is the Waste Water Fee 
Act which requires a fee to be paid for all emissions of waste water into waters 
(see 3.5 below). The more hazardous the discharged waste water, the higher the 
fee to be paid. 

Markets for tradable emission permits represent a model tested in the Unit-
ed States. Also a theoretical concept of privatising environmental goods, such as 
air and other common goods, has been put forward. Nowadays voluntary agree-
ments are made between environmental authorities and operators of activities 
(or their associations) with a significant environmental impact. 

4.5.3.2 Water Management Plans 
The Federal Water Management Act contains a chapter concerning water man-
agement planning (see section 36 et seq. WHG). In the preparatory work of the 
planning system, it was emphasized that reducing water supply in line with the 
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accelerating water demand will prevent the unplanned development of water 
use in the future. This approach favours planning which seeks to anticipate and 
avoid problems before they occur. 

In order to safeguard the requirements necessary for development of living 
conditions and economica activity, framework plans for water management are drawn 
up for catchment areas or economic regions or parts thereof. In accordance with 
the Federal Water Management Act the plan shall take into account the utilizable 
water resources, the requirements for flood protection, and water pollution con-
trol. The plan shall be harmonized with the requirements for areal planning (Rau-
mordnung, land use planning). Framework plans are drawn up by the state au-
thorities according to guidelines issued by the Federal Government. 

In practice, the framework plans have been of limited importance. Serving 
mainly as a record of the existing water management system and of the scope for 
new activities the plans do not contain any list of concrete measures. Their legal 
status is that they are simply internal administrative guidelines imposing no legal 
obligations on citizens. 

A more important form of water resource planning consists of water manage-
ment plans (Bewirtschaftungspläne). These plans are of a more narrow geograph-
ical scope than the framework plans, being limited especially to endangered wa-
tercourses or parts thereof. The plans are drawn up by the states to protect waters 
as part of the ecological cycle, to protect groundwater resources, and to take the 
requirements for use of water resources into account. 

The plan shall prescribe the forms of uses the watercourse is to serve, quality 
standards or characteristics of the water, and the water management measures 
required (including time frames). The plans make it possible to pay attention to 
the special characteristics of the watercourse (the so-called recipient principle or 
immission principle) instead of considering only the discharges into the water-
course. 

Management plans are directed solely to administrative authorities but they 
are binding to the authorities. The Federal Water Management Act contains sev-
eral instruments designed to enforce the provisions of the plan and which also 
affect private actors (e.g. reviewing of permit decisions, pollution control orders). 
In practice, water management plans have played only a minor role because of 
the costs attached to planning. Pollution control orders (section 27 WHG) have 
much in common with water management plans, but the orders contain binding 
provisions and prohibitions which apply to everyone and are aimed at protect-
ing watercourses against pollution. 

A third category of planning is the waste water treatment planning (section 18 a 
WHG). These plans are to be drawn up by the states on the basis of supralocal 
considerations. The plan shall point out the locations of significant waste water 
treatment plants, their precipitation area, and basic details of the waste water 
treatment and the actors responsible. The plan would normally apply to the ad-
ministrative authorities although it, may also be proclaimed as binding against 
third parties by a decree. 

4.5.3.3 Permit Systems 

Types of permit under the WHG 

Ownership of property as such does not justify uses of waters that require a per-
mit (Erlaubnis or Bewilligung) or construction affecting surface waters (see sec-
tion 1 a.3 WHG). The distinction (see below) between Erlaubnis (section 7 WHG) 
and Bewilligung (section 8 WHG) was made for historical reasons, and this divi- 
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sion is typical to water law only. A third type of a permit (Gehobene Erlaubnis, a 
qualified type of Erlaubnis) that resembles the Bewilligung in some respects, ap-
pears in some of the state Water Acts. 

The Erlaubnis includes a licence to use a quantity of waters of a certain type 
for specified purposes. The licence may be cancelled by the authorities at any 
time. The Bewilligung affords the permit holder a legal right to water use. This 
type of permit may be cancelled or reviewed under specified conditions only, 
and it provides legal redress against third parties (Drittwirkung). The Bewilli-
gung can be issued for a limited period and may only exceptionally exceed 30 
years; the Erlaubnis, too, is normally granted for a fixed period. 

Normally a permit under the WHG is an Erlaubnis. Exceptionally, when the 
applicant may not reasonably be expected to realize the project without an eco-
nomically safeguarded legal position, a Bewilligung may be granted. This type of a 
permit may not, however, be issued e.g. to discharge substances into waters. Unlike 
the Erlaubnis procedure, the Bewilligung procedure is carefully regulated. 

The need for a permit 

As a rule, a permit is needed for any form of water usage (Benutzung der Gewäss-
er) if no exception is stipulated in the WHG or in the Water Act of the state con-
cerned. The permit does not guarantee any claim to a particular quantity or qual-
ity of water (section 2 WHG). The concept "water usage" is broadly defined in 
section 3 of the Act and includes the following: 
— 	abstraction and diversion of water from surface waters, 
— damming and lowering the level of surface waters, 
— 	abstraction of solid substances from surface water and groundwater, 
— discharging substances into surface waters or groundwaters, and 
— groundwater intake. 

The duty to apply for a permit may be widened in a state act. 

Construction and alteration works in waters or in shore areas are scrutinized 
under the planning permission procedure (Planfeststellungsverfahren) and not 
under the normal permit procedure (see section 31 WHG, cf. section 3.3 WHG). 
The planning permission procedure is described as a special form of permit pro-
cedure for projects that have a significant impact on land use. The procedure is 
comparable to formal permit procedures. 

Some, mostly insignificant uses of waters may take place without a permit, 
as is the case with some forms of common use (e.g. leisure activities, such as swim-
ming or canoeing). Property owners or holders of riparian rights are entitled to 
small-scale water intake for household use, provided that there is no harm to 
water quality, no relevant diminution of water flow, and no other detrimental 
influence on water management. The same is true for small-scale groundwater 
intake for household needs or for agricultural units. 

Substantive requirements for uses of waters 

A permit for use of waters can only be granted if there are no mandatory grounds 
for rejecting the application. In this case the decision is at the discretion of the 
authority, which can also attach conditions to the permit. 

According to the basic principle of the Act (section 1 a WHG) waters, as part of 
the ecological cycle, are to be managed in a way that benefits the public interest 
and is in harmony with it as well as with private needs, and so that no avoidable 
harm occurs. A permit must not be granted if the proposed use of waters would 
harm the public interest ("common good"), in particular if it would endanger 
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public water supply, and if the risk cannot be eliminated or compensated by per-
mit conditions or provisions etc. Individual interests of third parties must also be 
taken into consideration. 

A Bewilligung may not be granted if the use of waters would infringe the 
right of another party and that party lodges a notice against the proposed use, 
and if the risk cannot be eliminated or compensated by permit conditions or pro-
visions. The permit may, however, be issued on the grounds of public interest, in 
which case the injured party is to be compensated (see section 8.3 WHG). The 
rule concerning grounds for rejection of a permit application may be supple-
mented in state water law; it may, for instance, be legislated that a permit may 
only be granted according to a 'balancing-of-interests' lause, i.e if the benefits of 
the proposed use override the harmful impacts caused by it. 

If several permit applications conflict with each other in a way that cannot 
be excluded by laying down permit conditions, the priority between projects is to 
be decided by weighing the public interest. Otherwise the priority is given to the 
water rights owner or to the already existing project. The last criteria is, who has 
made the permit application first (priority rule). 

For waste water discharges special preconditions are laid down in section 7 a of 
the WHG. The permit (Erlaubnis is the only possible type) may only be granted if 
the quantity of pollutants is kept as low as can be achieved by following the min-
imum standards given in general administrative regulations. The conditions is-
sued in general administrative regulations shall require use of the best available 
technology (Stand der Technik). Milder standards may be set for existing plants. 

The standards issued in general administrative regulations are common min-
imum standards. However, the general rules concerning rejection of an applicati-
on (section 6 WHG, see above) are, of course, applicable. Because administrative 
regulation is based on emission standards, due attention in the case-by-case per-
mit procedure shall be paid to the total cumulative loading of the receiving water-
body. No water quality standards - except those issued in EC directives - exist in 
Germany. 

General rules concerning permit conditions for uses of all types of waters 
are found in section 4, WHG. Permits (both Erlaubnis and Bewilligung) may be 
issued with provisions and conditions, which, in practice, have a significant role. 
They form an integral part of the permit decision and prescribe the contents (the 
nature, the extent, and the methods) of the permitted use. Conditions may be 
laid down to prevent or to compensate harmful impacts to others. 

The  minimum  conditions of a permit to discharge waste water are, some-
what surprisingly, defined in the Waste Water Fee Act (section 4). The conditions 
may concern e.g. certain control measures, compensatory measures because of 
harmful impacts of the use, and reasonable costs to be paid by the user to public 
organizations for their efforts to prevent harmful impacts to public interests. 

A permit to discharge substances into groundwater may only be issued if no 
deleterious pollution of groundwater or other harmful change in its characteris-
tics is to be expected. Substances may only be stored if they do not present a risk 
of deleterious pollution of groundwater or other harmful change in its character-
istics. The same applies to conveyance of liquids and gases in pipelines (see sec-
tion 34, WHG). 

Dumping of solid matter in waters is prohibited. The prohibition does not 
cover "sludgelike" substances (see section 26, WHG). 

As mentioned before, construction work in waters (Ausbau) is not included 
in the definition of the concept "use of waters" (see section 31, WHG). The Aus-
bau is defined as maintenance or restoring, clearing and essential rearrangements 
of waters or their shores (e.g. constuction of a lake or a channel, filling of a water 
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area, water level regulation, deepening of water bed, etc.). Dam constructions are 
included. It is not always easy to distinguish between uses of waters requiring a 
permit and construction in waters that requires planning premission. 

The precondition for confirmation of the planning permission is not only a 
balancing of private and public interests but also a number of prerequisites con-
cerning environmental requirements (water landscape, recreational needs, ca-
pacity of self-purification of the waterbody). The procedure must meet the require-
ments of the Act on Environmental Impact Assessment (see chapter 12 below). 
Only projects that serve the public interest may justify infringing on private rights. 
In the planning permission procedure concerning water construction projects 
serving only private interests (e.g. digging a fish pond) it shall be established that 
no harm to public interests will result. 

Reviewing of permits 

A permit (Erlaubnis or Bewilligung) may be reviewed under certain circumstanc-
es (see section 5, WHG). The competent authority may order 
— 	additional requirements for discharge of substances,- measures based 

e.g. on the paragraph concerning conditions of a permit (compensatory 
measures because of harmful impacts of the use, and reasonable costs to be 
paid by the user to public organizations for their efforts to prevent harmful 
impacts to public interests, etc.), 

— control and monitoring measures, and 
— measures for economical water usage. 

The two last-mentioned measures may be ordered only if they are econom-
ically feasible and suitable for the use of waters. 

A Bewilligung may be cancelled, totally or partially, only if unrestricted use 
based on the permit would lead to substantial injury to public interests, especial-
ly to public water supply. In this case the permit holder is entitled to compensa-
tion. But if the reason for cancelling the permit is connected with the responsibil-
ity of the permit holder himself (i.e. non-usage of the permit, change in the func-
tion of the use, infringement of the permit decision), no compensation shall be 
paid. 

4.5.3.4 Water Protection Areas 
In order to meet increasing requirements for water protection in certain areas, 
special water protection areas may be designated (section 19, WHG). In addition 
to the normal rules concerning water management, certain activities may be pro-
hibited or restricted, and property owners and users may be required to perform 
certain duties (e.g. monitoring). 

If public interest so requires, a protection area may be established to protect 
actual or future water supplies against harmful impacts or to enrich groundwa-
ter. The designation order consists of laying down the borders of the area and of 
prescribing detailed provisions for protection. The areas are commonly divided 
into protection zones: e.g. in drinking water protection areas a division into core 
and inner and outer protection areas is often used. Construction of pipelines or 
permeation of waste water may be prohibited in the outer area, while in the in-
ner zone construction of sports or parking areas and manuring may also be pro-
hibited; and inside the core area damage to the biotic soil layer may be prohibited 
as well. 

In certain cases compensation may be paid to the aggrieved property own-
ers (see section 19, paras 3-4, WHG). If a protective provision implies acquisition 
of property, the owner is entitled to compensation (Entschädigung). If a provi- 
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sion requires measures that impose restrictions on normal agricultural or silvicul-
tural use of the property and no claim to compensation under the aforemen-
tioned rule exists, the owner may be paid a reasonable compensation (Ausgleich). 

4.5.3.5 Economic Instruments 

The aims of the Waste Water Fee Act (Abwasserabgabengestz, AbwAG) were to 
encourage building of sewage plants, to raise the standard of purification tech-
niques, to encourage production that minimizes waste water, and to use sparing-
ly goods and services that require waste-water-intensive production methods. 

According to the Act a fee for any discharge of waste water into waters (de-
fined in section 1, WHG) shall be collected by the states. This implies that only 
direct discharges are covered by the duty to pay the fee. Direct dischargers com-
prise almost exclusively municipalities, water associations and major industrial 
plants. Indirect discharges to public sewers are not immediately affected by the 
Act. Practically all households and some 90 per cent of trades and industries are 
connected via a sewer and, hence, are regarded as indirect dischargers. The pay-
ments for discharges into sewers are, however, graduated in such a manner as to 
achieve a just distribution between polluters ('polluter pays' principle). 

The definition of waste water separates sewage from rain water (section 2, 
AbwAG). Sewage is water that originates from household, industrial, agricultural 
or other uses that have changed its characteristics. Sewage also includes water 
originating from waste treatment or waste storage plants. The concept of rain 
water denotes water flowing or being collected from land upon which some form 
of construction has taken place. Discharge is also considered waste water into the 
underground (exception: agricultural treatment of soil). It is somewhat surpris-
ing that the discharge of solid or liquid matter (not defined as waste water) into 
waters is not covered by the fee. 

The discharger is, in the first instance, responsible for payment of the fee. 
The states may, however, order that the responsibility for payment lies with pub-
lic organizations (most often the municipalities) instead of the discharger. Instead 
of households etc. discharging less than 8 m3  per day, a public organization or-
dered by the state is responsible for the payment. 

The amount of the fee is based on the harmfulness and the volume of the 
waste water. The assessment of harmfulness is based on the contents of the water 
(e.g. phosphorus, nitrogen, organic halogen compounds, metals, such as mercu-
ry, cadmium, chrome, lead and their compounds, and toxicity towards fish); to 
enable the assessment, a table of harmfulness units is included in the annex to 
the Act. In some cases the assessment is not considered necessary (i.e. for rain 
water and small-scale discharges, where certain threshold values are not exceed-
ed). The permit decision is the basis of the fee, but the quantity and quality may 
be controlled afterwards. For lawful discharges a reduced fee is paid. 

Certain discharges are excluded from the fee. These include 
— 	discharge of sewage that was already polluted before use, provided that 

no relevant additional loading has taken place, 
— 	discharge of waters originating from excavation of mineral raw materials, 
— 	discharge of collected rain water under certain circumstances (industrial 

area of less than 3 ha or railway area where no public sewer is provided) 
(details in section 10, AbwAG). 

The amount of the fee per unit of harmfulness has steadily increased from 
12 DEM (1.1.1981) to 70 DEM (1.1.1997). 
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4.5.4 Enforcement and Control 

4.5.4.1 Criminal Sanctions 

The most important provisions concerning environmental criminality are con-
tained in the Penal Code (chapter 28). There are also certain criminal offences 
defined outside the Code in environmental acts. Misdemeanours (Ordnungswi-
drigkeiten) are also dealt with under environmental acts (see e.g. section 41, WHG; 
e.g. acting without a necessary permit can lead to fines of up to 100,000 DEM). 

In the Penal Code the offences are divided on a medial basis (water pollu-
tion, pollution of soil, air pollution, noise etc. pollution). This implies, in practice, 
that it is absolutely necessary to know the relevant sector of environmental law to 
be able to apply the norms of environmental criminal law. An important princi-
ple is that only an action prohibited under environmental law can be brought 
before a court (i.e. environmental pollution caused without violating the condi-
tions of a valid permit is not a criminal offence). 

The offence of water pollution is defined in section 324 of the Penal Code: 
any person who without a legal right pollutes waters or otherwise harmfully 
changes their characteristics, shall be sentenced to a maximum of five years' im-
prisonment, or to fines. If the offender has acted negligently he shall be sentenced 
to a maximum of three years imprisonment, or to fines. In especially severe cas-
es (e.g. death or severe damage to health, public water supply jeopardized, the 
offender acted profit seekingly etc.) a deliberate offender under e.g. section 324 
shall be sentenced to imprisonment, from six months up to ten years (section 
330). 

The Penal Code includes two further types of crime of significance with re-
gard to water law. Unlawful operation of an installation (section 327) includes 
conveyance by pipeline of substances hazardous to waters. Certain activities per-
formed in contravention with provisions for a water protection area may be sub-
ject to sentence, such as endangering areas deserving protection (section 329). 

4.5.4.2 Supervision and Administrative Enforcement 

Water management regulated under public water law is completely under the 
supervision of competent authorities. The objects of supervision are the state and 
use of waters and of installations and activities. The operators of activities and 
users of waters are obliged to let supervisory authorities make inspections, to 
submit information and to co-operate with the authorities (see section 21, WHG). 
Further provisions are found in state law, including instruments for rectifying 
defects, using compulsion where necessary. 

The means of administrative compulsion are, as in many other countries, a 
conditional imposition of a fine or a threat that the obligation will be carried out 
by the authorities at the defaulter's expense, or, in severe cases, an immediate 
use of force to achieve the legal state of affairs. 

Besides the supervisory activity of the authorities, internal (self) control is 
also important. At least one Water Protection Delegate shall be appointed by us-
ers of water who discharge more than 750 m3  of waste water per day (see section 
21 a et seq., WHG). The duty may be widened to other waste water plants. The 
Delegate shall be an employee of the operator, not a civil servant of the supervi-
sory authority. He has four main functions: the initiative function, the control 
function, the investigative function and the reporting function. The operator, in 
turn, has a number of duties towards the Delegate, e.g. duty to support his work 
and not to interfere with the Delegate when he is carrying out his tasks. 
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Operators of certain installations, such as waste water installations and pipe-
lines for storing, manufacturing and treating dangerous substances, are obliged 
to monitor the safety of such installations and to provide for regular inspections 
by licensed experts. Several Water Acts of the states establish reporting require-
ments where it is suspected that hazardous substances may enter or have en-
tered into surface waters, into the soil or into the public sewage system. The obli-
gation to notify is incumbent on anybody who operates, maintains, repairs, deans 
or inspects the relevant installations. 

4.5.5 Water Tariff an Example 
One of the eastern German States, Sachsen, has recently (1993) enacted a new 
Water Act. Unlike the other states of the Federal Republic, Sachsen is a water-
scarce state; compared with Baden-Wurttemberg, for example, it only has one 
third of the water resource per inhabitant available for consumption. Allocation 
of resource capacity and resource utilisation were thus chosen as the key focus for 
water resource management. 

An innovative measure discussed at length was the water extraction fee 
(Wasserentnahmeabgabe). The tariff is 0.01 - 0.15 DEM/m3  and is differentiated 
between groundwater and surface water intake (groundwater shall be reserved 
primarily for drinking water). The Act includes rules on exemption or modera-
tion of the fee, e.g. if water is used for medical purposes, generation of heat, hy-
droelectric power or for fishing. A water extraction fee for ground water intake is 
used in Hessen and Baden-Wurttemberg, as well. 
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4.6 Israel 
Professor Pekka Vihervuori 
Helsinki University of Technology 

4.6.1 General 

Israel has no Constitution. There are, however, a group of basic laws concerning 
the basic structures of the political system, judiciary, legislature etc. There is no 
basic right in regard to the environment. The historical basis of the legal system is 
traditional British legal practice, British common law and certain statutory enact-
ments in force prior to independence in 1948. 

In state administration, the need for a specialised agency was recognised in 
1972, but the Ministry of the Environment was not established until 1989. Environ-
mentally relevant competence is also vested in several other authorities. 

There is no comprehensive environmental legislation. Instead, the environ-
mentally relevant laws consists of various enactments related in some way to the 
environment or natural resources. The Water Law was enacted in 1959 to protect 
water resources and at the time was a very modern tool for public resource 
management and protection. The Law covered both surface water and ground-
water as well as sewage, and included a general ban on all forms of water pollu-
tion. 

The judiciary consists of courts of general jurisdiction at three levels. There 
is no system of separate administrate courts, but the Supreme Court has a dual 
role in that it can deal with both administrative or constitutional matters. Besides 
the courts of general jurisdiction, there are various special courts. According to 
the Water Act the Water Tribunal (Water Court) belongs to this group. The Tribu-
nal is located in the Haifa District Court and consists of a judge as chairman and 
two laymen representing the general public. It is an appellate body and a court of 
first instance for criminal law, and is competent in matters covered by the Water 
Law and the Drainage and Floods Control Law. Appeals are made directly to the 
Supreme Court. 

The general law on nuisances is mainly relevant to air pollution damage and 
noise. However, the Prevention of Environmental Nuisances (Actions by Citizens) Law 
1992, according to which the Court may order the person causing or likely to 
cause an environmental nuisance to refrain from the action, to repair the damage 
or to reinstate the former condition of the environment and to prevent the recur-
rence of the nuisance (injunction and mandamus), also covers water pollution. The 
Law entitles citizens to take an active role in direct enforcement against a range of 
damaging impacts on the environment. It also provides legal standing for environ-
mental non-profit organisations. The Law does not deal with monetary compensa-
tions. 

4.6.2 The Water Law 

4.6.2.1 General 

Due to imminent water scarcity, the 1959 Water Law nationalised all water re-
sources in Israel, including sewage and run-off in addition to surface water and 
groundwater. In spite of an absolute ban on all water pollution, the Law has nev-
er been fully enforced. 
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The Water Law also created the Water Commission and the post of Water Com-
missioner, appointed by the Cabinet to manage the country is water resources. 
The Commission is formally part of the Ministry of Agriculture, but it has indepen-
dent powers to prevent pollution and control water supply. However, the Commis-
sioner is not empowered to determine water policy, this being the task of the 
competent Minister. 

The powers of the Minister include the determination of norms for both the 
quantity and quality of water, as well as for prices and conditions of supply and 
use. The Minister may also prescribe (secondary) rules for the efficient and eco-
nomic utilisation of water. The power to determine quality standards covers sur-
face water, groundwater, drinking water and sewage, but as long as this element 
of policy competence was vested in the Minister of Agriculture, no quality stand-
ards were confirmed. In 1989, however, the water quality policy powers were 
transferred to the then established Ministry of the Environment. Hence a dualis-
tic administration in basic water-related matters was created. 

In most cases Ministers and the Water Commissioner may delegated their 
powers making of regulations excluded, to a water authority, drainage authority, 
municipality or an association of towns. The power of delegation has been used 
frequently. 

The Water Board is a statutory body chaired by the Minister of Agriculture. 
The Water Commissioner serves as the deputy chairman. The Board has an advi-
sory function in relation to the Ministry, but in addition it may e.g. approve regu-
lations concerning water quality, price of water, conditions of supply, and ration-
ing. 

4.6.2.2 Right to Water 

According to the statutory definition, "water resources " ( Clause 2, Chapter 1, Wa-
ter Law) are: 

"springs, streams, rivers, lakes and other currents and accumulations of water, 
whether above ground or underground, whether natural, regulated or made, and 
whether water rises, flows or stands therein at all times or intermittently, and in-
cludes drainage water and sewage water." 
Clause 1 of Chapter 1 of the Water Law states that: 
"The water resources in the State are public property; they are subject to the control 
of the State and are destined for the requirements of its inhabitants and for the de-
velopment of the country." 
These provisions exclude all private ownership and related rights to water 

areas and natural water. Notwithstanding the common law background of the le-
gal system, there are consequently no riparian rights. Neither does the owner-
ship of land confer any rights to groundwater. This also means that market-based 
mechanisms for the allocation of water resources are excluded. According to the 
Land Law 1969, land under Israel's territorial waters and lakes is public property 
and belongs to the State. 

On the other hand, every person is entitled to receive and use water, subject to 
the provisions of the Water Law (Clause 3, Chapter 1). In particular, these provi-
sions include a general ban on the salination and depletion of water. Lowering 
the level of water (surface water or groundwater), and impairing the possibility 
of raising water to the surface or of conveying water from place to place are also 
regarded as depletion. 

The right to water is always linked to one of five specified purposes: (1) 
domestic, (2) agricultural, (3) industrial, (4) handicraft, commerce and services, or 
(5) public services. The right ceases as soon as the purpose in question is no 
longer valid. But due to the retroactive Clause 1 of Chapter 1, a very important 
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principle, the right does not imply any entitlement to a particular source or a particular 
quality of water. This restriction, has been confirmed by the Supreme Court. Deci-
sions on the division of resources are basically political. 

4.6.2.3 Secondary Enactments Under the Water Law 

The more detailed substantive provisions of the Water Law deal with water allo-
cation as well as water pollution prevention and control. But in practice, the sec-
ondary norms issued by the competent ministers are very important. In general 
terms, these norms could be categorised partly as delegated legislation, partly as 
administrative measures, but this distinction is not very significant. 

As already mentioned, the general secondary norms issued by the Minister 
of Agriculture are very relevant for the management of water resources, and partly 
also for the prevention of water pollution. Regarding the prevention and control 
of water pollution, the role of the Minister of the Environment under the Water 
Law is, however, more important. He may, after consultation with the Water Board 
and, in matters relating to public health, with the Minister of Health, enact by 
regulations provisions as to the quality of water, including flood-water and sewage 
water, for different purposes, except the sanitary quality of drinking water. 

The Minister of the Environment may also, after consultation with the Water 
Board and in co-ordination with other government ministers, promulgate regu-
lations to prevent the pollution of water resources (see below). 

A related power, the power to prescribe rules on the dimensions of protective 
strips around water sources, is vested in the Minister of Agriculture (see below). 

4.6.2.4 Provisions on Water Resources 
A licence system for groundwater drilling was established in 1955 by the Water 
Drilling Control Law. The Law is still in force, although its importance was dimin-
ished by the enactment of the Water Law in 1959. The Water Drilling Control Law 
may now be said to be clearly subordinate to the Water Law and its policy and 
enforcement mechanisms. 

According to the Water Drilling Control Law a drilling licence is required for 
the drilling of or alteration to any well and is issued by the Water Commissioner. 
He may refuse to grant a licence, cancel it, or impose conditions to prevent the 
depletion or salination of the water source or to ensure a supply of water for 
household purposes. Any application for a licence shall be published, and any 
person opposing the licence must submit his objections in writing to the Com-
missioner. Persons aggrieved may appeal against the decision to the Water Tribu-
nal. The Commissioner is moreover empowered to have any well inspected. The 
Magistrate may, on application by the Commissioner, order an unlicensed well or 
a well not meeting the conditions of a licence to be capped. The implementation 
of the Water Drilling Control Law is the responsibility of the Ministry of Agricul-
ture. 

According to the Water Law, the Water Commissioner may permit the pro-
duction, supply or consumption of water only in accordance with the quality 
standards made by the Minister of the Environment. He is also empowered to 
prohibit the production, supply or consumption of water which does not con-
form to the standards, or to change the purpose of such water, provided that it is 
suitable for the new purpose. 

There is a general obligation requiring the preservation of water and water 
resources. This encompasses the duties of every person to (1) deal efficiently and 
sparingly with water coming into his control, (2) keep any water installations under 
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his control in proper condition so as to prevent the waste of water, (3) refrain from 
obstructing or depleting any water source, and (4) refrain from the obstruction or 
depletion of a water resource from which he obtains water. 

For the purposes of supervision, the Water Commissioner or any person 
authorised by him may enter any place upon written notice to the occupier. The 
same persons are also entitled to uncover or inspect land, vegetation or other 
local conditions. Damage caused by the supervisory measures is to be compen-
sated to the person in question. If no agreement is reached, the Water Tribunal 
shall decide upon the compensation. 

In cases of non-compliance, the Water Commissioner is entitled to order the 
person in question to rectify the situation within a reasonable time and, should 
this fail to be done, to "do whatever necessary to rectify it and order the discon-
tinuance or restriction of the production, supply or consumption of water, as the 
circumstances may require, pending rectification of the situation". The Commis-
sioner may also take steps to prevent immediate serious damage to a water re-
source if such damage cannot be prevented in any other way. The rectification 
costs incurred by the Commissioner may be recovered from the liable person, 
who has the right to appeal to the Water Tribunal. 

Depleted water resources. Where a water resource is being depleted, the Water 
Commissioner may, with the approval of the Minister of Agriculture (which in 
turn shall normally consult the Water Board), order the water producer to restrict 
production from the source or order the regulation of production or the adoption 
of other emergency measures to ensure the supply of water, as he may see fit in 
the circumstances. If the order is not complied with within a reasonable time, as 
prescribed by the Commissioner, he may, after a written warning, do whatever is 
necessary and recover the costs from the person to whom the order was addressed. 

Unutilized water conduits. Where a water resource of a supplier or producer 
has become depleted or a resource or installation under their control is flawed in 
a way that prevents the output of an amount sufficient to supply the normal 
requirements thereof, the Water Commissioner may order the owner of a conduit 
or channel to carry water that is not used by him, to carry water for the supplier 
or producer or his customers. Where the amounts of water, the conditions, or 
terms of payment are not agreed upon, they will be determined by the Water 
Commissioner. 

4.6.2.5 Provisions in the Water Law on Pollution Prevention and Control 

A general prohibition on polluting covers all acts which directly or indirectly cause 
or may cause immediate or subsequent water pollution, irrespective of whether 
the water resource was polluted before or not. 

Under the Water Act, Water pollution means "a change in the properties of 
water in a water resource in physical, chemical, organoleptic, biological, bacterio-
logical, radioactive or other respect, or a change as a result of which water is dan-
gerous to public health or likely to harm animal or plant life or is less suitable for 
the purpose for which it is used or intended to be used". 

In addition, another general ban forbids anyone to "throw, or cause to flow, 
into or near a water resource any liquid, solid, or gaseous substance or deposit 
any such substance in or near it". As may easily be seen, the provision cannot be 
taken literally in practice. 

The person controlling any installation for the production, supply, transpor-
tation or storage of water or for recharging subsoil water resources is obliged to 
take all reasonable measures to prevent such installation or its operation from 
causing water pollution. 
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The powers of the Minister of the Environment to make regulations are in 
principle very important and extensive. The regulations may include restrictions, 
prohibitions, conditions and provisions as to (1) the location and establishment of 
specified pollution elements, under the approval of the relevant parliamentary 
Committee; (2) the use of certain substances and methods in the production proc-
esses, operation and use of a pollution element, including soil cultivation and also 
fertiliser application and crop spraying; these to be determined in consultation with 
the Minister of Health; (3) the manufacture, importation, distribution and market-
ing of certain substances and products; these to be determined in consultation with 
the Minister of Commerce and after notification to the relevant parliamentary Com-
mittee; and (4) the regulation of the movement, stoppage and use of means of trans-
port on or near water resources; this to be determined with the consent of the 
Minister of Transport. In practice, these far-reaching powers have been used very 
sparingly. In 1974, a regulation was promulgated to forbid the import, sale and use 
of hard (laundry) detergents. In 1991, another regulation was made to prohibit the 
washing out of containers used for spraying into water sources, either directly or 
indirectly. 

A person who has under his control any 'pollution element' (a notion covering 
industrial and agricultural undertakings, buildings, installations for sewerage etc., 
machines and means of transport) the operation or use of which requires the dis-
posal of sewage therefrom shall, upon the order of the Water Commissioner, sub-
mit for his approval a scheme (sewage plan) detailing the mode of disposal, nature, 
quality and chemical, physical and biological composition of the sewage and any 
other particulars. The Commissioner may refrain from approving the scheme, mod-
ify it or attach conditions. In cases of non-compliance, enforcement mechanisms 
are provided for. 

In general, the Minister of the Environment or the Water Commissioner may 
lay down conditions as to the prevention of water pollution in approvals, licences 
and permits granted under the Water Law or the Drainage and Flood Control Law. 

The purpose of a protective strip, individually established by the Water Com-
missioner according to the dimensions prescribed by the Minister of Agriculture, is 
"preserving any water, water source, water works or any installation for the extrac-
tion, storage or conveyance of water ... entry to and passage through which shall be 
prohibited except under a permit from the Water Commissioner and in accordance 
with the conditions of the permit". A person who considers himself aggrieved by 
the prescribing of a protective strip, by the refusal of the Water Commissioner to 
grant a permit or by the permit conditions may lodge an objection with the Water 
Tribunal. 

Damage caused by the prescribing of a protective strip is to be compensated to 
the person in question. In cases of disagreement, the Water Tribunal shall decide 
upon the compensation. 

Where pollution has been caused, the Water Commissioner may order the 
person who caused it to do everything necessary to stop it, to restore the position 
which existed before and to prevent its recurrence, as specified in the order. A rea-
sonable period for compliance has to be specified for the liable person to carry out 
the necessary actions. In cases of non-compliance, the Commissioner may do eve-
rything specified in the order and recover the costs. 

The Commissioner is also entitled to order the discontinuance or restriction of 
the production, supply or consumption of water (not the polluting activity) or to 
refrain from allocating water, if a person, after being warned, causes water pollu-
tion or disregards a direction issued to him ('stop order'). No one, however, shall be 
deprived of drinking water. The order shall be in force until the pollution is stopped. 
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Where a stop order may affect the customers of a supplier to whom it is addressed, 
it shall not be made until the Commissioner has arranged for a proper supply of 
water to those customers. 

The Water Commissioner has used his far-reaching enforcement powers very 
infrequently in practice. 

In exceptional situations, the Commissioner has emergency powers specified 
in the Water Law. 

By an 'authorising order', a normally polluting operation can exceptionally be 
declared not to regarded as polluting, as specified in the order. It is required that 
the operation is intended for the melioration, improvement of the quality, disinfec-
tion or mixing of water, for the prevention of danger to the public or the like or for 
the passage of substances in the water for a purpose approved by the Commission-
er. It is, moreover, required that the circumstances leave no other alternative. A list 
of authorising orders shall be annually submitted to the competent parliamentary 
Committee. The list is also open for inspection by the public. 

The authorising orders are not intended to be a normal discharge permit sys-
tem typical of the water pollution control systems of many other countries. Such a 
system is not provided for in the Water Law, although the scheme (sewage plan) 
required from a particular operator by the Water Commissioner functions in some 
respects like a permit procedure. However, planning approvals according to the 
Planning and Building Law, licences according to the Licensing of Business Law 
1968 (below) and schemes for the installation of a plant for the purification of waste 
water under the Local Authorities (Sewerage) Law 1962 (see below) also take into 
account pollution of waters, perhaps more effectively. The provisions of the Water 
Law concerning pollution prevention and control do not derogate the provisions 
of any other enactment relating to water pollution. 

Appeals may, in general, be made ('objections lodged') to the Water Tribunal 
against decisions taken under the Water Law. 

The Water Law also includes penalty provisions for offences against the Law. 
In addition to the penalty, the convicted party may be required to pay for the ap- 
propriate reinstatement measures, e.g for leaning the polluted water, or to stop, 
limit or prevent the unlawful activity. Consequently, there is some overlap between 
the powers of the Water Commissioner and the criminal courts. An appeal against 
a court decision in criminal proceedings can also be made by the persons directly 
injured or by the local authority. 

4.6.3 Other Enactments on Water Management 

4.6.3.1 Drainage and Flood Control 

While the Water Law deals with water supply and protection issues, there are also 
other water-related enactments. The Drainage and Flood Control Law 1957 aims at 
preventing damage from run-off and flooding of streams and wadis. The Law deals 
with operations "aimed at concentrating, storing, conveying or removing surface 
or other water harmful or likely to be harmful to agriculture, public health, the 
development of the country or the maintenance of regular services in the State", 
including "the drying of marshes and protection from and prevention of flooding". 

The Ministry of Agriculture is responsible for the implementation of the Law 
and also has the power to promulgate regulations under it. The Ministry is, in 
particular, empowered to declare an area to be a drainage district, to establish drain-
age authorities (see below) and to enact emergency provisions when necessary to 
prevent or repair damage caused by flooding or soil erosion. New public bodies, 
the National Drainage Board and drainage authorities (Regional Drainage Boards), 
were created by the Law. 
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The National Drainage Board consists of a Director, representatives appoint-
ed by the Government, representatives of agricultural organisations and others 
appointed by the Minister of Agriculture. The National Board was created princi-
pally to advise the Minister in legal matters. To deal with technical matters, an 
Engineering Committee is appointed by the Board. The task of the Judicial Commit-
tee, established by the Minister, is to decide upon disputes under the Law. 

The drainage authorities (drainage boards) are statutory corporations (and 
legal persons) consisting of a minority of Government representatives, represent-
atives of the local authorities, and owners or cultivators of land. The drainage 
authorities are empowered to establish, alter, maintain and develop drainage 
projects in their respective areas, as well as to prevent sanitary nuisances. They 
are also competent to deal with sewage flows in streams and wadis as well as 
with run-off from municipal streets and highways. One or more drainage dis-
tricts, or parts thereof, are to each authority assigned. The total area under each 
authority should preferably coincide with catchment areas, but it has been ar-
gued that the boundaries have been manipulated in favour of agricultural inter-
ests. For historical and structural reasons, the drainage authorities, while repre-
senting the favoured catchment-basin management model in a way, have never-
theless largely failed to effectively deal with water pollution problems, although 
the task has in many cases been delegated to them by the Water Commissioner. 

For any new drainage project, the drainage authority must prepare a project 
scheme. The project area, works required and estimated costs and proposals for 
financing shall be specified in the scheme, as well as the land to be permanently 
requisitioned and the land where pipes are to be laid or where temporary opera-
tions are to be carried out. Also water mains within the project area and the width 
of protective strips also have to be specified. 

The scheme shall be open for public inspection for 30 days, during which 
time the interested parties may file objections. The Minister of Agriculture may, 
after consultation with the National Drainage Board, then approve the scheme, 
with or without modification, or reject it. 

After a scheme has been submitted for approval, a permit from the Director 
of the Board is needed for any new building, expansion of existing buildings or 
planting on the land concerned. Once the scheme has been approved, the drain-
age authority is empowered to demand property within the area to be vacated 
within 90 days. 

Special alternative accommodation or compensation rules apply to persons 
evicted from their homes. For permanent requisition (compulsory purchasing) of 
land, the compensation provisions in the Land (Acquisition for Public Purposes) 
Ordinance are applicable. Land requisitioned for temporary use has to be re-
stored to its former condition. Also various damages incurred by the drainage 
project have to be compensated. In cases of disagreement, a judicial committee 
will decide the extent and form of compensation for damage. 

The drainage authority may impose a fee on landowners to cover the project 
costs. 

Special provisions on the prevention of flooding or soil erosion are applica-
ble in emergency conditions. 

The originally pre-independence Soil Erosion (Prevention) Ordinance 1944 tar-
geted initially the then serious problem of soil erosion and related water prob-
lems. A Department of Soil Conservation was created in the Ministry of Agricul-
ture, and its work has been important and effective in regard to the very erosion, 
but the powers concerning the pollution of groundwater or run-off have not been 
effectively used. 
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4.6.3.2 Special Arrangements for Particular Water Bodies 

The Streams and Springs Authorities Law 1965 entities the Ministers of Agriculture 
and Interior to establish a 'stream authority' for a particular stream or part thereof, 
a spring or any other water resource, or assign the respective functions to a drain-
age authority. The stream authority, being a statutory corporation consisting of 
representatives of various public bodies and private interests, shall be responsi-
ble for (1) the regulation of the flow of water in the stream, with a view to main-
taining a suitable water level throughout the year; (2) the regular drainage of the 
area of the authority; (3) the fixing of an alignment for the stream, or the transfer 
of the stream or water resource or changing the flow of its water; (4) the abate-
ment of sanitary nuisances connected with pollution of the stream or water re-
source or with the changing flow of its water; (5) the preservation of the land-
scape and amenities of nature along the stream, on both banks, or about the spring, 
except a stream or spring in a national park or nature reserve, and the prepara-
tion of those areas for the purposes of gardens, recreation and sports; (6) the reg-
ulation of the distribution of the water among those interested; and (7) the regu-
lation of the manner in which the stream or water resource is used by those inter-
ested. The Ministers may prescribe the procedure for the management and busi-
ness of the authority. Due to thecomplexities associated with a dualistic ministeri-
al administration, the Law was not used until 1989 (the Parkon Authority), when 
the supervision of the Law had already been transferred to the Ministry of the 
Environment. 

Lake Kinneret, the only fresh water lake, is in many respects a legal phenom-
enon sui generis. Control of the lake and its catchment has been split between 
several bodies, but a specific Kinneret Administration has been created to co-
ordinate governmental and local activities in the basin. 

4.6.4 Sewer Systems 
Matters related to sewage are covered by several enactments and divided among 
various authorities. Maintaining sewerage and water treatment is a duty of the 
municipalities. 

In order to build a sewer system, a municipality must have planning ap-
proval from the District Planning Commission under the Planning and Building 
Law. Funding by the local authority and the residents needs to be approved by 
the Minister of the Interior, and the building of a sewage purification plant has to 
be approved by the Minister of Health. If the sewage is going to be discharged 
outside the borders of the municipality, the approval of the Minister of the Envi-
ronment is required, and if the purified effluent will be used for irrigation or 
economic use, the quality has to be determined by the Minister of Health. But if 
the final destiny of purified effluent is the sea, approval from the committee un-
der the Law for the Prevention of Pollution of the Sea from Land Based Sources 1988 is 
required. 

The Local Authorities (Sewerage) Law 1962 established the basic regulatory mech-
anism of local sewer systems. According to the Law, a local authority may, and 
upon the demand of the Minister of the Interior has to, install a sewer system with-
in its area or within any part thereof. In installing a sewer system, the local author-
ity may lay sewers under any street, carry out any work upon any structure or 
installation situated under any street, and lay pipes connecting any property to a 
public sewer as well as run the sewer system across or under any land, after giving 
notice to the owners of the properties. The authority may also exercise certain pow-
ers outside its area. The authority shall, as far as possible, avoid causing damage 
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and shall pay compensation for any damage caused in carrying out work on a 
sewer system. The sewer systems laid by the local authority become property of the 
same. The local authority may also purchase existing sewers. 

The system shall be maintained in a proper condition, to the satisfaction of 
the health authority. A scheme for the installation of a sewer system shall require 
approval by the District Building and Town Planning Commission and the health 
authority. A scheme for the installation of a plant for the purification of waste 
water or for the removal of waste water from the area shall in turn require ap-
proval of the Ministry of Agriculture. 

Subject to the provisions of the Water Law, a local authority may sell its sew-
age water under such conditions as it may see fit, provided that it can ensure, to 
the satisfaction of the health authority, that the sewage water will not become a 
public nuisance. 

The owner of every property which the sewer system is to serve shall be 
delivered notice of every stage of the system about to be installed or purchased. 
by the authority. The owner in turn shall be liable to a'sewerage installation' charge' 
fixed by bylaw in accordance with the rules included in the Law. In respect of 
land or structures from where waste water is discharged to the sewer system to a 
fixed quantity or of a quality requiring additional expenditure, a 'works surcharge' 
shall be added. A 'sewerage fee' may be imposed by bylaw on the occupiers of 
connected properties to cover the cost of maintaining the sewer system. 

It is a criminal offence to pass any solid or liquid matter in to the sewer sys-
tem from any property in a manner likely to obstruct the proper flow of sewage 
water or to damage the sewer system. It is likewise a criminal offence to discharge 
rainwater into a sewer without prior permission. 

The discharging of industrial wastes into sewage systems is regulated fairly com-
prehensively by local bylaws. According to the Model Bylaw, the discharge of harm- 
ful industrial wastes into the sewage system is prohibited if it is in a manner, or of a 
quantity or quality that might damage the system or the flow of sewage or the 
treatment process, or in a nature or manner likely to constitute a nuisance or cause 
a public hazard. A permit is required if the industrial plant uses more than 5000 m3  
of water per year or if the local authority has required a permit. Instead of requiring 
a permit, the local authority may also regard an industrial plant as a 'controlled 
plane. In an annex to the model bylaw, a number of hazardous chemicals have 
been listed which may either under no circumstances or otherwise only when not 
exceeding fixed concentrations be discharged into the sewage system. 

4.6.5 Pollution Prevention Provisions in Other Legislation 

Unlike in many other countries, Israels' building legislation, in the form of the 
Planning and Building Law 1936, is of essential importance for pollution preven-
tion, at least in principle. This holds true for all the levels of land use planning, 
but especially for individual planning approvals. A planning approval is needed 
for a wide range of different activities, and the competent authorities have ex-
tremely broad powers. The planning procedures include public announcements 
and participation by citizens. For environmentally significant projects, environ-
mental impact assessment according to the Planning and Building Regulations (En-
vironmental Impact Statements) 1982 is required. As for pollution prevention, a Plan-
ning Commission may refuse building permission unless additional pollution can 
be prevented. In connection with approval for the expansion of an existing in-
dustrial installation, the Commission is empowered to require the operator to 
update its pollution prevention equipment. In practice, the powers have not been 
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consistently or effectively used as far as environmental impacts are concerned. 
This again relates to the fact that commissions are often strongly pressured by the 
interested industries. 

Planning approval, however, is not enough for an industrial installation to 
be operated. A licence from the municipal authority under the Licensing of Busi-
ness Law 1968 is also required for enterprises listed in the Law. Depending of the 
type of the listed installation, a licence from the local authority (municipality) 
may still need to be confirmed by four relevant ministries, among them the Min-
istry of the Environment and the Ministry of Health, as far as the environmental 
criteria are concerned. 

In principle the conditions of the permits may be updated every 6 months, 
but in practice this only occurs for specific reasons. 

The Ministry of the Environment has in principle unlimited scope for discre-
tion concerning the licensing of polluting activities. This power is, however, insti-
tutionally controlled by the judiciary, i.e. by the Supreme Court. 

Pollution prevention control in practice is largely entrusted to the local au-
thorities. However, their competence, resources and independence from local 
economical interests vary widely. These are the main reasons for the creation of 
intermunicipal bodies, Associations of Towns for Environmental Protection. The 
associations are also used for supervisory activities and are financed by the Min-
istry of the Interior. 

The Public Health Ordinance 1940 covers many aspects of public health, sani-
tation and water quality. The Ordinance and the regulations under it have, for 
their part, been important for the control of the quality of drinking water and, 
when used for agricultural purposes, also of sewage water. Before 1989, the com-
petence under the Public Health Ordinance was mainly entrusted to the Minis- 
try of Health, but in 1989 it was largely transferred to the Ministry of the Environ-
ment. The Minister of Health and the Minister of the Environment are responsi-
ble for designating urban and rural sanitation areas. 

The Minister of Health may promulgate regulations concerning water qual-
ity, including drinking water standards and standards for water sources used for 
drinking water, and for water systems. Under the Ordinance, the detailed Regula- 
tions Concerning the Sanitary Quality of Drinking Water have been promulgated. 
The water suppliers, including local authorities, are required to periodically test 
drinking water. The health authority may declare a water source to be unfit for 
drinking if it does not meet the standards. It is prohibited to supply such water 
for drinking. 

The Bathing Places Law 1964 enables the Minister of the Interior to prohibit bath-
ing in a part of a river if he deems it dangerous to life or health. He may also declare 
a certain area a bathing place and issue orders directing its safe and sanitary use. 

In Israel, sewage water is frequently used for irrigation. This causes a risk of 
soil pollution. The Public Health Rules (Purification of Sewage for Irrigation) 1981 con- 
tain provisions on the standards for the purification of water. They also limit the 
type of plants which may be irrigated. However, there is no requirement to pre-
treat industrial effluents or separate them from domestic effluents. 

The Hazardous Substances Law 1993, which contains provisions on the classifi-
cation of hazardous substances in accordance to their use, degree of toxicity or 
risk and on the manufacture, import, export, packaging, commerce, issue, trans-
fer, storage, maintenance and use of hazardous substances, may be relevant for 
water pollution prevention in certain cases. 

As for the disposal of hazardous waste, the provisions in the Licensing of Busi-
ness Regulations (Disposal of Hazardous Substances) 1990 under the Licensing of Busi-
nesses Law 1988 and the Public health Ordinance 1940 are applicable. 
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4.7. I The General Structure of Environmental Legislation 

4.7.1.1 Water Law and Pollution Control Law 

Swedish water law derives its origin from the 13th century county laws. The Water 
Act of 1918 was aimed at efficient exploitation of rivers and watercourses for hy-
dropower plants etc. It was commonly felt that the act favoured exploiters' inter-
ests at the cost of contradicting private and public interests. 

Originally the Act regulated, the conveying of municipal waste water in sew-
ers, but after the reform of 1941 effluents of industrial waste water were also cov-
ered by the Act. In the permit procedure both the Water Courts and the King (i.e. 
the Cabinet) were vested with competence. 

In the 1960's, efforts to create legislation for regulating environmental pollu-
tion control led to the Environmental Protection Act of 1969, which covered all 
forms of environmental pollution (air and water pollution, noise abatement and 
pollution from waste management). 

The Act applies to so-called environmentally hazardous activities, defined as: 
— 

	

	discharge of waste water, solid matter or gas from land, buildings or instal- 
lations into a watercourse, lake or other water area; 

— 

	

	use of land, buildings or installations in a manner that may otherwise lead 
to pollution of land, of a watercourse, lake or other water area, or of 
groundwater; or 

— 

	

	use of land, buildings or installations in a manner that may entail a distur- 
bance to the surrounding environment owing to air pollution, noise, etc. 

The concept is somewhat misleading because some of these activities are 
very commonplace and not "hazardous" in the sense of imposing a considerable 
threat to the environment. 

The Environmental Protection Act explicitly requires integrated pollution 
control. This is why the IPPC Directive (see Germany, 4.5.2.2, below) does not 
require any structural changes in the Swedish legislation on pollution control. 

The Environmental Protection Act thus resulted in comprehensive regula-
tion of pollution control matters instead of different sector or media-based legis-
lation. But at the same time, water law became split into two different acts: water 
pollution control was moved into the new Environmental Protection Act, and 
other water resource matters (construction in water bodies, water extraction, de-
watering of wetlands etc.) continued to be regulated under the Water Act of 1918. 

The scope of the Water Act 1983 (in force, hereinafter the Water Act) is similar 
to that of the 1918 Act. Hence, e.g. water pollution control is still regulated in the 
Environmental Protection Act, while the Water Act provides rules concerning dif-
ferent water development and construction works (water management projects). 
The structure and the material content of the new Water Act, however, differ to a 
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considerable extent from the previous Act. The general principles of the Act pay 
much more attention to interests such as nature conservation and land use plan-
ning. The principles are rather vague and leave a great deal of discretion for the 
permit authorities, the Water Courts. 

4.7.1.2 Management of Natural Resources 

In 1987 the legislation concerning land use planning and building activities un-
derwent a major reform. In the various acts of parliament that were passed to 
carry out the reform there were many points of special interest from the view-
point of water law. The Natural Resources Act (1987) has its roots in the physical 
nation-wide planning tasks initiated in 1970's. Physical nation-wide planning was 
a political activity in which Parliament and the Government played a central role 
and the aim was an optimum allocation and management of the country's re-
sources for different purposes, such as traffic routes, major industrial installations 
and nature conservation. 

The Natural Resources Act has an impact on decision-making for all kinds of 
land use, mostly via other statutes and their procedures (e.g. permit procedures 
according to the Environmental Protection Act and the Water Act, the planning 
process according to the Planning and Building Act and various decisions taken 
in accordance with the Nature Conservation Act). The Act is applied when deci-
sions are taken under these statutes and is directed at situations in which it is 
important to achieve co-ordination of disparate and conflicting interests. As a 
framework act it has an overarching function within the legal system. 

The Natural Resources Act includes common rules for settling conflicts be-
tween different areal claims. The Act states that land, water and the physical en-
vironment in general shall be used in such a manner as to promote sound long-
term management from the ecological, social and economic viewpoints. 

The Act (chapters 2-3) contains certain resource management principles, al-
though they are rather vague. Certain types of area shall be protected as long as 
possible, and for areas of national interest the protection is considerable but not 
absolute (they shall be protected against measures that could substantially dam-
age the national interest). 

The basic principle in section 1, chapter 2 of the Act implies that land and 
water areas shall be used for the purposes for which they are best suited, taking 
into account their nature and location as well as existing needs. Priority shall be 
given to uses that entail sound management from a general point of view. The 
areas or activities covered by the rules in chapter 2 of the Act are 
— 	large land and water areas that are unaffected or affected only insignifi- 

cantly by development or other interference with the environment; 
— 	land and water areas that are particularly sensitive from the ecological 

viewpoint; 
— 	valuable farmland and forest land of importance for the forest industry; 
— land and water areas of importance for reindeer husbandry, commercial 

fishing or aquaculture; 
— land and water areas of importance from the general point of view owing 

to their natural beauty or cultural value or with respect to outdoor recrea-
tion; 

— 	land and water areas containing valuable substances or materials; 
— 	land and water areas that are particularly suitable for installations for in- 

dustrial production, energy production or distribution, communications, 
water supply or waste management; 

— 	land and water areas of importance for purposes of defence. 
The last five types of area may be declared as areas of national importance. 
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Chapter 3 of the Act contains special management provisions for particular 
areas, i.e. geographical rules of protection. All the areas mentioned in this chap-
ter have an outstanding value for nature conservation, protection of cultural her-
itage, tourism and outdoor recreation. That is why these 'areas are considered of 
national importance as a whole. It is somewhat surprising that the actual areas in 
question are listed directly in the legal text. These geographical protection rules 
cover some parts of the archipelago and coastal areas (including coastal waters), 
mountain areas and rivers and lakes. The protection does not constitute an impedi-
ment to the development of existing urban areas or local business and industry 
etc., but exploitation and use of these areas may only take place in a manner that 
does not substantially damage the natural and cultural values of the areas con-
cerned. Some rivers are ipso lure protected from construction of hydropower plants 
and water regulation or diversion of water for power-generating purposes. 

Apart from the resource management principles, the Act includes two impor-
tant instruments. The Government has the competence to assess the permissibility 
and determine the location of certain very large industrial installations which have 
the capacity to affect the environment deleteriously (chapter 4). The list of installa-
tions include, e.g. iron and steel works, metal works, pulp and paper mills, certain 
installations for nuclear activities, combustion installations (power input at least 
200 MW), and certain installations for treating hazardous waste. According to Swed-
ish law, environmental impact assessment is required in several environmental permit 
procedures (on EIA's see 12, below). The content of the assessment is determined 
in regulations attached to the Natural Resources Act (chapter 5). 

4.7.1.3 The Proposed Environmental Code 

At present, the structure of environmental legislation in Sweden is undergoing a 
major change. A commission was appointed to gather the central enactmens on 
health protection and the environment into a comprehensive Environmental Code. 
After extensive criticism the Government appointed a new commission to devel-
op the proposal. One of the most important tasks was to integrate the Water Act 
into the Code. A revised proposal has been published recently (SOU 1996:103). 

In all, 16 existing environmental statutes would be brought under a com-
mon roof. They include the following: 
— the Nature Conservation Act 
— the Environmental Protection Act 
— 	the Public Sanitation Act 
— 	the Health Protection Act 
— the Water Act 
— the Chemicals Act 
— 	the Natural Resources Act 

the Environmental Damages Act. 

The purpose of the Code is not only to be a synthesis of existing environ-
mental laws, but also to present a uniform approach to environmental questions. 
In all the various fields covered, the goal must be comparable. The purpose of the 
Code is to guarantee existing and future generations a healthy, pleasant environ-
ment to live in, to preserve biological diversity and maintain good living condi-
tions for all plant and animal species occurring naturally in Sweden and its sur-
rounding waters, to preserve a living landscape and to make it possible for socie-
ty to develop in a sustainable manner in the long term. The Code will cover three, 
closely interconnected fields, i.e. protection, care and improvement, and man-
agement. 
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Fundamental principles by which all environmental work should be gov-
erned are to be defined in the Code. The focus will be on preventing damage to 
the environment in the first place. The very risk of damage shall be taken into 
account (the precautionary principle, the principle of prevention and its corollar-
ies, such as the principle of best available technology and the substitution princi-
ple). That which is extracted from nature shall be used and finally disposed of 
without any damage to nature (the cyclical principle). A person potentially or 
actually causing damage or nuisance shall pay the cost of its prevention or rectifi-
cation (the 'polluter pays' principle). 

The Code would to a large extent, using the terms of the Commission, be a 
"paving enactment" (framework legislation). This implies that the Government, 
or authorities appointed by it, would be empowered to issue the more detailed 
provisions necessary to achieve the aims of the Code. 

4.7.2 Basic Institutional Solutions 

4.7.2.1 Legislative and Regulatory Powers 
The legislative powers in Sweden are vested in the national Parliament (Riksdag). 
The status of the King is purely ceremonial. No system of regional legislation 
exists in contrast to federal states. Acts of Parliament are supplemented and spec-
ified in greater detail by Ordinances of the Government (e.g. the Water Rights 
Ordinance and the Environmental Protection Ordinance). 

Prior to Sweden's accession to the EU in January 1995 the role of general 
regulations and guidelines was not so important. Standards of performance for 
environmentally harmful installations were most often set on a case-by-case basis 
in the permit procedure, depending on the technical and economic considera-
tions and the state of the environment of the actual point source. The National 
Environmental Protection Agency had, nevertheless, already issued various gen-
eral guidelines over a period of time. 

In 1995 the Environmental Protection Act was amended by a new section 
(section 5a §): the Government or an authority nominated by the Government 
(i.e. the National Environmental Protection Agency) is entitled, with respect to 
environmentally hazardous activity, to issue regulations owing to Sweden's mem-
bership of the EU concerning precautionary measures. If necessary, the Govern-
ment may also issue regulations on precautionary measures over and above those 
pursuant to membership. 

Current legislation contains no water quality standards. The Environmental 
Protection Agency has issued guidelines on, for instance, air quality. The pro-
posed Environmental Code will probably lead to quicker adoption of binding 
environmental quality standards. 

4.7.2.2 Administrative Competences 

The evironmental administration is headed by the Department of the Environment. 
At the national level the National Environmental Protection Agency also has im-
portant functions (supporting political decision-making, co-ordinating and as-
sisting regional and local administrative activities such as supervision and moni-
toring, etc.). 

The most relevant authorities at the regional level are the County Admini-
strative Boards, consisting mostly of local politicians. The Boards grant permits 
under the Environmental Protection Act, supervise, inspect and enforce permits 
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issued by themselves or by the National Licensing Board for Environmental Pro-
tection (NLBEP), etc. The County Administrative Boards are also supervisory au-
thorities under the Water Act. 

At the local level Municipal Boards for Environmental Protection and Health 
have responsibilities in the environmental field (inspecting notifications, moni-
toring, and local control). The Boards consist of elected laymen. 

Ordinary permit authorities under the Environmental Protection Act are the 
National Licensing Board for Environmental Protection NLBEP and the County 
Administrative Boards. However, when the Government assesses the permissi-
bility of an installation under the Natural Resources Act (chapter 4) its decision 
concerning the permissibility and location is binding in the permit procedure. 
The Government can also issue a permit under exceptional circumstances accord-
ing to the Environmental Protection Act (section 6.2, last sentence, see 3.2.2 be-
low). This permit may be granted if the activity is of particular importance to the 
economy or the local community, or otherwise serves the public interest, even 
though considerable damage to public environmental interests would result. Po-
litical reasoning may thus overrule the normal prerequisites for an environmen-
tal permit. 

The NLBEP could probably be described as a court-like, independent 
administrative agency. It comprises a chairman and three other members. The 
chairman is a lawyer ("well-versed in legal matters and experienced in perform-
ing judicial tasks"). One of the members must have expert knowledge and expe-
rience of technical matters, another of matters falling within the sphere of the 
Environmental Protection Agency's activities, and the third member must have 
experience of industrial operations or, should the matter be primarily a munici-
pal concern, in municipal activities. 

The competences of the NLBEP and County Administrative Boards are di-
vided roughly on the basis of the environmental significance of the installation. 
For the activities marked with an "A' in the Annex of the Environmental Protec-
tion Ordinance a permit is to be applied for to the NLBEP, and for the activities 
marked with a "B" to the County Administrative Board. For activities marked 
with the letter "C" a notification ("report") is to be submitted to the Municipal 
Environmental Protection and Health Board. 

An example may serve to illustrate the above: point 31.09. of the list of activ-
ities refers to installations for the production or refinement of fat or oil of animal 
or vegetable origin, with production of 
— more than 100,000 tonnes per annum (A) 
— more than 1000 tonnes but not more than 100,000 tonnes per annum (B) 
— more than 10 tonnes but not more than 1000 tonnes per annum (C). 

This implies, of course, that an activity of this kind with production of less 
than 10 t/a is free from pre-control. 

In the sphere of the Water Act the organization of permit authorities (and courts 
of appeal) is completely different from the system of the Environmental Protec-
tion Act and is based on courts of law. The reasons for this seem to be the private 
ownership of most water areas and the need to deal with various questions of a 
private law nature in connection with the permit procedure (damages, rights of 
use etc.). 

Permits issued under to the Water Act may be granted by the Government, 
by the Water Courts or, in drainage cases (see chapter 12), by an ad hoc procedure 
ordered by the County Administrative Board, consisting of a chairman (not a law-
yer but usually an engineer) and two laymen (the Förrättningsmän). 
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The Government's competence is defined in chapter 11 of the Act (special 
provisions concerning major water management projects). The Government shall 
assess the permissibility of, for example, a hydropower plant with an installed 
generator effect of at least 20,000 kW and groundwater intakes for over 10,000 m3  
in a day. The Government has powers to decide the permissibility of water man-
agement projects under the Natural Resources Act as well. It may also in other 
cases retain the right to examine a project's permissibility if the water manage-
ment project is very extensive or of a critical nature. The matter may fall within 
the scope of governmental assessment in some other situations, too. Here, as with 
the Environmental Protection Act, the Government assesses solely the permissibi-
lity and location of the project. The detailed examination of permit conditions etc. 
remains in the hands of the ordinary permit authority. 

In cases which are not within the Government's competence and are not 
drainage cases, permit decisions are taken by the Water Courts (see chapter 13). 
Six courts of first instance function as Water Courts, as determined by the Gov-
ernment. A Water Court comprises a chairman and three other members. The 
chairman is a judge in the court of first instance. One member must have techni-
cal training and experience of examining water cases, and the other members 
should be laymen of the Property Court. One additional member with technical 
expertise may be called to the court session by the chairman. 

4.7.2.3 Systems of Appeal 
The European Convention on Human Rights is an important document concern-
ing systems of appeal. The Convention lays down that every individual must be 
entitled to judicial assessment concerning his civil rights and obligations (article 
6). Questions concerning environmental permits have been considered to come 
within the scope of this provision. It presupposes that where the permit is grant-
ed by an administrative authority the permit decision can be reviewed by a court 
or a court-like tribunal. 

In Sweden, permits according to the Environmental Protection Act are issued 
by administrative authorities: the Government, the NLBEP or the County Ad-
ministrative Board. Appeals against the decisions of county administrations can 
be lodged with the NLBEP, and against permit decisions of the NLBEP with the 
Government (the NLBEP's decision on a case of appeal may not be appealed 
against). County Administrative Boards act as appeal agencies when appeals are 
made against decisions taken by municipal boards (see section 48 of the Environ-
mental Protection Act). 

To fulfil the requirements of the Convention a number of proposals for de-
veloping the system of appeal, for example, under the Environmental Protection 
Act have been discussed in Sweden. The system adopted in the Water Act is, 
however, not considered problematic in this respect. In 1988 a special Act con-
cerning judicial review of certain administrative decisions was enacted. Hence, 
appeals can be made in the Supreme Administrative Court against the decisions 
of the Government, and against the decisions of the NLBEP in the Chamber Court 
of Stockholm. The case may, however, be considered only on strictly legal grounds 
(i.e. procedural defects, violations of legal norms); no substantive discretion takes 
place. 

One possibility, and the subject of considerable discussion, would be the 
creation of Environmental Courts, probably on the basis of the present Water 
Courts, to handle inter alla appeals against administrative decisions concerning 
environmental permits, enforcement etc. According to the draft Environmental 
Code (1996) regional Environmental Courts and a national Environmental Ap-
peal Court would be set up. The tasks of the Environmental Courts would be 
divided between functioning as a court of first instance (deciding permit applica- 
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lions for major environmentally hazardous activities and water projects, and han-
dling damage cases) and as a court of appeal (appeals against decisions of state 
authorities, e.g. County Administrative Boards permit decisions and their judg-
ments on appeals against municipal authorities' decisions). 

The system of appeal under the Water Act can briefly be summarized as fol-
lows. An appeal may be lodged in the Water Court against the drainage permit 
decision of the Förrättningsmän. The appellate body for the decisions of Water 
Courts is the Water Appeal Court (Svea Court of Appeal in Stockholm, with a 
special composition of members with technical training and experience in exam-
ining water cases), and in the last instance, the Supreme Court (a special permit 
for appeal needed). 

4.7.3 Instruments 

4.7.3.1 Planning Instruments 

The overarching political guidance on the use of the environment is based on the 
Natural Resources Act, and on land use planning on the Planning and Building 
Act 1987. Land use planning is mainly a municipal task, but the resource man-
agement principles found in the Natural Resources Act set certain limits on this 
activity. 

The Natural Resources Act is intended to serve as general planning legisla-
tion. As stated above, the Act is to be applied when decisions are taken under e.g. 
the Planning and Building Act, the Water Act and the Environmental Protection 
Act. In the same manner planning decisions taken under the Planning and Build-
ing Act have a considerable impact on, e.g., permit decisions according to the 
Water Act and the Environmental Protection Act. The principles of Environmen-
tal Impact Assessment, which can also be regarded as a planning instrument (see 
chapter 12, below), are also defined in the Natural Resources Act. 

A permit under the Environmental Protection Act may not be granted in 
contravention of a detailed plan or area regulations, except for minor deviations 
under certain conditions. In assessing environmentally hazardous activity, the 
Natural Resources Act shall be applied (see section 4 a). Practically similar provi-
sions are also included in the Water Act (chapter 3, sections 1 and 2). 

Neither the Water Act nor the Environmental Protection Act contain provi-
sions on proper sectoral, water management or environmental planning. Both 
acts do, however, recognize systems concerning areal protection of water resources 
or water quality. Chapter 19 of the Water Act provides rules on protection of wa-
ter supply. The Environmental Protection Act has two area-based provisions (sec-
tions 8 and 8 a) which are also concerned with water quality. 

The Water Act prescribes a general obligation to tolerate such restrictions on 
activity and take such other precautionary measures as may reasonably be de-
manded for preventing or remedying detrimental effects on a surface or ground-
water resource that is used or will probably be used for water intake (see chapter 
19, section 1). The County Administrative Board may, in addition, order a neces-
sary water protection area to protect a surface water or groundwater resource that is 
used or is likely to be used for water intake. Necessary restrictions (beyond the 
general obligation not to harm a water resource) on the use of properties inside 
the area are included in the order (the Water Act, chapter 19, section 2). The own-
ers of properties and holders of special property rights are compensated for their 
losses arising from the specially ordered restrictions under certain conditions ("cur-
rent land use is substantially impeded within the part of a property affected"; 
chapter 19, section 7). The general obligation based on section 1 does not create a 
right to compensation. 
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Under the Environmental Protection Act (section 8) certain areas can be pro-
tected against discharges into surface water, groundwater or soil. The system is a 
supplement to instruments based on the Nature Conservation Act. A prohibition 
based on section 8 of the Act may have a similar function to a water protection 
area under the Water Act. 

The Government may, with respect to a particular part of the country, pro-
hibit all discharge of waste water, solid matter or gas from land, buildings or in-
stallations into a watercourse, lake or other water area, or in such a manner that 
land or groundwater may be polluted. The prohibition may be issued under two 
conditions: a) if the prohibition is particularly important from the viewpoint of 
nature conservation or is otherwise in the public interest, and b) if the prohibition 
can be issued without unreasonable encroachment on the rights of the proprietor 
of a factory or establishment constructed before the decision was announced, or 
on the rights of a municipality or other party that has previously begun to divert 
waste water. Because of the latter precondition, no compensation is paid on the 
basis of the restrictions. 

Environmental protection areas may be designated under section 8 a of the 
Environmental Protection Act. The provision was originally included in the Act to 
control the problem of overuse of fertilizers in sensitive water areas. The aim is to 
issue general provisions to restrict water pollution originating from non-point 
sources (diffuse loading). The provisions are based on the general substantive 
standards of the Act (see 3.2.2, below), but the intention is to direct these provi-
sions to polluting activities that do not require an individual permit (agriculture, 
silviculture, scattered settlement). 

The system is not restricted to water areas and water pollution control alone. 
The Government may designate an area or its immediate surroundings as an 
environmental protection area if it is particularly important from the public view- 
point to protect a land or water area that is exposed to environmentally hazard-
ous activity. Where such an area is concerned, the government or, if authorized 
by the Government, the County Administrative Board shall issue detailed direc-
tives concerning protective action, restrictions or other precautionary measures 
for activities in the area. Such directives do not entail any change in previously 
announced permit decisions. The County Administrative Board may, in specific 
cases, grant exemption from the directives. 

4.7.3.2 Permit Systems 

The need for a permit 

One of the most important instruments in environmental legislation is a permit 
system. The permissibility and the conditions of use are decided upon in ad-
vance, and the substantive rules of the applicable legislation are specified in de-
tail with regard to the activity in question (a tailor-made, case-by-case judgment). 

Thus, e.g. the Water Act and the Environmental Protection Act presuppose a 
permit before certain activities affecting the aquatic environment may be started, 
altered or modified. For water management projects a permit is, as a rule, re-
quired from a Water Court under the Water Act. Under the Environmental Pro-
tection Act, several types of actions, uses or installations (environmentally haz-
ardous activities) require a permit issued by the NLBEP or a County Admini-
strative Board. Less hazardous activities are controlled by a notification system, 
where a Municipal Board for Environmental Protection and Health has the 
responsibility of checking the report submitted by the party engaging in the ac-
tivity. 
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Because of time restraints and the need for rational use of administrative 
resources, a permit cannot be demanded for every activity having an impact on 
the environment. In cases for which a permit is not demanded the substantive, 
general and often vague, rules ("standards of performance") are applied by the 
operator, usually in cooperation with supervisory authorities (either on the basis 
of a formal notification or more informal discussions). 

The requirement to apply for a permit according to the Environmental Pro-
tection Act is provided in section 10. The Government may issue directives stat-
ing that 
1) factories or establishments of certain kinds may not be constructed; 
2) waste water of a certain quantity, type or composition may not be dis-

charged; 
3) solid waste or other solid matter may not be discharged or stored in such a 

manner that land, a watercourse, lake or other water area or groundwater 
can be polluted; 

4) establishments of certain kinds, or their uses, may not be modified in a 
manner that can cause increased or new detriment, or that in any other re-
spect causes substantial disturbance, unless the NLBEP (or the County Ad-
ministrative Board, section 17) has issued a permit under this Act or a 
notification has been made to the authority appointed by the Government 
(i.e. the Municipal Environmental Protection and Health Board). 
On the basis of the stipulation in section 10 (see above), the Government has 

issued the Environmental Protection Ordinance. The basic provisions concern-
ing compulsory examination are found in section 3 of the Ordinance. It is prohib-
ited, without a permit under the Environmental Protection Act, to 
1) erect a factory or any other establishment, 
2) discharge waste water or 
3) discharge or store solid waste or other solid material, 

if the action concerned is designated A or B in the Annex to the Ordinance 
(see 3.2 above, about the division of competence between the permit authorities). 
This also applies to modification of an establishment or activity if the action con-
cerned implies that a discharge or disturbance may change its character or extent 
in such a way that significant detriment from the viewpoint of public health or 
environmental protection may arise. 

To avoid unnecessarily repeating the assessment, a permit to discharge solid 
waste or other solid substances in a water area is not required if a permit for the 
action has been granted under the Water Act (section 4). 

To gain a more protected position, the operator of an environmentally haz-
ardous activity that is not covered by the permit obligation may apply for a "vol- 
untary permit" under the Environmental Protection Act. The application shall be 
examined by the County Administrative Board (see section 6 of the Ordinance). 

In the Water Act the need for a permit is not based on a list of installations, 
but on the concept of a water management project. The concept is defined in chapter 
1, section 3, as 
1) construction, alteration, demolition etc. of dams or other establishments in 

watercourses, lakes or other water areas, filling or piling works in water ar-
eas, extraction of water from or excavation, exploding or dredging in water 
areas, or other measures in water areas having the intention to alter the 
depth or the location of water; 

2) extraction of groundwater, and making installations for this purpose; 
3) conducting of water to increase the quantity of groundwater, and under-

taking installations and measures for this purpose; 
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4) measures to drain land (if it is not a question of discharging waste water), 
to lower a lake or to protect land against water, provided that the aim of 
the measure is to permanently improve the suitability of certain property 
for particular uses. 

As a rule, a permit is required for any water management project (chapter 4, 
section 1.1 the Water Act). However, the Act exempts certain, usually minor, projects 
from individual examination. Firstly, a permit is not needed for 
— water intake for household uses or heating in one- or two-family proper-

ties or agricultural property; 
— construction works undertaken for fish farming or aquaculture, such as 

growing of mussels, shrimps etc. (this exception arises from the need to 
avoid unnecessary double examination: for these activities a permit is re-
quired under the Environmental Protection Act); 

— construction works undertaken for extracting heat, if the measure does not 
include water intake (chapter 4, section 1 a). 
Secondly, no permit for a water management project is required if it is evi-

dent that neither public nor private interests would be injured owing to the 
project's impact on waters. For certain drainage projects, the permit is only need-
ed if there would be likely to be harm to public or private interests (chapter 4, 
section 2.1). 

Thirdly, dredging may take place without a permit if it aims at maintaining 
the depth or the location of water or at immediate restoration of a watercourse to 
its former location or bed (see chapter 4, section 3). 

The fourth exception is based on rather different motivating circumstances. 
Certain urgent measures (e.g. arising from damage or the need to prevent dam-
age) requiring a permit, may be carried out in advance of a permit being granted. 
An application to approve the measures retrospectively shall, however, be sub-
mitted as soon as possible (chapter 4, section 4). 

Substantive requirements for environmentally hazardous activities and 
water management projects 
The rules concerning the permissibility of an environmentally hazardous activity (sec-
tions 4-7 of the Environmental Protection Act) can be understood as a sequence of 
steps. To ensure that the proposed activity would fulfil the criteria for permissibil-
ity, the permit conditions shall be specified in detail in the permit decision (per-
mit conditions; see section 18 of the Act). 

Firstly, the site chosen for the activity shall be such that the purpose is attain-
able with the least possible encroachment and detriment, without unreasonable expense 
(section 4). The impact of land use plans and the Natural Resources Act (section 4 
a) were discussed above (in 4.1). 

Secondly, the operator shall take precautionary measures to minimize pollut-
ing discharges. According to section 5 of the Act, anyone performing or intending 
to perform an environmentally hazardous activity shall take such protective ac-
tion, tolerate such restriction of the activity and take such other precautionary 
measures as may reasonably be demanded for preventing or remedying the det-
riment caused. (The duty to remedy still remains after the activity has ceased). 
The extent of these obligations is to be assessed on the basis of what is technically 
feasible for the activity in question (the best available technology not entailing 
excessive cost), and taking both public and private interests into consideration. In 
assigning priorities between various interests, particular attention shall be paid, 
on the one hand, to the nature of the area that may be subjected to disturbance 
and the severity of the effects of the disturbance and, on the other hand, to the 
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usefulness of the activity, the cost of protective action and other financial implica-
tions of the precautionary measures concerned. Hence, the provision includes a 
wide-ranging model in which economic and ecological interests are balanced. 

Thirdly, the permissibility of the activity is assessed on the basis of its impacts 
on the environment (section 6). If the activity may still cause substantial detriment in 
spite of the precautionary measures referred to above, the activity may be carried 
out only on special grounds. But should this possible detriment entail a substantial 
deterioration in the living conditions of a large number of persons, a significant loss 
from the viewpoint of nature conservation or considerable damage to a similar 
public interest, the activity may only be performed if the Government issues a 
permit on the grounds of the activity being of particular importance to the public 
interest. The provisions of section 6 do not, however, apply to an activity whose 
permissibility has been examined under special regulations (e.g. chapter 4 of the 
Natural Resources Act, airports, roads etc.). 

A special permissibility rule concerning waste water is included in section 7 
of the Act as a supplement to the above-mentioned general rules on permissibil-
ity. Waste water of certain kinds may not be discharged into a watercourse, lake 
or other water area unless it can manifestly be discharged without detriment. The 
prohibition covers 
— 	waste water from toilet facilities not connected to a sewer or from urban ar- 

eas, and which has undergone no more extensive purification than sludge 
separation, 

— 	silage effluent from a silo, 
— 	urine from an animal stable, 
— whey, 
— 	surface-treatment solution used in the metalworking industry or concen- 

trated rinsing-water from such a process. 

The Government may, by order, extend the prohibition to apply to waste 
water of any other particular kind. 

The general substantive rules concerning water management projects are found 
in chapter 3 of the Water Act. However, some other common provisions may be 
mentioned first. The Act states, as a proclamation, that water shall be protected 
and taken care of as a common natural resource (chapter 1, section 1). The rule 
presupposing that the operator shall have a right of possession on the waters 
inside the relevant area in order to carry out a water management project is cer-
tainly of more practical importance (chapter 2, section 1). As a rule, the property 
owner has the possessory right inside his real estate; i.e. in Sweden water areas 
are most often privately owned. To carry out a project, possessory rights may be 
voluntarily or even compulsorily purchased. There are also significant exceptions 
stating that the operator automatically has the necessary possessory right in cer-
tain projects (e.g. water level regulation) (see chapter 2, section 4). 

The general rules on permissibility in chapter 3 of the Water Act form a hierar-
chical structure somewhat similar to that of the Environmental Protection Act. 
Firstly, the location of the project and its relation to planning decisions is exam-
ined (chapter 3, sections 1 and 2, see also 3.1 above). 

Secondly, serious harmful effects constitute an obstacle to granting the per-
mit: the project may not be carried out if substantial damage or harm would be 
caused to public interests. However, the Government may, as under the Environ-
mental Protection Act, permit the project to go ahead if it is of particular impor-
tance to the public interest (chapter 3, section 3). 

Thirdly, permissibility takes account of the need to balance interests (chapter 
3, section 4). The project can be permitted only if the benefits from the public and 
private viewpoint outweigh the costs and different kinds of damages caused by it. 
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Fourthly, the Act presupposes that harmful effects shall be minimized when 
the project is carried out. A project that is permissible shall be carried out to such 
an extent and in such a manner that the purpose is attainable with the least pos-
sible encroachment and detriment to conflicting public and private interests (see 
chapter 3, section 7). The permit authority may safeguard these requirements by 
issuing permit conditions. 

The rules in chapter 3 of the Water Act do not, however, apply to certain 
projects examined under special procedures (e.g. certain installations under the 
Natural Resources Act, bridges over roads, railways etc.; see chapter 3, section 6). 

Additional special provisions concerning drainage projects are found in chap-
ter 5 of the Act. The provisions regulate, for the most part, the relationships be-
tween two or more property owners gaining advantage from the drainage project. 

Chapter 6 of the Water Act includes various provisions concerning irriga-
tion. If several persons apply for a water intake permit for irrigation, and the 
quantity of water must be divided between them, the authority may when grant-
ing the permit order require that permit holders form an association to manage 
the division (an irrigation association). This kind of order may, under special cir-
cumstances, be issued even on the basis of a new permit application so that also 
former permit holders are also included in the association. 

Associations may also be founded under chapter 7 of the Act. A permit ap-
plicant or permit holder for water level regulation may claim that those gaining 
advantage from the project shall contribute to its costs, under certain precondi-
tions. These kinds of shareholders' associations are based on compulsory mem-
bership: the landowners taking advantage of the project are liable to pay a share 
of the costs, irrespective of whether they wanted the project to be carried out or 
not. 

Reviewing the permits 

Permits for environmentally hazardous activities (e.g. waste water discharges) 
under the Environmental Protection Act are normally granted without proper time 
limits (however, see the 10-year rule in section 24, below). For special reasons a 
permit may be granted for a limited period. 

The permit decision shall specify a certain period, not to exceed ten years, 
within which the activity shall be initiated (section 18). The permit expires if the 
time frame stipulated has been exceeded (extension of the period is possible; new 
or more stringent conditions may be laid down, if necessary; see section 29). 

The permit holder is afforded a relatively protected position. According to 
the section 22 of the Act, he may not, on the grounds of any statutory provision or 
provisions of the Health Protection Act or the Refuse Collection Act, be enjoined 
to discontinue the activity or take precautionary measures in addition to those 
specified in the permit, unless otherwise required by given sections of the Envi-
ronmental Protection Act or regulations pursuant to section 5 a.1 (regulations con-
cerning precautionary measures forced by the EC Law). The exceptions from the 
safeguarded position of the permit holder are as follows. 

Firstly, the NLBEP or the County Administrative Board, depending on their 
competence as permit authorities, may under section 23 of the Act prohibit the 
continuation of the permitted activity 
— 	if the applicant has misled the permit authority by submitting false 

information with an important bearing on the permit; 
— when conditions applying to the activity have been disregarded to a signif-

icant extent; or 
— if any detriment of considerable severity that was not foreseen when the 

permit was issued has arisen from the activity. 
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When a prohibition is imposed, the permit may be wholly or partially re-
voked. 

The above-mentioned rule is applied to very exceptional and severe cases. 
In practice, a much more important mechanism to ensure permits are up to date 
is based on section 24 of the Act. The NLBEP or the County Administrative Board 
may, on reasonable grounds, alter or annul current conditions applying to an 
activity or prescribe new conditions for it 
— 	when, after the permit decision has entered into force, a period of ten years 

has passed, or a shorter period as prescribed by the Government or the au-
thority nominated by the Government (following Sweden's membership 
of the EU); 

— 	if the permit applicant has misled the permit authority by submitting false 
information with an important bearing on the permit, and prohibition is 
considered too excessive; 

— when conditions applying to the activity are disregarded to a significant 
extent; 

— 	if a detriment of considerable severity that was not foreseen when the per- 
mit was issued has arisen from the activity, and prohibition appears to be 
excessive; 

— 	if conditions in the surrounding area have changed significantly; 
— if a considerable improvement from the environmental viewpoint is attain-

able by the use of some new processing or purification technique; or 
— if the use of a new technique of measuring or estimating pollution or some 

other disturbance would greatly enhance the scope for controlling the ac-
tivity. 

A special provision concerning waste water is included in section 25 of the 
Act. A permit to discharge waste water in a particular water area may, if there are 
special reasons for doing so, be reviewed by the NLBEP or the County Adminis-
trative Board when ten years have passed since the permit decision entered into 
force. In practice, the review usually results in a prohibition to discharge waste 
water into this particular water area (recipient), but it does not entail a revocation 
of the permit for the whole activity. 

A further, though less important, exception to the inviolable nature of the 
permit should be mentioned. According to section 40.2 of the Act, a supervisory 
authority may issue such urgent directives as are rendered necessary by particu-
lar circumstances (e.g. acute threat to public health), notwithstanding a permit 
granted under the Act. 

Permit conditions may be reviewed upon the request by the Environmental 
Protection Agency. If the matter is to be examined by the County Administrative 
Board, it may be taken up by the Board without any special request (County Ad-
ministrative Boards, unlike the NLBEP, are supervisory authorities under the Act). 
Permit conditions may also under certain circumstances, be annulled or amend-
ed on application from the permit holder (see sections 27 and 28). 

It is evident that revision of permit conditions for water management projects 
that presuppose construction of stationary installations etc. is less common than 
for cases concerning polluting discharges into waters. After a permit decision under 
the Water Act has entered into force the permit holder has a relatively safeguard-
ed position with respect to other parties. If the permit covers construction of an 
establishment, the permit comprises the right to maintain the establishment (see 
chapter 15, section 1). 

A permit issued under the Water Act may in certain circumstances be re-
stricted, provided with amended or new conditions or annulled. Firstly, the oper-
ator of a water management project is liable, in a severe water shortage caused by 
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drought etc., to give up the water that is unconditionally needed for the public 
water supply or for a similar public need. The permit holder is entitled to reasonab-
le compensation for the damage suffered (see chapter 2, section 9 of the Act). 

Secondly, the permit shall expire if the permit holder does not take into ac-
count the provisions concerning the time frame for construction works, as pre-
scribed in the permit decision. The period may, however, be extended under spe-
cial circumstances (chapter 15, section 2). 

Thirdly, the Water Court may review the conditions of a permit and thereby 
prescribe amended or new conditions in order to serve the public interest (chap-
ter 15, section 3). The review may not take place before the time limit fixed in the 
permit decision (at least 10 years but no more than 30 years from entering into 
force of the permit decision). In exceptional cases (to improve the safety of an 
installation etc.) the permit may be reviewed before the end of the period. 

The permit can be annulled if the permit holder disregards the conditions of 
the permit to a considerable extent. Similarly, if the permit has not been in use for 
a long period and if it is assumed that the permit will not be utilized in the future 
either, the Water Court can declare the permit to be revoked (see chapter 15, sec-
tion 5; also section 4 concerning conditions to protect fishery). 

The case for reviewing or revoking the permit may be put forward in the 
Water Court only by the Chamber Collegium (chapter 15, section 7). In the re-
view procedure based on sections 3 and 4 above, conditions ihibiting the attain-
ment of the project is purpose or substantially impeding it, may not be prescribed. 
Neither may new or amended conditions bring about costs to the permit holder 
etc. which are disproportionate to the benefits from the public point of view. (chap-
ter 15, section 10.2). On application from the permit holder, the Court may annul 
or amend conditions of the permit, except those concerning damages (chapter 15, 
section 8). A permit for water intake may also be reviewed by the Court on appli-
cation from a person using or intending to use another water intake that is de-
pendent upon the same water resource (chapter 15, section 11). 

4.7.3.3 Notifications 
The notification system under the Environmental Protection Act is based on sec-
tion 10, cited above (4.2.1). According to the section 19 of the Environmental Pro-
tection Ordinance, it is prohibited, unless a report is made under the Act, 
1) to erect a factory or other establishment that, in the Annex to this Ordi-

nance, is designated C, or to effect a modification of the establishment or of 
the activity conducted there, if the modification is of importance from the 
disturbance viewpoint; 

2) to perform an activity of a kind other than that specified in point 1 and 
which is designated C in the Annex, or to modify such an activity, if the 
modification is of importance from the disturbance viewpoint; 

3) to modify an establishment or activity of the kind designated A or B in the 
Annex and which does not require a permit (section 19 of the Ordinance). 

The notification procedure presupposes that a report on measures referred 
to in sectio 19 shall be made in good time before the action is taken. The report is 
to be submitted in writing to the Municipal Environmental Protection and Health 
Board (points 1 and 2 above) or to the County Administrative Board (point 3), 
unless the supervision of the activity has been transferred to the Municipal Board 
(see section 19 a for details). 

Should an application be made for a permit for the activity, no report need 
be submitted. Nor is any report required in the case of discharge of waste water 
from individual households. 
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A report must contain the information, drawings and technical descriptions 
that are required for an assessment of the nature, extent and environmental im-
pact of the environmentally hazardous activity or action concerned. Authorities, 
organisations and individuals having particular interest in the matter shall be 
given the opportunity to express their views on any report submitted. When a 
report case has been sufficiently examined, the authority shall issue recom-
mendations or injunctions regarding precautionary measures or prohibitions 
under the Environmental Protection Act, if required. 

4.7.3.4 Economic and Other Instruments 
The Environmental Protection Act does not"include any specific proper economic 
of financial instruments (neither does the Water Act). However, an environmental 
protection charge shall be paid if an offence of a certain kind (e.g. deliberate or neg-
ligent contravention of certain general regulations or permit conditions) has been 
committed and the offence has entailed financial gain for the person performing 
the environmentally hazardous activity. In petty cases, no charge is paid. The 
charge accrues to the state, and the amount of the charge shall correspond to the 
financial gain. 

Questions concerning the environmental protection charge are examined 
by the NLBEP upon the written request of the Environmental Protection Agency. 
The procedure is more formal than in permit cases. Appeals against the NLBEP's 
decision are to be lodged with the Svea Court of Appeal, where cases are tried by 
the same composition of members present as for cases when the Court serves as 
Water Appeal Court. 

A purely economic instrument for environmental pollution control is found 
in the Act on an Environmental Charge on Emissions of Nitrogen Oxides in Ener-
gy Production. Although this Act does not concern water pollution control, it is 
described briefly below. 

An environmental charge is to be paid to the state for discharges of nitrogen 
oxides from combustion plants for energy production. The charge is calculated 
for each production unit in a combustion plant and is levied on production units 
with measured, utilized energy production of at least 25 gigawatt hours during a 
calendar year. The charge is levied at 40 Swedish crona (roughly 7 USD) per kilo-
gram of nitrogen oxides, in terms of nitrogen dioxide, discharged. The charge is 
calculated either on the basis of continuous measurement results or on the basis 
of certain estimations. Charge funds that are not utilized for an authority's activ-
ities under this Act, or regulations pursuant to this Act, shall be annually credited 
to those who are liable to the charge and, on application, distributed between 
them. The distribution shall be based on each applicant's share of aggregate utilized 
energy production (not on discharges) for all applicants in the production units 
liable to the charge. 

One instrument based on voluntary compliance should also be mentioned. 
Inside the European Union a Regulation has been issued in respect of voluntary 
participation for industrial companies in the Union's Eco-Management and En-
vironmental Auditing System (EMAS). The Swedish Voluntary Environmental 
Management and Environmental Auditing Act, supplementing the EU Regula-
tion, entered into force in 1 January 1995. The purpose is to support continued 
improvement of the environmental work of industrial installations through the 
formulation of environmental programmes and continuous follow-ups and con-
trols. 
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4.7.4 Enforcement and Control 

4.7.4.1 General Remarks 

Environmental law as a system of different norms at different levels (Acts of Par-
liament, Ordinances, regulations, permit conditions, etc.) Is effective only if these 
norms are generally adhered to. However, even this does not guarantee a good 
quality of the environment, because the norms may, for instance, be issued under 
false assumptions or they may consist of compromises leading to deterioration of 
the environment. Nevertheless, the minimum requirement in practice, is that the 
norms should be observed effectively. 

The environmental law includes mechanisms and sanctions that seek to se-
cure compliance with the norms and standards. The contravention of a norm is 
subject to criminal liability. Failure to obey the norms often leads to administrative 
actions, such as rectifying the unlawful situation, prohibition of the activity, or 
remediation. The supervision of activities is a basic precondition to effective con-
trol of compliance with norms. Supervision refers to practices with which an au-
thority endeavours to enforce environmental legislation and ensure that various 
decisions issued thereunder are complied with. Supervision is carried out by var-
ious state authorities and municipalities (see 4.7.2.2 above), but nowadays legal 
rules and permit conditions on (self) control and monitoring are very common. 

4.7.4.2 Criminal Offence 
The rules concerning environmental criminality are divided between the Penal 
Code and various environmental enactments. As a rule, offenders of more seri-
ous crimes are sentenced under the Penal Code. Provisions covering environ-
mental crimes in the Penal Code are found in chapter 13. All criminal prosecu-
tions are dealt with by ordinary courts. In practice, criminal law does not seem to 
play a major role in enforcing environmental law, and the punishments have 
most often been light. Nevertheless, criminal law is certainly a necessary supple-
ment to administrative means of enforcement. 

In the Penal Code the descriptions of crimes are based on substantive crite-
ria, unlike the environmental acts where contravention of regulations, permit 
conditions or the like is a precondition for punishment. For example chapter 13, 
section 8 a, point 1 of the Code, states that any person who pollutes soil, water or 
air in such a manner that may entail hazards to health or damage to animals or 
plants, not of a petty nature, or other substantial harm to the environment, shall 
be sentenced to fines or a maximum of two years' imprisonment, if the activity 
was not allowed by a competent authority. Hence, a measure based on an environ-
mental permit cannot be an environmental crime defined in that section. If the 
crime is considered serious, the sentence can be between six months and six years' 
imprisonment. 

According to section 45.3 of the Environmental Protection Act, the offender 
shall not be sentenced under the Environmental Protection Act if liability for the 
deed can be imposed under the Penal Code (a similar provision is included in 
chapter 21, section 1.3 of the Water Act). Hence, the environmental acts are sub-
sidiary in relation to the Penal Code. The environmental protection charge (see 
3.4 above), based on the Environmental Protection Act, is also a penal sanction. 

The Environmental Protection Act contains a section (section 45) on criminal 
liability. Any person who, deliberately or through negligence 
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1) contravenes a prohibition issued pursuant to sections 8 (waste water 
discharge), 23 (permitted activity) or 41 (activity not holding a permit), or 
disregards regulations issued pursuant to section 2.3 (Government regula-
tions to prevent the pollution of water by solid waste); 

2) fails to observe a directive issued by the Government pursuant to section 
10 (on duty to apply for a permit); 

3) disregards decisions, conditions or other directives issued pursuant to a 
number of sections concerning e.g. general Government regulations, per-
mit conditions or revised, conditions, directives for an environmental pro-
tection area etc. 

4) fails to observe an injunction concerning submission of certain informa-
tion; 

5) in an application or other document submitted under this Act or under a 
directive pursuant to this Act, provides the authority concerned with in-
correct information concerning any fact with an important bearing on the 
examination of a permit application or on the supervision, 
shall be sentenced, unless the offence concerned is of a petty nature, to a fine 

or a maximum of two years imprisonment. If the crime has been committed 
intentionally and relates to an obligation of major importance from the environ-
mental viewpoint, the sentence shall be imprisonment (not fines), to a maximum 
of two years. 

The rule concerning criminal sanctions in the Water Act (chapter 21, section 
1; section 2 is of marginal importance as well) closely resembles that contained in 
the Environmental Protection Act. Any person who, deliberately or through neg-
ligence, contravenes certain norms (duty to apply for a permit, permit condi-
tions, regulations to protect a water protection area, etc.) or fails to meet certain 
obligations (duty to maintain an establishment, duty to submit certain informa-
tion to supervisory authorities, etc.), shall be sentenced to a fine or a maximum of 
two years' imprisonment. In petty cases no criminal liability shall occur. 

4.7.4.3 Administrative Actions 
Under the Environmental Protection Act supervisory authorities (see 4.7.2.2, above) 
shall co-operate with one another and with those central and local government 
bodies whose task it is to exercise supervision in certain respects or which other-
wise carry out tasks with an important bearing on the work of supervision. It is 
incumbent on the supervisory authorities to ensure that offenders under the Act 
are taken to court (see section 38 of the Act). 

The authorities have several means of enforcing the requirements set in the 
Act, regulations etc. They are entitled to obtain access to a factory or other instal-
lation, whether it is in operation or not, and to carry out an investigation of the 
installation or appurtenant area (see section 42). 

If the activity at an installation is suspected to be environmentally hazard-
ous, the proprietor is under section 43 of the Act, obliged, on request, to submit to 
the supervisory authority the requisite information concerning the installation. 
The authority may enjoin the proprietor to submit such information. 

The supervisory authority may enjoin anyone performing an activity that is 
suspected to be environmentally hazardous, or anyone who is otherwise obliged 
to remedy detriment from such an activity, to carry out any investigations of the 
activity and its effects that are necessary for the fulfilment of supervision. The 
authority may, if it is more appropriate, appoint another person to carry out the 
investigation at the cost of the operator. In an injunction a fine may be imposed 
(i.e. if the operator of a plant is obliged to, e.g., investigate the level of discharges, 
and he fails to fulfil the obligation inside the time frame stated by the supervisory 
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authority, he is liable to pay a sum of money determined in the injunction deci-
sion; in order to force the operator to fulfil the obligation, a new deadline and 
new, higher fines will be imposed by the supervisory authority). 

If the authority finds that detriment arises or may arise from an environ-
mentally hazardous activity, it may issue recommendations concerning suitable 
measures to counteract the detriment (see section 39 of the Act). In other words, 
the authority should normally try to proceed on a voluntary basis. 

If a permit has not been granted (and neither is a permit needed) under the 
Act, a supervisory authority may, according to section 40.1 of the Act, issue an 
injunction concerning such precautionary measures or prohibitions as are neces-
sary for compliance with the Act or with directives issued pursuant to the Act. 
Hence, the rules of permissibility are applied retrospectively to the activity, as a 
permit in advance is not necessary. Even if a permit has been granted, a supervi-
sory authority may issue certain urgent directives under section 40.2 (see 4.2.3 
above). Should a permit holder disregard any condition specified in the permit 
decision, a supervisory authority may enjoin him to rectify the matter (section 
40.3). In these injunction decisions, the authority may impose fines. 

If a permit has not been granted, the NLBEP (not a County Administrative 
Board) is entitled, at the request of the Environmental Protection Agency, to pro- 
hibit an environmentally hazardous activity that is not permissible under the 
Environmental Protection Act, or to issue a directive concerning precautionary 
measures (section 41 of the Act). This rule has played an unimportant role in 
Swedish environmental protection work. 

In certain cases the enforcement service (see the Act on Injunction to Pay 
and Official Assistance) may provide special assistance to supervisory authorities 
in order to effect rectification (see section 47 of the Environmental Protection Act). 
The prerequisite for special assistance is that someone has committed a crime of 
the kind specified in section 45, points 1-3, of the Environmental Protection Act 
(see 4.2 above). Should public interests be affected, the application for assistance 
is to be submitted by the Environmental Protection Agency or any other public 
authority concerned with the case. If an injunction issued pursuant to section 
40.1-2 of the Act (see above) is not complied with, the enforcement service shall, 
at the request of the supervisory authority, ensure that the requisite action is tak-
en. The police also have a duty to provide the assistance necessary for the exer-
cise of supervision. 

Supervision under the Water Act lays in the hands of County Administrative 
Boards. In a permit decision, it may, however, be prescribed that some other au- 
thority, besides the board, shall exercise supervision in certain respects (see chap- 
ter 18, section 1 of the Act). The operator is, at the request of the supervisory 
authority, liable to submit such information about the project needed for supervi- 
sion. The County Administrative Board may enjoin the operator to carry out in-
vestigations necessary for supervision (under special circumstances it may be pre-
scribed that the investigations are to be carried out by someone else at the cost of 
the operator). In an injunction fines may be imposed (chapter 18, section 2). 

Under chapter 18, section 6 of the Act, a supervisory authority is, entitled to 
obtain access to an installation and to carry out an investigation of the installation 
or appurtenant area. The police shall provide the assistance necessary for the 
exercise of supervision. If anyone has committed a crime of the kind specified in 
chapter 21, section 1 points 1-3 or 5 of the Water Act (see 4.7.4.2 above), the Coun- 
ty Administrative Board may enjoin him to rectify the matter and impose fines in 
the injunction. Such an injunction may be issued to protect a water intake area 
under chapter 19, section 1, as well (see chapter 21, section 3). In these cases, the 
enforcement service (see the Act on Injunction to Pay and Official Assistance) 
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may, under chapter 21, section 4 of the Water Act, provide special assistance. If 
public interests are affected, the application for assistance is to be submitted by 
the County Administrative Board. 

4.7.4.4 Self-control and Monitoring 

It is not practically possible, especially owing to the lackof administrative resources, 
for authorities alone to exercise supervision and control over environmentally 
hazardous activities. Hence the control system is partly based on the fact that 
operators themselves measure and submit reports to the authorities (self-con-
trol). 

Internal control is an essential part of enforcement of the regulations and 
permit provisions. Every permit is supplemented by an individual control pro-
gramme which is exercised by the operator with periodical reports to and inspec-
tions by the supervisory authority. Anyone performing an activity that may be 
suspected to be environmentally hazardous is, under section 38 a of the Environ-
mental Protection Act, obliged to carry out inspections of the activity. The Govern-
ment or the authority nominated by the Government may issue detailed direc-
tives concerning these inspections. 

The obligation refers to both activities for which a permit is required and 
activities for which no permit is necessary. It covers reports on environmental 
effects, the effectiveness of precautionary measures, etc. This rule forms a basis 
for the operator's general obligation to be aware of the impacts of the activity. 

An example of the duty for self-control is the obligation to submit environ-
mental reports (see section 38 b of the Act). The person engaging in an environ-
mentally hazardous activity for which a permit is required shall submit a special 
environmental report every year to the County Administrative Board or to a 
Municipal Environmental Protection and Health Board. The report shall include 
an account of the measures taken to fulfil the conditions of a permit decision, and 
the results of these measures. The Government or the authority appointed by the 
Government may prescribe that an environmental report shall contain an account 
of the environmental impact that includes aspects other than those covered by 
conditions of a permit decision. The Government or the authority appointed by 
the Government may issue further regulations on how the information in a re-
port is to be presented (see the Environmental Protection Ordinance, section 17 
a-b). The supervisory authority may enjoin those who are obliged to submit an 
environmental report and who have failed to submit such a report to fulfil their 
obligations. In its injunction decisions, the authority may impose fines. 

The Water Act presupposes that in a permit decision conditions concerning 
supervision, inspections and control are prescribed (chapter 13, section 47 para-
graph 3). Control measures presupposed in the section could include, e.g., obli-
gations to instal gauges (observation tubes etc.) necessary for monitoring and to 
keep a journal on heights of water levels, etc. 
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4.8 The United Kingdom 
Professor, Pekka Vihervuori 
Helsinki University of Technology 

4.8.1 General 

The private law basis for control over fresh water has been made up of traditional 
common law, but concerning almost entirely private, individual rights and obli-
gations. Statutory provisions, being of various nature but largely of public law 
character, have, however, long dominated the regulation of the use and protec-
tion of waters. The common law elements are nevertheless insignificant. Civil 
liability may be based either on common law or, where any, on statutory laws 
with differing contents. 

Riparian rights are a traditional British legal notion, being based on the fact 
that bodies of water as such are normally not regarded as private property. The 
owners of land adjoining a watercourse may nevertheless own the river bed, but 
not the water itself. According to established case law, they, however, have the 
right to receive the water in its natural state, subject only to reasonable usage by 
an upstream owner for ordinary purposes. The same right belongs to the holders 
of other property rights (e.g. fisheries). Any interference with the natural water 
quality or quantity is an actionable nuisance. This in turn may result in the recov-
ering of damages, including loss of profit and reinstatement costs. The aforesaid 
actually refers to the rights of downstream owners. Correspondingly, there are 
also rights of upstream owners. Additionally, liability of similar kind may also 
relate to groundwater. Due to the distinction between private law and public law, 
a discharge consent according to the legislation explained below does not act as a 
defence. Both common law and civil law remedies, where applicable, may be 
used to protect riparian rights. 

4.8.2 The Basic Enactments Relating to Water 

The basic regulatory system for the management and use of fresh waters (ground-
water included) is made up of the provisions in the Water Resources Act 1991 (WRA). 
The mechanism of the WRA is in many respects similar to that of its predecessors. 
Also the overall notion of 'water industry' has been used to refer to the regime of 
this legislation, although its core meaning is now more related to water supply 
and sewerage and hence to the Water Industry Act 1991. In regard to the latter, a 
major change in principle took place already in the late eighties, as the former 
Water Act 1989 on the privatisation of 'water industry' entered into force (after 
several previous post-war law reforms within the same sector). Many of the basic 
elements of the traditional water legislation were nevertheless preserved and are 
still to be found in the WRA. 
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Another, systematically important reform was caused by the Environmental 
Protection Act 1990 (EPA, see below). Here relevant parts of the regulation on water 
pollution prevention were included in the new integrated pollution control sys-
tem. However, the system of written environmental law retrained far from being 
systematically codified. 

4.8.3 The Relevant Administrative Bodies 
In the public administration, extensive water-related powers in addition to sever-
al other tasks related to environment and natural resources have been vested by 
the Environment Act 1995 (which, its title notwithstanding, is not a comprehensive 
codification of environmental law; e.g. the EPA remained rather intact) in the 
comprehensive Environment Agency for England and Wales, which was created 
by the above-mentioned Act (in operation from April 1996) by incorporating sev-
eral previous authorities. The Environment Agency, being a 'non-departmental 
public body' with a staff of 9,000 persons and an organisation consisting of cen-
tral, regional and area levels, has taken over the functions of its predecessors, i.e. 
the National Rivers Authority (NRA), Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution (HMIP), 
Waste Regulatory Authorities and several smaller units of the Department of the 
Environment. It has been described as potentially the most powerful control agen-
cy in Europe. 

The principal aim of the Environment Agency is so to protect or enhance the 
environment, taken as a whole, as to make the contribution that Ministers consid-
er appropriate towards achieving sustainable development. By combining the 
administrative regulation of land, air and water, an integrated approach to envi-
ronmental protection and enhancement is aimed at, considering the impact of all 
activities and natural resources. 

The legislative responsibilities of the Environment Agency are in a few re-
spects based in the Environment Act 1995, but mainly in the pre-1995 legislation 
which as a rule continues to be applicable, the competence provisions being re-
formed, though. This legislation includes e.g. the Water Resources Act 1991, the 
Water Industries Act 1991, the Land Drainage Act 1991 and the Environmental 
Protection Act 1990. 

Among its other tasks, the Environment Agency regulates over 2000 indus-
trial processes with the greatest polluting potential, using the best available tech-
niques not entailing excessive cost to prevent or  minimise  pollution. It also pre-
serves and improves the quality of rivers, estuaries and coastal waters through its 
pollution control powers, including 100,000 water discharge consents and through 
the regulation of more than 6000 sewage works. It has moreover to conserve and 
secure proper use of water resources, including 50,000 licensed water abstractions 
and to supervise all flood defence matters, involving over 43,000 kms of defence 
works. Its other water-related tasks include the maintenance and improvement 
of salmon, trout, freshwater and eel fisheries, including issue of some 1,000,000 
angling licences, the conserving of the water environment, including areas of out-
standing natural beauty or environmental sensitivity extending to nearly 4 mil-
lion hectares, and promoting its use for recreation, and the maintaining and im-
proving of non-marine navigation, including the licensing of some 40,000 boats. 

The former National Rivers Authority (NRA) was originally created only in 
1989 and re-regulated already in 1991 by the WRA. The NRA had a lot of compe- 
tence under the WRA, especially according to Part III of the Act, but also concern-
ing water resources, droughts, flood defence and land drainage, fisheries and 
navigation. These powers now refer to the Environment Agency. 
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In the following presentation, the possible differences between the various 
parts of the United Kingdom are not described, and the main focus is on England 
(and Wales). — The expression 'Ministers' normally includes both the Secretary of 
State (for the Environment) and the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food. 

4.8.4 The Water Resources Act 

4.8.4.1 General 

As a general framework for the management of water resources, the WRA deals 
not only with water resources, abstraction and impounding, droughts, drainage, 
flood control, irrigation etc., but also with protection against the pollution of sur-
face waters and groundwater. The Act, like its system of authorities, is on the 
other hand closely linked to other water-related legislation, such as the Drainage 
Act, the Water Industry Act (WIA) and the Environmental Protection Act (EPA) . 

The enforcement of the WRA was the primary duty of NRA, now being one 
of the main tasks of the brand new Environment Agency. Directions of a general 
or specific character may be given to the Environment Agency by the Secretary of 
State or by the Minister, on several grounds. 

The tasks and powers of the Environment Agency according to the WRA 
relate to water resources, water pollution (though its competence is limited by 
the EPA 1990), flood defence and land drainage (here also based on the Land Drain-
age Act 1991 etc.), fisheries, navigation, harbours, and conservancy. There are re-
gional exceptions and modifications. 

According to the WRA, the Environment Agency is empowered, inter alia, to 
institute criminal proceedings, to acquire and dispose of land and other property 
and to carry out appropriate engineering or building operations. 

Regional rivers advisory committees and regional and local fisheries advisory com-
mittees are established by the Environment Agency for the different regions in 
order to be consulted in regionally or locally relevant matters. Concerning flood 
defence, there are committees vested in certain statutory powers under the WRA. 
Regional flood defence committees consist of members appointed by the relevant 
Minister or by the Environment Agency, but also of members acting on behalf of 
the constituent councils. There may also be local flood defence committees acting on 
the basis of local flood defence schemes. 

It is the general duty of the Environment Agency to have particular regard 
to the duties imposed on any water undertaker or sewerage undertaker. The Min-
isters are obliged to have regard to various protection interests. 

If the Nature Conservancy Council is of the opinion that any area is of spe-
cial conservation interest and it may be affected by schemes, works, operations or 
activities of the Environment Agency, the Council shall notify the fact to the Agency. 
There is a similar provision for the National Park authorities. After the notifica-
tion the body shall, depending on the situation, be consulted before the works 
etc. 

The Ministers may issue codes of practice with respect to environmental and 
recreational duties. They are not binding as such, but may still be legally relevant 
in certain circumstances. 
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4.8.4.2 Water Resources Management 

The Environment Agency has to take all appropriate actions necessary or expedi-
ent for the purpose of conserving, redistributing or otherwise augmenting water 
resources in E&W, and of securing the proper use of water resources in E&W. - 
The obligations of the water undertakers according to the Water Industry Act 1991 
are unaffected. 

It is the duty of the Environment Agency to enter into reasonably practicable 
arrangements with water undertakers for securing the proper management or 
operation of the relevant waters or works (the water resource management schemes). 

The setting of minimum acceptable flows for specified inland waters (discrete 
waters, i.e. ponds, reservoirs. etc. not discharging to other inland waters exclud-
ed) is another important tool for water resource management, which may be rel-
evant to conservation and fisheries in addition to water supply interests. A spe-
cial procedure initiated by the Environment Agency is provided for by Schedule 
5 to the WRA. Water intakers (groundwater included), drainage boards, naviga-
tion authorities, and "any person authorised by a licence under Part I of the Elec-
tricity Act 1989 to generate electricity" shall be consulted. The public health has to 
be safeguarded, and requirements in relation to various forms of lawful use have 
to be met. A draft statement by the Environment Agency is submitted to the Sec-
retary of the State for approval. 

4.8.4.3 Abstraction and Impounding 
The abstraction of water from any source or supply is generally prohibited with-
out a licence granted by the Environment Agency. The same applies to the con-
structing and extending of wells and boreholes. 

A licence is also needed to the construction or alteration of impounding works 
at any point in any inland waters which are not discrete waters. "Impounding 
works" means any dam, weir or other works in inland waters by which water 
may be impounded, or any works for diverting the flow of any inland waters in 
connection with the construction or alteration of any dam, weir or other works. 

In both cases a contravention is a criminal offence. 
Abstraction and impounding may be combined to a single licence proce-

dure. 
There are general exceptions for navigation authorities, harbour authorities 

and conservancy authorities. Land drainage is excepted, as well as prevention of 
interference with mining, quarrying, engineering, building etc. There are also 
exceptions for abstraction for vessel water resources investigations. In certain cir-
cumstances it is also possible to free a source from the restrictions. 

The restriction on abstraction shall not apply to abstraction of a quantity of 
water up to 5 m3  unless it does not form a part of continuous operation or a series 
of operations by which a larger quantity is abstracted. Moreover, the limit is 20 m3  
if the abstraction is with the consent of the Environment Agency. Also abstraction 
from inland waters by an occupier of contiguous land for domestic purposes of 
the occupier's household or agricultural purposes other than spray irrigation is 
free, provided that the abstraction does not exceed 20 m3, in aggregate, in any 24 
hours. The same holds true for abstraction of groundwater by individuals for 
domestic household purposes. Regarding the contiguous land mentioned above, 
the Environment Agency may serve on the abstracting person (occupier) a notice 
specifying the relevant parts of the holding. The person on whom a notice is 
served may appeal to the Secretary of State. 

Licence applications can be made only by qualifying persons. The compe-
tence to make an licence application for abstraction from surface waters is hence 
vested to the occupier of land contiguous to the waters, and to a person who has 
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or is going to have a right of access to such land. Regarding groundwater, the 
competence lies upon the occupier of land consisting of or comprising the under-
ground strata, or, in certain circumstances, upon a person who has or is going to 
have a right of access to such land. Also rights still under negotiations may be 
relevant, as well as the possibility to compulsory purchase according to any en-
actment. 

A notice on the application shall be published in newspapers. It shall also be 
served several interested authorities, drainage boards and locally relevant water 
undertakers. The documents shall be open to inspections by the public, and any-
one can make representations with respect to the application within a fixed time. 

The Environment Agency may grant a licence containing such provisions it 
considers appropriate, or, if considered necessary or expedient, refuse to grant it. 
Existing rights and privileges for use of water are normally protected. If failed, 
the Environment Agency may become liable for derogation from protected rights. 
A minimum acceptable flow, where determined, or a need to determine a mini-
mum acceptable flow shall be regarded to. 

The Secretary of State may require a particular application or a class of appli-
cations to be referred to him, instead of the Environment Agency (call-in). Special 
procedural rules are here provided. 

A licence shall include a provision regarding the available water quantities 
during specified periods, and provisions on measuring or assessing the quanti-
ties being abstracted. The technical means by which water is abstracted shall be 
specified in detail in the licence. It shall also be stated in each licence, whether the 
licence is to remain in force until revoked or is to expire at a specified time. 

Where the licence holder, having been the occupier of the relevant land, 
ceases to be the occupier and another becomes the new occupier, the successor 
becomes the licence holder instead. Succession of the right conferred by a licence 
is possible also in certain additional situations. Detailed provisions on the succes-
sion are issued by regulations. 

A valid licence may be modified on application of the licence holder. It is also 
possible to modify the licence at instance of the Environment Agency or the Sec-
retary of State. An application for modification may also be made by owners of 
fishing rights. Licence-based abstraction for spray irrigation purposes may be tem-
porarily restricted, for reasons of exceptional drought. A licence may moreover be 
revoked for non-payment of the charges payable in respect of a licence. In certain 
circumstances the licence holder is entitled to compensation in respect of the rel-
evant expenditure, loss or damage. 

The appeals and references to the Secretary of State may by an order of the 
same be channelled to special tribunals. 

Decisions of the Secretary of State may, on application of the person apply-
ing for the licence or another party, be quashed by the High Court, but only on 
the grounds that the decision is not within the powers of the Secretary of State or 
that the legal requirements have not been complied with. 

4.8.4.4 Droughts 
During exceptional drought the Secretary of State may issue drought orders for a 
particular area, as either ordinary drought orders or, where the deficiency is serious, 
as emergency drought orders, as provided by Chapter III of Part II of the WRA. The 
orders may as a rule only be issued on application by the Environment Agency or 
a water undertaker. The orders may, inter alia, include various powers of the Agency 
to take or allow to take water from any sources, or to discharge water or allow to 
discharge water to any place, or prohibit or limit the taking of water. The interest-
ed parties may be entitled to compensation for loss or damage caused by the 
orders, partly depending on whether the order has been ordinary or emergency 
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order. The procedural requirements in the preparing and issuing of drought or-
ders (including publicity, objections etc.) are included in Schedule 8 of the Act. 
Contravention of drought orders constitutes an offence under the WRA. 

4.8.4.5 Water Pollution Control (Insofar Under the WRA) 

General 

Traditionally, British water pollution control law has been based on a case-by-case 
approach taking into account the impacts of the individual discharge on the re-
ceiving water body, and the role of fixed limit values and standards, being typical 
of continental Europe, has been of subsidiary importance, although the influence 
by EC Directives has shifted the emphasis in a certain extent. Previously the main 
focus was at oxygen-depleting organic substances and suspended solids. Major 
concern on hazardous (or fertilising) chemicals is of later origin. Prior to the es-
tablishing of the NRA, the emphasis of decision-making was clearly on local level, 
but here a remarkable shift towards a multilevel organisation (now the Environ-
ment Agency) has taken place. Before the influence of EC law, there was also a 
significant lack of publicity in water pollution control, but the situation has been 
remarkably changed. 

The establishing of the NRA created an opportunity to a coherent national 
policy on water pollution prevention, and the creating of the Environment Agen-
cy made it possible to achieve an integrated approach to environmental protec-
tion. 

Classification and quality objectives 
According to Section 82 of the WRA, the Secretary of State may prescribe a 

system (a scheme) of classifying the quality of "controlled waters" according to 
specified criteria. 

The notion of controlled waters includes (Section 104): 
* 	relevant territorial waters, those extending seaward for 3 miles out from 

baselines from which the territorial sea is measured; 
* 	coastal waters, those extending landward from the specified baselines 

(above) to high tide/freshwater limits; 
* 	inland fresh waters, i.e. the waters of any relevant (i.e. discharging into an- 

other water body as specified in the WRA) lake or pond, reservoirs includ-
ed or, so much as is above the fresh-water limit, of any relevant river or 
watercourse; as well as 

* 	groundwater. 
The criteria of classification consist of general requirements as to the purposes 

for which the waters are suitable, specific requirements as to the relevant substances 
or specific requirements as to other characteristics of the waters. In addition, the 
classification may be completed with the important water quality objectives issued 
by the Secretary of State for any particular waters. The requirements of the rele-
vant EC directives are partly implemented by the quality criteria. It is a general 
duty of the Secretary of State and the Environment Agency to ensure, so far it is 
practicable, that the water quality objectives for any waters are achieved. The 
Agency shall monitor the pollution in controlled waters. (General surveillance of 
water quality by the Environment Agency may also cover other waters.) 

General prohibitions 

It is illegal to cause or knowingly permit any poisonous, noxious or polluting 
matter or any solid waste to enter any controlled waters. The same applies to any 
matter, other than trade effluent ('trade effluent' = any effluent from trade premis- 
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es other than domestic sewage or surface water) or sewage effluent, being dis-
charged from a drain or sewer in contravention of a prohibition by (individual) 
notice of the Environment Agency or by regulation, and to any trade effluent or 
sewage effluent. As for trade effluent and sewage effluent, the prohibition also 
encompasses discharges through a pipe into the sea outside the controlled wa-
ters. It is likewise prohibited to discharge trade effluent or sewage effluent, in 
contravention of a prohibition, from a building or plant on to or into any land or 
into any waters of a lake or pond not being inland freshwaters. 

The bans consist of several general wordings which can be interpreted in 
different ways, and hence it has been up to the judicial practice to make the nec-
essary specifications. An additional prohibition covers discharges leading to a 
substantial aggravation of pollution due to other causes or the consequences of 
such pollution. The prohibitions set by regulation may refer to prescribed (prohibit-
ed) substances or concentrations, or prescribed (prohibited) processes. 

A person who contravenes the provisions above or the conditions of a con-
sent shall be guilty of an offence and liable to imprisonment or fines. 

There is, however, no criminal offence, if the discharge has been made in ac-
cordance with, inter alia, a consent of the Environment Agency under Chapter II, Part 
III of the WRA, with an IPC authorisation under Part I of the EPA 1990 (see below), 
with a waste management or disposal licence, or with any provision or statutory 
order expressly conferring power to discharge effluent into water. However, the 
fact that an act or omission was in accordance with good agricultural practice ap-
proved by the Ministers is no more a defence as such. There are additionally 
certain general defence like emergency etc. 

Discharge consents 

The aforesaid also means that a discharge consent according to the WRA is as a 
rule required for any discharge of trade or sewage effluent into controlled waters, 
for any discharge of trade or sewage effluent through a pipe from land into the 
sea outside the limits of controlled waters and for any prohibited discharge. A 
consent is required for each discharge individually. This means that an installa-
tion with four discharge pipes needs four consents. 

The relationship between the discharge permit (consent or authorisation) 
systems of the EPA and the WRA consequently made it unnecessary to obtain a 
consent from the NRA, where an authorisation by the HMIP had been granted. 
The NRA had, nevertheless, important water-related powers in relation to the 
HMIE Now the legal mechanisms are still different and divided between the Acts 
so far, but both WRA and HMIP are from 1995 (effectively from 1996) merged into 
the Environment Agency. 

The discharge consents according to the WRA and the relevant procedure 
are regulated in detail in Schedule 10 to the WRA. The applications (to the Envi-
ronment Agency) are made public by notifications in newspapers. The local au-
thorities or water undertakers are also notified. A fixed period has to be set for 
written representations or objections. The Environment Agency has the power to 
consider whether to give the consent, either unconditionally or subject to condi-
tions, or to refuse it. The consent shall be deemed to have been refused if it is not 
given within a period of four months from the application, if not otherwise agreed 
between the Environment Agency and the applicant. 

The conditions of a consent may refer to, inter alia, to the outlets and place of 
discharge, the various properties of the discharge, treatment or other processes 
for minimising the polluting effects, maintenance, samples, measuring or record-
ing the discharges, keeping of records and information to the NRA. It is at least 
partly unclear, whether a specified treatment method can be required, or shall 
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the choice of methods to comply with the imposed standards be left to the appli-
cant. In general, the individualised and flexible case-by-case approach makes that 
effects on the receiving water are weighed crucial importance, and the water qual-
ity objectives and standards for the receiving waters are taken into account. Due 
to the relevant EC Directives, especially 76/464/EEC, also statutory water quality 
objectives have been introduced. Of course the absolute limit values for various 
discharges, also being largely based on the Directives, shall be complied with as 
minimum requirements. 

Anyone who has made objections and representations in due time follow-
ing publicity for an application may, if the Environment Agency proposes to con- 
sent to it, request the Secretary of State to 'call in' the application (which he may in 
any case do of his own motion). After a local inquiry or hearing (which is obliga-
tory if requested by the applicant or the Environment Agency) the Secretary of 
State has the power to determine the application and to impose conditions etc. 
The Secretary of State may also direct the Environment Agency to transmit to him 
any consent applications. Special procedural rules are here provided for 

Annual charges for discharge contents according to the WRA may be required 
in order to recover from the dischargers the costs of the discharge-related activi-
ties of the Environment Agency. 

Appeals against the consent decisions may be made to the Secretary of State 
by the disappointed applicant (or other relevant discharger) - but not by those 
suffering damage or by other interested parties. On appeal the Secretary of State 
may give the direction requiring the Authority to give consent, either uncondi-
tionally, to modify the conditions or to make an unconditional consent condition- 

or to modify the period during which variation or revocation of a consent is 
not to take place. In order for an appeal to be successful, a policy difference be- 
tween the Secretary of State and the Environment Agency is in fact required, 
which is less probable in practice. 

The consents may, under certain conditions, be altered or revoked. Except 
for EC obligations or the protection of public health or aquatic flora and fauna, a 
period shall be specified for each consent during which notification on altering or 
revoking may not be served. 

As for illegal or probably illegal discharges, the Environment Agency may 
specify any conditions in the form of a consent without application. 

Protection zones and sensitive areas 

In addition to the general provisions of water pollution control, particular water 
protection zones (WPZ) may be established by the Secretary of State to prevent or 
control the entry of poisonous, noxious or polluting matter into controlled wa-
ters, by prohibiting or restricting activities likely to result in pollution. Specific 
consents with conditions may be used. 

The aforesaid does not refer to nitrates from agriculture. Instead, a land area 
may be designated by the Minister as a nitrate sensitive area (NSA), where the 
protection rules are different. Compensatory agreements with the property own-
ers may here be additionally used. Moreover, codes of good agricultural practice 
may be approved by statutory instrument. A contravention of the code does not 
give rise to any criminal or civil liability, but the Environment Agency shall take 
the existence or likelihood of a contravention into account when exercising its 
powers. 
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Precautions against pollution 

The Secretary of State may prohibit a person from having custody or control of 
any poisonous, noxious or polluting matter unless prescribed works or precau-
tions and other steps have been taken for the purpose of preventing or control-
ling the entry of the matter into any controlled waters. He may also make regula-
tions requiring a person already having the custody or control or making use of 
poisonous, noxious or polluting matter to carry out works and take precautions 
for the same purpose. The regulations may confer the power to specify the rele-
vant circumstances to the Environment Agency. 

The Environment Agency is empowered to make bylaws to prohibit or reg-
ulate the washing or cleaning of specified things in certain waters, and to prohibit 
and regulate the keeping of vessels provided with sanitary appliances on certain 
waters. 

Deposits and vegetation in rivers 

It is forbidden without the consent of the Environment Agency to remove from 
the bottom, channel or bed of any inland waters a deposit accumulated by reason 
of any dam, weir or sluice holding back the waters and hereby cause the deposit 
to be carried away in suspension in the waters. It is likewise an offence, without 
consent, to cause any substantial amount of vegetation to be cut or uprooted in 
any inland waters, or to be cut or uprooted so near to those waters that it falls into 
them, failing to take all reasonable steps to remove the vegetation. The consents 
may contain appropriate conditions. The ban does not cover acts done in the 
exercise of powers under the enactments relating to land drainage, flood preven-
tion or navigation. 

Flood defence and land drainage (including the Drainage Act) 

'Flood defence' consists of the drainage of land and the provision of flood warming 
systems. 'Drainage' includes defence against water, including sea water, irrigation 
other than spray irrigation, and warping. General supervision over flood defence, 
land drainage included, was exercised by the NRA and now by the Environment 
Agency, which also shall pay due regard to the interests of fisheries. The func-
tions are mainly arranged to be carried out by regional flood defence committees, in 
addition to which there are also local flood defence committees. The tasks of the 
committees are stipulated in Part IV of the WRA 1991, and partly also in the Land 
Drainage Act 1991. The provisions on flood defence are, in addition to the very 
flood defence and land drainage works and activities, also relevant to several 
other water-related activities and constructions with possible impacts on flood 
defence or drainage. 

The core provisions on land drainage are to be found in the Land Drainage 
Act. The Environment Agency has been vested in general supervisory powers 
over drainage functions under this Act. Without a consent of the Environment 
Agency water may not be discharged into a main river except by way of mainte-
nance of existing works. The work 'on the ground' is a matter of internal drainage 
boards, who supervise all drainage work in the respective districts (internal drain-
age districts), i.e. in the areas which'will derive benefit, or avoid danger, as a result 
of drainage operations', within the areas of the regional flood defence commit-
tees. The members of the internal boards are in part ministerially appointed, partly 
elected. The boards may levy drainage rates in respect of agricultural land and 
buildings. 
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The boards are vested in considerable drainage powers to maintain, improve 
and construct new land drainage works. On the other hand, the Act has been 
complemented with new environmental provisions in 1994, due to the growing 
importance of the aspects of nature, landscape and cultural heritage in drainage. 
Hence the boards are, like the Ministers and the Environment Agency in drain-
age issues, generally obliged to further the conservation and enhancement of 
natural beauty and flora, fauna and geological and physiographical features of 
special interest, as well as to protect and conserve historic and architecturally 
interesting buildings and to have regard to the effect any proposals would have 
on urban and rural habitats. Also recreational enjoyment shall be preserved. Ad-
ditional restrictions may be based on the legislation on nature protection. 

The functions of the drainage boards according to the Land Drainage Act in 
relation to other watercourses were largely conferred to the NRA in relation to 
specified 'main rivers', now being vested in the Environment Agency. Powers sim-
ilar to those of internal drainage boards are vested also in local authorities, which, 
like the Agency, may carry out small drainage works where the constituting of a 
internal drainage board would be less practicable. The boards are also entitled to 
control the constructing of mills, dams, weirs and culverts likely to affect the wa-
ter flow, to require works to be done to maintain the flow. In addition, its compe-
tence encompasses compulsory purchase and powers of entry. Drainage is fi-
nanced by levying of rates. In relation to the general development legislation, 
drainage projects are in a special position. 

Where any persons interested in any land are of the opinion that it is capa-
ble of improvement by drainage works, but the works cannot be carried out by 
reason of the objection or disability of any person whose land would be entered 
upon, cut through or interfered with by or for the purposes of the works, those 
persons may present an application to the appropriate Minister for an order au-
thorising them to carry out such drainage works as are expedient with a view to 
the improvement of the land. The applications are dealt with in a specific proce-
dure provided in the Drainage Act. Compensation for any injury shall be paid by 
the applicant. 

According to the provisions on flood defence in the WRA, it is forbidden to 
erect any structure in, over or under a watercourse which is part of a main river 
except with the consent of the Environment Agency. The consent shall be based 
on a detailed plan. It is likewise forbidden without a consent of the Agency to 
erect or alter any structure designed to contain or divert floodwater of a main 
river if the work is likely to affect the flow of water in the watercourse or to im-
pede any drainage work, and to erect or alter any structure designed to contain 
or divert the floodwater of any part of a main river. The powers of the govern-
ment regarding the erecting of bridges are unaffected by these provisions. If the 
applicant is not satisfied with the withholding of the consent or with the condi-
tions imposed, the question shall, if the parties agree, be referred to arbitration, or 
to the Minister or the Secretary of State. 

The provisions of the Drainage Act in turn make the consent of the drainage 
board necessary for several constructions. Without such a consent, no one shall 
erect any mill, dam, weir or other like obstruction to the flow of any ordinary 
watercourse or raise or otherwise alter any such obstruction, or erect any culvert 
that would be likely to affect the flow of any ordinary watercourse or alter any 
culvert in a manner that would be likely to affect any such flow. 

Where a ditch is in such a condition as to cause injury to any land or to 
prevent the improvement of the drainage of any land, the Agricultural Land Tri- 
bunal, on the application of the owner or occupier of the land, may order the 
persons in question to carry out specified remedial works. Furthermore, where 
the drainage of any land requires a work in connection with a ditch passing 
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through other land or the replacement or construction of such a ditch or the alter-
ation or removal of any drainage work in connection with such a ditch, the same 
Tribunal may, on application, make an order to authorise the applicant to carry 
out such works as may be specified in the order. 

Certain functions of navigation or conservancy regarding flood defence ac-
cording to the WRA may be transferred to the Environment Agency by agree-
ment. 

Land drainage works, flood defence works and defence against the sea re-
quire planning permission. Consequently the Town and Country Planning (Assess-
ment of Environmental Effects) Regulations 1988 are applicable, which makes envi-
ronmental assessment necessary. Improvements to existing works by drainage 
bodies and the Environment Authority do not require planning permission, how-
ever, but environmental assessment may still be needed under the Land Drainage 
Improvement Works (Assessment of Environmental Effects) Regulations 1988, where 
the proposed works would be likely to have significant environmental effects. 

General control of fisheries under the WRA 

It is a general duty of the Environment Agency to maintain, improve and devel-
op salmon fisheries, trout fisheries, freshwater fisheries and eel fisheries. On an 
application by the Agency, the Minister may issue statutory orders by which gen-
eral provisions on fisheries are modified, containing, where appropriate, provi-
sions on compensation injuriously affected by the order. The Ministers are em-
powered to issue regulations concerning the functions in regard to fisheries, to 
give effect to any Community obligations or international agreements. 

Charges and revenues 
The person holding a licence for abstraction or impounding may be required to 
pay a specific charge to the Environment Agency, according to a scheme made by 
it and approved by the Secretary of State. Agreements containing exemptions are 
allowed. A special charge in respect of spray irrigation is provided for. A similar 
charge and scheme system exists in connection with pollution control consents 
(see above under 4.6.4). Moreover, a general drainage charge at an amount per hec-
tare of chargeable land may be levied by the Environment Agency under certain 
conditions. Additionally, special drainage charges in interests of agriculture may 
be available. 

Governmental grants and loans fore fixed purposes under the WRA are pro-
vided. 

Land and works powers 

The Environment Agency may, under ministerial authorisation, purchase com-
pulsorily land or interests in or rights over land for the purposes of, or in connec-
tion with, the carrying out of its functions under the WRA. Special provisions on 
compulsory acquisition are provided for regarding accretions of land resulting 
from drainage works and regarding acquisition for fisheries purposes. 

The Environment Agency is empowered to enter into agreements with var-
ious public and private contracting parties concerning works for water resources 
purposes. 

Subject to the applicable provisions, the Environment Agency is generally 
empowered to lay relevant pipes in streets and in any land, subject to obligation 
to pay compensation. As already mentioned, the WRA also entitles the Environ-
ment Agency to carry out the appropriate anti-pollution works and operations 
where it appears that noxious, poisonous or polluting matter or any solid materi-
al is likely to enter, or has been present in, any controlled waters. The costs of such 
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works may be recovered from the polluter. It is likewise generally empowered to 
carry out flood defence and drainage works in connection with a main river. 
Moreover, the Environment Agency is vested in the power to carry out works for 
the purpose of providing flood warning system, as well as to, under compensa-
tion obligation, dispose of spoil in connection with flood defence works. A'com-
pulsory work order' by the Minister may entitle the Environment Agency to car-
ry out any engineering or building operations or to discharge waters in order to 
carry out its operations. 

Any person designated by the Minister or the Environment Agency may 
enter any premises or vessel for the purpose of ascertaining, whether the rele-
vant provisions are being or have been contravened, and carry out necessary 
inspections, measurements and tests. A similar system is provided for concerning 
the power of entry for certain works purposes, as well as concerning surveys and 
searching for water. 

Information and registers 

The Environment Agency shall inform the Minister on its activities yearly. It is 
also obliged to collate and publish information on water resources and demand 
for water, and to keep certain legally relevant maps on waters, and maintain reg-
isters on abstraction and impounding licences as well as on various decisions and 
documents concerning pollution control. The registers must contain prescribed 
particulars of, inter alis, applications for consents, consents given and conditions 
imposed, exemptions from the disclosure of information requirements in Sched-
ule 10, samples, information derived therefrom and any steps taken, as well as 
any information required to be kept under Section 20 of the EPA 1990. The regis-
ters are publicly available at reasonable times and copies are available at reason-
able charges. 

Moreover, the NRA is obliged to provide certain types of information to the 
Ministers and to water undertakers. On the other hand, it is the duty of anyone 
proposing to sink a well or borehole more than fifty feet below the surface to 
provide the Natural Environmental Research Council on relevant detailed infor-
mation. Information with respect to any water abstraction may be required by 
the Environment Agency. 

Regarding pollution control, the Environment Agency is obliged to give the 
Minister all relevant information. The Minister or the Environment Agency may 
serve on anyone a notice requiring information, as specified in the WRA. 

It is a general rule that no information with respect to any particular busi-
ness which has been obtained by virtue of the WRA and relates to the affairs of 
any individual or to any particular business shall not be disclosed without the 
consent of the party concerned. There are, nevertheless, several exceptions, the 
most of which refer to various official functions and duties. A general exception 
covers any disclosure of information being in pursuance of a Community legisla-
tion. 

Enforcement 

It is the general duty of the Environment Agency to enforce the provisions of the 
WRA, although a wide discretion is used. The officials may be given extensive 
rights of entry to premises in connection with the enforcement. 

The power concerning anti-pollution works and operations and the possibility 
to recover the costs from the polluter is clearly relevant to the enforcement. Where 
any poisonous, noxious or polluting matter or any solid matter is likely to enter, 
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or to be or to have been present in, any controlled waters, the Environment Agency 
is entitled to carry out specified anti-pollution works and operations. The expenses 
reasonably incurred may be recovered from the liable person. 

Prosecution by the Environment Agency, acting rather independently, oc-
curs at least in serious cases. Private prosecution is also available. Concerning 
water pollution offence the liability is strict in the meaning that no mens rea is 
required, but discretion by the Environment Agency makes it clear that not all 
incidents of pollution result in prosecution. 

4.8.5 Water Industries 

4.8.5.1 The Water Industry Reform 1991 

Although the Environment Agency is (and the NRA was) mainly responsible for 
water resources and the environment, the privatisation of the 'water industry' cre-
ated other bodies with obligations also in relation to the aquatic environment. 
The duties of the water and sewerage undertakers (most often: the privatised statuto-
ry water companies) and of the Director General of Water Services heading the Of-
fice of Water Services (OFWAT) are mainly to be found in the Water Industry Act 
1991 (WIA). 

The versatile WIA contains numerous and detailed provisions on the ap-
pointment and regulation of undertakers (also relation to the Monopolies Corn-
mission), environmental duties, protection of customers, water supply (duties of 
water undertakers, quality and sufficiency of supplies, fluoridation), sewerage 
services (general functions of undertakers, provision of sewerage services, trade 
effluents), financial provisions, undertakers' powers in relation to land, pipe-lay-
ing, other works and discharge water, entry to land, protection of undertakers 
works, information etc. 

In regard to environmentally relevant aspects, the Environment Agency is 
the principal regulatory body, whereas the undertakers are primarily commercial 
organisations, subject to supervision from both the Environment Agency and the 
Director General with the OFWAT. The distinction is, however, not so clear, as the 
undertakers also have certain regulatory powers, partly overlapping those of the 
authorities. 

The dualism has a certain historical background. Regarding the 1989 reform, 
the original idea was to privatise the water industry as a whole, but due to the 
deficient regulatory mechanisms in pollution prevention and health matters (and 
due to the fact that the relevant EC Directives had to be enforced by public au-
thorities) only the operational parts of water industries could be privatised. This 
also means that both the NRA (and consequently the Environment Agency from 
1996) and the undertakers are successors of the previous regional river-basin based 
water authorities, but unlike its predecessors the NRA had or the Environment 
Agency has no operational role that would contradict its supervisory duties. In 
fact, the previous water authorities were at the same time regulators of pollution 
and the main polluters! — The same basic arrangements adopted in 1989 have 
been preserved in the WIA. 

The water and sewerage undertakers shall not dispose of any of their 'pro-
tected lands', i.e. areas under their control for the purposes of water industries, 
except with the consent of or with a general authorisation by the Secretary of 
State. Where the area falls in within a 'notified site of special scientific interest', 
the ministerial consent may require consulting with English Nature and entering 
into a management agreement according to the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. 
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4.8.5.2 Sewerage 

Sewerage services are dealt with by the WIA (Part IV). The undertakers are obliged 
to provide a system of public sewers, as well as to cleanse and maintain them, -
and to make provision for the emptying of sewers by means of sewage disposal 
works, having regard to the needs to allow trade effluent to be discharged into 
public sewers and to dispose of such discharges. 

The discharging of matter into a public sewer is generally prohibited, if the 
matter would e.g. injure the sewer or affect the treatment and disposal of sewage. 
On the other hand, the provisions of the WIA allow the occupier of any trade 
premises in an undertaker's area to discharge trade effluent into public sewers, but 
subject to the undertaker's consent. As trade effluent are defined liquids produced 
wholly or partly in the course of trade or industry at any premises. But as for 
surface, storm and foul water, domestic sewage included, the occupiers of premises 
have the right to discharge into the sewer. 

If a consent of the undertaker is needed, a 'notice' shall be served by the 
discharger. The notice effectively means an application for a consent. In the notice, 
nature and composition of the discharge, the maximum daily quantities and the 
highest rate of proposed discharge shall be presented by the applicant. The un-
dertakers have the power to impose consent conditions in various respects, also 
with relevance to water pollution prevention. Effluent standards are normally 
used, but it is not allowed to require a specified treatment method. A breach of 
these conditions creates a criminal offence. Trade effluent charges are levied for 
discharges to sewers. 

Certain highly polluting effluents are, however, regarded as special category 
effluents (generally defined by Section 138 of the WIA, and in detail by the com- 
plementary regulations). If the proposed discharge contains any of these, the 
undertaker must, if the consent is not going to be refused, refer the matter to the 
Secretary of State. This gives the Secretary of State, or in fact to the Environment 
Agency, possibility to apply the relevant environmental policies. At the same time, 
the requirements of Directive 76/464/EEC are, as far as relevant, i.e. concerning 
public sewers, fulfilled. 

A consent may be replaced by an agreement for the reception and disposal 
of trade effluents with the owners or occupiers of trade premises. However, if 
special category effluent is concerned, the agreement made shall be referred to 
the Secretary of State who has the power to impose further requirements or pro-
hibit the operations. He is also empowered to review the agreements relating to 
special category effluent. For this there are some specific restrictions, but they do 
not apply where the implementation of the relevant EC directives or binding 
international agreements is at stake, or it is a matter of the protection of public 
health or flora and fauna dependent on an aquatic environment. 

The overall picture is additionally complicated by the introduction of IPC 
(see 7 below). This means that a trade effluent produced in a process controlled by 
the IPC system, was no longer treated as a special category effluent, although it 
remained under the control of the HMIP, which now has been replaced by the 
Environment Agency. Additionally, a WIA effluent consent of the undertaker is 
required in the normal way. Hence a dual control and permit system has been 
created. 

The undertakers are obliged to maintain publicly available registers of dis-
charge consents, any directions given and all agreements made. Moreover, they 
have been imposed a duty to furnish the Secretary of State with such relevant 
information as he may reasonably require. 
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4.8.5.3 Water Supplies 

In addition to other legislation (especially the WRA), the quality and sufficiency 
of supplies of water is dealt with Chapter III of Part III of the WIA. According to 
this, the Secretary of State is empowered to give regulations as to whether water 
supplied to premises is or is not to be regarded as 'wholesome' by reference to 
prescribed requirements. The requirements may relate to the quality of water, 
substances present in it and its characteristics. This mechanism is, among other 
things, aimed to fulfil the requirements of Directive 80/778/EEC. 

The undertakers are obliged to ensure that water supplied for domestic or 
food production purposes is wholesome, and as far as reasonably practicable, to 
ensure in relation to each source of supply of water that there is no deterioration 
in the quality of supply from time to time. Because these duties of the privatised 
water companies is highly relevant to public health, they may be enforced by the 
Secretary of State, and he may make detailed regulations in order to ensure com-
pliance. It is offence for an undertaker to supply water unfit for human consump-
tion, with a few limited exceptions. 

Special provisions in the WIA deal with combating the contamination or waste 
of water. It is an offence to cause or allow undergroundwater to run to waste from 
any well or borehole, or to abstract water in excess. Under threat of serious water 
deficiency the undertakers may prohibit the use of hose pipes for watering gar-
dens or washing cars. In addition to other provisions in the field of water pollu-
tion prevention, it is also an offence to pollute the water in any waterworks which 
is used or likely to be used for human consumption or domestic purposes or for 
manufacturing food or drink. This provision is not, however, extended to prohib-
it any method of land cultivation in accordance with the principles of 'good hus-
bandry', or the use by highway authorities of oil or tar on public highways. It is 
furthermore an offence for any owner or occupier of premises to cause or permit 
his water fittings to be out of repair or misused in a way that contamination may 
result. The Secretary of State is enabled to make additional regulations. 

Local authorities have to be informed of the wholesomeness and sufficiency 
of water supplies in their areas, and they also have certain other supervisory 
powers and functions. Also here the Secretary of State may make complementary 
regulations. 

4.8.6 Reservoirs 

Reservoirs are in certain respects regulated by the WRA. Also the WIA is relevant, 
as it entities water and sewerage undertakers to compulsory purchasing, mainly 
according to the procedural rules in the Acquisition of Land Act 1981. In addition, 
the general development legislation is applicable. Normally the construction of 
reservoir requires a planning permission (which in turn may result to the re-
quirement of environmental assessment). The reservoirs may be very relevant to 
other land use as well as to nature and landscape. This has made many projects 
highly controversial, and the powers of undertakers and authorities conferred by 
compulsory purchasing and developing provisions are not clear in practice in all 
respects. 

Safety aspects of major reservoirs and artificial lakes — 'large raised reser-
voirs', i.e. reservoirs capable of holding 25,000 m3  of water or more — above the 
natural level of any adjoining land - are controlled under the Reservoirs Act 1975. 
The Act encompasses versatile rules on information, registers, technical safety of 
dams and other constructions, monitoring, inspections, abandonment etc. 
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4.8.7 Integrated Pollution Control (IPC) 

4.8.7.1 General 

The British law on pollution control has traditionally been very fragmented, con-
sisting of several sectors and layers of legislation of different ages, with some lack-
ing or overlapping areas. E.g. the provisions on water pollution have been sepa-
rated from those on air pollution and waste disposal. Also the administrative struc-
ture has been split, and moreover often characterised by successive organisation 
reforms of various contents and aims. 

Partial uniformity regarding major industrial processes has been attained, 
however, by the introduction of integrated pollution control (IPC) by the Environ-
mental Protection Act 1990 (EPA). Simultaneously, a new administrative agency 
was created to deal with the IPC, i.e. Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Pollution (HMIP). 
The reform was not totally abrupt, because some of its elements were gradually 
introduced in the former laws during the preceding years. Due to the then re-
maining central duties of the NRA (see 3 above), the establishing of the HMIP as an 
not fully integrated body had been strongly criticised. Its allegedly conciliatory 
policies in turn had been criticised by environmental groups, unlike the policies 
of the NRA. From 1996, both the NRA and the HMIP have been merged into the 
Environment Agency. 

The pollution control mechanism of the EPA is in fact twofold in that Part I of 
the Act has established two separate control systems, i.e. the very IPC, originally 
controlled by the HMIP on the one hand, and general air pollution control (APC), 
vested in the local environmental health authorities, on the other. (Air pollution 
control is partly regulated also outside the scope of the EPA.) Only the IPC con-
cerns directly water pollution issues. On the other hand, also the remaining Parts 
of the EPA may be relevant to water pollution prevention, especially the provi-
sions on Waste on Land in Part II of the Act. 

4.8.7.2 The Permit Mechanisms 

According to its basic idea, the IPC is aimed to prevent or minimise pollution of 
any environmental medium, but on the other hand it only encompasses major 
polluting processes. (This restriction does not apply to the APC). The mechanism 
of the IPC is based on a permit (authorisation) system; it is a criminal offence to carry 
out a prescribed process without an authorisation by the Environment Agency. 
There are various statutory objectives to be met in order for an authorisation to be 
granted. In the consideration, effects on land, air and water are take into account, 
but ultimately the effect of a process on the environment as a whole is pursued. 

Also the discharge of trade effluent to sewers, generally regulated by the WIA, 
is encompassed by the IPC where the relevant dischargers are concerned. This 
results in overlapping controls, as also a discharge consent by the sewerage un-
dertakers according to the WIA is simultaneously required. 

The provisions on IPC in the very EPA are largely of a framework character 
only. The more detailed and technically elaborated provisions are to be found, in 
addition to the schedules to the EPA, especially in the numerous regulations un-
der the Act. 

The need for an authorisation depends on whether the process in question 
is contained by the schedule of prescribed processes, and also on whether or not 
the process is likely to released specified prescribed substances into specific me-
dia. The latter is partly related to the fact that the IPC has been elaborated also to 
implement the relevant EC directives on water and air pollution. The lists for 
both purposes are to be found in the relevant Regulation. 
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The scheduled processes are divided into six areas of industry: 
fuel and power industry 
chemical industry 
minerals industry 
metal industry 
waste disposal industry 
miscellaneous industry (paper manufacturing, animal and plant treatment 
etc.). 
Within each area, the processes are further divided into those likely to cause 

greater pollution resulting in IPC (Part A) and those resulting in APC (Part B). In 
all, more than one hundred types of processes are covered by the IPC, which 
makes approximately 5,000 different plants and installations. 

Additional schedules to the relevant Regulation define the prescribed sub-
stances the release of which requires authorisation irrespective of the process cat-
egories above. Releases into water are listed in Schedule 5 to the Regulation. This 
'Red list' consists of a group of dangerous chemicals and is largely identical to the 
list concerning discharges of trade effluents into sewers, based on Directive 76/ 
464/EEC. In practice, the two types of need for authorisation often coincide, but 
also in that case the listed releases may be specifically regulated. 

There are a few general exceptions to the general rules on the IPC require-
ment. 

There are detailed provisions on the IPC application procedure. As the au-
thorizations may be technically very complex, plenty of detailed technical infor-
mation is required from the applicant. Also a detailed assessment of the environ-
mental implications of the process is needed (mainly based on the notion of 'best 
practicable environmental option', BPEO), as well as information regarding the 
future monitoring of the released substances. An application has to be accompa-
nied by a prescribed fee to recover the administrative costs of the IPC. 

Before the EPA, the right of the public to be notified of environmentally harm-
ful processes was practically non-existent. The EPA has totally altered this. All 
applications for authorisati on have to published in a local newspaper, including 
relevant information prescribed by regulation and an invitation to make repre-
sentations to the Environment Agency within 28 days. There also several author-
ities and undertakers to be statutorily consulted. In general, an application has to 
be determined in a four-month period. The Secretary of State has the discretion-
ary power to 'call in an application, but it is in practice used sparingly. 

The Environment Agency has ample scope for discretion concerning an ap-
plication. An application may be granted — of course including a number of con-
ditions — or refused. In certain situations the application has to be refused. In the 
consideration, several statutory objectives have to be taken into account. The same 
objectives also relate to the imposing of conditions. One of the main points here is 
the requirement of 'the best available techniques not entailing excessive cost' (BAT-
NEEC), covering all the processes controlled by the Environment Agency under 
IPC. Also directions by the Secretary of State for the implementation of EC obliga-
tions or international obligations are binding, as well as any limits or require-
ments prescribed by the Secretary of State and achievement of any quality stand-
ards or quality objectives prescribed by the same. Also statutory plans under the 
EPA have the same effect. 

Regarding water pollution control, the powers of the HMIP were partly lim-
ited in favour to those of the NRA. The NRA had the power to certify that in its 
opinion the release of substances into controlled waters will result, or contribute 
to, a failure to achieve any water quality objective set under the WRA (see 4.6.2 
above). If so, the HMIP was not allowed not grant an authorisation. Furthermore, 
the NRA was entitled to notify the HMIP in writing as to appropriate conditions 
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to appear in the authorisation, in fact to dictate the minimum conditions, and it 
was also empowered to require the HMIP to issue a notice to vary the conditions 
of an authorisation. Of cause all the bureaucratic difficulties and controversies 
emerging from this dualistic system were one of the primary causes to integrate 
the administration and to establish the new Environment Agency. 

Although an application is personal to an applicant, it may be transferred to 
another operator, e.g. in connection of transferring the ownership of the respec-
tive installation. 

4.8.7.3 Enforcement 
The enforcement of the EPA is largely based on various types of notices served by 
the Environment Agency to the operator. Revocation notices can be used in order 
to revoke a valid authorisation, but in practice only on exceptional grounds. En-
forcement notices are available to the Agency to remedy a situation, where an oper-
ator is contravening, or likely to contravene, any condition of an authorisation. 
Also a decision not to react is subject to judicial review. Prohibition notices in turn 
are used for processes involving an imminent risk for serious pollution, notwith-
standing a valid authorisation. Variation notices aim at altering the conditions of 
an authorisation in force. 

There are several types of criminal offences under the EPA, and also corpo-
rate liability is available. In criminal proceedings, the court may, in connection of 
sentencing an offender, order him to remedy the effects of the offence. The costs 
of the re-instatement of the environment may be significant in relation to the 
average fines. On certain conditions, the Environment Agency may arrange for 
reasonable steps to remedy any harm caused as a consequence of an illegal proc-
ess and recover the costs from the offender. It is furthermore available to the En-
vironment Agency to seek administrative law injunctions against an offender in 
court. 

4.8.7.4 Administrative Appeals and Judicial Review 
In principle all administrative decisions and hence also the decisions according to 
the EPA are subject to judicial review, but strictly on principal judicial grounds. In 
practice more relevance is to be attained to the administrative appeal, which is 
available to the applicant/operator (but normally only to him) regarding the au-
thorizations and notices. The appeals are dealt with the Secretary of State, after 
written representations or a hearing by the Appeals Inspector 

An applicant for judicial review is required to have a 'sufficient interest' in the 
matter. The interpretation by the courts has in many cases been rather liberal in 
the recent years, e.g. regarding environmental organisations. 
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Water Supply and Waste Water 
Management 
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5.1 California 
Marja Hiitiö, Research Engineer 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

5. 1.1 Legal Background 

5.1.1.1 Water Rights 
In California, riparian rights are basically treated as primary, but appropriation has 
been considered as a permissive nonriparian use. The California Water Code de-
fines as public waters subject to appropriation "all water flowing in any natural 
channel except in so far as it has been or is being applied to useful and beneficial 
purposes upon, or in so far as it is or may be reasonably needed for useful and 
beneficial purposes upon, lands riparian thereto, or otherwise appropriated". The 
riparian landowner has a right to make reasonable use of water, and the appropri-
ator has a right to make beneficial use of the water. California has tried to tie to-
gether the riparian and the prior appropriation doctrines. As a consequence, it is 
required that use of waters are both reasonable and beneficial. 

California has long applied the so-called correlative rights rule which sets 
limits on the use of common property resources. According to the rule groundwa-
ter is as appropriable as surface water. The landowner has no right to ownership of 
groundwater; his right extends only to the quantity of water that is necessary for 
beneficial use on his land, and the appropriator may take the surplus. 

The water rights and the permit procedures are described more detailed in 
Chapter 4.2. 

5.1.1.2 Source Area Protection 
Source area protection has been a contentious topic in California, where water is 
diverted from the scarcely populated, but wet, north to the densely populated, but 
dry, south, as well as from the desert areas of the Colorado River basin to nearby 
coastal cities. California's problems have been dealt with by statutes conferring on 
the area of origin a right to reclaim its water at any time it chooses. It seems unlikely, 
however, that the state government would actually permit the discontinuation of 
water distribution to the large southern cities on the decision, for example, of a few 
thousand people in a rural northern county. Often the only real potential for eco-
nomic growth in the source area would be to develop a reservoir for waterborne 
recreational resource. Heavy use of the reservoir for waterborne recreation might, 
however, endanger the purity of the water supply. 

5.1.1.3 Regulating Customers' Uses 

Despite the extensive litigation over acquisition of public water supplies, there have 
been few reported cases involving the need for the public system to prevent the 
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waste of water by customers. Such litigation as there has focused on the ability of 
the water system to set differential rates among customers rather than on regula-
tion of use as such. 

Regulation of use and criminal sanctions would actually accomplish little in 
preventing waste, since detecting violations and enforcing the regulations would 
be time consuming, difficult and expensive. The problem could be solved by meter-
ing individual users of water to provide them with an incentive to conserve water. 
Metering has, however, been adopted very slowly in the larger urban centres. The 
prospect of "urban capacity sharing", involving the recognition of private property 
rights in the storage and diversion capacities of the public system, seems even less 
likely within the foreseeable future. 

5. l .2 Institutional Aspects 
In California the structure of local agencies that supply water for irrigation or mu-
nicipal purposes is very complex. By 1962, there were more than 3000 public and 
private agencies distributing water to the public. However, the large federal Cen-
tral Valley Project and the State Water Project have had an important role in water 
allocation in California over the last 75 years. The total federal and state diversion 
represents over 40 per cent of annual surface water diversion in California. Private-
ly owned entities consist of mutual water companies, privately owned utilities and 
countless individual proprietorships. 

The local public agencies in California can be classified according to whether 
they are organized under general legislative enactments or whether they are creat-
ed by special statutes. The latter include the various county flood control and water 
conservation districts, water agencies and groundwater management districts. These 
special agencies also store and distribute water for both irrigation and urban use. 
The statutes allow the agencies to incur a bonded indebtedness by a specified vote, 
usually two-thirds, of the qualified electorate in order to carry out its purposes. 

Of the California agencies created under general legislative enactments, two 
are devoted primarily to supplying water for irrigation: the irrigation districts and 
the so-called California water districts. There are also other agencies organized under 
general enactments to supply urban and irrigation water. These include water stor-
age districts, water conservation districts and flood control and water conservation 
districts. 

Five different types of local districts provide water almost exclusively for ur-
ban areas: the county waterworks, public utility, community service, municipal water 
and metropolitan water districts. In addition there are numerous municipal water 
departments and municipal utility districts that supply urban water. 

Institutional aspects are also described in Chapter 4: Legal and Institutional 
and Solutions 

5.1.3 Drinking Water Objectives and Standards 
The Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 (SDWA) was enacted in response to a grow-
ing awareness of the health problems associated with drinking-water contamina-
tion. It was designed to ensure the quality of the nation's drinking water would 
be sufficient to meet minimum national public health protection standards. The 
principal means for achieving this objective is the promulgation of national pri-
mary and secondary drinking water regulations applicable to virtually all the 
nation's public water systems. Initially, several interim primary regulations were 
promulgated. These were designed to protect health to the extent feasible through 
the utilization of generally available technology, treatment techniques and other 
means. Congress enacted significant changes to the SDWA in 1986. The Amend- 
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ment of 1996 included specific provisions on risk assessment, arsenic, sulphate 
and radon, and the creation of a State Revolving Loan Fund. 

The interim regulations were to be followed by revised national primary drink-
ing water regulations, but the administrator first established recommended maxi-
mum contaminant levels for all potentially harmful substances whose concentra-
tions in drinking water could be measured with sufficient accuracy for that pur-
pose. These maximum contaminant levels and treatment techniques were designed 
to reduce drinking water contaminant concentrations to levels as dose as feasible to 
the recommended level. The revised regulations were also to require treatment 
techniques for substances for which no recommended maximum contaminant lev-
el could be established. These treatment techniques were to be sufficient to prevent 
known anticipated adverse effects on the health of persons to the extent feasible. 
The 1986 amendments to the Act made substantial changes to this process. Compli-
ance with both the interim and the revised primary drinking water regulations is 
mandatory in the absence of a variance or an exemption granted in accordance 
with the Act. 

A state that has assumed primary enforcement responsibility may grant a var-
iance where, because of the characteristics of the raw water source reasonably avail-
able to the public water system, it is impossible to meet the maximum contaminant 
level, even with applying all the specified technology or treatments. However, the 
variance may not cause unreasonable risk to health. After the variance is granted 
the state has to establish a schedule for compliance with the maximum contami-
nant level and for implementation of control measures during the period prior to 
compliance. A variance can also be granted for use of a specified treatment tech-
nique if the public water system shows that, because of the nature of the raw water 
source, the treatment technique is not necessary to protect public health. However, 
the variance can be granted only on the condition that it is monitored. The 
administrator can also grant a variance from the requirement to apply a particular 
treatment technique if it can be shown by any person that an alternative treatment 
technique not included in the regulations is at least as efficient in lowering the level 
of the contaminant. 

A full exemption from a maximum contaminant level or a treatment technique 
in a primary regulation can be granted to a public water system if three conditions 
are met. First, the public system must be unable to comply because of compelling 
factors, including economic factors. Second, the public water system must have 
been in operation on the date the maximum contaminant level or the requirement 
for the technique became effective. However, systems not in operation will qualify 
if no reasonable alternative source of drinking water is available. Third, the exemp-
tion will not result in an unreasonable risk. As with the granting of variances a 
schedule for compliance and implementation must be prepared. 

Although the initial responsibility for enforcing the primary drinking water 
regulations is vested in the EPA, the SDWA has indicated a distinct preference by 
Congress for the transfer of primary enforcement responsibility to the states, as has 
happened in California. Under the provision, a state may assume such responsibil-
ity by adopting drinking water regulations no less stringent than national interim 
primary drinking water regulations; introducing adequate implementation proce-
dures including monitoring and inspecting; and meeting EPA record keeping and 
reporting requirements. In addition, the state variance and exemption standards 
must be at least as stringent as those set forth in the SDWA, and the state must be 
able to implement an adequate plan for emergency safe drinking water supplies. 

The national secondary drinking water regulations set maximum levels for 
certain contaminants affecting the aesthetic qualities related to public acceptance of 
drinking water. Unlike the drinking water regulations, however, the secondary reg-
ulations are cast in the form of recommendations, and the states may set lower 
standards provided there is no adverse impact on the public health and welfare. 
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In addition to the drinking water regulations discussed above, the SDWA re-
quires the EPA to promulgate regulations setting forth  minimum  requirements for 
state underground injection control (UIC) programmes described in more detail in 
the following section on groundwater protection. 

5.0.4 Groundwater Protection 

Although it has been argued that the CWA generally authorizes regulation of 
groundwater pollution, the Act is ambiguous, and the courts came to different 
conclusions in a series of cases on well injections. Congress responded by specifi-
cally authorizing the Safe Drinking Water Act's underground injection control pro-
gramme (UIC). The programme is of a limited nature, and it may well pre-empt 
any further interpretation of the CWA to apply to groundwater. 

Several other programmes provide some protection for groundwater. These 
include 1) the control of point source disposition into surface waters, 2) the surface 
mining control programme, and 3) control of the disposal of hazardous waste. There 
are some 16 federal statutes and a four-point strategy that attempt to deal with 
groundwater protection. None of these programmes, alone or together, are com-
prehensive in their approach to groundwater protection. 

There has been little, if any, coordination among these diverse programmes, 
and indeed, the federal government had long failed to articulate a groundwater 
protection policy. In 1984, the EPA issued its Groundwater Protection Strategy. The 
strategy's four goals are as follows: 

1. To foster stronger state government programmes for groundwater protec-
tion: 

- the EPA will provide grant support for state programme development; 
- 	the EPA will offer technical assistance to states; 
- 	the EPA will target research efforts to state requirements. 

2. To cope with inadequately addressed problems of groundwater contami-
nation: 

- the EPA will assess the extent of contamination from leaking underground 
storage tanks, issue a Chemical Advisory to warn gasoline station owners 
and operators of the problem, and consider the need to further regulate 
these contamination sources; 

- the EPA will assess the problems associated with surface impoundments 
and landfills; 

- the EPA will strengthen its efforts to protect groundwater from pesticides 
contamination and, over time, assess the effects of other practices on 
groundwater quality. 

3. To establish a framework for decision-making by the EPA programmes: 
- the EPA will adopt guidelines for groundwater protection. These guide-

lines will assure a high level of protection for groundwater used for drink-
ing and other beneficial purposes, and bring about greater cohesion in the 
EPA groundwater protection efforts. 

4. To strengthen the internal groundwater organization: 
- the EPA has established an Office of Groundwater Protection in the Office 

of Water, and counterpart offices will be established in each region. 

In 1986, the EPA issued its draft Guidelines for Groundwater Classification 
Under the EPA Groundwater Protection Strategy. It includes three groundwater 
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classes: Class I is high quality groundwater defined in terms of unusually high 
value, high vulnerability to contamination, irreplaceable source of drinking wa- 
ter and/or ecologically vital; Class II is groundwater that is currently or potential-
ly a drinking water source; and Class III is groundwater not suitable as a drinking 
water source because of either natural or man made contamination. Most water 
would be in Class II. 

In 1990 the EPA appointed a task force to develop proposals for implement-
ing the strategy. The goals of the task force were to improve coordination among 
governmental agencies, to ensure that groundwater contamination does not be-
come a health threat and that groundwater contamination does not prevent at-
tainment of surface water quality standards. No federal legislation was deemed 
to be necessary. 

There are three specific programmes administered by the EPA which are 
designed to protect groundwater. These programmes relate to underground stor-
age tanks (UST), UIC and wellhead protection. 

Underground storage tanks containing petroleum products and hazardous 
substances are a significant source of groundwater contamination. Congress in-
cluded regulation of USTs in the 1984 Amendments to the Resource Conserva-
tion and Recovery Act (RCRA). The Act governs USTs that contain or are meant to 
contain regulated substances. The tanks are subject to the notification require-
ment. The EPA promulgated regulations dealing with release detection, preven-
tion and correction in 1987. 

The SDWA established a framework for control of pollution caused by deep 
well disposal of materials through injection. This UIC program does not cover the 
underground injection of brine or other fluids used injection in oil and gas pro-
duction or any injection for secondary or tertiary recovery of oil or natural gas. It 
does, however, cover oil and gas operations if they endanger underground drink-
ing water sources. The SDWA requires the Administrator of the EPA to list those 
states that must have a UIC programme to protect drinking water supplies. The 
Administrator must promulgate regulations setting forth  minimum  requirements 
for state UIC programmes. These programmes must be sufficient to prevent any 
injection that may cause a public water supply system to violate a national prima-
ry drinking water standard, or create a public health hazard. Each state programme 
must include prohibitions against unauthorized injections, proscribe injections 
that endanger drinking water sources, and impose adequate inspection, moni-
toring, record-keeping and reporting requirements. 

The states must submit their programmes to the EPA for approval. If the 
state has failed to carry out its responsibilities or a violation occurs, the EPA will 
notify the state and the violator. If there is no compliance, a public notice is issued 
and, ultimately, the Administrator is authorized to file a civil action to secure com-
pliance. 

The UIC programme begins with the classification of all wells. Class I wells 
are those used for disposal of hazardous wastes or industrial or municipal wastes 
within a quarter of a mile of an underground drinking water source; Class II 
wells are those associated with oil and gas production; Class III wells are those 
used for minerals extraction; Class IV wells are those used for hazardous waste 
disposal within a quarter of a mile of an underground drinking water source; and 
all other wells are Class V. The regulations generally require proscription of Class 
I, II and III wells that produce any seepage of fluid into an underground drinking 
water source. Most Class IV wells which inject hazardous wastes directly into 
underground sources will have to be eliminated by the owner and no new wells 
of this nature may be constructed. In California, the programmes cover Class 
I,III,IV and V wells on all lands, including Indian lands, and Class II wells only on 
Indian lands. 
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The 1986 amendments to the SDWA created a programme for protection of 
wellhead areas. The legislation requires states to develop programmes and sub-
mit them to the EPA for approval. These programmes are to be designed to pro-
tect wellhead areas from contaminants that might adversely affect human health. 
The programmes must: 1) specify the duties of the appropriate agencies and en-
tities with regard to the programme, 2) determine the wellhead protection area 
for each wellhead, based on available hydrogeological information, 3) identify 
within each wellhead protection area all potential anthropogenic sources of con-
tamination, 4) contain technical and financial information, and details on the im-
plementation of control measures, training and demonstration projects, 5) create 
a contingency plan for alternate sources of drinking water in case of contamina-
tion, and 6) give consideration to all potential sources of contaminants in the ex-
pected protection area of a new well. 

The legislation leaves the definition of a wellhead protection area to the dis-
cretion of the states. Generally it means the surface and subsurface area around a 
water well or well field that supplies the drinkable water. States have to make a 
"reasonable effort" to put together a state programme. The only penalty for fail-
ure to submit an adequate programme is loss of federal funds to cover the costs of 
developing and implementing the programme. 
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5.2 Finland 
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5.2.1 Legal Background 

5.2.1.1 Water Supply 

According to the Water Act everyone has the right to conduct water from any 
water body for use as household water, provided that enough water remains for 
the needs of those who, as owners or under a permit granted to them, take or 
conduct water for use as a liquid. If a party who is not the owner or part-owner of 
a water area wishes to conduct water from a water body for purposes other than 
household water, or for household use with consequences that are not permitted, 
a Water Court may, on application, grant him permission to do so. The same ap-
plies if the owner of the water area wishes to conduct water from the area, and 
said measure results in a harmful change or consequence.To obtain a permit, the 
conducting of water should not cause extensive harmful changes in the environ-
ment, and the benefits should be considerable compared with the damage caused. 
A permit will not be issued if the project would endanger public health, cause 
significant damaging changes in the ecosystem or seriously affect living condi-
tions or commercial activities of the local community. 

If several parties apply for the permit to conduct water from a water body 
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for use as a liquid, and there is not enough water for them all, priority to conduct 
water shall be granted to the party who wishes to use water on the shores of 
water body or in its vicinity as household water or for some other household 
purpose. The same applies to the reasonable use of water for irrigation in cases in 
which the nature of cultivation makes this especially necessary and the acquisition 
of water to meet a public need is not severely inconvenienced as a consequence. 
After that, priority shall be given to any company intending to conduct water to 
meet the needs of a community. 

Groundwater is not owned by anyone, but the landowner has the priority 
right to use it for water supply. Unless permitted by the Water Court, groundwa-
ter may not be used if this may make the • supply of water more difficult for a 
facility already abstracting groundwater, cause a marked reduction in the yield of 
an aquifer that is important or otherwise usable as a water supply, or result in 
some other deterioration in the usability of this aquifer, or obstruct the supply of 
household water on someone else's property. No permit is needed for abstraction 
of groundwater for household purposes. However, when the intake quantity is 
250 m3/day or more the permit is always necessary. 

If there is not enough water available at reasonable cost suitable for house-
hold use, a Water Court may, on application, entitle a party needing water to 
abstract groundwater from someone else's land for use as household water and 
to take the necessary measures for this purpose, provided enough water is left for 
the needs of the owner, any inhabitants currently living on the owner's land and 
those expected to live there in the near future, and enterprises located in the area. 
The measures should not cause unreasonable disturbance or harm. Under the 
conditions mentioned above, a right may also be granted to conduct groundwa-
ter from someone else's land for use in industrial or other business operations for 
which it is particularly important to obtain groundwater. Also, if the technically 
and economically most practical way to implement an enterprise whose main 
objective is to supply household water to a local authority or a large number of 
consumers, or some other project to acquire water to meet a public need, requires 
the abstraction of groundwater from someone else's land, the Water Court may 
grant such a permit for the enterprise. No such permit shall be granted for con-
ducting water outside a locality if a corresponding need for water within the lo-
cality cannot be met to a reasonable extent. 

If several applicants apply for the permit allowing measures to be taken to 
use a particular groundwater supply, and there is not enough water to meet eve-
ry applicant's stated needs, priority shall be given to the applicant for whom the 
groundwater acquisition is paticularly necessary and whose operations can be 
considered important from the public point of view. To increase or secure the 
supply of water from a groundwater intake founded by the virtue of the permit, 
a Water Court may, on application, restrict the abstraction of water from another 
groundwater intake, even when it operates under a permit, if public need so 
requires. If a prolonged drought or some other comparable reason causes a consi-
derble decrease in the supply of groundwater, the Water Court may, on applica-
tion, enjoin the owner of a groundwater intake to restrict the volume of water 
taken from the intake for a given period of time, if such restrictions are needed to 
ensure the supply of necessary household water to the area around the intake. 

There are special rules safeguarding groundwater intakes and aquifers from 
harmful activities. The ban on polluting groundwater is absolute, which means 
that no permit can be granted for activities causing or probably causing ground-
water pollution. However, changes in the chemical or microbiological character 
of the groundwater are not specifically covered by the ban. 

The Public Sewer and Water Supply Systems Act defines the municipalities' 
obligation to supplywater and sanitation services. Specifically, the legislation states 
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that the municipality is obliged to organize water and sanitation services if re-
quired for resons of health or the needs of a large group. Such services may be 
implemented by the municipality itself or via a private system. The law requires 
each local authority to define the area of operations of water and sanitation sys-
tems within its municipal boundaries. 

Drinking water quality is regulated by the Public Health Act and Decree. 
The Act stipulates that the state authorities will lay down quality requirements 
for domestic water to be observed by the waterworks. The Act also stipulates the 
qualification requirements for managers of waterworks 

5.2.1.2 Waste Water Management 

The municipal sewer systems are regulated by the Public Sewer and Water Sup-
ply Systems Act, but the Water Act is nevertheless applied normally to the final 
discharges to a water body or to the sea. Excepting the smallest sewage works, 
serving less than a few hundred inhabitants, a waste water discharge permit is 
needed. The permit procedure is supplemented by a notification procedure, ac-
cording to which the discharge of waste water has to be notified to the Regional 
Environment Centre well in advance of the starting date. Discharge permits are 
issued for a given period, at most ten years. The permit includes various condi-
tions concerning, for instance, waste water treatment, load to the recipient and 
the monitoring of treatment efficiency and the quantity, quality and effects of 
waste water. 

According to the Public Sewer and Water Supply Systems Act, the munici-
palities or other operators of public sewers are obliged to receive the discharges 
from all properties and establishments within their respective areas as specified 
in accordance with the Act. This does not, however, apply to would-be connec-
tions producing sewage or waste water, the quality or quantity of which would 
make the functioning of the system difficult. The duty of property owners to con-
nect up to public sewers and water supply systems is laid down in the Public 
Health Act, but here a duty does not imply a direct right to be connected. 

5.2.2 Institutional Aspects 

5.2.2.1 Institutions 

Public water supplies in Finland date back to the late 19th century, when some 
towns began to take responsibility for ensuring that water was available for use 
by their inhabitants and for fire-fighting. The first water company started operat-
ing in Helsinki in 1876. It came into municipal ownership four years later. 

In the country's 461 municipalities there are altogether about 1300 water-
works which serve more than 50 consumers, and 600 sewage works. About 63% 
of the waterworks are directly owned and operated by cities and municipalities 
which have the duty of attending to water supplies and sewerage in urban areas. 
The remaining waterworks are operated by other water suppliers: cooperatives, 
limited companies or bulk-supply companies. These mostly serve rural areas and 
villages. The cooperatives are owned by the consumers, whereas in limited and 
bulk-supply companies the main shareholders are usually the municipalities con-
cerned. Industry and other water users also own and manage a number of water-
works. Most rural residents provide their own supplies and treat their own waste 
water. 

Most of the 600 sewage works are owned and operated by cities and munic-
ipalities. Only about 80 are limited companies, cooperatives, or owned by tourist 
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establishments or other water users. 
The duties of the government are shared between the Social Affairs and 

Health Administration and the Environment Administration. The major respon-
sibility of the health authorities is to ensure the wholesome quality of drinking 
water. The Ministry of Social Affairs and Health is responsible for setting national 
quality requirements and monitoring obligations, according to which quality sur-
veillance is carried out by municipal environmental health authorities or labora-
tories authorized by the National Agency for Welfare and Health. The Environ-
ment Administration is responsible for general development of water supply and 
sewerage as well as conservation of water and groundwater resources. 

The Environment Administration is subordinated to the Ministry of the En-
vironment. However, the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry directs the man-
agement of matters related to water supply and sewerage, flood control, drain-
age and land reclamation. 

5.2.2.2 Policy Instruments 

The means the Environment Administration has at its disposal in developing water 
supply and sewerage are planning, financing and construction, legal means and 
research. 

Planning 

The Environment Administration oversees the planning of water use on the 
national, regional and project level. 

General plans for water supply and sewerage cover two or several munici-
palities and are prescriptive in nature. The plans include specifications for costs, 
timing of measures and cooperation between municipalities. They also determine 
to what extent municipalities which now use surface water could, permanently 
or in times of crises, be served with groundwater. Special attention is also paid to 
water supply and sanitation in rural areas. Cooperation between the regional 
environment centres and the municipalities within their areas at the planning 
stage increases the effectiveness of these general plans. In most cases the regional 
environment centre takes the initiative in planning. 

To ensure the quality and availability of water supplies, a nationwide survey 
and classification of important groundwater areas has been carried out. The ob-
jectives of the work have been to obtain information: 
— 	on location, usability and contamination risks of groundwater areas; 
— 	for planning of water supply in municipalities, rural areas and during cri- 

ses; 
— for protection of groundwater; and 
— 	for areal (land use) planning. 

Surveys thus encompassed not only groundwater areas important for mu-
nicipal water intake plants, but also those suitable for such use, other groundwa-
ter areas and potential hazards to groundwater. The areas are classified in terms 
of their usability and protection requirements. An effort is being made to im-
prove water supply in municipal and sparsely populated areas. The classification 
of groundwater areas is essential for effective supervision by the Environment 
Administration and also helps the supervisory authorities to channel their re-
sources where they are urgently needed. However, before such a classification 
system can be introduced, municipalities must examine their water supply plans, 
develop waterworks for sparsely populated areas in cooperation with regional 
environment centres and draw up water supply plans for crisis situations. 

The supervision of groundwater areas will be facilitated by data on their 
location, type and potential hazards to groundwater. Information on hazards is 
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also of use to municipal environmental protection and health officials. Knowl-
edge of groundwater areas is also essential for monitoring the storage of petrole-
um products and preventing oil spills. 

Groundwater areas are classified as those which are important for water sup-
ply (Class 1), suitable for water supply (Class II) and other (Class III). The concept 
of important groundwater areas (Class I) has been expanded to include some of 
the groundwater areas needed for public water supply in sparsely populated 
areas, according to the earlier definition, important groundwater areas are main-
ly those which serve a population of 200 or more persons plus their facilities. In 
the new definition, a groundwater area is important if the water from each water 
supply serves 10 or more dwellings. A groundwater area suitable for water sup- 
ply (Class II) refers to an area which would be acceptable for water supply but 
which, for the time being, is needed neither by the community or sparsely popu-
lated region nor for any other water supply. 

Evaluating the degree of usability of other groundwater areas requires fur-
ther research into the accessibility of water supply, water quality and potential 
sources of pollution or other factors causing changes in quality. 

The Water Act includes regulations forbidding the disposal of or conducting 
of waste, refuse, chemicals or other hazardous substance so as to cause ground- 
water pollution. According to the regulations, groundwater must not be used in a 
manner nor should any steps be taken that would essentially reduce the supply 
of household water on another party's land. Furthermore, no use should essen- 
tially prevent the exploitation of an important or other suitable groundwater sup- 
ply area. This term covers all groundwater areas which are acceptable as a water 
supply (Classes I and II). Protection of groundwater areas will be achieved by 
intensifying controls on and compiling new plans concerning the protective meas-
ures required in each area. The more important the groundwater area, the more 
strictly the regulations concerning pollution of and alterations to the groundwa-
ter are supervised. The Ministry of the Environment issues guidelines about super-
vision. 

Groundwater areas have been taken into consideration in landuse planning 
by regulating different land uses and activities and by issuing orders affecting 
landuse. It is important that inconsistencies in the regulations and registration 
procedures affecting land use should be eliminated. 

Financing and construction 

In Finland each property connected to the water supply and sewerage net-
work is liable to pay water supply and sewerage charges and connection fees. In 
water pollution control, the 'polluter pays' principle is adopted. 

A waste water fee is collected by law from those whose effluent is conducted 
to a municipal sewer. The municipality or the water supply company responsible 
for providing services levies water and waste water charges to cover their expen-
ses. The water fee for households is based on the volume of water actually con-
sumed. A waste water fee consists of a connecting fee and a recurring fee, the crite-
ria for which are specified in the legislation. In the case of water supply and sewer-
age, these charges cover an average of 80% of costs. Other sources of funds to finance 
investments and cover costs include bank loans and, in the case of municipalities, 
tax revenues. The State has participated since the 1950s in financing the basic invest-
ment in the water supply network. This participation has been based on various 
considerations including social policy, national assets, regional policy and labour 
policy, as well as savings to be made by promoting cooperation between utilities, 
and implementation of special requirements for water protection. 

State support now takes the form of interest subsidies on loans for planning 
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and construction of utilities, grants, and construction by the State. The latter in-
cludes construction of some discharge, transfer and collecting sewers important 
from the point of view of water protection, and feeder and main pipes for water 
supplies. High local unemployment can also result in special aid from the em-
ployment authorities in relation to municipal investments, including water sup-
ply and sewerage projects. All forms of support by the State are discretionary. 

State support for water supply and sewerage now accounts for some 10% of 
investments. The principles for the support system were established at a time of 
considerable deficiencies in basic water supply and sewerage services in urban 
population centres and in rural areas. It would not have been possible to provide 
services on the scale realized in the 1970s and 1980s without State support. Im-
provement schemes for water supplies and sewerage in sparsely populated areas 
have received considerable State support over the past few years. Although di-
rect governmental support to water supply and sewerage only covers, on aver-
age, 10% of investment costs, in individual cases it can be very important, espe-
cially in rural areas and where completely new schemes have been started. 

Legal means 

As public supervisory authorities the duty of the Regional Environment Cen-
tres is to ensure that the Water Act and the decisions based on the Act are com-
plied with. The legal background is covered in detail in Chapter 4. 

Research 

The Environment Administration monitors changes in water quantity and 
quality and carries out investigations and research, primarily for the needs of its 
own administrative branch but also for external bodies that may need this infor-
mation. Technical research includes the development of methods used in water 
supply and water pollution control. 

5.2.3 Water Demand and Drinking Water Objectives and Standards 

5.2.3.1 Current Situation 

Water resources in Finland are abundant, which often allows the raw water source 
to be selected from different alternatives. The policy on drinking water supply 
has recently shifted towards increasing utilization of ground water sources, and 
in cases where ground water is not available, as good a quality of surface water as 
possible. Surface water sources containing industrial, agricultural or domestic dis-
charges are used only in rare cases, and advanced treatment methods are applied 
for such waters. 

Drinking water supply in Finland is characterised by a great number of small 
groundwater supplies. The total number of water supplies serving more than 50 
consumers is 1300, of which roughly 70 are surface water supplies. Surface water, 
however, constitutes 44% of the total volume of raw water because surface water 
supplies are usually large units. Groundwater or artificially recharged ground-
water are the raw water sources of most small municipalities. The average number 
of consumers of a public water supply in Finland is between 3000 and 4000. 

Private wells or boreholes are used as a drinking water supply by 14% of the 
Finnish population. In rural areas extensive public water supply networks have 
been constructed, especially in the western provinces, because of the lack of good 
local ground water resources. A major part of the rural networks was built by 
water supply associations. Founding of such cooperatives depended greatly on 
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private initiatives by rural inhabitants. They remain the ultimate decision-mak-
ers, although the municipalities and government authorities promote the efforts 
of the associations technically and financially. Many small water associations dis-
tribute water to villages with 5 to 20 farms or households but most wells and 
boreholes are used only by one family. 

The use of groundwater as drinking water grew from 20% of supply in 1963 
to 56% in 1995, and is expected to reach 70% by 2010. This rise, resulting from 
government policy, is one cause of the improvement in drinking water quality 
observed since the early 1970s. Dominating characteristics of Finnish groundwa-
ter are softness and natural acidity. For this reason corrosion of plumbing materi- 
als occurs often unless water is alcalized. That results in elevated copper and iron 
concentrations on tap water. Iron is the most common naturally occurring harm-
ful substance in Finnish groundwaters. Manganese, simultaneously with or sepa- 
rately from iron, is another substance decreasing the technical and aesthetic qual- 
ity of drinking water, and in some areas fluoride is the most important health-
related detrimental substance in groundwaters. The hygienic quality of ground- 
water is good and there is no wide-spread microbiological or chemical con-
tamination. A number of local pollution cases have, however, occured. In rural 
areas, where private wells are used, the water is quite often of poor quality, nota-
bly with respect to bacterial and nitrate content, because of the location and con-
dition of wells. 

Advanced water treatment, particularly to remove organic material, has im-
proved the quality of drinking water from surface sources. Surface water con- 
tains plenty of natural organic material and TOC values are usually between 5 
and 12 mg/l. Toxic industrial or agricultural chemicals are very rare in surface 
water sources which are used for drinking water supply. Disinfection of the wa- 
ter with a high content of organic material produces plenty of by-products. This 
used to be the main problem for the quality of drinking water in the 1980s. The 
situation has since improved, however, and now concentrations of certain sub- 
stances such as trihalomethane are at quite an acceptable level, although residual 
TOC and, particularly, absorbable organic halogen (AOX) concentrations are still 
high, adding to the aftergrowth in the distribution network. 

In Finland the most typical treatment method for ground water is alkaliza-
tion. The majority of groundwater, however, is not treated at all. Most (97%) sur- 
face waters are treated by precipitation using aluminium compounds as precipi- 
tation chemicals. All surface water is disinfected, usually using chorine gas. 
Ozonization is used in several surface water treatment plants. Application of the 
EU's regulations has led to additional treatment costs particularly for small water 
supplies, in which concentrations of iron or manganese often exceed, and the pH 
value is below, the corresponding parametric values in the Directive. In certain 
geographic areas, fluoride removal is necessary. Pesticides, nitrates and lead do 
not present a problem in Finland, unlike most other European countries. 

5.2.3.2 Water Demand 
The total amount of water distributed by municipal waterworks has increased 
continually over the period for which comprehensive statistics are available since 
1970. The increase is mainly based on the greater number of people covered by 
the system. In 1994, the amount of water supplied by municipal waterworks for 
consumption was about 415 million cubic metres. This figure includes all water 
distributed by public waterworks including also so called general consumption. 
In Finland, leakage usually accounts for only a very small propotion of water 
distributed. Water used by manufactoring industry represents 1.61 billion m3  and 
cooling of power plants accounts for a further 375 million m3. 

Water consumption per capita per day, so called specific water consumption 
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is a key concept in planning the future actions, be it the development of infra-
structure, treatment plants or tariff structures. In Finland specific water consump-
tion started to decline in the mid-1970s mainly as a result of two factors: the ener-
gy crisis and the introduction of a consumption-related 'waste water charge. In 
1994 specific consumption was about 260 litres. 

5.2.3.3 Objectives and Standards 
Water quality requirements have been published by several bodies, among them 
the European Community and the WHO, both of which have been criticised in 
this regard. According to the Association of Water Suppliers in Europe, the EC 
Drinking Water Directive 80/778/EEC "should be revised on the basis of scientific 
and technical progress and practical experience with its implementation". EU direc-
tives are binding in terms of the results to be achieved, and practically all water-
related EU legislation is in Directive form. The member state has the choice of 
how to incorporate these into national legislation. Sometimes the national water 
associations or related authorities issue further standards to be achieved, taking 
into account the local circumstances. 

In connection with the EEA Agreement, Finland implemented the Drinking 
Water Directive (Appendix 1) and Directive 75/440/EEC on the quality of surface 
waters used for producing drinking water in 1994. An important difference com-
pared to earlier practice is that the health-related and other requirements are 
legally binding. All the quality parameters must now be met, apart from certain 
microbiological values. In addition to the parameters in the Drinking Water Direc-
tive, the Finnish requirements include a number of additional parameters, and 
the values for some of them are more stringent than the MAC values in the Directi-
ve. The implementation of the Directive on the quality of surface waters used for 
producing drinking water has resulted in an extensive inventory of the raw wa-
ter quality and the revision of monitoring programmes. Many of the analyses 
required by the Directive are now regarded as outdated. The water quality stand-
ards for drinking water are shown in Annex. The water quality standards for raw 
water are shown in annexes to the Chapter 6.2 of this report on water quality 
policy. 

Hygienically pure water is the primary objective in drinking water supply. 
Raw water quality is affected by environmental deterioration, and so it is impor-
tant to focus on protection of water sources and to develop new criteria for drink-
ing water treatment. Increasing awareness of the health impacts of various con-
stituents of water will also increase demand for more advanced water treatment. 
Improving the removal of organic matter in surface water treatment, solving prob-
lems of fluoride, iron and manganese and reduction of corrosion problems in 
ground water treatment are the most important objectives in the near future. To 
ensure the availability of suitable drinking water to the entire population the 
water supply in sparsely populated rural areas must be improved. Well technol-
ogy development and provision of advice concerning site selection and the prop-
er construction of wells are some of the measures the authorities are taking to 
improve the situation. A governement financial aid system also exists. 

5.2.4 Waste Water Management Objectives and Standards 

5.2.4.1 Current Situation 
Approximately 78% of the total population of Finland is connected to public sewer-
age systems, each system serving more than 200 inhabitants. Municipal waste 
water accounts for 22.7% of nitrogen discharges and 12.4% of phosphorus dis- 
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charges. Most of the treatment plants were built already a decade ago. The oper-
ation of plants has improved due to renovation of the sewerage systems and in-
creased knowledge on how to operate plants effectively. The main problems are 
caused by leaking sewerage systems that affects the operation of plants especially 
during snow melt and rain storms. About 86% of the waste water is treated in 
biological and chemical plants, 13% in chemical plants and 1% in other plants. 
Transformation of ammonia into nitrate is carried out in 30 plants serving 500,000 
inhabitants. Denitrification is achieved in 18 plants, serving 173,000 inhabitants. 
In 1994, the reduction of BODI  at municipal treatment plants was 90.7%, reduc-
tion of phosphorus 92.3% and reduction of nitrogen 31.5%. 

In 1994, altogether 1.12 million inhabitants, corresponding-to 22% of the to-
tal population, lived in scattered settlements not connected to public sewer net-
works. In addition, most of the 400,000 holiday homes, which are often situated 
dose to the shorelines, are not connected to public sewers. In 1993, nitrogen load-
ings from these sources were estimated at 2700 tonnes and phosphorus loadings 
at 420 tonnes. Until recently, the traditional waste water treatment was a two- or 
three- chamber septic tank without further treatment before discharge into soil. 
Requirements are upgraded and more effective systems, such as soil absorbtion 
systems, package treatment plants and holding tanks for collecting toilet waste 
water, are becoming common, mainly in new houses. The current legislation does 
not promote the application of new strict requirements in old houses. 

5.2.4.2 Objectives and Standards 

Typical of the permit procedure in Finland is the case-by-case consideration of 
applications and permit conditions depending on the quality of the water and 
other characteristics of the receiving watercourse. Permit conditions for munici-
pal waste water treatment plants are expressed both as concentration limits and 
reduction limits. The limits set by the Water Court have followed the objectives 
set by the Water Protection Programme for 1985-1995. The programme represents 
the political stance on water protection and is a means of setting out the objec-
tives for water protection in Finland, and the practical approach adopted. Treat-
ment requirements have mostly been applied to BODI  and total phosphorous, 
but in recent years also to nitrification. For simultaneous precipitation and post-
precipitation plants the required maximum concentration level for BODI  has been 
10-20 mg OJ!, and for total phosphorous 0.5-1.5 mg P/l. The required minimum 
reduction of BODI  and total phosphorous has been 85-95%. If the recipient water 
body is of exceptional value as a source of mains water or otherwise unusually 
worthy of preservation, the treated waste water should have a phosphorous con-
tent below 0.3-0.5 mg/l, and reduction of phosphorous content shoud be at least 
95%. Ammonium nitrogen concentration should be less than 4 mg/1 and mini-
mum reduction 80-90%. 

Membership of the EU and other international and bilateral agreements have 
affected and will continue to affect the requirements for waste water treatment in 
Finland. The proposed Water Pollution Programme for 1995-2005 reflects these 
demands together with national goals that are set by the requirements of recipi-
ent waters. According to the programme, nitrogen removal capacity of municipal 
waste water treatment plants should be increased to serve one million inhabi-
tants by 2005. This will decrease the total nitrogen load by 20%. Other measures 
will also need to be taken to decrease the load of organic substances by 25% and 
phosphorus by 40% from their present values. This will mean that sewerage sys-
tems have to be renovated and that large treatment plants should upgrade their 
process with tertiary filtration or corresponding methods. 

The EC urban waste water treatment Directive 91/271/EEC defines the min- 
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imum requirements for the treatment of municipal waste waters, and for moni-
toring and pretreatment of industrial waste waters discharged into public sew-
ers. Secondary treatment is required as a minimum, except when nutrient remo-
val is essential for receiving waters which are classified as sensitive. The directive 
applies to settlements with more than 2000 inhabitants. By the end of 2005 all 
waste water from these settlements must be collected and treated before discharge 
into waters. The practical implementation of the directive has not caused any 
major difficulties. Some treatment plants have to be fitted with a biological unit, 
and nitrogen removal must be improved for major plants on the southern coast 
of Finland. 

The new IPPC Directive 96/61/EC requires Member States to base emission 
limit values on the best available technology, BAT, although it does not prescribe 
the use of any technology in particular, but taking into account the technical char-
acteristics of the installation concerned, its geographical location and local envi-
ronmental conditions. 'Best' refers to the most effective level of protection for the 
environment as a whole; and technology is 'available' when it can be used in that 
sector under economically and technically viable conditions, taking into account 
the costs and advantages. The IPPC Directive requires that water emissions be 
based solely on the BAT-principle. The recipient principle and permit conditions 
set according to directive 76/464/EEC will no longer be possible when the IPPC 
directive is implemented in Member States. 

According to the proposed Water Protection Programme, phosphorous and 
nitrogen loadings from scattered settlements should be reduced to 140 tonnes 
and 930 tonnes, respectively. In order to achieve this goal, several legislative, ad-
ministrative, informative and financial measures must be taken. 

5.2.5 Sewage Sludge 
The amount of sludge will icrease considerably in the EU Member States because 
of the EU Waste Water Directive. However, this will not be the case in Finland 
because its waste water treatment is already very advanced. In Finland in 1993 
there were some one million cubic meters of sewage sludge produced at the 
municipal waste water treatment plants, equal to about 150,000 tonnes of dry 
solids, or about 40 kg/person per day. About 75% of the sludge is stabilised to 
avoid health hazards. Anaerobic and lime treatment are the most typical meth-
ods. Composting is also widespread, being practised at 180 waste water treat-
ment plants and accounting for about 40% of the total volume. Over 95% of the 
sludge was dewatered, mostly mechanically using a belt press or centrifuge. 

Major changes have taken place in how sludge has been utilized over the 
past couple of decades. Utilization of sludge became common in argiculture in 
the 1980s and by the end of the decade, about 50% of sludge was used as a ferti-
lizer or for soil improvement. Utilization in agriculture has since decreased be-
cause of negative attitudes of agricultural producers and stricter regulations. In 
1990, only about 30% of sludge was used in agriculture and about 25% was uti-
lized as a topsoil medium or for soil improvement in various construction projects. 

The most difficult problem in sludge utilization has been considered to be 
accumulation of noxious substances, heavy metals in particular. However, con-
centrations of heavy metals in sludges from treatment plants have decreased sig-
nificantly since the 1970s. Imposition of stricter requirements on industrial estab-
lishments, intensified control of waste management, and more appropriate man-
agement of hazardous wastes have reduced discharges of waste water contain-
ing heavy metals. 
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ANNEX 

QUALITY CRITERIA AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DRINKING WATER 

Table I. Health quality criteria 

Microbiological quality criteria 

Escherichia coli < 1/100 ml 
Coliform bacteria < 100/100 ml 
Coliform bacteria < 1/100 ml 

Chemical quality criteria 
Maximum concentration ml/I 

Fluoride, f.'** 1.5 
Nitrates, NO3 ** 25 
Nitrates, NO -N 6.0 
Nitrite, NO;*** 0.1 
Nitrite, NOz-N 0.03 
Antimony, Sb 0.005 
Arsenic, As 0.01 
Barium, Ba 0.7 
Boron, B 0.3 
Mercury, Hg 0.001 
Cadmium, Cd 0.005 
Phenols 0.01 
Chromium, Cr 0.05 
Lead, Pb 0.01 
Nickel, Ni 0.02 
Molybdenum, Mo 0.07 
Selenium, Se 0.01 
Cyanides, CN 0.05 
Pesticides 
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Table 2a. Technical and aesthetic quality criteria 

Maximum concentration ml/I 
Ammonium, NH4* 0.5 
Ammonium, NH4  N 0.4 
Chlorides, Cl-  100 
KMn04  value 12 
COD„n02  3 
Copper, Cu 1.0 
Manganese, Mn 0.05 
Iron, Fe 0.2 
Aluminium, Al 0.2 
Silver, Ag 0.01 
Mineral oils 0.1 
Sodium, Na 150 
Zinc, Zn 3.0 
Sulphates, SO4  150 

Required level 
pH 6.5-9.5 
Turbidity (FTU) <4 
Colour value <IS 
Odour and taste no off-flavours or odour 

Table 2b. Technical and esthetic quality recommendations 

Maximum concentrations mg/I 
Ammonium, NH4* 0.5 
Ammonium, NN4  N 0.4 
Chlorides, Cl-  100 
KMn04  value 20 
COD„n02  5 
Copper, Cu 1.0 
Manganese, Mn 0.2 
Iron, Fe 0.5 
Aluminium, Al 0.2 
Silver, Ag 0.01 
'><Mineral oils 0.1 
Sodium, Na ISO 
Zinc, Zn 3.0 
Sulphas, SO4- 250 

Recommended level 
pH 6.0-9.5 
Turbidity (FTU) <5 
Colour value <20 
Odour and taste no off-flavours or odours 
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5.3 France 
Research Engineer, Marja Hiitiö 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

5.3.1 Legal Background 

5.3.1.1 Extraction of Water 

Surface water is considered a collective good. The riparian has no right of owner- 
ship over water, only certain rights to use, limited by the provisions on water 
control. According to the 1964 Water Act, navigable and floatable watercourses 
and lakes, canalised rivers and navigation channels belong to the state, which has 
the right of ownership and use, but which may authorize extraction or discharges 
by riparian inhabitants. 

Most French rivers are non-public surface waters. The Civil Code gives land-
owners the right to freely use non-public waters, but the riparian has no property 
rights to the water. Non-public waters, on leaving the property concerned, must 
not constitute a watercourse having the character of running public water. The 
landowner may not impede their natural flow, where this would interfere with 
their usage by other landowners. In no case may the landowner use the water in 
such a way as to deprive the inhabitants of a commune, village or farm, of the 
water they require. 

According to the Civil Code, the use of groundwater is linked to land owner-
ship. Although the Civil Code sets out the principle that ownership of land in- 
cludes ownership of the space above and below, a landowner cannot own the 
groundwater. This right is limited to water which can be drawn, and such extrac-
tion is subject to regulation and authorization. 

The 1964 Water Act, which included both surface water and groundwater, 
made it compulsory to declare all installations intended for water extraction and 
authorization of all discharges which could debase the quality of surface water 
and groundwater. The 1992 Water Act, which superseded prior legislation, states 
that water is part of the national heritage. The Act assumes that there is a single 
water resource comprising surface and groundwater, and aims at a balanced 
management of water resources. The balanced management is based on an inc-
reased understanding of existing conditions through master plans for water deve- 
lopment and management which are set up for each hydrographic unit or aqui-
fer system. The 1992 Water Act improved the efficiency of water policy enforce-
ment by introducing a single system of regulations which set thresholds for decla-
ration and permits for all extractions or discharges. 

A general permit system has been established for all groundwater catch-
ments, except for those intended for domestic use. The permit is granted follow- 
ing a public enquiry. However, the two different legal systems concerning the 
ownership of surface water and groundwater still apply. All sources of extraction 
from the aquifer system, except those with the water table dependent on a near- 
by watercourse, are submitted to a preliminary permit if their total discharge is 
more than 80 m3/h, and to declaration if their discharge is lower than 80 m3/h but 
higher than 8 m3/h. It also specifies the criteria for domestic use and sets an ex-
traction limit of 40 m3/d. 

5.3.1.2 Discharges of Waste Water 

There are certain obligations on all water users that make it possible, at least in 
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theory, to guarantee the quality of the water distributed. These regulations are 
sufficiently flexible to be able to adapt to any changes that may become necessary 
due to new standards for drinking water. The protection of a water source in-
volves principally: 
— 	the definition of safety zones all around the intake points; 
— the regulation of effluent by a system of permits issued by the County au-

thority; 
— 	the classification, according to an appropriate nomenclature, of all the 

firms that represent a hazard for the environment, thus enabling a County 
bylaw to be drafted submitting them to certain safety restrictions. 
The waterworks which supply water to the local population are considered 

a public utility. In this respect, the Public Health Code stipulates that, in order to 
ensure the protection of water quality, the legal document establishing the public 
interest of the waterworks must contain a definition of the safety perimeters sur-
rounding the intake points. As a part of the public utility survey, the limits of the 
various zones will be proposed as a function of the hydrological transfer between 
the areas of seepage and the intake points to be protected. There are three peri-
meters around groundwater wells and two around surface water catchment points. 
The standards on potability will be used to make a survey of the effective applica-
tion of these procedures. 

This prohibition or regulation of the pollution-generating activities in the 
vicinity of water intakes, constitutes a first barrier protecting the quality of the 
water. Since 1967 the protective zones have been compulsory for all new catch-
ments. The 1992 Water Act made them compulsory for all water sources which 
are devoid of efficient natural protection. At present only 10-15% of public ground-
water extraction points are protected by such zones. 

Upstream of the catchment areas, the protection of the water resource is en-
sured by the prohibition or regulation of all effluent considered to be harmful. Unless 
the risk is negligible, the discharge of any effluent is subject to a County permit that 
stipulates the technical conditions to be observed in view of the degree of pollution 
in the recipient water. The permit defines the maximum flow of pollution that can 
be discharged, depending in turn on the quality objective set for the recipient envi-
ronment. The purpose of the law is to adapt the effluent to the requirements of the 
recipient environment by establishing a maximum level of pollution allowed, and 
not just the  minimum  quality of the discharged effluent. 

All firms that represent a danger for the environment, and particularly for 
water, are indexed on a list defined by the Conseil d'Etat, in virtue of which they 
are submitted to legal and practical constraints, such as the obligation of holding 
a County permit or declaring their activities. Altering the quality of water is one 
of the criteria taken into consideration in procedures that separate polluting en- 
terprises into two categories, according to the seriousness of the dangers they 
present. Discharges from these classified installations must comply with what is 
described by the authorization ordinance or the type of ordinance cited when the 
declaration is received. The technical prescriptions are adapted to each case and 
are subject to revision on the basis of developments in techniques themselves 
and in the needs of environmental protection. The County authority, whether 
the firm is newly established or already in operation, has the opportunity of im-
posing any necessary technical conditions that are fully enforceable by law, inclu-
ding sanctions and penalties in case of default, the payment of rates and taxes 
and, lastly, a permanent right of access for inspection of the classified facilities by 
the relevant authority. 

The publication of the standards will require the relevant administrative 
departments to check that the quality of the effluent discharged is compatible 
with the water-quality level demanded of the water distributers. This is to avoid 
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the water distributer being caught between one rule upstream and another one 
downstream that are incompatible. 

5.3.2 Institutional Aspects 
The French institutional organisation for managing water resources is complex. 
There are several overlapping administrative levels, which correspond to hierar-
chial geographical divisions: country, basin, region, department, municipality. 
Special mention should be made of the basin unit, which corresponds to a hydro-
logical system: the hydrographic basin. Particular structures have been created in 
each of these basins, headed by the Basin Water Agencies, to make it easier to 
manage water resources. 

5.3.2.1 National level 
At national level, various ministries are involved with the management of water 
resources, which makes it rather complicated to formulate public policy in this 
field. 

The Ministry of the Environment plays an essential role in water manage-
ment in France. It is responsible for coordination between the ministries on mat-
ters relating to water, and particularly for 
- 	policy on private waters, 
- policy on taking water from and discharging water into all streams, 
- flood warning and protection against flooding, 
- water policy and managing public waters, and 
- 	policy on freshwater fishing. 
The Ministry of the Environment's Water Directorate has traditionally held a gen-
eral responsibility for managing water resources and, particularly, for monitoring 
pollution levels and their impacts on freshwater ecosystems, and for proposing 
measures to reduce pollution hazards. 

Nearly all ministries are concerned with water management, and this spread 
of water management interests is also found at regional and departmental level: 
- health: drinking water and public hygiene 
- 	agriculture: for rural and agricultural water supply 
- 	interior: for urban areas and civil protection 
- industry: for water supply, energy 
- tourism 
- youth and sport 

5.3.2.2 Catchment Basin Level 
The country is divided into six large basins. Special structures have been set up in 
each basin to improve the links between the central and local institutions. The 
basin coordinating Prefect, representing the State, is responsible for defining the 
guidelines for applying the national policy for: 
- water resources 
- 	protecting the quality of coastal water 
- managing water resources and freshwater ecosystems 
- managing the public river domain. 

Using the regional and departmental services, the Prefect coordinates the 
actions of the State. In particular he organizes and coordinates data collection 
networks and ensure that this data is freely available. He organizes, coordinates 
or takes part in particular studies of the hydrographic basin: water resources 
management and planning schemes, studies of the natural environment, flood 
warnings, regulations for ground occupation in areas liable to flooding, quality of 
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water, quality objective maps. 
The 1964 Water Act introduced Basin Water Agencies to implement national 

water policies. Six Water Agencies were established in 1968 as a result of two 
considerations: the need to increase appreciation of water issues, and the politi-
cal will to create an organization independent from the established appreciation 
of water management system. The Water Agency in each of the six basins is re-
sponsible for surface water and territorial sea water. They are concerned both 
with quantity and quality of resources as well as measures to fight pollution. The 
Agencies aim to facilitate the various actions of common interest in the basin in 
order to preserve the balance of water resources and water needs and to meet 
certain quality objectives for water resources. They have the authority to raise 
and collect two kinds of taxes, i.e. pollution taxes according the 'polluter pays' 
principle and extraction taxes. The common fund created in this way can be 
redistributed in the form of loans or subsidies to any public or private entities 
carrying out work of common interest to harness water resources or to improve 
water quality as part of the special five-year action programme. The Agencies also 
provide technical assistance to operations of interest to the community in the 
areas of water supply, pollution control or creation of new water resources. Al-
though they cannot act as prime contractor for works, they can carry out general 
or specific studies. 

5.3.2.3 Regional and Departmental Level 
The State, represented by the Regional or Departmental Prefect, is responsible for 
— implementing water policy, 
— 	authorizing and controlling all water withdrawals, discharges of waste wa- 

ter and river improvements, 
— checking the quality of drinking water and bathing water, and 
— 	collecting water data. 
At regional level the State relies in particular on 
— the Regional Environment Boards, which are responsible, in conjunction 

with the Water Agencies, for monitoring the state of water resources and 
freshwater ecosystems; and 

— the Regional Boards of Industry, Research and Environment, which au- 
thorize the discharge of industrial effluent into the natural environment. 
Alongside the Regional Boards of the administrative sectors concerned with 

water problems, there exists le Service Regional de 1'Amenagement des Eaux, which 
has mainly a consultative and co-ordinating role. In addition, each region has a 
Technical Water Committee, which studies regional problems and makes it possi-
ble to take decisions on an informed basis. 

At departmental level the measures for water policing and control are ap-
plied. Responsibility lies with the following Departmental Boards: 
— 	the Departmental Board of Agriculture (la Direction Departementale de 

1 Agriculture) is responsible for management and supervision of non-State 
watercourses, together with water supply, water purification in rural com-
munities and flood control; 

— 	the Departmental board of Works (la Direction Departementale de 
I'Equipement) is responsible for management of water courses within the 
State domain; 

— 	the Departmental Board of Health and Social Affairs (la Direction Departe- 
mentale de I Action Sanitare et Sociale) is responsible for questions related to 
public health, and particularly problems affecting drinking water; 

— 	the Interdepartmental Board of Industry (la Direction Interdepartementale de 
l'Industrie) issues regulations on classified installations. 
One of the consequences of decentralisation has been the important role the 
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Departments are called upon to play in the finance of treatment systems. They 
allocate specific funds and also manage the National Fund for Water Supply De-
velopment, whose task is to support the development of water treatment and 
drinking water supplies to the community on a decentralised basis at department 
level. 

5.3.2.4 Municipal Level 
In France, the responsibility for supplying drinking water lies with the muni-
cipalities. Several municipalities may cooperate to set up a joint water board, a 
"Syndicat de communes", and manage the water utility together. France is divided 
into 36,000 municipalities and has approximately 14,000 independent water servi-
ces. The municipalities and joint water boards must decide whether to manage 
the service themselves, a system known as "regie directe" or direct management, 
or whether to contract the operation out to a private water company, a system 
known as "gestion delequee" or delegated management. In either case, the govern-
ment agency in charge at the national level will exercise the same controls, whet-
her involving resource protection by the Department of Environment, or super-
vision by the Department of Health of the quality of drinking water supplied to 
customers. 

Direct management functions well when technical problems are not too dif-
ficult to solve and if the municipal staff includes trained personnel. If the local 
population is over 10,000, the municipality is compelled to draw up a separate 
"supplemental water budget", in which income must balance expenditure. The 
same applies to waste water. This budget is divided into two sections, investment 
and operations. The municipality may receive subsidies from the State, the re-
gion, the department or the river authority for investment. It may take out loans 
from the national credit institutions, in particular the Caisse des depos et consigna-
tions and the Credit agricole. Revenues for operating costs are generated by the 
sale of water and rental of meters. All the expenses of the water or waste water 
utility must be taken into account, including sufficient maintenance and suitable 
amortization of the facilities. No grants can be allowed from the general budget of 
the municipality. For technical reasons, and perhaps to an ever greater extent for 
political reasons, a balanced budget is often difficult to attain or is only superfi-
cially balanced. 

Delegating the management of a water utility to a private company may 
make it easier to solve both technical and financial difficulties. Delegation may 
also be regarded by municipalities as a convenient solution as their tasks in all 
fields become increasingly onerous and complex. Delegated management is very 
popular in France, as private firms now supply 75% of the population, mainly 
through concession or leasehold contracts. 

Concession contracts were the first to be developed. With concession con-
tracts the private company has to create the service's entire infrastructure and to 
make all investment outlays. The company must also manage and operate the 
service for the duration of the concession and hand it over in good working order 
upon termination of the contract to the municipality involved or the local author-
ity. In return, the private company is remunerated from the sale of water at a 
price stipulated in the contract. The duration of a concession contract is necessar- 
y long, at least 25 years, to ensure the company repayment on its capital. The 

company's results will depend on its ability to manage the service with minimum 
of outlay while keeping its contractual obligations under the control of the 
municipality. Many supply networks have now become the property of munici-
palities, as their concession contracts have expired. 

Leasehold contracts are the most frequent form of contract for supplying 
water. Under the terms of a leasehold, the municipality retains ownership of the 
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water service facilities it had established itself or received upon expiry of the 
concession contract. It delegates no more than the operation of the service to the 
private water distributor through a leasehold contract. The contract specifications 
stipulate the water distributor's obligations regarding operation of the service 
and maintenance of the facilities, with control exercised by the municipality. The 
municipality retains not only the ownership of the facilities but also the right to 
define the water supply policy throughout its territory. 

The private company manages and operates the service at its own risk. Its 
remuneration level is stipulated in the leasing contract in the form of a share of 
the price paid by consumers for the water. As owner of the facilities, the munici-
pality must bear the burden of all new investment outlays, which must also be 
financed through the sale of water. The price of water is accordingly divided into 
two parts: part for the water company and part for the municipality. In practice, 
the company bills customers for the water and in turn pays the municipality its 
share. The price of water is indexed on the basis of prevailing economic condi- 
tions. The sale price of water varies with each water service, since the price level 
is subject to approval each year by the city council, in the case of direct manage- 
ment, or stipulated in the contract between the municipality and the private com-
pany in the case of delegated management. In the latter case the price of water is 
periodically reviewed. In the meantime, the price follows an escalation clause 
based on a certain number of indicators, including salaries and the cost of elect-
ricity and of various materials. 

Sewerage systems are governed by the same regulations as water supply: 
direct management by a municipal service or a Waste Water Authority, or dele- 
gated management to a private company through a leasehold contract. Private 
companies treat about 35% of all waste water treated in France. When sewerage 
of rain water and waste water is separate, the sewerage of rain water may also be 
operated by the same private company in charge of waste sewerage. In this case, 
a lump sum is added for rain water sewerage in the leasehold contract. 

The municipality is obliged to draw up pollution reduction programmes and 
to revise its waste water treatment plans. In order to achieve a consistent man- 
agement policy, the municipalities are increasingly combining to form joint boards. 

In France, the consumer pays not only for drinking water, but also for the 
waste water utility and various taxes and contributions which ultimately are paid 
to a national organisation (the Fund for Rural Water Supply) or regional bodies, 
the Basin Water Agencies. In 1991, these accounted for 45% of the water bill. An 
extra charge related to the existence and operation of a sewerage utility has been 
added to the price of water, in proportion to the volume of water sold. These 
charges are very variable, which tends to accentuate the difference between wa-
ter bills from one municipality to another. 

5.3.3 Water Supply Standards and Objectives 

5.3.3.1 Water Consumption 

Potable water from public supplies is provided to all urban areas. The overall 
percentage of the population connected to a public water supply in France is 
99.5%, the remainder being very isolated settlements where connection is 
impracticable.The water distributed in public networks is comprised of 63% 
groundwater and 37% surface water. 

A specific consumption per capita is the key concept in planning future ac-
tions. In France the specific water consumption per capita in 1991 was 1231 / day 
according to the OECD. Using the German division of consumption into two 
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groups, per capita water consumption in France in households and small bu-
sinesses in 1991 was about 1601 / day and in industry about 601 / day. Average per 
capita water consumption was 2251 / day. Industrial rates of consumption show a 
regular decline, partly due to the difficult economic circumstances and partly to 
the fact that companies have succeeded in making savings in the water used for 
processing and for cooling machinery. 

5.3.3.2 Standards and Objectives 
France has adopted the provisions of EC Directive 75/440/ECC, which lays down 
quality objectives for surface water intended for the abstraction of drinking wa-
ter. If surface water does not fulfil the requirements, it is not suitable for abstrac-
tion in all but exceptional cases. Since 1985, France has had to meet the require-
ments of the EC Drinking Water Directive 80/ 778/EEC on the quality of drinking 
water. EC Directives are binding in terms of the results to be achieved, and practi-
cally all EU water-related legislation is in Directive form. Member States have the 
choice of how to incorporate these into national legislation. 

The Drinking Water Directive lays down the maximum permitted concent-
rations for over 70 parameters, whereas only 20 had previously been monitored. 
A major step forward in monitoring introduced by the directive is the verification 
of all parameters each year. The percentage of waters not meeting the standards 
in the directive was 10%. Pesticides and nitrates are typical problems in Northern 
France, as a result of the intesity of agriculture, and there have also been prob-
lems with heavy metals and the hygienic quality of water. 

The Ministry of Health has been particularly aware of the problems of ni-
trates and lead. A priority programme "Better living in the cities" was adopted in 
the framework of the IX Economic Development Plan. The programme stressed 
the importance of improving water supply facilities. To achieve this, greater co-
operation was needed between all agencies involved. The French Council of Min- 
isters decided to embark on remedial action utilising finance from the National 
Fund for Water Supply and taking preventive action to protect the most exposed 
strata from nitrate infiltrations, since rural areas are particularly subject to nitrate 
pollution. The decision was taken to conduct studies and research concerning the 
effects of nitrates on the environment. 

The policy for drinking water will concentrate on improving the manage-
ment of water resources and the search for greater qualitative security in water 
supply. The implementation of European standards concerning drinking water 
and the fight against wastage and are two examples of this. 

5.3.4 Waste Water Management Standards and Objectives 

5.3.4.1 Current Situation 

By the late 1980s about 70% of the French population was served by public sewer-
age. About 15% of waste water was treated only by primary treatment, 30% by 
secondary treatment and only 5% had tertiary treatment. 50% of the waste water 
was not treated at all. There are large-scale programmes in order to improve the 
existing situation, especially in the Mediterranean region. Two thirds of new treat-
ment plants are based on tertiary treatment. The activated sludge process is ap-
plied to some 70% of the waste water collected. One fifth of the treatment plants 
are based on lagoon treatment, although the capacity of these plants accounts for 
only about 3% of the total volume of effluent treated. 
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5.3.4.2 Standards and Objectives 

France has adopted EC Directive 76/464/EEC, which concerns protection of the aqu-
atic environment from pollution by certain dangerous substances. These danger- 
ous substances are divided into two separate categories. List I contains substances 
which are particularly dangerous owing to their toxicity, persistence and bio- 
accumulation. Limit values and quality objectives have been set for these substanc-
es. List II contains seven groups of dangerous substances. Programmes which in-
dude national quality objectives for achieving a reduction in water pollution must 
be established for all these substances. 

The EC Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive EEC 91/271/ defines the min-
imum requirements for the treatment of municipal waste water. Secondary treat- 
ment is required as a minimum, except when nutrient removal is essential for re-
ceiving waters classified as sensitive, for example the Mediterranean, Nordic Sea 
and River Rhine. The directive applies to settlements of more than 2000 inhabi-
tants. By the end of 2005 all waste water from these settlements must be collected 
and treated before discharge into waters. 

All discharges must respect the objectives relating to drinking water, fish life, 
etc. established for the various stretches of river being considered. If necessary, au- 
thorizations previously granted will be modified, and nonauthorized discharges 
will be officially regulated. All the departments have to draw up departmental qual-
ity-objective maps. These are orientation documents drawn up in consultation with 
chambers of commerce and agriculture, councils of the department of health, river 
basin committees and general advisory boards. Such documents define the quality 
limits that must be respected and which must at least be equal to the levels indicat-
ed by the EC Directives regarding water for drinking, bathing, fish and shellfish 
breeding, and groundwater. 

The adaption of departmental maps for quality objectives is facilitated by the 
stipulations of river conventions between the department in which the river is lo- 
cated and the Ministry of the Environment. These contracts involve local authori-
ties, riparian owners, industrialists, fishing and environmental protection associ-
ations, and are aimed at improving water quality and strengthening the preserva-
tion of watercourses. 

The quality objectives in catchment basins serve as a framework for determin-
ing the pollution level authorized by each discharge licence. Each individual dis- 
charge licence should, however, be drawn up as realistidy as the quality objectives, 
taking account of the technical possibilities available. General technical conditions 
for discharge licences were stated in a 1979 interministerial order. The conditions 
for determining the quality of town waste water discharge were specified in 1980, 
according to the type of environment in which the waste water is discharged, the 
quality objective for it and the treatment technique used. 

The composition of industrial effluent varies according to the type of manu-
facturing or other process used. Discharge standards were drawn up by public 
authorities for each type of process after a thorough study of industrial processes. 
The technical means for limiting pollution in different phases of manufacture as 
well as existing treatment techniques were taken into account. These standards 
must be applied to all industrial establishments if they are compatible with the type 
of environment in which discharge is to take place, otherwise harsher limits may be 
imposed. If it does not prove possible to abide by the quality objectives for the 
environment, the decision may be taken not to allow the industrial establishment 
to be set up in the zone in question, but somewhere else where the objective is less 
strict. The quality objective itself may also be called into question. In the case of an 
existing establishment, it is generally difficult to enforce new standards entailing 
internal changes in the plant as well as the construction of treatment facilities with- 
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out considerable delay. Special plans can be prepared to allow for a phased adap-
tion. 

French legislation can, at least in principle, offer an acceptable level of protec-
tion for water resources. In practice, however, there are two major problems. The 
first is technical and relates to the complex behaviour of pollutants in the natural 
environment, making it very difficult to assess the exact impact of an effluent or an 
accidental spill in catchment waters. In these conditions it is very difficult to draw 
up and apply a coherent set of regulations "downstream" and "upstream", com-
bining the interests of potability norms and effluent discharge permits. The second 
difficulty is economic: obtaining a given quality of utility water requires either a 
decrease in effluent discharges or improvement in the method of water treatment. 
Upstream it is the industrialist who pays, downstream it is the consumer. 

These two problems are currently being tackled. On the technical side, the 
means of performing realistic impact studies has been developed, and on the eco-
nomic side, charges can be redistributed in such a way that the financial burden is 
fairly shared by the various groups involved in the complete water cycle. 
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5.4 Germany 
Marja Hiitiö, Research Engineer 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

5.4.1 Legal Background 

5.4.1.1 Legislation 

The Federal Government has general legislative powers in the area of water re-
sources management. The Länder pass laws to supplement the general legislation 
in order to regulate procedural and organisational matters of water resource man-
agement. Legislation is aimed at conserving water on the basis of precautionary 
action. 

As an instrument of general Federal legislation, Wasserhaushaltsgesetz, 1957/ 
86/92 (WHG, the Federal Water Act) stipulates fundamental provisions concern- 
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ing measures for water resource management. The substantive scope of the WHG 
covers surface waters, coastal waters and groundwater. 

There is no private ownership of water resources in Germany. Under the WHG, 
waters must, as a constituent of the natural balance, be managed in such a way that 
they serve the common good and, as such, the benefits of individuals, and that any 
avoidable impairment be prevented. The most important instrument under admini-
strative law contained in the WHG is embodied in the duty to obtain permission or 
concession to use waters. Within the meaning of the WHG, usage is understood to 
include the withdrawal of both surface and groundwater, as well as the dumping 
and discharging of substances into surface or groundwater. 

No permit or licence is required for withdrawal of groundwater for domestic 
purposes, for farming purposes, for watering cattle outside the farm or for use in 
small quantities for temporary purposes. Any person may use surface waters for 
public use without a permit to the extent permitted under Land's legislation, 
provided that this is not in conflict with the rights and authorities of others and 
that usage by property owners or riparians are not adversely affected as a result. 
A property owner or any person authorized by him may use surface waters with-
out any permit or concession for their own need, provided that other persons are 
not adversaly affected as a result, that there is no detrimental change in the prop-
erties of the water, no substantial reduction in the water flow and that water bal-
ance is not otherwise adversely affected. 

The WHG regulations generally concern prohibitions but include the scope 
to grant permission in exceptional circumstances. Such a regulatory concept pro- 
hibits by law behaviour which generally is disapproved of. The decision to grant 
a variance from the general prohibition in a given case is at the discretion of the 
respective responsible authority. Thus the individual has no right to such a per-
mission, but only a right to have this discretion exercised in an unprejudiced 
manner. 

A permit or a concession can be denied by the responsible authority if an im-
pairment of public welfare can be expected as a result of the use and where such 
impairment cannot be prevented or made good by the imposition of conditions or 
by action taken by a corporation under public law. To establish compatibility with 
public welfare, the previous interpretation sought to balance both the public and 
private interest, which depended on the use of water and/or were interested in 
keeping it clean. Safeguarding the public water supply carried particular legal weight 
in this balancing of interests. A more recent interpretation replaces the manage- 
ment concept with an understanding which regards clean water as the primary 
goal. In practice, water quality of class II currently serves as the target for granting 
and monitoring discharge permits. 

A permit or a concession may be granted subject to the imposition and obliga-
tions of conditions. Obligations may also be imposed in order to prevent or make 
good any effects which are detrimental to other persons. The responsible authority 
may furnish those who have previously received a discharge permit with orders, 
including: 
— 	additional requirements concerning any substance to be introduced or 

discharged into the waters. This allows the authority to reduce already au-
thorized uses depending on the overall condition of the waters; 

— 	appointment of a water protection agent; 
— 	measures for the monitoring water use and its consequences; 
— measures which are necessary to make good damages to the physical, chem-

ical or biological properties of the water; 
— 	appropriate contributions to cover the costs of measures taken by a public 

corporation in order to prevent or make doog any damage to the common 
weal; and 
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— measures to ensure an economical use of water which is required in the in-
terests of natural water resources. 
A permit for discharging waste water shall only be granted if the pollutant 

load is kept as low as is possible if the processes in question are carried out at least 
in accordance with the generally acknowledged rules of technology. The WHG 
places minimum requirements, applicable nationwide, on the discharge of waste 
water into the aquatic environment and thus also on the accumulation of waste 
water and sewage treatment. These minimum requirements are laid down in ad-
ministrative regulations applicable to the local authorities and to about 100 differ-
ent branches of manufacturing industry. While the WHG in principle contains frame-
work provisions which must be made more concrete by the legislature of the Länder, 
the principles of the Act have nevertheless so decisively shaped Germany's nation-
al water law that the Länder are left with little room for decision-making. 

If waste water from a specific industrial source contains hazardous substances 
as defined in Directive 76/464/EEC the quantity of harmful substances in waste 
water should be kept as low as possible in accordance with the best available tech-
nology. According to this principle of pollution minimization, even levels of envi-
ronmental pollution which fall below the danger threshold must be reduced if tech-
nologically feasible. 

According to the WHG, a permit to discharge substances into ground water 
may be issued under certain conditions. This was incompatible with Directive 80/ 
68/FCC and is now being adapted. Supervision with respect to possible ground 
water impairment is controlled by the WHG. However, more extensive duties con-
cerning the investigation and observation of ground water can be stipulated in the 
water laws of the Länden Ground water is of vital importance in Germany as it 
provides approximately 70% of all drinking water. Ground water supplies thus 
receive special protection, and in the interests of existing and future water supplies, 
conditions for the establishment of water protection areas have been specified in 
the WHG. The concept of water protection areas assumes that by regulating land 
uses around wellheads, pollution of the water supply can be prevented. Water pro-
tection areas have been established for approximately 11% of the total area of Ger-
many. However, groundwa ter quality is not subject to federal standards. 

Under the Wasserabgabengesetz 1990/94 (the Waste Water Charges Act), the 
discharge of waste waters is subject to a charge which is governed by the quantity 
and degree of noxiousness of the waste water discharged. This is determined on 
the basis of chemical oxygen demand, toxicity to fish, heavy metals, absorbable 
organic halogenated compounds, nitrogen and phosphorus. One polluting unit 
represents either: 50 kg chemical oxygen demand (COD), 20 g Hg, 100 g Cd, 500 g 
Ni, 500 g Cr, 500 g Pb, 1000 g Zn, or 2 kg absorbable organic halogenated com-
pounds (AOX). The charge per unit of noxiousness has been increased and is to rise 
to DM 90.00 in 1999. The waste water charge is intended to provide an incentive to 
avoid the discharge of harmful effluent and to apply and further develop best avai-
lable technologies. The waste water charge is payable to the Länder and must be 
spent on measures to preserve the quality of the aquatic environment. If the efflu-
ent standards are exceeded, the discharging community or industry not only pays 
high charges but may also be subject to criminal law proceedings. Administrative 
and criminal penalties are increasing rapidly. 

The Trinkwasserverordnung 1975/86 ( The Drinking Water Ordinance) lays 
down special requirements on the quality of drinking water. It includes provisions 
on the nature of drinking water, the duties of the waterworks operators and mon- 
itoring by the health authorities. In addition, the Ordinance lays down limit values 
applicable to harmful substances (e.g. heavy metals, nitrates, organic compounds) 
and pathogens. The limit values for these substances are set in such a way that no 
detrimental effect on health would be expected even after a lifelong intake. As a 
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general rule, the  minimum  amount of chemical substances should be kept as low 
as is technically possible. 

The drinking water programme in Germany is being implemented in a com- 
prehensive and effective manner. German legislation in this area is frequently up-
dated. As with other federal laws on environmental protection, the Länder are re- 
sponsible for the day-to-day implementation and enforcement of the drinking water 
programme. At present, 64 substances are regulated under the Act, which also in-
cludes requirements for extensive monitoring of drinking water by the water sup- 
plier. Compliance with the requirements of the drinking water programme is in 
excess of 95% in western Germany. In the new Länder, assessment of drinking 
water quality is in progress and initially the Drinking Water Ordinance only ap- 
plies in restricted form. The requirement to observe specific limit values has, for 
example, been lifted for some harmful substances. Taking the special circumstances 
into consideration, the concentration of harmful substances such as lead, cadmium, 
nitrate or PCB need only, for the time being, be kept as low as possible using best 
available technology. 

The arrangement between the Länder and the Ministry of Health with re-
spect to reporting on compliance with federal drinking water requirements is of 
particular interest; the Länder have agreed to voluntarily report to the Ministry of 
Health on a quarterly basis on the status of compliance of all water systems. The 
federal framework law covering drinking water systems is in the process of being 
amended, partly as a result of European Union regulations. The amendments will 
require the reporting of specific information to the Länder and then, in turn, to the 
Federal Government. This will allow an ongoing assessment of how the public water 
suppliers are implementing the federal law, and which are not in conformity. At 
present, water suppliers must report any instance of noncompliance to their cus-
tomers. Where there is noncompliance, the water supplier and the Länder negoti- 
ate the necessary rehabilitation programme, which includes a full list of action need-
ed to correct the problem. The negotiated agreement also contains dates for com-
pletion of each action. 

In the Wassersicherstellungsgesetz (Water Guarantee Act) precautions are tak-
en to ensure a  minimum  supply of drinking water, industrial process water and 
fire-fighting water in the event of catastrophe or war. There are also regulations 
governing water quality, the technical equipment at compulsory drinking water 
wells and their territorial distribution. 

5.4.1.2 Administrative Supervision 

The WHG includes the general legal basis for the supervision of those who use 
waters in ways that cannot be defined as common use. This is a framework provi-
sion, which is given substance through the Wassergesetze (water laws) and the 
related administrative guidelines of the Länder. Supervision covers plants, installa-
tions and processes which are significant for the use of water. The investigative 
powers include testing to decide whether a use can be permitted, and deciding 
which conditions and orders must be fulfilled, whether the use remains within a 
permissible framework, and whether follow-up orders must be formulated. Nu-
merous obligations requiring tolerance and cooperation are imposed upon those 
who are supervised. The costs of the investigation must be borne by the supervised 
user of the water, if they have been found to have acted in violation of the law or 
specific orders. Otherwise, the administration bears the costs. An instrument for 
more systematic monitoring is water inspection, which is the regularly conducted 
visual examination of surface waters. This examination serves to confirm the due 
maintenance and use of waters. The responsible authority may order the elimina-
tion of any deficiencies which have been identified in the examination. 
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5.4.1.3 Water Resources Planning 

The WHG regulates water resources planning. Five types of plans are provided for 
by law: water resources framework plans, water management plans, dean water 
maintenance regulations, waste water disposal plans and determination of water 
protection areas. 

Water resources framework plans should be drawn up for river areas or eco-
nomic agglomerations in order to ensure the necessary water resource prerequi-
sites for household and industrial purposes. The plan should give information about 
the various current and future water needs and the disposable water supply. 

The framework plans are internal administrative instructions. They have to be 
taken into consideration by other agencies but have no binding effect, either on the 
agencies or on private persons. Until now, these plans have rarely been imple-
mented; their generality is at the same time their weakness. For example, neither 
quantity limits for water removal and waste water discharges nor quality classifica-
tion may be established within a framework plan. 

Water management plans are drawn up by the Länder for such surface waters 
and parts of waters that serve the public water supply, or for which the plan is 
required to comply with binding decisions of the EU. According to the WHG, the 
following information must be specified in the water management plans: the pur-
pose for which the water is to be used, the desired features of the water, required 
measures to achieve or maintain the desired features as well as the time limits to be 
observed. The contents of the water management plans are initially only binding 
within the administration, but they must be implemented with externally binding 
effect via individual administrative orders in accordance with the WHG and the 
Land's water laws. If no water management plan has been drawn up for a given 
surface water area, the WHG forbids the discharge of substances from which a 
more than insignificant negative alteration of the water composition is expected, 
unless overwhelming reasons involving the public good require that a permit is 
granted. With this regulation, the legislature hoped to exert indirect pressure to 
encourage the drafting of water management plans. However, until now the in-
strument has scarcely been used. 

For example, in Bremen the drafting of water management plans is regulated 
in its water law. According the water law, the goals of regional planning and Land 
planning must be respected. The corporate bodies, associations, organizations and 
authorities whose areas of responsibility are affected by the water management 
plans must participate in their creation. The water authority is responsible for drafting 
the plans. 

Along with the water management plans, the Länder may also draft clean 
water maintenance regulations. These are distinguished from the former by their 
orientation towards pollution prevention, as well as by the fact that as regulations 
they have an external binding effect except in cases where a water use is based on 
an authorization. In the latter case, the authority must make use of its power to 
impose a follow-up order. Clean water maintenance regulations can, for example, 
be used to establish whether certain substances may be emitted. The requirements 
which derive from the dean water maintenance regulations can be applied differ-
ently for individual water areas, thus leading to a certain regionalization of envi-
ronmental protection. An application of this principle is often demanded by econ-
omists on the grounds of efficiency, while legal scholars have demonstrated more 
reserve, due to their emphasis on the equality principle, according to which the 
goal should be equivalent living conditions throughout the entire territory of Ger-
many. 

The waste water disposal plans identify quantities and types of waste water 
being discharged and determine the discharge locations and types of water treat- 
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ment plants to be constructed. 
According to the WHG, water protection areas may be established where it 

is necessary, in the interests of the common good to: protect waters against detri-
mental effects in the interests of the existing or any future public water supply; 
plenish the stock of groundwater; prevent the harmful effects coused by rainwa-
ter run-off as well as by erosion and the introduction of soil components, fertiliz-
ers, herbicides and pesticides into waters. Certain activities are prohibited or per-
mitted only to a limited extent in the water protection areas. Property owners and 
persons entitled to use the land can be obligated to tolerate certain intrusions 
including measures for observing the water and the soil. Compensation is pro-
vided in the event that the use restrictions exceed the expropriation limits. How-
ever, exactly when a restriction becomes an expropriation is not defined. 

5.4.2 Institutional Aspects 
Federal institutions are permitted by law to decree conceptual regulations in the 
field of water resources management. The federal institutions can determine the 
legislative framework which the Länder then complete with their own more de-
tailed regulations. The administration of all water resources regulations, includ-
ing all federal laws, lies with the Länder. Water policy is one area where the com-
petence of the Länder is most pronounced, and this is reflected in the institution-
al mechanisms for water management. 

The overall framework for water resource protection, planning and man-
agement in Germany is characterized by three primary levels of competence in 
addition to the European Union: Federal Republic, Länder and municipalities. 
They do not form a strict hierarchy but are each endowed with specific responsi-
bilities. At all three main levels, contracts and treaties have been concluded allow-
ing for regional or interregional cooperation, sometimes concentrating responsi-
bilities and resources in order to overcome the limitations that would otherwise 
result from the existence of administrative boundaries. In addition, water associ-
ations may be formed by two or more municipalities or Länder for a variety of 
functions, in effect creating intermediate units of water management, usually set 
up in accordance with strict hydrological considerations. 

The Constitution guarantees local authorities, collectively referred to as the 
municipalities, the right to self-government within the confines of the law. The 
municipalities thus have the right and are responsible for supplying their citizens 
with drinking water and for sewage collection, treatment and disposal. Munici-
palities have the right to establish or join single-purpose inter-municipal asso-
ciations for water services or water management associations. 

Water supply as a municipal trading activity is commonly carried out by 
semi-autonomous municipal government agencies with separate accounts from 
the municipalities and thus some protection from political interference, but with 
no legal standing. Sometimes several municipalities may come together and es-
tablish an agency or association specifically for the provision of water supply. 
They can delegate all or a part of their responsibilities to this association. The 
water supply undertaking can be a department of the municipality's administra-
tion, a limited partnership or a joint-stock company. This conversion of the de-
partments responsible for sewerage services to semi-autonomous agencies in many 
cases allows water supply services and sewerage services to be integrated and 
resulting synergies to be exploited. 

More than 99% of municipalities either carry out sewage collection, treat-
ment and disposal themselves or form a waste water disposal association with 
neighbouring communities in order to supply this service jointly. In general, the 
municipalities or associations commission consultants to design the waste water 
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disposal project, and the plan is then reviewed by a state technical advisor. The 
municipality or association will then be granted an individual permit for discharg-
ing sewage into a water body. The consultant carries out the project, which is 
then operated by the municipality or association itself. 

Privatization has been practised only in a very few cases in the old Länder, 
and only with regard to sewage treatment plants and not sewerage systems. This 
may change, however, as municipalities in eastern Germany are now faced with 
large infrastructure investment needs. It is generally considered that the provi-
sion of sewerage services is a sovereign duty of the municipalities. Consequently, 
local government has not been able to dispense with its responsibilities in this 
respect. A private company can only be involved in the production of services; it 
cannot ultimately be made responsible for their provision. The term Privatisierung, 
in the context of sewerage services in Germany, means the transfer of the specific 
production function to private operators. In terms of privatization, none of the 
schemes implemented can be compared to the degree of separation of water serv-
ices from the public sector achieved with the privatisation of ten water service 
companies in England and Wales. 

The involvement of private companies is a controversial issue in Germany. 
Various schemes or models have been investigated, but so far, all have met with 
only limited enthusiasm, few practical applications having been introduced. The 
most well-known of the schemes developed so far is based on the build-operate-
transfer principle. This consists of first calling for tenders and then contracting 
out the building and operation of sewerage installation systems to a private com-
pany for a fixed period. At the end of the contract term, usually 30 years, the 
installations are returned to direct municipal control. All functions of the provi-
sion of sewerage services and related responsibilities, that is, functions other than 
mere production, remain with local government. 

5.4.3 Water Demand and Drinking Water Objectives and Standards 

5.4.3.1 Water Demand and Consumption 
The old Länder in the Federal Republic of Germany are relatively rich in water. 
With an average annual precipitation rate of 837 mm, they receive an annual 
water volume of 208,000 million m3. Of this, 129,000 million m3  evaporates, while 
79,000 million m3  is run off, and approximately 4,200 million m3  is abstracted. The 
largest proportion, i.e. 26,000 million m3, is used as cooling water by thermal power 
stations, while 11,000 million m3  is consumed by operations in the processing 
industry and in mining. Despite increased production, industrial water consump-
tion is slowly falling, not least due to the high cost of waste water disposal and the 
additional waste water charge payable. Drinkingwater supply accounts for around 
5,000 million m3  annually. Domestic water consumption amounts to 1461/person 
per day. This consumption rate has remained more or less constant since 1980. 
The effects of the rising living standard on water consumption has been equal-
ized by several actions undertaken in order to reduce consumption. 96% of the 
population is connected to a central water supply. 

Owing to strict quality requirements, drinking water is abstracted primarily 
from groundwater and spring water (75%) and from enriched groundwater (10%). 
In addition, 5% is from bank-filtered groundwater, 9% from sea and reservoir 
water and 1% from river water. Since the distribution of usable groundwater re-
sources varies widely from region to region, redistribution is necessary between 
areas with a water surplus and areas with a water deficiency. 

By comparison, there are considerable problems with the water balance in 
the new Länder (ie. of the former GDR). Levels of precipitation are lower and 
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there is less run-off. In 1989, consumption was 8000 million m3  and was distribut-
ed as follows: industry 59%, agriculture 26%, drinking water supply 13% and 
other uses 2%. 

Drinking water supplies in eastern Germany are characterised by high con-
sumption of water per capita (238 I/day), largely due to significant leakages of the 
supply network and inadequate pricing. A total of 6527 public waterworks sup-
ply 15.5 million people with 1300 million m3  of drinking water per year. 

5.4.3.2 Standards and Objectives 
In Germany, extended treatment of raw water is considered only as a secondary 
option. The primary aim is to safeguard good quality of the water source. Treat-
ment is meant to guarantee water of such a quality that no disinfection would be 
needed. Munich and Berlin are examples of major cities distributing water with-
out disinfection. 

Drinking water delivered to consumers has to fulfil the very strict quality 
standards (Table 1) set in federal directives (Trinkwasserverordnung from 1975/ 
86) which were amended according to the EU Drinking Water Directive (80/778/ 
EEC). In addition, there should be no Escherichia coli or coliforms present. Water 
which exceeds any of the parameters listed must not be supplied to consumers. 

Table I. Limiting values for chemical parameters in drinking water according to the federal directive Trinkwasserverordnung. 

Compound 	 Limit (mg/I) 
Arsenic 0.01 
Lead 0.04 
Cadmium 0.005 
Chromium 0.05 
Cyanide 0.05 
Fluoride 1.5 
Nickel 0.05 
Nitrate 50 
Nitrite 0.1 
Mercury 0.001 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons: 0.002 (0.21g) 

Fluoranthene 
Benzo-(b)-Fluoranthene 
Benzo-(k)-Fluoranthene 
Benzo-(a)-Pyrene 
Benzo-(ghi)-Perylene 
Indeno-(1,2,3-cd)-Pyrene 

Organo-chlorides: 
(a) I,I,I -trichlorethane 

Trichlorethylene 0.01 
Tetrachlorethylene 
Dichlormethane 

(b) Tetrachlorocarbon 0.003 
(a) 	Chemical compounds from Single substances 

fertilizers and pesticides 0.0001 (0.lig) 
including yield increases combined 
(b) Polychlorides, polybromides, 
biphenyl and terphenyl 0.0005 (0.5ig) 
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In a report by the German Government to the European Community, drinking 
water quality in the new Länder at the end of 1991 was assessed against Europe- 
an Community quality standards. Where the quality of drinking water was poor, 
this reflected inadequate or improper treatment, an outdated supply network, 
industrial and agricultural sources of pollution and the poor quality of the natu-
ral water sources. 

Ensuring water supplies for the population and industry in Germany today 
is not a quantitative but a qualitative problem. Guaranteeing water supplies there-
fore involves, in the first place, safeguarding water resources from pollution, and 
secondly, controlling abstraction to ensure it does not exceed the rate of water 
regeneration. 

The main problem for drinking water is the protection of water resources 
against polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, organic halogen compounds, pesticides 
and nitrates. For instance, Rhine-Westphalia is densely populated and highly in-
dustrialised, and some supply undertakings which have to use heavily polluted 
waters from the Rhine are obliged to exploit water purification technology to the 
very limit. Several groundwater basins have been affected by one or more of these 
substances. Where limiting values for the substances specified in the Trink-
wasserverordnung are exceeded, the plant will have to be dosed if the situation 
cannot be brought within acceptable limits in a short time. In some regions, im-
portant groundwater sources are being so heavily polluted by agriculture as to 
necessitate the closure of numerous waterworks in rural areas. 

One possible method for sanitizing water may be the enlargement of the 
water protection area around each well, spring or lake used for drinking water 
purposes. A water protection area consists of three or four zones in which agri-
cultural, industrial or other human activities are restricted either totally or to cer-
tain extent. The water protection area is fixed by individual decree. 

In addition to this problem of raw water quality, further serious difficulties 
can be identified. The excessive exploitation of individual groundwater sources 
causes permanent and serious lowering of the water table, with catastrophic con-
sequences for the local ecology. Because of such occurrences, crop irrigation has 
to be used, thus increasing the need for water. Conflict exists between public wa-
ter supplies and industrial users over the limited quantities of high-grade ground-
water. This is because many withdrawal rights were granted at the beginning of 
the century, without accurate assessment of the hydrogeological conditions of 
the soil. The resources are insufficient for present day requirements. Some legis-
lative measures have been taken in order to establish, once and for all, the prior-
ity of drinking water over other uses. 

There is a continuing tendency to abandon local groundwater sources be-
cause of exhaustion or pollution dangers and to tap distant sources by means of 
long-distance mains. Consequently, some regions are reduced to supplying wa-
ter reservoirs in connection with which development has to be severely restrict-
ed, while in the centres of consumption locally available resources are left un-
used and exposed to pollution. This leads to growing regional disparities, ecolog-
ical problems and high social costs. Supplying large conurbations with high qual-
ity surface water from reservoirs has also created difficulties because of the dam-
age these large-scale projects have on nature. To dam river valleys means the loss 
of natural assets and irreplaceable habitats. 

Due to the high priority given to specialist water management planning in 
the Federal states, a large number of major projects for water supply at national 
level (storage reservoirs, long-distance pipe lines, central water intake points in 
conservation areas) have been conceived and implemented in recent years. In 
many cases this has affected the interests of smaller local communities and nature 
conservationists. For this reason, citizens' initiatives and private pressure groups 
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have been formed in individual regions and are arguing with increasing vehe-
mence the case for the careful and economical use of water and for a decentral-
ized water supply. 

5.4.4 Waste Water Management Objectives and Standards 

5.4.4.1 Current Situation 
In 1987, a total of approximately 8800 million m3  waste water was treated in pub-
lic sewage plants in the old Länder. Of this figure, 260 million m3  was purified 
mechanically, 6000 million m3  was subject to purely biological treatment and 2600 
million m3  underwent biological treatment involving the application of tertiary 
measures. In the 1990s the proportion of sewage treatment plants employing ter-
tiary treatment measures to reduce nutrient content has risen significantly as a 
result of relevant statutory provisions. In 1987, around 93% of the resident popu-
lation was connected to public sewerage and around 90% connected to munici-
pal or privately operated sewage treatment plants. The total capacity of all treat-
ment plants in 1987 was equivalent to 150 million PE (population equivalent). 
Industries situated within the settled areas of the municipalities generally dis-
charge their sewage into the public sewerage system. 

In the new Länder 73% of inhabitants were connected to the public sewer-
age system in 1988. The waste water from 57.7% of inhabitants was treated in 
sewage treatment plants, and only 36% of waste water was treated biologically. A 
system of phosphate precipitation was practised on a selective basis for 6% of 
waste water. Many sewage treatment plants have been so neglected that their 
condition and purification efficiency are relatively poor. The same also applies to 
the waste water treatment plants of industrial undertakings where effluent con-
tains heavy metals and other hazardous substances. 

5.4.4.2 Standards and Objectives 
A federal directive based on the Water Resources Policy Act established effluent 
standards for domestic sewage and for the sewage of more than 100 industrial 
sectors. Since 1980 the effluent standards have been tightened several times, and 
stricter standards are imposed as plant size increases (Table 2). It is stated in the 
directive that four out of a total of five samples taken must not exceed the stand-
ards. The fifth sample must not exceed twice the level of the standards. 

Table 2. Effluent standards for domestic sewerage depending on plant sizes according to Minimum Effluent Standards Direc-
tive, 1989. 
Size of sewage 	 COD 	BODS 	NH4  N 	Pi  
treatment plant (PE) 	(mg/I) 	(mg/I) 	(mg/I) 	(mg/I) 

50- <1,000 150 40 	- 	 - 
1,000- <5,000 110 25 	- 	 - 
5,000- <20,000 90 20 	10 	 - 

20,000- < 100,000 90 20 	10 	 2 
100,000 75 15 10 

The EU water protection regulations and emission standards are only indirectly 
applied, in as much as their quality levels usually correspond with the standards 
specified by a River Management Plan. The EU Directive on emission standards 
regarding the discharge of certain dangerous substances into water sources has 
been directly incorporated into the specifications for minimum waste water treat- 
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ment. Certain difficulties exist because the EU Directive uses as its basis the val-
ues of individual substances in waste water, whereas the government regulations 
classify waste water according to its origin. 

The present minimum design standard for sewage treatment plants is the 
result of development over four decades. There are three standards, which de-
pend on plant size: 

50 - 5000 PE 	 mechanical-biological 
5000 - 20,000 PE 	 mechanical-biological with nitrification and 

denitrification 
>20,000 PE 	 mechanical-biological with nitrification, 

denitrification and phosphorus removal 

The effluent standards are very high for plant sizes > 5000 PE, and construction 
and operating costs are increasing considerably to meet these standards. 

The new EU Urban Waste Water Treatment Directive 91/271/ EEC defines 
the minimum requirements for the treatment of municipal waste water. Second-
ary treatment is required as a minimum, except when nutrient removal is essen-
tial for receiving waters classified as sensitive to nutrients, for example the Baltic 
Sea and River Rhine. The Directive applies to settlements of more than 2000 inhabi-
tants. By the end of 2005 all waste water from these settlements must be collected 
and treated before discharge into waters. 

All industries discharging sewage into a public sewers are obliged by law to 
pretreat the sewage. Heavy metals and toxic substances have to be removed or 
reduced to acceptable limits by industry. 

Approximately 80% of industrial sewage is discharged after ordinary treat-
ment directly into receiving waters. The treatment method used depends on the 
substances in the crude sewage and on the effluent requirements. The Water Re-
sources Policy Act has set out effluent standards for more than 100 industrial sec-
tors. Although industrial production has increased considerably, the amount of 
industrial sewage has been decreasing for many years, due to the introduction of 
water saving processes and of water recycling. The general trend is towards the 
removal of pollutants during the industrial processes. Sewage treatment to meet 
the effluent standards is quite often so costly that changes to the industrial proc-
esses themselves may represent a more economical option. 

The new IPPC Directive 96/61/EC requires Member States to base emission 
limit values on the best available technology, BAT, without prescribing the use of 
any specific technology, but taking into account the technical characteristics of 
the installation concerned, its geographical location and the local environmental 
conditions. 'Best' means the most effective level of protection for the environ-
ment as a whole, and 'Available technology' means technology that can be used 
in that particular sector under economically and technically viable conditions, 
taking into account the costs and advantages. The IPPC Directive requires that 
water emissions be based solely on the BAT principle. 

5.4.5 Sludge Treatment 
The greater the efficiency of sewage treatment the more sludge is produced, but 
the disposal of sludge is threatening to become a serious problem. In 1989, 45% of 
sludge was dewatered and dumped together with household refuse, 25% was 
used for agricultural purposes and 15% was incinerated. Sewage treatment plants 
10,000/20,000 PE are equipped with sludge digesters and dewatering installations. 

A federal directive for utilization of sludge for agricultural purposes has been 
in force since 1982. The directive contains very strict values for the content of 
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heavy metals in sludge and in the soil to be fertilized. The directive was amended 
in 1991 (Table 3). The content of PCB in the sludge must not exceed 200 ng/kg dry 
matter, and the content of PCDD/PCDF must not exceed 100 ng TRDD toxi-units/ 
kg dry matter. 

Table 3. Maximum content of heavy metals in sludge used for fertilizer and in fertilized soil 

Sludge 	 Soil 
(mg/kg dry matter) 	 (mg/kg dry matter) 

Pb 	 900 100 
Cd 	 10 1.5 
Cr 	 900 100 
Cu 	 800 60 
Ni 	 200 50 
Hg 	 8 
Zn 	 2,500 200 

Agricultural use of the digested, non-dewatered sludge is favoured by the sew-
age plant operators, and in general, sludge from public sewage treatment plants 
contains only 20-50 ng TCDD toxi-units/kg dry matter. However, farmers do not 
like putting sludge on their fields because of its poor public image, although plant 
operators pay 10-20 DM/m3  sludge to the farmers. 

5.4.6 Pricing of Water Services 

Cost recovery is considered important in Germany, making prices high compared 
to other countries. Drinking water consumers have to pay a price which covers 
the costs of the amortization of investments as well as the operating costs.The 
average water price for domestic users amounted to 2.14 DM/m3  in 1989, although 
prices vary regionally depending on the local conditions, and higher water prices 
have been set for holiday apartments and other facilities which are not con-
tinuously used. Offers such as buying water outside peak times can, however, 
reduce financial charges for households. Costs in the water supply industry nor-
mally include about 85% fixed costs and 15% variable costs. Capital intensiveness 
is reflected in the tariff structure. A two-track system of water tariffs is used by 
more than 90% of all water utility companies. The water price for households is 
basically made up of two components: a consumption charge, based on the vol-
ume of water actually consumed and calculated per cubic metre, and the stand-
ing charge. Public water suppliers grant industrial large-scale consumers a dis-
count of 10-20%. The prime cost of water supplied by industrial enterprises them-
selves is considerably lower than the prices mentioned. 

All expenditure on sewage collection, treatment and disposal, as well as treat-
ment and disposal of the sludge produced, must be covered by the charges made 
to consumers. The cost of waste water disposal is calculated on the basis of water 
consumption. In most cases, citizens have to contribute 2000-4000 DM/person 
(1990) to the construction costs of the public system, and they pay 2-3 DM/m3  
sewage produced for operating the system. The costs are increasing rapidly be-
cause the effluent standards and the need for sludge disposal and other cost fac-
tors, are rising continually. 
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. 	
Water Quality Policy 

6.1 California 
Marianne Lindström, Senior Advisor, and Marja Hiitiö, Research Engineer 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

6.1.1 Legal Background 

6.1.1.1 Legislation 
Environmental controls affect water use and the scope of water use rights. These 
environmental controls are of two kinds; those that relate specifically to the water 
resource and those that apply to activities generally and only occasionally have 
an affect on the water resource. Water quality maintenance and enhancement 
and pollution control have been defined in the Federal Water Pollution Act of 
1948. The Water Quality Act of 1965 required that the states develop state water 
quality criteria for interstate waters and a plan for the implementation and en-
forcement of the water criteria adopted. 

The US Congress made a shift in policy in 1972 with the enactment of the 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments. This major shift involved four 
key aspects: 
- 	an assumption of federal primacy 
- 	an expansion of coverage 
- 	a change in pollution control methodology 
- 	a thorough reconstituting of the enforcement procedures. 

The 1972 amendments provided that any interstate and intrastate water 
quality standards already in effect were to be submitted to the administrator, who 
could accept them if they were consistent with the law. 

A Model Water Code for the U.S. was published in 1972. The code integrates 
all direct aspects of water resource management into one act. The Safe Drinking 
Water Act of 1974 firmly set the focus on requiring that water be of a particular 
quality before it could be used for drinking. The major amendments to the Feder-
al Water Pollution Control Act came with the Clean Water Act (CWA) of 1977 and 
the Water Quality Act of 1987. The control of activities which have a significant 
effect on the environment is regulated in the National Environmental Policy Act 
and the Endangered Species Act. 

The Environment Protection Agency in U.S. (EPA) is developing an integrat-
ed approach stemming from the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990. Integrated per-
mits for air, water and solid waste are proposed for inclusion in the Clean Water 
Act amendments. In 1996 the Safe Drinking Water Act was revised. 

California has its own water-related acts at state level, which are associated 
with national level acts as follows: 
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Californian Environment Quality Act - 	Clean Water Act 
Californian Water Act - 	Clean Water Act 
Californian Water Code - 	State Water Code 
State Water Resources Control Board - 	National WRCB 

6.1.1.2 NPDES Discharge Permit 

The Clean Water Act makes it illegal for any point source to discharge any pollut-
ant into waters of the United States without a permit. Discharge permits are de-
signed to ensure compliance with the relevant state water quality standards and 
also with the water quality standards of downstream states. State water quality 
standards are incorporated in the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination Sys-
tem (NPDES) permit programme, enforcement of which rests with the state in 
California. All point source dischargers, industrial facilities or domestic sewerage 
plants must have an NPDES permit before they may discharge their treated wastes 
into navigable waters. It is not, however, illegal to discharge pollutants which are 
not listed in a permit. The CWA apparently assumes that such pollutants will 
ultimately be covered through the self-reporting system and thus be added to a 
permit once it is determined that they are being discharged. 

The NPDES permit contains technical standards and limitations that form 
the heart of the NPDES programme. Authorization and guidance for these stand-
ards and limitations is provided by the CWA. Monitoring requirements that must 
be complied with are also included in the permit. While requirements and monitor-
ing techniques vary by programme, in general the permit holder must sample 
and report performance through a self-monitoring system. 

The EPA has excluded several types of discharge from the NPDES permit 
requirement, including: 
— 	most discharges from vessels to inland waters; 
— 	discharges of sewage sludge and other pollutants from vessels to the terri- 

torial sea, the contiguous zone and the ocean; 
— uncontrolled discharges composed entirely of stormwater, provided such 

discharges were uncontaminated by any industrial or commercial activity 
and determined not to be a significant source of pollutants; 

— 	the introduction of sewage, industrial wastes or other pollutants into pub- 
licly owned treatment works by indirect discharges; 

— 	any introduction of pollutants from non-point source agricultural and sil- 
vicultural activities; 

— 	return flows from irrigated agriculture; 
— discharges into a privately owned treatment works; and 
— 	discharges of dredged or fill materials into waters. 

In addition, the Clean Water Act gives the EPA the authority to develop and 
implement programmes to control the flow of toxic pollutants into Publicly Owned 
Treatment Works (POTWs). Facilities discharging to such POTWs as sewerage sys-
tems are called indirect dischargers and are subject to the EPA's pretreatment stand-
ards, depending on the type of pollutants discharged. In this case, the POTWs are 
the holder of the NPDES permits since they discharge directly to the surface wa-
ters. 

The initial NPDES regulations promulgated by the EPA did not tie the defi-
nition of "navigable waters" to the concept of navigability. The following waters 
are included: all navigable waters and tributaries of waters of the United States; 
interstate waters and lakes, rivers and streams that are utilized by interstate trav-
ellers for recreational or other purposes; intrastate lakes, rivers and streams from 
which fish and shellfish are taken and sold in interstate commerce; and intrastate 
lakes, rivers and streams that are utilized for industrial purposes by industries in 
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interstate commerce. The EPA has on several occasions clarified its definition of 
navigable waters. 

The regulations define the term "discharge of pollutant". Currently it is de-
fined as: 
a) an addition of any pollutant or combination of pollutants to waters of The 

United States from any "point source", or 
b) any addition of any pollutant or combination of pollutants to the waters of 

the "contiguous zone" or the ocean from any point source other than a ves-
sel or other floating craft which is being used as a means of transportation. 
This definition includes additions of pollutants to waters from: 

— 	surface runoff which is collected or channelled by man; 
— discharges through pipes, sewers or other conveyances owned by a state, 

municipality or other person which do not lead to a treatment works; 
— 	discharges through pipes, sewers, or other conveyances leading to privately 

owned treatment works. 
The definition does not include addition of pollutants by any "indirect discharger". 

6. I.2 Water Quality 

6.1.2.1 Water Quality Standards 

According to the Clean Water Act, states are responsible for establishing water 
quality standards. The EPA is responsible for the production of regulations, poli-
cy and guidance to assist the states in their development of water quality stand-
ards. The overarching purpose is to meet the goals of the Clean Water Act. These 
goals are referred to as the "fishable/swimmable" goals because the aim is to achieve 
water quality necessary to support fish populations and wildlife. Provided that 
these CWA goals are maintained and the uses of waterbodies sustained, states 
have flexibility in setting their water quality standards. By indicating which areas 
need additional pollution control efforts (e.g. more stringent technology-based 
discharge standards) water quality standards act as valuable guidance for e.g. 
polluters. 

In general, water quality refers to the physical, chemical, biological, radio-
logical and other properties affecting the usefulness of a specific quantity of water 
for a specific purpose. The EPA states that its function is (1986) to accurately re-
flect the latest scientific knowledge 
— 	on the kind and extent of all identifiable effects on health and welfare 

which may be expected from the presence of pollutants in any body of wa-
ter including groundwater; 

— 	on the concentration and dispersal of pollutants; and 
— 	on effects of pollutants on biological community diversity, productivity 

and stability. 
The most commonly used water quality criteria are dissolved oxygen (DO), 

biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), acidity and alkalinity (pH), solids, turbidity, 
colour, temperature, taste and odour, living organisms, radioactivity and chemi-
cal content. 

The major sources of water pollution are agriculture, industry, land devel-
opment, municipalities and natural resource development, such as mining and 
timber. In 1963 the Senate classified surface water pollutants into eight basic cate-
gories: 
1) Organic wastes which remove oxygen from the water through decomposi-

tion 
2) Infectious agents which may transmit disease 
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3) Plant nutrients which promote nuisance growths of aquatic plant life 
4) Synthetic-organic chemicals, such as detergents and pesticides 
5) Inorganic chemicals and mineral substances that interfere with natural 

stream purification, destroying fish and aquatic life 
6) Sediments which fill streams, channels, harbours and reservoirs, affecting 

the habitats of fish and shellfish 
7) Radioactive pollution 
8) Temperature increases 

The goal of the 1972 amendments was to restore and maintain the chemical, 
physical and biological integrity of the nation's water. Ten years later the efforts 
were beginning to show results. Data suggest that the quality of surface waters is 
no longer deteriorating despite continued increases in population and the gross 
national product. Factories, municipal treatment facilities and other point sources 
of pollution are gradually being brought under tight control, although street and 
farm runoff and other non-point sources are often as serious polluters as point 
sources of water pollution. 

According to the Association of State and Interstate Water Pollution Control 
Administrators, between 1972 and 1982 water quality was maintained, improved 
or degraded as follows: 

Stream Miles 

Maintained 	 Improved 	 Degraded 	 Unknown 

296,000 	 47,000 	 11,000 	 90,000 

Lake and Reservoir Acreage 

10,130,000 	 390,000 	 1,650,000 	 4,150,000 

The conclusion was that the overall tide of increasing pollution had been stemmed, 
but there had been little movement towards improvement of quality. The EPA in 
its National Water Quality Inventory of 1982 noted basically the same conclu-
sions. The installation of the Best Practicable Technology principle was estimated 
to have led to a reduction in discharges of BOD by 71%, suspended solids by 
80%, oil and grease by 71%, dissolved solids by 52%, phosphates by 74% and 
heavy metals by 78%. With the establishment of the National Water Quality Assess-
ment Program (NWQAP), it may be possible to get a fairly accurate reflection of 
what has happened. 

6.1.2.2 Policy in the 1980s 

In order to better focus on the general goal of restoration and maintenance, Con-
gress established six supporting subgoals: 
1) end the discharge of pollutants into navigable waters by 1985; 
2) wherever attainable, achieve an interim stage by 1983 of water quality suf-

ficient to protect and allow propagation of fish, shellfish and wildlife and 
provide for recreation in and on water; 

3) prohibit the discharge of toxic pollutants in toxic amounts; 
4) provide federal financial assistance for construction of publicly owned 

waste water treatment works; 
5) develop and implement area-wide waste treatment management planning 

processes that would assure adequate control of pollutant sources in each 
state; and 
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6) undertake a major research and demonstration effort to develop the tech-
nology necessary to eliminate the discharge of pollutants into navigable 
waters, waters of the contiguous zone and the oceans. 

6.1.2.3 New Pollution Prevention Policy 

With the exception of providing funds for a substantial number of publicly owned 
treatment works, none of the subgoals were or have been achieved. The EPA and 
the Council on Environmental Quality are now promoting a new pollution pre-
vention policy. The Council describes the new policy as a hallmark of environ-
mental policy in the 1990s and beyond. In short, pollution prevention aims to 
reduce the amount and/or toxicity of pollutants being generated. Several key char-
acteristics of pollution prevention are emerging. Pollution prevention means the 
reduction or elimination of pollutants at their source so that waste is not generat-
ed. Pollution prevention emphasizes the efficient and therefore more profitable 
use of material and energy resources. Pollution prevention reduces the total 
amount of pollutants in the environment; it does not simply shift them from one 
environmental medium to another. 

During the 1990s, the following trends have emerged, which all have an 
impact on water quality control: 
1) movement towards a more holistic ecosystem management approach 
2) renewed emphasis on property rights, that reduce the emphasis on regu-

lation 
3) continuation of a more traditional pro-environment ethos 
4) rapidly escalating concern for environmental justice 
5) strong push for risk assessment and cost-benefit analysis. 

Whatever the approach, questions of costs and economic efficiency will arise. 
In some instances, as for example with agricultural non-point source pollution 
and publicly owned waste treatment facilities, Congress has considered the cost 
burden to be too great for those required to control pollution and has provided 
for cost sharing by the federal government. In other instances, Congress or the 
EPA has stated that where a particular requirement would be too onerous finan-
cially, an exemption can be granted. Furthermore, in some instances cost bearing 
is to be considered at the rule-making stage. On the other hand, cost-effective-
ness emphasizes getting the most for the money expended. 

6.1.3 Surface Water Quality Standards 

6.1.3.1 Standards 

Under the Water Quality Act of 1965, water quality criteria should protect public 
health or welfare, enhance the quality of water and serve the purposes of the Act. 

The criteria consisted of three basic elements: 
— 	a designated use such as public water supply, recreational, fish propaga- 

tion, agricultural or industrial uses; 
— 	water quality criteria for various pollutants; and 
— 	a plan for the implementation and enforcement of the water quality crite- 

ria. 
The Clean Water Act retains broadly the same goals for the standards as the 

Water Quality Act, but, there is one fundamental change: the administrator must 
review these standards on the basis of current law. The states are required to 
develop water quality standards designed to achieve and/or to maintain the quality 
of water necessary for a pre-determined use of the water. 
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One of Congress' primary objectives in enacting the Clean Water Act was to 
ensure adequate planning before resources were committed to projects that might 
affect water quality. In the 1972 amendments Congress provided that non-point 
sources should be studied and controls developed for those sources where ap-
propriate. In the 1987 amendments Congress provided that states must establish 
programmes for non-point sources. The Clean Water Act contains provisions re-
lating to four types of planning: state, area-wide, basin and facility. 

New federal regulations for the development of state water quality stand-
ards were promulgated in 1983. These regulations require a state submission on 
water quality standards to contain at least the following: 
— 	use designations consistent with specified provisions of the Act; 
— 	the methods and analyses utilized by the state to support the revisions; 
— 	water quality criteria sufficient to protect the designated uses; 
— an antidegradation policy; and 
— 	a certification that the standards were adopted pursuant to the state law. 

The basic use designations contemplated by the rules are public water sup-
ply, protection and propagation of fish, shellfish and wildlife, recreation, agricul-
ture, industry and navigation. 

6.1.3.2 Review and Revision of Original Standards 
The 1972 amendments required states to review the standards through public 
hearings every three years and to submit any revised or new standards to the 
administrator. The revised or new standards were required to contain only two 
parts; the designated uses of the navigable waters involved and the water quality 
criteria for such waters based upon such uses. 

The EPA regulations require each state to develop an antidegradation policy 
and to identify methods for implementing that policy. Such a policy must be con-
sistent with three basic requirements. First, all existing instream water uses are to 
be maintained and protected and no water quality degradation is permitted. Sec-
ond, existing high quality waters have to be maintained and protected unless 
lower water quality standards are "necessary to accommodate important economic 
or social development in the area in which the waters are located". Third, where 
potential water quality impairment is associated with thermal discharges, the 
antidegradation policy must be consistent with the law. 

6.1.3.3 Application and Use of the Water Quality Standards 

The Total Maximum Daily Load 

Each state has to identify the waters within its boundary in which, as a result of 
technological limitations, effluent discharges do not allow the implementation of 
the applicable water quality standard. For these waters the state must then estab-
lish the total maximum daily load (TMDL) of the particular pollutants that the 
administrator had identified as suitable for such a calculation. 

The EPA treats the establishment of TMDLs as a part of the planning proc-
ess. Wasteload allocation (WLA) is defined as that part of a receiving water's load-
ing capacity that is allocated to one of its existing future point sources of pollu-
tion. WLAs constitute a type of water quality-based effluent limitation. Load allo-
cation (LA) is defined as that part of a receiving water's loading capacity that is 
attributed either to one of its existing or future non-point sources of pollution or 
to natural background sources. However, whatever approach used, the WLAs, 
LAs and TMDLs are to be submitted to the EPA regional administrator for ap-
proval. 
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The Toxic Pollutants Control Strategy 

The 1987 amendments require states to establish a toxic pollutants control 
strategy, assuming the need for such is documented. The first requirement is for 
the state to establish two lists, one a list of waters for which the attainment of 
effluent limitations can not reasonably be anticipated or maintained, and the oth-
er a list of waters that will not meet water quality standards because of toxic pol-
lutants from point sources. 

The second requirement is to determine for each navigable water segment 
on the above lists the specific point sources discharging any such toxic pollutant 
and the amount being discharged. 

The third requirement is to prepare for each water segment an individual 
control strategy for producing a level of reduction determined by the state in the 
discharge from identified point sources. The strategy is to achieve the applicable 
water quality standard within a maximum of three years. The EPA administrator 
approves or disapproves the control standards. 

6.1.3.4 Direct Enforcement 

In California, in Northwest Indian Cemetary protective Association v. Peterson, the Ninth 
Circuit District Court affirmed an injunction against a logging and road-building 
operation in a National Forest because it appeared that the activity would cause 
two Californian water quality standards to be violated. One standard prohibits 
turbidity from being increased by more than 20 per cent. The district court noted 
that turbidity would be increased far in excess of the standard. A second standard 
prohibits the suspended sediment load and discharge rate from being altered so 
as to cause a nuisance or adversely affect beneficial uses. The court found that the 
increase would affect fish spawning. 

The EPA argued that the water quality standards by themselves are not en-
forceable under the Clean Water Act. According to this argument the standards 
have to be translated into effluent limitations, best management practice require-
ments or some similar enforceable mechanisms. 

The Forest Service argued that California had implicitly approved the 
service's best management practices and that conforming to these practices con-
stituted compliance with the California water quality standards. The court con-
cluded that the Forest Service's best management practices are not in themselves 
standards but are only a means for upholding the standards. (Water and Water 
Rights, 1991, Volum 5 p. 329) 

6.1.4 Effluent Limitations and Standards 

6.1.4.1 General Remarks 

The Clean Water Act (CWA) gives the EPA the authority to establish national tech-
nology-based limitations to control the discharge of pollutants to surface waters. 
The regulations are by industrial sectors and take the form of effluent limitations 
for specific pollutants. Once the final regulations are published, the EPA does not 
have the authority, under the CWA, to force the industrial dischargers to use the 
technology to meet the required effluent limitations. Discharge standards are set 
to ensure compliance with the relevant state water quality standards. 

The pollutants to be regulated fall into three categories: 
1) Conventional pollutants are those which are found in domestic, commer-

cial or industrial wastes such as suspended solids, biochemical oxygen de-
mand, pathogenic organisms, adverse pH levels, oil and grease. They are 
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the most familiar group of pollutants and constitute parameters which are 
generic in character in that they are not specific compounds but measure 
classes of substances which have similar physical, chemical or biological re-
sponses to empirical laboratory tests. 

2) Priority pollutants are pollutants and classes of pollutants considered to be 
toxic. Those pollutants or combinations of pollutants, including disease-
causing agents, which, after discharge and upon exposure, ingestion, inha-
lation or assimilation into any organism, either directly from the environ-
ment or indirectly by ingestion through food chains, will, on the basis of 
information available to the EPA, cause death, disease, behavioural 
abnormalities, cancer, genetic mutations, physiological malfunctions or 
physical deformation, in such organisms or offspring. Among these toxic 
pollutants are heavy metals, phenols, some organic pollutants and some 
pesticides. 

3) Nonconventional pollutants are any pollutant or pollutant parameter that 
is not identified as either a conventional or toxic pollutant. Examples of 
nonconventional pollutants are chemical oxygen demand, ammonia, chlo-
rine, nitrate, phosphorus, temperature, surfactants, and phenols and met-
als not included on the priority pollutant list. 

There are several different levels of control in water effluent standards. 
(Tables 1 and 2) 
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pollutants, use designation and quality 
dischargers & waters standards set by States 

sources 

NSPS: New Source Performance Standards 
new based on Best Available Demonstrated 

direct Control Technology (BDT) 

existing BCT: Best Conventional 
Pollutant Control Technology* 

conventional 

PSNS: Pretreatment Standards for 
new New Sources 

indirect (similar to BAT for toxics) 

existing PSES: Pretreatmant Standards 
for Exisiting Sources 

NSPS: New Source Performance Standards 
new based on Best Available Demonstrated 

direct Control Technology (BDT) 

existing BAT: Best Available Technology 

toxic Economically Achievable* 

PSNS: Pretreatmant Standards for 
new New Sources 

indirect (similar to BAT for toxics) 

existing PSES: Pretreatmant Standards 
for Exisiting Sources 

NSPS: New Source Performance Standards 
new based on Best Available Demonstrated 

direct Control Technology (BDT)* 

existing BAT: Best Available Technology 

non- Economically Achievable* 

PSNS: Pretreatment Standards for conventional 
new New Sources 

indirect (similar to BAT for toxics) 

existing PSES: Pretreatment Standards 
for Wxixiting Sources 

*: floor requirement: Best Practicable Control Technology Currently Available (BPT), with BCT more 
stringent than BPT 

Figure 1. Water effluent standards. 
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direct dischargers 	 indirect 
dischargers 

-New Sources - 

NSPS: PSNS: 
Best Available Demonstrated Best Available 
Control Technology (BDT) Demonstrated 

Control 
Technology 

(BDT) 

- Existing Sources - 

Best Available Best PSES: 
Technology Conventional Best Available 

Economically Pollutant Technology 
Achievable Control Economically 

(BAT) Technology Achievable 
(toxic and (BCT) (BAT) 

non-conventional (sonventional (toxic and 
pollutants like phenols) pollutants non-conventional 

like oil and grease) pollutants) 

Best Practicable 
Control Technology 
Currently Available 

(BPT) 
(all pollutants) 

Figure 2. US Technology-Based Water Pollution Control Requirements. 
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6.1.4.2 BPT Standard 

Best Practicable Control Technology Currently Available (BPT) is a level of tech-
nology represented by the average of the best existing waste water treatment 
performance levels for plants of various sizes, ages and unit processes within the 
industrial sector in question. In terms of technology-based water standards, BPT 
is the minimum requirement for existing direct dischargers of conventional, toxic 
and nonconventional pollutants. In establishing BPT effluent limitation guide-
lines, the EPA considers the total cost of achieving effluent reduction in relation to 
the effluent benefits, the age of the equipment and facilities involved, the proc-
esses employed, process changes required, engineering aspects of the control 
technologies, environmental impacts (including energy requirements) not relat-
ed to water quality, and other factors as appropriate. 

6.1.4.3 BAT Standard 

Best Available Technology Economically Achievable (BAT) represents the best 
existing economically achievable performance of plants in the industrial subcate-
gory or category. BAT is applicable to existing direct dischargers. This best per-
former standard ensures that BAT controls reflect the use of technologies that will 
result in further progress toward the statutory goal of eliminating pollutant dis-
charges. The EPA may set standards for BAT based on technology found in other 
industrial categories. According to the CWA, BAT is the principle means of con-
trolling the direct discharge of toxic and non-conventional pollutants to naviga-
ble waters. In establishing BAT effluent limitation guidelines, the EPA considers 
the age of the equipment and facilities involved, the process employed, potential 
process changes and non-water-quality environmental impacts, including ener-
gy requirements. Economic cost are given significantly less weight in the BAT 
assessment process than in the BPT assessment process. At present, BAT limits 
have been established for a number of industrial categories but some remain to 
be set. 

6.1.4.4 BCT Standard 

Best Conventional Pollutant Control Technology (BCT) replaces BAT for the con-
trol of conventional pollutants. In no case can BCT be less stringent than BPT. In 
establishing BCT effluent limitation guidelines, the EPA considers the relation-
ship between the cost of attaining a reduction in effluent and the effluent benefits 
attained at different levels of control within the industry. It also conducts a com-
parison of the cost and level of reduction of such pollutants by Publicly Owned 
Treatment Works (POTWs) and industrial sources. 

6.1.4.5 NSPS Standard 
New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) are based on the Best Available 
Demonstrated Control Technology (BIET). NSPS is used for new facilities directly 
discharging all types of pollutants. New plants have the opportunity to install the 
best and most efficient production processes and wastewater treatment technol-
ogies. As a result, NSPS should represent the most stringent numerical values 
attainable through the application of the best available demonstrated control tech-
nology, processes, operating methods or other alternatives, including, where prac-
ticable, a standard permitting no discharge of pollutants. In establishing the NSPS 
effluent limitation guidelines, the EPA considers the cost of achieving the effluent 
reduction and any non-water-quality environmental impacts and energy require-
ments. All new sources are protected against imposition of more stringent stand-
ards for a ten-year period following completion of construction. However, the 
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CWA provides no variance possibilities for new sources. If a source is to be newly 
constructed, but does not belong to a category for which there is an NSPS, the 
source will then be subject to otherwise applicable effluent limitations pursuant 
to the CWA . 

6.1.4.6 Pretreatment Standards 

Approximately 25% of the waste received by publicly owned treatment works is 
from industrial sources. An industrial user need not obtain a permit for its dis-
charges into a POTW. The EPA administrator determines the pretreatment stand-
ards to be placed in the NPDES permits of recipient POTWS. The primary re-
sponsibility for enforcing national pretreatment standards will rest with the POT-
Ws. NPDES states or the EPA will be responsible in the event that POTWs are 
either not required to develop pretreatment programmes or have not yet devel-
oped their required pretreatment programme. 

The EPA final pretreatment strategy, as presently constituted, provides a 
framework for the cleanup of industrial pollutants discharged to POTWs and 
delineates the various responsibilities and deadlines applicable to POTWs, NP-
DES states (including California) and the EPA. The programme will consist of 
general standards applicable to all nondomestic discharges to POTWs and cate-
gorial standards applicable to specific categories of industrial users only The EPA 
has promulgated the technology-based categorial standards as separate regula-
tions establishing numerical pollutant discharge limitations for 21 individual in-
dustrial categories. The discharge limits are based on concentrations of pollutants 
or mass limits. 

Pretreatment Standards for Existing Sources (PSES) are required by the CWA 
for pollutants that pass through POTWs or interfere with POTWs' treatment proc-
esses or sludge disposal methods. The technology-based pretreatment standards 
are designed to be similar to the BAT effluent limitation guidelines for the remov-
al of toxic pollutants. In establishing the PSES, the EPA considers whether there is 
pass-through of a pollutant. A need for categorial standards exists if the nation-
wide average percentage of a pollutant removed by well-operated POTWs achiev-
ing secondary treatment is less than the percentage removed by the BAT model 
treatment system. 

Pretreatment Standards for New Sources (PSNS) are required by the CWA 
for the prevention of discharges of pollutants that pass through, interfere with, or 
are incompatible with the operation of POTWs. PSNS standards are to be issued 
at the same time as NSPS standards. As with new direct dischargers, new indirect 
dischargers have the opportunity to incorporate the Best Available Demonstrat-
ed Technologies. In establishing PSNS, the EPA takes the same factors into con-
sideration as in the establishment of NSPS. 

In cases where technology-based regulations are unavailable, it is highly 
probable that indirect dischargers in such a position would be regulated through 
local limits and the national pretreatment regulations. If technology-based regu-
lations for direct dischargers are unavailable, the permit-issuing authorities would 
use best professional judgement (BPJ) in establishing pollutant effluent limits. 

Once an NPDES state has an approved pretreatment programme, it may 
choose to assume primary responsibility for ensuring compliance with and en-
forcing against violations of pretreatment standards by industrial users. Howev-
er, such state action will not preclude a POTW from also developing a pretreat-
ment programme. POTWs with design flow of greater than five million gallons 
per day that receive wastes from industrial sources of non-domestic pollutants, 
and any smaller POTWs wishing to modify categorical pretreatment standards to 
reflect POTW pollutant removal, must develop a POTW pretreatment programme. 
This requirement also extends to local authorities operating two or more small 
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POTWs in a regional system with a combined flow greater than 5 million gallons 
per day. 

A POTW with an approved pretreatment programme is expected to require 
industrial users to comply with national pretreatment standards and POTW-devel-
oped pretreatment requirements, and obtain remedies for noncompliance with such 
standards and requirements. Therefore, for a POTW operating in accordance with 
legal authorities the EPA only approves pretreatment programmes that are enforce-
able in Federal State or local courts. The POTW must also develop procedures that 
will ensure compliance with pretreatment standards and requirements. 

6.1.4.7 Standards for Publicly Owned Treatment Works 

The CWA also establishes standards and limitations for publicly owned treatment 
works (POTWs). These are somewhat different from the limitations imposed on 
private industrial sources. POTWs generally have to achieve effluent limitations 
which are based upon secondary treatment as defined by the administrator, or 
more stringent limitations necessary to meet water quality standards, treatment 
standards or schedules of compliance pursuant to the state law. The facility will be 
subject to the more stringent of the above requirements. The Act draws no distinc-
tion between existing and newly constructed POTWs. The Act provides the oppor-
tunity for variance from secondary treatment standards for POTWs discharging 
into marine waters. In order to be eligible for variance, the POTWS must demon-
strate that: 
1) there is an applicable water quality standard specific to the pollutant for 

which the modification is requested, which has been identified in the Act; 
2) such modified requirements will not interfere with the attainment or main-

tenance of that water quality which assures protection of public water sup-
plies and the protection and propagation of a balanced, indigenous popula-
tion of shellfish, fish and wildlife, and allows recreational activities, in and 
on the water; 

3) the applicant has established a system for monitoring the impact of such dis-
charge on a representative sample of aquatic biota, to the extent practicable; 

4) such modified requirements will not result in any additional requirements 
on any other point or non-point source; 

5) all applicable pretreatment requirements for sources introducing waste into 
such treatment works will be enforced; 

6) to the extent practicable, the applicant has established a schedule of activities 
designed to eliminate the entrance of toxic pollutants from nonindustrial 
sources into such treatment works; 

7) there will be no new or substantially increased discharges from the point 
source of the pollutant to which the modification applies above the volume 
of discharge specified in the permit. 
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA) required all POTWs to 

achieve secondary treatment levels by 1977. This requirement was the subject of 
considerable controversy as it also applied to marine discharges. To avoid "treat-
ment for treatment's sake", the 1977 Amendments provided for a variance from 
secondary treatment requirements for POTWs discharging into marine waters un-
der certain conditions. Such a modified permit will be issued in accordance with 
standard NPDES permit procedures. A condition on obtaining the permit is that 
there must exist applicable water quality standards specific to any pollutants for 
which the modification is requested and the applicant must demonstrate compli-
ance with them. The modified operations should not interfere with the attainment 
or maintenance of the water quality which assures protection of public water sup-
plies and the protection and propagation of a balanced, indigenous population of 
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shellfish, fish and wildlife, and allows recreational activities, in and on the water. 
The applicant will also be required to have monitoring programmes for the gener-
al, 

 
biological, water quality and effluent aspects of its operation. The variance will 

not be granted if the modified discharge will impose additional responsibilities on 
other point or non-point sources, or if it will result in significant increases in pollu-
tion discharges, or exhibit ambient water quality below applicable water quality 
standards. If applicable, the permit will require a toxic control programme. A vari-
ance can also be granted to a municipality that has achieved secondary treatment 
standards. No permit for discharge of sewage sludge can be granted. 

6.9.5 Planning 

Several provisions relating to planning were included in the Clean Water Act. 
Section 208 was designed to provide for the development and implementation of 
waste water treatment on a regional basis. Section 303 requires that the states 
establish a continuing planning process. This requirement occurs in the section of 
water quality standards and has a major role to play in integrating the water 
quality standards approach with the technological approach of the Act. 

6.1.5.1 Planning of Waste Water Treatment 
Planning under Section 208 involves cooperation between the states and the EPA. 
It can besummarized in nine steps, with the designation of an additional tenth 
step for agency activities during the process. These statutory ten steps are shown 
below. 
1) The EPA issues guidelines to assist in identifying areas of "substantial wa-

ter quality control problems". 
2) The state identifies areas with substantial water quality control problems 

and designates a single organization, a planning agency, in each such area 
to develop plans for waste management in the area. 

3) The EPA approves or disapproves of the designations. 
4) Within one year of designation each planning agency is required to have 

in operation a "continuing area-wide waste treatment management plan-
ning process". 

5) The process developed in the previous step is to be used to formulate an 
area-wide waste treatment management plan. 

6) The state submits the plan to the EPA for approval and certifies annually 
the plan's consistency with the basin plans. 

7) The EPA approves or disapproves the plan. 
8) The state designates one or more waste treatment management agencies 

for each area. 
9) The EPA accepts or rejects the designated state agency. 
10) Throughout the process the EPA may 
— 	provide planning grants and technical assistance; 
— 	issue information, including 

a) guidelines for identifying and evaluating the nature and extent of 
nonpoint sources of pollutants 

b) processes, procedures and methods available to control pollution 
resulting from agriculture and silviculture, mining, construction, 
disposal of pollutants in wells or subsurface excavations, salt water 
intrusion and changes in water movement; and 

— 	provide agricultural cost sharing. 
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6.1.5.2 Requirements of the Plan 

The plan must contain alternatives for waste treatment management and be appli-
cable to all waste generated in the area. In addition the plan must 
1) identify waste treatment needs over a twenty-year period; 
2) designate construction priorities for treatment works; 
3) develop a regulatory programme to implement management requirements, 

facility construction and pretreatment; 
4) identify the agencies necessary to construct, operate and maintain facilities 

and carry out the plan; 
5) identify the necessary measures, time frame, costs and impacts associated 

with implementation of the plan; 
6) develop a process to identify non-point sources related to agriculture, silvi-

culture, mines and construction, and set forth control procedures and for 
each; 

7) develop a process to control disposal of all area residual waste that could af-
fect water quality; and 

8) develop control processes for disposal of pollutants on land or in subsurface 
excavations to protect water quality. 
One of the principal outcomes of this planning process has been the require-

ment for the identification and adoption of best management practices (BMPs) for 
the control of non-point sources of pollution. 

The current EPA regulations define BMPs as: 
methods, measures or practices selected by an agency to meet its non-point 
source control needs. BMPs include but are not limited to structural and 
nonstructural controls and operation and maintenance procedures. BMPs 
can be applied before, during and after pollution-producing activities to re- 
duce or eliminate the introduction of pollutants into receiving waters. 
According to the current regulations the plan shall describe the regulatory 

and non-regulatory programmes, activities and BMPs which the agency has select-
ed as the means to control non-point source pollution where it is necessary to pro-
tect or achieve approved water uses. Economic, institutional and technical factors 
shall be considered in a continuing process of identifying control needs and evalu-
ating and modifying the BMPs as necessary to achieve water quality goals. 

Regulatory programmes shall be identified where they are determined by the 
state to be necessary to attain or maintain an approved water use or where non-
regulatory approaches are inappropriate in accomplishing that objective. 

6.1.5.3 A Continuing Planning Process 

Legislation requires each state to have a continuing planning process approved. 
This planning document should include at least the following elements: 
1) effluent limitations and compliance schedules at least as stringent as those 

required by the Act, including any applicable water quality standards; 
2) all aspects of any applicable area-wide waste management plan and any ap-

plicable basin plan; 
3) a TMDL in accordance with legislation; 
4) procedures for revisions; 
5) adequate authority for intergovernmental cooperation; 
6) adequate implementation procedures for revised or new water quality 

standards; 
7) controls over the disposition of all residual waste from any water treatment 

processing; and 
8) an inventory and priority ranking of needs for the construction of waste 

treatment works. 
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The current planning regulations reflect an emphasis on concentrating plan-
ning and abatement activities on priority water quality issues and geographic are-
as. The state's goals are identified in its water quality standards. Through monitor-
ing, the state identifies data for determining present water quality and pollutant 
sources and in its biennial report to Congress, the state assesses the quality of its 
water. The data thus obtained and the assessments thereof are used in the Water 
Quality Management Plan to identify priority water quality problems and the ac-
tions required to control specific pollutant sources. The control measures are imple-
mented through permits, construction of publicly owned treatment works, imposi-
tion of best management practices for non-point sources and other means. The 
continuing planning process requires that these elements be updated continuously. 

The following nine elements are to be discussed in the water quality manage-
ment plan: TMDLs, effluent limitations, municipal and industrial waste treatment, 
non-point source management and control, management agencies, implementa-
tion measures, dredge or fill programmes, basin plans and groundwater. 

6.1.5.4 Water Quality Monitoring 

The state is required to establish water quality monitoring methods and procedures 
necessary to obtain and analyse data on water quality, including, to the extent prac-
ticable, groundwater. This must include physical, chemical and biological data col-
lection and analysis on a scientifically sound basis. The data is used for the other 
tasks required of the state in the water quality management process. 

The biennial report to Congress is required by the Clean Water Act, and the 
EPA uses this as a key element in the planning process. The EPA considers these 
reports to be the states' primary assessment of their water quality and uses them to 
prepare national reports on water quality status. Each report must contain the fol-
lowing four items. 
1) A description of the water quality of all the waters within the state and the 

extent to which those waters meet the 'fishable and swimmable' goal. 
2) An estimate of the extent to which the Clean Water Act programmes have 

improved or will improve the water quality of the waters within the state 
with a view toward meeting the 'fishable and swimmable' goal, and an 
identification of those waters needing further action, with recommendations 
for the further action required. 

3) An estimate of the environmental, social and economic costs and benefits 
needed to achieve the Clean Water Act's objectives and an estimate of the 
achievement date. 

4) A description of the nature and extent of non-point pollution, and recom-
mended programmes for controlling each category of non-point sources, in-
cluding an estimate of the implementation costs. 

6.1.5.5 State Clean Water Strategy 

The EPA developed the concept of a state dean water strategy. The new programmes 
all require the same general approach and involve three steps: undertaking a com-
prehensive assessment of water quality, targeting specific waters for immediate or 
future action and developing management plans. Throughout all three steps the 
EPA has noted three recurring themes: 
— 	identification of long-range water quality objectives, 
— 	involvment of public officials and public interest groups at the earliest possi- 

ble stage, and 
— 	targeting in order to maximise water quality benefits. 
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The EPA identifies the last element as the most important. The definition of 
maximum benefit will depend primarily on the values of the water authority in 
question, the benefits from the various control actions and the degree to which 
the problem is controllable. 

6.1.6 Non-point Source Controls 

6.1.6.1 Legislation 

Although many of the plans produced under Section 208 of the Clean Water Act 
have resulted in regulatory control over some non-point sources of pollution, 
and although many non-point sources have been controlled directly through leg-
islation, there has been no uniform regulatory control over non-point sources. 
The EPA highlighted non-point source pollution as the chief obstacle now pre-
venting states from cleaning up water pollution sufficiently to allow the quality of 
all waters to be sufficient for their designated uses. The result is a provision in the 
Water Quality Act of 1987, representing an amendment to the Clean Water Act, 
establishing the nonpoint source management programme. The EPA issued an 
extensive non-point source pollution guidance document to the states focusing 
on the state clean water strategy approach. 

6.1.6.2 Non-point Source Management Programme 

The new section in the CWA contains two basic obligations for the states. 
Each governor has to submit an assessment report to the EPA and is then re-
quired to submit a state management programme to the federal EPA. 

The assessment report must: 
— identify the navigable waters within the state that can not meet the water 

quality standards or the CWA goals without additional non-point source 
control; 

— 	identify categories of, subcategories of, or specific non-point sources that 
add significant pollution to each of the waters; 

— describe the process for identifying best management practices (BMPs) and 
measures to control the sources; and 

— 	identify existing state and local programmes for controlling pollution from 
non-point sources and for improving the quality of the waters. 

The state programme which is to be submitted to the EPA for approval must in-
clude: 

— identification of the BMPs and measures that will be used to control the 
non-point sources; 

— identification of programmes to achieve implementation of the BMPs for 
those sources; and 

— a schedule of annual milestones for use of such programmes and for im-
plementing the BMPs at the earliest practicable date. 

6.1.6.3 Programmes for Particular Bodies of Water 

Certain water bodies or types of water bodies have been singled out by Congress 
for discrete treatment. This may be because of their international status, unique 
national significance, some particular types of problems such as acidification, or 
because of some important local or regional benefit. 
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6.2 Finland 
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6.2.1 Legal Background 
Since 1961 the use of waters and their protection have been regulated by the Water 
Act. It covers water development, hydropower, water regulation, flood control, water 
supply and water pollution. The use of surface water is governed by general usage 
rights and stipulations based on this law. Groundwater is not owned by anyone, 
but the landowner has a priority right to use it for water supply. The Water Act in its 
first chapter deals with the general provisions regarding principles and concepts. 
The most important principle is the prohibition on polluting a water body. 

The Water Act prohibits the closing, diverting or polluting of surface waters, 
unless a permit is granted. It is also strictly prohibited to pollute groundwater in 
such a way that the groundwater may become hazardous to health or unfit for the 
purpose for which it could be used. The competent authorities are the Water Courts 
(3), the Regional Environment Centres (13) and the municipalities, depending on 
the cases in question. Appeals against decisions taken by a Water Court are made to 
the Superior Water Court and then to the Supreme Administrative Court. 

The permit or notification system follows certain uniform procedures. At first 
an application describing the activity and its effects is submitted to the competent 
authority. All the documents are public and the persons affected by the project 
have a right to comment on them. The competent authority makes a decision or 
grants a permit specifying emission limits Those concerned have the right to ap-
peal, and a revision of the decision or permit can be made. 

Legal conditions for obtaining a permit are that the project will not cause ex-
tensive harmful changes, and that the benefits will be considerable compared with 
the damage caused. A permit will not be granted if the project would endanger 
public health, cause significant damaging changes in the ecosystems, or seriously 
affect living conditions or commercial activities of the local community. Finland 
does not have any legally binding emission standards. The legislation is based on 
the 'polluter pays' principle in the sense that the polluter pays all pollution abate-
ment costs. The permit procedure is, however, largely funded by society. A typical 
feature of the licensing procedure in Finland is the case-by-case deliberation of 
applicants and the tailoring of permit conditions. Thus, environmental, technical 
and economical aspects can be taken into account and the most efficient solutions 
chosen for each case. Any damage, harm or other loss caused by the measures shall 
be compensated. 

In granting a permit for discharging waste water, a water court shall issue the 
necessary discharge regulations on the quantity and composition of the waste wa-
ter and also the duty to take measures so as to build protective and treatment facil-
ities. The permit may also include regulations on how to monitor the formation, 
treatment, discharge and effects of waste waters. In granting a permit for conduct- 
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ing water for use as a liquid or for abstracting groundwater, the permit shall also 
include regulations on how the activity should be operated. 

The Water Act has been renewed several times. The existing directives of the 
European Union have been implemented in the act, and the directive on Integrat-
ed Pollution Prevention and Control (IPPC) has already been partly implemented 
in the act. In the conditions for a permit, the emission values shall be based on the 
best available technology. Environmental legislation in Finland is becoming more 
integrated, and a new Environmental Protection Act is under preparation. The new 
law will consist of the chapter on polluting in the Water Act and of provisions on 
atmospheric emissions, waste management and noise abatement. When this law 
comes into force, Finland will have both an act on protection of the environment 
and an integrated permit procedure. The issues of water development, hydropow-
er, water regulations, flood control and water supply will remain in the Water Act. 

6.2.2 Institutional Aspects 

National level 

The leading overall role in water quality policy has belonged since 1983 to the 
Ministry of the Environment. The Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry has, how-
ever, continued to direct water development, flood control, land drainage, water 
supply and sewerage, and the associated operations and maintenance. Plans for 
a national water protection programme are prepared by the Finnish Environ-
ment Institute. The last such programme was prepared in 1996 and has been 
used in decision-making at the Ministry of the Environment. The programme 
includes objectives for water protection to be achieved by 2005. The water protec-
tion measures presented in the programme concern inland waters, groundwater 
and the marine environment. The main purpose of the national water protection 
programme is to improve the state of the Finnish waters and to ensure their con-
tinuing usability. 

Local level 

The competent authorities at the local level are the regional environment 
centres or the municipal environmental boards. Plans for regional water protec-
tion are prepared by the centres, which also have an important role in the super-
vision of environmental laws and in granting permits in accordance with these 
laws, with the exception of the Water Act. The role of the centres is likely to be 
strengthened under the coming Environmental Protection Act, which would en-
power them to grant permits concerning waters. 

6.2.3 Definition of the Water Environment 

In the Finnish Water Act a water area means an area which is covered by water 
other than temporarily. Water bodies are inland water areas with open surfaces, 
including all natural and artificial parts, with the exception of the following: 
— a ditch, a streamlet or a water channel which has no constant flow of water 

and has insufficient water to allow a boat passage or to float timber, and 
which cannot be used to any major degree for passage of fish, or 

— 	a spring, a well, a water intake, a reservoir or an artificial pond. 
The provisions on water bodies in the act also apply to seas, and groundwa-

ter is defined as water in the soil or bedrock. 
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6.2.4 Objectives for Water Protection 

The Finnish national objectives for decreasing industrial and municipal discharg-
es into waters as well as reduction in nutrient losses from agriculture has been 
defined in the Decision of the Council of State on the water protection programme 
until 1995. Now a new water protection programme up to the year 2005 is under 
preparation. The targets for nutrient discharges by source in 2005 compared with 
1993 levels are shown in table 1. According to this programme the purpose of 
water protection in Finland is to improve the state of water bodies and to remedy 
harmful effects: 
— 	the goal of industrial water protection is to reduce emissions and to mini- 

mize the harmful impact of products during their whole life cycle; 
— the load from municipal sewage will be reduced in areas in which it consti-

tutes a problem; 
— new techniques will be developed for tackling problems of water protec-

tion caused by fish farming; 
— 	the objective in water protection related to arable farming and live stock 

breeding is to reduce the load of surface water and groundwater enough 
to halt deterioration in water quality and to improve the state of polluted 
waters; and 

— environmentally sound forest management will restrict the harmful effects 
on water caused by forest drainage, felling, tillage and fertilization. The ob-
jectives are to reduce load and adverse change and to conserve biodiversity. 

Table I Nutrient discharge targets for 2005 (tonnes per year) 

Sources Discharges Target reduction (%) Reference year 

Agriculture Phosphorus 50 early 1990s 
Nitrogen 50 early 1990s 

forestry Phosphorus 50 early 1990s 
Nitrogen 50 early 1990s 

Fish farming Phosphorus 30 1993 
Nitrogen 30 1993 

Fur farming Phosphorus 55 1993 
Nitrogen 55 1993 

Peat production Phosphorus 30 1993 
Nitrogen 30 1993 

Industry CODG  45 1995 
Phosphorus 50 1995 
Nitrogen 50 1995 
Oil 55 1995 
Chrome 90 1995 
Nickel 75 1995 
Copper 80 1995 
Zinc 65 1995 
BODI  25 early 1990s 

Population centres Phosphorus 35 early 1990s 
Nitrogen 10 early 1990s 

Scattered settlements BODI  60 early 1990s 
Phosphorus 60 early 1990s 
Nitrogen 60 early 1990s 

Source: Finnish Environment Institute (1997) 
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6.2.4.1 Industry 

The pulp and paper industry is the dominant water polluting industrial sector in 
Finland. Of the total industrial discharges in 1994 95% of organic matter (CODcr), 
89% of phosphorus and 69% of nitrogen discharges originated from the pulp and 
paper industry. Thirty per cent of the mills are located on or near the Baltic Coast. 
The manufacturing of metals and titanium dioxide pigments along the coast of 
the Gulf of Bothnia are mainly responsible for the metal and hydrocarbon dis-
charges to the sea. Manufacturing of fertilizer is responsible for 1.6% of phos-
phorus and 4% of nitrogen discharges from all industry. Most small and medi-
um-sized companies are connected to the municipal sewerage system. 

National objectives for decreasing industrial discharges into waters were 
defined in the Decision of the Council of State on the water protection programme 
for the period up to 1995. This programme included a number of targets set for 
the pulp and paper industry, namely reductions to the following annual levels: 
BOD7 160 tonnes, CODcr  65 kg/t pulp, total phosphorus discharge 1.5 t/d, chlori-
nated organic compound AOX 1.4 kg/t bleached pulp. These targets were already 
reached by 1991-1993, and nitrogen discharges have decreased by 31% between 
1989 and 1993. The objectives for other industrial sectors are based on the Minis-
terial Declaration of the Helsinki Commission for member states to decrease heavy 
metals, toxic and permanent organic compounds and nutrients by about 50% by 
1995. 

A new programme for the period up to 2005 has been prepared. According 
to this programme the discharges of CODce  P,a,, N,o, and AOX have been estimat-
ed to decrease significantly by 2005. During the period 1980-1994 total discharges 
from industry have been reduced considerably (Table 2). 

Table 2 Toxic waste water discharges from industry, 980-2005 

1980 	 1994 	 Target  for 2005  

Oil 144 59,3 20 
Phenols 1.6 I.6 0.4 
Chromium 84 18.7 2 
Nickel 102 16.3 4 
Cobalt 59.4 7.5 2 
Copper 44 10.9 2 
Zinc 313 67.6 25 
Arsenic 5.1 1.7 0.6 
Cadmium 0.6 0.166 0.04 
Mercury 0.12 0.068 0.02 
Lead 4.2 I.6 0.3 
Titanium 	 4400 	 894 	 100 

Source: Finnish Environment Institute (1997) 

Permits issued by the Water Courts define the conditions under which industrial 
discharges may be allowed to pollute natural waters. In addition, some small en-
terprises discharge their waste waters into watercourses on terms stipulated by 
the regional environment centres. 

6.2.4.2 Municipal Waste Water 

The standard of municipal waste water treatment in Finland is very high, achiev-
ing more than a 90% reduction in organic substances and phosphorus. Nitrifi-
cation has been adopted in many of the treatment plants located on inland wa- 
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tercourses, and the reduction in nitrogen is about 30%. The removal of pathogens 
is also very effective. Approximately 78% of Finns are connected to public sewer-
age systems serving more than 200 inhabitants. 86% of the waste water is treated 
in biological-chemical plants, 13% in chemical plants and 1% in other plants. In 
1994, the total load of organic compounds was 10,300 tonnes, of phosphorus 274 
tonnes, and of nitrogen 14,600 tonnes. 

The main problems are caused by leaking sewerage systems that affect the 
treatments plants especially during snow melt and rain storms. Cosiderable ef-
forts are being made to renovate these sewers, and an upgrading of the chemical 
plants to biological-chemical status is also being planned. 

Permits are issued by the Water Courts or the terms are stipulated by the 
regional environment centres. The national objective of a reduction of at least 
90% in the organic compounds and phosphorus in the municipal waste water 
load by 1995 and was achieved. The new plan for water pollution control up to 
2005 reflects the demands of EU and other international or bilateral agreements 
together with national goals. According to this plan nitrogen removal will be im-
plemented in plants serving approximately one million inhabitants. This will de-
crease the nitrogen load by 20%. The load of organic substances will be decreased 
by 25% and phosphorus by 40% from the present values. 

6.2.4.3 Agriculture 
Agriculture presently represents the greatest single source of nutrients in surface 
waters. Nutrient losses from agriculture are higher than the combined losses from 
the two other main sources, industrial and municipal waste waters. The primary 
problem of these nutrient losses is eutrophication of surface waters. In fresh wa-
ters the main focus is on phosphorus and in the Baltic Sea nitrogen losses are 
more harmful. Groundwater pollution caused by nitrate loss from agriculture is 
severe only locally. The agricultural losses to surface water eutrophication have 
increased during recent decades because of the reduction of point-source losses 
and the intensification of agricultural production. 

The goals for reduction in nutrient losses from agriculture are set out in the 
national programme for water protection: a 30% reduction in phosphorus and a 
significant reduction in nitrogen losses by 1995. On the basis of provisional esti-
mates it seems that these targets were not achieved. 

A higher reduction has been targeted in the new programme for water pro-
tection up to 2005. 

The administrative measures for achieving the reductions are mainly mone-
tary incentives connected with information and education campaigns. Future 
expectations are primarily based on the agro-environmental support co-financed 
by the EU. With this support a reduction of about 30-40% can be expected in the 
longer term. 

6.2.4.4 Sparsely Populated Settlements and Rural Areas 
The reduction of phosphorus and pathogen loads in Finnish lakes, rivers and 
coastal waters that derive from sparsely settled areas calls for various preventive 
measures. In 1994 1.12 million inhabitants lived in dwellings not connected to 
public sewer networks. The estimated phosphorus load was 415 tonnes and the 
nitrogen load 2,700 tonnes. In older houses, a two or three-chamber septic tank 
with no further treatment is used. At present, more advanced methods are re-
quired by local environmental authorities. Soil absorption systems, package treat-
ment plants and holding tanks for collecting toilet waste water are used. 

The legislation does not contain provisions requiring for more effective treat-
ments methods. 

In the water protection programme for the period to 1995 there were no 
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numerical goals set for water pollution control in sparsely settled areas. Accord-
ing to the new programme for 1995-2005 the total phosphorus load should be 
reduced to a level of 140 t/a and that of nitrogen to 930 t/a. 

6.2.5 Water and Aquatic Environment Objectives and Standards 

6.2.5.1 Quality of Drinking Water 
Drinking water supply in Finland is characterized by a great number of small 
groundwater supplies. Surface water constitutes 44% of the total volume of raw 
water. Private wells are used as a source of drinking water by 14% of the Finnish 
population. Recent policy on drinking water supply has focused on increasing 
the utilization of groundwater sources and, in such cases where groundwater is 
not available, a surface water source of as good a quality as possible. 

Quality problems of drinking water stem primarily from specific cha-
racteristics of the Finnish soil and bedrock. Softness and natural acidity are dom-
inating characteristics of Finnish groundwater. Iron and manganese are commonly 
occurring harmful substances, and fluoride in some geographic areas is the sub-
stance most detrimental to health in groundwater. Surface water contains plenty 
of organic material in the form of humus, and TOC values are mostly between 5 
and 12 mg/l. Surface waters are therefore susceptible to eutrophication. Toxic in-
dustrial or agricultural chemicals are very rare in surface water sources used for 
drinking water supply. Disinfection of water with a high content of organic mate-
rial produces plenty of disinfection by-products, which was the main problem for 
the quality of drinking water in Finland in the 1980s. This situation has improved 
remarkably, and now concentrations of eg. trihalomethane are at quite an accept-
able level. 

The regulation of drinking water quality is based on the Health Protection 
Act (763/94). The Ministry of Social Affairs and Health is responsible for setting 
national quality requirements and monitoring obligations, according to which 
quality surveillance is carried out by municipal environmental health authorities. 

The regulations on drinking water and the national quality requirements 
are described in the section concerning water supply and waste water manage-
ment in Finland. 

6.2.5.2 Quality of Watercourses 

Lakes and rivers 

Lakes are very typical watercourses in Finland as in the other Nordic countries. It 
has been estimated that of all lakes larger than 100 km2  inside the European Un-
ion, more than 50% are in Finnish territory. The total area of lakes in Finland is 
over 3,000 km2, but their volume is relatively small, only 230 km3, as Finnish lakes 
are typically very shallow. The deepest lake measures less than 100 metres in 
depth, and the mean depth of all lakes is only seven metres. Therefore the theo-
retical residence time is short, in most lakes only 1-2 years. This makes the lakes 
very sensitive to different types of pollution. This sensitivity is increased by the 
fact that the lakes are covered by ice for some 130 days in southern Finland and 
over 200 days in northern Finland. The long thermal winter stratification may 
cause serious oxygen depletions in polluted lakes and even in natural, humic 
lakes. 

The naturally high content of humic substances in nearly all lakes and rivers 
causes pressure on the oxygen supply in Finnish lakes especially during the long 
winter. The humic substances colour the lake water brown and this affects the 
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primary production in water and the usability of watercourses. Most Finnish riv-
ers are also ice-covered every year for a long period, even in southern Finland. 

Most Finnish lakes are oligotrophic or oligohumic, and their common usabil-
ity for recreation and fishing purposes is excellent or good. There are, however, 
some natural lakes with such a high content of humic substances that the usabil-
ity of these lakes for raw water is only judged to be satisfactory. 

Seas 

Central and southern Finland is surrounded by two large gulfs of the Baltic 
Sea: the Gulf of Finland and the Gulf of Bothnia. The salinity of these gulfs is low, 
< 0.7%, due to the Iarge river flow. Low salinity makes the whole Baltic Sea a very 
unique and sensitive ecosystem. The main problem in Finnish coastal waters is 
eutrophication mainly caused by agriculture (field cultivation), municipal waste 
water treatment plants, the wood-processing industry and fish farming. 

The state of the open parts of the Gulf of Bothnia is good, while the coastal 
waters exhibit varying degrees of change from their natural state. The state of the 
western, open end of the Gulf of Finland is relatively good, while the eastern part 
of the Gulf and the coastal waters have clearly eutrophied. 

6.2.5.3 The Classification Systems 

The water quality classification system consists of three different sub-systems: a 
quality-based classification of watercourses for recreational purposes, a raw wa-
ter classification and a quality classification of watercourses for fishing. As a 
combination of these three sub-systems a general water quality classification has 
been widely used since 1988. However, there is a need to improve this system to 
be more sensitive in its classification, e.g. in indicating the occurrence of harmful 
substances and the early stage of eutrophication in very oligotrophic lakes. 

6.2.5.4 The General Classification of Waters 
The general classification of waters in Finland may also be determined indepen-
dently of the user classifications. A general estimate of the utilization of waters 
and watercourses is required e.g. in the dissemination of information on the state 
of watercourses in wide geographical areas and in the presentation of watercourse 
data for the whole country for example in international comparisons. 

The variables chosen describe the state of a water body (colour values, visi-
ble depth, turbidity, chlorophyll å or the dynamic changes in the water e.g. oxy-
gen concentration, indicator bacteria, NaLS, heavy metals, chlorophyll A. The gene-
ral classification consists of five classes, namely excellent, good, satisfactory, poor 
and bad. The scheme is presented in ANNEX 1 to this chapter. 

6.2.5.5 The Raw Water Classification 

The watercourse quality criteria for raw water supply is described in ANNEX 2 to 
this chapter. The variables used in the estimation of the suitably of water for raw 
water supply can be divided into three groups: 
— 	variables directly related to public health (toxic compounds and other sub- 

stances with a deleterious effect on human health and hygienic indicator 
bacteria) 

— 	variables affecting flavour and odour of the water (sensory flavour and 
odour testing, phenols, mineral oils, phytoplankton population structure) 

— 	variables with an indirect effect on water quality (CODMn, colour value, 
pH, chlorides, sulphates, turbidity, iron, manganese, ammonium, NaLS, 
chlorophyll å). 
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In the raw water classification, surface waters are divided into five quality 
classes, namely excellent, good, fair, bad and unsuitable. 

6.2.5.6 The Classification of Watercourses for Recreational Purposes 

Quality-based classification of watercourses for recreational purposes in Finland 
comprises six classes, namely excellent, good, fair, poor, bad and unsuitable. Only 
watercourses in a natural or near-natural condition can be ranked as belonging to 
the first two classes. The third class includes watercourses containing high levels 
of humus or clay or which are appreciably eutrophic for natural reasons, as well 
as watercourses which are slightly affected by waste waters or some other agent 
of quality deterioration. Classes IV - VI include watercourses which are progres-
sively polluted or spoiled by waste waters or other causes. 

Public health-related factors were estimated on the basis of the presence and 
numbers of hygienic indicator bacteria (fecal coliforms and fecal streptococci) and 
the mercury contents of carnivorous fishes. Variables influencing the aesthetic 
qualities of the water included e.g. water colour, eutrophication, turbidity, odour 
and taste. The most important variables of eutrophication are e.g. chlorophyll å, 
algal blooms and total phosphorus. The scheme is presented in ANNEX 3 to this 
chapter. 

6.2.5.7 The Classification of Watercourses for Fishing 

In the fishing classification the most important variables are water quality factors 
affecting the environment of the fish population, the possibilities of fishing in the 
water and the utilization of the fish catch. The variables describe the environ-
mental conditions (oxygen, pH, alkalinity, CODMf), substances causing and indi-
cating flavour defects, elements accumulating in fish and factors affecting the prob-
ability of obtaining a good catch. In the fishing water classification, watercourses 
are divided into six classes, namely excellent, good, satisfactory, poor, bad and 
extremely bad. The scheme is presented in ANNEX 4 to this chapter. 

6.2.5.8 New Trends in the Classification System 
In 1994 a project was started for developing the Finnish water quality classifi-
cation system. The main goals for the project are to add new variables, such as 
periphytic growth, phytoplankton, organic compounds etc., to use ADP in the 
classification, to make comparisons between different classification systems and 
water quality indices, and to improve the water quality classification system for 
rivers. 

6.2.6 Best Available Technology (BAT) 

In Finland, Best Available Technology is not a uniform requirement for sectoral 
emission limit values at the national level. Instead, BAT is interpreted on a case-
by-case basis at the permit application stage. However, some of the principles 
governing pollution prevention and control, as laid out in the Finnish legislation, 
are quite similar to the concept of BAT. New provisions were introduced in the 
Water Act in 1995: 

In the permit, in order to protect the waters and the sea from pollution, at-
tention shall be paid to the best available technology. This means that the 
most effective and technically and economically feasible production and 
cleaning methods developed, their management and control systems and 
other courses of action, by which environmental pollution can be prevent-
ed or decreased in the most effective way. This further means available 
techniques that can be implemented in the concerned sector at a cost 
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which is reasonable with respect to the prevention of the pollution other-
wise caused. 
Finland does not have a normative system of environment quality stand-

ards. Instead, a system of water classification has been developed that serves sev-
eral purposes, namely public information, land use, planning of water protec-
tion, targets and licensing. These classifications are described in the chapter on 
monitoring and assessment. 

There are no national discharge standards, only guidelines and recommen-
dations issued by the Helsinki Commission and the European Union. 
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ANNEX 1 Scheme for general water quality classification used in Finland (from Heinonen P. & Herve S. 1986) 

Class 	 Watercourse description 	 Variables and their threshold values 

I Excellent 	The watercourse in natural condition, usually 	- colour <50 
oligotrophic, clear or with some humus. Highly 	- transparency >2.5 m 
suitable for all modes of use. 	 - turbidity < I.5 FTU 

- fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 
< 10 CFU/100 ml 

- total phosphorus < 12 p/l 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season <4 (ig/ 

II Good 	Watercourse in near-natural condition or slight- 	- oxygen concentration in surface 
ly eutrophic. Water still suitable for most mo- 	waters (epilimnion) 80-I 10% 	no 
des of use. 	 oxygen deficiency in deeper layers 

(hypolimnion) 
- colour 50-100 (<200 in natural 

humic waters) 
- transparency I -2.5 m 
- fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 

<50 CFU/100 ml 
- total phosphorus <30 pg/I 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season < I0 pg1 

III Satisfactory 	Watercourse slightly affected by waste-waters, 	- oxygen concentration in the surface 
non-point loading or some other changing 	water 70- 120 %, some oxygen defi- 
activity, or eutrophic due to natural causes. 	ciency may occur in deeper layers 
The watercourse is usually satisfactory for most 	- colour < 150 
types of water use. 	 - fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 

< 100 CFU/I00 ml 
- total phosphorus <50 µg11 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season <20 pgl 
- in areas affected by pulping effluent 

NaLS 2-5 mg/I 

IV Poor 	The water strongly affected by waste-waters, 	- oxygen concentration in the surface 
non-point loading or some other changing 	water 40- 150 %, oxygen deficiency 
activity. Water suitable only for modes of use 	in deeper levels 
having few requirements with regard to water 	- fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 
quality. 	 < 1000 CFU/l00 ml 

- total phosphorus 50- 100 pg/I 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season 20-50 pgl 
- algal blooms common 
- in area affected by pulping wastes 

NaLS 5-10 mg/I 
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Class 	Watercourse description 

V Bad 	Watercourse extensively polluted by waste- 
waters, non-point loading or other changing 
activities. Poorly suited to any form of wa-
tercourse use. 

Variables and their threshold values 

- concentrations of elements repre- 
senting a health hazard 
As <50,pgl 
Hg < 2 pgl 
Cd <5 pgl 
Cr <50 pgl 
Pb <5O pgl 
total cyanide <50 pgl 

- off-flavours generally found in fish 

- major problems of oxygen balance, 
oxygen saturation in the surface 
water during summer may exceed 
150 % or on the other hand total 
oxygen depletion at the surface may 
occur; at the end of the stratification 
season the whole hypolimnion may 
be anaerobic 

- total phosphorus > 100 pgl 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season > 50 pgl 
- in areas affected by pulping wastes 

NaLS > 10 mg/I 
- one or more of the following 

exceeds the threshold limit specific 
for class IV: As, Hg, Cd, Cr, Pb or 
total cyanide 

- mercury concentration in predatory 
fish species > I mg/kg 

- oil film on the water surface often 
observed 
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ANNEX 2 Watercourse quality criteria for raw water supply. 

Class 	Watercourse description 	Variables and their 	 Requisite treatment of 
threshold values 	 raw water 

Excellent The watercourse is in a - 	maximum temperature < 15°C ° 	Light pretreatment 
natural 	or 	near-natural - 	visible depth < 3.5 m - 	alkalization and mild 
condition. 	Lakes 	belon- - 	KMnO4-value < 15 (CODMf  >3.8 disinfection 
ging to Class I are usually mg 1- ') - 	filtration and disinfection 
large and clear, with reg- - 	colour value < 	15 - 	production of artificial 
ular summer stratification. - 	pH 6.5-7.5 groundwater without 
The water is free of indi- - 	P0280-1 10 % of saturation pretreatment 
cations if eutrophication, - 	turbidity < 	I ETU - 	slow filtration 
clay turbidity 	or 	humus - 	iron < 200/ag 1- ' 
content. 	There 	are 	no - 	total phosphorus < 	I0 pg I_ 
off-flavours or odours. In - 	mean chlorophyll a in the growing 
many 	cases 	the water season < 2 pg I- ' 
can be used as house- - 	coliform 	bacteria 	(35 	°C) 	only 
hold water without any occasionally 	and 	always 	< 	10 
form of pretreatment. CFU/ 100 ml 

- 	fecal coliforms or fecal streptococ- 
ci only occasionally and even then 
only 1-2 CFU/I 00 ml. 

II Good The watercourse is in a - 	maximum temperature 15-20 °C Normal pretreatment 
natural 	or 	near-natural - 	visible depth >2.5 	m - 	sedimentation - clarifica- 
state. 	Slight 	eutrophica- - 	KMnO4-value 15-40 (COD, 3.8- tion - disinfection - alkali- 
tion or humus content 10 mg Irn ') zation 
cause increased require- - 	colour value 15-70 - 	contact filtration and di- 
ments 	for 	raw 	water - 	P02  80- I I 0 % of saturation sinfection 
treatment. 	Class 	II 	also - 	ammonium < 100 pg I 	(NH4) - 	production 	or 	artificial 
includes watercourses or - 	iron 200-500 pg groundwater 	without 
parts there of which are - 	manganese I 0-30 pg I- ' pretreatment 
slightly 	affected 	by - 	NaLS <2 mg I' 
effluent, 	non-point 	loa- - 	total phosphorus 10-25 pg I- ' 
ding 	or 	other 	activities. - 	mean chlorophyll a in the growing 
There are no off-flavours season 2-5 pg I- ' 
or odours in the water. - 	mean 	phytoplankton 	biomass 

(fresh weight) in the growing sea- 
son <0.5 mg 1"' 

- 	coliform 	bacteria 	(35°C) 	<50 
CFU/100 ml 

- 	fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 
< IO CFU/100 ml. 

III The watercourse is in a - 	maximum temperature 20-25 °C Normal treatment with 
Satisfactory natural 	or 	near-natural - 	visible depth 	I.5-2.5 m the 	requisite 	additional 

state. 	Eutrophication 	or - 	KMnO4-value 40-80 treatments 
humus contents are so (CODM fl  I 0-20 mg 
high that normal water - 	colour value 70- 150 Production 	of 	artificial 
treatment can not guar- - 	conductivity <20 mSm' groundwater 	from 
antee a satisfactory purifi- - 	chlorides <50 mg I- ' pretreated water 
cation result. Class III also - sulphates <70 mg 
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Class 	Watercourse description 	Variables and their 	 Requisite treatment of 
threshold values 	 raw water 

includes watercourses or 
parts thereof which are 
affected by effluent, non-
point loading or other 
activities. Unpleasant 
odours occasionally 
recorded in the waters. 
No public health risk fac-
tors are present in the 
water. 

IV Bad 	The watercourse is sig- 
nificantly affected by efflu-
ent, non-point loading or 
other activities. Waters of 
Class IV may also include 
waters which are 
naturally highly eutrophic 
or which contain very 
high levels of humus. 
The waters may fre-
quently give off unpleas-
ant odours and may con-
tain factors constituting a 
public health risk. 

- p02-mini mum > 60 % 
- p02-ma ximum < 125 % 
- nitrites <50 pg I- ' (NOS) 
- ammo nium 100-150 pg I- ' - 

(N H4) 
- iron 500-2000 jig I- ' 
- manganese 30- 100 pg I- ' 
- phenols <2 pg I'' 
- NaLS 2-5 mg I-' 
- mineral oils < 50 pg 
- total phosphorus 25-50 jig I- ' 
- mean chlorophyll a in the grow- 

ing season 5-20 pg I'' 
- mean phytoplankton biomass 

(fresh weight) in the growing sea- 
son 0.5-2 mg I- ' 

- "total colony count" < 1000 CFU 
ml- ' 

- coliform bacteria (35° C) 
50-100 CFU/100 ml 

- fecal coliforms or fecal strepto- 
cocci 10-50 CFU/100 ml. 

- maximum temperature 20-25°C 
- visible depth 0.5- I.5 m 
- KMnO4-value 80- 120 

(CODMn20-30 mg 1- ' 
- colour value 150-200 
- conductivity 20-40 mSm' 
- chlorides 50-200 mg P' 
- sulphates 70-ISO mg 
- p02-minimum >40 % 
- p02-maximum > 150 % 
- nitrates <30 mg I- '(NO3) 
- nitrites <50-100 pg I- '(NO2) 
- ammonium 500-2000 jig 1- ' 

(N H4) 
- iron 2000-5000 jig I- ' 
- manganese 100- 1000 pg I` 
- 	phenols 2- I 0 jig 1- ' 
- NaLS 5-10 mg I' 
- mineral oils 50-100 Ng I- ' 
- arsenic <50 pg I- ' 
- mercury < 2 pg 1- ' 
- cadmium < 5 pg I- ' 
- chromium < 50 pg I' 
- lead < 50 pg I- ' 
- total cyanide < 50 pg I- ' 
- total phosphorus 50- 100 

leg l- ' 

°Activated physical and che-
mical treatment e.g. by 
multistage precipitation, filtra-
tion and pH adjustment, 
ozonization, charcoal- or slow 
filtration, production of artifi-
cial groundwater. 
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Class 	Watercourse description 	Variables and their 
threshold values 

Requisite treatment of 
raw water 

V 	The watercourse is 
Unsuitable 	spoiled by effluent, non- 

point loading or other 
activities. 

- mean chlorophyll a in the grow-
ing season 20- 100 pg 

- mean phytoplankton biomass 
(fresh weight) in the growing 
season 2- I 0 mg I- ' 

- "total colony count" 1 000- 1 0000 
CFU ml-' 

- coliform bacteria (35°C) 100-
1000 CFU/100 ml 

- fecal coliforms or fecal strepto-
cocci 50-500 CFU/100 ml 

- maximum temperature 
>25°C 

- KMnO4-value > 120 
(CODM,>30 mg I- ') 

- colour value >200 
- conductivity >40 mSm 
- chlorides >200 mg I-1  
- sulphates > 150 mg 
- p02-minimum <40 % 
- p02-maximum > 150 % 
- nitrates >30 mg 1- ' (NO3) 
- nitrites > 100 /1g I-' (NO) 
- ammonium >2000pg 

(N H4) 
- manganese > 1000 pg 
- phenols > 10pg 1- ' 
- NaLS > 10 mg I- ' 
- mineral oils > 100 pg 
- arsenic > 50 pg 
- mercury > 2 pg 1- ' 
- cadmium > 5 g I- ' 
- chromium > 50 pg 
- lead > 50 pg 1- ' 
- total cyanide > 50 pg I ' 
- total phosphorus > 100 pg 
- mean chlorophyll a in the 

growing season > 100 pg 
- mean phytoplankton biomass 

(fresh weight) in the growing sea- 
son > l0mg1- ' 

- "total colony count" > 10000 CF 
U/100 ml- ' 

- coliform bacteria (35 °C) > 100 
CFU/100 ml 

- fecal coliforms or fecal 
streptococci > 500 
CFU/100 ml. 

° Unsuitable for raw water 
supply, except under ex-
ceptional circumstances. 
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AN1NEX 3 Watercourse quality criteria for recreational utilization. 

Class 	 Watercourse description 	 Variables and their threshold values 

I Excellent 

II Good 

III Satisfactory 

The watercourse is in a natural or near-natural 
state and the water is clear and oligotrophic or 
slightly humic. Well suited for all forms of rec-
reational use. 

The watercourse is in a natural or near-natural 
state and either humic or eutrophic or else 
turbid due to a high clay content. The water-
course is suitable for most kinds of recreational 
utilization but the esthetic properties of the 
water are somewhat poorer than those of 
water in class I watercourses. 

The watercourses are divided into two. groups: 
- Watercourses in a natural or near-natural 

state, the recreational utilization of which is 
reduced by high levels of clay or humus or 
by excessive eutrophication. 

° Fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 
only occasionally recorded and even 
then at levels < 10 CFU/100 ml. 

° The following variables and thres-
hold values are used for dark. humic 
waters: 

- colour value <60 
- visible depth >2.5 m 
The following variables and threshold 
values are used for naturally eutrophic 
waters: 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season < 3.0 pgl- ' 
- total phosphorus <_ 12 pgl- '. 
- The following variables and threshold 

values are used for turbid waters 
with a high clay content: 

- turbidity < 1.5 ETU 
- suspended solids < 2.0 mg/Ia . 

o Fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 
only occasionally recorded and even 
then at levels 10 CFU// 100 ml. 

o The following variables and thres-
hold values are used in the evalu-
ation of humic waters: 

- colour value 60-250 
- visible depth I.0-2.5 m. 
0 The following variables and their 

threshold values are used in the 
evaluation of eutrophic waters: 

- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 
season 3-20 pgl- ' 

- algal blooms observed in these nat-
urally eutrophic waters 

- total phosphorus 13-70 pgl- ' . 
- The following variables and threshold 

values are used for turbid waters 
with a high clay content: 

- turbidity I.5- I 0 FlU 
- suspended solids 2.0-8.0 mg'. 

°The following variables and threshold 
values are used in the classification of 
waters in a natural or near-natural state: 
-fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 
< 10 CFU/I00 ml 
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Class 	 Watercourse description 	 Variables and their threshold values 

- Watercourses receiving effluent but in 
which the visible effects are only slight. 
Knowledge of the discharge to the water in 
itself somewhat reduces the recreational 
utilization of the recipient. This class also 
includes watercourses significantly affected 
by non-point loading of other activities. 
Algal blooms sometimes observed. Some 
increase in shoreline vegetation. Water 
quality fulfils the criteria of the National 
Board of Health (NBH) for swimming 
water. Some sliming of beaches and nets. 

These waters can only be classed as satisfac- 
tory for modes of recreational utilization requi- 
ring good water quality. 

- colour value of humic waters 
> 250 and visible depth < I.0 m 

- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 
season > 20 pg I- ' in eutrophic wa-
ters 

- algal blooms common 
- total phosphorus > 70 pg 1- ' 
- turbidity of clay waters > I 0 ETU or 

suspended solids > 8 mg/I and vis- 
ible depth < I.0 m. 

0  The following variables and threshold 
values are used for waters affected 
by effluent or other activities: 

- fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 
10-100 CFU/I 00 ml 

- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 
season 3- I 0 pg I- ' in eutrophying 
waters 

- total phosphorus 13-40 pgI- ' 
- annual means of COD, and colour 

value in waters affected by organic 
loading increased by 10-30 % from 
the original values 

- mean annual sodiumlignosulphonates 
(NaLS) 2-5 mg I` 

- oxygen depletion not observed in 
samples taken from one metre 
above the lake bottom even during 
the stratification season. 

IV Poor The watercourse is polluted by effluent, non-
point loading or other activities, with clearly 
observable effects on water quality. In 
eutrophic lakes algal blooms are regularly 
recorded. The water body occasionally gives 
off an unpleasant odour and flavour defects 
may occur in fish taken from the water. Sliming 
of nets hampers fishing activities and slime on 
the beaches reduces the utilization of the 
water for swimming, although the water fulfils 
the NBH regulations for swimming water in 
other respects. As a result of loading with 
effluent, the concentrations of heavy metals, oil 
and other deleterious materials are clearly 
increased above the corresponding natural 
background levels in sediments, benthic organ-
isms, fish population, etc. 

° Fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 
100-1000 CFU/ 100 ml. 

° The following variables and their 
threshold values are used for eut-
rophying waters: 

- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 
season 10-30 pg I- ' 

- blue-green algal blooms in late sum-
mer 

- total phosphorus 40-80 pg 1- '. 
0  The following variables and their 

threshold values are used for waters 
subjected to organic loading: 

- annual means of COD, and colour 
value increased by 30- 100 % from 
the original values 

- mean annual NaLS 5-8 mg I- '. 
0  Oxygen depletion occurs one metre 

above the lake bottom during the 
stratification season (i.e. internal loa-
ding of the lakes has begun). 
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Class 	 Watercourse description 	 Variables and their threshold values 

0  Fecal coliforms or fecal streptococci 
> 1000 CFU/100 ml. 

° Oil or oil-based material often ob-
servable on the water surface. 

° The following variables and their 
threshold values are used for eut-
rophic waters: 

- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 
season 30- 100 /pg I'' 

- water at the shoreline coloured by 
blooms of blue-green algae 

- total phosphorus > 80 {.g 
0  The following variables and their 

threshold values are used for waters 
affected by organic loading: 

- mean annual CODMn  and colour 
value increased by 100-200 % from 
the original values 

- mean annual NaLS 8-20 mg H. 
° Major disturbances of the oxygen 

balance observed in the water. The 
saturation level of oxygen in the epi-
limnion in summer may be as high 
as 150 %. Whereas complete oxy-
gen depletion is observed in almost 
all the lower layers during the stratifi-
cation season. 

° Mean mercury concentrations in 
carnivorous fish species continually 
exceed I mg kg'. 

° Oil films observed on the water 
surface almost permanently. 

° Mean chlorophyll a during the gro-
wing season > 100 {ig I- ' in extrem 
ely eutrophic waters. 

° The following variables and their 
threshold values are used for waters 
polluted by organic loading: 

- mean annual CODMn  and colour 
value over 200 % in comparison 
with the original value 

- mean annual concentration of NaLS 
> 20 mg H. 

0  Complete disruption of oxygen 
economy. Total oxygen depletion 
may even occur in surface waters 
during the icefree season. Wide 
short-term variations in oxygen con-
centrations. 

V Bad Major deleterious effects of effluent, non-point 
loading or other activities are evident. Algal 
turbidity often observable throughout the sum-
mer. Blue-green algal blooms occur regularly in 
August. The water is not advisable for swim-
ming. Fishing is considerably hampered by sli-
ming and other spilling of nets (e.g. algal 
growth). Flavour defects may occur in the fish 
catch. Fishes may on occasion be unfit for con-
sumption. 

VI Unsuitable The watercourse is severely polluted and 
unsuitable for any form of recreational utiliz-
ation apart from through passage by boat. The 
watercourse is esthetic value displeasing and 
methane fermentation is frequently recorded in 
bottom layers. 
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Class 	 Watercourse description 

I 
Excellent 

The watercourse is in natural state and 
oligotrophic. The fish population is varied, with 
autumn-spawning species (e.g. salmon, trout, 
vendace and whitefish) forming a significant part 
of the catch. 

ANNEX 4 Watercourse quality criteria for fishing waters. 

Variables and their threshold values 

P°2  in epilimnion 85-I lO %, con-
centration one metre above the lake 
bottom > 3 mg 

- pH 6.6-7.1 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season < 4 pg I"' 
- colour value < 50. 

0  The following variables and their 
threshold values are used for oligot-
rophic and/or slightly eutrophic wa-
tercourses: 
P°2  in epilimnion 80- I I 0 %; oxygen 
concentration one metre above the 
lake bottom >2.0 mg 

- pH 6.2-7.3 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season < 4 pg I- ' 
- colour value 50-100 
0  The following variables and their 

threshold values are used for wa-
tercourses which are naturally slightly 
eutrophic: 
P°2  in epilimnion 75- I I 0 %, oxygen 
concentration one metre above the 
lake bottom > I.0 mg 

- pH 6.0-7.4 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season < 10 pg I- ' 
- colour value 50-100. 

0  The following variables and their 
threshold values are used for slightly 
polluted waters: 

- P°2  in epilimnion 70- 120 %, oxygen 
depletion may occur in hypolimnion 

- pH 6.0-8.0 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season < 20 pg I'' . 
0  The following variables and their 

threshold values are used for waters 
with a naturally high humus content: 

- pH > 6.0 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season < 4 /tg 1- ' 
- colour value < 100. 

11 
	

The watercourse is in a natural or near-natural 
Good 
	 state and usually oligotrophic. This class also 

includes slightly eutrophic, humus-containing 
and on clay-turbid watercourses. The fish 
population is varied. In oligotrophic waters 
vendace and whitefish are important compo-
nents of the overall catch and in slightly eut-
rophic waters the major species are pike, 
perch, perch-pike and/or bream. 

III 
Satisfactory 

The watercourse is slightly affected by effluent, 
non-point loading or other activities. This class 
also includes waters with a naturally very high 
humus content. Important components of the 
fish catch include pike, perch, perch-pike 
and/or bream. 
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Class 	 Watercourse description 	 Variables and their threshold values 

pOZ  in epilimnion 70-120 %, oxygen 
depletion in hypolimnion 
- pH 6.0-9.0 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season in eutrophic waters > 30 
pg 1' 

- mean annual values of COD, and 
colour value increased by 30- 100 
% in comparison with the natural 
values 

- mean annual concentration of NaLS 
<5mgI-I 

- pOz  in epilimnion 60-150 %, hypo-
limnion almost totally oxygen 
deficient during the stratification sea-
son 

- pH > 9.0 in eutrophic waters 
- mean chlorophyll a in the growing 

season > 30 µg I- ' 
- mean annual values of CODMn Ind 

colour value increased by 100-200 
% in comparison with the natural 
values 

- mean annual concentration of NaLS 
5-20 mg I' 

- mercury concentrations > I.0 mg 
kg' in carnivorous fish species 

- watercourse highly suspectable to 
acidification: alkalinity < 0.04 mmol 
I -' and pH 4.6-6.0 

IV 
	

The watercourse is clearly affected by 
Poor 	 effluent, non-point loading or other activities. 

The most abundant fish species are cyprinoid 
species. Some fish deaths may occur and off-
flavours may be observed in fish taken form 
the water. 

V 
	

The watercourse is clearly affected by 
Bad 	 effluent or other activities. Oil, heavy metals 

or other deleterious substances are 
discharged to the watercourse. Cyprinoid fish 
are the main fish species. Fish deaths occur 
rather frequently, as do taste defects in the 
fish catch. This class also includes waters eas-
ily subject to acidification. 

VI 
Extremely 
bad 

The watercourse is badly polluted or acid-
ified. Reproduction of fish populations 
impossible in the watercourse. 

- water quality variables poorer than 
in waters of Class V 

- wide variations in the values of 
water quality variables 

- total disruption of the oxygen 
economy 

- pH <4.5 
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6.3 France 
Marianne Lindström, Senior Advisor 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

6.3.1 Legal Background 

The first French Water Act, enacted in 1964, enabled very effective policies to be 
introduced to fight pollution and to manage water resources. Thanks in particu-
lar to an effective and innovative financial system, great efforts in the last decade 
have been devoted to improving the treatment of urban and industrial wastewa-
ter. 

However, aquatic environments are still showing obvious signs of physical 
degradation: gravel extraction, drainage of wetland, different types of develop-
ment and occupation of floodplains are the causes of profound disturbances in 
the ecosystems. These disturbances are far more irreversible than the impacts of 
chemical pollution. Physical components and certain biological components will 
play a major role in any balanced and long-lasting management of the ecosystem 
and therefore of water resources. 

These concepts are now recognized politically in France as a result of the 
1992 Water Act. This Act provides for the protection of natural balances with gen-
eral interest characteristics and lays down principles for a balanced management 
between environmental preservation and economic development. The Act is the 
outcome of progressive awareness of natural environments in different regula-
tions over the past decades. In order to achieve the goal of balanced manage-
ment, the Act provides for master plans to be established for water development 
and management, which must take account of the physical realities i.e. the hy-
drographic units or the aquifer systems. 

6.3.1.1 Legislation on Discharges to Water 
Run-off, drainage and direct or indirect discharge of waters or materials that can 
alter the quality of surface water, groundwater or sea water within territorial lim-
its are subject to prefectorial authorization. The Water Act of 1964 and the decrees 
implementing it specify the binding technical requirements for granting authori-
zations for "the overflow, run-off, discharge or direct or indirect deposit of any 
type of material or substance that could provoke or increase deterioration, modi-
fying physical, chemical, biological or bacteriological characteristics". 

According to a 1977 decree the discharge of some extremely harmful prod-
ucts with a bio-degradability of less than 90% can be completely prohibited. The 
pollution of groundwater is subject to special regulations. The discharge of waste 
water and disposing of any type of waste material in wells, drilling conduits or 
abandoned water mains is prohibited. 

The Water Act of 1964 and the implementation from 1973 lay down the con-
ditions under which negligibly harmful discharges may be exempt from the above 
authorization. Most of the value limits for exemption can be made stricter through 
prefectorial regulations, in cases where the vulnerability of certain watercourses 
or designation of certain zones requires it. 

The Act concerning Installations Classified for Environmental Protection 
Purposes also sets discharge rules. Altering the quality of water is one of the crite-
ria taken into consideration in procedures that separate polluting enterprises into 
two categories, according to the seriousness of the dangers they present. Dis-
charges from these classified installations must comply with what is prescribed 
by the authorization ordinance. The technical prescriptions are adapted to each 
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case and are subject to revision on the basis of developments in the techniques 
themselves and in the needs of environmental protection. 

Departmental health regulations prohibit discharge into the sea of any used 
substances, any degradable vegetable or animal residue, any toxic or inflamma-
ble solid or liquid substance that could cause pollution. Added to these provi-
sions are the norms dictated by laws protecting the aquatic environment, both 
flora and fauna. 

The efficiency of water policy enforcement will improve upon the introduc-
tion of a single system of regulations which set thresholds for declarations and 
permits, and for all abstractions or discharges. A general permit system has been 
established for all groundwater extraction of a certain scale, and the permit will 
be granted following a public enquiry. 

6.3.1.2 Legislation on Water Quality 

To protect the quality of drinking water, protection perimeters have been installed 
around locations where water is taken for human consumption. Since 1964 the 
implementation of these has been obligatory. The Water Act of 1964 provides for 
an inventory of water quality and defines quality objectives for watercourses or 
sections of them. 

Drawing up decrees on quality objectives is done after consultation with the 
polluting parties and with the environmental protection associations, and they 
are based on mutual agreement. Until the beginning of the 1990s there was only 
a single decree on quality objectives. However, it was then decided that all de-
partments will draw up departmental quality objectives maps. All discharges must 
respect the objectives established for the various stretches of river. 

6.3.2 Institutional Aspects 

In France there are a vast number of parties involved in water management, due 
to the wide variety of uses and the historical background to the development of 
water management. 

Central level 

The State, through the Ministry of the Environment, heads the national wa-
ter policy and carries out planning and legislation. It also oversees specific uses 
through other ministries: agriculture (agricultural hydraulics), transport (naviga-
tion), industry (hydro-electricity) and health (health standards). 

Basin level 

France is divided into six hydrographic basins based on watersheds. This 
division into six regions promotes the cooperation that must exist between all 
inhabitants of a basin. It also corresponds to the need to decentralise, which is 
necessary because of the diversity in the problems that exist between different 
regions. The basins are managed quite autonomously under the Ministry of the 
Environment. The Basin Agencies operate according to three main principles: 
1) Discussion: rational management of water in a given hydrographic zone 

depends on the local elected representatives, users and administrative 
bodies grouped together in the River Basin Committee. 

2) Coercion: all users pay rates depending on the quantity of water con-
sumed or pollution discharged. The common fund created in this way can 
be redistributed in the form of loans or subsidies to any person carrying 
out work of common interest to harness water resources or to improve 
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their quality as a part of a programme drawn up by the River Basin Au-
thority, which collects and redistributes these funds. 

3) Coordination: all the measures taken by the River Basins are applied in 
close collaboration with the relevant administrative services. A River Basin 
Controlling Committee, comprised of civil servants, examines the require-
ments of the various administrative bodies. 
These new water management arrangements in France have operated very 

successfully. 

Regional and departmental level 

Local communities are the main partners in water distribution, wastewater 
and infrastructure operations. They are often grouped together to form syndi-
cates to manage hydro-schemes in the main catchment areas. 

Nature and environmental protection associations also request participation 
in discussion concerning water schemes and management. 

6.3.3 Objectives for Water Protection 

6.3.3.1 General Quality Objectives 
Quality objective maps are drawn up in cooperation with chambers of commerce 
and agriculture, councils of the department of health, river basin committees and 
general advisory boards. The documents define the quality limits that must be 
respected and which must be at least equal to the levels indicated by EC Direc-
tives regarding water for drinking, bathing, fish and shellfish breeding, and 
groundwater. 

The adoption of the departmental quality objective maps is facilitated by the 
stipulation of river conventions between the departments and the Ministry for 
the Environment. These contracts are aimed at improving water quality and 
strengthening the preservation of watercourses. 

Water management plans are created for each hydrological basin or eco-
nomic region for the purpose of drawing up reports on consumption and invest-
ments related to pollution control and water resources. Information on the state 
of the principal watercourses, the water plans concerning aquatic life, and de-
partmental plans for fish-breeding make it possible to specify the objectives for 
managing the particular environment in question, its conservation, adjustment 
or enhancement. 

The role of the River Basin Authorities is to provide technical and financial 
assistance to public or private entities carrying out operations of interest to the 
community in the areas of water supply, pollution control or the creation of new 
water resources. The River Basin Authorities derive their finance from the rates 
paid by water consumers in proportion to the water consumed or the pollution 
discharged into the receiving medium. 

6.3.3.2 Eutrophication 

The Ministries of the Environment and of Agriculture established a committee 
(CORPEN) to study, monitor and reduce nitrate pollution and to investigate pol-
lution by phosphates from agricultural activities. The committee aims to increase 
awareness of water quality issues, to contribute to improving agricultural meth-
ods, to bring about a reduction in infiltration to aquifers and to promote educa-
tion, information, research and study related to reducing water pollution. 
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National policy on eutrophication can be summarized as follows: 
- improving the collection of domestic waste 
- eliminating phosphates from wastes in high risk zones 
- 	encouraging private purification systems 
- 	adopting better cultivation methods and limiting the use of fertilizers 
- 	controlling the use of detergents. 

A charge on phosphates has also been introduced. A circular issued by the 
Secretary of State for the Environment in 1988 advises prefects on the procedures 
to follow to prevent eutrophication of inland or coastal surface waters and on 
what actions to take. 

6.3.3.3 Policy Objectives for Groundwater 

The 1964 Water Act created a powerful tool for improving cooperation over issues 
concerning the apportionment of water and pollution control in each basin. Tax-
ation policy on extractions and discharges has resulted in: 
- more money available for the promotion of water quality 
- the implementation and enforcement of actions for the protection and con-

servation of groundwater resources. 
Studies have revealed an increase in nitrates, sulphates and chlorides in aq-

uifers. Groundwater widely used for drinking is analysed prior to treatment and 
distribution. Every basin agency keeps a data bank on groundwater quality, and 
in most cases records have been kept for the past 20 years. 

The oldest recognized (and largest) source of pollution in the Alsace region 
originates from the sodium chloride-rich tailings left by the exploitation of potash 
deposits in the upper reaches of the Rhine valley. In order to curb the pollution, 
the following actions have been taken: 
- 	since 1975 the discharge of salt into rivers has been stopped 
- infiltration salt has been removed at a number of clean-up wells located 

downstream from the main tailings 
- 	an extensive network of observation wells provides data on water levels 

and chloride content. 
Surveys of salinity, including geoelectrical investigations, are carried out once 

a year. Groundwater flow models and solute transport models have been devel-
oped for the whole area. Results are showing that the shallower part of the un-
confined aquifer has recovered in terms of quality. However, resorption of the 
remaining salt in the tailings, leached by rain and removed by pumping will take 
a very long time. Therefore speeding up the dissolution process has commenced 
on tailings containing the highest sodium chloride content, with promising re-
sults. 

Drinking water is distributed to virtually the entire population (>99.5%). 
Distribution is the responsibility of the municipalities, who can either carry out 
distribution directly or can subcontract it to a private company. 

6.3.3.4 Policy Objectives for Surface Water 
The main sources of water pollution are domestic, agricultural and industrial. 
Waste water treatment has undergone considerable improvement. In the period 
1970 - 1985 total treatment capacity for urban areas quadrupled, and in 1988 al-
most 10,000 wastewater treatment plants were in service. 

Each year in France 400 kg/ha of pesticides are used in farming, and 100,000 
tonnes of sulphur are sprayed on French vineyards each year. 

About 50% of all waste is from industrial sources. Industrial pollution has 
also decreased considerably thanks to the efforts of industry. Organic and toxic 
pollution levels in rivers are falling, the quality of bathing water is improving, 
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and the chemical quality of coastal waters has not deteriorated. 
Surface water pollution is measured every five years, the result of collabora-

tion between the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of Health. Water 
conditions are evaluated on the basis of the organic, mineral and toxic substances 
contained. There are five quality classes: 
CLASS 1 A: 	non-polluted waters 
CLASS 1 B: 	slightly lower in quality, these waters are good for all uses 
CLASS 2: 	quality is sufficient for irrigation, for industrial purposes, for 

producing drinking water after adequate treatment, and for 
animals. In these waters fish life is normal but reproduction can 
be problematical. Leisure activities associated with water may be 
carried out only if contact with the water is the exception. 

CLASS 3: 	mediocre quality, suitable only for irrigation, cooling and 
navigation. Fish life can survive in these waters but is problemati-
cal in periods of low water or high temperatures. 

Non-classified: 	waters in which one or more parameters exceed the maximum 
tolerance value specified by Class 3. They are considered unsui-
table for most uses and can constitute a public health and 
environmental hazard. 

The OECD Cooperative Programme has attempted to relate the classical lim-
nological trophic terminology of oligotrophic, mesotrophic and eutrophic, and 
the trophic extremes of ultra-oligotrophic and hypertrophic, to specific in-lake 
levels of several water quality parameters. This lake classification scheme, pre-
sented in Table 9 below, is from 1982. 

Table 9. OECD boundary values (fixed) for trophic classification. 

Trophic 	 (P) 	 (Chl) 	Max 	(Sec.) 	Min(') 
Category 	 Chl 	 Sec. 

mg/m' 	mg/m3 	mg/m' 	m 	 m 

Uttra-oligotrophic <4 < I <2.5 > 12 >6 
Oligotrophic <10 <2.5 <8.0 >6 >3 
Mesotrophic 10-35 2.5-8 8-25 6-3 3-1.5 
Eutrophic 35-100 8-25 25-75 3-1.5 1.5-0.1 
Hyper-eutrophic 	>100 	>25 	>75 	<1.5 	<0.1 

(') These values will only apply in lakes which are free of significant water colour. 

Water quality is constantly controlled at a number of points considered typical for 
revealing quality deterioration. A national basin control network has been in place 
since 1987 (see the chapter on Monitoring and assessment). Fresh waters for bath-
ing did not undergo quality variations in the 1984 - 1986 bathing seasons. Each 
year an average of 81% of sampling points meets the standards set by EC Direc-
tives. 

6.3.4 New Policy Objectives 

During the 1990s, French environmental policy has sought to implement and 
incorporate the concept of sustainable development according to the National 
Environment Plan. The current trend is towards efficient natural resource man-
agement, environment-related job creation, reductions in public health expendi-
ture, enhancement of urban environment quality and protection of nature and 
landscapes. 

Now that France has achieved success in controlling industrial water and air 
pollution and has established the basis for an effective waste management sys- 
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tern, present environmental issues focus on pollution from agriculture and trans-
port, air quality in major cities, expansion of the network of protected areas and 
protection of coastal areas. 

An OECD report from 1996 sets out the basic principles for assessing future 
environmental progress, and examines France's environmental performance in 
three areas: 
— implementation of environmental policy 
— integration of environmental concerns into economic decision-making 
— international cooperation on environmental protection. 

6.3.4.1 New Policy Objectives for Water 

France has abundant water resources and a wide variety of aquatic ecosystems of 
high ecological quality. The institutional structure, comprising River Basin Com-
mittees and Water Agencies, has made it possible for water resources to be man-
aged by drainage basin, and with the involvement of all stakeholders. It has also 
ensured substantial funding through application of the 'polluter pays' and 'user 
pays' principles. In 1996, 77% of the population was connected to waste water 
treatment facilities. The corresponding means have made possible a major reduc-
tion in pollutant discharges by industry and municipalities. The quality of bath-
ing waters has improved markedly in the last 15 years. Master plans for water 
management and development are being drawn up to broaden the scope of plan-
ning procedures. 

Over the past few years both the general public and the authorities have 
become aware of the following water-related problems: 
— overuse of resources compounded with periods of drought 
— 	catastrophic flooding 
— 	occasionally substandard drinking water, particularly in terms of 

microbiological quality and nitrates 
— unsatisfactory waste water treatment in many cities 
— 	agricultural pollution from intensive livestock farming and use of fertilisers 

and pesticides 
— insufficient attention to aquatic ecosystem management. 

The recommended policy objectives for water are: 
— to simplify decision-making powers with regard to implementation of 

regulations and ensure that decision-making is entrusted to the decentral-
ised authorities of the State 

— to further apply the strategy of internalising costs through charges and 
prices to finance water policy, as is already done with industry and local 
authorities 

— to continue efforts to improve the performance of sewerage and waste wa-
ter treatment facilities 

— 	to take measures to curb excessive withdrawals for irrigation and to reduce 
agricultural pollution of surface and groundwater 

— 	to strengthen the assessment criteria relating to the impact of projects on 
aquatic ecosystems 

— 	to strengthen controls on land use in areas subject to flooding 
— to step up monitoring of drinking water and of the quality of watercourses 

and aquifers. 

6.3.4.2 Policy Objectives for the Coastal Areas 

France has a comprehensive array of legislative and regulatory instruments for 
the protection of coastal areas. General objectives and quantified targets related 
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to environmental protection have been adopted. France has adopted a policy of 
conservation for an unspoilt third of the coastal zone and preservation from con-
struction for 40% of its coastline and quality targets for bathing. France has also 
adopted a coastal law banning construction within 100 metres of the foreshore. A 
Coastal Conservation Authority has been created to acquire coastal land attrac-
tive to developers to ensure that it is properly protected and managed. The Coastal 
Conservation Authority and the other authorities have together been able to pro-
tect 17% of the coastline. France has also improved the bacteriological quality of 
its bathing waters. 

The new recommendations for the coastal areas are as follows: 
- mechanisms for integrating the actions of different administrations should 

be strengthened in order to pursue a policy of sustainable development in 
coastal areas that takes full account of economic considerations and protec-
tion of nature 

- environmental concerns should be integrated into decisions at local level 
on urban development, infrastructure and tourist activities in coastal areas 

- the coastal law should be fully implemented, funding increased for prepa-
ration of marine resource plans and land use plans brought into line with 
the legislation 

- 	stakeholder consultation on regional or national action plans for coastal ar- 
eas should be initiated and pursued, taking account of quantitative targets 
for strict protection of the coastline and sensitive areas 

- increased support should be provided to the Coastal Conservation Author-
ity to deal efficiently with planning proposals 

- greater use should be made of economic and budgetary instruments to 
step up protection of coastal areas and achieve sustainable development 

- 	efforts to prevent accidental releases of pollutants and to equip coastal 
municipalities with sewerage and waste water treatment plants should be 
continued 

- 	efforts to monitor trends in urban development, in the protection of sensi- 
tive areas and in land-based marine pollution should be increased to de-
termine whether quantitative targets are being met. 

6.3.4.3 International Cooperation 
France is actively participating in international cooperation on environmental 
protection. It has met most of its international obligations, including those at EU 
level, with regard to environmental protection. Substantial investments are still 
needed, however, to reduce land-based marine pollution, especially with regard 
to the 50% reduction target for nitrates. France assisted in the drafting of the Con-
vention on Civil Liability for Activities Dangerous to the Environment, but has 
not yet signed it. 

New recommendations concerning water policy: 
- 	recent international agreements on environmental protection, particularly 

those relating to VOCs, EIAs and the protection of the North-East Atlantic 
should be ratified and implemented 

- cross-border cooperation with neighbouring countries should be increased 
- measures to reduce non-point-source discharges of heavy metals and ni- 

trates into the English Channel and the North Sea should be strengthened 
- a contribution should be made to the development of environmental law 

with a view to improving its implementation and to adopting international 
requirements on civil liability 

- regular reviews of all international commitments with regard to environ-
mental protection should be carried out to determine to what extent they 
have been implemented in France. 
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6.4 Germany 
Marianne Lindström, Senior Advisor 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

6.4.1 Legal Background 

The Federal Water Management Act (Wasserhaushaltsgesetz, or WHG) applies to 
surface waters, coastal waters and groundwater. The States (Länder) may exempt 
from the provisions of this Act small water bodies and watercourses, which are of 
minor importance from the point of view of water management, as well as medic-
inal springs. 

Waters shall be managed so that they serve appropriate common or indivi-
dual uses and in such a way that all harmful impacts are prevented. Ownership 
of land shall not bestow entitlement to the use of any water that requires a permit 
or concession, or to the development of surface water. The most important instru-
ment for water management is that the use of waters shall require an official per-
mit or concession. The discharge of substances to surface waters is also regarded 
as a use. A permit shall confer a revocable authorization to use water for a specific 
purpose, in a specific way and to a specific extent. A permit may be granted for a 
limited period of time. A concession confers the right to use water in a specific 
way and to a specific extent. A permit or a concession shall be refused in cases 
where the proposed use is likely to harm the common good, and in particular 
where it would endanger the public water supply, and where such harm or dan-
ger cannot be prevented or made good by the imposition of conditions or by 
action taken by a corporation under public law. 

According to the Federal Water Management Act the states have to grant 
approval before any discharge is allowed and are generally responsible for the 
day-to-day implementation and enforcement of water pollution control pro-
grammes. 

The legal condition for a permit is that the pollutant load of the waste water 
is kept as low as possible. The Federal Government, with the consent of the Bun-
desrat, shall issue regulations concerning minimum requirements to be met by 
effluent discharges in line with the generally acknowledged rules of technology. 
If the waste water from a particular industry contains hazardous substances, then 
the permit regulations must require use of the best available technology. 

The Act furthermore contains a number of coordinated planning instruments, 
i.e. wastewater disposal plans, water quality control orders, management plans, 
and general water resource management plans. 
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In the case of specified quality objectives for individual water bodies, in the 
form of emmissions targets, higher demands may be made on the waste water 
treatment. Specific water quality targets are designed to meet the standards of 
important uses of the water body in question and are laid down in a river mange-
ment plan, which provides the legal basis for stricter pollution control measures. 
This is the main strategy for protecting waters which serve high-quality uses, 
such as public drinking water supply. 

As a further important instrument of water resource management, the Fed-
eral Water Management Act includes the possibility of defining water protection 
areas (Wasserschutzzone). The production and use of specific substances which 
are especially harmful to water has been • restricted by law. The Detergent Act 
(Waschmittelgesetz, 1985), for example, regulates the use of phosphates in soaps 
and detergents and requires that widely used tensides be biologically degrada-
ble. 

Financial incentives aimed at minimising water pollution are provided in 
the Waste Water Charges Act (Abwasserabgabengesetz, 1976). A charge is to be 
paid for discharging water into a river or a lake. Income from this tax is used to 
subsidise water pollution control measures. 

6.4.2 Institutional Aspects 

Federal level 

The Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nucle-
ar Safety is responsible for all fundamental matters of environmental policy in-
cluding water management, waste management, environmental health, protec-
tion against hazardous substances and contaminated sites. Thus the Ministry has 
the leading role in defining water quality policy. The Ministry's work is support-
ed by a number of federal authorities and research institutions such as the Feder-
al Environment Agency and the Institute for Water, Soil and Air Hygienics. 

State (Länder) level 

The German Constitution determines that the states bear responsibility for 
the implementation of environmental protection laws. The states determine the 
precise institutional forms for enforcement, which may thus vary between them. 
Water policy is one area where the competence of the states is most pronounced 
and this is of consequence for the institutional mechanisms for water manage-
ment. 

Coordination of activities carried out in the various states and between them 
and the federal level is essential to the success of environmental protection efforts 
in Germany. This requires coordination efforts which go beyond the framework 
provided for in legislation. 

Local level 

Municipalities (cities, towns and rural districts) are the third level of envi-
ronmental administration. Typical tasks carried out by communities are munici-
pal waste management, cleaning-up of contaminated soil and waste water man-
agement. Many municipalities, local authorities and rural districts have taken on 
a pioneering role in protecting the environment at local level. 

The Water Working Group (LAWA), founded by the State Governments, was 
formed to harmonize the various approaches in policy and legislation concern-
ing water management. 
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6.4.3 Objectives for Water Protection 

By the end of the 1960s, the increase in water pollution in western Germany as a 
result of growth in industrial activity and the population was already causing 
great concern. In the initial assessment of water pollution in the combined east-
ern and western Germany, the pollution of rivers, lakes and coastal waters was 
found to be serious in overall terms and extreme in certain locations. The vast 
majority of waters were either substantially impaired and unusable as a source of 
drinking water or usable only with very expensive treatment. The major sources 
of pollution were industrial discharges, municipal sewage and agricultural run-
off. Other sources were air pollutants, mine seepage, waste deposits and naviga-
tion. 

Germany made water protection a major issue and initiated a large number 
of measures designed to improve water quality as quickly as possible and with 
lasting effect, in both national and international water basins. 

6.4.3.1 Policy Objectives for Surface Waters 

The authority to establish water quality objectives for surface and groundwater 
rests with the states, (Länder). The goal of the western states is to achieve Class II 
quality in all rivers, i.e. only moderate pollution, a good oxygen supply, a wide 
variety of species and fertile fishing waters. No date has been set for achieving 
this overall goal. 

The combined use of waste water charges and the technical requirement 
under the Water Act has resulted in outstanding progress in reducing water pol-
lution in western Germany. Waste water charges have clearly provided an incen-
tive to pollute less, and have encouraged industry to invest in the best available 
technology. 

Improvements in the quality of surface waters have occurred especially with 
respect to oxygen demanding substances and toxic compounds. These improve-
ments can be attributed to both the municipalities' use of advanced equipment 
and the installation of treatment equipment at industrial facilities. This has lead 
to significant improvements in the waters of the Rhine, Danube, Neckar and Main. 
The Rhine programme has played a leading role and is characterised by three 
types of objective: policy goals, quantitative water quality standards and quanti-
tative emission standards. 

The same progress has not been made in eastern Germany. There are few 
adequate facilities for treatment of municipal and industrial waste water. As a 
result there are major surface water quality problems, and in particular the Elbe, 
Saale and Mulde rivers are heavily polluted. 

6.4.3.2 Policy Objectives for Groundwater 

Groundwater is of vital importance in Germany as it provides approximately 70% 
of all drinking water. Groundwater supplies thus receive special protection, and 
in the interests of existing or future water supplies, conditions for the establish-
ment of water protection areas have been specified in the Federal Water Act. Wa-
ter protection areas have been established for approximately 11% of Germany's 
total area. However groundwater quality itself is not subject to federal standards. 

The quality of groundwater in western Germany has deteriorated in many 
areas during the last few decades owing to the high degree of industrialization 
and intensive agricultural production. Nitrate contamination is emerging as the 
most serious problem. In eastern Germany, nitrate contamination is also evident 
in certain regions, and industrial waste products are also appearing in the ground-
water in a number of locations. 
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The federal drinking water programme, is based on the Foodstuffs and Con-
sumer Goods Act and is currently being implemented by each of the states. 

Intense agricultural practices are significantly and adversely affecting groun-
dwater due to the application of pesticides and fertilizers.' The problem is serious 
because approximately 50% of the land is under cultivation. Average nitrate con-
centrations have steadily increased over recent decades. 

6.4.3.3 Policy Objectives for the North Sea and Baltic Sea 
The North Sea is used heavily by its eight littoral states. It serves as a transport 
route between European and overseas ports and is one of the world's busiest 
seas. Its coastlines are the location for numerous industries, e.g. oil refineries, gas 
production and gravel extraction. Many coastal regions are also extremely popu-
lar holiday resorts. 

The impact from these uses is increased by the input of substances from the 
hinterland, entering the sea via the major river systems and through the atmos-
phere. Nutrients, heavy metals, organic halogenated compounds, oils and radio-
active substances appear to present a particular problem. 

The following long-term trends can be seen in the quality status of the North 
Sea: 
— 	the input of nutrients via rivers into the sea has increased 
— 	the level of heavy metals has fallen 
— a reduction has been observed in the level of DDT found in organisms 
— 	an increase in the oil pollution of seabirds suggests a rise in the illegal dis- 

charge of residue from machinery and engine fuel 
— 	an explosion of algae indicates that part of the sea has reached the bounds 

of its impact-bearing capacity. 
The Baltic Sea is one of the world's largest brackish seas. The main adverse 

change in the natural balance of the Baltic Sea is attributable to the rise in nutrient 
concentrations. This is leading to increased oxygen deficiency in the deeper zones 
of the sea, which, in turn, is leading to the formation of hydrogen sulphide as a 
result of the bacterial decomposition process taking place in organic material in 
an oxygen depleted environment. An exceptionally high incidence of algal blooms 
is often detected in summertime. 

6.4.3.4 Water Quality Classification 

The quality of lakes in Germany is assessed according to the OECD lake classifica-
tion scheme (LAWA, 1990). It involves four classes of lake water quality, depend-
ing on 'their trophic state: 
CLASS I oligotrophic 	poor in nutrients; chlorophyll less than 3.5 mg/m3, more 

than 70% dissolved oxygen (DO) at the end of stratifi-
cation 

CLASS II mesotrophic 	low nutrient level; chlorophyll less than 7 mg/m3; 
30-70% DO at the end of stratification; 
Secchi disc values > 2 m 

CLASS III eutrophic 	nutrient rich (mainly P); chlorophyll about 11 mg/m3; 
0-30% DO at the end of stratification; 
Secchi disc values < 2 m 

CLASS IV hyper-eutrophic a lot of nutrients and algae; chlorophyll content greater 
than 11 mg/m3; deep waters free of oxygen during 
summer 
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The quality objective for all lakes is to reach a mesotrophic stage. 
The quality of rivers in Germany is assessed in four classes: good, fair, poor and bad. 

GOOD QUALITY 	river reaches with nutrient-poor water; low levels of 
organic matter; saturated with dissolved oxygen; rich 
invertebrate fauna; suitable spawning ground for 
salmonid fish 

FAIR QUALITY 	 river reaches with moderate organic pollution and 
nutrient content; good oxygen conditions; rich flora 
and fauna; large fish population 

POOR QUALITY 	river reaches with heavy organic pollution; oxygen 
concentration usually low; sediment locally anaerobic; 
occasional blooming of organisms insensitive to oxygen 
depletion; small or absent fish population; periodic fish 
kill 

BAD QUALITY 	 river reaches with excessive organic pollution; 
prolonged periods of very low oxygen concentration or 
slight deoxygenation; anaerobic sediment, severe toxic 
input; devoid of fish 

6.4.4 New Policy Objectives 

6.4.4.1 Toxic Compounds 
Germany is in the process of reevaluating its national emission standards for about 
100 industrial categories. According to these new standards toxic substances will 
be controlled through treatment technology requirements. The control of toxic 
compounds in discharges can be accomplished by installing treatment equipment 
at the end of the pipe, although this may not be the most cost-effective way to 
accomplish the necessary removal of toxic compounds. Mandatory water conser-
vation practices, assessments and implementation of pollution prevention prac-
tices, the use of technology requirements in permits, the precautionary principle 
and economic instruments are also considered. The handling of raw materials for 
a manufacturing process should benefit from best management practices (BMPs). 

In the view of the Federal Water Management Act, it would be appropriate 
to establish new pretreatment requirements for various industrial sectors. These 
requirements would also be applicable to industrial wastes discharged into mu-
nicipal systems. The water pollution control programmes have evolved as a re-
sponse to the need for these requirements. Monitoring of emissions is becoming 
more sophisticated, and the emphasis is shifting from examining in-stream chem-
ical compounds to focusing on the impacts of different water uses. 

6.4.4.2 Compliance 
The states have responsibility for assessing compliance with issued permits. In 
some cases they delegate this authority to lower governmental levels. It is impor-
tant to be able to assess overall compliance by all sources of waste water discharge, 
be they point or diffuse sources. By the compliance assessment the states are able 
to determine which facilities are not meeting applicable requirements. 

Individual states may also have an interest in being able to assess the com-
pliance rates of waste water discharges in other states due to the potential eco-
nomic advantage enjoyed by noncomplying facilities. States downstream should 
be interested in adverse water quality impacts being imposed upon them by non-
complying facilities in upstream states. If one industrial sector has a large non-
compliance rate, it may be appropriate for that sector to receive special attention 
from environmental agencies in the form of increased inspections, technical as- 
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sistance and possible enforcement action. Assessing compliance with issued per-
mits is not an easy task and involves both technical and policy judgements. Some 
national uniformity in assessing compliance and the appropriate follow-up to 
instances of noncompliance may be appropriate. 

6.4.4.3 Diffuse Sources of Nitrates 

Germany is one of the largest users of nitrogenous fertilizers among the OECD 
countries. A major emerging problem associated with diffuse runoff is that of 
nitrogen loads to groundwater, rivers and coastal areas. This problem has been 
addressed using different approaches: 
— 	installation of denitrification facilities in municipal treatment plants 
— 	temporary setting-aside of farmland 
— 	less intensive agricultural practices 
— groundwater protection zones. 

One approach to improve nitrate control in water protection areas would be 
to make greater use of the Federal Water Management Act. The Act specifies that 
when an order establishes higher requirements, which limit the proper use of a 
piece of land for agriculture or forestry, reasonable compensation shall be paid to 
make up for the economic disadvantage. States are now introducing compensat- 
ing mechanisms to limit economic losses to farms which implement nitrate con-
trols. If progress on nitrate control in the water protection areas cannot be made, 
groundwater will not meet acceptable nitrate levels. 

In Germany the amount of fertiliser applied to fields is quite high, approxi-
mately 100 kg/ha in 1990-1992. The rate of fertilizer application is decreasing, but 
not at a rate high enough to achieve the desired results. A new Federal Applica- 
tion Ordinance is being proposed that will limit the application of fertilizer to a 
rate which is directly tied to soil and plant needs and will implement a recent 
European Community Directive on nitrates. Such a far reaching programme will 
require extensive testing of soils to determine the proper rate of application, and 
the implementation of education programmes. Proper education on new farm-
ing practices is critical to the success of protecting groundwater from nitrate pol-
lution. 

A major public education challenge exists on the issue of nitrate contamina-
tion of groundwater. Even if sources of nitrate were stopped immediately, it would 
take years, if not decades, for the groundwater system to respond by showing 
reduced levels in ambient water. 

6.4.4.4 Diffuse Sources of Pollution From Urban Areas 
There are various sources and pathways of waste from urban areas. Pollution 
resulting from urban run-off contains: 
— 	dust particles from wet and dry atmospheric deposition 
— 	particulate matter emitted by traffic 
— 	spills of oil and grease 
— tyre and road surface wear 
— 	corrosion products 
— heavy metals from miscellaneous sources 
— waste from humans and animals. 

Considerable progress is still to be made in adequately dealing with urban 
run-off from separate sewer systems or from combined sewer systems. Discharg-
es from combined sewer overflows contain untreated sewage as well as untreat-
ed toxic compounds discharged by industrial facilities to the sewer system. These 
discharges can have major adverse and lasting impacts on water quality and there-
fore need to be addressed and controlled. In order to treat all urban areas equally, 
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and to address the adverse water quality problems caused by storm water dis-
charges and combined sewer overflows, it may be appropriate to establish charg-
es aimed at reducing the combined sewer overflow discharges. The funds gener-
ated could then help to finance storm water treatment facilities and separate sew-
er systems. 

6.4.5 Achievements and Conclusions 

Water pollution reached levels which caused great concern at the end of the 1960s 
in the western part of Germany. Since then major efforts have been made to pro-
tect the aquatic environment with the construction of municipal waste water treat-
ment plants and the installation of treatment equipment at industrial facilities. 

The Federal Water Management Act provides the main legal framework for 
the protection of surface and groundwater. The Act requires that all emissions of 
waste water be purified prior to their discharge according to "best management 
practices", and in case of toxic substances according to the "best available technol- 
ogy„ 

The Federal Foodstuffs and Consumer Goods Act contains the basic provi-
sions concerning the supply of drinking water. The states are responsible for the 
day-to-day implementation and enforcement of water pollution control and drink-
ing water programmes. 

Water quality policy has been adopted, programmes implemented and 
regulatory and economic instruments used in the effort to reach the objective of 
reducing water pollution in western Germany. A great deal of progress has been 
made along water bodies such as the River Rhine and Lake Constance. Similarly, 
the drinking water programme has been effectively implemented. Waste water 
charges have acted, and continue to act, as an incentive to reduce pollution and 
to accelerate the installation of best available technology. These are major achieve-
ments which have helped to create a new era in water policy development. 

In future, special attention should be given to the following issues. 
a) The need to complete the programme of treatment of waste waters from 

municipal and industrial point sources with coordinated country-wide 
programmes of environmental compliance, monitoring and reporting, and 
follow-up of sludge disposal. 

b) The establishment of ambitious targets in eastern Germany, with the aim 
of achieving a level of environmental quality which is similar to that in 
western Germany. 

c) The need to give greater attention to the control of toxic compounds and to 
ensure that all polluters are in compliance. Closer cooperation between 
competent authorities to strengthen present achievements and to select 
new cost-effective measures in a timely fashion. 

d) The need to deal with diffuse pollution, which is now one of the most diffi-
cult environmental challenges facing Germany. A public awareness pro-
gramme concerning the effects of urban runoff may also assist in reducing 
the degree of contamination of groundwater. 
The German programme has reached a high level of control and abatement 

of water pollution problems, but new challenges will have to be met. This will 
require considerable investment in the eastern part of Germany and in better 
control of emissions of toxic compounds and nitrates. Special efforts will be re-
quired concerning urban or agricultural diffuse sources. Strategies will have to 
focus more on pollution prevention, in particular for industrial discharges into 
the sewerage system and integration of environmental concerns into sectors such 
as agriculture. 
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7. I.Finland 
Marianne Lindström, Senior Advisor 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

7. I . I Legal Background 

Environmental statistics provide an important input to environmental policy, at 
the regional, national and international level. 

The juridical bases for the use of water resources and watercourses are laid 
down in the Water Act. A Water Court permit is required for any activity which 
might result in non-compliance with the Water Act. Statutory monitoring is based 
on the conditions attached to the permits issued by the Water Courts. The permit 
often includes regulations on how the monitoring of formation, treatment, dis-
charge and effects of waste waters or some other substance should be arranged 
(monitoring duty). Most hydrometric sites which are owned by organizations are 
operated on the basis of legal obligations stated by the Water Court. 

A number of international agreements contain requirements regarding the 
monitoring of quality and/or quantity of transboundary waters. These are bilater-
al and multilateral agreements with Russia, Sweden and Norway, and the Con-
vention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses and Interna-
tional Lakes (UN/BCE), 

Finnish legislation is at present being harmonized with EU legislation. No 
changes have been required in fundamental water protection policies. The present 
high level of water protection will be maintained. 

7.1.2 Institutional Aspects 

The leading overall role in the implementation of the monitoring programmes 
belongs to the Ministry of the Environment. The plans and proposals for national 
monitoring programmes are prepared by the Finnish Environment Institute (FEI) 
and carried out by the regional environment centres under the general supervi-
sion of the Ministry of the Environment. 

The FEI is a research and development institute subordinated to the Minis-
try of the Environment and to the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. The act 
which established the FEI defines its most important duties, one of which is to 
monitor the state of the environment. 

Important regional environmental tasks are handled by the 13 regional en-
vironment centres (REC). In addition, the 455 municipalities have extensive au-
tonomy in environmental matters. The 1986 Act on Municipal Environmental 
Protection obliges municipalities to supervise and promote environmental pro-
tection. To realize this aim new municipal Boards of Environmental Protection 
were set up in the municipalities. 

The research laboratory of the FEI is the national reference laboratory for 
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chemical analyses. In addition to performing inorganic and organic analyses, the 
laboratory organizes comparative tests between various laboratories, develops 
and standardizes new chemical methods to meet ISO and CEN requirements 
and coordinates the activities of the national laboratories responsible for chemical 
analyses of samples. The laboratory has received accreditation from the Finnish 
Accreditation Service (FINAS) for 19 groups of analyses. 

7.1.3 Hydrological Monitoring 
National hydrological monitoring is coordinated by the FEI. Water stage and 

water level observations began back in 1847, and discharge observations in 1862. 
At present, national observation networks comprise some 1600 sites. Environ-
mental authorities maintain approximately 800 sites, which are divided into the 
following networks: precipitation (130 sites), snow water equivalent (170), evapo-
ration (Class A, 20), water level (220), discharge (160), ice cover thickness (60), soil 
frost (120) and water temperature (40). 

The role of other organizations is also important; they finance and maintain 
some 800 sites which are included in the national networks. The Finnish Meteoro-
logical Institute maintains a precipitation network with 380 sites, which are includ-
ed in the national network. In hydrometric monitoring, the hydropower industry, 
water transport authorities and water supply organizations operate approximately 
the same number of sites as the environmental authorities, including 250 water 
level sites and 170 discharge sites. Most hydrometric sites which are owned by oth-
er organizations are based on legal obligations stated by the Water Court. 

Operational watershed modelling is an important element in the produc-
tion of hydrological information (Vehviläinen 1995). At present, models cover 
approximately 80% of the country. They are able, in principle, to simulate most 
hydrological variables at any site. The models can be used to conduct forecasting 
and are updated using meteorological data and real-time hydrological observa-
tions. Monitoring networks and watershed models are complementary elements 
in many respects. 

In addition to national monitoring, surface water quantity is observed on a 
regional basis and within organizations which have their own water resource 
management. Regional measurements are carried out and coordinated by the 
thirteen REC's. Hydrological measurements other than surface water level and 
discharge are very rare outside the national monitoring system. 

7.1.4 Monitoring of Groundwater 
Groundwater quantity monitoring consists of 54 groundwater observation sta-
tions with 550 observation points throughout the country. These are background 
stations, located in areas where the groundwater quality has not been apprecia-
bly affected by disturbances in the local environment. The stations are situated in 
different climatic and soil-type regions, which are hydrogeographically unified 
groundwater basins or distinct, defined areas within larger basins. The size of the 
areas investigated varies between 0.2 and 0.3 km2. Each groundwater region has 
about ten observation tubes and one observation well. 

Groundwater quality sampling sites number about 50 and are located 
throughout the country. The FEI acts as programme coordinator, database man-
ager and reporting centre. The REC's carry out maintenance, renovation, take 
samples and are partly responsible for the chemical analyses. The sites form a 
national network which itself forms part of a "Nordic network". The main re-
sponsibilities of the institutions involved are to detect changes in groundwater 
chemistry and infiltration water due to anthropogenic impact, to collect basic data, 
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to provide data for research and scientific purposes and to identify the trends in 
water quality. 

The 50 groundwater sampling sites are chosen to be representative within 
each subarea investigated, meaning that the hydrological quantity and quality 
parameters can be calculated from the balances of water and materials. Most sam-
pling sites are situated in springs, while some are in tubes and wells. 

About 30 variables are measured 6 times a year in order to identify the ground-
water quality. The laboratory at the FEI cooperates in sampling and analysing with 
the 13 laboratories of the REC's. The FEI acts as a supervisor for the REC's and issues 
guidance to them. These public institutions operate in accordance with the provi-
sions of the acts by which they were founded. Finnish Standard Procedures (SFS-
standard) for analytical methods as well as the regulations of the EN 4500 Standards 
provide the basis for the precision and accuracy of the work of the laboratories. 

7.1.5 Monitoring of Water Quality 
In Finland, the monitoring of freshwater quality began in the early 1960s with the 
aim of collecting information on the state of surface waters in loaded and natural 
areas. Water quality monitoring is now implemented at three levels - local, re-
gional and national. 

The importance of monitoring increased when the pollution effects of rapid-
ly expanding industrial production started to become apparent in water bodies. 
The Water Act, which came into force in 1961, resulted in a statutory local monitor-
ing system. Industrial and municipal waste water treatment plants, fish farms 
and other polluters are obliged to monitor the quantity and quality of their dis-
charges and the effects of their waste water on the receiving waters. There are 
hundreds of statutory monitoring programmes, which are approved by the REC's 
and carried out by officially supervised laboratories (Figure 3). 

The statutory monitoring network consists of about 4500 water quality sam-
pling points in rivers, lakes and coastal waters. These programmes may include 
physical and chemical water quality analyses, biological analyses and sediment 
analyses. Biological monitoring includes bottom fauna, phytoplankton, periphy-
ton or/and macrophyte investigations. Water quality analyses are carried out an-
nually, whereas the biological analyses are made every third or fifth year. 

The FEI is responsible for the national uniformity of the different statutory 
monitoring programmes, e.g by preparing recommendations on the design of 
networks, selection of variables and reporting procedures. 

The regional monitoring programmes carried out by the REC's are diverse and 
vary to some extent. Some of them follow the national programme very closely in 
terms of timing of sampling and variables analyzed, while in others the contents 
and periods can be quite different. Many of the regional programmes are only per-
formed once, with the option of being renewed after an indefinite period of time. 
However, all these water quality monitoring programmes at different levels have 
one thing in common: their contents are totally controlled by the environmental 
authorities. The duty of the REC is to make sure that all of these monitoring pro-
grammes allow reliable assessments of water quality to be made for its own admin-
istrative area. 

The basic national monitoring networks set up by the water authorities in 1962-
1965 covered nationally important rivers and lakes and some lakes with regional 
importance. The objectives of the monitoring are as follows: 
— 	to detect changes and trends in the quality of surface water 
— 	to attempt to demonstrate the effects of human activities on water quality 
— 	to obtain basic local and regional data 
— 	to study the fluctuations in water quality constituents 
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— to study the mutual dependence of different water quality constituents 
— 	to estimate natural background values of water quality variables (25-30 

variables) 
There are currently 71 lake sites and 69 river sites, at which about 30 physical 

and chemical variables are monitored. The sampling frequency is not sufficient 
for reliable flux estimations, but is sufficient to gain a general overview of water 
quality in Finland and to trace trends in the water quality of the most important 
rivers and lakes. 

The 71 sampling sites of the lake water quality programme are situated in 
the most important water bodies. This programme, started in 1965, contains all 
lake basins with an area greater than 100- km2  as well as locally important lake 
basins. Samples are taken three times per year. 

The river discharge programme is carried out in nationally important rivers, 
streams and running waters with an annual average flow rate greater than 10 
m3s1. This programme was started in 1962. At present, samples are taken at least 
four times per year. 

The discharges of different substances into Finnish coastal waters are moni-
tored at 30 rivers, usually 12 times a year. Monitoring was started in 1970 for the 
analysis of nutrients and organic matter, and in 1982 for heavy metals. Since 1985, 
sampling has been arranged according to the variation in water flow of each riv-
er, near the mouth of the river. 

Long-term changes in the acidification of small headwater lakes due to at-
mospheric deposition are monitored at 180 sampling sites throughout the coun-
try. The monitoring network consists of strongly acidified lakes and lakes at dif-
ferent stages of acidification, which is important in the current circumstances in 
which loading and deposition rates are thought to be changing. 	_ 

Monitoring of water quality in transboundary watercourses is carried out at 
four continuous sampling sites on the Russian border in south-eastern Finland 
and the rivers Tenojoki, Tornionjoki and Paatsjoki in northern Finland. Usually 
12 samples are taken annually. 

The transport of suspended and soluble matter from land areas to surface 
waters in small drainage basins has been monitored since 1962. Water quantity and 
quality are measured in order to study the effects of changes in silvicultural and 
agricultural land use on material transport in 15 basins. 

All the national programmes described above have been designed and coor-
dinated by the appropriate central administration, currently the FEI. Sampling, 
most laboratory work and the storing of data are carried out by the 13 REC's, 
which are subject to the authority of the Ministry of the Environment. The re-
gional centres also undertake monitoring activities of their own to satisfy regional 
needs. 

In 1994, the basic national monitoring network for river and lake water qual-
ity was substantially reduced because there was a need to develop terrestrial 
monitoring and financial resources were limited. The most heavily loaded areas 
are no longer included in the national programme. The monitoring sites with-
drawn from the national programme are now included as part of the regional or 
statutory monitoring networks. This means that particular attention should be 
given to maintaining and improving the quality of statutory monitoring. In re-
gional monitoring, the aim is to reduce physical and chemical water quality mon-
itoring, to increase monitoring of the biological variables and to transfer financial 
and other resources to terrestrial monitoring. These have already been done at 
national level. 
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7.1.6 National Monitoring of Freshwater Ecosystem 

One part of the lake water quality programme is the biological monitoring of 
inland waters, the objectives of which are to detect early changes in water quality 
using biological methods to determine the state of eutrophication and to detect 
the diversity of algal populations. This programme was started in 1963 with phy-
toplankton monitoring in somewhat different groups of lakes than at present. 
Sampling frequency is once every three years, although intensive sites are sam-
pled every year. In the late 1980s, bottom fauna, periphyton and zooplankton 
were also included to the monitoring programme to obtain more comprehensive 
background information on the biological quality of surface waters. Phytoplankton 
and zooplankton samples are taken four times during the summer, between June 
and August. Periphyton is sampled (incubated) three times during the summer 
and bottom fauna once during the autumn. 

Biomonitoring of river ecosystems will start in 1997 at 16 rivers and will con-
centrate on macro-invertebrates (bottom fauna) and habitat characterization. 

Bioaccumulating compounds in fresh waters (water and biota) are moni-
tored at the same sites as the water quality programmes. The bioaccumulation 
programme was started in 1978. Sampling frequency is once every two or three 
years, while intensive sites are sampled every year. Variables analysed from the 
biota are heavy metals, and chlorinated hydrocarbons (such as phenols, anisols, 
veratroles, toxaphene, EOX, dioxins, furans and coplanary PCB's). 

7.1.7 Monitoring of Land Use 

Land uses and changes in land use cause the most serious threat to biodiversity. 
The activities which cause the greatest changes in land use patterns in Finland 
are agriculture and forestry. Forest drainage, clearcuts and road construction have 
the largest impacts on the natural environment. Together with fragmented agri-
cultural areas, these have caused the decline of old growth forests and mono-
culturisation of tree species. Changes in types of crop cultivated and agricultural 
practices and diminution of semi-natural grasslands are examples of land use 
changes on agricultural land. 

Settlements in Finland are often found in places where the level of biodiver-
sity is very high. Densely populated areas, industrial areas and the traffic net-
work between them have a significant impact on the natural environment, espe-
cially in areas where the intensity of land use is already great. 

Land use changes are monitored by using satellite images and areal photo-
graphs. The National Board of Survey maintains and updates the land use and 
forestry database developed by the National Land Survey and the Forest Research 
Institute. This database has been transferred to the FEI from the beginning of 
1997. The database has 25 different classes of land use and a resolution of 25 x 25 
metres. The land use classes include waters, fields, clearcut forests, open lands, 
peat production areas and forest and wetland types. 

7.1.8 Information and Data Systems 

The following hydrological observations are made daily, or by using continuous 
data logging: precipitation, evaporation (during the summer season), water lev-
el, discharge, and water temperature (during the summer season). Snow-water 
equivalent is measured monthly or bimonthly and ice thickness is observed three 
times per month. Most observations are carried out by part-time observers, whose 
work is supervised primarily by the REC's The regional centres are also responsi-
ble for field maintenance activities. Data processing is carried out by the FEI. Ar- 
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eal values of precipitation and snow-water equivalent are calculated for 120 ba-
sins six times per month. 

The national hydrological database is maintained using the INGRES data-
base management system, and is part of the Environment Data System (EDS) 
coordinated by the FEI. The database is comprised of more than 10 separate reg-
isters and more than 20 million observations. Several statistical programmes and 
hydrological applications are linked to the database. 

At the groundwater sampling sites water levels are observed 24 times a year. 
In addition there is one continuous recorder at every station. The network has 
been in operation since 1973 and the average record length is 20 years. The data is 
held in the FEI's INGRES database management system (using FORTRAN pro-
grammes) and SQL is the query language. 

The first measurements of the groundwater quality network were recorded 
in 1974. The network has an average record length of 20 years. The hardware 
used is VAX-VMS, and the software SAS with a SAS database (with ASCII) used 
for raw data storage. Computerised data have been available since 1975 and are 
held on floppy disks or published in paper form. Extracts from the data can be 
requested from the FEI, which is responsible for issuing the observation reports. 

The total number of water analyses made in Finland annually is approxi-
mately 600,000. An application system has been created to rationalize routines at 
the REC laboratories and to improve the use and quality of sample data. The 
analytical results are loaded into the sample registering file holding calculation 
models for each analysis, which then converts the results into appropriate con- 
centration values. After these results have been checked, they are transmitted for 
storage to the centralized INGRES database, which is a part of the Environment 
Data System, EDS. The REC's are also responsible for storing the data derived 
from statutory monitoring, and for transmitting these data to the water quality 
database of the EDS, which at present contains nearly 15 million measurements 
from approximately 55,000 sampling sites. 

Other parts of the EDS are the hydrobiological register (phytoplankton data 
and data on algal blooms) and the register for harmful bioaccumulating substances 
in organisms. Zooplankton and bottom fauna registers are at present being 
planned. 

The water and sediment samples for the monitoring of radioactivity are tak-
en by the REC's. The measurements are made and the radioactive substances 
database jointly managed by the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety 
and by the other Baltic countries. 

The groundwater monitoring sites produce several types of data. There are, 
for example, 57 automatic recorders for measuring groundwater level and seven 
for recording groundwater temperature. Five of these recorders are digital. 
Groundwater level is also measured manually twice a month, in 10 tubes at each 
site in order to study the areal variation. 

7.1.9 Strategy Plans for Monitoring 

A new strategy and detailed plan for monitoring the environment are currently 
under preparation. There is a need, for example, to develop a closer relationship 
between freshwater quality monitoring and hydrological monitoring. The need to 
monitor biological diversity, highlighted in the Rio convention, and the effects of 
climate change must be considered. The issue of how to implement and finance the 
monitoring of eutrophication caused by diffuse sources such as agriculture also 
requires special attention. In addition, methods for monitoring the effects of eu-
trophication and other stress factors in littoral zones should be developed. The 
project for designing a freshwater monitoring network for the EEA area must also 
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receive attention. 
Reporting and assessment of monitoring results, especially those concern-

ing national lake and river water quality programmes, have not, thus far, been 
adequately considered. The state of the surface waters in Finland has been de-
scribed up to three times after every ten years by dividing rivers and lakes into 
five classes of water quality, from excellent to poor. The classification system has 
been considered important by decision-makers and citizens. However, the classi-
fication criteria and calculation routines still need to be developed further. 

The national strategy for environmental monitoring is currently under re-
view in Finland. There has been considerable discussion about the extent to which 
the present freshwater monitoring networks match the national and internation-
al demand for information, as determined by decision-makers, researchers and 
citizens. The most important environmental changes to be considered in the mon-
itoring of freshwater quality are eutrophication, acidification, chemicalization and 
changes in climate and biological diversity. The present monitoring programmes 
are considered deficient and would benefit from the incorporation of new meth-
ods and strategies. This is particularly true for the monitoring of biological diver-
sity. 

The aspirations and challenges of the new strategy and design for environ-
mental monitoring are many. In the national programmes there is a need for new 
methods and strategies, particularly for the monitoring of biological diversity and 
changes in the littoral zone. Much more attention must be given to improving 
reporting and assessment of the monitoring data. This will require further devel-
opment of the databases and of a map-based user-interface system for a PC envi-
ronment, for easy handling of data up to sub-basin level. 

7.1.10 Monitoring and the Research Programme 
The research field is classified into some 20 problem-oriented research areas. The 
annual research programme covers areas such as climatic change and airborne 
pollution, hydrological analyses and models, water quality, toxic chemicals, 
groundwater, industrial and municipal pollution control, non-point source pol-
lution from agriculture and forestry, conservation ecology and development and 
standardization of methods. Some of these research areas are described in more 
detail below. 

The following aspects of acidification of the environment are being studied 
by the FET: critical loads of sulphur and nitrogen for forest soils and surface wa-
ters, chemical processes controlling the acidification of humic lakes and the need 
for neutralization of acidified catchments. 

The climatic change expected to occur in the future will strongly affect the 
hydrological cycle as well as chemical and biological reactions in the environ-
ment. There will be changes in land use and consequently changes in input flux-
es of materials. In agricultural basins increased runoff, especially during winter, 
may increase the leaching of nutrients and thus accelerate eutrophication. In acid-
sensitive forested catchments the increased mineralization of nitrogen may alter 
nitrate leaching, causing acidification of soils and surface waters. Physical lake 
properties, such as water temperature, stratification, retention time, ice cover and 
lakewater chemistry will also change. All these changes will affect the lake biota. 

In several case studies the effect of point and non-point nutrient loading on 
the eutrophication of freshwaters has been assessed and modelled. In addition, 
the role of nitrogen in the eutrophication of lakes and rivers, and the bioavailabil-
ity of phosphorus from different sources have also been studied. 

Agriculture supplies the greatest single source of nutrients to surface waters 
and is thus a major cause of eutrophication. Key research topics therefore include 
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monitoring of agricultural loads in representative basins, development of a sys-
tem for evaluating regional differences in agricultural loads and simulation mod-
els for assessing the impacts of different management practices. 

Forest management has been one of the most serious large-scale human 
impacts on Finnish catchments this century. The main research topics in forest 
management are concerned with the environmental impacts of clear cutting of 
forests, forest cultivation, ditch construction in peatlands and the effect of this on 
hydrology, on runoff water quality and on losses of soil material, and leaching of 
nutrients and organic carbon into watercourses. The leaching mechanisms of or-
ganic carbon and nitrogen from ditched peatlands are the subject of a six-year 
research project at the FEI focusing on the carbon balance of peatlands and cli-
matic change. 
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Environmental Administration in Finland 

Ministry of 
Ministry of 	 Agriculture 
the Environment 	 and Forestry • 

Housing Fund 	 Finnish Environment 
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and Park Service 
(nature protection) 
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Figure 2. The Environmental Administration in Finland. 

Advance notification to the Water and Environment Administration or 
- Permission procedure in the Water Rights Court 

Permit issued for 5 to 10 years 

Monitoring program proposed 
by permit holder / CWRL 

Statement of 
approval by REC 

Approved program 

NÅI Statutory monitoring 
by CWRL 

Alterations to 
the program by 
REC / CWRL 	 Annual report of results by CWRL 

- Research 	 - Administrative control 
- Monitoring 	 - Utilization of reported data 
- Supervision 

CWRL = Water research laboratory controlled and supervised by the Finnish Environment Institute 
REC = Regional Environment Centre 

Figure 3. Statutory monitoring of watercourses as a part of decision-making. 
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7.2 France 
Marianne Lindström, Senior Advisor, 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

7.2.1 Legal Background 

The legislative framework for the management of water resources and water po-
licy in France, and its implications for monitoring networks, is rather complex. 

The legislation on water administration enacted on 16 December 1964 creat-
ed the Water Agencies and placed a priority on the need to assure, at basin level, 
a balance between water resources and water needs and to meet the quality aims 
stipulated in the regulations. 

The "Freshwater fisheries' law" of 1984 stressed the need for protecting aquatic 
ecosystems. In particular it specified the need to maintain a  minimum  flow in 
streams (reserved flow) to guarantee the preservation of aquatic life. 

The "Water law" of January 1992 dealt with the various essential quantita-
tive and qualitative aspects of water management and introduced new water policy 
ideas . The law strengthened the role of local communities and recognized the 
value to future generations represented by water resources and freshwater eco-
systems. 

The principle guidelines governing the utilization of water are set out in a 
more general environmental regulation, which was renewed in legislation enact-
ed on 2 February 1995 related to improving the protection of the environment. 

7.2.2 Institutional Aspects 

The French institutional arrangements for managing water resources are com-
plex. There are several overlapping administrative levels: whole country, basin, 
region, department and commune. Each of these administrative units has its own 
role to play in the handling and managing of water. At national level, various 
ministries are concerned with the management of water resources, which makes 
public policy formulation in this field rather complex. At the local level, many 
decisions concerning water resources management, in particular concerning the 
supply of drinking water and the collection and treatment of waste water, are 
taken by the communes. 

The main monitoring functions of these administrative levels, all subject to 
the authority of the State, are listed below. 

National level 

The Ministry of the Environment plays an essential role in water mana-
gement. It is responsible for coordination between ministries on matters relating 
to water and coordinates the actions of other ministries (agriculture, health, pub-
lic works, transport etc.). The Ministry is responsible for policies conserning pri-
vate waters, extracting and discharging water, water resources and freshwater 
fishing, and for flood warning, flood protection and managing public waters. The 
Ministry of the Environment's Water Directorate has a general responsibility for 
managing water resources and for monitoring pollution levels and their impacts 
on freshwater ecosystems and for proposing measures to reduce pollution and 
other factors adversely affecting water quality. 

Nearly all government ministries are concerned with water management, as 
indicated below: 
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— health: drinking water and public hygiene 
— 	agriculture: rural and agricultural water supply 
— 	interior: urban areas and civil protection 
— works and transport: transport, town planning and protected areas 
— industry: water supply, energy production 

Basin level 

The country is divided into six large hydrological basins. The coordinating 
Prefect for each basin is responsible for determining the way in which national 
policy is implemented at the basin level for water policy, protection of coastal 
waters, managing water resources and freshwater ecosystems and managing the 
public river domain. The Prefect coordinates the data collection networks, the 
hydrometric network, piezometric network and water quality monitoring net-
work. He also coordinates studies of the hydrological basin, water resources man-
agement and planning schemes, studies of the natural environment, flood warn-
ings, regulations concerning settlement in areas liable to flooding, quality of wa-
ter and maps illustrating water quality objectives. 

Each of the six basins has a Water Agency. The Agencies are responsible for 
surface water and territorial sea water. They are concerned both with quantity 
and quality of resources as well as measures to tackle pollution. The Agencies' 
aims are to facilitate the various actions of common interest in the basin in order 
to preserve the balance of water resources and water needs and to meet certain 
quality objectives for water resources. 

Regional and departmental level 

The State, represented by the Regional or Departmental Prefect, is responsi-
ble for implementing water policy, authorizing and controlling all water extrac-
tion, discharges of waste water, river improvement, checking the quality of drink-
ing water and bathing water, and collecting water data. 

7.2.3 Hydrological Monitoring 

The national hydrological data bank was first developed by the Ministry of 
Agriculture in the 1970s and is now managed by the Ministry of the Environ-
ment. A HYDRO data bank was created in 1988 following a framework agree-
ment between the Ministries of the Environment, Agriculture and Industry, the 
French Electricity Company (EDF) and the six Water Agencies. It is currently used 
by the majority of hydrometric data producers in France. The main merit of this 
data bank is that it holds most of the French hydrometric data and provides the 
means to calculate flows etc. The HYDRO data bank holds data from approxi-
mately 2000 active measuring stations located throughout the country, including 
22 million water stage values, 12,500 stage discharge curves and 15 million daily 
discharge values. 

A national pluviometric data bank was created in 1988, again by a frame-
work agreement between the Ministries of the Environment, Agriculture and In-
dustry, the French Electricity Company (EDF) and the six Water Agencies. Data 
from the 10,000 measuring stations are available in the data bank, with some 
records dating back to 1860. 

Hydrological information has been collected, controlled, validated and proc-
essed in the water data bank of the EDF for more than 40 years, and water quality 
data for about 25 years. These data are necessary for managing the safety of the 
systems and operations involved in the production of electrical hydropower. The 
EDF has established networks of measuring stations for its own specific needs 
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regarding snowfall, temperature, water quality, rainfall and discharge. 
These networks comprise about 1200 measurement points, located in all large 

river basins and on the Mediterranean rivers, and with a special focus on moun-
tainous areas. More than 350 stations are devoted to the control of river discharg-
es, especially upstream and downstream of power plants and of the EDF's own 
sites. The hydrometric network also includes 430 sites for rainfall measurements, 
50 for air temperature, 300 for snowfall, 50 for water temperature and 40 for phys-
ico-chemical parameters such as pH, conductivity and dissolved oxygen. The val-
idated data are regularly transmitted to the national HYDRO and PLUVIO data-
banks. 

7.2.4 Monitoring of Groundwater 
The National Observatory for Groundwater Quality, ONQES, was established in 
1983 with the aim of making the national policy for preserving groundwater quality 
and combatting pollution more effective. The French Geological Survey, BRGM, 
was chosen as the technical organization in charge of design of the data bank, its 
management and the processing work to use the data. 

Data on the quality of water from public drinking-water wells and from rel-
evant physico-chemical analyses are held in the databases maintained by ON-
QES. About 40,000 water measurement points and their corresponding analyses 
(which number about 220,000) have been inventoried at the ONQES. Most of the 
groundwater pumping wells for drinking water have been combined in the data-
base at the ONQES, but analyses have still only been made for slightly over half 
the country. 

The other parties associated with maintenance of the database at ONQET 
are the Ministries of the Environment and Health and the BRGM. Data are trans-
ferred to the ONQES from the six regional data banks, and are then grouped and 
homogenized and made available to authorized users. 

7.2.5 Monitoring of Water Quality 
A National Basin Network (RNB) was set up in 1987 to monitor the quality of 
surface water. This network has 1000 measurement stations, each taking 8 to 12 
samples per year. The measurements concern flow, common water pollution cri-
teria and a biotic index. Additional measurements are taken if needed for micro-
pollutants and bacteriological parameters. 

The aim is to use the RNB to monitor the development of the quality of 
rivers and streams, to judge the correlation between anti-pollution measures and 
the results obtained and then to inform the administrators and the public. 

Each of the six Water Agencies coordinates the measurement and storage of 
data, and the Ministry of the Environment is responsible for the overall organizati-
on of the RNB. 

In 1974, the Ministry of the Environment set up a network for monitoring 
the quality of the marine environment of the French coast. Measurements are 
recorded at 43 sites, with 2 to 5 measurements per year on the Atlantic Coast and 
6 to 12 measurements per year on the Mediterranean Coast. The measurements 
concern heavy metal content, pesticides, micro-pollutants and the degree of eut-
rophication. 

The Ministry of Health, in conjunction with the Ministry of the Environ-
ment, coordinates a network of the classification system, dividing the beaches of 
the French coast into 4 categories (from A: good quality to D: poor quality) in 
accordance with the European Directive of 8 December 1975. Each year a map is 
published showing the quality of bathing waters. 
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7.2.6 Information and Data Systems 

The Ministry of the Environment publishes a report every year on the state of the 
environment, which includes statistics of human activities (e.g. agriculture, in-
dustry, energy, town planning), the physical environment (e.g. water, air, sea, 
waste, radioactivity) and the ecosystem (e.g. animal and vegetable species). This 
annual report is supplemented by the publication of economic data about the 
harm done to the environment and about the protection measures being taken. 

The multiplicity of parties involved and the variety of subjects has led to a 
geographic disparity and lack of homogeneity between the datasets for the vari-
ous different areas. This has prompted the creation of a National Water Data Net-
work (RNDE), a system for coordinating water information on a national scale. 
The aim of the RNDE is to improve data collection and to enable the information 
to be better exploited. The ultimate goals of such a national system are: 
— the global management of resources: short and medium-term trends 
— 	the local management of resources: objectives for water quality, monitoring 

these objectives, policy for water and fishing 
— the checking of compliance with quality standards: drinking and bathing 

water 
— the elaboration of ermergency procedures for flood warnings and acciden-

tal pollution. 
The RNDE was set up in 1992 by agreement between the Ministry of the 

Environment, the six Water Agencies, the Fisheries Upper Council, the French 
Institute of the Environment and the International Water Office (OIE). 

The basic organizational principle is to operate at the level of the six basins, 
but to centralize synthetic and aggregated data in a National Water Data Bank 
(RNDA). The first priority of the RNDA is to make national information available 
on different hydrological, biological and chemical parameters and to have a true 
picture of the various environmental aspects. The second priority is to standard-
ize the treatment and use of the various data. 

The Ministry of the Environment co-ordinates the actions taken on specific 
sets of water data: 
— the river discharge data are stored in the HYDRO data bank 
— the rainfall data are stored in the PLUVIO data bank 
— 	the data on the quality of surface water are stored in the National Basin 

Network (RNB) 
— the data on the quality of the marine environment are stored in the Na-

tional Marine Environment Observation Network (RNO) 
— the data on the quality of bathing water are stored in the network for mon-

itoring the quality of bathing water 
— 	the data on the quality of groundwater are stored in the national Observa- 

tory for the Quality of Groundwater. 

7.2.7 Monitoring and Research Programme 

Data requirements 

No serious research in the field of freshwater quality is possible without data 
that is available in sufficient quantity or adequate quality. Neither can any biolog-
ical, ecological or hydrological model be designed without prior calibration, which 
requires data. The research working group for the International Hydrological Pro-
gramme set its first priority as increasing the quantity and quality of data availa-
ble on the state of the environment. In France, research is largely dependent on 
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data from large national networks, which can be a problem because data is not 
always available. 

It is important to remember that the uses for environment data are continu-
ally evolving. A good example is the pluviographic or limnographic "long-term 
series": it is now dear that these are the only consistent experimental bases for 
studying global climatic changes, although there was a serious move in the 1970s 
and 1980s to stop making these measurements. 

Requirement for data availability 

Research does not always have easy access to the available data on the state 
of the environment. One of the most important international recommendations 
at Rio and Dublin was that the exchange of information and the accessibility of 
available data should be a priority in the years to come. One of the first tasks of 
the European Environmental Agency has been to design an environmental data 
exchange system for the various different levels required. 

This measure is nevertheless coming increasingly into conflict with attempts 
to market environmental data. Wider data availability should facilitate more re-
search and thereby: 
- generate new methods which can then be converted into operational pro-

cedures 
- 	help to increase the value of the data produced, by making available effi- 

cient data processing techniques. The aim of these techniques is to convert 
unprocessed data into aggregated and derived parameters which can be 
used directly in decision-making procedures. 

Structuring environmental information 

Research should have access to environmental data in a structured way to 
ensure maximum usability. Environmental databases should be designed, imple-
mented and used to meet two different requirements simultaneously: 
- the need to handle very large volumes of data 
- 	the need to apply sophisticated, diverse processing techniques on certain 

data subsets. 
The data systems must enable easy availability and distribution of data on, 

for example, rainfall, discharge, temperature and quality parameter time series. 
They must also allow basic processing to form customized samples for specific 
purposes. 

Research needs of can be of two types: 
- research into modelling environmental information systems in general 

and modelling time-dependent data in particular 
- 	development of specialized methods and tools, especially for hydrologists 

to handle complex data. 
If databases are structured efficiently, it will be possible to consider establish-

ing environmental data banks which are open to researchers from different coun-
tries. 
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7.3 Germany 

Marianne Lindström, Senior Advisor 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

7.3.1 Legal Background 

Germany is a federal state with a structure that creates both opportunities for and 
restrictions on the different levels of government. Legislative and enforcement 
powers are divided between the federal parliament (Bundestag), the second fede-
ral chamber representing the states (Bundesrat der Länder) and the parliaments 
of the sixteen states (Länder), and between the federal government and the govern-
ments and authorities of the sixteen states. 

All federal acts have to pass before the federal parliament. Areas which are 
principally regulated through federal law include nuclear power, waste manage-
ment, air quality management and noise abatement. Nature conservation, land-
scape protection and water management, on the other hand, are areas where 
only framework legislation can be passed at the federal level. The more detailed 
regulation of these areas remains in the domain of the states (Länder). 

The most important acts concerning water issues are the Water Management 
Act (Wasserhaushaltsgesetz, WHG), the Federal Waterways Act 
(B undeswasserstrassengesetz), the Waste Water Charges Act, the law on deter-
gents, the federal law on epidemics (which regulates the quality of drinking wa-
ter) and the Environmental Information Act. 

The provisions of the Water Management Act and the State Water Acts cover 
the following broad categories: 
— water resource management 
— water resource protection 
— regulation of water flow 
— 	regulations concerning provision of information. 

7.3.2 Institutional Aspects 

The overall framework for water resource protection, planning and management 
in Germany is characterized by the fact that there are three primary levels of 
competence in addition to the European Union: the Federal Republic, the states 
and the municipalities. These levels do not form a strict hierarchy but are each 
endowed with specific responsibilities. 

The structure of the hydrological service is managed by both federal and 
state authorities, which control the various national monitoring programmes. 
Maintenance of federal waterways is specified in the Federal Waterways Act, and 
the Federal Institute of Hydrology advises the Federal Waterways Administration 
and the Navigation Administration in matters concerning inland and coastal 
waterways. 

The following table presents an overview of competencies in water manage-
ment in Germany. 

Monitoring of water levels and discharge for all other (ie. non-federal) natu-
ral watercourses is handled by state authorities such as the Boards of Water Re-
sources and the state ministries and boards. The coordination of activities be-
tween federal and state authorities is carried out by the "Water working group" 
(Länderarbeitsgemeinschaft Wasser, LAWA). 

A national committee is responsible for the publication of hydrological year-
books containing both water level and -stage information. The committee intends 
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Table I . Levels of competences in Water Management in Germany. 

Legislation Objectives 

European Union Framework Legislation through Harmonisation of Water Protection 
Directives, Regulations, Decisions European Internal Market 

International Treaties Transboundary Water Supply, 
Sewerage and Water Resource 

Management 

Federal Republic Transposition of European Laws Dealing at the European Court of 
Federal framework laws justice, Administration of federal 
'Concurrent legislation' waterways 

Co-Operation of Bund Marine Protection, 
and Länder Monitoring Programmes 

Länder Treaties Framework for transboundary Transboundary Water Supply, 
inter-municipal associations Sewerage and Water Resource 

Establishing transboundary water Management 
management institutions 

Länder Cooperation Harmonising Legislation & Imple- 
mentation Coordinating Specific 

Management Tasks 

Länder Institutions River Basin Management 

Länder Parliaments and Transposition of European Laws 
Governments Länder water laws 

'Concurrent legislation' 

Water Aurhorities and Implementation of Federal 
Agencies Legislation 

Management of Large Water 
Courses 

Collection Effluent Charges 
Collecting Abstraction Cherges 
Monitoring and Enforcement 

Data and Information 

Water Associations Statutes Water Supply, Sewerage and 
Water Resource Management, 
Flood control, Drainage, Dyke 

Maintenance 

Inter-Municipal Status Water Supply and 
Associations Waste Water Treatment 

Municipalities Local Statutes and Bye-Laws Water Supply, Sewerage and 
Water Resource Management, 
Flood Control, Drainage, Dyke 

Maintenance 
Management of Water Courses for 
which neither the Bund nor a Land 
is responsible, if no Water Associ- 

ation exists 
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to publish all relevant data two years after they were first recorded. The last year-
book covering all regions was published in 1989, and since 1990 the yearbooks 
have included only five main regions: 
1. Danube 
2. Rhine basin I, II and III 
3. Weser and Ems basins 
4. Elbe basin I, II and III 
5. Coastal areas I and II 

Other relevant committees are the Committee on stream gauges and the 
Committee on discharge measurements. 

7.3.3 Hydrological Monitoring 

There is no complete database available yet for the entire surface water monitor-
ing network in Germany. This is because not all the gauging stations of the former 
DDR have been processed and put into digital format, and preparation of the 
yearbook data is still in progress. 

Germany has over 4200 hydrological stream gauges, over 69% of which are 
equipped with discharge monitoring systems. Streamflow measurement normal-
ly involves: 
— 	obtaining a continuous record of water levels 
— 	establishing the relationship between water level and discharge 
— 	transforming the record of stage into a record of discharge 

Surface water data are not only related to mean water level, velocity and 
discharge, but also concern temperature, suspended and bed load, ice conditions 
and various parameters of water quality together with biological and ecological 
parameters. In general, discharge data are extremely important parameters for 
water resources planning and management, including water use, water control 
and pollution control. 

From the hydrological point of view its desirable to have information about 
river flow for as many points in the watercourse as possible. The information can 
be obtained from measuring stations or by means of interpolation. The most im-
portant gauge locations are near the mouths of natural rivers and at the inflow of 
tributaries. 

Using actual flow measurements it should be possible to elaborate a longitu-
dinal section together with basic statistical parameters of mean flow, low flow and 
flood flow conditions for the whole length of the river. 

7.3.4 Monitoring of Groundwater 

Groundwater quality is of great importance in Germany because of the high 
proportion of groundwater in the supply of public drinking water. The wide-
spread and significant deterioration in groundwater quality is thus a matter of 
severe concern. Particularly at risk is groundwater near the surface. 

There are monitoring systems for groundwater quality in all states. In North-
Rhine/Westphalia data on groundwater quality has been collected since 1983 and 
data is transmitted to the competent authorities for further evaluation. 

In the agricultural sector, which is the main source of pollution of aquifers by 
nitrate and pesticide, pollution control measures are showing some effect. The 
rising trend of groundwater pollution with pesticides has been reduced with the 
help of licensing procedures for pesticides. 

At federal level the competence for water resources management is mainly 
vested in the Federal States (Länder). The fields of water management (water 
supply, protection of surface waters and groundwater, wastewater disposal) and 
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waste management are in principle the responsibility of the Länder. The excep-
tion is the water in the federal waterways. The highest authorities for water man-
agement and water jurisdiction at this level cooperate within the "Water working 
group" (LAWA) to harmonize their approaches, develop solutions and make rec-
ommendations. 

The LAWA has developed various guidelines for groundwater monitoring 
and data interpretation: for groundwater levels in 1982, temperature in 1987, quali-
ty in 1993 and measurements in 1995. 

These guidelines are mandatory in the Federal States. As an example, the 
groundwater quality monitoring programme of Baden-Wurttemberg operates a 
total over 2700 observation wells. The network consists of background stations, 
raw water stations, stations in different impact areas such as agriculture, indus-
tries, settlements and springs in hard rock regions. Nitrates, pesticides, herbi-
cides, volatile halogenated hydrocarbons and BTXE aromatics have been ana-
lysed. The latest report examines trends in groundwater quality from data on 
nitrates, pesticides and herbicides. 

7.3.5 Monitoring of Water Quality 
The comprehensive protection of water bodies requires special programmes to 
monitor the overall control of water systems efficiently. In the case of possible 
harmful effects of substances on the environment, criteria must be specified and 
procedures in place. In monitoring the freshwater system the following should 
be carried out: 
— 	monitoring, analysis and evaluation of water quality data (concentrations, 

dissolved solids, sediments, biota and the overall biological-ecological sta-
tus) 

— long-term monitoring of the quality of freshwater systems together with 
background loads 

— monitoring of the status of predetermined requirements for water quality 
— 	determination of the transport and load of particles 
— monitoring the effects of land use on water bodies 
— 	monitoring and determination of critical status of water systems, using 

continuous bio-monitoring if necessary. 
These tasks require the following: 

— object-orientated monitoring where emission at the relevant monitoring 
station originates from known sources, and therefore distinct features are 
directly monitored in regard to the threshold values; and 

— non-object-orientated monitoring where emission at the relevant monitor-
ing station is representative for a larger section of a river and represents 
the total load from both diffuse and point sources. 
In accordance with these guidelines all states will set up regional monitoring 

networks with comparable monitoring programmes. The programmes have to be 
coordinated in such a way that the information can be received from a subset of 
150 LAWA stations. With these stations, control of most of the main systems with-
in Germany should be possible. The data will be transmitted to the Federal Envi-
ronment Agency for treatment and documentation. 

As an example the water quality monitoring programme for North-Rhine/ 
Westphalia is presented in Table 2. Its purpose is the early detection of cases of 
significant water pollution and of shock loads following accidents, upsets or op-
erational breakdowns in municipal or industrial sewage plants. The data from 
the measuring stations located by the rivers Rhine and Ruhr enable the water-
works which use these rivers for drinking water supplies to receive water quality 
information in good time. 
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Table 2 The Long-Term Measurement Programme of the North-Rhine/Westphalia Environmental 
protection Service 

3.500 basic measuring 
stations 

250 intensive measuring 
stations 

91 trend measuring 
stations 

2 tests in 5 years Varied annual testing, 13 tests annually 
frequency of at least once a year 

Basic measuring programme: Basic measuring programme: Basic measuring programme: 

+ extended basic measuring + extended basic 
programme measuring programme 

+ trend measuring 
programme 

Flowrate Nitrate-N Heavy metals 
Water temperature Total nitrogen Complexing agents 
pH-value DOC AOX 
Elec. conductitvity Potassium and over 170 individual 
Oxygen xontent Sodium organic substances at 
Ammonium-N Calcium various time intervals 
BODS  Aluminium 
Total organic cargbon (TOC) Magnesium 
Total phosphate-P Sulphate 
Chloride 

+ Saprobic index + further test groups depending 
upon the particular problem 
investigation 

7.3.6 Monitoring of Freshwater Ecosystem 

Biological assessment is often able to indicate whether a particular use of a water 
body has an effect upon the local ecosystem. The presence of harmful substances 
or natural substances in excess, changes in the aquatic environment that result 
from them, or physical alteration of the habitat can produce a variety of effects on 
aquatic organisms. This is taken into account when applying biomonitoring sys-
tems where the responses of a living organism are used to detect the presence of 
water contaminants. 

In principle, biological assessment of water, water bodies and effluents uses 
a combination of the following approaches: 
— 	ecological methods: analysis of the biological communities (biocenosis) of 

the water body 
— 	physiological and biochemical methods: studies of the effect on enzymes, 

oxygen production and consumption, respiration and growth of organisms 
— 	biological accumulation: studies of biological accumulation of substances 

by organisms 
— 	histological and morphological methods: observation of histological and 

morphological changes 
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- biomonitoring: the use of organisms in controlled environments. 
Biomonitoring can be further divided into dynamic tests, where organisms 

are observed on situ or in situ under controlled conditions in laboratory studies. 
More research and investigations is needed before biomonitoring can be con-
ducted under field conditions. 

At the Federal Institute of Hydrology two bacterial toximeters and a fish test 
have been used to test and optimize the biomonitoring method. The bacteria test 
is based on respiration activity measurements. The fish test is based on typical 
swimming behaviour of fish against an artificial current. 

In the near future biomonitoring systems will be applied in various water 
intakes or water discharges, e.g. for monitoring drinking water plants, for the 
survey of industrial and domestic discharges, and for monitoring the operation 
of water or sewage treatment plants. 
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8 	Water Resources Allocation 

Research Economist Marjaleena Kosola 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

8.1 Introduction 
In countries where water is scarce, water management systems have been devel-
oped to allocate water between competing uses and users. The priority given to 
different users of and uses for scarce water supplies will vary from country to 
country, as will the method of allocation. How this allocation is made, reflects the 
particular social and economic objectives. The following table presents the water 
allocation in a selection of countries. 

Water allocation, % 
Agriculture 	 Domestic 	 Industry 

Australia 	 33 	 65 	 2 
Canada 	 8 	 II 	 81 
France 	 15 	 16 	 69 
Germany 	 20 	 10 	 70 
South Africa 	 67 	 I6 	 11 
United Kingdom 	 3 	 20 	 77 
United States 	 42 	 12 	 46 

Water management systems typically operate on the basis of legislation, custom-
ary law, case law and international agreements. Some countries rely on a gov-
ernmental bureaucracy and water resources planning to allocate water resources 
and to adjust these allocations. While other countries rely much more on the 
courts to carry out this function. In some countries, markets and market prices are 
the mechanism used to allocate water among competing uses. For a description 
of the legal questions related to allocation see Chapter 4: Legal and institutional 
solutions. 

8.2 General Remarks on Water Allocation Systems 
The means of attaining water ownership or water rights reflect public choices or 
priorities for the use of water. Priority in use is important given the uncertainty of 
rainfall and the possibility of drought leading to temporary water shortages. There 
is a wide range of legal and administrative systems for using water resources 
productively and for resolving competing claims for the resource. Few countries 
use markets and market-clearing prices to ration water supplies among users. 

Countries with abundant water supplies may give private water users con-
siderable flexibility in deciding how water can be used. In countries with scarce 
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water supplies, there will probably be a system of public determination of priori-
ty uses and public controls on the users of water. Public control and the flexibility 
to transfer water to new uses is often accomplished by means of limiting the dur-
ation and use specified in permits and licences. For example, a licence to use a 
particular quantity of water for irrigation may be valid for a period of ten years. 
The type of systems developed will also be a reflection of whether the country is 
a federation of states, with each state responsible for its own water resources, or a 
unitary state with the central government taking responsibility for water. 

Countries are often forced to reallocate their water resources as they devel-
op economically. Rising demand for water in the eastern United States, for exam-
ple, has caused some states to replace riparian rights with regulatory permit sys-
tems in order to limit excessive extraction. With a regulatory permit system, ad-
ministrative officials allocate water among competing users and ensure minimum 
water flow for aquatic life and public uses. 

Some countries allow private individuals to reallocate water usage through 
markets. For example in Chile, all water resources are national property and the 
Government grants individuals, companies and other organizations water use 
rights. These water rights become private assets that can be bought and sold. 

Many countries have different legal and administrative systems for ground-
water and surface water. In the United States, for example, there are four basic 
groundwater systems: absolute ownership, reasonable use, correlative rights and 
prior appropriation. Under absolute ownership, overlying landowners can with-
draw any quantity of water from beneath their land for any use without liability 
for harm to their neighbours. The reasonable use doctrine recognizes the rights 
of adjacent landowners to a limited extent; the extracted water must be for a rea-
sonable use, as decided by the court. Under the correlative rights system, the 
landowner's use must not deprive adjoining landowners of their fair share of the 
groundwater, even for a reasonable use. This system permits an overlying land-
owner to petition the court to decide the water rights of all users. The court pro-
rates allowable extractions between overlying landowners based on safe yield. 
Thus, the courts have a larger task under this system than under the reasonable 
use system. The prior appropriation system allows withdrawal of groundwater 
for a beneficial use after obtaining government approval. The administrative of-
ficial must determine if unappropriated groundwater exists and evaluate any 
adverse effects before approving the application to extract water. 

8.3 Allocation Issues in Some Countries 

8.3.1 Australia 
In Australia, agriculture is the nation's largest user of water, and most of this is for 
irrigation. About 85 per cent of the water for irrigation is from surface water sources. 
In state-run irrigation schemes, a public agency will allocate water to farmers 
based on certain criteria, for example, the area and crop to be irrigated. Addition-
al water in excess of the allocation can sometimes be purchased when excess wa-
ter is available, but usually for a higher unit price than the allocation. The states 
have administrative procedures to deal with water shortages. In some cases, all 
allocations are reduced proportionally. In others, high-value perennial crops have 
priority over other crops. Some states rationalizes water allocations between farm-
ers and between agricultural and nonagricultural uses. 

Usually, the agency is expected to cover the cost of operation and mainte-
nance of the public irrigation system with revenue from the sale of water. Irriga- 
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lion charges do not cover the capital costs, and charges for irrigation water may 
be only one-tenth as much as urban users are charged. There is now increasing 
competition among water users and uses and the percentage of the country's 
water consumption accounted for by agriculture is expected to decline. 

If irrigation relies on the private diversion of a watercourse or by private 
pumping of groundwater, a public agency may license the extraction. Usually, 
the agency responsible for administering the use and development of surface 
water is also responsible for administering groundwater. If the water supply is 
adequate, the licence may be for unlimited extraction in perpetuity. In cases where 
extraction has become excessive, users may be required to renew their licence 
annually to allow the agency the option of limiting the amount of water that can 
be extracted. In some areas, there is no requirement for the licensing of ground-
water extraction. 

States are changing their management of water resources. Victoria, for ex-
ample, has historically allocated water to irrigators with the objective to encour- 
age the settlement of rural areas. At present, however, efficient use of water is 
being promoted through marketing of water rights among irrigators and auction-
ing new supplies of water to the highest bidders. 

The legal aspects concerning water resources allocation in Australia are de-
scribed in Chapter 4.1. 

8.3.2 France 
In France, the Ministry of the Environment is responsible for co-ordinating the 
other ministries in management of the country's water resources. The Ministry of 
Agriculture, for example, has national management responsibility for irrigation 
and drainage. Local authorities, Prefects of the departments and the six Basin 
Water Agencies are responsible for directly regulating and authorizing the use of 
water resources for water supplies and for disposal purposes. 

The 1992 Water Act states that water is part of the national heritage. The Act 
assumes that there is a single water resource comprising surface and groundwa-
ter and aims at a balanced management of water resources. This balanced manage-
ment is based on an increased understanding of existing conditions and is based 
on master plans for water development and management which are set up for 
each hydrographic unit or aquifer system. The 1992 Water Act improved the effi-
ciency of water policy enforcement by introducing a single system of regulation 
which set thresholds for declaration and required permits for all extractions or 
discharges. 

The state has full property and usage rights for public surface waters. Public 
surface waters are defined as all navigable waters, all non-navigable water bodies 
supplying water to these navigable waters, waters required for public water sup-
ply, and water needed for agriculture and industry. Authorization from the Pre-
fect is required for water intake from public waters. This authorization can be 
modified or revoked at any time, without compensation, in the interest of public 
health or to reconcile the interests of current and future users. Water extracted 
from non-public surface water also needs the authorization of the Prefect. The 
authorization cannot be revoked without payment of compensation. 

Private watercourses, such as springs, located on a property can usually be 
freely exploited by the owner. However, the landowner may not deprive any 
nearby community of the flow from these waters. If these waters meet the defini-
tion of public surface waters, the landowner may not impede their natural flow. 

Groundwater cannot be claimed by any private individual. Landowners have 
property rights only to groundwater they have extracted. Thus, if a landowner's 
well dries up because of the activities of others, no compensation can be claimed. 
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All withdrawals of groundwater for non-domestic purposes above a certain level 
are required to have a preliminary permit or a declaration. For domestic use there 
are specified criteria and an extraction limit. 

The Basin Water Agencies were established as a result of two considerations: 
the need to give value to water and the political will to create an organization 
independent of the established water management system. The Agencies' aim is 
to facilitate the various actions of common interest in the basin in order to pre-
serve the balance of water resources and water needs and to meet certain quality 
objectives for water resources. The Agencies have the authority to raise and col-
lect two kind of tax, pollution taxes according to the 'polluter pays' principle and 
extraction taxes. The charges for users are higher in areas where an action has a 
greater ecological or hydrological importance. The common fund created in this 
way can be redistributed in the form of loans or subsidies to any public or private 
entities carrying out work of common interest to harness water resources or to 
improve their quality as part of the special five-year action programme approved 
by River Basin Committee. The Committees are composed of an equal number of 
representatives of water users, local governments and central government. 

Large water transfer projects that supply water to irrigators and nonagricul-
tural users are developed and managed by semigovernmental corporations. The 
stock of the corporation can be owned by various entities, but public bodies must 
always hold a majority interest. This mixed corporation permits local, private inter-
ests to buy stock so they can influence the management of the project. However, 
because its financial resources include public funds, it is subject to governmental 
control. Because all necessary construction qualifies as public utility works, the 
corporation can acquire land through expropriation proceedings. 

Legal aspects concerning water resources allocation in France are described 
in Chapter 4.4. 

8.3.3 Germany 
The German Constitution divides powers between the Federal Government and 
the states. The Federal Government can only pass framework legislation regard-
ing water. This framework legislation is then implemented by state legislation. 
The states are also responsible for enforcing their legislation. All surface waters 
and groundwater are under public management. 

There is no private ownership of water resources in Germany. Waters must, 
as a constituent of the natural balance, be managed in such a way that they serve 
the common good and, as such, the benefits of individuals, and that any avoida-
ble impairment is prevented. The most important instrument under administrative 
law is embodied in the duty to obtain permission and authorization to use wa-
ters. No permit or licence is required for withdrawal of surface and groundwater 
for domestic purposes. The priority between conflicting projects is decided by 
weighing the public interest. Otherwise priority is given to the water rights own-
er or to the already existing project. 

Water resources planning in Germany is regulated by law. Water resources 
framework plans should be drawn up for river areas or economic agglomerations 
in order to ensure the necessary water resource prerequisites for the develop-
ment of life and economic relationships. The framework plan should give infor-
mation about the various current and future water needs and the available water 
supply. The framework plans are internal administrative instructions. They have 
to be taken into consideration by other agencies but have no binding effect, nei-
ther on other agencies nor on private persons. Until now, these plans have rarely 
been implemented. The framework plan's generality is at the same time its weak-
ness. For example, neither quantity limits for water extraction and waste water 
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discharges nor quality classification may be established within the framework 
plan. 

The states shall also draw up water management plans for such surface wa-
ters and parts of waters that serve the public water supply, or for which the plan 
is required to comply with binding decisions of the EU. The following informa-
tion must be specified in the water management plans: the purpose for which the 
water is to be used and other water management measures. The contents of the 
water management plans are initially only binding within the environmental 
administration, but they must be implemented with externally binding effect via 
individual administrative orders in accordance with the Federal Water Manage-
ment Act and the states' water laws. For example in Bremen the drafting of water 
management plans is regulated in its water law. According to Bremen's water 
law, the goals of regional planning and state planning must be respected. Corpo-
rate bodies, associations, organizations and authorities whose areas of responsi-
bility are affected by the water management plans must participate in their crea-
tion. 

The legal aspects concerning water resources allocation in Germany are de-
scribed in more detail in Chapter 4.5. 

Ensuring water supplies for the population and for industry in Germany 
today is not a quantitative but a qualitative problem. Guaranteeing water sup-
plies involves safeguarding water resources from pollution, and controlling any 
extraction that exceeds the rate of water regeneration. Several important ground-
water sources have been so heavily polluted by industry and agriculture that 
they cannot be exploited. On the other hand, the excessive exploitation of indi-
vidual groundwater sources causes permanent and serious lowering of the water 
table, with catastrophic consequences for the local ecology. Because of such occur-
rences, crop irrigation has to be used, thus increasing the need for water. 

Conflict exists between public water supplies and industrial users over the 
limited quantities of high grade groundwater. This is because many withdrawal 
rights were granted at the beginning of the century, without accurate assessment 
of the hydrogeological conditions of the soil. The resources are insufficient for 
present day requirements. Some legislative measures have been introduced in 
order to establish once and for all the priority of drinking water over other uses. 

The continuing tendency to abandon local groundwater sources because of 
exhaustion or pollution dangers has led to tapping of distant sources by means of 
long-distance mains. Consequently, some regions have the task of supplying water 
from reservoirs to distant locations, thereby restricting development in the area 
itself, while in the centres of consumption locally available resources are left un-
used and exposed to pollution. This leads to growing regional disparities, ecological 
problems and high social costs. Supplying large conurbations with high quality 
surface water from reservoirs has also created difficulties because of the damag-
ing effects these large scale projects have on nature. For example, damming of 
valleys causes loss of natural assets and irreplaceable habitats. 

Due to the high priority given to specialist water management planning in 
the states, a large number of major projects for water supply at national level 
(storage reservoirs, long-distance pipelines, central water intake points in conser-
vation areas) have been conceived and implemented in recent years. In many 
cases this has affected the interests of smaller local communities and nature con-
servation areas. For this reason, citizens' initiatives and private pressure groups 
have been formed in different regions and are arguing with increasing vehe-
mence the case for the careful and economical use of water and for a decentra-
lized water supply. 
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8.3.4 United Kingdom 
The administrative structures for water management in the United Kingdom is 
management by major river basin. The administrative boundaries of the author-
ities are determined by the watersheds of natural river basins and not by political 
boundaries. 

The Water Resources Act (1991) introduced more comprehensive river basin 
management and curtailed the surface and groundwater rights of riparian own-
ers. The Act extended the responsibility of river authorities from pollution control 
and drainage functions to include planning and controlling the use of water re-
sources. The water authorities introduced a licensing system for withdrawals from 
rivers and aquifers. The goal of the system was to reduce riparian wastefulness by 
licensing only beneficial uses of water. 

A potential water user cannot make an application for a license unless the 
user occupies land next to the surface water body or above the underground 
water supply. An application for a licence must be refused if the proposed extrac-
tion would limit the already licensed extraction of existing water users. 

During exceptional drought the Secretary of State may issue drought orders 
for a particular area on application by the Environment Agency or a water under-
taker. The orders may include various powers of the Agency to extract or allow 
the extraction of water from any sources, or prohibit or limit the intake of water. 

The legal aspects concerning water resources allocation in United Kingdom 
are described in Chapter 4.8. 

8.4 Water Resources Planning Process 
Setting goals and targets 

Goals normally define general objectives or policies (e.g. raising the income of 
farmers), while targets quantitatively define a desired achievement (e.g. number 
of people to be served). Goals for regional and national water resources develop-
ment are usually part of government policies on issues such as income distribu-
tion or land settlement, or are directly derived from such policies. 

The planning horizon 

Long-term planning of water resource systems is generally assumed to have 
a time horizon of 20 to 30 years. Shorter planning horizons may be more suitable 
for practical purposes, if uncertainties with respect to economic, social and polit-
ical development prevail, and if acute problems dominate the concerns of the 
authorities and the public. Planning horizons of 5 to 10 years have been used, but 
these normally allow for flexibility to expand and modify facilities as necessary. A 
perspective on the longer term should thus be maintained. 

Design flexibility 

Water resources development plans serve as a framework for the planning 
of specific projects and as a basis for water resource investigation, establishment 
of databases, institutional development and economic policies. 

Broadly speaking, the following tasks are included in planning water re-
sources: 
— 	data must be collected and interpreted; 
— current conditions must be analysed in order to understand processes and 

constraints which may influence the success of water resources develop-
ment plans; 
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— boundary conditions must be defined, as well as interactions between the 
water sector and other sectors of the economy, and within the water sector 
(water supply, hydropower generation, navigation etc.). The main aim is to 
clarify the effect of present and potential developments of one sector on 
the other. 

— 	goals and targets should be defined; 
— environmental impacts of development programmes must be assessed in 

the plans in general terms; 
— available surface and groundwater resources must be analysed, including 

projected changes in quantity and quality over time; 
— 	specific projects should be identified and preliminary planning begun, 

subject to the above-mentioned considerations and limitations; 
— a water resource development master plan can then be formulated by ana-

lysing interrelationships and trade-offs between projects and between wa-
ter utilization sectors; 

— 	programmes should be formulated for further investigation, research, data 
processing, periodic updating of design criteria and revision of original de-
velopment plans. 
Flexibility requires feedback between the tasks. Successful planning proc-

esses do not simply follow set procedures, but are able to adjust to current condi-
tions. This is particularly important in the case of participatory planning, which 
has been used in many countries, for example in water resources development 
projects. 
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Management of Transboundary 
Waters 

Panu Kontio, Senior Planner, and Mikael Hilden, Division Manager 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

9.1 Background 
The management of transboundary waters covers several different types of issue. 
Regulation of the pollution of joint water bodies has been addressed in several 
regional conventions and also at the United Nations ECE Convention on Trans-
boundary Waters. The contents of the UN convention are presented here togeth-
er with some examples of its implementation. 

When water is a scarce resource, joint regulation of its use must be achieved 
because national borders do not in themselves define the rights to shared water 
resources. Questions that will need to be solved are, for example how much can 
water each country claim from the basin, what is an acceptable alteration of water 
flow due to use of water (storage, extraction, hydropower production), what are 
acceptable water quality standards for downstream countries, and what are the 
responsibilities of each country with respect to nature conservation in the catch-
ment and region. 

9.2 General Approaches to Transboundary Waters in 
International Law 
In international law four major approaches to the rights of the co-riparians of 
international rivers can be identified. One rarely used approach calls for absolute 
territorial sovereignty, and has been used to justify a proposed diversion by an 
upper riparian. The antithesis of this is the approach of territorial integrity, ac-
cording to which the lower riparian may demand the continuation of the full 
flow of the river from upstream countries. A third approach is that of limited 
territorial sovereignty, where a state may use the waters flowing through its terri-
tory in so far as this does not interfere with the reasonable use of the co-riparian. 
The fourth approach is based on the idea of community, and states that the wa-
ters of the drainage basin should be developed as a unit, without regard to na-
tional boundaries. 

The most widely recognised approach in international law is that of limited 
sovereignty. It forms the basis of about a hundred agreements or conventions 
between countries with common watersheds. Also the few cases of international 
law in which arbitration or other legal processes have taken place, indicate that 
limited sovereignty has been the guiding principle in reaching a solution. 

The approach of limited sovereignty is supported with a number of impor-
tant principles, one of which is the principle of equitable utilisation. This means 
that each party of a treaty concerning the international water body is entitled to 
specified quantities of the water. 
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Article V of the 52nd Conference of International Law Associations, (Helsin-
ki 1966) developed the so-called Helsinki rules, which are a set of criteria for the 
allocation of water: 

1) What is a reasonable and equitable share [within the meaning of Article I] 
is to be determined in the light of all the relevant factors in each particular 
case. 

2) The relevant factors which are to be considered include, but are not limited 
to: 
a) the geography of the basin, including in particular the extent of the 

drainage basin in the territory of each basin State 
b) the hydrology of the basin, including in particular the contribution of 

water by each basin State 
c) the climate affecting the basin 
d) the past utilisation of the waters of the basin, including, in particular, 

existing utilisation 
e) the economic and social needs of each basin State 
f) the population dependent on the waters of the basin in each basin 

State. 
g) the comparative cost of alternative means of satisfying the economic 

and social needs of each basin State 
h) the availability of other resources 
i) the avoidance of unnecessary waste in the utilization of waters of the 

basin 
j) the practicability of compensation to one or more of the co-basin States 

as a means of adjusting conflicts among uses 
k) the degree to which the needs of a basin state may be satisfied, without 

causing substantial injury to a co-basin State 
3) The weight to be given to each factor is to be determined by its importance 

in comparison with other relevant factors. In determining what is a rea-
sonable and equitable share, all relevant factors are to be considered to-
gether and a conclusion reached on the basis of the whole. 

These criteria do not solve questions like the potential needs of emerging 
nations or how existing uses must be weighed against proposed uses. 

Another principle is equitable participation. According to this principle States 
sharing an international watercourse have the right to cooperation concerning 
for example flood control measures, pollution abatement programmes, drought 
mitigation planning, erosion control, disease vector control, river regulation, the 
safeguarding of hydraulic works or environmental protection. 

The principles of equitable use and participation were adopted by the Unit-
ed Nations Interregional Meeting of Experts in Addis Ababa in 1988. It recom-
mended that the governments realize that a basin State's right to an equitable 
share in the uses of the waters of an international drainage basin may be condi-
tional upon that State's willingness, on a reciprocal basis, to participate affirma-
tively in the reasonable measures and programmes necessary to keep the system 
of waters in good order. 
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9.3 Convention on the Protection and Use of 
Transboundary Watercourses and International Lakes 
(Helsinki Convention) 
Most European countries have joined the United Nations / ECE (Economic 
Commission for Europe) Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary 
Watercourses and International Lakes (Helsinki 1992). 

General provisions and principles 

The Helsinki Convention applies to any surface waters or groundwaters 
which mark, cross or are located on boundaries between two or more parties to 
the Convention. 

The Convention recommends that practical implementation of the manage-
ment of transboundary waters be arranged mostly by bilateral agreement in ac-
cordance with the principles of Convention. Transboundary water management 
can be carried out by joint bodies, e.g. bilateral or multilateral commissions, or by 
other institutional arrangements. 

The convention strives to 

1) prevent, control and reduce pollution of waters causing transboundary im-
pacts, 

2) ensure the ecological use and conservation of transboundary waters, and 
3) ensure that waters are used in a reasonable and equitable way. 

The principles adopted by the Convention are the precautionary principle, 
the polluter pays principle and the respect for the needs of present and future 
generations (sustainability). 

The Convention emphasises the role of bi- and multilateral agreements, har-
monised policies, programmes and strategies covering the relevant catchment 
areas. Each party to the Convention shall also develop objectives and define wa-
ter quality criteria for the purposes of implementing the Convention. 

Prevention, control and reduction of pollution is based on establishing per-
mit systems, setting limits, using best the available technology, using EIA, sus-
tainable water management with an ecosystem approach and minimizing risks. 
In general, all measures to prevent pollution should be taken care of at the source. 

Enforcement 

The parties to the Convention have undertaken to establish jointbodies whose 
tasks are defined by the Convention. They will collect and compile data, elabo-
rate joint monitoring programmes, exchange information on pollution sources, 
elaborate limits for waste water, elaborate joint water quality objectives and crite-
ria and measures for improving water quality. They should also develop action 
programmes for the reduction of point and diffuse source pollution, establish 
warning and alarm procedures, serve as forums for exchanging information on 
existing and planned uses of water, exchange information on the use of best avail-
able technology and participate in the implementation of environmental impact 
assessment. Specific consultations will be held on the request of any party to the 
Convention and will be administered by a joint body (commission). 

The parties shall set up coordinated or joint communications for issuing 
warnings and alarms for critical situations that may have transboundary impacts. 
Points of contact shall be designated for this purpose. 
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In critical situations the parties shall provide mutual assistance upon request. 
The following issues have been agreed upon: direction, control, coordination and 
supervision of assistance; local facilities and services to be rendered by the party 
requesting assistance (facilitating the border crossing formalities); and arrange-
ments for compensating this assistance and reimbursing parties in question. 

Public information 

The parties will ensure that the public is provided with information on the 
condition of transboundary waters, measures taken to prevent, control and re-
duce transboundary impacts, water quality objectives, permits and monitoring. 
Information must be available to the public free of charge. 

Annexes 

The Convention contains annexes for defining best available technology, best 
environmental practices, guidelines for developing water quality objectives and 
criteria, and arbitration in case of dispute. 

9.4 Bilateral Arrangements for Management of 
Transboundary Waters Between Finland and the 
Russian Federation 

In 1964 Finland and the Soviet Union came to an agreement on the management 
of transboundary waters. The Russian Federation has fully acknowledged this 
agreement. The agreement covers different spheres of water management and 
has created mechanisms for handling the issues related to the utilisation and 
protection of water bodies. 

Contents of the agreement 

The agreement defines border waters to be lakes, rivers or creeks which are 
crossed by the boundary line. The procedure defined in the agreement is applied 
to all activities that can cause alterations in the flow or level of water or can harm 
the water body, fishery, land, buildings or other property, can cause floods or lack 
of water, hinder the use of the water body for transport or timber rafting, or 
violate common interest in some other way. 

The parties together define water quality standards for each part of the bor-
dering waters and take actions for monitoring the water quality. They agree to 
take actions to prevent any pollution or degradation of the boarder waters, taking 
into consideration changes in water quality, harm to fish resources, scenic value, 
danger to human health and other impacts on the population or the economy. If 
one of the parties allows actions which cause damage on the territory of the other 
party, the party which has permitted the actions is liable to pay compensation. 

Work of the Commission 

In accordance with the agreement the parties have established a joint Com-
mission. This Commission meets once a year, but working groups or task forces 
set up by Commission meet according to need. Each party has about ten mem-
bers in the Commission. Unanimous decisions of the Commission are binding on 
both parties. The decisions of the Commission can be considered equal to deci-
sions made by authorities or courts in each of the countries. 
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If one of the parties plans to engage in an action or activity that might cause 
changes in the transboundary water body, it has to inform the Government of the 
other party about the action. The parties can submit the matter for decision by the 
Commission, but if the Commission cannot reach a common position, the matter 
will be handled by the Governments of the parties. Disputes concerning the agree-
ment will be solved by a joint body in which each of the Governments nominates 
two persons. 

The tasks of the Commission can be defined as follows: 
— protection of the bordering water bodies 
— 	hydraulic and hydroelectric utilisation of the border waters 
— fishery 
— 	rafting of timber in bordering waters 

The agreement stipulates in detail the rules for rafting timber and water trans-
port. Principles for sustaining fishery resources are also defined. The agreement 
further states that all materials for work carried out under the Commission will 
be tax and duty free. 

Since the 1960s the Commission has handled a variety of issues, including: 
confirmation of the regulations for quality monitoring of bordering waters; con-
clusion of an agreement on the hydroelectric utilisation of the river Vuoksi; amend-
ed the regulation of water flow in Lake Simpele for fishery purposes; decision on 
additional drainage of Lake Saimaa; and approval of an agreement for the regu-
lation of Lake Saimaa and the river Vuoksi. 

9.5 Bilateral Arrangements for Management of 
Transboundary Waters Between Finland and Sweden 

The management of transboundary water bodies between Finland and Sweden 
is based on the Agreement on Border Rivers between Finland and Sweden signed 
on 16.9.1971. The agreement came into force at the beginning of 1972. 

The objective of the agreement is to ensure that border rivers are used in 
accordance with the interests of both countries and the bordering areas. This is 
the most detailed of Finland's bilateral water agreements and can be considered 
of equal standing to a Water Act. The agreement overrides the respective national 
Water Acts in the case of border rivers, and it regulates both procedures and sub-
stance. 

The Agreement consists of 103 articles and is divided into 10 sections: 
1. General provisions 
2. The frontier river commission 
3. Construction to water bodies 
4. Specific provisions for regulating the waters 
5. Fishery 
6. Prevention of water pollution 
7. Compensation 
8. Procedures 
9. Inspection and penalties 
10. Additional provisions 

The agreement applies to water development of border water bodies, regu-
lation of water bodies, and other activities which may harm the waters. It also 
covers activities that take place in one of the two countries and are likely to have 
an impact on the waters of the other country. There are also specific regulations 
for fishery and rafting of timber. 
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The Commission 

The Commission has six members, three from each country. One of the mem-
bers must have a degree in law and one of them must be a- technical or ecological 
expert. The Commission is entitled to obtain expert assistance from the authori-
ties of both countries. The authorities in both countries are also required to in-
form the Commission about activities and matters which may be pertinent to the 
Commission's mandate. 

The Commission has general functions in controlling the use of the border 
water system. In practice, the main function is to handle permit applications for 
activities affecting the border river systems; These are dealt with as court matters, 
and the status of the Commission is comparable to the Water Courts in Finland. 
The Commission's decisions are binding on both parties. When making a deci-
sion or deciding on compensation the Commission must take into consideration 
the legislation of the country in which the activity is taking place. 

Appeals to the decisions of the Commission concerning reclaimed property 
or compensation for damage can be made to the Supreme Water Court of the 
country in question. The Commission also makes administrative decisions as an 
authority in matters which are not permit applications. These decisions cannot be 
subject to appeal. 

9.6 Management of Border Waters Between Finland 
and Norway 
Finland and Norway signed an agreement on 5.11.1980 establishing a Finnish 
Norwegian Commission on border water systems. The Commission's task is to 
ensure that the water environment and natural conditions are sustained in its 
area of competence. The emphasis of the work of the Commission has been on 
producing joint plans for border river areas. 

The Commission has much fewer legal and administrative powers than the 
Finnish - Swedish Commission. It has the right to present its view in matters of 
the Water Act during the permit procedure, but it hås no right to appeal. The 
authorities of both countries are obliged to keep the Commission informed about 
activities and permit applications within its area. 

9.7 Management of River Basins Shared by Portugal 
and Spain 

Background 

Portugal is highly dependent on the water resources it shares with Spain. 
About four fifths of the total area of the shared water basins is located in Spanish 
territory. Some two thirds of Portugal's water resources are in these shared basins 
(Henriques, 1996). 

Three rivers, the Douro, Tejo and Guadiana form the principal water re-
source for large areas of Portugal (the South and the Algarve) and environmen-
tally sensitive nature conservation areas are also found on their shores. 

Spain has a National Hydrological Plan which was developed to plan for the 
high increases in water demand in the south of Spain. It reorganises water distri-
bution and increases the regulation of water resources which has an impact on 
Portugal. The Spanish plan has raised considerable criticism in Portugal. 
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Agreements between Portugal and Spain 

The 1864 Treaty of Limits defined the border of the two countries. In 1866 
regulations governing the border river were specified, and in 1912 notes were 
exchanged between the governments of Spain and Portugal stipulating the use 
of border rivers. Each country has the right, within certain limits, to half of the 
river discharge of the transboundary river reaches, in all seasons of the year. 

The Convention regulating hydroelectric development in the transbounda-
ry reaches of the river Douro in 1927 gave Portugal and Spain equal shares in the 
hydroelectric development of the river. The 1964 Convention replaced the 1927 
Convention and also regulated the use of the tributaries and excess flow diver-
sions. The Convention of 1968 included hydraulic development of transbounda-
ry reaches of the rivers Minho, Lima, Tejo, Guadiana and Chanca and their tribu-
taries. The Convention specifies that Portugal and Spain have an equal share in 
the gross energy potential of the transboundary reaches of the rivers and their 
tributaries. It also specifies the  minimal  river flows in every reach and water di-
versions from each of the rivers. 

The Conventions present several problems: it is not possible to determine in 
the short run whether a Convention is being respected or not, because Spain as 
the upstream country can argue that droughts diminish the discharges, which 
will be compensated in wet seasons to reach the annual mean flows. The Con-
ventions also lack provisions for water quality and environmental protection. 

At present, a new Convention is being negotiated between Portugal and Spain 
to replace the existing ones. It is suggested (Henriques, 1996) that the new Con-
vention should specify the rights and duties of each country concerning the uses 
of water and nature conservation of the shared river basins. Such issues would 
be the maintenance of river flow regimes within and between years and the 
maintenance of  minimum  flows in the river, set according to ecological require-
ments for each season of the year. Water quality should also be maintained, tak-
ing into account the importance of river flows to environmentally sensitive areas 
and the needs of the water supply to the metropolitan areas of Lisbon and Porto. 
Existing or planned irrigation areas should be recognised, river and estuarine 
ecosystems maintained, and coastal zones protected. These matters are in accord-
ance with the issues covered by the principles of the 1992 Helsinki Convention 
(see above). 

9.8 The Danube Convention 
In 1994, nine states of the Danube basin signed the Convention on Cooperation 
for the Protection and Sustainable Use of the Danube River. The preamble cites 
the Helsinki Convention and is primarily directed at water quality concerns. The 
parties "agree to take the measures necessary to ensure water quality protection 
... and to prevent, control and reduce transboundary impact". Transboundary 
impact is defined as any significant adverse effect on the riverine environment 
resulting from a change in conditions caused by human activity. A Commission 
was established to carry out the objectives and provisions of the Convention. The 
Convention will supersede all other agreements between the parties regarding 
the Danube. 
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9.9 Summary 
Most agreements establish a joint body or commission which is responsible for 
the management of transboundary watercourses. These commissions are given 
different powers. As a  minimum  the commission will have the status of an advi-
sory body with the right to express its views in permit or licensing procedures. 
The activities of the commissions can be restricted to produce non-binding gener-
al plans or strategies for multiple use or protection of the transboundary waters. 
Other joint commissions have been given decision-making powers on all kinds 
of activities within the drainage basin and act as courts or international author-
ities. 

The level of detail in agreements varies considerably. In some cases only the 
general procedures and the status of a joint commission are specified, whereas 
other agreements strictly define the allocation of water resources and water qual-
ity limits. 

The areal coverage of the agreements also varies. Some agreements include 
the whole border area between the countries whereas others limit the applicabil-
ity only to specified catchments. 
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Specific  Issues 
................................................ 

10.1 Economic Instruments in Water Management 
Research Economist, Marjaleena Kosola and 
Senior Researcher, Jouko Tuomainen 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

10.1.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes economic instruments and penalties in selected countries. 
An overview of the role of economic instruments is followed by sections that de-
scribe charges, subsidies, market systems, environmental liabilities and environ-
mental insurance. The concluding section identifies general tendencies revealed 
by the survey. The survey is based mainly on material published by the OECD 
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development). 

10.1.2 The Relative Role of Economic Instruments 
In Australia, as well as in the European countries studied, various price-based 
instruments are used in combination with regulatory and voluntary instruments. 
Much effort has been devoted to biodiversity conservation and the ecologically 
sustainable use of the natural environment. 

Like the other Nordic countries, Finland has largely based its environmental 
policy on administrative regulations, individual reviews of permit applications, 
mandatory reporting systems etc. Economic instruments have primarily been in-
troduced for fiscal purposes or as supplements to administrative instruments. At 
the end of the 1980's, however, a number of economic instruments were intro-
duced for environmental purposes. 

In France, economic instruments are unevenly applied among the various 
environmental policy sectors. The role of economic instruments is fairly strong in 
the field of water pollution. The significance and progress of water pollution con-
trol programmes are reflected in the growth of revenues from charges. Economic 
instruments are of minor importance in policy programmes on waste manage-
ment, noise abatement and air pollution control. 

Germany implements environmental programmes mainly through direct 
regulations. In general, economic instruments play a minor part, but their signif-
icance varies among the environmental policy sectors. 

In the field of water pollution control, the application of an effluent charge is 
closely linked with direct regulations. This effluent charge is considered to have 
contributed to the achievement of improved water quality and is the only efflu-
ent charge in the field of water pollution control with a stated incentive effect, 
revenues being of secondary importance. 

Financial assistance is quite extensive in Germany, since a relatively large 
number of subsidy schemes, on the Federal level as well as in the Länder, are in 
operation. 
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In Sweden, significant changes have occurred in the application of econom-
ic instruments during the last decade. In the 1970's, large subsidies were allocat-
ed to industries and local councils in order to facilitate and speed up the imple-
mentation of new direct regulations aimed at considerable environmental im-
provements. At present, subsidy schemes have almost ceased to exist, and charg-
es are now a major economic instrument. 

Environmental policy is implemented mainly by "direct regulation". Eco-
nomic instruments are not considered to be powerful alternatives, but only valu-
able, revenue-raising complementary measures. 

In the United Kingdom, the Government has a firm commitment to the pr-
inciple of deregulation. Although in some cases regulation is likely to remain the 
only acceptable approach for controlling environmental problems (for example 
where there are standards which must be achieved for public health reasons), 
direct regulation has important limitations. These will become increasingly evi-
dent as concern extends to wider environmental issues and calls for a more com-
prehensive approach. 

10.1.3 Charges 

Charges that are based on environmental variables, may, to some extent, be con-
sidered as a price paid for the right to pollute. Polluters have to pay for environ-
mental services they use, and this has to be considered in private cost-benefit 
calculations. Charges may have several impacts that are relevant from a policy 
perspective: an incentive impact and a redistributive impact. It is to be mentioned 
also that charges are requited, i.e., a government service is received in return for 
their payment. Consequently, the environmental impacts of charges largely de-
pend on the kind of government service rendered. 

Effluent charges are collected for discharges into the environment and are 
based on the quantity and/or quality of pollutants. User charges are payments 
for the costs of collective or public treatment of effluent. Tariffs are either uniform 
or differ according to the amount of effluent treated. Product charges are charges 
added to the price of products which are polluting at either the manufacturing 
or consumption stage. Administrative charges, such as control and authorization 
fees, are payments for authority services, for instance for registration of certain 
chemicals or implementation and enforcement of regulations. Tax differentiation 
leads to more favourable prices for environmentally friendly products, and vice 
versa. So, it is to be studied, case by case, if tax differentiation takes the form of 
positive or negative product charges. 

10.1.3.1 Water Effluent Charges in France, Germany and the Netherlands 

The following text provides a synthesis of water effluent charges in France, Ger-
many and the Netherlands. The design of the charges, the use of the revenues 
and the relationship to other instruments of water pollution policies differ great-
ly between the countries. Charge systems reflect the diversity and development 
of institutions for water management, differences in general political and admin-
istrative structures, and varying priorities for water pollution abatement and the 
specific nature of water quality problems in the countries concerned. 

There are differences with respect to: 
— 	Type of discharges subject to the charge (direct, indirect); 
— 	Target groups subject to the charge (industry, sewage treatment plants, house- 

holds, municipalities); 
— 	Pollution units (pollutants included, and their respective weights); 
— 	Administrative method for levying the charge (fixed rates, actual measure- 

ment of pollution load, industrial sector averages); 
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— 	Institutions setting charge rates and implementing the charge; 
— Use of revenues; 
— 	Policy objective served. 

Charge design 

Charges are levied on "pollution discharge for a normal day in the month of 
maximum discharge" in France, "inhabitant equivalents" in the Netherlands and 
"toxicity units" in Germany. Pollution units consists of a basket of polluting sub-
stances, with certain weights attached to them. 

In all three countries, the charge base includes chemical and biological oxy-
gen demand 

(COD/BOD), heavy metals and nitrogen. It is estimated that altogether these 
three components account for over 90% of charge revenue (100% in the Nether-
lands), with COD/BOD by far the dominant element. 

France and Germany also include phosphorus and halogenated organic com-
pounds in their charge base, and in addition, Germany includes a fish toxicity 
parameter and France suspended solids, soluble salts, toxic substances and oxi-
dized nitrogen. 

In all three countries the charge (pollution unit, discharges covered, target 
groups, administrative method of levying) is applied uniformly throughout the 
country. The implementation of the charge, however, is decentralised to the wa-
ter basin agencies in France and the Netherlands ("Agences de l'Eau" and "Water-
schappen") and to State governments in Germany ("Länder"). 

The Netherlands has two charge systems: one for State waters, i.e. the larger 
water bodies (rivers, sea basins, large lakes), and one for all remaining waters. 
The design of the State and non-State charge is almost identical, the essential 
difference being that the non-State charge is levied for indirect discharges, too. 

In France and the Netherlands charge rates vary per water basin agency. 
There are substantial differences, however, between the six French and the thirty 
Dutch agencies. While the Dutch water agencies have "active" tasks such as grant-
ing permits and operating sewage treatment plants, the French agencies have 
more limited responsibilities. An important common characteristic is that they 
are both governed by boards in which there is a representation of affected inter-
ests. In Germany, the charge rate is set at the national (Federal) level, subject to 
approval by the "Bundesrat", a second chamber of parliament in which the State 
governments are represented. 

In all three countries the charge is levied on discharges to open waters. In 
the Netherlands, where the water boards operate sewage treatment plants them-
selves, the charge is also levied on indirect discharges, in order to finance sewage 
treatment. In France and Germany, sewage treatment plants are operated by 
municipalities, with the costs covered by a variety of sources, such as user charges 
for sewage. 

The following table presents target groups and the administrative basis for 
levying charges in the three countries. An important distinction is between pure-
ly administrative methods (fixed rates, table of coefficients) and methods based 
on actual measurement of the pollution load of the effluent. 
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Target group 	 France 	Germany 	The Netherlands 	Administrative 
(non-State charge) 	basis 

Households — 	— x Fixed rate 
Small and medium- — 	Not separa- x Fixed rate 
sized firms tely disting- or table of 

guished coefficients 
Municipalities x 	(x) — Number of 

inhabitants, 
coefficients 

Sewage treatment — 	x 	• Only if Actual pollution 
plants discharging load, or permit 

to State waters value 
Large firms x 	x x Table of coefficients, 

actual pollution 
load, permit value 

Source: OECD (1995) 

In France, households and small and medium-sized firms ultimately bear the 
burden of the charge, as municipalities pass it on via the water bill. 

Sewage treatment plants, operated by municipalities themselves or contracted 
firms, receive a bonus linked to the level of treatment. Industrial dischargers that 
operate a treatment plant or apply a clean technology are offered a bonus on the 
basis of the treatment coefficients of applied technologies. 

Large firms with emissions greater than 200 pollution units pay either ac-
cording to a table of coefficients or on the basis of actual measurement of pollu-
tion load. 

In Germany, the charge is levied primarily on firms and sewage treatment 
plants discharging to open water. The charge provides a financial incentive to 
reduce pollution. In principle, pollution load is measured by the value specified 
in the permit. If the value in the permit is exceeded, the charge rate is increased. 

Charges are reduced by 75% if the discharger uses a treatment plant with 
Best Available Technology. Dischargers are also considered for charge reductions 
when they submit treatment plant installation plans which satisfy certain condi-
tions. The reduced charge associated with the investment in BAT is granted for a 
period of three years prior to the date of commissioning the new plant. 

In the Netherlands, the charge finances the cost of sewage treatment and 
other costs of water quality control. Apart from industrial sources and sewage 
treatment stations, households and small and medium-sized businesses discharg-
ing to sewers also pay the charge. For these small sources, purely administrative 
methods (fixed rates, tables of coefficients) are used for assessing charge obliga-
tions. 

Of the sewage treatment plants, only those discharging to State waters are 
liable for the charge. Due to a mutual agreement between the water boards, no 
charge is due for emissions from sewage treatment plants to waters controlled by 
the water boards. 

Firms with emissions exceeding 1000 pollution units are charged on the ba-
sis of actual pollution load, as are sewage treatment plants and medium-sized 
firms requesting actual measurement. 

Charge rates, revenue and its use 

In France and the Netherlands the charge base is "inhabitant equivalent" 
which equals the daily discharge of an average inhabitant, although the precise 
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definition of this differs somewhat between the two countries. In 1993, charge 
rates per inhabitant equivalent were, on average, ECU 3.92 in France and ECU 
25.9 in the Netherlands (charge for non-State waters). In Germany the charge 
base is a "toxicity unit", with a rate of ECU 25.9 in 1993. A direct comparison of 
charge rates is, therefore, not very meaningful, since the basis differs in the coun-
tries concerned. 

Between 1975 and 1992 the average Dutch charge rate (non-State waters) 
rose by 227% nominally, and by 86% in real terms. In France, charge rates re-
mained stable between 1977 and 1987, but have been increasing sharply since 
1992. The German charge was initiated in 1980 and by 1992 its nominal rate had 
risen by 317%, in real terms 188%. 

Charge revenues (ECU) in 1992 are set out in the following table. 

France 	Germany 	 The Netherlands 

Revenue in 1992 (ECU) 	 459.5 	 122.6 	 612.2 
Charge in revenue 	 +56% 	-44% 	 +20% 
1985-1992 
Revenue per capita (ECU) 	 8.5 	 2.0 	 41.1 
Source: OECD (1995) 

The differences in revenue per capita reflect the strongly divergent charge re-
gimes. In Germany the charge does not primarily serve revenue-raising purpos-
es: it is designed to promote compliance with permit conditions; rate reductions 
are provided for implementation of BAT; and effluent treatment subsidies return 
collected funds to polluters. In contrast, the French charges primarily serve reve-
nue-raising purposes. In all the countries, charge revenue is earmarked for costs 
of water pollution abatement policies. 

In France, the water agencies use the charge revenue for subsidies and charge 
refunds to municipalities for the costs of sewage treatment plants, for subsidies 
for effluent treatment by industrial firms, and for research and administration of 
water quality management. In Germany, revenue is spent on administration and 
subsidies for the cost of treatment plants. In the Netherlands, revenue from the 
non-State charge fully covers the cost of sewage treatment, the administrative 
cost of water quality management and the administrative cost for the charge it-
self. 

The following table summarises the use of revenues 

France 	 Germany 	 The  Netherlands  

Subsidies for sewage 75-80% 	unknown 80% 
treatment 
Industry subsidies for 15-20% 	unknown 3% 
effluent treatment 
Administrative costs 8-10% 	30-50% 17% 
Source: OECD(1995) 

The item "administrative costs" should be interpreted with care. It includes not 
only the costs for collecting the charge, but also general costs of water quality 
management, such as the costs for administering and enforcing permits, research 
costs, removal of polluted water beds and stream bed aeration. 
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The charge revenue contribution to the total costs of public sewage treatment is presented below. 

France 	Germany 	 The Netherlands 

Share in costs of 	 9-10% 	 <10% 	 100% 
sewage treatment 
Source: OECD(1995) 

Only the Dutch charge serves as a close circuit mechanism for sewage treatment. 
In France and Germany sewage treatment is the responsibility of municipalities, 
with subsidies from effluent charge revenues covering only a small proportion of 
costs. In these countries the costs of sewage treatment are covered by municipal 
sewage charges, contributions from municipal budgets and subsidies from re-
gional governments. 

Characterisation of the charge system 

The French charge is essentially redistributive, channelling financial resources 
from municipal and industrial dischargers (to open waters) to effluent treatment 
plants operated either by municipalities (sewage treatment) or by industry itself. 
The financial responsibilities for effluent treatment, however, remain primarily with 
the polluters: subsidies from charge revenue generally represent only a modest 
proportion of the costs concerned. 

The German charge, levied on direct discharges only, is designed to fulfil cer-
tain incentive functions, in particular to encourage permanent reductions of efflu-
ent at the source, compliance with permit conditions and achievement of BAT emis-
sion standards. There are also specific provisions allowing the charge to be post-
poned for the period during which a treatment technology is installed. Revenue is 
earmarked for the administrative costs of collecting the charge and the costs of wa-
ter quality control. Generating revenue is not the main objective of the charge, and 
so the revenue is modest compared to France and the Netherlands. 

The Dutch charge for non-State waters is designed as a close circuit financing 
system for the construction and operation of sewage treatment plants. The charge 
is levied on direct and indirect discharges. For large industrial sources, and to a 
limited extent for sewage treatment plants, the charge serves an incentive function 
as it is levied on the basis of actual measured pollution load. 

The Dutch charge for State waters generally finances water quality manage-
ment policies for the larger water bodies and effluent treatment by industrial sourc-
es. Its design is almost the same as the non-State charge, but the rate is somewhat 
lower, as the State charge does not finance sewage treatment. 

Evaluation of the effects 

An evaluation of the environmental effectiveness of the French charge system 
is difficult: between 1980 and 1992 French water pollution policies did lead to cer-
tain environmental improvements, but it is unclear to what extent these improve-
ments are due to the charge or to other policy instruments in force at a time. Disen-
tangling the effects of the charge from other policies is not an easy task. 

The charge rate is insufficient for incentive effects at the micro-level. The sub-
sidies from the charge revenue are valuable to municipalities and industrial sourc-
es in helping to finance new treatment capacity. However, the main effect of the 
charge system may be more subtle. One of the key objectives of the charge system 
has been political: solidarity within water basins, responsibility of polluters, co-or-
dination of government authorities, and dialogue with polluters. 

It is generally considered that the German charge contains a number of incen-
tive elements. The lowered rate, reductions of BAT and the possibility for offsetting 
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treatment investments against charge obligations have served to keep the revenue 
low, which has suited the objectives of industry. Available data and micro-level 
research indicate that there has been an improvement in water quality in certain 
regions; there is evidence, therefore, that the charge has contributed to the limita-
tion of certain emissions. 

The charge has also had a secondary objective: capacity building, i.e the im-
provement of administrative competence that was felt to be deficient at the time 
the charge legislation was passed. The charge helped to make direct regulation 
more effective by, for example, providing polluters with an incentive to review their 
discharges, and to consider technological options for reducing these, especially as 
there were clear plans for increases in the charge rate. 

In 1970 the Netherlands introduced a water effluent charge, together with 
direct regulation policies that were the cornerstone of the country's water quality 
policies. The objectives of the water effluent charge were: 
- 	to provide closed circuit (100%) financing of the costs of sewage treatment and 

most of the costs of water quality management; 
- 	to facilitate rapid expansion of sewage treatment capacity; and 
- 	to give a financial incentive to larger industrial sources to reduce their emis- 

sions, as the charge is levied on actual measured emissions. 
These objectives, and the charge design itself, have remained unchanged since 

the charge was instituted. The main change was the inclusion of heavy metals in 
the charge base in the 1980's, but in practice this was not strongly enforced: reve-
nue from the heavy metals charge is less than 1% of total revenue. 

The objective of full financing of sewage treatment and of nearly all the other 
water quality policies has been fulfilled for the whole period of the charge's validi-
ty 

Rapid expansion of sewage treatment capacity has occurred: the percentage 
of households connected to public sewage treatment plants increased from 52% in 
1975, to 72% in 1980 and 93% in 1992; a sharp increase by European standards. 

The amount of pollution eliminated as a percentage of gross emissions (the 
'treatment percentage') increased from 51.1% in 1980 to 74.2% in 1991. 

The system has provided incentives for large polluters to reduce their emis-
sions. Between 1975 and 1991 there has been a decrease of 80% in emissions within 
the manufacturing sector, which contains nearly all large polluters. 

In 1980's, several studies was carried out where the impacts of the effluent 
charge and the direct regulation were compared. The charge seemed to be the 
dominant instrument. A strong statistical correlation has been established between 
geographic variations in charge rates between water boards and emission reduc-
tions achieved in the particular regions. According to another source, 54% of com-
pany representatives attributed a decisive influence to the charge, whereas 20% 
attributed it to the permit policy. One source to confirm the incentive effect was an 
analysis of abatement costs of 72 industrial firms. It turned out that the 1983 charge 
rate was only slightly below the average per unit costs of effluent treatment. As 
there appeared to be a large variation in abatement costs between firms, this charge 
rate was higher than the abatement costs for a substantial number of sources. 

10.1.3.2 Charges in Other Countries 

In Australia, water effluent charges are levied on companies, regardless of their 
actual waste water treatment. The charges are based on the pollution load speci-
fied in the permit, and the objective has been to create incentives to reduce pollu-
tion. It is not yet clear to what extent the incentives have been effective. The charge 
is based on an actual measurement and the revenues are used on the implemen-
tation of water quality policy, and on subsidies to firms for pollution abatement. 
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In Finland, various types of charges are connected with other obligations 
imposed on permit holders by the Water Courts. The charges related to permits 
do not carry an incentive to reduce pollution, because the charges are low and 
have not been connected to the quality or quantity of emissions. 

The Water Court may impose an obligation on the permit holder to pay an 
annual water-conservation charge to the State. This charge can be levied if the 
permit holder is wholly or partially exempted from measures to prevent water 
pollution or if he otherwise derives substantial financial benefit from the permit. 
The water conservation charge amounts to a maximum of 2% of the annual value 
of the benefit on which the charge is based. There have been discussions about 
changing the charge to a payment based on the amount of emissions. 

In the United Kingdom, the government has a firm commitment to the prin-
ciple of deregulation. Although in some cases, regulation is the only acceptable 
approach for controlling environmental problems, it has also important limita-
tions. Direct regulation has been considered unnecessarily complex slow to de-
vise and enforce and likely, in some cases, to impose greater costs on industry 
than economic instruments. Moreover, it has traditionally required an extensive 
regulatory structure which can be costly, and is not always the most efficient way 
of achieving a particular environmental outcome. In some cases, the process of 
regulation has been found to impose unnecessary costs on industry and even to 
slow the rate of environmental improvement. 

The UK Government believes that economic instruments should be applied 
more widely to achieve environmental objectives. According to the environmen-
tal strategy in the United Kingdom, the Government is conducting consultations 
on incentive charges in two areas of the water environment: water pollution from 
land-based sources and water extraction. For pollution control, a charge based on 
the amount and type of pollution discharged into water courses would give an 
incentive to discharge less pollution. For extraction of water, a charge based on 
the amount of water used would give the abstractors (the water companies, in-
dustry and farmers) an incentive for economy. 

10.1.4 Subsidies 

Polluter Pays -principle 

One of the guiding principles for preventing environmental damage is that 
of 'polluter pays'. According to a recommendation issued by the OECD in 1972, 
the polluter should bear the costs of pollution prevention and control measures. 
A corresponding OECD recommendation issued in 1974 stated that such meas-
ures should be decided by public authorities, to ensure that the environment is 
maintained in an acceptable state. 

An OECD Recommendation issued by the OECD Council in 1989 recog-
nized that the principle was also applicable to accidental pollution. The operator 
of a hazardous installation should thus bear the cost of reasonable measures to 
prevent and control accidental pollution. In 1991 environmental damage costs 
were considered to be the polluter's responsibility. The issue is further discussed 
in the OECD General Distribution Document (OECD/DG(92)18). It should be noted 
that, in the OECD's view, compensation (see Chapter 6) is not contrary to the 
'polluter pays' -principle. 

Subsidies 

Although the precise definition of a subsidy is the difference between an 
'optimal' price and a market price, subsidies are used in this section to refer to the 
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various forms of financial assistance. These are designed to act as an incentive for 
polluters to alter their behaviour or they are given to firms facing problems in 
complying with imposed standards. In the following, subsidies are classified acco-
rding to the forms they take. 

Several types of financial assistance have been applied. Grants are non-re-
payable forms of financial assistance provided, in general, where certain meas-
ures are taken by polluters to reduce their future levels of pollution. Soft loans, 
whereby the interest rate is set below the market rate, are loans provided to pol-
luters on the condition they take certain anti-pollution measures. Tax allowances 
favour by allowing accelerated depreciation or other forms of tax or charge ex-
emptions. Sectoral policies, such as trade or agricultural policies and regulation of 
electricity prices often have a subsidy dimension, too. 

The environmental effects of subsidies can vary widely. For instance those 
with economic objectives may even have a harmful effect on the environment. 
Subsidies have also been applied on a purely environmental basis. 

Subsidies are also considered to be inefficient because they do not in general 
provide incentives to rationalize. In extreme cases, subsidies are an incentive to 
inflate pollution control costs so as to obtain more aid; they can even encourage 
the production of goods manufactured by polluting processes, or the operation 
and retention of polluting factories. 

An initial survey of the literature suggests that some of the most convincing 
examples of environmentally and economically distorting subsidies are those that 
accelerate the depletion of natural resources, notably water resources and fish 
stocks. Attempts has also been made to develop a methodology to identify those 
subsidies that are detrimental from the viewpoint of sustainable development. In 
these cases, it is necessary to discriminate between the characteristics of the subsi-
dy in question and the characteristics of the economy as a whole. 

Economic efficiency, equity and environmental effects are the criteria to be 
used when assessing the consequences of the subsidies. 

10.1.4.1 Subsidies in Scandinavian Countries 
In the following, the economic significance of subsidies in agriculture, industry 
and other sectors in the Scandinavian countries is described. Direct subsidies are 
composed of cash payments through prices and other transfers, while indirect 
subsidies include loans and interest subsidies, R&D assistance, guarantees and 
export assistance. 

The following table shows that it is important to distinguish between direct 
and indirect subsidies. Indirect subsidies may become more important in the fu-
ture than these figures indicate. When interpreting the total subsidy figures in 
agriculture, indicators like producer subsidy equivalents (PSE) and effective rates 
of assistance (ERA) should be used to make a correct assessment. For example, 
Swedish farmers received SEK 5.7 mill through direct and indirect subsidies in 
1991 (see table), but according to the PSE calculations they received SEK 18 mill! 

The difference is explained by the fact that the PSE indicator indicates mon-
etary transfers from the government and consumers to farmers, i.e. subsidies 
through budgetary payments, and support of market prices through import protec-
tion and domestic controls on input and output. 

ERA calculations are based on modelling, i.e. an input-output framework. 
The mechanism is that a change in subsidies affects relative prices, and hence the 
allocation of resources and, in the longer-term, the industry structure. This gives 
users of the model the possibility to predict reallocation effects, which is not pos-
sible with the PSE calculations. 
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Norway 	 Sweden 	 Denmark 
NOK mill 	 SEK mill 	 DKK mill 

Agriculture 
Direct subsidies 12.4 5.2 10.6' 
Indirect subsidies 0.1 0.5 1.6 
Total 12.5 5.1 12.2 
% of sector income 10% 20% 45% 

Industry 
Direct subsidies 1.5 0.9 0.4 
Indirect subsidies 3.6 2.0 2.4 
Total 5.1 2.8 2.8 

of value added 2.6% 0.9% 1.1% 

Budgetary payments 
to agriculture. industry. 
transport and energy 
Agriculture 12.5 5.1 12.2 
Industry 5.1 2.1 2.8 
Transport 0.3 0.3 - 
Energy - 0.025 - 

of Gross Domestic 2.9% 0.7% 2.0% 
Product 
Source: Ytterhus, Lillehagen (1996) 

10.1.4.2 Subsidies in other countries 

In Australia, a wide range of grants is available, but very few go beyond provid-
ing funds for the encouragement of sustainable land use. In Finland, subsidies 
are granted for the development of leaner technology, and for investments in 
water pollution control facilities in industry, in agriculture and specifically in the 
archipelago area. Moreover, subsidies may be granted to environmental organi-
sations. Governmental credit guarantees and interest subsidies are paid on cor-
porate investments in water or air pollution control devices and waste recycling 
equipment. 

In France, the financial aid systems are closely linked to charge systems, and 
both are organized mainly through specific public bodies. By far the largest pro-
portion of financial aid is allocated to the water management sector. Financial aid 
systems are managed on the regional or local level. The support system in France 
generally operates according to the 'polluter pays' principle. 

In Germany, a great variety of financial aid systems are in operation. These 
systems are used 
- 	to assist firms who would otherwise experience financial problems because 

of sudden additional capital requirements, 
- 	to speed up the implementation of environmental programmes. 

In Germany, the soft loan type of subsidy predominates. These subsidies are 
usually for special purposes, particularly for projects within the framework of 
international policy programmes and for demonstration projects. 

In strictly regulated policy fields, financial aid systems can generally contrib-
ute very little to the achievement of the stated goals. Nevertheless, financial aid 
may still be desirable, or even necessary, from the economic point of view. 

'Support paid to EU agricultural fund 
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Measured in terms of optimal reduction of environmental pollution within a 
given subsidy budget, the economic efficiency of the German financial aid sys-
tem is rated low. 

10.1.4.3 Tax Allowances 

Tax expenditures in environmental policy can also have a subsidy effect. In Aus-
tralia, tax expenditures have been widely used in biodiversity conservation. Tax-
ation arrangements that provide an incentive for landowners to undertake land 
management activities are set out in the legislation on incomes. Under these pro-
visions, full tax deductibility in the year of expenditure is available for land deg-
radation control. Expenditure on environmental protection is limited to pollu-
tion control and prevention, and does not include e.g. the protection of biodiver-
sity. 

Proposals have been suggested for amending the current tax legislation so 
as to specifically include provisions for biodiversity conservation, and to incorpor-
ate deductions for expenses incurred in maintaining conservation works. 

Taxation mechanisms can also be used to influence the cost of undertaking 
various activities, and are already used as a means to close the gap between social 
and private values. 

In Finland, according to the Act on Commercial Income Tax (360/68), accele-
rated depreciation may be applied to investments in water pollution control. This 
benefit may provide an incentive to invest in pollution control if no other means 
of profit adjustment is available. 

Since it is more profitable for enterprises to use investment reserves for 
projects with a long write-off period, very few investment reserves have been 
used for pollution control. Nevertheless, water pollution control investments are 
included within the sphere of the investment reserve procedure in Finland. 

In Finland, the right of tax deduction for purchases and investments in envi-
ronmental pollution equipment is more restricted than in many other European 
countries. Legislation on tax deductions for investment does not contain any speci-
fic provisions on environmental protection, and thus pollution control invest-
ments bear a heavier turnover tax burden than do productive investments. 

10.6 .5 Creation of Markets 
Markets can be created where the actors buy 'rights' to natural resources or to 
actual or potential pollution, or where they can sell their 'pollution rights' or their 
process residuals. These could take the form of bubbles, netting, offsets or bank-
ing. 

Bubbles allow a relocation of emission limits between existing individual 
points, keeping total emissions under the bubble at the same level. Firms can 
control those points where abatement is relatively cheap, to a greater extent than 
standards require, and they can save on other points. 

Netting is conceptually similiar to bubbles, but has a different application. 
Modified points must meet stringent reguirements, unless net emissions of the 
total source are equal to the level before modification, to be achieved by abate-
ment of emissions from other sources. 

Offsets have been formulated to allow the installation of new sources in non-
attainment areas. In those areas total emissions must decrease under the author-
ities' requirements. New or modified sources can be constructed, when addition-
al emissions are offset by a reduction} of emissions from existing sources by a greater 
amount. 

Banking allows the storage of more than required emission reductions. A cen-
tral concept in emission trading is Emission Reduction Credits (ERC). ERCs are 
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the emissions trading 'currency'. Firms can earn ERCs when they control emis-
sion points better than required by the current technology standards. Such ERCs 
might be applied internally in netting, bubbling or offsetting, or sold to other 
firms. ERCs can also be banked for future use or sale. 

10.1.5.1 Tradeable Pollution Rights 

Tradeable pollution rights are under consideration in a number of states in Aus-
tralia, but there are no examples of systems in actual use. However, some features 
of this instrument will be dealt with in the following. 

The system of tradeable pollution rights consists of quantity and/or quality 
permits on emissions and/or effluent. The mechanics are relatively simple: the 
control authority determines the total load to be borne by the environment for a 
particular catchment, river segment, water body or area and issues a set of dis-
charge rights (permits or entitlements); these rights may be excharged in a mar-
ket, subject to any special conditions specified by the control authority. 

Tradeable pollution rights are designed to be effective in meeting enviro-
nmental objectives, since environmental tolerance has been built into the design 
of the system. They should also prove to be economically efficient by leading to 
an equalisation of abatement costs by all polluters trading in the market. 

Various provisions may be made by the control authority for amending the 
regulations by reducing the quotas allowable when trades take place, by intro-
ducing uniform cutbacks on a prescribed time schedule for all right-owners, or 
introducing buy-backs by the government. 

Tradeable pollution rights have various advantages and limitations. The main 
advantage is that rights are converted to a capital asset that can be bought and 
sold by companies, individuals and government authorities. In principle, the as-
similative capacity of the environment will be allocated to its highest valued uses. 
An interesting prospect in the future is that of allowing recreational or environ-
mental groups to enter the market and purchase rights. 

Tradeable rights have a number of practical limitations. One of the most im-
portant considerations is whether a market can, in fact, be established at all, and 
whether sufficient trade would occur to achieve efficiency gains. This is some-
times described as the 'thinness' or 'thickness' of the market. The costs of main-
taming the market are known as transaction costs. 

It is possible in some markets that government agencies may dominate the 
market and distort the prices at which trades take place, preventing the equalisa-
tion of marginal abatement costs that is required to achieve maximum gains in 
efficiency. 

Trading between point and diffuse sources may be required to achieve both 
an active market and significant cost savings. Efficiency gains may be achieved by 
introducing zoning restrictions, special trading ratios between sources, and 'bub-
bles' for total loads or ambient concentrations in specific areas. 

Tradeable rights do not normally yield revenue to the control authority or 
government. An annual fee could be imposed to cover administration costs; the 
level of the fee could be expected to affect the capital values of rights traded in the 
market. 

Funds can also be obtained by auctioning rights or calling for tenders. This 
raises questions, however, about the most appropriate mechanisms for the initial 
allocation of rights. As well as auctions and tenders, rights can be distributed ac-
cording to existing levels of discharge. The equity aspects of the allocation system 
may present problems. If rights are simply allocated to existing polluters, the gains 
will be distributed to incumbents. 

Equity problems are unavoidable with any allocation system. If rights are 
allocated to existing activities, capital assets will be allocated to incumbents, and 
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new entrants to the market will have to pay the price to achieve rights to dis-
charge. In addition, there may be a rush by existing polluters to maximise their 
initial allocations, possibly adding to environmental problems. 

10.1.5.2 Tradeable Resource Rights 

Tradeable rights for the use of natural resources have been introduced in a number 
of Australian States. They include tradeable rights for water use and tradeable 
quotas for renewable resources such as forestry and fisheries. 

Tradeable rights in water are commonly described in Australia as tradeable 
water entitlements. The ability to transfer rights has a number. of economic ad- 
vantages. The main advantage is that water allocations are no longer linked with 
land rights, but are traded in a separate market for water as a commodity. In fact, 
water is traded as a range of commodities, differentiated in terms of location, 
quality, environmental constraints and security of supply. Transfers may be re-
stricted to a single year, multi-year leases or permanent transfer. 

The main rationale for permitting trades is that water, as an input to produc-
tion activities, will be allocated to the activities with the highest rate of return on 
water inputs (i.e. the highest marginal revenue product). Initial allocations have 
usually been made according to land-based entitlements. Where new rights are 
issued, methods employed include e.g. tenders and sale of rights. Equity prob-
lems may arise, as in the case of pollution rights. 

Allocations of water that otherwise would not be used can be sold and put to 
economic use. This brings benefits to the buyer, who is able to expand production 
or produce a higher value product, as well as to the seller. For temporary trans-
fers, a monetary return is earned by the seller, enabling him to boost cash flows 
for investment, land improvement or other activities. 

Permanent transfers may allow long-term structural adjustments of pro-
duction within catchments to be achieved. Evidence on the price of trades (which 
is not always readily available) suggests that the price for permanent trades may 
be of the order of 100 times the price for temporary trades. Some States, such as 
New South Wales, allow for trades in allocations of varying security. Thus water 
entitlements may be bought and sold to suit specific forms of agriculture or other 
activity. 

Legislative provisions for tradeable water use rights have been introduced 
at least in New South Wales, South Australia, Victoria and Queensland. Trial 
schemes have been established and temporary, permanent and intersectoral trans-
fers are being considered for the Southwest, the Carnarvon region and the Ord 
River Scheme. In Tasmania, a temporary transfer scheme has been introduced in 
the Winnaleah Irrigation Scheme, and similar schemes may be extended to other 
parts of the State. 

Selected case studies show that nowhere has a completely free market been 
allowed to function for trades in water rights. Restrictions imposed by water man- 
agement agencies include spatial conditions (e.g. river basins or prescribed zones), 
volume controls, environmental considerations (such as preservation of river flow, 
control of salinity, and protection of wetland and riverine ecosystems), and pre-
vention of monopoly behaviour in the market for rights. 

Agencies play a role of facilitation rather than direct participation in the market 
for rights, although they are usually empowered to veto trades if the conditions 
are unacceptable. Registers of buyers and sellers are kept by most agencies. 

Water transfers have increased in most schemes since their introduction. It is 
evident that most trades, in number and volume, have occurred as temporary 
transfers. 

The workability of markets for tradeable water rights may be subject to a 
number of limitations. The prices of trades are generally not publicly revealed. 
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But it is true that water rights constitute a valuable capital asset. They may be 
traded by non-landholders. Sellers receiving capital gains incurred through the 
buying and selling of rights would be liable for capital gains tax. 

One problem that has been encountered is that of 'sleeper' allocations. These 
consist of unused allocations that enter the market once an economic value for 
entitlements has been demonstrated. The activation of 'sleeper' allocations may 
place an unexpected demand on the resource, creating new scarcities and diffi-
culties in river management. To overcome this problem, some States have im-
posed a reduction percentage for trades. Reductions may also be applied on wa-
ter transfers from irrigation to other economic sectors. 

10.1.5.3 'Salt Credits' 

A system of tradeable salinity rights was introduced by the Maare Darling Basin 
Commission in 1992 as part of the Maare Darling Basin Salinity and Drainage 
Strategy. The administering agency is the Maare Darling Basin Commission. The 
participants in the scheme are the States of New South Wales, Victoria and South 
Australia, and trades are permitted in terms of salt concentrations, measured in 
electrical conductivity units. 

By investing in capital works to manage salt entering the river system and to 
enhance river flow, 'salt credits' can be generated. Credits are tradeable between 
States, but are generally applied with in each State to offset debits from drainage 
entering the river system. 

The salinity and drainage strategy is a limited form of tradeable pollution 
rights. The rights are not freely traded by industries or individuals, but are ex-
changed between governments within a constrained strategic framework. Great-
er flexibility is intended to be introduced to the scheme within the next five years. 

Australian fisheries 

In 1980s', individual Transferable Fishing Quotas have been introduced in 
Australia. The Southern Bluefin Tuna fishery, for example, introduced a system 
that provided individuals with rights to harvest a given quota of stock. The sum 
of all quotas represented the Total Allowable Catch (TAC) which was theoretically 
equivalent to the maximum sustainable yield for the species. Difficulties in esti-
mating the maximum sustainable yield, and thus the TAC, have meant that the 
system has been unsuccessful in maintaining stocks. 

A slightly different system implemented in 1994 at the same fishery pro-
vides individuals with tradeable 'shares' in the fishery. These shares entitle the 
holder to a percentage of the TAC. This allows for annual charges on the TAC in 
line with scientific data concerning the maximum sustainable yield. Shares are 
also held for set periods that roll-over after a review, or have phase-out periods, 
for reasons of investment security as well as environmental security. Allowing 
shares to be bought and sold means that fisheries can plan their level of involv-
ement in the industry more efficiently. 

10.1.5.4 Offsets in Germany 
In Germany, offsets are allowed in air pollution. New plants can locate in a region 
that surpasses ambient pollution standards, on the condition that emission con-
trol measures on existing emission units in the region are fully implemented, 
thereby improving ambient air quality. For existing plants, which are required to 
conform the latest emission standards, exceptions to this requirement can be grant-
ed. 
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10.1.6 Liabilities and Compensation for Environmental Damages 

10.1.6.1 Finland 

In Finland, economic consequences of environmental damage can be dealt with 
under the Penal Code or under water and other environmental legislation. The 
role of the Penal Code has been relatively small in environmental protection in 
Finland. The relationship between proper environmental legislation (permit sys-
tem, general standards) and criminal law has traditionally been based on the con-
viction that certain acts or legal violations in themselves are not illegal from the 
viewpoint of criminal law, in spite of the resulting pollution or other negative 
impacts. The permit procedure of the Water Act is based on the presumption that 
preventive action must be taken to avoid ,damage to the environment. 

Compensation for environmental damage 

One significant category of environmental damage consists of the various 
forms of water pollution regulated mainly by the Water Act. Typical of these reg-
ulations is the dose connection with the permit system. The compensation for all 
kinds of water pollution damage is determined ex officio in the permit decision, 
often as an annual fee, provided it can be anticipated and assessed in advance. 
Compensation is an integral part of all permit procedures under the Water Act, 
not only of those concerning pollution control. 

If damage occurs which had not been anticipated in the permit decision, or 
if a permit had been deemed unnecessary, the victim may submit an application 
for compensation by the permit holder to the Water Court. Strict liability is an 
essential feature in the Water Act. 

The Environmental Damage Act (1995) aims to promote the judicial protec-
tion of the victims of pollution and nuisance. The Act encompasses in principle all 
noncontractual damage caused by stationary activities provided that they result 
from pollution of water, air and soil, or from a nuisance such as noise, vibration, 
radiation, heat or smell. Liability is normally strictly defined. Where the Environ-
mental Damage Act lacks a specific provision the General Damage Compensati-
on Act (1974) can be applied. According to this Act proof is normally required 
that the damage has been caused intentionally or through negligence. 

Environmental damage that is eligible for compensation according to the 
Neighbourhood Relations Act (1920) includes property damage, hindrance to pro-
perty use and certain types of personal inconvenience. 

According to the Act on Compensation for Environmental Damage (1994) 
compensation shall be paid for 
- 	the costs of the measures needed, 

the costs, incurred by authorities, of measures to prevent the threat or the 
effect of a nuisance, or to reinstate a polluted environment to its original 
state, 
the costs of investigations that prove unavoidable in carrying out the pre-
ventive measures or reinstatement. 
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Secondary compensation system 

Oil pollution 

Revenues for the oil pollution compensation fund are collected via charges 
levied on oil imported into and transported through Finland. The charge is grad-
ed according to whether the oil is carried by a tanker with a double bottom or not. 
The basic charge is currently FIM 2.20 per tonne of oil, and the higher charge FIM 
4.40; total annual revenue has been about FIM 40 mill. The revenue is mostly 
spent on measures for combatting oil pollution, while part is used for restoration 
of polluted land areas. 

Secondary compensation system for other chemicals 

Three different compensation systems for other chemicals have been exam-
ined in Finland, with a view to introducing one of these systems in the near fu-
ture. The first alternative, a fund set up outside the State budget, has several 
advantages. It would, for example, fulfil the obligations arising from the Council 
of Europe's draft convention and the relevant EU bills. However, setting up a 
new fund is difficult e.g. for political seasons. The second alternative, compulsory 
environmental damage insurance and a related secondary insurance system, is 
not feasible at the moment. One reason is that there is little experience in insur-
ing and compensating for damage caused by normal environmental discharges 
and emissions. At present, the industrial and insurance companies do not favour 
the introduction of compulsory insurance. 

The third solution, is a scheme based on the national budget. A transfer ap-
propriation procedure is to be developed to ensure the accumulation of sufficient 
funds for paying compensation. 

Environmental aspects in the Penal Code 

Monetary fines 

Imposition of conditional fines may occasionally be needed to enforce ad-
ministrative decisions and directives. Nevertheless, the majority of pollution con-
trol measures are taken without the authorities having to impose conditional fines. 
Monetary fines in practice have amounted to no more than FIM 40 000. Accord-
ing to the present Penal Code a corporate fine of maximum FIM 5 mill. has been 
introduced. 

Confiscation 

When dealing with environmental offences, the court can decide that illegal 
gains resulting from the offences will be confiscated by the State. Such gains 
include cases where a firm's production volume has been larger than agreed 
on in the permit conditions and it has, therefore, exceeded the pollution 
limits. In this case, the calculation of gain will be based on the firm's income 
statement in the following way: 
first, the extent to which the firm has exceeded the pollution limits agreed 
on in the permit conditions is calculated; 
second, the illegal part of gross sales will be calculated, from which follow-
ing to the 'illegal' part of the gross sales allocated costs will be deduced: 
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'Illegal' part of gross sales 
/. Raw material costs 
/. Energy costs 
/. Transport costs 
/. Wages due to the 'illegal' part not production 
/. Taxes 
J. Indemnities 

= Benefit to be confiscated to the state 

2. An illegal gain may also have been made where the implementation of a 
pollution control measure prescribed by the authorities has been delayed; in 
this case the confiscated sum is equivalent to the interest on the capital in-
vestment of the unimplemented pollution control equipment. 

The benefit calculation is as follows: 

B=K(1+ 100) c_K 

where 
B 	= 	benefit to be confiscated, (FMK) 
K = 	pollution control investment, (FMK) 
p 	= 	rate of interest, (%) 
t 	= 	the period of delay, (years) 

If the firm has not implemented the pollution control measure agreed on in 
the permit conditions, the amount confiscated by the State will be the unimple-
mented pollution control investment capital plus the interest, calculated as fol-
lows: 

B=K(1+100)t 

In practice, compensation has proved to be of greater importance financially 
than other penalties. 

10.1.6.2 Sweden 

Compensation for environmental damage 

The Environmental Damage Act came into force in 1986. The Act applies to 
claims for indemnity and presupposes that damage has already occurred. The 
Act is applicable in the case of damage resulting from activities that relate to the 
use of a building, land, water area or installation on the site in question. Activities 
related to use of water within the catchment area are also included within the 
scope of the Act. 

Compensation for environmental damage due to legal activities is not regu-
lated in the water legislation or in other environmental legislation; instead, the 
Environmental Damage Act will be applied. 

Secondary compensation for environmental damage 

The Environmental Protection Act contains special provisions on environ-
mental damage insurance. To obtain indemnity in certain cases for a victim of 
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damage or injury in accordance with the Environmental Damage Act, valid envi-
ronmental damage insurance must exist. Five major insurance companies have, 
accordingly, formed an Environmental Damage Consortium, and their insurance 
terms and conditions have been approved by the Swedish Government. 

All those engaging in environmentally hazardous activities that require per-
mits or notification under the Environmental Protection Act must contribute to 
the insurance. Under the more detailed insurance provisions, indemnity is paya-
ble from the environmental damage insurance to the claimant for bodily injury 
or material damage covered by the Environmental Damage Act, provided that 
the claimant is entitled to indemnity but cannot get such indemnity paid, or if 
entitlement to indemnity is barred by statute. 

Insurance compensation may also be paid under certain conditions if it is 
impossible to establish who is responsible for causing an instance of injury or 
damage. 

In a special Ordinance on Environmental Damage Insurance, the Swedish 
Government has fixed the size of the annual sum payable by anyone engaging in 
environmentally hazardous activities. This Ordinance came into force in 1989. 

Environmental aspects in the Criminal Law 

According to the Criminal Law, penalties for environmental offences can be 
fines or imprisonment. A special corporate fine is currently under consideration. 
There is also a confiscation procedure, which can result in the confiscation of 
economic benefits and items of equipment associated with the crime. 

Criticism has been presented over the penalties in the Criminal Law; in gen-
eral, penalties for environmental crimes have been fairly low. There have conse-
quently been calls for reforms in the legislation and the administration. 

10.1.6.3 Germany 

Compensation for environmental damage 

Section 823 of the German Civil Code includes general compensation liabil-
ities, although they have no immediate relation to environmental damage; the 
liability is based on fault. 

The Law on Environmental Liability is applied to activities that require a 
permit according to the Law on Environmental Protection. Compensation can be 
claimed either for damages or natural restitution. Liability is limited to DEM 160 
mill. 

Secondary liability for environmental damage 

The compensation legislation prescribes that secondary liability requires the 
permit holder to take obligatory insurance. Because of the practical problems, 
this provision has not yet come into force. 

Environmental aspects in the Criminal Code 

One entire chapter of the Criminal Code is devoted to the environmental 
protection of soil, water and air, and certain criminal offences are regulated un-
der specific environmental laws. 

Penalties can take the form of a fine or imprisonment for up to five years. 
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I 0.1.7 Pollution Insurance Systems 
The following description of the pollution insurance system is based on Wetter-
stein (1989). Environmental insurance plays a key role in developing a system of 
compensation. Liability insurance benefits the injured party when the liable per-
son's possibilities of compensating for damage or injury are limited. The person 
suffering harm is, to a large extent, at the mercy of the liable persons foresight, as 
proper insurance usually provides a greatly enhanced ability to pay compensa-
tion. The liable person who has opted to act as his own insurer is perhaps not 
always sufficiently solvent to meet extensive claims for compensation. 

However, advances in the insurance system have not been as rapid as those 
concerning the system of liability. Environmental risks, for example, constitute a 
new type of risk for the insurance companies, who have traditionally covered 
damage occurring in the form of a sudden and unforeseeable event. Damage to 
the environment, however, is often a gradual process over a long period, e.g. 
when oil, chemicals or other hazardous substances in storage gradually leak out 
into the environment. 

In insurance, a distinction has to be made between damage resulting from 
sudden and unforeseen events such as operating accidents, explosions, fires, etc. 
at industrial plants, and damage caused as a gradual process, e.g. prolonged leaks 
of hazardous and polluting substances from factories, industries, storage dumps, 
etc. In the case of the first type of damage, difficulties for insurance are fewer: 
assessment of the risk is easier; the rules of tort (person liable, basis of liability, 
damage for which compensation is payable, etc) are relatively clear and many 
rules apply to sudden and unforeseen events, e.g. liability for oil pollution and 
nuclear damage; the damage caused is easier to foresee in its scope, size and 
economic value; and the damage becomes visible relatively soon after the acci-
dent has occurred. The insurance procedures and markets are well proven and 
stable, and methods of risk analysis and premium pricing for insuring liability for 
accidents occurring in connection with the operating of a plant are well estab-
lished. 

In contrast, liability insurance for damage caused gradually presents a number 
of problems and is typical in the case of damage to the environment, e.g. gradual 
pollution of watercourses, or continuing contamination of plants or crops through 
atmospheric pollution from traffic and other sources. Developments in liability 
insurance in this area have been slow. The "traditional" insurance conditions for 
corporate liability have usually contained a restriction in this respect: the cause of 
damage must have been a sudden and unforseen event. Traditional insurance 
practice often excludes damage caused through infringement or disregard of the 
laws or regulations imposed by the authorities. This type of regulation is becom-
ing more widespread. 

10.1.7.1 Liability Insurance in Selected Countries 
The Netherlands has a fairly progressive liability insurance which also covers 
"non-sudden risks". It covers personal injury, property damage and economic 
losses, and to some extent even pure economic loss resulting from the discharge 
of hazardous liquids and gases. The most important exclusion from this insur-
ance is damage caused by wilful infringement of administrative regulations at 
the management level. 

The amount of compensation is limited, and the insurance is based on the 
"claims made" principle, which means that the insurers are only responsible for 
claims for indemnification received while the insurance is in force. Finally, the 
policy contains a clause excluding damage to the environment caused by other 
activities before the policy came into force. 
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In Germany, too, environmental impairment liability insurance has been 
developed. This covers personal injury and economic losses resulting from a haz-
ardous incident on the insured party's site. In France it is also possible, to a cer-
tain extent, to maintain liability insurance for personal injury and property dam-
age (including pure economic loss) that have resulted from both sudden and non-
sudden pollution. The main problem has been lack of insurance capacity. 

Insurance companies in the United States have considerably circumscribed 
insurance protection in the case of environmental damage. Nowadays, personal 
injury and property damage caused not only by sudden and accidental but also 
by more permanent and gradual pollution are excluded from general liability 
insurance. One reason for this exclusion was to make a distinction between "sud-
den/accidental" and "gradual" damage in court practice. Since the exclusion of 
damage resulting from sudden and accidental events, the US system for insuring 
such risks has been gradually eroded. The market for insurance of environmental 
impairment liability has shrunk markedly and re-insurers have withdrawn from 
this field. The difficulties in risk assessment have been considerable. 

Liability for damage to the environment in the USA can be partly covered, 
however, by means of the special environmental impairment liability policy which 
encompasses both sudden and non-sudden releases. However, because of the 
small market this insurance is comparative expensive. US environmental impair-
ment liability insurance is based on the "claims made" principle. 

In Sweden and Finland it is also possible to obtain liability insurance giving 
cover in the event of gradual pollution of the environment and injury to people. 
There are, however, only a few companies that make such insurance available 
and the number of policies so far is very small. The insurance covers liability up to 
a given amount and also includes a certain tax deductible sum. The policies also 
include a condition that regulations laid down by law or the authorities shall be 
observed. 

The insurance scheme also covers, to some extent, costs of preventive meas-
ures, and personal injury and property damage (including consecutive economic 
loss and to some extent pure economic loss). The "claims made" principle is also 
included in the policy. Damage known in advance or which could have been 
foreseen is excluded, as are damages caused during the transport of hazardous 
substances, nuclear damage and pollution that started to take place before the 
inception of the insurance contract. 

10.1.8 Conclusions 

To summarize, three main tendencies can be identified in assessing the economic 
instruments: first, a tendency to reduce government intervention; second, a ten-
dency to increase policy integration; and third, a shift of attention from curative 
to preventive policies. 

The review presented here indicates that water pollution control in the case 
countries is based mainly on regulatory policy. Although economic instruments 
have been used in environmental policy for a long time, they are of minor impor-
tance. 

Water effluent charges are applied in Germany, France, the Netherlands and 
Australia. The economic significance of effluent charges varies widely among coun-
tries. The water effluent charge system in Germany contains elements like long 
adaptation period, initially increasing charge levels, and charge reductions on in 
excess of requirements. In the French system the charge rate is low and the reve-
nue is spent on water quality policy and water pollution control measures. 

The objectives set for the charge system in the Netherlands have been met 
successfully. These objectives are the full financing of sewage treatment, a rapid 
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extension of sewage treatment capacity, and a considerable increase in the per-
centage of effluent treated, 

Many countries apply subsidies widely as instruments in realising their en-
vironmental policy objectives. In general, this type of financial assistance is con-
sidered appropriate when the environmental problem is felt to be fairly severe, 
such as with many water pollution treatment measures. In most cases financial 
assistance appears to serve mainly an economic goal; thus, in a number of cases, 
financial assistance is a necessary component of direct regulations for economic 
and not necessarily for environmental reasons. 

Subsidy systems are generally considered not to be very compatible with the 
'polluter pays'-principle, but are widely used as a tool of environmental policy. In 
Germany, a great variety of financial aid systems are in operation, whereas the 
opposite is true of the Scandinavian countries. 

Some tax expenditures like tax allowances also have subsidy effects; acceler-
ated depreciation and deductibility of water pollution control costs are used in 
some of the case countries. 

The creation of markets for example for tradeable pollution rights and trade-
able resource rights is a measure used in Australia and Germany. The main ad-
vantage of tradeable pollution rights is that, in principle, the assimilative capacity 
of the environment will be allocated to its higher value uses. Similarly, tradeable 
rights for water use might allocate water to the activities with the highest rate of 
return. One of the most important limitations is whether a market can be estab-
lished and whether sufficient trade would occur to achieve efficiency gains. 

Liability schemes and compensation mechanisms are of great economic im-
portance, although they are not considered to be economic instruments in the 
traditional sense. Penalties such as monetary fines and confiscation are of lesser 
importance as policy instruments. In Finland, the fund to combat oil pollution 
together with the associated charge is an example of a secondary compensation 
system. 

Environmental insurance systems concerning both sudden and gradual pol-
lution are developing in the countries examined, but the difficulties of risk as-
sessment have been considerable. 
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10.2 Water Tariffs 
Marjaleena Kosola, Research Economist 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

10.2.1 Water Pricing Policies 

Ideally, water should be provided and allocated in an economically efficient man-
ner so that the net benefit that the community as a whole derives from the use of 
the water resources is maximized. A charging system corresponding with this 
principle is known as marginal cost pricing. In such a system the price reflects the 
incremental costs to the community of satisfying marginal demands. These incre-
mental costs include quantitative and qualitative resource depletion costs, dam-
age costs and the various capital and operating resource costs. Thus the price of 
the last litre of water used or disposed of would be equal to the true marginal cost 
of providing that water service. 

According to this, the 'user pays' principle should be applied to water re-
sources and water- related services. The principle requires water authorities to 
take economic efficiency into account in the formulation of pricing structures and 
determination of tariff levels. They should also take account of environmental 
and conservation objectives, equity considerations and the need to raise suffi-
cient revenue to cover costs. 

Inefficient use of water resources could have significant environmental im-
pacts. Artificially low water prices and other policies could encourage overuse of 
water which might lead, for example, to the construction of unnecessary water 
storage facilities. Also, low water prices could lead to excessive use of water in 
different sectors. Inefficient water pricing in industrial applications could also 
lead to the excessive use of water for diluting effluent to meet legal concentration 
standards. This may also increase the difficulty of eventual pollutant removal. 

Water undertakings are usually required to raise in revenue all their operat-
ing costs and to service all or some of the debt associated with their capital expen-
ditures. Recent developments in inflation accounting have led to moves towards 
charges that provide for current cost depreciation as well as earning the opportu-
nity cost of public sector capital. Important elements in this connection are: 
- 	operating costs 
- depreciation 
- 	interest charges on debt 
- 	taxation. 

In cost calculations, there is an added difficulty where water has joint and/or 
conflicting uses, and costs have to be allocated between the various users. Even in 
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cases where the cost of water supply appears to be small, the water may have an 
opportunity cost to society. Depending on circumstances, these might include 
power generation, urban or industrial water consumption, the dilution of sew-
age effluent or farm run-off, as well as fishing, recreation, aesthetic values or nav-
igation. These alternative values often change according to the time or season, for 
instance farmers value water more highly during the growing season. 

If water had the characteristics of other goods, and were traded like them 
according to demand, these alternative values would be reflected in its price. 
However, because of the rarity of well-functioning water markets, its opportunity 
cost is rarely signalled to the water consumer. Although it is impractical to inco-
rporate opportunity cost into standard pricing formulas (because it varies between 
users and over time), the existence of alternative uses for water which are often 
more valuable than the target use reinforces the case for charging at least the 
economic price. 

The above types of cost are recognized and are, in principle, measurable, but 
they are only captured in actual prices in a very minor way. 

Environmental efficiency is an elaboration of the allocative efficiency objec-
tive. When a pricing system is in operation, the rational use and preservation of 
the environment requires that all the social costs of providing the water service 
are reflected in the price. If production activities give rise to liquid effluent with 
unpredictable but perhaps serious environmental consequences, then direct con-
trols are needed. 

It is therefore necessary to devise pricing systems which promote efficiency 
and which are at the same time compatible with community notions of equity. At 
all levels of government, policy makers will have to determine levels of public 
funding for water-related infrastructure. 

10.2.2 Price Calculation Principles 

Flat-rate charges 

Until the end of the nineteenth century most domestic water supplied by 
private and public utilities in the industrialized countries was charged on a flat-
rate basis. Flat-rate payments have been levied on various bases, including number 
of residents, number and type of water-using fixtures, number of taps, number of 
rooms in the house, the aperture of inflow pipe, floor area and a number of meas-
ures of property value. 

In principle, flat-rate systems are not consistent with allocative efficiency, 
though less so if an extra water-using appliance means an extra charge. Such 
systems, however, are simple to administer, easily understood by consumers, pro-
vide a sure revenue for the utility and often require little policing. The revenue is 
also cheap to collect. 

Average cost pricing 

At its simplest, average cost pricing groups together at least all the 'non-
customer' costs, and divides them among the total number of units that are ex-
pected to be sold, thus generating a unit cost. 

Declining block tariff 

The essence of this type of scheme is that succeeding blocks of water units 
are sold at increasingly lower prices. Usually the tariff includes a fixed or mini-
mum charge per billing period, related to some criterion such as the size of the 
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supply pipe and to customer costs and part of capacity costs. 

Increasing block tariff 

Increasing or progressive block tariffs are becoming quite common in devel-
oping countries. The major reason for this development seems to have been the 
pursuit of an income redistribution objective. 'The rich' use more water than 'the 
poor', and, recognizing the narrow tax base in many developing countries, the 
water authority may in effect be undertaking some of the work carried out by tax 
collecting and social security agencies in developing countries. 

Two-part tariffs 

In many municipal undertakings, the flat-rate and average cost pricing ap-
proaches are combined to give a two-part tariff, the first part depending on some 
measure concerning the user and the second part being a single rate volumetric 
charge. The fixed part of the tariff is usually presented simply as a meter rent and 
is often very low. 

10.2.3 Price Calculation in Practice 

Water is fundamentally a public good. As a vital resource it must be available to 
everyone and thus its value and its price are usually not identical. Cost recovery 
in public water supply does not mean that all costs should be recovered, although 
the full-cost recovery principle has been widely recognized. Cost recovery ena-
bles water companies to make long-term plans and necessary investments. Water 
is by no means the cheapest of the natural resources any more. Costs are affected 
by the quality and availability of raw water and hence its treatment requirements, 
the distances and geographical characteristics of its distribution area. The follow-
ing table presents average drinking water prices in the beginning of 1990. 

Table I. Average drinking water prices in the beginning of 1990. 

Country DEM/m' 

Australia 2.58 
Germany 2.13 
Italy 2.01 
France 1.62 
Finland 1.55 
Great-Britain 1.42 
The Netherlands 1.35 
Belgium 1.21 
Sweden 128 
Ireland 0.86 
USA 0.81 
Canada 0.65 
Norway 	 0.51 
Source: Rautanen (1995) 

Throughout Australia, water agencies are increasing the commercial focus on water 
services. Changes have been directed at more closely linking charges to the serv-
ices provided (the 'user pays' philosophy) and reducing the costs of providing 
those services, and ensuring that investments in new assets are determined in a 
more commercial fashion. To ensure that better use is made of available water 
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supplies, there have also been changes made to the water rights that govern the 
allocation of irrigation water. 

Charges for urban water and sewerage services in most areas of Australia 
are designed to cover operating, maintenance and administration costs, the cost 
of interest on borrowing and, to varying degrees, depreciation on assets. Charg-
ing structures for urban water depend on the type of property, be it household, 
business or industry, and whether supplies are metered. 

For metered supplies to residential properties, most water authorities levy 
an access charge based on property value, which usually entitles the user to an 
allowance of 1000 litres of water for which no additional charge is levied. In some 
instances the size of base allowance is linked to the property-based charge - that 
is, owners of higher value properties who pay a larger access charge receive a 
bigger allowance. 

The move away from reliance on property charges has been slow. For exam-
ple, it has taken Melbourne Water Corporation five years to reduce the share of 
property-based charges in total revenues from 86 per cent to 69 per cent. And, in 
contrast to the trend towards the pay-for-use pricing, a new system recently in-
troduced in Adelaide retains property-based access charges and a base water al-
lowance. 

For non-metered residential properties, charges for water are generally lev-
ied on the basis of property value. However, in some jurisdictions, a flat charge 
per household is levied. 

The reliance on property-based charges is even more pronounced for com-
mercial customers; although there is notionally a pay-for-use component in the 
charges levied on most commercial customers, the majority of these do not ex-
ceed the basic water allowances which accompany property-based access charg-
es. 

The reliance on property-based charging for commercial properties, in con-
junction with the relatively high value of those properties, means that business 
pay a very high average price for the water they use. 

For sewage services, most water authorities levy a single charge. This is gen-
erally based on property values combined with a minimum charge. There have 
been some attempts to relate sewage charges to the demands that users place on 
the system. For example, the Hunter Water Corporation levies an access charge 
related to the size of the connection and a usage charge based on the percentage 
of water supplied and presumed to be returned to the sewage system. 

Current pricing practices for irrigation water and drainage are largely the 
result of past governments' social and development policies, rather than sound 
commercial practices. The legacy is charges which, although sometimes covering 
the direct costs of operating and maintaining irrigation and drainage systems, 
generally make little provision for depreciation of assets, let alone any return on 
the capital invested in dams and irrigation networks. 

Tariff structures for irrigation water vary considerably throughout Australia. 
In New South Wales, charges within the Irrigation Areas and Districts are com- 
prised of three components: a service delivery charge to cover 70 per cent of the 
costs of running rivers downstream from dams; a water distribution charge to 
cover the costs of distribution and drainage within each irrigation district; and an 
asset rehabilitation levy. 

In Victoria, charges in public irrigation systems comprise a fixed charge for 
the volume of water allocated to a particular block of land and a variable charge 
for any additional water used. Licensed private diverters pay a uniform rate per 
megalitre. 

In Queensland, a flat charge per megalitre is levied on irrigators for water 
use within nominal allocations. In schemes where existing supplies are fully corn- 
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mitted, or close to fully committed, increasing block tariffs apply to use in excess 
of approved allocations. 

In South Australia, uniform volumetric charges for water use within alloca-
tions also apply, with an increasing block tariff applying to water use in excess of 
allocation in all the irrigation areas. Separate drainage charges apply where rele-
vant. 

Western Australia has a range of charges. In the Harvey, Waroona Collie and 
Carnarvon Schemes, there is a fixed charge based on the area of land irrigated, 
together with a volumetric charge. In the Preston Valley, only a volumetric charge 
is levied, and in the Ord Irrigation Scheme all revenue is derived from a fixed 
charge based on the area irrigated. 

In Tasmania, a fixed charge per megalitre is levied on government irrigators 
for their water allocation and a volumetric charge for usage in excess of that allo-
cation. There are no charges levied on private diverters. 

In all states, charges vary between irrigation schemes. In some states, irriga-
tion pricing regimes include a  minimum  charge, which means that water must be 
paid for even if it is not used. In Victoria and Tasmania, minimum charges are 
based on an irrigator's full allocation of water, while in South Australia, the min-
imum charge is based on 50 per cent of the allocation. In Queensland, a mini-
mum charge is based on between 50 and 100 per cent of the nominal allocation, 
depending on the scheme. 

In Finland, the costs of urban planning and public sector construction are 
largely financed by local taxes, but technical services are financed by water charg-
es. Charges are interested to cover the capital and operating costs of the service, 
and in the case of water supply and sewerage in Finland an average of 80 per 
cent of costs is covered. There is also a waste water charge which follows the 
'polluter pays' principle. Considerable regional differences exist, however, espe-
cially as far as the annexation charges for sewage system are concerned. 

An important feature in the Finnish water pricing system is water metering. 
Private households have had water meters since the turn of the century. Water 
metering is also common practice for instance in Belgium and Spain. 

In France the price of water is regulated by contracts agreed between the 
water companies and the municipal councils. Technical conditions and the vari-
ous costs in the near and distant future are taken into consideration along with 
compensation for the water company. Contracts are revised every five years. The 
price takes into account the most important cost factors, although the final price is 
ultimately a political decision. In France the consumer pays not only for drinking 
water but also for the waste water utility, and also pays various taxes and contribu-
tions which are then paid to the regional Water Agencies. In 1991 these taxes and 
contributions accounted for 45 per cent of the water bill. 

The structure of a standard water tariff in 1993 in France is presented in the 
following table. 

Table 2. The structure of a standard water tariff in France in 1993. 

FFR/m 	 % of total 

Drinking water 	 6.0 	 55 
Sewage water 	 3.5 	 32 
Water consumption taxes and charges 	 1.5 	 13 
Total 	 11.0 	 100 

Cost recovery is considered important in Germany, making prices high compared 
to other countries. Offers such as buying water outside peak times helps house-
holds keep their bills down. Higher prices have been set for the holiday 
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ments and other facilities which are not in continuous use. Prices also vary re-
gionally, depending on local conditions. The water supply industry's costs are 
made up of about 85 per cent fixed costs and 15 per cent variable costs. Capital 
intensiveness is reflected in the tariff structure. A two-part system of water tariffs 
is used by more than 90 per cent of all water utility companies: the price includes 
a volumetric charge and a fixed basic price, and is payable either monthly or 
yearly. 

In England and Wales water charges are controlled in a similar manner to 
the charges on the other privatised public services, i.e. annual increases must not 
exceed the Retail Price Index plus K, a number set for each company taking into 
account the varying circumstances they are operating in. Charges limits will be 
reviewed after ten years, or after five on the request of the company concerned. 
The charge covers unmeasured water supply and sewage services as well as wa-
ter lost in distribution. The political debate on water pricing continues. 

10.2.4 Conclusions 

In many countries water has been under-priced. Users have not treated water as 
an economic (scarce) commodity, and the market is in many cases insufficiently 
used as a means of solving the problem of scarcity. In some cases, water has been 
made available to users at no cost at all. The opportunity costs of water are very 
rarely included in water tariffs. 

Allocative effectiveness, equity, financial requirements and environmental 
efficiency are important criteria taken into account in water pricing policy. When 
water allocation is effective, the net benefits to society are considered to be max-
imized. One prerequisite is long-run marginal cost pricing, where the water price 
reflects the incremental costs of satisfying marginal water demands. 
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10.3 Overview of Environmental Impact Assessments 
Mikael Hilden, Division Manager and Panu Kontio, Senior Planner 
Finnish Environment Institute 
Environmental Policy Instruments Division 

10.3.1 Introduction 

This chapter reviews and analyses environmental impact assessment (EIA) sys-
tems and practices. We focus on key elements of EIA systems and their appear-
ance under different jurisdictions. This chapter is based on legal material for indi-
vidual countries and on various comparative analyses including the following: 
Commission of the European Communities 1993, an international study on the 
effectiveness of environmental assessment (Sadler 1996), Nordic comparative stud-
ies (Hilden and Laitinen 1995, Hilden 1996) and individual studies and reports 
on EIA in different countries (e.g. Lee et al. 1995, Marr 1996). The information on 
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studied countries is presented in tables, but additional countries are also referred 
in the text in order to cover the different administrative and legal innovations in 
the field of EIA. 

According to the EIA effectiveness study, Environmental Impact Assessment 
(EIA) is a formal process in more than 100 countries and organisations to help 
decision-makers consider the consequences of proposed actions (Sadler 1996). 
Great variability exists, however between different countries and organisations 
in how EIA is actually implemented and applied. This is not surprising, since EIA 
is a relatively recent innovation that has been introduced in many different set-
tings. EIA is not a uniform method that can be introduced off the shelf ; it has to 
be remodelled to fit legal structures and administrative practices. There are also 
differences in the objectives of EIA systems. 

10.3.2 Objectives of EIA 

The objectives of the EIA system can vary from pure information provision to 
process orientation. In some countries the focus of the EIA system is clearly on 
the consent procedure: the key objective is to provide additional information for 
decisions on consent. On the other hand financing institutions (e.g. Worls Bank), 
tend to focus on early planning stages, with the aim of checking and possibly 
modifying plans for projects at an early stage, well before any authorisation pro-
cedure. In some countries, such as Finland, Denmark and The Netherlands, the 
legally based EIA-procedures also aim at influencing planning. The focus on plan-
ning is often associated with a process orientation: it is not only the result that 
counts, but also the way in which the result is approached. In these countries 
there is a strong tradition of public participation and the EIA system is used to 
encourage participation and to enhance openness of decision-making. 

In its 1993 review of EIA practice within the European Union, the Commis-
sion notes that the late start of the EIA process is one of the reasons for inefficien-
cy. The review also indicates that the objective of providing additional informa-
tion for the authorisation procedure is not always easy to fulfill, especially in cas-
es where there have been few contacts between the developer, the authorities 
and the public. 

Country Objectives of EIA system 

Australia Federal level: government policy of impact assessment, information oriented 
States: varying objectives, main focus on information for specific activities 

Finland Process and information oriented, focus on planning of projects 
France Information 	oriented, focus on authorisation of projects 
Germany Process and information oriented, focus on planning and authorisation of projects 
Israel Information oriented, close connection with land use planning 
Sweden Information oriented, focus on authorisation of projects 
United Kingdom 	• Information oriented, focus on authorisation of projects 

10.3.3 Legal Background 

The legal background of EIA varies between countries. In some countries sepa-
rate EIA acts have been introduced (e.g. in Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, 
Australia). In others provisions for EIA have been introduced in different pieces 
of legislation, which sometimes have been acts on nature protection (e.g. France), 
sometimes many separate acts (e.g. Sweden) and sometimes acts on building and 
planning (e.g. Denmark, some Australian States, Israel). As EIA is a recent inno-
vation and tends to cut across administrative and sectoral borders, all jurisdic- 
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lions contain cross references to EIA within their legal systems. The main differ-
ence lies in the degree of coordination. In jurisdictions with separate EIA acts or 
with EIA regulations that have been prepared mainly by modifying an earlier act, 
the coordination tends to be more profound. In this case EIAs for different types 
of projects are fairly similar. In jurisdictions with entirely separate EIA provisions 
for different types of projects the EIAs can be expected to vary more. The concept 
of EIA becomes more fuzzy, and it is difficult to develop common quality criteria. 

Country Legal background 

Australia Federal Act, all states except Tasmania have adopted EIA at statutory level 
Finland Separate EIA Act and Decree with references to EIA in sectoral legislation 
France Included in Act on Protection of Nature, Act on 'Installations flassees' and supported by 

Act on Public Enquiries 
Germany Separate EIA Act with references to EIA in sectoral legislation 
Israel Regulation as part of the Planning and Building Regulations (1982) 
Sweden Provisions for EIA in Natural Resources Act, EIA Decree with references to EIA in sectoral 

legislation 
United Kingdom Provisions for EIA included in nearly 20 regulations 

10.3.4 Application of EIA in Water Management 
Two different types of application in water management can be identified: EIA 
requirements concerning projects related to the development of water resources 
and EIA requirements on activities that may affect water resources. In all the coun-
tries examined, both types of activity are recognised within the EIA systems. In 
general, the EIA systems cover all major activities that may have an impact on 
water resources, and these projects are in most cases listed in acts or decrees. 
Greater variability is found with respect to minor projects that jointly may have a 
cumulative impact on water resources. 

In countries which have formalised procedures for EIA there is a tendency 
to demand full EIA only in large projects, and for smaller projects to include only 
a requirement for certain specified environmental investigations . Countries which 
have EIA systems aimed primarily at supplying additional information for per-
mit procedures have a tendency to include an EIA-requirement for a much broader 
set of projects. In some countries there is also a formal hierarchy in the applica-
tion of the EIA, with different classes of assessment depending on the project 
characteristics. For example the Australian Commonwealth legislation recognises 
Environmental Impact Statements for activities with potentially wide-ranging 
consequences, whereas Public Environmental Reports are prepared for lesser ac-
tivities. 

The differences in assessment requirements are directly reflected in the 
number of assessments carried out. For example in Finland about 40 EIAs were 
initiated during the first year of the EIA Act (1994-95), whereas in France the an-
nual number of EIAs is counted in thousands. 
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Country 	 Sphere of application 

Australia 	 Federal level: list of type of activities for which EIA is applicable, and discretionary 
decisions for other activities 
States: varies from lists of activities to discretionary decisions by competent authorities 

Finland 	 National list covering major projects 
Otherwise on a case by case basis in relation to potential significant impacts 

France 	 Project list in Act on Protection of Nature, Act on 'Installations Classees' 
Germany 	 According to EIA Act and several other acts defining the projects which need permits 
Israel 	 Three categories of projects, first category mandatory EIA, categories 2 and 3 based on 

discretionary decisions 
Sweden 	 Case by case, decision by authorities appointed by Government, also certain projects 

explicitly mentioned in Natural Resources Act 
United Kingdom 	 Lists of mandatory assessments and cases by case decision based on likely significance 

of impacts 

Country 	 Degree of formalisation of the EIA procedure 

Australia 	 Federal: specified procedures leading to an environmental impact statement or a public 
environmental report. 

States: generally not very strictly regulated and varying from no formal requirements to 
certain rules for e.g. public participation 

Finland 	 Act defines procedure for EIA. Scoping: developer submits EIA programme which is 
published and handled by authorities, EIA report, review and statements. 
Strict time limits by Act and Decree 

France 	 EIA integrated into permit procedures, no formal procedure for the EIA, but the Act on 
Public Enquiries gives a formal structure for the review of the Environmental Impact 
Statement. 

Germany 	 EIA integrated into permit procedures. Scoping: EIA schedule approved by authorities. 
Review of EIA report by competent authorities. 

Israel 	 Instructions for EIA procedure are given in the regulations. 
Sweden 	 No formally required procedure. Only EIA report compulsory. EIA report assessed as part 

of consent issuing process by competent authorities. 
United Kingdom 	 EIA integrated into consent procedures, no unified formal structure for EIA 

10.3.5 Institutional Responsibilities 

The main differences between countries concerning institutional responsibilities 
can largely be traced to the legal background and objectives of the EIA systems. 
In countries with a mostly informal EIA, permit authorities (and in practice, sec-
toral authorities) have the main responsibility. General environmental authori-
ties can also participate in statutory or informal consultations and in the issuing 
of general guidance (e.g. in France, Sweden and Australia). In the UK, where EIA 
responsibility often rests with the planning authorities, project-specific EIAs tend 
to be dealt with generalists rather than specialists. In more formalised EIA sys-
tems, designated authorities have a supervisory functions. These authorities are 
in some countries generalist environmental or planning authorities (e.g. in Fin-
land, Denmark, Israel), and in others they are sectoral authorities (e.g. in Nor-
way), who are obliged to consult environmental authorities. 

The advantage of designating responsibility to sectoral authorities is that 
sufficient know-how and specialised knowledge is available (Marr 1996). On the 
other hand, cross-sectoral issues may not receive sufficient attention. If the water 
management authorities are supervisors of EIA for water resources, too little at-
tention may be given to issues concerning biological diversity or the use of fish- 
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ery resources. Furthermore most large projects invariably cut across sectoral bound-
aries: there is a need to deal simultaneously with issues related to transport, 
pollution, risks and recreational and subsistence use of resources. Without coor-
dination, the EIA runs the risk of becoming simply a compilation of facts, with 
limited possibilities for influencing decision-making. 

Institutional responsibilities are reflected in decision making powers. In the 
countries examined, the EIA has not been given the status of an independent 
authorisation procedure. Whereas in some countries an accepted EIA is a precon-
dition for authorisations (e.g. Denmark, the Netherlands), in the countries tabu-
lated here the EIA influences decisions only to the extent that it is able to raise 
issues that are relevant according to the acts governing the authorisation pro-
cedures. In Israel and Finland, Environmental Impact Statements are, however, 
preconditions for decision-making, i.e. authorities may not make decisions be-
fore consulting the statement. 

In countries with strongly sector oriented environment legislation and no bind-
ing decisions made in EIA procedure, the situation has been seen potentially prob-
lematic. In Finland, for example, a project that has severe landscape impacts, recog-
nised in the EIA, cannot legally be stopped or mitigated according to the Water Act 
if the impacts are restricted to the terrestrial system. The EIA can raise issues that 
the sectoral authorisation system cannot effectively deal with. The EIA may thus 
act as a catalyst for a more far reaching revision of environmental legislation. 

Country 	 Institutional responsibilities 

Australia 	 Federal: the Minister of the Environment determines the kind of assessment that should 
be carried out. 
States: varying responsibilities, in some cases concentrated with environmental aut-
horities, in others with sectoral authorities. 

Finland 	 Ministry of the Environment has overall responsibility for monitoring and developing EIA 
procedure. 
Regional Environment Centre as coordination authority 

France 	 Permit authorities are responsible for considering EIA findings. Special commissioner is 
chosen for public enquiries by the Administrative Court. A national commission is 
responsible for public enquiries of large projects. Minister of the Environment has special 
discretionary rights to enquire into projects requiring environmental impact statements. 

Germany 	 General control and development: State environment authority. 
Sector authorities as competent authorities. 

Israel 	 Minister of Interior responsible for the Planning and Building Act, District Commissions 
approve Local Outline Schemes and Detailed Schemes for specific projects 

Sweden 	 National Planning Board and Environmental Protection Agency share the responsibility 
for overall development of EIA system. 
Sector authorities (consent) act as the competent authorities. County Boards have a 
central role, and are in many cases the competent authority or issue statements on EIA 
reports. 

United Kingdom 	 Relevant departments and planning authorities depending on project type. 
Department of the Environment has a general development function 
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Country 	 EIA and decision-making 

Australia 	 Environmental impact statements or reports are submitted as additional material for 
decisions. There are varying provisions on the degree to which the findings of the 
environmental impact statement or report are binding. 

Finland 	 Coordination authority's statement on EIA not binding; permit procedures decisions 
binding. EIA is taken into account in permit application procedure. Permits or compar-
able decisions cannot be taken if EIA is missing. When a permit is issued the decision 
must state how the EIA has been taken into consideration. 

France EIA material submitted to authorities for consideration in consent procedures, no 
separate EIA decisions. 

Germany EIA material submitted to authorities for consideration in consent procedures, no 
separate EIA decisions. 

Israel Planning agency cannot make any decisions concerning the defined project types unless 
an Environmental Impact statement has been presented 

Sweden EIA material submitted to authorities for consideration in consent procedures, no 
separate EIA decisions. 

United Kingdom EIA material submitted to authorities for consideration in consent procedures, no 
separate EIA decisions. 

10.3.6 Public Participation 

In most of the countries studied, public participation is an integral part of the EIA 
system although variations exist in the extent and timing of this public involve-
ment. As a minimum requirement there is an opportunity to express opinions 
concerning the EIA report. Despite these limited formal requirements in the EIA 
systems there is a tendency to move towards more active public participation, 
including participatory planning, especially for public projects, and towards 
conflict resolution. 

In the countries examined, decisions to apply ETAs are not subject to formal 
public consultation. Experiences from several European countries show, howev-
er, that citizens are active in requesting that EIA be applied in projects which are 
controversial and might have an impact on their environment. 

In several countries the public is already involved at the stage when the 
scope of the EIA is determined (e.g. in Germany, Canada, the Netherlands and 
Finland). Members of the public, or organisations representing them, have the 
opportunity to raise issues that they think should be covered in the assessment. 
Experiences indicate that participation at this stage helps in the identification of 
alternatives and potential impacts. This is particularly important in areas for which 
limited scientific data and monitoring is available and for which traditional knowl-
edge of local people may be the most important source of information concerning 
the environment. Through organised participation in determining the scope of 
assessments, conflicts and information gaps can be reduced. Thus participation 
improves the possibilities of successful assessments at later stage. Early discus-
sions of projects may, on the other hand, also be problematic, especially in coun-
tries with little tradition of public participation. The public may become frustrat-
ed at the lack of definite information and some may focus on discussing the project 
rather than its assessment. To avoid these problems, transparent rules for partic-
ipation have to be presented. 
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Country Public participation 

Australia Federal: the public should be informed and public inquiries may be arranged on the 
Environmental Impact Statement or Environmental Report. Summaries of comments 
should be made. 
States: varying provisions, from voluntary arrangements to obligatory publication of 
findings. 

Finland The EIA programme (scoping) is published, at which stage the public has right to express 
opinions. Hearings are often arranged. The EIA report is published and hearings 
arranged. Many different means of gathering opinions are used. 

France No formal requirements for public participation in early phases of the assessment. 
The Public Enquiry focuses on the EIA report (EIS). Some, mostly minor, projects do not 
require a Public Enquiry 

Germany In the majority of cases scoping meetings are arranged. Natural persons, other authori- 
ties and associations are provided with the opportunity to state their opinion of the EIA 
report. 

Israel The public is not involved in the preparation of impact statements but has the right to 
object to plans submitted to the Planning Commission for approval 

Sweden Since there is no formal screening or scoping phase there is no obligations for early 
public involvement. Hearing of EIA report in context of other procedures. 

United Kingdom Since there is no formal screening or scoping phase no obligations for early public 
involvement. Hearing of EIA report in context of handling of the project in other 
procedures. 

Although the right to participate varies, a public review of the EIA report is in-
cluded in almost all EIA systems. The minimum approach is that right to participate 
is given only to those who are entitled to compensations. While in some countries 
there are defined lists of Non Governmental Organisations which are given the 
opportunity to present their opinion. In other cases practically anyone is permit-
ted to express their opinion on the EIA report and the project. Differences also 
arise concerning the right to appeal. In jurisdictions which have no formal EIA 
decisions the rights of appeal are defined by the laws governing consent proce-
dures. Therefore, the right of appeal in EIA cases may vary even within one coun-
try. In countries where a formal decision on the acceptance or rejection of an 
environmental assessment is made the right to appeal is defined within the EIA 
system. Developers, the public in the affected area and designated authorities 
usually have the right of appeal. 

10.3.7 Environmental Assessments of Policies, Plans and 
Programmes 
Environmental Impact Assessments have generally focused on the assessment of 
individual projects or development activities. Experiences have shown that this 
may severely limit the considerations of alternatives, as decisions of a more stra-
tegic nature have already been made. The assessments may also encounter 
administrative boundaries which limit the possibilities for developing ways of 
preventing or avoiding certain impacts. The no-action alternative may, in prac-
tice, be rejected and new radically different solutions may no longer be feasible. 

These issues have lead many countries to consider the introduction of envi-
ronmental assessments at the level of policies, plans and programmes, i.e. at a 
strategic level. To date, few countries have a statutory basis for these kinds of 
assessment, but on an experimental level examples can be found in the field of 
water management. Several countries are in the process of developing guidance 
for carrying out assessments of policies, plans and programmes. The European 
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Commission is also drafting a directive on the assessment of plans and pro-
grammes, and development work is in process in several member states. 

10.3.7.1 Strategic Assessment in Western Australia Water Supply Planning 
(Based on Beckwith 1996) 

The Western Australia Water Authority (WAWA) has used strategic environmental 
assessment to overcome the problems of project oriented EIA. For more than two 
decades WAWA has had a formal long-term water supply development plan. 
The plan has been updated several times, and by 1994 it had become clear that a 
new water supply strategy was required, as existing water supply capacity would 
be fully utilized by 1997-98. The demand on the public water supply is growing, 
especially in the Perth metropolitan area as a result of significant population 
growth. 

10.3.7.2 The Assessment 
In 1994 WAWA prepared a regional water allocation plan for the Perth-Bunbury 
region. The plan identified the key environmental values in relation to the re-
gions water resources and indicated the amounts of water that could be allocated 
for human consumption while still preserving the environment. 

The plan was subjected to strategic environmental assessment in which stra-
tegic water supply issues were examined, and the strategic importance of water 
resources to the supply system evaluated and their priority for development de-
termined. This involved determining how best to develop the allocation of re-
sources so as to satisfy anticipated demand while at the same time achieving an 
acceptable environmental and socio-economic situation. 

The strategic assessment identified a set of principles for strategy develop-
ment. Several alternative strategies were outlined for defining the full range of 
possible directions the agency could take in meeting future water supply needs. 
The recommended strategy was then formulated as a composite of different as-
pects of the alternative strategies. 

Sub-regional allocation plans were used to establish detailed policies, strate-
gies and guidelines for the equitable allocation of water. 

10.3.7.3 Public Involvement 
A public involvement programme was initiated as part of the assessment. It was 
used in the identification of strategic issues, development of strategie objectives 
and the development of principles for identifying alternative strategies. The public 
was also involved in the comparative analysis of alternative strategies and in the 
development of impact management strategies. It was considered that public in-
volvement at this level of planning would focus public attention on strategic rath-
er than site-specific issues. 
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10.4 European Union Environmental Law Relating to 
Water 
Kari Marttinen, Licentiate in Laws 

10.4.1 The EU Environmental Law in General 

10.4.1.1 Reasons for Community Environmental Action 

The original EC Treaty had no express provisions concerning the environment 
nor had the Community any explicit legal basis for legislating on the environ-
ment. However, this did not prevent the Community from taking actions to pro-
tect the environment, and the first environmental directives were established as 
early as 1967. The reasons for Community action on the environment were: 

1) The connection between national environmental laws and the functio-
ning of the Common Market. The different national provisions were seen 
as barriers to trade and distortions of competition and therefore needed 
to be harmonised. 

2) Environmental problems were seen as international problems, in which 
the actions of individual Member States were seen as ineffective. Pollu-
tion, which recognises no boundaries, was easily carried from one Mem-
ber State to another. Community law offered a more effective way to 
solve these interstate problems. It was considered that if the Communi-
ty were to operate as a single actor, not as twelve countries, Europe-
wide environmental problems could be solved more effectively. 

3) Article 2 of the EC Treaty set the Community the task of improving the 
living and working conditions of its citizens and of ensuring a balanced 
development of economic activities. It was understood that this was not 
possible without the protection of the environment and more rational 
management of natural resources. 

Today, when the EC Treaty includes a specific subheading of "Environment' 
thus giving the Community action a formal justification, there is no disagreement 
among Member States on the Community's power to legislate for protection of 
the environment. The Community's power to legislate, however is not exclusive. 
The Member States can, within the framework created by EU primary and secon-
dary law, protect the environment with their own national laws. Nevertheless, 
the Community has indisputable power to protect the environment through 
directives, regulations etc. and can thereby restrict (but not exclude) national law-
making on the part of its Member States. 

The principle of subsidiarity in Article 3b of the EC Treaty defines when and 
in what form Community action shall be taken. The free movement of goods and 
the idea of an internal market also restrict national environmental policies, as will 
be shown below. 

10.4.1.2 Community Action Programmes on the Environment 

Since 1973 the planning of Community environmental policy has taken the form 
of action programmes. They are policy guidelines which present the direction of 
EU environmental policy for the next five years. The first action programme in 
1973 laid down the general objectives and principles for Community environ-
mental policy. These objectives and principles are still highly topical and they are 
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now included in the EC Treaty (in Article 130 r). 
The latest (fifth) action programme is entitled "Towards Sustainability", in 

which the focus is on achieving sustainable development within the Community 
and its Member States (see OJ 1993 C 138 p. 1). The fifth action programme orig-
inally covered the years 1993-1997, but it has now been extended to the year 2000. 
According to this programme sustainability has an economic and environmental 
meaning, and thus the Community should try to connect environmental protec-
tion with economic considerations in a reasonable manner. The "selected target 
sectors" are industry, energy production, transportation, agriculture and tour-
ism. 

The programme tries to share environmental responsibilities between the 
Community and its Member States. To ensure the principle of subsidiarity, decisi-
ons are to be made at the most appropriate level and as dose to the objects of the 
decision as possible. Furthermore, the programme tries to share responsibilities 
with other actors than the lawmakers or authorities, namely with industry and 
citizens. This shared responsibility is mainly to be achieved by broadening the 
range of instruments in environmental policy. The traditionally dominating legis-
lative instruments will be complemented by market-based instruments such as 
ecotaxes, ecolabels and voluntary agreements. Complementary actions such as 
research, information, education and training are also to be used more frequ-
ently. Financial support systems will be changed in order to ensure that all Mem-
ber States can achieve sustainability. 

The revision of the fifth action programme is currently in progress. In Janu-
ary 1996, the Commission proposed an action plan that would refocus the pro-
gramme's aims and accelerate its implementation (COM (95) 647). According to 
this action plan, particular attention needs to be paid to climate change, acidifica-
tion and urban area problems such as air quality, noise and waste. The implemeta-
tion of the programme has thus far been criticized for its lack of urgency. The 
implementation of Community legislation in Member States is also subject to de-
lays. The European Parliament, which has the power of veto on the action plan, 
has demonstrated a willingness to strenghten the Community's responsibilities, 
and would prefer to see exact time limits for Community action in this field. The 
Comission and the Council, on the other hand, prefer not to give the Community 
law-making responsibilities which are too specific. 

10.4.1.3 Objectives of EU Environmental Policy 

The objectives of Community environmental policy were officially laid down and 
justified by the Single European Act in 1987 and subsequently incorporated into 
the EC Treaty. Their wording was slightly modified by the Maastricht Treaty of 
1993, but there was no real change in their substance. The objectives of Commu-
nity policy on the environment are: 
- 	to preserve, protect and improve the quality of the environment; 
- 	to protect human health; 
- 	to make prudent and rational use of natural resources; and 
- 	to promote at international level measures for dealing with regional or world- 

wide environmental problems. 
These general objectives in Article 130r (1) of the EC Treaty are further spec-

ified in terms of EU legislative actions and are often cited in environmental acts. 
The objectives support and give justification to the regulations and the directives. 

10.4.1.4 General Principles Underlying the EU Environmental Policy 

The EC Treaty also contains the general principles of the Community's environ-
mental policy. Like the general objectives, these principles are part of the heritage 
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of environmental action programmes. Article 130r (2) provides that the Commu-
nity policy on the environment shall be based on: 
- 	the precautionary principle; 
- 	preventive action; 
- 	rectifying environmental damage at the source; and 
- 	the polluter pays principle. 

Precaution and prevention are related, although precaution is something more 
than pure prevention. It implies for example that any unavoidable damage should 
be compensated for, that protective measures can be taken before environmental 
hazards become evident, and that the onus of proof must be placed on the polluter. 
He has to prove that the pollution did not result from his activity. 

The 'polluter pays' principle evolved within the OECD during the 70 s and 
has been a pervading principle in Community environmental policy ever since the 
first action programme. It requires that the polluter, who derives economic profit 
from using the environment (which in "a common good"), must pay for damage 
caused by pollution. Strict protective measures, which require use of the best (and 
often very expensive) available technology, are consistent with the 'polluter pays' 
principle. Ecotaxes and other fiscal instruments are also useful in allocating the 
costs of using natural resources and polluting the environment. Environmental 
subsidies, though not in line with the 'polluter pays' principle, still exist and will 
continue to do so because in many cases protection is not economically feasible 
without them. 

Rectifying at source means that pollution should be tackled at the earliest pos-
sible stage and that its effects should be restricted to the polluting site rather than 
trying to protect the surroundings. 

10.4.1.5 Principle of Subsidiarity 

The principle of subsidiarity was introduced into the EC Treaty by the Single Euro-
pean Act in 1987. It was formerly applicable only to environmental policy (former 
Article 130r (4)), but the Maastricht Treaty removed it from the section entitled "En-
vironment" and placed it instead in a new Article 3b of the EC Treaty; covering all 
Community action in the field of competing powers, including the environmental 
policy. 

The principle of subsidiarity now states that the Community shall take action 
only if and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved 

by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, 
be better achieved by the Community. 

The principle is worded more restrictively than it was in 1987. Although the 
aim is to specify the use of community action more precisely than before, the wor-
ding is still considered to be too vague and imprecise. It is generally held that for 
the above-mentioned reasons (pollution recognizes no boundaries, etc.) Commu-
nity action is, as a rule, justified in environmental policy; the environmental protec-
tion objectives cannot be sufficiently achieved by the Member States alone. In envi-
ronmental protection the meaning of the principle of subsidiarity is, therefore, lim-
ited to the question of the form or manner that the Community action will take. 

10.4.1.6 Principle of Integration 
The principle of integration can also be traced to the first action programme of 1973. 
The Single European Act confirmed this principle in the new Article 130r (2) of the 
EC Treaty. The Maastricht Treaty clarified its wording and to some extent also its 
meaning. Article 130r (2) now states that environmental protection requirements 
must be integrated into the definition and implementation of other Community 
policies. It requires that the Community pays attention to environmental issues 
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when acting in other policy areas such as agriculture and transport. The integra-
tion principle has also been used by the European Court of Justice in the 66 tita-
nium dioxide case (Case 300/89 Commission v. Council, [1991] ECR I-2867) which 
basically marked a clear division between the internal market and environmental 
protection (legal basis, Art. 100a or 130s of the EC Treaty). The integration principle 
as seen by the Court, implied that a Community measure cannot be covered by 
Article 130s merely because it also pursues objectives of environmental protection. 
It can, therefore, be seen as a factor that diminishes the "weight" of environmental 
policy under the EC Treaty. 

The integration principle must, however, be seen as a necessary tool to protect 
the environment. In the modern society, the environmental protection requirements 
must be implemented in all sectors of society if results are to be achieved. Integrati-
on is dearly needed, but it should not restrict the importance of EU environmental 
policy. 

10.4.1.7 The Principles of Best Available Technology (BAT) and Best 
Environmental Practice (BEP) in EU Environmental Law 

While the principles of best available technology and best environmental practice 
are not general principles underlying EU environmental action (i.e. they are not 
mentioned in the EC Treaty), they do have a certain role in secondary EC environ-
mental law, namely in regulations and especially in directives. Some environmen-
tal directives require, for example, permit conditions to be based on the BAT princi-
ple. Water directives, however, have so far not required these principles to be in-
cluded in permit systems. The principle of the tolerance of the recipient water area 
(the recipiency principle) has been used instead of the BAT principle. Air pollution 
control of industrial activities, on the other hand, has been based on the BAT prin-
ciple (the framework directive for industrial installations 84/360/EEC, OJ L 188 p. 
20, art. 4). 

In the future, both principles, but especially BAT, will play a greater role in the 
EC and in Member State actions. The IPPC Directive (directive on integrated pollu-
tion prevention and control 96/61/EC, OJ L 257, p. 26), which requires Member 
States to coordinate or integrate permit systems related to air, water and soil, bases 
its emission conditions on the BAT principle. The Directive thus seeks to change the 
permit systems related to water: they must be integrated with other permit sys-
tems, and this "overall" permit must be based on the BAT principle. This would 
require that the conditions in water permits must also be based on the BAT princi-
ple and not on the recipiency principle. The IPPC Directive is dealt with in detail 
later on. 

10.4.1.8 The Legal Basis of EU Environmental Action 

The Community legislation must be based to a explicit legal basis in the Treaties 
(EC, ECSC and Euratom Treaties). It gives justification to Community action. Com-
munity environmental acts had no explicit legal basis before the entry into force 
of the Single European Act. In spite of this, by 1987 the Community had enacted 
approximately 150 environmental acts using Articles 100 and 235 of the EC Treaty 
as the legal basis. Article 100 provides for the issuing of Council directives for 
harmonisation of such laws (etc.) of the Member States as directly affect the esta-
blishment or functioning of the Common Market. Mutually incompatible nation-
al protection measures were causing distortion of competition and barriers to trade, 
and so the use of Article 100 was appropriate. 

Article 235 is a "general escape clause" which can be applied in cases where 
Community action is necessary in the course of the operation of the Common 
Market and where the Treaty does not lay down the necessary powers. 
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Article 100 was used as the sole legal basis in most of the cases where there 
was a close connection between environmental protection and the establishing 
or securing of the functioning of the Common Market. On the other hand, Article 
235 was used when purely environmental legislation was to be adopted. Legisla-
tion which was neither closely market-related nor purely environmental was adop-
ted on the basis of both Articles. All in all, the choice of legal basis was quite unpre-
dictable before the entry into force of the Single European Act. 

In 1987 the Single European Act created the explicit legal basis for Commu-
nity environmental action. Artide 130s of the EC Treaty, as modified by the Maas-
tricht Treaty, now provides three different legal bases for Community environ-
mental action. The "general" legal basis is contained in Article 130s (1). Environ- 
mental acts are normally adopted by the Council on qualified majority voting in 
cooperation with the European Parliament (cooperation procedure, Art. 189c EC 
Treaty). Artide 130s (2) lists those matters where unanimity must be achieved in 
the Council. These are: 
- 	provisions primarily of a fiscal nature; 
- 	measures concerning town and country planning, land use with the excep- 

tion of waste management and measures of a general nature, and manage-
ment of water resources; 

- 	measures significantly affecting a Member State's choice between different 
energy sources and the general structure of its energy supply. 
No greater detail on these matters is given, and they leave a lot of room for 

interpretation, which may well give rise to judicial disputes over the next few 
years. What is, for example, a measure of a general nature where quality majority 
voting is applied? And is the planned carbon dioxide tax primarily a fiscal meas-
ure or an environmental measure? One task for the Member States during the 
intergovernmental conferences is therefore to clarify the legal bases in the field of 
environmental protection. 

Finally, Article 130s (3) states that in other areas, general action programmes 
shall be adopted by the Council acting on qualified majority according to the new 
procedure referred to in Article 189b of the EC Treaty (the system of co-decision). 
In this complex procedure the European Parliament has a veto, which means that 
it can reject a text approved by the Council. This, of course, increases the power of 
the Parliament within the Union. The above-mentioned decision of the action 
plan revising the fifth action programme will be adopted using this legal basis, 
and so Parliament's criticism of the plan must be taken seriously. 

The key significance of the co-decision procedure does not lie in the environ-
mental action programmes, but in the harmonisation of laws under Article 100a 
of the EC Treaty. Article 100a (1) is a legal basis for environmental matters affect-
ing the establishment and functioning of the internal market. This being the case, 
Parliament will have its say in this very important area of EU legislation. 

10.4.1.9 Environmental Guarantee: Article 130t of the EC Treaty 
Article 130t of the EC Treaty provides that Member States are entitled to maintain 
or introduce more stringent protective measures than those taken by the Com-
munity under Article 130s. These national measures must be compatible with the 
Treaty and they must be notified to the Commission. This provision, known as 
Environmental Guarantee, gives Member States the opportunity to establish a 
higher level of protection after harmonisation is carried out under Article 130s. 
The Environmental Guarantee points out very clearly that protective measures 
taken under Article 130s of the EC Treaty establish only the minimum level of 
protection and that Member States are free to set higher standards. 

Compatibility with the EC Treaty normally involves no actual restriction of 
this right. Formally, however, Article 130t can only be applied in cases where the 
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secondary act is based on Article 130s. It cannot be applied if the act is based on 
other provisions of the Treaty. If the environmental protection act was given un-
der Article 100 of the EC Treaty prior to the Single European Act, the Member 
State cannot rely on Article 130t and therefore cannot introduce national measu-
res that are more stringent than the directive in question. The Member State can 
do so, however, if the directive in question allows more stringent measures. This 
is frequently the case with environmental directives issued before the Single Eu-
ropean Act. Their purpose and wording allow more stringent national measures. 

If the required harmonisation has been completed through a directive that 
is based on Article 100a (1) of the EC Treaty, the stringent national measures must 
be based on Article 100a (4). Article 100a (4), however, provides Member States 
with much more restricted possibilities for maintaining stringent national meas-
ures. The negative impact on the aims of the directive can mean that a more 
stringent measure is not possible. 

10.4.1.10 Instruments of EU Environmental Legislation 

The main instrument of EU environmental action is the secondary legislation 
given by the Community institutions. The main instruments are directly applica-
ble regulations and result setting directives. Directives require national imple-
menting measures and they are as a rule binding to the citizens only via these 
national implementing measures. The regulations are law "as such" and they are 
not incorporated to national law by any implementing measures, like national 
laws. As the fifth action programme indicates, there is a tendency to complement 
the legislation with other instruments such as ecotaxes and voluntary agreements. 

Directives issued by the Council form a dominant part of the EU's environ-
mental actions. Regulations have been used only in the case of matters related to 
international agreements such as the Montreal Protocol on Substances that De-
plete the Ozone Layer. Directives in turn, must be subsequently incorporated 
into the Member States national legal systems. 

By virtue of their wording or purpose, or of Article 130t of the EC Treaty, 
environmental directives set the minimum level of protection (minimum harmo-
nisation). If the main aim of a given directive is to ensure the establishment or 
functioning of the internal market and only secondarily to establish environmen-
tal protection, the directive must be based on Article 100a of the EC Treaty. These 
internal market directives involve total harmonisation, and Member States are 
generally not able to set themselves a higher level of protection. As noted already, 
Article 100a (4) provides Member States with only a limited possibility for main-
taining more stringent rules. 

10.4.2 Water Protection and Management in the EU 

10.4.2.1 General 

The Community has adopted a wide range of directives (around twenty in total) 
for the protection of water since the mid-70 s. The primary goals of the Commu-
nity's water protection are firstly, to safeguard specific uses of water and, second-
ly, to protect ecological processes in the aquatic environment. 

As with other environmental directives, the water directives specify the min-
imum protection level required, generally allowing Member States the opportu-
nity to set higher standards if they wish. The directives lay down provisions for 
sampling frequency and measurement methods, and they can for the creation of 
action programmes for improving the quality of water. 
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10.4.2.2 The Quality of Water 

The first water directives laid down quality objectives for water for specific uses, 
such as the quality of drinking water, bathing water, water supporting fish life, 
shellfish water and groundwater. Water must be suitable for the purpose it is 
intended. The directives set down two separate standards: Member States are 
required to comply with the mandatory limit values, but there are also stricter 
guide values which function as a goal for future actions. 

The first quality objectives were laid down in 1975 for surface water abstract-
ed as drinking water (75/440/EEC, OJ L 194, 25.7.1975 p. 26). If surface water does 
not fulfill the requirements laid down in the directive, it is not suitable for abstrac-
tion as drinking water, except in exceptional cases. 

Drinking water (from groundwater or from surface water by abstraction) 
must fulfill the quality requirements set out in Directive 80/778/EEC (OJ L 229, 
30.8.1980 p. 11). In case C-303/94 on 18 June 1996 the Court of Justice annulled the 
agricultural directive 94/43/EC (the so-called uniform principles directive, which 
is a daughter directive to the pesticides directive 91/414/EEC), because it under-
mined the limits of pesticide concentrations set in the drinking water directive. 
This has accelerated plans to revise the 1980 drinking water directive. Following 
this judgement, discussions have concentrated on the pesticide limit of 0.1 micro-
gram/litre of drinking water. Industry and agriculture would prefer the limit to 
be loosened, or at least different limit values to be set separately for each pesti- 

de, based on the ecological data gathered on their impacts on water quality. 
Revision of the drinking water directive is related to the larger issue of com-

munity strategy for water policy and water resources, particularly to the action 
programme for groundwater the proposal of which has been adopted by the 
Commission on July 10, 1996. The programme is to be adopted on the basis of 
Article 130s (3) of the EC Treaty. This means that a decision will be made following 
the co-operation procedure and requires the approval of both the Council and 
the Parliament (Art. 189b of the EC Treaty). This action programme, however, will 
be only politically binding and not legally binding. The programme concentrates 
mainly on the agricultural aspects of water policy, with integration of agricultural 
and environmental requirements forming the core of the programme. Other as-
pects include the control of point sources of pollution, establishment of a fresh 
water abstraction policy and deeper integration of water management (quantity) 
and protection (quality). 

Directive 76/160/EEC (OJ L 31, 5.2.1976 p. 1) sets quality objectives for bath-
ing water. The directive contains a list of substances which can be harmful to 
human beings, and it obliges Member States to monitor the quality of bathing 
water during the bathing season. The directives on water for freshwater fish (78/ 
659/EEC, OJ L 222, 14.8.1978 p. 1) and on water for shellfish (79/923/EEC, OJ L 
281, 10.11.79 p. 47) concentrate more on environmental aspects, whereas the 
above-mentioned directives on bathing water, drinking water and surface water 
aim mainly at satisfying the public health requirements. The fish and shellfish 
directives require Member States to designate the waters to which the directive 
applies, and they must either respect the mandatory values or attempt to reach 
the guide values. 

The EU water policy is currently undergoing large-scale revision. In connec-
tion with this, the Commission has submitted to the Council a proposal for a 
directive on the ecological quality of water (COM (93) 680 final). With this propos- 
al the Commission aims to simplify and improve the consistency of Community 
surface water legislation and to establish a general and comprehensive mecha- 
nism for the maintenance and improvement of the quality of all surface water in 
the Community. The new directive would be applicaple to all surface water, not 
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just specific types of surface water such as water for shellfish or for bathing. How-
ever, the proposed directive allows the Member States to exempt some small wa-
ters from its requirements. The same applies in cases where it is impossible to 
improve the ecological quality of certain waters due to heavy past pollution or 
pollution from third countries or for natural reasons. These exemptions should 
be notified to the Commission. 

The aim of the proposed directive is that all surface water in the Community 
would be of good ecological quality, which means that the self-purification capac-
ity of the surface water needs to be maintained throughout the Community. The 
Member States would have to fix operational targets to transpose the proposed 
directive s general requirements into a more concrete form. Based on these oper-
ational targets Member States should put forward integrated programmes designed 
to make sure that the targets are achieved. The proposal also requires that Mem-
ber States apply the best available technology (BAT) to the point sources and the 
best environmental practices (BEP) to other sources of pollution. The definition of 
BAT and BEP are mainly left to the Member States to define for, each individual 
source and type of pollution if there are no specific Community requirements 
concerning the pollution in question. The proposed directive itself would only 
include very general criteria concerning BAT and BEP definitions. Definitions of 
BAT and BEP as they were presented in the proposal are annexed to this memo-
randum. 

The ecological water quality directive would be very general in nature. Ac-
cording to the Commission the lack of precise substantive requirements is a delib-
erate policy choice based on principles of subsidiarity, cost-effectiviness and pro-
portionality. The Commission is in fact relying very strongly on the Member States 
integrated programmes mentioned above. This could turn out to be unreasoned 
optimism, because Member States compliance with existing programmatic re-
quirements has been very poor so far (several water directives already require 
Member States to draft different kinds of programme). The Parliament has ex-
pressed its views on the matter and MEPs believe that the Commission is using 
subsidiarity as an excuse to lower standards in the future. 

As a result of the Parliament's comments on the proposed ecological water 
quality directive, the Council called for a fundamental review of all EC water 
legislation. The Commission then prepared a discussion document on EC water 
policy in 1996, in which it recommended the creation of a framework directive on 
water resouces, which would include both surface and groundwater (the pro-
posed ecological water quality directive included only surface water). The official 
proposal for the framework directive has not yet been published. However, ac-
cording to the Council s conclusions on the discussion document, the framework 
directive will be based on the EC Treaty principles of rectifying at source and 
taking regional diversity into account. It would set quality objectives for various 
parts and uses of water resources. The drinking water and bathing water direc-
tives would be left outside the scope of the framework directive. 

The future of Community water policy is currently quite open. It remains 
unclear whether it will be based on a general water framework directive or on the 
directive concerning only the ecolgical quality of surface water as suggested in 
1993 (or even both). The importance of the BAT and BEP principles in future EC 
water protection policy is therefore still unclear. The IPPC Directive (96/61/EC) 
nevertheless requires the principle of BAT to be adopted for aquatic emissions as 
well as air pollution. 

10.4.2.3 Emission and Pollution Control in the Aquatic Environment 

Another set of water directives concerns protection of the aquatic environment 
from pollution by certain dangerous substances. The basic rules are laid down in 
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a framework directive adopted in 1976 (76/464/EEC, OJ L 129, 18.5.1976 p. 23). 
The dangerous substances are divided into two separate categories. List I con-
tains substances which are particularly dangerous owing to their toxicity, persist-
ence and bioaccumulation, and is therefore known as the "blacklist". Instead of 
the emission limit values (ELVs) for individual installations, Member States can 
protect water areas with emission standards based on the Community environ-
mental quality objectives (EQOs) (Article 6(3) of the framework directive). In this 
case the emission standards for each installation are set on the basis of the quality 
of the recipient water area. The United Kingdom has been the main proponent of 
the approach based on environmental quality, but the IPPC Directive (96/61/EC) 
will make it impossible to retain this kind of approach in the future. 

In accordance with the IPPC Directive (96/61/EC, OJ L 257,10.10.1996 p. 26), 
the Member States must integrate the different permit systems for water, air and 
soil. In practice this means that most Member States will have only one emission 
permit for each installation in the future. This comprehensive permit includes. 
separate emission standards for water, air and soil. Article 9 (4) of the IPPC Direc-
tive requires Member States to base emission limit values on the BAT principle, 
"without prescribing the use of any technology, but taking into account the technical char-
asteristics of the installation concerned, its geographical location and the local environ-
mental conditions. BAT is defined in Article 2 (11) of the IPPC Directive, which 
states that "best" means the most effective level of protection for the environment 
as a whole, and that the technology is considered to be "available" when it can be 
used in that sector under economically and technically viable conditions, taking 
into consideration both the costs and the benefits. 

The IPPC Directive requires water emissions to be based solely on the BAT 
principle. The recipiency principle and permit conditions set according to Article 
6 (3) of the framework directive 76/464/EEC will no longer be possible when the 
IPPC Directive is implemented in the Member States (Article 20 (3) IPPC). Permits 
granted prior to implementation of the IPPC Directive must be reviewed and 
amended no later than 8 years after the implementation of the directive. 

Limit values and quality objectives have been set for following blacklisted 
substances: 
1. Mercury (directive 82/176/EEC, OJ L 81, 27.3.1982 p. 29, directive 84/156, OJ 

L 74 17.3.1984 p. 49.); 
2. Cadmium (directive 83/513/EEC, OJ L 291, 24.10.1983 p. 1.); 
3. HCH (directive 84/491/EEC, OJ L 274, 17.10.1984 p. 11.); 
4. Carbon tetrachloride, DDT and trichlorobenzene (directive 86/280/EEC OJ L 

181, 4.7.1986 p. 16.); 
5. Aldrin, dieldrin, endrin, isodrin, hexachlorobenzene, hexachlorobutadiene 

and chloroform (directive 88/347/EEC OJ L 158 25.6.1988 p. 35.); 
6. 1,2-dichloroethane, trichloroethylene (TRI), perchloroethylene (PER), trichlo-

robenzene (TCB) (directive 90/415/EEC OJ L 219, 14.8.1990 p. 49.) 2)  
List II contains seven groups of dangerous substances, the so-called "greyl-

ist". Member States must establish programmes for all list II substances. These 
programmes must include national quality objectives leading to a reduction in 
water pollution. All discharges which can contain dangerous substances require 
prior authorization issued by a competent Member State authority. All authoriza-
tions are valid for a fixed period only. The prior authorization required by this 
directive will have to be integrated with other prior authorization procedures 
relating to other sectors of the environment (soil, air) when the IPPC Directive is 
implemented. 

2)Other blacklisted substances are treated as greylisted substances until limit values are set for them. 
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The Community has tried to limit discharges of dangerous substances into 
waters within some branches of industry. So far this has resulted in legislation 
only on titanium dioxide production (directive 78/176/EEC, OJ L 54, 25.2.1978 
p.19 and other directives related to it).3)  Similar legislation has not been adopted 
for water policy in other branches of industry owing to the great differences of 
opinion between the Member States within the Council. 

Nitrates have become quite a serious environmental problem especially for 
surface water in some Member States, for example the Netherlands and Belgium. 
The nitrate concentration in drinking waters has been and in many cases still is 
above the drinking water directive s limit value (50 mg/litre) in many areas. The 
main causes are agriculture and discharges of waste water. Protection of surface 
and groundwater from pollution by nitrates from agricultural sources is regulat-
ed by the directive 91/676/EEC (OJ L 375 31.12.1991 p.1). This directive obliges 
Member States to designate risk areas and set up action programmes for the lim-
itation of fertilisers or manure. Member States are also required to give instruc-
tions to farmers on how they can contribute to water protection in their daily 
agricultural activities. Member States are therefore required to make and apply 
codes of good agricultural practice. These codes aim to reduce pollution by ni-
trates in each Member State, taking into account the conditions in different re-
gions of the Community. 

The directive on urban waste water treatment (91/271/EEC, OJ L 135, 30.5.1991 
p. 40) is applied to waste water produced by households and industry, and it 
tackles the same problem as the nitrates directive mentioned above, namely the 
pollution of surface and groundwater. The urban waste directive applies to built-
up areas which have more than 2000 inhabitants. By the end of 2005 all waste 
water from such areas must be collected and treated before discharge into waters. 
The larger settlements will have to comply even earlier: Member States must en-
sure that waste water is collected and treated from settlements with more than 
15,000 inhabitants by the year 2000. Ecological treatment of waste water is pre-
ferred to mechanical treatment. Member States are obliged to set up monitoring 
programmes and publish reports every two years. 

Although the Commission proposed a directive on marine pollution as early 
as 1976, there are still no specific directives or regulations on the prevention and 
reduction of marine pollution within the Community. There are, however, sever-
al communications, action programmes and decisions relating to the exploitation 
of marine resources and sea transport (for example the action programme con-
cerning hydrocarbons at sea, following the Amoco-Cadiz accident, OJ C 162 
8.7.1978). It should also be noted that some of the directives mentioned above 
cover the marine environment too (for example the framework directive 76/464/ 
EEC), as well as other water areas within the Member States jurisdiction. The 
Community is also a party to several international conventions on the protection 
of the marine environment, for example the 1992 Convention on the Protection 
of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area. 

') Directive 89/428/EEC on the harmonization of national programmes for the reduction of pollution by the titanium dioxide 
industry was annulled by the ECJ on the grounds of an incorrect legal basis. The Court stated that the correct legal bosis is EC 
Treaty I 00a, not 130s on which the Council had based the directive (Case C-300/89, 	Commission v. Council, (I 99 I] ECR I- 
2867). A new directive was then given in 1992 bosed on Article I00a (directive 92/I 12/EEC, OJ L 409, 21.12. 1992 p. I I). 
This ECJ case was an important precedent which confirmed that environmental protection (in the form of industrial production 
regulation of some particular branch of industry) is part of the internal market regulation, not environmental regulation. 
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